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BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Exporting system configuration files from ETS3
The 4 files need to be exported from ETS 3-F in order to
configure the Well-contact Plus touch-screens using the
configuration software or to configure the Well-contact Suite
supervision software.

Project datas

The procedure for importing system data uses 4 files to
describe the system. These files must be created in advance
using the ETS3 export procedure and are the following:
• file System structure (XML type file)
• file Devices (XML type file)
• file Device configuration (XML type file)
• file ESF (ESF type file)
The 4 above-mentioned files contain information on system
topology, installed devices, the group addresses assigned to
the various devices and the list of all defined addresses. The 4
files and the way in which they are created by means of ETS3
are described in the following chapters. They must be created
in order to use Well-contact Suite and to program the touch
screens (21848, 20848.1, 19848.1, 14848.1, 20849, 19849
and 14849).

The "System structure" file

5. in the window that opens:
a. select the destination folder for the "System structure"
file;
b. type in the file name: "System structure";
c. press the "SAVE" button.
Note: the file extension will be XML.

"Buildings" window

Overview
The "System structure" file contains all information concerning
the structure of the KNX system in terms of buildings, floors,
rooms and electric panels. This section is not limited in any way
by the ETS3 software, which leaves the designer the freedom
to organise the devices as he sees fit.
By following a certain logic in defining this "tree" structure (see
for example the sample ETS project provided), it is possible to
configure the Well-contact Plus software entirely automatically
in terms of the floors, rooms and common areas of the hotel.
By appropriately organising the devices, it is possible to reduce
the amount of work needed to configure the Well-contact Plus
software right from the ETS programming stage. The "System
structure" and "Devices" files are interrelated in terms of logic;
the first only goes as far as defining the system structure, while
the second goes on to define the devices contained by each
"terminal node" of the system structure.
The sequence of operations necessary to correctly export the
above-mentioned file using the ETS3 software is described
below.

"Export Foreign Format" window

Creating the System structure file
To create this file proceed as follows:
1.	
Select all the buildings, floors and rooms in the ETS3
Buildings window. Then select any row in the upper Parent/
Name section;
2. from the File menu select "Extract Data (e.g. OPC)",
the Export Foreign Format window will appear;
3. in the Export Foreign Format window select the "Export…"
button in the Export to CSV/XML section;
4.	in the Export List Content window select "All" in the List
items section, select "XML" in the Export Format section
and press the "OK" button;
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"Export List Content" window
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The "Devices" file
Overview
The "Devices" file contains the following information for each
device installed in the system:
• physical address;
• name of the node containing the device in the system's tree
structure (obtained from the "System structure" file);
• description assigned by the ETS designer (the person who
has created the system's ETS project);
• application software loaded onto the device, which enables
the functions it will be capable of performing.

Creating the Devices file
To create this file proceed as follows:
1.	select all the buildings, floors and rooms in the Buildings
window of ETS. Then select any row in the lower Parent/
Address/Room… section;
2. from the File menu choose "Extract Data (e.g. OPC)",
the Export Foreign Format window will appear;
3. in the Export Foreign Format window select the "Export…"
button in the Export to CSV/XML section;
4.	in the Export List Content window select "All" in the List
items section, select "XML" in the Export Format section
and press the "OK" button;
5. in the new window:
a. select the destination folder for the Devices file;
b. type in the file name: "Devices"
c. press the "SAVE" button.

"Buildings" window

Note: the file extension will be XML.
"Export Foreign Format" window

"Export List Content" window
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"Device configuration" file
Overview
For each property of each device identified uniquely by the
physical programming address, the "Device configuration" file
contains the list of group addresses assigned by the designer
using ETS3.

Creating the Device configuration file
To create this file proceed as follows:
1. select all the devices in the Topology window; then select
any row in the section on the right;
2. from the File menu select "Extract Data (e.g. OPC)",
the Export Foreign Format window will appear;
3. in the Export Foreign Format window select the "Export…"
button in the Export to CSV/XML section;
4.	in the Export List Content window select "All" in the List
items section, select "XML" in the Export Format section
and press the "OK" button;
5. in the new window:
a. select the destination folder for the
"Device configuration" file;
b. type in the file name: "Device configuration";
c. press the "SAVE" button.

"Topology" window

Note: the file extension will be XML.
"Export Foreign Format" window

"Export List Content" window
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"ESF" file
Overview
In addition to the XML files described above (System structure,
Devices, Device configuration), it is also necessary to export
an ESF file that includes the list of all defined addresses (and
assigned to at least one device) in the ETS project.
All the addresses will in any case be recognisable after
importing the XML files.
Their tree structure can also be reconstructed from the three
levels that make up the addresses. The further information
contained in the ESF file is the name given to the nodes that
make up the main group and middle group.
There are not constraints on how the group addresses defined
in the ETS "Group Addresses" view are organised.
It is therefore up to the ETS designer to organise the addresses
in such a way that they are easy to use within the Well-contact
Plus software.
A good example of how to organise the group addresses is
shown in the figure on the right.

"Group Address" window

Creating the ESF file
To create the ESF file, deselect the devices selected when
creating the "Device configuration.xml" file in the "Topology"
window and proceed as follows:
1. from the File menu select "Extract Data (e.g. OPC)",
the Export Foreign Format window will appear;
2. in the Export Foreign Format window, select the "Export…"
button in the Export to OPC Server section
3. in the new window:
a. select the file destination folder
b. type in the file name (there are no restrictions on the
choice of the name and its extension will in any case be
ESF).
c. press the "SAVE" button.
The 4 files that have just been created will be used both for the
Well-contact Suite software and for programming the touch
screens (21848, 20848.1, 19848.1, 14848.1, 20849, 19849
and 14849). For further details on importing the 4 files, refer to
the instructions that come with the suite software.

"Export Foreign Format" window

To create the project export file from ETS4, refer to the image
on the right.

"Export files from ETS4" window
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Importing files from ETS for configuration
of colour touch screens 21848, 20848.1,
19848.1, 14848.1
Download the updated touch screen configurator software (to
be used with interface 01991) from the website www.vimar.com
 products  product software  download.
Start the Configurator software for Touch Screen, create a
new system and insert the 4+4 modules touch screen (after
connecting the 01991 interface).
By importing the 4 files previously created by ETS into the
software and adding the various environment pages for each
touch screen, you will be able to drag the command icons for
the various nodes and/or KNX objects onto each page (for full
details refer to the software and touch screen manuals).
We will now see how to set up the project with Configurator for
Touch Screen software and import the 4 files created by ETS:
• insert the touch screens into the new system project (in the
ETS project the touch screens must be added and their
"Date/Time" object must be associated with a group that
has the same "Date/Time touch screen" description):

Select the 4 files created by the ETS project.

• After the various environment pages have been added, the
various touch screen windows can be created by inserting
the desired objects. The datapoints of the actuators must be
inserted and not those of the commands.

• Associate the 4 files previously created by ETS with the
above-mentioned project (which will contain at least one
touch screen):

Create the various environments and by dragging create the various pages
with the KNX devices/groups highlighted in the column on the right; insert
the ETS physical address of the touch screen and the "Touch screen Date/
Time" address of the ETS group.

For all further details on the touch screens configuration and
importing the pages created on the device, refer to the software
and touch screen instructions.
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Importing the files from ETS to configure
monochrome touch screen 20849, 19849,
16849, 14849
Download the updated touch screen configurator software (to
be used with interface 01991) from the website www.vimar.com
 products  product software  download.
Start the Touch Screen software Configurator, create a new
system and insert the 3-module touch screen.
By importing the 4 files previously created by ETS into the
software and adding the various environment pages for each
touch screen, you will be able to drag the command icons for
the various nodes and/or KNX objects onto each page (for full
details refer to the software and touch screen manuals). We
will now see how to set up the project with the Touch Screen
Configurator software and import the 4 files created by ETS:
• Insert touch screens into the new system project (select
vertical/horizontal orientation) (in the ETS project the touch
screens must be added and their "Date/Time" object must
be associated with a group that has the same "Date/Time
Touch screen" description):

Select the 4 files created by the ETS project.

• After the various environment pages have been added, you
can create the various touch screen windows by inserting the
desired objects:

Create the various environments and by dragging create the various pages
with the KNX devices/groups highlighted in the column on the right; insert
the ETS physical address of the touch screen and the "Touch screen Date/
Time" address of the ETS group.

• Associate the 4 files previously created by ETS with the
above-mentioned project (which must contain at least one
touch screen):

For all further details on the touch screens configuration and
importing the pages created on the device, refer to the software
and touch screen instructions.
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Parameters of Configurator Software for 4.3" colour touch screen
4.3" colour touch screen (21848, 20848.1, 19848.1, 14848.1) - Inserting environments

By the Environment control function you can insert various
different environments to be controlled (maximum of 60
environment pages).
Select the touch screen you wish to edit (if more than one are
present) using the navigation button
on the top left bar.
Press the Edit
function button.
Select Environment control on the screen on the left.
Press the insert
button at the bottom left. The window on
the right will open.
Enter the name of the environment and press Apply to confirm
or Cancel to exit without adding an environment. Then you will
be able to insert devices and/or individual communication
objects by selecting the environment you wish to populate and

12

using the mouse to drag objects from the panel on the right to
the environment panel in the centre of the window representing
the touch screen display.
Each environment page can contain a maximum of 8 icons
(a function to be controlled can occupy 1 or more icons
depending on the required function).
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4.3" colour touch screen (21848, 20848.1, 19848.1, 14848.1) - Inserting relay

Office

This window is used for inserting and editing a relay command
in the environment page of the touch screen devices.
To insert a relay type device:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the device into;
2. click on the Change
function button;
3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the device you wish to insert or the node corresponding to
a single Boolean type communication object (consider the
nodes of actuators/relays, etc. and not of controls/buttons);
4. use the mouse to drag the selected node onto the central
environment page representing the touch screen display;
when you have done this, a window will open allowing you to
choose the type of device:

5. select Relay type device and press the OK function button to
confirm;
6. insert and if necessary edit the information provided in the
device data management window:
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4.3" colour touch screen (21848, 20848.1, 19848.1, 14848.1) - Inserting Shutters and Blinds

This window is used for inserting and editing a Shutter and Blind
command in the environment page of touch screen devices.
To insert a Shutter and Blind type device:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the device into;
2. click on the Edit
function button on the bar at the top;
3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the device you wish to insert (consider the actuator, not the
node for controls such as buttons);
4. use the mouse to drag the selected device onto the central
environment page representing the touch screen display;
when you have done this, a window will open allowing you to
choose the type of device:
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5. select the Shutters and Blinds type device and press the
OK function button to confirm;
6. insert and if necessary modify the information provided in the
device data management window:
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4.3" colour touch screen (21848, 20848.1, 19848.1, 14848.1) - Inserting Dimmer

This window is used for inserting and editing a dimmer command in the environment page of touch screen devices. To
insert a dimmer type device:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the device into;
2. click on the Edit
function button on the bar at the top;
3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the device you wish to insert (consider the actuators and not
controls such as buttons);
4. use the mouse to drag the selected device onto the central
environment page representing the touch screen display;
when you have done this, a window will open allowing you
to choose the type of device:

5. select Dimmer device type and press the OK function button
to confirm;
6. insert and if necessary edit the information provided in the
device data management window:
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To configure the dimmer correctly, the first thing you have to do
is link a number of fundamental objects to your ETS project.
These are:
• Output A-> Switching

The dimmer can be configured in two different ways:
1. dimmer with brightness bar on touch screen: to configure
the dimmer this way, insert the following objects amongst the

Output
Output
Output
Output

A->
A->
A->
A->

Relative dimming
Brightness value
Brightness value status
Switching status

communication items required by the configuration software:

Controlled communication objects

Dimmer objects

ON/OFF

Output A-Switching

Increase/Decrease

No object

Dimming->

Output A- Brightness value

Status

Output A- Switching status

Dimming Value Info

Output A- Brightness value status

See image on the following page.
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2. Dimmer without brightness bar on touch screen: to
configure the dimmer this way, insert the following objects

amongst the communication items required by the configuration software:

Controlled communication objects

Dimmer objects

ON/OFF

Output A-Switching

Increase/Decrease

Output A-> Relative dimming

Dimming->

No object

Status

Output A- Switching status

Dimming Value Info

No object
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4.3" colour touch screen (21848, 20848.1, 19848.1, 16848, 14848.1) - Inserting HVAC

This window is used for inserting and editing an HVAC command in the environment page of touch screen devices.
To insert an HVAC type device:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the HVAC into;
2. click on the Edit
function button on the bar at the top;
3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the device you wish to insert;
4. use the mouse to drag the selected device onto the central
environment page representing the touch screen display;
when you have done this, a window will open allowing you to
choose the type of device:

Note: if you choose
the Set
Temperature option, thermostat management
will be
complete but will occupy
one of the three
environment pages
available on the touch
screen.
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5. select HVAC type device and press the OK function button
to confirm;
6. insert and if necessary edit the information provided in the
device data management window:
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To configure the thermostat correctly, the first thing you have to
do is link a number of fundamental objects to your ETS project.
These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enable-> summer/winter;
shift setpoint -> setpoint;
Off -> fan inputs;
speed V1 -> fan inputs;
speed V2 -> fan inputs;
speed V3 -> fan inputs;
automatic -> fan inputs;
thermostat mode -> mode;
effective temperature -> temperature;
status -> summer/winter;
effective setpoint -> setpoint;
speed V1 -> fan outputs;
speed V2 -> fan outputs;
speed V3 -> fan outputs;
thermostat mode -> mode status;
2-tube system valve (cooling/heating);
4-tube system valve (heating);
4-tube system valve (cooling).

Note.
Clearly, the valve must be inserted into the project and the configuration software according to the system that is installed (On/
Off, proportional, etc., for 2- or 4-tube systems).
We will now guide you step by step through the procedure for
configuring the fan-coil thermostat by means of the software
after importing the 4 files exported from ETS.
Let's start by configuring a thermostat. First, create a new
environment and drag a thermostat into it. The program will ask
you what "type" of device you are configuring, so obviously you
should select "HVAC". Another window will then open where
you have to specify whether you want to set or view the temperature (you can choose either of these two ways of viewing
the thermostat with the touch screen).
Lastly, drag the thermostat objects onto the items requested by
the program, as shown in the two images below:

Proceeding through the settable items, the image on the
following page shows the rest of the settings.
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4.3" colour touch screen (21848, 20848.1, 19848.1, 14848.1) - Inserting Single communication object

This window is used for inserting and editing a single
communication object in the environment page of touch screen
devices. To insert a communication object:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the communication
object into;
2. click on the Edit
function button on the bar at the top;
3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the communication object you wish to insert;
4. use your mouse to drag the selected communication object
onto the central environment page representing the touch
screen display;
5. for Boolean type communication objects only, a window
will open to allow you to choose the type of device; select
Boolean type device to insert the selected node as a single

communication object. Instead, select Relay type device to
insert the selected node as a relay type command (consider
the nodes of actuators, not of button controls).
Press the OK function button to confirm.
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6. insert and if necessary edit the required information in the
data management window for the communication object;
the data management window varies according to the
selected communication object type. The following types of
communication objects can be managed:
- Boolean

Note.
A short press
makes a scene icon
activate the scene.
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- 3-Bit Controlled
- Boolean subtypes
- 8-Bit Signed/Unsigned, 2-Octet Signed/Unsigned/
Float, 4-Octet Signed/Unsigned/Float
- Scene Control (selectable if you select the datapoint-scene
node of an actuator).
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Parameters of configurator software for monochrome touch screen
Monochrome touch screen (20849, 19849, 16849, 14849) - Inserting environments

Under the Environment control function you can insert up to
a maximum of 3 environments to be controlled. Each environment page can contain a maximum of 8 icons (a function to
be controlled can occupy 1 or more icons depending on the
function). If you decide to manage a thermostat in Temperature
Setting mode, it will occupy one of the three available environments, whereas in Temperature Display mode only two of the
eight environment page icons will be occupied.

Type the name of the environment and press Apply to confirm
or Cancel to exit without adding the environment. You will then
be able to insert devices and/or individual communication
objects by selecting the environment you wish to populate and
using the mouse to drag the objects from the panel on the right
to the environment panel in the centre of the window representing the touch screen displays (see following page).

Choose the touch screen you wish to edit (if more than one
are present) using the navigation
button on the top left bar.
Press the Edit

function button.

Select Environment control on the screen on the left.
Press the insert
button at the bottom left. A window will
open as shown on the right.

Note.
To export the ETS project and import it into the configuration software, refer to the "Appendix" chapter in this document.
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Monochrome touch screen (20849, 19849, 16849, 14849) - Inserting Relay

This window is used for inserting and editing a relay command
in the environment page of the touch screen devices.
To insert a relay type device:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the device into;
2. click on the Edit
function button.
3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the device you wish to insert or the node corresponding to a
single Relay type communication object (consider actuators
and not controls such as buttons);
4. use the mouse to drag the selected node onto the central
environment page representing the touch screen display;
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when you have done this, a window will open allowing you to
choose the type of device:

5. select Relay type device and press the OK function button to
confirm;
6. insert and if necessary edit the information provided in the
device data management window:
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Monochrome touch screen (20849, 19849, 16849, 14849) - Inserting Shutters and Blinds

This window is used for inserting and editing a Shutter and Blind
command in the environment page of touch screen devices.
To insert a Shutter and Blind type device:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the device into;
2. click on the Edit

function button on the bar at the top;

3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the device you wish to insert (consider the actuators and not
controls such as buttons);
4. use the mouse to drag the selected device onto the central
environment page representing the touch screen display;
when you have done this, a window will open allowing you to
choose the type of device:

5. select the Shutters and Blinds type device and press the
OK function button to confirm;
6. insert and if necessary edit the information provided in the
device data management window:
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Monochrome touch screen (20849, 19849, 16849, 14849) - Inserting Dimmer

This window is used for inserting and editing a dimmer command in the environment page of touch screen devices. To
insert a dimmer type device:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the device into;
2. click on the Edit
function button on the bar at the top;
3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the device you wish to insert (consider the actuators and not
controls such as buttons);
4. use the mouse to drag the selected device onto the central
environment page representing the touch screen display;
when you have done this, a window will open allowing you
to choose the type of device:
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5. select Dimmer type device and press the OK function button
to confirm.
6. insert and if necessary edit the information provided in the
device data management window:
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To configure the dimmer correctly, you first of all have to link a
number of fundamental objects to your ETS project. These are:
• output A-> switching;
• output A-> relative dimming;

The dimmer can be configured in two different ways:
1. dimmer with brightness bar on the touch screen: to
configure the dimmer this way, insert the following objects

• output A-> brightness value;
• output A-> brightness value status;
• output A-> switching status.

amongst the communication items required by the configuration software:

Controlled communication objects

Dimmer objects

ON/OFF

Output A-> Switching

Increase/Decrease

No object

Dimming ->

Output A-> Brightness value

Status

Output A-> Switching Status

Dimming Value Info

Output A-> Brightness Value Status

See image on the following page.
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2. Dimmer without brightness bar on touch screen: to
configure the dimmer this way, insert the following objects

28

amongst the communication items required by the configuration software:

Controlled communication objects

Dimmer objects

ON/OFF

Output A-> Switching

Increase/Decrease

Output A-> Relative dimming

Dimming ->

No object

Status

Output A-> Switching Status

Dimming Value Info

No object
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Monochrome touch screen (20849, 19849, 16849, 14849) - Inserting HVAC

This window is used for inserting and editing an HVAC command in the environment page of touch screen devices.
To insert an HVAC type device:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the HVAC into;
2. click on the Edit
function button on the bar at the top;
3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the device you wish to insert;
4. use the mouse to drag the selected device onto the central
environment page representing the touch screen display;
when you have done this, a window will open allowing you to
choose the type of device:

5. select HVAC type device and press the OK function button
to confirm;
6. insert and if necessary edit the information provided in the
device data management window:

Note: if you choose
the Set Temperature option,
thermostat management
will be complete but will
occupy one of the three
environment pages
available on the touch
screen.
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To configure the thermostat correctly, the first thing you have to
do is link a number of fundamental objects to your ETS project.
These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

enable-> summer/winter;
shift setpoint -> setpoint;
Off -> fan inputs;
speed V1 -> fan inputs;
speed V2 -> fan inputs;
speed V3 -> fan inputs;
automatic -> fan inputs;
thermostat mode -> mode;
effective temperature -> temperature;
status -> summer/winter;
effective setpoint -> setpoint;
speed V1 -> fan outputs;
speed V2 -> fan outputs;
speed V3 -> fan outputs;
thermostat mode -> mode status;
2-tube system valve (cooling/heating);
4-tube system valve (heating);
4-tube system valve (cooling).
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Note.
Clearly, the valve must be inserted into the project and the configuration software according to the system that is installed (On/
Off, proportional, etc., for 2- or 4-tube systems).
We will now guide you step by step through the procedure for
configuring the fan-coil thermostat by means of the software
after importing the 4 files exported from ETS.
Let's start by configuring a thermostat. First, create a new
environment and drag a thermostat into it. The program will ask
you what "type" of device you are configuring, so obviously you
should select "HVAC". Another window will then open where
you have to specify whether you want to set or view the temperature (you can choose either of these two ways of viewing
the thermostat with the touch screen).
Lastly, drag the thermostat objects onto the items requested by
the program, as shown in the image below:

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Exporting system configuration files from ETS3
Proceeding through the adjustable items, the following image
shows the rest of the settings.
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Monochrome touch screen (20849, 19849, 16849, 14849) - Inserting Single communication object

This window is used for inserting and editing a single communication object in the environment page of touch screen devices.
To insert a communication object:
1. select the environment you wish to insert the communication
object into;
2. click on the Edit
function button on the bar at the top;
3. from the section on the right showing the tree structure of the
system designed with ETS, select the node corresponding to
the communication object you wish to insert:
4. use your mouse to drag the selected communication object
onto the central environment page representing the touch
screen display;
5. for Boolean type communication objects only, a window
will open allowing you to choose the type of device; select
Boolean type device to insert the selected node as a single
communication object.
Instead, select Relay type device to insert the selected node
as a relay type command (consider the nodes of actuators,
not of controls/buttons).
Press the OK function button to confirm.

6. insert and if necessary edit the required information in the
data management window for the communication object; the
data management window varies according to the type of
selected communication object.
The following types of communication objects can be managed:
- Boolean
- 3-Bit Controlled
- Boolean subtypes
- 8-Bit Signed/Unsigned, 2-Octet Signed/Unsigned/Float,
4-Octet Signed/Unsigned/Float
- Scene Control (selectable from the datapoint-scene node of
an actuator).

Note.
For full details on exporting system configuration files from ETS3, refer to the relevant "Appendix" chapter.
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Touch screen
(21848, 20848.1, 19848.1, 14848.1, 20849, 16829, 19849, 14849)
1. CAN the same ETS project and touch screen configurator software be used for 2 touch screens in the same
system?

3. Is it possible to eliminate the screensaver, increase the
time before it is activated or set at least one page as
default for the screensaver?

a. If you need to control exactly the same KNX group
addresses, you can clone two or more touch screens
in the same system without having to repeat the project. However, you must be sure to change the physical
address of each touch screen, both in the ETS project
and in the configuration programme for the touch screen
to be installed.

It is not possible for either the 3-module or 4+4 module
touch screens to eliminate or delay screensaver activation.
However, using the touchscreen Configuration software you
can set an environment page as default for the screensaver.
With touch screens 21848/20848.1/19848.1/14848.1, you
can set the STBY backlighting of the display not to be
dimmed when the screensaver comes on by raising the
parameter to its highest value in the “SETTINGS / DISPLAY
AND TONES” menu.
This function is not available for 3-module touch screens art.
21849/20489/19849/14489.

b. If you have to clone identical homes (provided of course
that they are not interfaced), in the same way that you
can use the same ETS project for all locations, you can
likewise use the same software configuration for programming touch screens 20848.1.
If there are 2 identical touch screens per home, as stated in point A it will be sufficient to change the physical
addresses of the two devices both in the ETS project and
in the configuration software.
This obviously applies if the two homes do not have
common bus lines (if they do, with a single touch screen
there would be a risk of simultaneously controlling
groups with the same address in both homes).

4. Aren the measured temperature and setpoint of a
thermostat automatically updated on the touch screen
when the touch screen details window displays the
temperature 0.0 °C?
In the thermostat parameters you have to set cyclic sending
(e.g. every 2 minutes) of the measured temperature and the
set setpoint.

2. How can I associate a scene call-up icon if there are no
buttons connected to the input of a device used for this
function?
No object associated with scene activation that can be
dragged into the touch screen environment window is visible in the ETS project.
You have to insert a dummy input into the ETS project to call
up the scene, even if no button will be connected physically
to this input.
Only by doing this will the scene call-up icon also appear in
the ETS project, allowing it to be associated with a touch
screen icon by means of its programming software.
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ETS notions common to all devices and
advice for designing a system with Wellcontact Suite.
This chapter looks at the solutions to the main problems or specific
configurations that may occur when programming the system with
ETS software by means of Well-contact Suite supervision software.
Note. When starting your PC, you have to wait a couple of
minutes before starting the Well-contact Suite software to
enable Windows to start up all the services that will be used by
Well-contact Suite.

Configuration menu -> Utilities -> Back-up/restore ->
Restore -> go to the directory of WCS -> Client -> Original.
wcs.

3. What should I do if a timeout error occurs when resetting a database?
This means that the Windows servers have frozen (see figure below), so they have to be restarted.

1. Which is the procedure for running Well-contact Suite
and ETS3 software simultaneously (if both are not connected to the bus)?
Sometimes the Falcon KNX applications auto-installed by
Well-contact Suite are not automatically shared by ETS, in
this case you should close down the Well-contact Suite and
ETS software and proceed as follows:
a. open the Control panel -> Administration tools ->
Component services;
b. in the tree structure on the left, go to the following path:
Component services -> Computer -> My computer ->
Config DCOM;
c. in the area on the right select Falcon; right click ->
Properties;
d. go to the Identities tab;
e. select item Interactive user and press OK;
f. close the Components services window;
g. restart your PC.
Alternatively, you can perform the following procedure:
Note. The account you use to open the Windows session
(Windows account) must be password protected and must
be the same account used to launch Well-contact Suite.
a. open the Control panel -> Administration tools ->
Services;
b. select from the list on the right the item KNX Falcon
Gateway;
c. right click with the mouse and select the Properties
menu item;
d. go to the Connection tab;
e. select Account and enter username and password (then
confirm password) of the account used to start the
Windows session (Windows user) to use Well-contact
Suite;
f. press OK;
g. close the services window;
h. restart the PC.

2. When performing a new configuration, how can I create
a new project by restoring the database?
Resetting the Well-contact Suite database, simply restore
the ORIGINAL.WCS DB.
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4. Is there a way of partially/completely deleting the group
addresses imported from ETS into Well-contact Suite? (For
example, if an address has been incorrectly imported into the
software and therefore has to be deleted from the database).
To eliminate an address, simply go to ETS configuration,
open the drop-down menu for the environment where
the address is located, right click on it with the mouse
and delete. Then in the same environment in the supervision window click on "Reload from config. ETS". If you
don't want to lose changes to the other objects, select:
Supervision --> environment containing address --> Edit
--> select the address, press the "Delete object" button and
lastly press "Confirm".

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
ETS Software: FAQs
5. The system's ETS project has been upgraded with new
devices. How can I avoid losing the graphic layout created in the supervision window?
SIMPLY import the new ETS project and add each new
device using the "New Object" function in the supervision
window. For example: the initial ETS project has been
updated by adding Thermostat B to Room A.
• Import the 4 files of the new ETS project into Well-contact
Suite.

sions of Windows 7. However, problems may occur due to
the KNX Falcon 2.0 libraries currently loaded on the Wellcontact Suite installation CD-ROM.
To find out about the procedure for sharing the Falcon
libraries between Well-contact Suite and ETS, refer to FAQ
question 1 in this document.
7. Following a power failure and restore, do the WellContact Plus devices save the status of the outputs
prior to the power failure?
This parameter can be selected on the device outputs by
choosing what to do when the bus is powered up and
powered down. You can choose to force the output to ON
or OFF or to maintain the status (by choosing "No Change").
By default they retain the status of the outputs in their memory.
8. Where can I find the various Well-Contact Plus devices
in the KNX libraries of ETS?

• The supervision menu now appears. Enter the environment the new device belongs to (in this case Room A)
and click on "Edit".

•

As you can see in the following image, there are various product families containing different types of device
grouped together. For example, external transponder readers and vertical readers (internal pockets) belong to the
"access control" family, power supplies and routers are
included in the "system components" family, etc.
Obviously you can get an overview of all devices without
searching by product family ("Any" option), where you can
see both the devices in the new Well-Contact Plus system
and those in the previous Well Contact system.

Select the menu identifying the device (in this case
Thermostats) and click on "New Object" to add the new
device.
9. What do the "Rising edge" and "Falling edge"
parameters set for the inputs of the various devices
refer to?
The “rising edge” parameter refers to closure of the input
contact while “falling edge” refers to opening of the input
contact.
10. What are the meanings of the functions that can be set
for the inputs?

6. I am having problems connecting to the bus of the PC
with 64-bit operating system on which Well-contact
Suite is installed. Why?
Well-contact Suite software is compatible with the Windows
Vista operating system and the various 32 and 64 bit ver-

Switch on rising edge = a message is sent when the contact
closes (you can choose whether it will be an ON or OFF
message)
Switch on falling edge = a message is sent when the contact opens (you can choose whether it will be an ON or OFF
message)
Toggle on rising edge = each time the contact closes an ON
then an OFF message etc. will be sent in alternation
Toggle on falling edge = each time the contact opens an ON
then an OFF message etc. will be sent in alternation
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Status send = you can set whether an ON or an OFF message will be sent when the contact opens (falling edge) and
likewise when the contact closes (rising edge).

were created regardless of their names (so you must create
in chronological order the "First Floor", then the "Second
Floor" and so on).

11. What is the procedure for exporting files from ETS 4 for
Well-Contact Suite?
On the home page of ETS4, from the Project folder, select
the relevant project and click on Export, as shown in the
image below:
13. If I reset a device's ETS parameter without adding to
or changing the groups, do I have to reimport the files
from ETS into Well-contact Suite?
No, in this case you don't need to do anything in Wellcontact Suite.
14. Creating the ETS topology correctly ("Buildings" page).

12. Why aren't the floors shown in the correct order in the
supervision window?
When extrapolating the files, ETS places the groups created
in alphabetical order. So if floors have been created with the
following names:
· First floor
· Second floor
· Third floor
· Fourth floor
WCS will import them in alphabetical order and place them
in the following sequence:
· First floor
· Fourth floor
· Second floor
· Third floor
To place them in the correct order, you can either insert a
rising number before the description of the floors in ETS or
you can rename them as follows:
· Floor 1
· Floor 2
· etc.
Alternatively, you can use the Well-Contact Suite software.
Go to the Configuration - ETS Configuration section, where
you can eliminate the areas present and recreate them with
the desired name.
By assigning the relevant rooms to the floors, the software
will display the floors in the Supervision window according
to the chronological order in which these areas (floors)
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IMPORTANT: when creating the system topology in ETS
(Buildings view) you have to first create a new building ("Add
buildings"), add parts of buildings (floors) and add spaces
(rooms, electric panels).
All elements represented by the hammer icon (which ETS
calls "Functions") and which have therefore been added
directly under "Buildings" and are not included in a Building
Part (such as "Hotel") are not suitable for the ETS import
procedure performed by Well-contact Suite. The XML files
are not created correctly by compiling the "Room" value
and the display of the "configurat.ETS" files proposed by the
WCS software will therefore lack rooms, floors, etc..

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Software and interface for touch screen configuration
Touch screen configurator

01998 - Front view

01998

USB connector for connecting to the PC

The interface 01998 is contained in art. 01993.
The interface is equipped with a USB driver and must be
connected to a PC on which the EasyTool or touch screen
configurator management software have been installed.
The main operations that can be performed with the touch
screen configurator application are the following:
• importing one or more systems from ETS file;
• updating the touch screen firmware;
• configuring the touch screens.

ON

Main characteristics
• the touch screen configurator software is compatible with the
following operating systems:
- Microsoft Windows: 2000, XP, Vista and 7 (32 bit)
• power supply directly from PC via the USB port
• USB cable with type-A connector for PC connection, length
1.8 metres (supplied)
• customized and polarized cable for connecting programming
device, length 1.5 m (supplied)
• operating temperature +5 °C - +40 °C
• dimensions 115x75x25 mm

RJ11 connector for connecting to the touch screen

Operation
The ON LED lights up when the interface is connected to the
computer via the USB cable. During data transmission/reception, LEDs h and i light up as follows:
• LED h on when the PC receives the data from the specific
device;
• LED i on when the PC transmits the data to the specific
device.

Connecting the PC to the touch screens

8-module touch screen.

3-module touch screen.
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Transponder card readers
20457, 19457, 16927, 14457
Transponder card reader for installation outside rooms, KNX
standard, 2 relay outputs NO 4 A 24 V~, 2 inputs, power supply
12-24 V~ 50-60 Hz and 12-24 V d.c. (SELV) - 3 modules.
Supplied without transponder card.

20453, 19453, 16923, 14453
Transponder card reader with vertical pocket for installation
inside rooms, KNX standard, 2 relay outputs NO 4 A 24 V~, 2
inputs, supplementary power supply 12-24 V~ 50-60 Hz and
12-24 V d.c. (SELV) - 3 modules.

• Staircase
According to the other parameters, the output is switched for
a certain period of time.
3 functions are also available for the inputs:
• Not Active
Channel without any function.
• Grouped channels
Dimmer or shutter function.
• Single channels
Switch, counter, scene, short/long switch function. Single key
dimming, Single key shutter.

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus off: depends on the parameter settings.
Bus on: depends on the parameter settings.

Behaviour after reset
As for bus on.
20457

20453

Functionality
The device controls room access and various additional
functions. It also has 2 outputs and 2 inputs. The following
functions are the same for both channels.
3 functions are available for the outputs:
• Not Active
Channel without any function.
• Switch
The output is switched according to the other parameters.
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Behaviour after power supply on/off
Off: the relays return to Off.
On: as for bus on.

Communication objects
List of existing communication objects (output)
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Transponder card reader: communication objects
General communication objects

These objects exist only once.

Output communication objects (example: Output A - Switch, Output B - Staircase)

Input communication objects (example: Input A - 8-bit value counter, Input B - single key dimming)
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Transponder card reader: communication objects
Channel communication objects (if a channel is inactive, no communication objects are present)
No.

ETS name

length

Flag 1
C R W T U

Function

Description

Function details

a byte with the access card data is sent with each
pass of a valid card: this object must be associated
with a dedicated group for each device in each room 4 byte
to enable Well-Contact Suite to compile the list of
accesses

X

X

X

0

Transito

Transito

reader +
pocket

1

Transit&Purse

Transit + electronic purse

reader +
pocket

a byte with the access card data (including monetary
8 byte
software data) with each pass of a valid card

X

X

X

2

CO_accessType1

Access Guest Access

reader +
pocket

this bit is set to 1 when a valid card with a Guest
(room customer) profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

3

CO_accessType2

Access Service Staff

reader +
pocket

this bit is set to 1 when a valid card with a Service
(cleaning staff) profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

4

CO_accessType3

Access Maintenance

reader +
pocket

this bit is set to 1 when a valid card with a Mainte1 bit
nance (facility maintenance staff) profile is recognised

X

X

X

5

CO_accessType4

Access Installer

reader +
pocket

this bit is set to 1 when a valid card with an Installer
(system installer) profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

6

CO_accessType5

Access Security Staff

reader +
pocket

this bit is set to 1 when a valid card with a Security
(facility security staff) profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

7

CO_accessType6

Access Assistance

reader +
pocket

this bit is set to 1 when a valid card with a Assistance (facility assistance staff) profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

8

CO_accessType7

Access Administration

reader +
pocket

this bit is set to 1 when a valid card with the Administration (facility director) profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

X

X

X

9

CO_Scen
Control

Scene control

reader +
pocket

(if the "Scene number for access XY" parameters are
activated for the various Guest, Service profiles, etc.
and a scene number to be activated is associated
for the desired profiles) if access with a valid card
1 byte
with a profile enabled for activation of a scene 1..64,
when the card is passed the value of the associated
scene in the parameters to that profile will be sent

10

CO_Energy

Energy

pocket

on recognising a valid card this object commands
the room's ENERGY FM relay

1 bit

X

X

X

11

CO_Light

Light

pocket

on recognising a valid card this object commands
the room's GENERAL LIGHT relay

1 bit

X

X

X

12

CO_validAccess

Valid access

reader

on recognising a valid card, this object goes to 1 to
activate the electrical lock relay (step relay that can
1 bit
be automatically deactivated by this reader object after a time that can be set in the reader's parameters)

X

X

X

13

CO_courtesyLight

Courtesy Light

reader

on recognising a valid card, this object goes to 1 to
activate the electrical lock relay (step relay that can
1 bit
be automatically deactivated by this reader object after a time that can be set in the reader's parameters)

X

X

X

14

CO_alarm1

Alarm 1

15

CO_alarm2

Alarm 2

reader +
pocket
reader +
pocket

alarm objects inside the device (after a power failure
the internal clock must be resynchronised)
alarm objects inside the device ("device fault" alarm,
e.g. after a CRC-ERROR)

16

CO_alarm3

Alarm 3

17

CO_clock

Clock

18

CO_time

Time

19

CO_date

Date

20

CO_serverConfirm

21

CO_plantID

Continues
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1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

reader +
pocket

alarm objects inside the device (full list of 250 transits
1 bit
without transit overwriting activated)

X

X

X

reader +
pocket
reader +
pocket
reader +
pocket

object needed by Well-Contact Suite to synchronise
the system devices
object needed by Well-Contact Suite to synchronise
the system devices
object needed by Well-Contact Suite to synchronise
the system devices

8 bytes

X

X

X

X

3 byte

X

X

X

X

3 byte

X

X

X

X

Server Confirm

reader +
pocket

object needed by Well-Contact Suite to make the
device wait for an Acknowledge response from the
reception PC after receiving the sent access data

4 byte

X

X

X

X

Plant number

reader +
pocket

object dedicated to system divertification with
Well-Contact Suite software

4 byte

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

No.

ETS name

Function

22

CO_accessData

Access data

Description

Function details

length

Flag 1
C R W T U

10 byte

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

CO_disableAccessType1
CO_disableAccessType2
CO_disableAccessType3
CO_disableAccessType4
CO_disableAccessType5
CO_disableAccessType6
CO_disableAccessType7

reader +
pocket
Disable Access Guest
reader +
Access
pocket
Disable Access Service
reader +
Access Staff
pocket
reader +
Disable Access Maintenance
pocket
reader +
Disable Access Installer
pocket
reader +
Disable Access Security Staff
pocket
reader +
Disable Access Assistance
pocket
Disable Access Adminisreader +
tration
pocket

object dedicated to system divertification with
Well-Contact Suite software
if this object is activated the device will deny access
to the Guest card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access
to the Service card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access
to the Service Engineer card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access
to the Installer card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access
to the Security card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access
to the Assistance card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access
to the Administration card profile

1 bit

X

X

X

30

CO_led On1

LED 1 On

reader

LED 1 On (controls on/off of 2nd LED generally used
1 bit
for "do not disturb" or "room occupied")

X

X

X

31

CO_ledBlink1

LED 1 fast blink

reader

LED 1 Fast blink

1 bit

X

X

X

32

CO_led On2

LED 2 On

reader

LED 2 On (controls on/off of 3rd LED generally used
for "room service call")

1 bit

X

X

X

33

CO_ledBlink2

LED 2 Fast blink

reader

LED 2 Fast blink

1 bit

X

X

X

34

CO_led On3

LED 3 On

reader

LED 3 On (controls on/off of 4th LED generally used
for "make up room")

1 bit

X

X

X

35

CO_ledBlink3

LED 3 Fast blink

reader

LED 3 Fast blink

1 bit

X

X

X

36

CO_sound

Sound 1

reader +
pocket

X

X

X

37

CO_repeatedSound

Repeated sound 1

reader +
pocket

X

X

X

38

CO_Reset

Reset Alarm

reader +
pocket

single sound (sound can be associated with a 1-bit
1 bit
object on the bus)
repeated sound (repeated sound can be associated
with a 1-bit object on the bus and can be reset with 1 bit
0 bit)
object used to reset the internal alarms (objects nos.
1 bit
14,15,16 )

39

Not used

40

CO_CardInserted

Card Inserted

pocket

Simulates the insertion of a generic valid card (to
simulate the presence of staff in the room from the
supervision page)

1 bit

X

41

Output 1

Switch on/off

reader +
pocket

to switch On/Off relay output (if set as "Switch")

1 bit

X

42

Output 1

Staircase

reader +
pocket

to set relay output to automatically deactivate after
the time set in the device parameters (if set as "Stair
Light")

1 bit

X

X

43

Output 1

Block

reader +
pocket

to block command of relay output via the bus (if set
as "Switch" and the "Block" function is activated)

1 bit

X

X

44

Output 1

Forced

reader +
pocket

2 bit

X

X

45

Output 1

Scene

reader +
pocket

to force the relay output via bus (if set as "Switch"
and the "Forcing" function is activated)
to activate a scene on the relay output (if set as
"Switch" and the Scene function is activated); it is
also possible to save the scene if the corresponding
function is activated in the bus parameters

1 byte

X

X

46

Output 1

Status

reader +
pocket

to determine the On/Off status of the relay output (if
set as "Switch" or as "Staircase")

1 bit

X

reader +
pocket

(if set as "Switch" and the "One-object/Two-objects
logic" is activated): if a 1 bit is sent to this object the
output will be activated when the "on/off" and optional "Logic-2" objects are also activated (depending on the AND/OR conditions that are managed on
these objects)

1 bit

X

X

reader +
pocket

(if set as "Switch" and the " One-object/Two-objects
logic" is activated): if a 1 bit is sent to this object
the output will be activated when the "on/off" and
"Logic-2" objects are also activated (depending on
the AND/OR conditions that are managed on these
objects)

1 bit

X

X

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

47

48

Output 1

Output 1

Continues

Logic 1

Logic 2

X

X

X

X

X

x
X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Function details

length

Flag 1
C R W T U

49

Output 2

Switch on/off

reader +
pocket

to switch relay output On/Off (if set as "Switch")

1 bit

X

50

Output 2

Staircase

reader +
pocket

to set the relay output to automatically deactivate
after the time set in the device parameters (if set as
"Staircase")

1 bit

X

X

51

Output 2

Block

reader +
pocket

to block command of relay output via the bus (if set
as "Switch" and the "Block" function is activated)

1 bit

X

X

52

Output 2

Forced

reader +
pocket

2 bit

X

X

45

Output 2

Scene

reader +
pocket

to force the relay output via bus (if set as "Switch"
and the "Forcing" function is activated)
to activate a scene on the relay output (if set as
"Switch" and the "Scene" function is activated); it is
also possible to save the scene if the corresponding
function is activated in the bus parameters

1 byte

X

X

54

Output 2

Status

reader +
pocket

1 bit

X

55

Output 2

Logic 1

reader +
pocket

1 bit

X

X

48

Output 2

Logic 2

reader +
pocket

1 bit

X

X

1 bit

X

X

to determine the On/Off status of the relay output (if
set as "Switch" or as "Staircase")
to activate the Logic on the relay output (if set as
"Switch" and the "One-object/Two-objects logic"
function is activated)
to activate the Logic on the relay output (if set as
"Switch" and the "Two-objects logic" function is
activated)
if the device is set to "single inputs" - for On/Off
command from a contact connected to the input
(if set as "Switch", with "Switch rising/falling edge"
or "Toggle rising/falling edge" or "Send Status"
functions)

X

X

X

57

Input 1

Switch

reader +
pocket

57

Input 1

Send value

reader +
pocket

57

Input 1

Send value

reader +
pocket

57

Input 1

Counter reset

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to reset the
value of the counter (if set as "Counter")

1 bit

X

Button

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send an
ON or OFF for short and long activation of the input
contact, depending on the possible selections in
the parameters (if set as "Switch short/long" with
"Switch" type)

1 bit

X

X

X

Send value

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send two
different 1-byte values for short and long activation
of the input contact, depending on the possible
1 byte
selections in the parameters (if set as " Switch short/
long" with "Number" type)

X

X

X

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send two
different 2-byte values for short and long activation
of the input contact, depending on the possible
2 byte
selections in the parameters (if set as " Switch short/
long" with "Float" type)

X

X

X

57

57

Input 1

Input 1

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a
numerical value 0-255 to the bus on activation of the
1 byte
input (if set as "Switch", with "Send Value" function
"Number" type)
if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a numerical value 0-65535 to the bus on activation of the
2 byte
input (if set as "Switch", with "Send Value" function
"Float" type)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

57

Input 1

Send value

reader +
pocket

57

Input 1

Dimming On/Off

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to perform
On/Off of a dimmable light (if set as "One button
dimming")

1 bit

X

X

X

57

Input 1

Shutter

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - for operation
of the shutter by long activation of the input (if set
as "One-button shutter control"), it does not control
the blinds

1 bit

X

X

X

57

Input 1/2

Dimming On/Off

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - to perform
On/Off of a dimmable light by means of short activa- 1 bit
tion of one input or another (if set as "dimming")

X

X

X

57

Input 1/2

Sun protection

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - for operation
of the shutter by means of activation of one input or 1 bit
another (if set as "shutter control")

X

X

X

Continues
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No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Function details

length

Flag 1
C R W T U

58

Input 1

Counter Threshold

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to activate
the counter threshold (if set as "Counter" and the
"Threshold" parameter is activated with a desired
value)

1 byte

X

X

X

58

Input 1

Dimming

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to dim a light (if
4 bit
set as "One button dimming")

X

X

X

58

Input 1

Shutter Stop

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to stop the
shutter (if set as "One button shutter") with short
activation of the input

1 bit

X

X

X

58

Input 1/2

Dimming

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - to dim a light
by means of long activation of one input or another 4 bit
(if set as "dimming")

X

X

X

58

Input 1/2

Blinds On/Off

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - to rotate the
blinds by activating one input or another (if set as
1 bit
"Sun protection")

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

59

Input 1

Scene

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a
scene call-up on activation of the input (if set as
"Scene" with the desired numerical value): it is also
possible to cause a long 2 sec. activation of the
input to send a scene-save message to the bus if
the parameter with "Save" function is enabled

59

Input 1

1-Bit Scene

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a 1-bit
scene call-up on activation of the input (if set as
1 bit
"1-bit" type scene): useful for old KNX devices that
operate with 1-bit scenes

X

60

Input 1

Status

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to determine
the input status (if set as "Switch" with "Toggle rising/ 1 bit
falling edge" function)

X

Counter

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 8-bit value of
counter that increases with the input contact pulse
count according to the count settings and the bus
message send settings in the Parameters (if set as
"Counter" with "8 bit" type)

1 byte

X

X

X

Counter

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 16-bit value of
counter that increases with the input contact pulse
count according to the count settings and the bus
message send settings in the Parameters (if set as
"Counter" with "16 bit" type)

2 bytes

X

X

X

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 32-bit value of
counter that increases with the input contact pulse
count according to the count settings and the bus
message send settings in the Parameters (if set as
"Counter" with "32 bit" type)

4 bytes

X

X

X

60

60

Input 1

Input 1

1 byte

X

X

X

X

60

Input 1

Counter

reader +
pocket

60

Input 1

Status

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to determine
the input On/Off status (if set as "One button dimming")

1 bit

X

X

61

Input 1

Blocking object

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to block sending of bus commands from the input regardless of
the switching status of the connected contact, if the
"Block" parameter is activated on the input

1 bit

X

X

X

61

Input 1/2

Blocking object

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - to block
sending of bus commands from the input regardless
1 bit
of the switching status of the connected contact, if
the "Block" parameter is activated on the input

X

X

X

if the device is set to "single inputs" - for On/Off
command from a contact connected to the input
(if set as "Switch", with "Switch rising/falling edge"
or "Toggle rising/falling edge" or "Send Status"
functions)

X

X

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a
numerical value 0-255 to the bus on activation of the
1 byte
input (if set as "Switch", with "Send Value" function
of "Number" type)

62

Input 2

Switch

reader +
pocket

62

Input 2

Send value

reader +
pocket

Continues
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ETS name

Function

Description

Function details

62

Input 2

Send value

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a numerical value 0-65535 to the bus on activation of the
2 byte
input (if set as "Switch", with "Send Value" function
"Float" type)

X

62

Input 2

Counter reset

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to reset the
value of the counter (if set as "Counter")

1 bit

X

Button

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send an
ON or OFF for short and long activation of the input
contact, depending on the possible selections in the 1 bit
parameters (if set as "Switch short/long" press with
"Switch" type)

X

X

X

Send value

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send two
different 1-byte values for short and long activation
of the input contact, depending on the possible
selections in the parameters (if set as "Switch short/
long" press with "Number" type)

1 byte

X

X

X

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send two
different 2-byte values for short and long activation
of the input contact, depending on the possible
selections in the parameters (if set as "Switch short/
long" press with "Float" type)

2 byte

X

X

X

62

62

Input 2

Input 2

length

Flag 1
C R W T U

No.

X

X

X

X

62

Input 2

Send value

reader +
pocket

62

Input 2

Dimming On/Off

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to perform
On/Off of a dimmable light (if set as "One button
dimming")

1 bit

X

X

X

62

Input 2

Shutter

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - for operation
of the shutter by long activation of the input (if set as 1 bit
"One-button shutter"), it does not control the blinds

X

X

X

63

Input 2

Counter Threshold

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to activate
the counter threshold (if set as "Counter" and the
"Threshold" parameter is activated with a desired
value)

X

X

X

63

Input 2

Dimming

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to dim a light (if
4 bit
set as "single key dimming")

X

X

X

63

Input 2

Shutter Stop

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to stop the
shutter (if set as "1-button shutter control") with short 1 bit
activation of the input

X

X

X

1 byte

X

X

X

1 byte

64

Input 2

Scene

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a
scene call-up on activation of the input (if set as
"Scene" with the desired numerical value): it is also
possible a prolonged 2 sec. activation of the input
sends a scene-save message to the bus, if the
parameter with "Save" function is enabled

64

Input 2

1-Bit Scene

reader +
pocket

to send a 1-bit scene call-up on activation of the
input (if set as "1-bit type scene): useful for old KNX
devices that operate with 1-bit scenes

1 bit

X

X

X

Counter

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 8-bit value of
counter that increases with the input contact pulse
count according to the count settings and the bus
message send settings in the Parameters (if set as
"Counter" with "8 bit" type)

1 byte

X

X

X

Counter

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 16-bit value of
counter that increases with the input contact pulse
count according to the count settings and the bus
message send settings in the Parameters (if set as
"Counter" with "16 bit" type)

2 byte

X

X

X

Counter

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 32-bit value of
counter that increases with the input contact pulse
count according to the count settings and the bus
message send settings in the Parameters (if set as
"Counter" with "32 bit" type)

4 byte

X

X

X

65

65

65

Input 2

Input 2

Input 2

Continues
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No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Function details

length

Flag 1
C R W T U

65

Input 2

Status

reader +
pocket

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to determine the input On/Off status (if set as "single key
dimming")

1 bit

X

X

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to block
sending of bus commands from the bus for the input
regardless of the switching status of the connected 1 bit
contact, if the "Block" parameter is activated on the
input

X

X

(for simultaneous control of two outputs, if the corresponding parameters are activated on the device
outputs)

X

X

66

Input 2

Blocking object

reader +
pocket

67

Central Switch
function

ON/OFF

reader +
pocket

1 bit

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

ETS Reference parameters
Card data and software configuration
Card info
Distinguish diversify devices from different systems interfacing
with monetary software.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Key A Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Mid [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Mid [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

CCP Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

CCP Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]
0 Disable

Advanced Menu

1 Enable
[0]

Comment

Parameters on card
cells for
MyFare protocol
(for monetary systems)

Card Info

If enabled, a new
parameter section
appears with various
values to be set for interfacing with monetary
software (as in notes
below)

45
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Advanced Menu
If the "Advanced Menu" parameter is enabled, an additional
page for interfacing with monetary software is displayed.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Block Size

0-65535
[16]

Total Block Numbers

0-65535
[63]

Base Address Block

0-65535
[4]

Block AUX1 address

0-65535
[5]

Block AUX2 address

0-65535
[6]

Block Keys
address + CCP

0-65535
[7]

Key B Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key B Mid [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key B Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

CCP Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

CCP Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Block Base address

0-65535
[8]

Block AUX1 address

0-65535
[9]

Block AUX2 address

0-65535
[10]

Block Keys address
+ CCP

0-65535
[11]

Key B Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key B Mid [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key B Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

CCP Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[143]

CCP Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[30472]

46

Comment

Parameters on card
cells for MyFare protocol (for monetary
systems)

Advanced Menu
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Device configuration - General characteristics
Define the behaviour of the device.
ETS text
Plant
Room
Repetition of the
Message

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

0…2147483647
[0]
0...65535
[0]

Parameter not used (for future
upgrades)

1...255
[1]
0.1...5 s

Duration lock
[0.4]
1...65535
Duration Courtesy
[s]
[20]
Duration
Energy [s]
Duration Light [s]

1...65535
[20]
1...65535
[20]
No, Yes

Black List
[0]
Pocket Light

No, Yes
[0]
No, Yes

Single Access
[0]
Check date
Check day
Check timeslot
Access cost

No, Yes
[1]
No, Yes
[1]
No, Yes
[1]
0…2147483647
[0]
No, Yes

Overwrite transit
[0]
Enable Card ID
Scene number
guest access
Scene Number
Service Staff
Scene Number
Maintenance staff
Scene Number
Installer

No, Yes
[1]
1...64, 255
[255=inactive]
1...64, 25
5 [255=inactive]
1...64, 255
[255=inactive]
1...64, 255
[255=inactive]

Scene Number
Security Staff

1...64, 255

Scene Number
Assistance Staff

1...64, 255

Scene Number
Administration

1...64, 255

Determines the number of repetitions of the "Confirm transit"
message
Reader only - determines the
number of sec. of activity of
object 12 "Valid access" which
if associated with a relay will
activate the solenoid valve
Reader only - determines how
many secs. after activation the
object 13 of the device takes to
set to "0" (courtesy light turned
off by the reader)
Pocket only (the time after card
extraction that the pocket sets
object 10 to "0")
Pocket only (the time after card
extraction that the pocket sets
object 11 to "0")
If active, cards associated with
reader by WCS will be blocked
(reverse logic) by the reader
Pocket only (turns card insertion guide light on)

Device configuration

If enabled, the device makes no
distinction regarding the type
of card (guest, service, etc.),
so there are no access type
restrictions

Leave on "Yes"

For monetary software (if present)
For future versions of WCS for
storing accesses by the device
after reaching the limit of 250
with software temporarily disconnected from the bus
Parameter not used

To activate a scene on recognition of a card of this type

[255=inactive]
[255=inactive]
[255=inactive]
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Inputs / Outputs
The following parameters are exclusive and for all channels.
General settings - inputs
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Debounce time

10..120 ms
[10]

Sets the minimum input activation time

1-30 sec.

Sets the input activation time
that can enable advanced functions (such as scene saving)

Time button long
[s]

[3]

General settings

Channels Configuration
Input/output configuration
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Not active

Function channel
1/2

Outputs 1/2

Single channels
Grouped channels
[0]
Not active
Switch
Staircase:
[0]

Comment
If you select "Grouped channels" you can control the dimmer and shutters by means of
a double contact connected to
inputs 1/2 (e.g. 20062)
Switch:
On/off output;
Staircase:
monostable output

Channel configuration (e.g. Output A - Switch, Output B - Stairs)

Output: switch 1... 2

The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them. If a channel is configured as a switch,
the following parameters are visible:
Switch parameters - control of outputs 1/2
ETS text
Type
On delay
Off delay
Central switch
function

Block/Forced

State at the beginning of Block state

State at the end of
block state

Behaviour
at bus power up

Behaviour at
bus power down

Logic function A/B
Continues
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Available values
[Default value]
normally closed
normally open
[0]
0...30000 s
[0]
0...30000 s
[0]
Not active
active
[0]
Nothing
Block
Forced
[0]
Off
On
no change
[2]
Off
On
no change
[2]
Off
On
no change
[2]
Off
On
no change
[2]
not active
with one object
with two objects
[0]

Comment

On delay
in seconds
Off delay in seconds
Central function
(to control outputs 1/2
simultaneously from the bus)
To block or force
an output from the bus

If block active

Switch parameters
Continued

If block active

ETS text
Logic operation

Scene output 1/2

Available values
[Default value]
OR
AND
[0]
inactive
active
[0]

To enable logics on outputs
(And/Or) with one or two
objects

Comment
If logic function active
Scene activation.
If active, an additional page
is displayed
(see "Scene parameters")

Note. Two-object switching (Logic 1 and Logic 2): a group is created for each
"Logic X" object and a group for the "Output Command X" object. The And/
Or mode will be applied between the command group and the two logics (for
example with And Logic, to activate the output, both Logic 1 and Logic 2 and
the Output command must be at 1).

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Transponder card reader: communication objects
Output, scene channel

8 scene saving options are available for each output. Each
record must be assigned to the value.
It is therefore possible to save 8 different

scenes to the device output. With Scene saving enable you
can also set the status of the output for the desired scene with
a message from the bus (scene learn).

Scene parameters: scene association with outputs 1/2
ETS text
Scene saving enable
Scene 1
Scene 2
Scene 3
Scene 4
Scene 5
Scene 6
Scene 7
Scene 8

Available values
[Default value]
blocked
free
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]

Comment

Scene parameters
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Output, time stair case

The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them. If a channel is configured as
Staircase parameters: monostable control of output 1/2
ETS text
Type
Time staircase [s]
Switch off
warning

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

normally closed
normally open
[0]
0… 30000
[120]
not active
active
[0]

Activated output duration

0… 30000
Warning duration [s]
[120]

0… 65535
Prewarning duration [s]
[120]

not active
active
[0]
not active
Central switch funcactive
tion
[0]
Off
State at the begin- On
ning of Block state no change
[0]
Manual switch off

stair light, the following parameters are visible:

To make the LED of a KNX
push button blink when the
relay is about to deactivate
Duration of warning (if off
warning enabled). After
setting a "Warning duration"
and a "Prewarning duration", when the relay deactivates after the set "Time
staircase", it remains Off for
a time equal to the "Warning
duration" and then deactivates for a time equal to the
"Prewarning duration"
Duration of warning. Three
times will be added (if off
warning is active).
After setting a "Warning
duration" and a "Prewarning
duration", when the relay
deactivates after the set
"Time staircase" it remains
Off for a time equal to the
"Warning duration" and
then activates for a time
equal to the "Prewarning
duration"
If active, the relay can be
deactivated before the staircase time
To control simultaneously
the 2 outputs from the bus

If block active

Staircase parameters
Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Off
Status at the end of On
block state
no change
[2]
Off
On
Behaviour
at bus power up
no change
[2]
Off
On
Behaviour at
bus power down
no change
[2]

Continues

Inputs (grouped inputs)
Dimming A/B
The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them.
Sun protection A/B
The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them.

Dimming parameters

Grouped parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Dimming
Input 1/2
Dimming
function A/B
Shutter
Function A/B
Block

50

Sun proection
[1] inactive
Brighter/Darker
Darker/Brighter
[0]
Down/Up
Up/Down
[0]
0: Inactive
1: Active
[0]

Defines the activation function of IN 1 and IN 2 for the
dimmer
Defines the activation
function of inputs 1 and 2 for
the shutter
To inhibit the command of
inputs 1/2 from the bus

"Shutter" control parameters

Comment
If block active

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
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Inputs (single channels)
Switch
There are 7 options for each channel. Inactive, Switch, Scene,
Counter, Switch short/long, One button Dimming, One button
Shutter.
Switch parameters - to send commands and values
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Switch rising edge

Rising edge =
closure IN contact
Falling edge =
opening IN contact

Toggle rising edge

Sub
function

Switch falling edge

Toggle falling edge

Status send
Send value
[3]
Value falling/rising
edge
Value falling edge

Value rising edge

Send cyclic
Cyclic send [s]

Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
inactive
active
[0]
1…3000
[1]
Number

Value type

Float
[1]

Number
Float

0…255
[2]
0-65535
[2000]
inactive

Block

active
[0]

Switch parameters, "Rising edge"

If you set "Switch", an ON
or an OFF will be sent for
the chosen edge but no
signal will be sent for the
subsequent change of edge
of the input.
If you set "Toggle", ON,
OFF, ON, etc. will be sent
for each selected edge at
the input, but it will also be
necessary to link the input
status object to the same
group.
By setting"Status send",
you can choose whether
to send an ON or an OFF
command for one edge or
the other.

Switch parameters, "Status send"

With "Send value" you
choose which byte to send.
If Switch falling/rising edge
If "Status send" set with
falling edge
If "Status send" set with
rising edge
To activate cyclic repetition
in the bus
If cyclic sending active
If set as "Switch" to send
value, choose whether to
send a number 0-255 or a
float 0-65535

Switch parameters, "Send value"

If number (Value)
Float (Value)
If activated, an object
appears that blocks the
possibility of controlling the
input if set to 1
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Inputs (scene)
Scene parameters
The selected scene can be activated and saved if required.

ETS text

Scene

Scene Number
Scene Number
Block

Available values
[Default value]
No save
save
1-Bit
[0]
1-64
[2]
1-2
[2]
inactive
active
[2]

Comment

If the Scene is "No save" or
"Save"
If the Scene is "1 Bit"

"Scene" parameters

If active an ETS object will
be displayed, which if set to
1 blocks the scenes

Inputs (counter)
Counter parameters
These allow a counter to be incremented by the input (it is reset
on bus power down).
ETS text

Counter Type

Threshold active

Available values
[Default value]
8 bit
16 bit
32 bit
[1]
no
yes
[0]
1-255

Sending Difference

Counter Limit

[5]
1-255
[50]
1-65535

Sending Difference

Counter Limit

[100]
0-65535
[200]
1-65535

Sending Difference

Counter Limit

[250]
0-65535
[500]
inactive

Block

active
[0]
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Comment

If active, it establishes
a maximum limit for the
counter
8 bit
(this determines the frequency in terms of number of
pulses at which a message
is to be sent over the bus)
8 bit
16 bit (determines the
frequency in terms of
number of pulses at which a
message is to be sent over
the bus)
16 bit
32 bit (determines the
frequency in terms of
number of pulses at which a
message is to be sent over
the bus)
32 bit
If active an ETS object will
be displayed, which if set to
1 blocks the count

"Counter" parameters
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External readers (20457, 19457, 16457, 14457)
and pocket readers (20453, 19453, 16453, 14453)
1. What do objects 14, 15 and 16 represent?
• no.14 CO_alarm1: the internal clock requires an update
(e.g. after a power failure)
• no.15 CO_alarm2 device fault (for example an internal
CRC error)
This is a serious error that should never occur. If it does,
reprogram the device using ETS (the problem may be due
to a device memory malfunction).
• no.16 CO_alarm3 transit list is full: this is not in itself
a device error condition but a possible system state.
Activation of this object may occur if you choose to use
the internal transit list in "Overwrite transit" = "No" mode
and the PC has been disconnected from the reader for a
long period.
As it is unable to communicate the transits to the Wellcontact Suite software, the device saves them in its internal memory. In the future data acquisition by Well-Contact
Suite will be implemented.
2. What's the best solution for turning off the Courtesy
light (controlled by a remote switch connected to the
external reader) when the pocket reader disconnects
power from the loads after removal of the card?
A group is used to do this. In particular, object "13 CO_
courtesyLight" of the external reader is very useful.
a. Configure the courtesy light so that it is controlled by
object "13 CO_courtesyLight" of external reader (this
object will first go to "1" and then to "0" on recognition
of a valid card, after a time interval that can be set in the
reader's "Duration Courtesy light" parameter).
b. Also configure the courtesy light in object 11 CO_light of
pocket reader.
Entrance:
• when the guest enters the room, the courtesy light comes
on: object "CO_courtesyLight", value "On";
• when the card is inserted in the pocket, the "CO_light,
value ON" message is sent (this message has no effect
because the light is already on);
• when the timeout expires, the courtesy light is turned off
by the "CO_courtesyLight" message, value "Off".
Exit:
• When the card is removed from the pocket, an "Off" message is sent to the courtesy light: object "CO_light", value
"Off". The message is sent when the "Duration Light"
timeout expires.
So if the courtesy light was turned on by the guest, it is
now turned off.

light object (together with this light's actuator, if present) and
setting the reader parameter "Duration Courtesy = 30 sec.".
At the same time you must associate the Relay block object
that controls energy with the energy enable group of the
internal pocket (object no. 10 of the pocket), defining in the
relay parameters that the Relay block is enabled and that
the status of the relay on activation of the block is "On" and
on deactivation is "Off".
If after swiping the card over the reader, the card is inserted
in the pocket, the relay is blocked in the "On" status and
therefore ignores the "Off" message that arrives from the
external reader after 30 seconds. When the card is removed
from the pocket, the Relay block ("Off" parameter) is set to
"0".
4. Is there an object that blocks the input/button (effectively
disabling it so that it does not send messages)?
Yes, there is an object that blocks the input/button (effectively disabling it so that it does not send messages) that
operates as follows:
• associate the "blocking object" of the desired input/button is a group;
• if an "On" message is sent to the group, the input is
blocked;
• if an "Off" message is sent to the group, the input is enabled.
There is no object in the pocket reader that sends an "Off"
message when the card is inserted (to enable the input/
button) and an "On" message when the card is removed (to
block the input/button).
5. Is it possible to control the shutter by means of
conventional buttons connected to the readers (external
and/or pocket)?
This can be done by connecting a simple conventional
button to the reader's input. However, this solution is fairly impractical because various types of button press are
required to control the shutter:
• long press = movement (open/close);
• short press = stop;
• short press then long press = reverses direction movement.
If you still want to adopt this solution, you must set the
reader's input as shown in the following figure.

3. Is it possible to enable the Room energy relay for just
30 seconds when the card is swiped over the external
reader and then keep Room energy active when the
card is inserted in the internal pocket?
Yes, this can be done by using a single relay associated with
the courtesy
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6. In the event of a power failure, how long will the external
reader and the pocket reader keep the date and time in
their memories?

Logic remains at "0" so other groups such as the window
contact group are unable to control switching.

Both devices keep the date and time for at least 2 days.
7. What is the readers' "server acknowledge" object used
for?
Activation of this object is used for Well-Contact Suite
software functions: it forces the reader to wait for a message from the software (sent automatically) acknowledging
reception of a transit by the supervision PC before the
transit is saved in the internal list. If it does not receive a
reception confirmation message, it reattempts to send the
transit to Well-contact Suite the number of times set in the
device parameters.
A group must be created for each individual reader (e.g. with
10 rooms with pocket readers and one common access, 21
groups will be created). This will also enable WCS to save
the transits of the various people on the various readers and
the various presences with pocket reader card insertion/
removal times.
8. How many scenes can be saved on the device outputs?
On/Off states for 8 different scenes can be saved. In particular, if "Scene saving enable" is enabled, it will also be
possible to save the status of the output of the desired
scene from the 8 available by sending a message over the
bus (Scene Learn).
9. Enabling an output using the Logic present in the
parameters.
For example, a device output can be activated when one
of its inputs is activated only if a valid card is inserted in the
pocket. If for example you want to activate OUT-2 of the
pocket to turn on heating when the card is inserted, but you
also want the opening of a window contact (connected to
IN-1) turns heating off until the window is closed, you have
to activate the Logic Function on the output and link it with
a (1 bit) object using the OUT-2 parameters of 20457 and
also select AND Logic Operation. In detail:
create 1st group which enables output 2 when the card
is inserted and activates the logic: activation of the output will be linked in a group to energy enabling by pocket
20453 (by means of object "CO_Energy – Enable Energy",
with a link to the "Output 2 – on/off" object) and the logic on
the output will be linked to the same group with the relevant
"Output 2 - Logic 1" object .
Create the 2nd group to disable/enable output 2 when
the window is opened/closed: this creates a second
group with the inputs to which the window contact is connected and the object "Output 2 – on/off" will be associated; the contact will force the output 2 relay to On/Off; but
now you have to link a logic to enable this only if the card is
inserted in the pocket.
Let's look in detail at how to set the Logic parameters and
create the 2 groups (using IN-1 and OUT-2 of a card reader
20457 to create the two groups):
inserting the card activates the output by setting its Logic
to "1": from this point on the output will also be controlled
by the window contact group; if the card is not inserted, the
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10. Which external reader objects are used to control an
electrical lock and a courtesy light when a valid card is
swiped?
Objects 12 and 13 control both "On" and "Off" if associated with two step relays after a time that can be set in
the corresponding reader parameters; therefore object 12
"CO_validAccess" controls an electric lock and 13 "CO_
courtesyLight" controls a courtesy light. The device will set
the two objects to "Off", deactivating the two relays, which
as they are step relays can also be used in bistable mode in
other groups.
11. Which vertical pocket objects are used to control
enabling of the room FM and the Comfort status of the
thermostat?
Objects nos. 10 and 11 control both "On" and "Off" if associated with two remote step relays that control respectively
the FM and the Light; it is the device sets the two objects to
"Off" causing the two relays deactivatation on removal of the
card after a time that can be set in the parameters. There
are also the 1-bit objects nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 used for
recognising a card with a given profile (guest, service, maintenance, etc.). So by associating in one group for example
the guest card (object 2) with the CNF of the thermostat, if
a guest card is recognised the thermostat goes to CNF and
on removal of the card it returns to STBY, whereas if another
type of card is inserted the thermostat will remain in STBY.
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12. What is object 9 "Scene control" used for?
It is a 1 byte object. If in the device configuration parameters scenes have been associated with the various access
profiles (guest, service, etc.), when a card of that type is recognised the device sends the corresponding scene value for
that type of card to the bus. This means that various scenes
can be activated within that group depending on the card
used. For example, when a guest enters a dimmer turns
on at 50%, when service staff enter it does not turn on at
all, and perhaps if the maintenance staff card is recognised
it turns on at 100%. If the card is used in the pocket, note
that its removal has no effect on this object, so no other
messages are obtained on the bus for other uses.
13. How many guest cards can an external reader or a
pocket memorise?
They can memorise up to 2,000 cards (so for example they
can manage up to 2,000 different guests in a common
access).
14. External reader LED does not flash when the service
staff are in the room in spite of the fact that in the ETS
project and in the Well-Contact Suite the staff card has
been created with the same type of access.
One of the pocket ETS parameters in the "General
Characteristics" section is called "Single Access". If this
parameter is set to "Yes" the pocket verifies the type of card
that has been inserted, simply checking its validity.
If the parameter is set to "No", it also manages the types
of card and sends the addresses configured with ETS. In
this case the pocket properties (from 2 to 8) corresponding
to the different types of access will appear (for example for
room service access, object no. 3 is set).

16. Why does the first yellow LED blink when the card is swiped
over the external reader and the electrical lock not open?
You need to resend the "system code" from Well-contact
Suite.
17. What is the card Black List that can be imported into
the parameters?
It is a parameter that can be set on the devices in ETS.
If you set the device to "Black List", the cards that are
added and associated with guests by Well-contact Suite
will be blocked instead of being recognised by the device.
The "Black List" works with denied logic on the device. In
practice, WCS works as if the devices were on a "Whitelist".
In detail, the card will not provide access to the rooms
green highlighted but will provide access to those white
highlighted in because the devices have the parameter
activated in ETS to make them work with reverse logic.
18. How can I delete the external reader transit logs? What
is the maximum number of transits that can be saved
by a reader?
In the ETS project the reader parameter called "Transit list
overwrite" is selected. A maximum of 250 transits can be
memorised. When this value is exceeded, the reader overwrites the list, eliminating the oldest transits and replacing
them with the most recent ones.

15. Influence on the LEDs associated with the alarm and
the presence of the guest.
WCS reads the pocket every 3 minutes to check for the
presence of the guest in the room. Sometimes, if the guest
presence is associated with blinking of the external reader
LED and the blinking is associated with the bathroom alarm
condition, WCS may interpret the blinking of the LED as an
alarm in progress condition.
This is attributable to the flags of the objects associated with
the LEDs in the ETS project.
It is a specific function implemented in WCS for LED control.
In this case it is sufficient to use the LEDs in blinking mode
for the alarm and in steady light mode to indicate the presence of the guest in the room.
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Touch transponder card reader for installation outside
rooms, KNX standard, 2 relay outputs NO 4 A 24 V~, 2 dry
contact inputs, power supply 12-24 V~ 50/60 Hz and 12-24
Vdc (SELV), to be completed with Eikon Tactil transponder
3-module cover plate - 3 modules.

• Inactive
Channel without any function.
• Grouped channels
Dimmer or shutter function.
• Single channels
Switch, counter, scene, short/long switch function. Single key
dimming, Single key shutter.
The reader is able to control a KNX monostable relay with a
"Bell" icon used for precisely this reason.

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus off: depends on the parameter settings.
Bus on: depends on the parameter settings.

Behaviour after reset
21457

General characteristics
This device (to be completed with Eikon Tactil cover plate art.
21666..) enables controlling entry with transponder cards to the
rooms where it is installed externally.
The transponder reader is provided with two relays to control
the door lock, to control a courtesy light, or for other uses; the
device is moreover provided with two inputs for connecting
electrical equipment of the ON / OFF type (for example to
control the switch for door opening and closing, a magnetic
contact for signalling windows open or closed, ceiling pull
alarm, etc.).
On the front of the reader there are four LEDs each of which
associated with an icon for signalling the following states:
- Access (entry allowed or entry denied);
- Guest status (room occupied or do not disturb);
- Call status (rescue request with bathroom ceiling pull-cord,
room service call, etc.).
- Services status (make up room, etc.);
In guest status, call status and services status, the colour of the
LED can be set during configuration.
The reader is equipped with a bell identified by a low-lit LED (if
the feature is enabled); in this case, too, the colour of the LED
is programmable.
The device is also able to signal insertion and removal of the
cover plate.
The transponder reader is able to dialogue with other EIB/KNX
components.
For cleaning the cover plate, simply bring near the card enabled
with service access: after card recognition the bell will be
disabled for 30 s.

Functions
The device controls room access and various additional
functions. It also has 2 outputs and 2 inputs. The following
functions are the same for both channels.
3 functions are available for the outputs:
• Inactive
Channel without any function.
• Switch
The output is switched according to the other parameters.
• Stair light
According to the other parameters, the output is switched for
a certain period of time.

As for bus on.

Behaviour after power supply on/off
Off: the relays return to Off.
On: as for bus on.
The device is able to signal on the bus the removal or
repositioning of the front Tactil cover plate.

FRONT VIEW.
LED 1

LED 2

LED 3

LED 5

LED 4

LED STATUS.
• LED 1:
- steady green: signalling “Entry allowed” (the LED remains illuminated for approximately 3 s).
- blinking green: signalling if the timeframe is not valid (the LED blinks for approximately 3 s).
- steady red: signalling “Entry denied” (the LED remains illuminated for approximately 3 s).
- blinking red: signalling if the expiry date is not valid.
- steady amber: signalling if the system coding is not valid.
- blinking amber: signalling if the day of the week is not valid.
- blinking red/green: synchronize the device's internal clock.
• LED 2: signalling “Room service call.”
• LED 3: signalling “Do not disturb.”
• LED 4: signalling “Make up room.”
• LED 5: on - identifying bell. The brightness is low and becomes high on touching the
button. The doorbell function is disabled if the "do not disturb" signal is active.
Note.
The meaning taken on by the LEDs depends on the subjects of communication (therefore
the functions) that are configured in the reader with the ETS software.

3 functions are also available for the inputs:
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List of existing communication objects (output)
General communication objects

These objects exist only once.

Output communication objects (example: Output A - Switch, Output B - Staircase)

Input communication objects (example: Input A - 8-bit value counter, Input B - single key dimming)
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Channel communication objects (if a channel is not active, no communication objects are present)
No. ETS name

Function

Description

length

a message with the access card data is sent with each pass of a
valid card: this object must be associated with a dedicated group for
each device in each room to enable Well-Contact Suite to compile
4 bytes
the list of accesses. This is the object through which the reader
sends the "OK/KO" transit to Well-Contact Suite

0

Transit

Transit

1

Transit&Purse

Transit + purse

a byte with the access card data (including monetary software data)
with each pass of a valid card

2

CO_accessType1

Guest Access

3

CO_accessType2

4

Flag 1
C R W T U

X

X

X

8 bytes

X

X

X

this bit is active when a valid card with a Guest (room customer)
profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

Service Access

this bit is active when a valid card with a Service (cleaning staff)
profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

CO_accessType3

Maintenance Access

this bit is active when a valid card with a Maintenance (facility mainte1 bit
nance engineer) profile is recognised

X

X

X

5

CO_accessType4

Installer Access

this bit is active when a valid card with an Installer (system installer)
profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

6

CO_accessType5

Security Access

this bit is active when a valid card with a Security (facility security
staff) profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

7

CO_accessType6

Assistance Access

this bit is active when a valid card with a Assistance (facility assistance staff) profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

8

CO_accessType7

Administration Access

this bit is active when a valid card with the Administration (facility
director) profile is recognised

1 bit

X

X

X

X

X

X

9

CO_Scen
Control

Scene control

if the "Scene number for access XY" parameters are activated for the
various Guest, Service profiles, etc. and a scene number to be activated is associated for the desired profiles) if access with a valid card
1 byte
with a profile enabled for activation of a scene 1..64 is recognised,
when the card is passed the value of the associated scene in the
parameters will be sent to that profile

10

CO_Energy

Enable Energy

on recognising a valid card this object commands the room's ENER1 bit
GY FM relay

X

X

X

11

CO_Light

Enable Light

on recognising a valid card this object commands the room's GENERAL LIGHT relay

1 bit

X

X

X

12

CO_validAccess

Valid access

on recognising a valid card, this object goes to 1 to activate the
electrical lock relay (remote control switch that can be automatically
deactivated by this reader object after a time that can be set in the
reader's parameters)

1 bit

X

X

X

13

CO_courtesyLight

Courtesy Light

on recognising a valid card, this object goes to 1 to activate the
courtesy light relay (remote control switch that can be automatically
deactivated by this reader object after a time that can be set in the
reader's parameters)

1 bit

X

X

X

alarm object inside the device (after a power failure, the internal clock
should be resynchronized by sending DATE/TIME to the groups of
ETS objects No. 18-19). The alarm can be reset via bus by sending 1 bit
an ON message to the group where the 1-bit ETS object No. 38 is
associated
alarm object inside the device ("device fault" alarm, e.g. after a
CRC-ERROR). The alarm can be reset via bus by sending an ON
1 bit
message to the group where the 1-bit ETS object No. 38 is associated

14

CO_alarm1

Alarm 1

15

CO_alarm2

Alarm 2

16

CO_alarm3

Alarm 3

alarm object inside the device (list of 250 full transits without transit
overwriting activated). The alarm can be reset via bus by sending
an ON message to the group where the 1-bit ETS object No. 38 is
associated

17

CO_clock

Clock

Time

18

CO_time

Continues

X

X

X

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

an object needed by Well-Contact Suite to synchronise the system
devices

8 bytes

X

X

X

X

an object needed by Well-Contact Suite to synchronise the system
devices: a single group should be created containing all the "CO_
time" objects of all the readers/pockets of the system that will be
synchronized simultaneously by the Well-Contact Suite software by
sending a single 3-byte message.

3 bytes

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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No. ETS name

Flag 1

Function

Description

length

3 bytes

X

X

X

X

X

C R W T U

19

CO_date

Date

an object needed by Well-Contact Suite to synchronise the system
devices: a single group should be created containing all the "CO_
date" objects of all the readers/pockets of the system that will be
synchronized simultaneously by the Well-Contact Suite software by
sending a single 3-byte message.

20

CO_serverConfirm

Server Confirm

an object needed by Well-Contact Suite to make the device wait for
an Acknowledge response from the reception PC on receiving the
sent access data: create a group dedicated to each reader in the
system.

4 bytes

X

X

X

4 bytes

X

X

X

10 bytes X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

21

CO_plantID

Plant number

an object that serves to diversify systems with Well-Contact Suite
software: a single group should be created containing all the "CO_
plantID" objects of all the readers/pockets of the system that will be
synchronized simultaneously by the Well-Contact Suite software by
sending a single 4-byte message.

22

CO_accessData

Access data

an object used by Well-Contact Suite to communicate data to the
reader for card recognition (code, validity date, etc.): this is the message that Well-Contact Suite sends to readers/pockets for passing
the data of valid cards to it

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

CO_disableAccessType1
CO_disableAccessType2
CO_disableAccessType3
CO_disableAccessType4
CO_disableAccessType5
CO_disableAccessType6
CO_disableAccessType7

Disable Guest Access
Disable Service Access
Disable Maintenance Access
Disable Installer Access
Disable Security Access
Disable Assistance Access
Disable Administration Access

if this object is activated the device will deny access to the Guest
card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access to the Service
card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access to the Service
Engineer card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access to the Installer
card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access to the Security
card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access to the Assistance card profile
if this object is activated the device will deny access to the Administration card profile

30

CO_LED1

LED 1 On

controls on/off of 1st LED generally used for "room service call"

1 bit

X

X

X

31

CO_ledBlink1

LED 1 fast blink

fast blinking of LED1

1 bit

X

X

X

32

CO_LED2

LED 2 On

controls on/off of 2nd LED generally used for "do not disturb"

1 bit

X

X

X

33

CO_ledBlink2

LED 2 Fast blink

fast blinking of LED2

1 bit

X

X

X

34

CO_LED3

LED 3 On

controls on/off of 3rd LED generally used for "make up room"

1 bit

X

X

X

35

CO_ledBlink3

LED 3 Fast blink

fast blinking of LED3

1 bit

X

X

X

36

CO_sound

Single sound

sound can be associated with a 1-bit object on the bus

1 bit

X

X

X

37

CO_repeatedSound

Repeated sound

sound can be associated with a 1-bit object on the bus

1 bit

X

X

X

38

CO_Reset

Alarm Reset

object used to reset the internal alarms (objects nos. 14,15,16 )

1 bit

X

39

Not used

41

Output 1

on/off

to switch relay output On/Off (if set as "Switch")

1 bit

X

42

Output 1

Staircase

to set relay output to automatically deactivate after the time set in the
1 bit
device parameters (if set as "Stair Light")

X

X

43

Output 1

Block

to block command of relay output via the bus (if set as "Switch" and
the "Block" function is activated)

1 bit

X

X

44

Output 1

Forced

to force the relay output via bus (if set as "Switch" and the "Forcing"
function is activated)

2 bit

X

X

45

Output 1

Scene

to activate a scene on the relay output (if set as "Switch" and the
Scene function is activated); it is also possible to save the scene if
the corresponding function is activated in the bus parameters

1 bytes

X

X

46

Output 1

Status

to determine the On/Off status of the relay output (if set as "Switch"
or as "Staircase")

1 bit

X

Continues
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X

X

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Flag 1

No. ETS name

Function

Description

length

47

Output 1

Logic 1

(if set as "Switch" and the "1-object/2-object logic" is activated): if a
1 bit is sent to this object the output will be activated when the "on/
off" and optional "Logic-2" objects are also activated (depending on
the AND/OR conditions that are managed on these objects)

1 bit

X

X

48

Output 1

Logic 2

(if set as "Switch" and the "1-object/2-object logic" is activated): if a
1 bit is sent to this object the output will be activated when the "on/
1 bit
off" and "Logic-1" objects are also activated (depending on the AND/
OR conditions that are managed on these objects)

X

X

49

Output 2

on/off

to switch relay output On/Off (if set as "Switch")

1 bit

X

50

Output 2

Staircase

to set the relay output to automatically deactivate after the time set in
1 bit
the device parameters (if set as "Staircase")

X

X

51

Output 2

Block

to block command of relay output via the bus (if set as "Switch" and
the "Block" function is activated)

1 bit

X

X

52

Output 2

Forced

to force the relay output via bus (if set as "Switch" and the "Forcing"
function is activated)

2 bit

X

X

53

Output 2

Scene

to activate a scene on the relay output (if set as "Switch" and the
Scene function is activated); it is also possible to save the scene if
the corresponding function is activated in the bus parameters

1 bytes

X

X

54

Output 2

Status

to determine the On/Off status of the relay output (if set as "Switch"
or as "Staircase")

1 bit

X

55

Output 2

Logic 1

(if set as "Switch" and the "1-object/2-object logic" is activated): if a
1 bit is sent to this object the output will be activated when the "on/
off" and optional "Logic-2" objects are also activated (depending on
the AND/OR conditions that are managed on these objects)

1 bit

X

X

56

Output 2

Logic 2

(if set as "Switch" and the "1-object/2-object logic" is activated): if a
1 bit is sent to this object the output will be activated when the "on/
1 bit
off" and "Logic-1" objects are also activated (depending on the AND/
OR conditions that are managed on these objects)

X

X

57

Input 1

Switch

if the device is set to "single inputs" - for On/Off command from a
contact connected to the input (if set as "Switch", with "Switch on
1 bit
rising/falling edge" or "Toggle on rising/falling edge" or "Send Status"
functions)

X

X

57

Input 1

Send value

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a numerical value
0-255 to the bus on activation of the input (if set as "Switch", with
"Send Value" of "Number" type functions)

X

X

X

57

Input 1

Send value

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a numerical value
0-65535 to the bus on activation of the input (if set as "Switch", with 2 bytes
"Send Value" of "Float" type functions)

X

X

X

57

Input 1

Counter reset

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to reset the value of the counter (if set as "Counter")

1 bit

X

57

Input 1

Button

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send an ON or OFF for short
and long activation of the input contact, depending on the selections
1 bit
possible in the parameters (if set as "Short/long press switch" with
"Switch" type)

X

X

X

57

Input 1

Send value

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send two different 1-byte
values for short and long activation of the input contact, depending
on the selections possible in the parameters (if set as "Short/long
press switch" with "Number" type)

1 byte

X

X

X

57

Input 1

Send value

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send two different 2-byte
values for short and long activation of the input contact, depending
on the selections possible in the parameters (if set as "Short/long
press switch" of "Float" type)

2 bytes

X

X

X

57

Input 1

Dimming On/Off

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to perform On/Off of a dimmable light (if set as "single key dimming")

1 bit

X

X

X

Continues

1 byte

C R W T U

X

X

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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length

Flag 1

No. ETS name

Function

Description

57

Input 1

Shutter

if the device is set to "single inputs" - for operation of the shutter by
prolonged activation of the input (if set as "1-button shutter control"), 1 bit
it does not control the blinds

X

X

X

57

Input 1/2

Dimming On/Off

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - to perform On/Off of a
dimmable light by means of short activation of one input or another
(if set as "dimming")

1 bit

X

X

X

57

Input 1/2

Shutter

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - for operation of the shutter
by means of activation of one input or another (if set as "shutter
control")

1 bit

X

X

X

58

Input 1

Counter threshold

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to activate the counter threshold (if set as "Counter" and the "Threshold" parameter is activated
with a desired value)

1 byte

X

X

X

58

Input 1

Dimming

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to dim a light (if set as "single
key dimming")

4 bit

X

X

X

58

Input 1

Roller shutter stop

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to stop the shutter (if set as
"1-button shutter control") with short activation of the input

1 bit

X

X

X

58

Input 1/2

Dimming

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - to dim a light by means of
prolonged activation of one input or another (if set as "dimming")

4 bit

X

X

X

58

Input 1/2

Blind Adjustment

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - to rotate the blinds by activating one input or another (if set as "shutter control")

1 bit

X

X

X

1 byte

X

X

X

X

X

C R W T U

X

59

Input 1

Scene

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a scene call-up on
activation of the input (if set as "Scene" with the desired numerical
value): it is also possible to cause a prolonged 2 sec. activation of
the input to send a scene-save message to the bus if the parameter
with "Save" function is enabled

59

Input 1

1-Bit Scene

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a 1-bit scene call-up
on activation of the input (if set as "1-bit type scene): useful for old
KNX devices that operate with 1-bit scenes

1 bit

X

60

Input 1

Status

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to determine the input status (if
1 bit
set as "Switch" with "Toggle on rising/falling edge" function)

X

60

Input 1

Counter

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 8-bit value of counter that
increases with the input contact pulse count according to the count
1 bytes
settings and the bus message send settings in the Parameters (if set
as "Counter" with "8 bit" type)

X

X

X

60

Input 1

Counter

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 16-bit value of counter that
increases with the input contact pulse count according to the count
2 bytes
settings and the bus message send settings in the Parameters (if set
as "Counter" with "16 bit" type)

X

X

X

60

Input 1

Counter

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 32-bit value of counter that
increases with the input contact pulse count according to the count
4 bytes
settings and the bus message send settings in the Parameters (if set
as "Counter" with "32 bit" type)

X

X

X

60

Input 1

Status

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to determine the input On/Off
status (if set as "single key dimming")

1 bit

X

X

61

Input 1

Block

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to stop sending Bus-commands from the Bus for the input regardless of the switching of the
connected contact, when the "block" parameter is activated on the
input

1 bit

X

X

X

61

Input 1/2

Block

if the device is set to "grouped inputs" - to stop sending Bus-commands from the Bus for the input regardless of the switching of the
connected contact, when the "block" parameter is activated on the
input

1 bit

X

X

X

Continues

62

X

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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length

Flag 1

No. ETS name

Function

Description

62

Input 2

Switch

if the device is set to "single inputs" - for On/Off command from a
contact connected to the input (if set as "Switch", with "Switch on
1 bit
rising/falling edge" or "Toggle on rising/falling edge" or "Send Status"
functions)

X

62

Input 2

Send value

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a numerical value
0-255 to the bus on activation of the input (if set as "Switch", with
"Send Value" of "Number" type functions)

X

X

X

62

Input 2

Send value

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a numerical value
0-65535 to the bus on activation of the input (if set as "Switch", with 2 bytes
"Send Value" of "Float" type functions)

X

X

X

62

Input 2

Counter reset

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to reset the value of the counter (if set as "Counter")

1 bit

X

62

Input 2

Button

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send an ON or OFF for short
and long activation of the input contact, depending on the selections
1 bit
possible in the parameters (if set as "Short/long press switch" with
"Switch" type)

X

X

X

62

Input 2

Send value

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send two different 1-byte
values for short and long activation of the input contact, depending
on the selections possible in the parameters (if set as "Short/long
press switch" with "Number" type)

1 byte

X

X

X

62

Input 2

Send value

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send two different 2-byte
values for short and long activation of the input contact, depending
on the selections possible in the parameters (if set as "Short/long
press switch" with "Float" type)

2 bytes

X

X

X

62

Input 2

Dimming On/Off

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to perform On/Off of a dimmable light (if set as "single key dimming")

1 bit

X

X

X

62

Input 2

Shutter

if the device is set to "single inputs" - for operation of the shutter by
prolonged activation of the input (if set as "1-button shutter control"), 1 bit
it does not control the blinds

X

X

X

63

Input 2

Counter threshold

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to activate the counter threshold (if set as "Counter" and the "Threshold" parameter is activated
with a desired value)

1 byte

X

X

X

63

Input 2

Dimming

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to dim a light (if set as "single
key dimming")

4 bit

X

X

X

63

Input 2

Roller shutter stop

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to stop the shutter (if set as
"1-button shutter control") with short activation of the input

1 bit

X

X

X

1 byte

X

X

X

X

X

1 byte

C R W T U

64

Input 2

Scene

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a scene call-up on
activation of the input (if set as "Scene" with the desired numerical
value): it is also possible to cause a prolonged 2 sec. activation of
the input to send a scene-save message to the bus if the parameter
with "Save" function is enabled

64

Input 2

1-Bit Scene

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to send a 1-bit scene call-up
on activation of the input (if set as "1-bit type scene): useful for old
KNX devices that operate with 1-bit scenes

1 bit

X

65

Input 2

Status

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to determine the input status (if
1 bit
set as "Switch" with "Toggle on rising/falling edge" function)

X

65

Input 2

Counter

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 8-bit value of counter that
increases with the input contact pulse count according to the count
1 bytes
settings and the bus message send settings in the Parameters (if set
as "Counter" with "8 bit" type)

X

Continues

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Function

Description

65

Input 2

Counter

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 16-bit value of counter that
increases with the input contact pulse count according to the count
2 bytes
settings and the bus message send settings in the Parameters (if set
as "Counter" with "16 bit" type)

X

X

X

65

Input 2

Counter

if the device is set to "single inputs" - 32-bit value of counter that
increases with the input contact pulse count according to the count
4 bytes
settings and the bus message send settings in the Parameters (if set
as "Counter" with "32 bit" type)

X

X

X

65

Input 2

Status

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to determine the input On/Off
status (if set as "single key dimming")

1 bit

X

X

66

Input 2

Block

if the device is set to "single inputs" - to stop sending Bus-commands from the Bus for the input having set the device to "single
inputs" - or regardless of the switching of the connected contact,
when the "block" parameter is activated on the input

1 bit

X

X

67

Touch bell

Switch

to send an On/Off command over the BUS on pressing the bell if the
1 bit
"Enable bell" parameter is activated

x x

x

72

Cover Plate Removal Switch

to send an On and Off message over the BUS, respectively on
removing and inserting the cover plate

x x

x

77

Central Function

for simultaneous control of two outputs, if the corresponding param1 bit
eters are activated on the device outputs

On/Off

length

Flag 1

No. ETS name

1 bit

C R W T U

X

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Reference ETS parameters
Card data and software configuration
Card info
These serve to distinguish devices from different systems
interfacing with monetary software.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Key A Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Mid [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Mid [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key A Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]
0 Disabled

Advanced Menu

1 Enabled
[0]

64

Comment

Parameters on card
cells for
MyFare protocol
(for monetary systems)

Card info

If enabled, a new
parameter section
appears with various
values to be set for interfacing with monetary
software (as in notes
below)

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
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Advanced Menu
If the "Advanced Menu" parameter is enabled, an additional
page is displayed for interfacing with monetary software.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Block Size

0-65535
[16]

Total block number

0-65535
[63]

Base block address

0-65535
[4]

Block address AUX1

0-65535
[5]

Block address AUX2

0-65535
[6]

Block address Keys
+ CCP

0-65535
[7]

Key B Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key B Mid [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key B Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

CCP upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

CCP lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Base block address

0-65535
[8]

Block address AUX1

0-65535
[9]

Block address AUX2

0-65535
[10]

Block address Keys
+ CCP

0-65535
[11]

Key B Upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key B Mid [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

Key B Lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[65535]

CCP upper [2 byte]

0-65535
[143]

CCP lower [2 byte]

0-65535
[30472]

Comment

Parameters on card
cells for
MyFare protocol
(for monetary systems)

Advanced Menu
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Device configuration - General characteristics
These serve to define the behaviour of the device.
ETS text
Plant
Room
Repetition of the
Message

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

0…2147483647
[0]
0...65535
[0]

Parameter not used (for future
upgrades)

0...255
[1]
0.1...5 s

Duration lock
[0.4]
1...65535
Duration Courtesy
[s]
[20]
No, Yes
Black List
[0]
No, Yes
Single Access
[0]
Check date
Check day
Check timeslot
Access cost

No, Yes
[1]
No, Yes
[1]
No, Yes
[1]
0…2147483647
[0]
No, Yes

Overwrite transit
[0]
Enable Card ID
Scene number
guest access
Scene Number
Service Staff
Scene Number
Maintenance staff
Scene Number
Installer

No, Yes
[1]
1...64, 255
[255=inactive]
1...64, 25
5 [255=inactive]
1...64, 255
[255=inactive]
1...64, 255
[255=inactive]

Scene Number
Security Staff

1...64, 255

Scene Number
Assistance Staff

1...64, 255

Scene Number
Administration

1...64, 255

66

[255=inactive]
[255=inactive]
[255=inactive]

Determines the number of repetitions of the "Confirm transmit" message
Determines the number of sec.
of activity of object 12 "Valid
access" which if associated
with a relay will activate the
solenoid valve
Determines the number of sec.
after activation that object 13
of the device will be set to "0"
(courtesy light turned off by the
reader)
If active, cards associated with
reader by WCS will be blocked
(reverse logic) by the reader
If enabled, the device makes no
distinction regarding the type
of card (guest, service, etc.),
so there are no access type
distinctions

Leave on "Yes"

For monetary software (if present)
For future versions of WCS for
storing accesses by the device
after reaching the limit of 250
with software temporarily disconnected from the bus
Parameter not used
Scene number for customer
access
Scene number for access by
service staff
Scene number for access by
maintenance staff
Scene number for access by
installer
Scene number for access by
security staff
Scene number for access by
assistance staff
Scene number for access by
administration (director)

Device configuration

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Transponder card reader: communication objects
Inputs / Outputs
The following parameters are exclusive and for all channels.
General settings - inputs
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Debounce time

10..120 ms
[10]

Sets the minimum input activation time

1-30 sec.

Sets the input activation time
that can enable advanced functions (such as scene saving)

Time button long
[s]

[3]

General settings

Configuration of Channels
Input/output configuration
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Inactive

Function inputs 1
and 2

Single inputs
Grouped inputs
[0]

Enable
bell

No, Yes
[1]
Off, On

Operation
bell with "do not
disturb"

Outputs 1/2

[1]
Not active
Switch
Staircase
[0]

Comment
If you select "Grouped inputs"
you can control the dimmer
and shutters by means of a
double contact connected to
inputs 1/2 (e.g. 20062)
If set to "Yes" there is the communication object 67 "Touch
bell"
Parameter present only if
"Enable bell" is set to "Yes".
Used to disable the bell when
the "Do not disturb" function
is active

Channel configuration (e.g. Output A - Switch, Output B Staircase)

Switch:
step-by-step output;
Staircase:
monostable output

67
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Output: switch A... B

The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them. If a channel is configured as a switch,
the following parameters are visible:
Switch parameters - control of outputs 1/2
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

0=normally closed
1=normally open
[1]
0...30000 s
On delay
[0]
0...30000 s
Off delay
[0]
inactive
Central switch
active
function
[0]
Nothing
Blocked
Block/Forced
Forced
[0]
Off
State at the begin- On
ning of the Block
no change
state
[0]
Off
State at the end
On
of the
no change
block state
[0]
Off
On
Behaviour
at bus power up
no change
[2]
Off
On
Behaviour at
bus power down
no change
[2]
inactive
with one object
Logic function
with two objects
[0]

Comment

Type
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On delay
in seconds
Off delay in seconds
Central function
(to control outputs 1/2
simultaneously from the bus)
To block or force
an output from the bus

If block active

Switch parameters
If block active
Continued

ETS text
Logic operation

Scene
To enable logics on outputs
(And/Or) with one or two
objects

Available values
[Default value]
OR
AND
[0]
inactive
active
[0]

Comment
If logic function active
Scene activation.
If active, an additional page
is displayed
(see "Scene parameters")

Note. Two-object switching (Logic 1 and Logic 2): a group is created for each
"Logic X" object and a group for the "Output Command X" object. The And/
Or mode will be applied between the command group and the two logics (for
example with And Logic, to activate the output, both Logic 1 and Logic 2 and
the Output command must be at 1).

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Transponder card reader: communication objects
Output, secondary element scene

8 scene saving options are available for each
output. Each record must be assigned to the value.
It
is
therefore
possible
to
save
8
different

scenes to the device output. With Scene saving enable you
can also set the status of the output for the desired scene with
a message from the bus (scene learn).

Scene parameters: scene association with outputs 1/2
ETS text
Enable scene saving
Scene A
Scene B
Scene C
Scene D
Scene E
Scene F
Scene G
Scene H

Available values
[Default value]
blocked
free
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]

Comment

Scene parameters
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Output, timed staircase light

The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them. If a channel is configured as
Staircase parameters: monostable control of output 1/2
ETS text
Type
Time staircase [s]
Switch off
warning

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

normally closed
normally open
[1]
0… 30000
[120]
inactive
active
[0]

Output activated duration

0… 30000
Warning Duration
[s]
[1]

0… 30000
Prewarning
Duration [s]
[10]

inactive
Manual switch off active
[0]
inactive
Central switch
active
function
[0]
Off
State at the begin- On
ning of the Block
no change
state
[0]

stair light, the following parameters are visible:

To make the LED of a KNX
push button blink when the
relay is about to deactivate
Duration of warning (if off
warning enabled). After
setting a "Warning duration"
and a "Prewarning duration", when the relay deactivates after the set "Time
staircase" it remains Off for
a time equal to the "Warning
duration" and then deactivates for a time equal to the
"Prewarning duration"
Duration of warning. Three
times will be added (if off
warning is active).
After setting a "Warning
duration" and a "Prewarning
duration", when the relay
deactivates after the set
"Time staircase" it remains
Off for a time equal to the
"Warning duration" and then
deactivates for a time equal
to the "Prewarning duration"
If active, the relay can be
deactivated before the staircase time
To control the 2 outputs
simultaneously from the bus

If block active

Staircase parameters
Continued

ETS text
State at the end
of the
block state
Behaviour
at bus power up

Behaviour at
bus power down

Available values
[Default value]
Off
On
no change
[0]
Off
On
no change
[2]
Off
On
no change
[2]

Continues

Inputs (grouped inputs)
Dimming A/B
The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them.
Sun protection A/B
The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them.

Dimming parameters

Grouped parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Dimming
Input 1/2
Function
dimming A/B
Function
Function
Block
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2-shutter control
[1] 3-deactivated
Brighter/Darker
Darker/Brighter
[0]
Down/Up
Up/Down
[0]
Inactive
On
[0]

Defines the activation function of IN 1 and IN 2 for the
dimmer
Defines the activation
function of inputs 1 and 2 for
the shutter
To inhibit the command of
inputs 1/2 from the bus

"Shutter" control parameters

Comment
If block active
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Inputs (single inputs)
Switch
There are 7 options for each channel. Inactive, Switch, Scene,
Counter, Switch short/long, One Key Dimming, One Key
Shutter.
Switch parameters - to send commands and values
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Switch rising edge

Rising edge =
closure IN contact
Falling edge =
opening IN contact

Toggle rising edge

Secondary
function

Switch falling edge

Toggle falling edge

Status send
Send value
[3]
Value falling/rising
edge
Value falling edge

Value rising edge

Send cyclic
Cyclic send [s]

Off
On
[1]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[1]
inactive
active
[0]
1…3000
[1]
Number

Value type

Float
[1]

Value
Float

0…255
[2]
0-65535
[2000]
inactive

Block

active
[0]

Switch parameters, "Rising edge"

If you set "Switch", an ON
or an OFF will be sent for
the chosen edge but no
signal will be sent for the
subsequent change of edge
of the input.
If you set "Toggle" each
edge selected on the input
will be sent ON, OFF, ON,
etc. in sequence, but you
must bind the input status
object to the same group
too.
By setting"Status send",
you can choose whether
to send an ON or an OFF
command for one edge or
the other.

Switch parameters, "Status send"

With "Send value" you
choose which byte to send.
If Switch falling/rising edge
If "Status send" set with
falling edge
If "Status send" set with
rising edge
To activate cyclic repetition
in the bus
If cyclic sending active
If set as "Switch" to send
value, choose whether to
send a number 0-255 or a
float 0-65535

Switch parameters, "Send value"

If number (Value)
Float (Value)
If activated, an object
appears that blocks the
possibility of controlling the
input if set to 1
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Inputs (scene)
Scene parameters
The selected scene can be activated and saved if required.

ETS text

Scene

Available values
[Default value]
don't save
save
1-Bit Scene
[0]
1-64

Scene Number

Scene Number
Block

[2]
1-2
[1]
inactive
active
[0]

Comment
Set whether you want to
save the scene with long
activation of the input (or
1 bit scene for old KNX
devices)
When the above "Scene"
item is activated with the
"No save" or "Save" option

"Scene" parameters

If the 1 bit scene is activated
If active an ETS object will
be displayed, which if set to
1 blocks the scenes

Inputs (counter)
Counter parameters
These allow a counter to be incremented by the input (it is reset
on bus power down).
ETS text

Counter Type

Threshold active

Available values
[Default value]
8 bit
16 bit
32 bit
[1]
inactive
active
[0]
0-255

Sending Difference
[5]

Counter limit

0-255
[50]
0-65535

Sending Difference
[100]
Counter limit

0-65535
[200]
0-65535

Sending Difference
[250]
Counter limit

0-65535
[500]
inactive

Block

active
[0]

72

Comment

If defined it establishes a
maximum threshold for the
counter
8 bit
(this determines the
frequency in terms of
number of pulses at which a
message is to be sent over
the bus)
8 bit
16 bit (determines the
frequency in terms of
number of pulses at which a
message is to be sent over
the bus)
16 bit
32 bit (determines the
frequency in terms of
number of pulses at which a
message is to be sent over
the bus)
32 bit
If active an ETS object will
be displayed, which if set to
1 blocks the count

"Counter" parameters
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Inputs (switch-short/long press)
Parameters
You can define the commands that the device sends for short
or prolonged activation of the input (for on/off commands).
ETS text

Value type

Short value switch

Long value switch

Value (short)
Value (long)

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Switch
Number
Float
[Switch]
Off
On
Not active
[Off]
Off
On
Not active
[Off]

This parameter is present
only if "Value Type" is set to
"Switch"

0-255
[0]
0-255
[1]

Value (short) in 1/100
Degrees

0-65535

Value (long) in 1/100
Degrees

0-65535

[500]

[2000]

Switch parameters, "short/long press"

This parameter is present
only if "Value Type" is set to
"Switch"
This parameter is present
only if "Value Type" is set to
"Number"
This parameter is present
only if "Value Type" is set to
"Number"
This parameter is present
only if "Value Type" is set to
"Float"
This parameter is present
only if "Value Type" is set to
"Float"

Inputs (single key dimming)
Parameters
You can control a dimmer, and the on/off controls are made
by briefly activating the device input while dimming is with
prolonged activation.
ETS text
Dimming step
Repeat dimming telegrams

Repetition time

Available values
[Default value]
1.5%...100%
[100%]
Yes
No
[No]
0.3 s
5.0 s
[1.0 s]

Comment

Control parameters, "single key dimming"
This parameter is present
only if "Repeat dimming
telegrams" is set to "Yes"

Inputs (single key roller shutter control)
Parameters
It is possible to control a roller shutter actuator by briefly
activating the device's input (for stopping) or with prolonged
activation (to make the roller shutter move).

Control parameters, "single key roller shutter control"
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User interface

It is possible to define the colours of the various LEDs and set
the brightness of a "bell" icon.
Setting the LEDs
ETS text

Continued

Available values
[Default value]

Default colours
Colour section-SerCustom colours
vice
[Default colours]
Amber
White
Red
Green
Colour
Blue
Cyan
Magenta
Disabled
[Amber]

Red
Green
Blue

Colour sectionDo not disturb

Colour

Red
Green
Blue

Colour sectionMake up room

Colour

Red
Green
Blue

Continues
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0…255

[255]
Default colours
Custom colours
[Default colours]
Amber
White
Red
Green
Blue
Cyan
Magenta
Disabled
[Amber]
0…255

[255]
Default colours
Custom colours
[Default colours]
Amber
White
Red
Green
Blue
Cyan
Magenta
Disabled
[Amber]
0…255

[255]

Comment

ETS text
Colour sectionBell

This parameter is present
only if "Colour section-Service" is set as "Default
colours".
It lets you select the colour
of the LED from a list of
default colours
These parameters are
present only if "Colour
section-Service" is set as
"Custom colours".
It lets you select the RGB
coordinates of the LED
colour

Colour

Red
Green
Blue

LED brightness
bell

Available values
[Default value]
Default colours
Custom colours
[Default colours]
Amber
White
Red
Green
Blue
Cyan
Magenta
Disabled
[Amber]
0…255

[255]
1...100
[8]

This parameter is present
only if "Colour section-Do
not disturb" is set as
"Default colours".
It lets you select the colour
of the LED from a list of
default colours
These parameters are
present only if "Colour section-Do not disturb" is set as
"Custom colours".
It lets you select the RGB
coordinates of the LED
colour

This parameter is present
only if "Colour section-Make
up room" is set as "Default
colours".
It lets you select the colour
of the LED from a list of
default colours
These parameters are
present only if "Colour section-Make up room" is set
as "Custom colours".
It lets you select the RGB
coordinates of the LED
colour

"User interface" parameters

Comment

This parameter is present
only if "Colour section-Bell"
is set as "Default colours".
It lets you select the colour
of the LED from a list of
default colours

These parameters are
present only if "Colour section-Bell" is set as "Custom
colours".
It lets you select the RGB
coordinates of the LED
colour
Parameter to adjust the
brightness of the bell LED.
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1. What do objects 14, 15 and 16 represent?
• no.14 CO_alarm1: the internal clock requires an update
(e.g. after a power failure)
• no.15 CO_alarm2 device fault (for example an internal
CRC error)
This is a serious error that should never occur. If it does,
reprogram the device using ETS (the problem may be due
to a device memory malfunction).
• no.16 CO_alarm3 full list of transits: this is not in itself
a device error condition but a possible system state.
Activation of this object may occur if you choose to use
the internal transit list in "Overwrite transit" = "No" mode
and the PC has been disconnected from the reader for a
long period of time.
As it is unable to communicate the transits to the Wellcontact Suite software, the device saves them in its internal memory. In the future data acquisition by Well-Contact
Suite will be implemented.
2. What's the best solution for turning off the Courtesy
light (controlled by a remote switch connected to the
external reader) when the pocket reader disconnects
power from the loads after removal of the card?
A group is used to do this. In particular, object "13 CO_
courtesyLight" of the external reader is very useful.
a. Configure the courtesy light so that it is controlled by
object "13 CO_courtesyLight" of external reader (this
object will first go to "1" and then to "0" on recognition
of a valid card, after a time interval that can be set in the
reader's "Duration Courtesy" parameter).
b. Also configure the courtesy light in object 11 CO_light of
pocket reader.
Entrance:
• when the guest enters the room, the courtesy light comes
on: object "CO_courtesyLight", value "On";
• when the card is inserted in the pocket, the "CO_light,
value ON" message is sent (this message has no effect
because the light is already on);
• when the timeout expires, the courtesy light is turned off
by the "CO_courtesyLight" message, value "Off".

At the same time the Relay block object that manages the
power to the energy enabling group of the inside pocket
(object no. 10 of the pocket) will be associated, defining on
the relay parameters that the Relay block is enabled and
the status of the relay on block activation is "On" and on
deactivation it is "Off".
If, after swiping the card over the reader, you insert the card
into the pocket, the relay is locked "On" and then ignores
the "Off" coming from the external reader after 30 seconds;
pulling the card out of the pocket will set to "0" the Relay
block ("Off" via parameter).
4. Is there an object that blocks the input/button (effectively
disabling it so that it does not send messages)?
Yes, there is an object that blocks the input/button (effectively disabling it so that it does not send messages) that
operates as follows:
• associate the "blocking object" of the desired input/button with a group;
• if an "On" message is sent to the group, the input is
blocked;
• if an "Off" message is sent to the group, the input is enabled.
There is noobject in the pocket reader that sends an "Off"
message when the card is inserted (to enable the input/
button) and an "On" message when the card is removed (to
block the input/button).
5. Is it possible to control the shutter by means of
conventional buttons connected to the readers (external
and/or pocket)?
This can be done by connecting a simple conventional
button to the reader's input. However, this solution is fairly impractical because various types of button press are
required to control the shutter:
• long press = movement (open/close);
• short press = stop;
• short press then long press = reverses direction of movement.
If you still want to adopt this solution, you must set the
reader's input as shown in the following figure.

Exit:
• When the card removed from the pocket, an "Off" message is sent to the courtesy light: object "CO_light", value
"Off". The message is sent when the "Duration Light"
timeout expires.
So if the courtesy light was turned on by the guest, it is
now turned off.
3. Is it possible to enable the Room energy relay for just
30 seconds when the card is swiped over the external
reader and then keep Room energy active when the
card is inserted in the internal pocket?
Yes, this can be done by using a single relay associated with
the courtesy
light object (together with this light's actuator, if present) and
setting the reader parameter "Duration Courtesy = 30 sec.".
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6. In the event of a power failure, how long will the reader
keep the date and time in memory?
Both devices keep the date and time for at least 2 days.
7. What is the readers' "server acknowledge" object used
for?
Activation of this object is used for Well-Contact Suite
software functions: it forces the reader to wait for a message from the software (sent automatically) acknowledging
reception of a transit by the supervision PC before the
transit is saved in the internal list. If it does not receive a
reception confirmation message, it reattempts to send the
transit to Well-contact Suite the number of times set in the
device parameters.
A group must be created for each individual reader (e.g. with
10 rooms with pocket readers and one common access, 21
groups will be created). This will also enable WCS to save
the transits of the various people on the various readers and
the various presences with pocket reader card insertion/
removal times.
8. How many scenes can be saved on the device outputs?
On/Off states for 8 different scenes can be saved. In particular, by enabling "Enable scene saving" you can also save
the state of the relevant output for the desired scene from
the 8 available, by sending a message over the Bus (Scene
Learn).
9. Enabling an output using the Logic present in the
parameters.
For example, a device output can be activated when one
of its inputs is activated only if a valid card is inserted in the
pocket. If for example you want to activate OUT-2 of the
pocket to turn on heating when the card is inserted but you
also want the opening of a window contact connected to
IN-1 to turn heating off until the window is closed, you have
to activate the Logic Function on the output and link it with
a (1 bit) object using the OUT-2 parameters of 20457 and
also select AND Logic Operation. In detail:
create 1st group which enables output 2 when the card
is inserted and activates the logic: activation of the output will be linked in a group to energy enabling by pocket
20453 (by means of object "CO_Energy – Enable Energy",
with a link to the "Output 2 – on/off" object) and the logic on
the output will be linked to the same group with the relevant
"Output 2 - Logic 1" object.
Create the 2nd group to disable/enable output 2 when
the window is opened/closed: this creates a second
group with which the inputs to which the window contact is
connected and the object "Output 2 – on/off" will be associated; the contact will force the output 2 relay to On/Off; but
now you have to associate a logic to enable this to be done
only if the card is inserted in the pocket.
Let's look in detail at how to set the Logic parameters and
create the 2 groups (using IN-1 and OUT-2 of a card reader
20457 to create the two groups):
inserting the card activates the output by setting its Logic
to "1": from this point on the output will also be controlled
by the window contact group; if the card is not inserted, the
Logic remains at "0" so other groups such as the window
contact group are unable to control switching.
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10. Which external reader objects are used to control an
electrical lock and a courtesy light when a valid card is
swiped?
Objects 12 and 13 control both "On" and "Off" if associated
with two remote control switches after a time that can be
set in the corresponding reader parameters; therefore object
12 "CO_validAccess" controls an electric lock and 13 "CO_
courtesyLight" controls a courtesy light. The device will set
the two objects to "Off", deactivating the two relays, which
as they are step-by-step relays can also be used in bistable
mode in other groups.
11. What is object 9 "Scene control" used for?
It is a 1 byte object. If in the device configuration parameters scenes have been associated with the various access
profiles (guest, service, etc.), when a card of that type is recognised the device sends the corresponding scene value for
that type of card to the bus. This means that various scenes
can be activated within that group depending on the card
used. For example, when a guest enters a dimmer turns on
at 50%, when service staff enter it does not turn on at all,
and perhaps with the maintenance staff card is recognised it
turns on at 100%. If the card is used in the pocket, note that
its removal has no effect on this object, so no other messages are obtained on the bus for other uses.
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12. How many guest cards can the external reader
memorise?
They can memorise up to 2,000 cards (so for example they
can manage up to 2,000 different guests in a common
access).
13. I am unable to make the external reader LED flash when
the service staff are in the room in spite of the fact that
in the ETS project and in the Well-Contact Suite the staff
card has been created with the same type of access.
One of the pocket ETS parameters in the "General
Characteristics" section is called "Single Access". If this
parameter is set to "Yes" the pocket verifies the type of card
that has been inserted, simply checking its validity.
If the parameter is set to "No", it also manages the types of
card and sends the addresses configured with ETS. In this
case the pocket properties (from 2 to 8) corresponding to the
different types of access will appear (for example for room
service access, object no. 3 is set).

17. How can I delete the external reader transit logs? What
is the maximum number of transits that can be saved by
a reader?
In the ETS project the reader parameter called "Transit list
overwrite" is selected. A maximum of 250 transits can be
memorised. When this value is exceeded, the reader overwrites the list, eliminating the oldest transits and replacing
them with the most recent ones.
18. How is the relay to be associated with the "bell" function
managed?
The reader sends an "On" command to the group associated
with object 67 on pressing the icon and an "Off" command
on releasing it; the associated relay must then be configured
as bistable.
19. Why does the middle LED on the reader keep on flashing
red/green?
You need to send the date/time from the "Utilities" menu of
Well-Contact Suite.

14. Influence on the LEDs associated with the alarm and the
presence of the guest.

20. Is the reader able to signal removal of the front cover
plate?

WCS reads the pocket every 3 minutes to check for the
presence of the guest in the room. Sometimes, if the guest
presence is associated with blinking of the external reader
LED and the blinking is associated with the bathroom alarm
condition, WCS may interpret the blinking of the LED as an
alarm in progress condition.
This is attributable to the flags of the objects associated with
the LEDs in the ETS project.
IT is a specific function implemented in WCS for LED control.
In this case it is sufficient to use the LEDs in blinking mode for
the alarm and in steady light mode to indicate the presence
of the guest in the room.

Yes, the device is able to detect the removal or repositioning
of the cover plate and signal it via a 1 bit ETS object (object
72) that must be associated with the relevant group. If then,
in the Well-Contact Suite software, this group is defined as a
"type-alarm" group, then by associating it as a "reset-alarm"
group, on removing the cover plate, the software will display
a "cover plate theft" pop-up that will reset only when the
cover plate is repositioned over the reader.

15. Why
does
the
middle
yellow
LED
flash
when the card is swiped over the external reader and the electrical lock not open?
You need to resend the "system code" from Well-contact
Suite.
16. What is the card Black List that can be imported into the
parameters?
IT is a parameter that can be set on the devices in ETS.
If you set the device to "Black List", the cards that are
added and associated with guests by Well-contact Suite
will be blocked instead of being recognised by the device.
The "Black List" works with negative logic on the device.
In practice, WCS reasons as if the devices were on a
"Whitelist". In detail, the card will not provide access to the
rooms highlighted in green but will provide access to those
highlighted in white because the devices have the parameter activated in ETS to make them work with reverse logic.

21. Is it possible to disable the "bell" function if the guest in
the room has activated the "Do not disturb" function?
Yes, it is possible to inhibit it via ETS by turning off the parameter "Bell operation with Do Not Disturb".
22. Is it possible to increase/decrease the brightness of the
"bell" icon?
Yes, via the ETS parameter "Bell LED brightness".
23. Can the reader also work with transponder cards of
other companies?
No; Vimar guarantees it will work exclusively with cards art.
01598.
24. Can the reader also work with other supervision software?
No; the device can only be used with Well-Contact Suite.
25. Is it possible to activate an ETS scene upon card recognition?
Yes, by using ETS object No. 9 and the parameter "Scene
number for XY access" the reader will activate the desired
scene (No. 1..64) with a bus-message on recognising the
specific type of card (guest, service, etc.).
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Touchscreen electronic thermostat for ambient air temperature control (heating and air conditioning) of 2 independent
zones, KNX standard home automation system, 1 NO relay
output 4 A 24 V~, 1 input for electronic temperature sensor
or wired temperature sensor, 1 programmable digital input,
RGB LED backlighting, to be completed with Eikon Evo,
Eikon, Arké or Plana cover plates, grey - 2 modules.

FRONT VIEW.

Operation
setup button

Fan-coil speed button
Setpoint increase button

Thermostat
selection
button

Comfort operation
mode on
Current temperature

Heating valve on

Fan-coil Ambient
speed
humidity

02952

Setpoint decrease
button

General features
The thermostat is suitable for controlling room temperature
(heating/air-conditioning) in 2 or 4 pipe systems (heating/airconditioning) and neutral zone (only in 4-pipe systems), with
the "boost" function to activate a second source that enables
reaching the desired thermal comfort faster; it can interact with
other thermostats and with a supervision centre (PC with Wellcontact Suite software). It can manage 2 temperature zones
completely independently (equivalent to two thermostats A
and B). For each zone the heating/air-conditioning modes are
managed according to the relative reference temperature. It is
equipped with a relay programmable as NC or NO that can be
used for general use (e.g. lighting, closing zone solenoid valve,
activating electric towel warmer, etc.) or to control speed 1 of
the fan-coil, which is managed by thermostat A or thermostat
B. It also has a digital input programmable as NC or NO,
which can be used for other applications such as detecting an
open window. The thermostat features an RGB display with
5 capacitive buttons for controlling the temperature set-point
and the speed of the fan-coil, the configuration of the operating
modes and the selection of thermostat A or B to view/control; it
has an RGB backlit display whose colours can be adjusted via
parameters with ETS.

Display icons

Heating with boost function
Air-conditioning with boost function
Temperature display and thermostat B menu
Temperature alarm due to exceeding threshold
Window open indicator
Unit of measurement of temperature (°C or °F)
Relative humidity (displayed to the left of the temperature)
Dew point alarm (linked to item no. 21, appears to the
left of the temperature)
Fan-coil with 3 speeds and proportional control

v1

The 3 speeds of the fan-coil are indicated by the
symbols v1, v2 and v3

v2

The proportional speed control is indicated by the
circular icon divided into 10 parts, each one of which
corresponds to 10% of the maximum speed

v3
Comfort (Guest in room)
Standby (Guest not in room)
Economy (Room free)
Off
Protected mode
Buttons locked
Heating valve on
Air-conditioning valve on
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Behaviour after bus power on/off
Bus power down: -.
Switching on the Bus: the state will be set based on the setting
of the parameters and the corresponding telegrams sent over
the Bus.

Behaviour after reset
As for Bus on.
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Neutral zone
The "Neutral Zone" is an operating mode of the thermostat (only
for 4-pipe systems) in which the device keeps the temperature
within a temperature range preset by the Winter Setpoint and
Summer Setpoint (basically then there is no longer the usual
Summer/Winter mode).
If the measured temperature is below the Winter Setpoint, the
thermostat switches on the heating valve and heats the room until
the temperature exceeds the set value (e.g. 20°C for Comfort
mode or 18°C for Standby mode). If the measured temperature
exceeds the Summer Setpoint then the thermostat switches
on the cooling valve and keeps it on until the temperature falls
below the set Summer Setpoint value.
Within the Neutral Zone the thermostat does not turn on any
valves and the temperature can vary freely; this zone is therefore
nothing more than the difference between the Summer and
Winter Setpoints when the room temperature is between the
winter setpoint and the summer one.
To avoid excessive temperature fluctuations, set a limited range
(≤ 2°C) as shown in the figure below.

The KNX 02952 thermostat is configured in Neutral Zone mode
if the following object is NOT connected: "Enable A: Summer
- Winter – command" or "Enable B: Summer - Winter –
command".
The KNX 02952 thermostat can operate in Neutral Zone IF:
• The system has 4 pipes
• Winter Comfort Setpoint < Summer Comfort Setpoint
• Winter Standby Setpoint < Summer Standby Setpoint
• Winter Economy Setpoint < Summer Economy Setpoint
• Antifreeze < Too Hot
If these conditions are not satisfied, you can still put the
thermostat into operation; if there is an error while starting
up, the device will remain in "Protected” mode and an error
message will be displayed.
For example, the following picture shows error 2 which is
equivalent to Winter Comfort Setpoint ≥ Summer Comfort
Setpoint.

COOLING
Summer Setpoint

NEUTRAL ZONE
Winter Setpoint
HEATING

Setpoint displayed in Neutral Zone operation
When the thermostat is working in the neutral zone, the setpoint
used for the adjustment is always the Current Setpoint namely
the one relating to the last heating/cooling mode that came into
operation; the value displayed is instead a new setpoint named
"Neutral Zone Setpoint” that is the average value between the
current summer and winter setpoints.
Changing the temperature of the "Neutral Zone Setpoint” (with
the "+” and "-” buttons on the thermostat) will also cause a
change to the value of the "Shift Setpoint” resulting in a shift
of the two current summer/winter setpoint values; the room
temperature then will not become the one set by the guest
but that of the summer/winter setpoint which at that moment
is closest to the value of the current temperature in the room.
Between the two summer/winter setpoints, there is the neutral
zone in which the system is not activated.
Configuration

Types of errors at the time of configuration
Error No.

Description

E1

Selected 2-pipe system instead of 4-pipe
system

E2

Winter Comfort Setpoint ≥ Summer Comfort
Setpoint

E3

Winter Standby Setpoint ≥ Summer Standby
Setpoint

E4

Winter Economy Setpoint ≥ Summer
Economy Setpoint

E5

Antifreeze ≥ Too Hot
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List of existing communication objects and standard settings
No.

ETS name

Function

0

Internal sensor

Internal probe temperature

1

External sensor

External NTC probe temperature

2

External Temperature 1 KNX probe temperature on bus

3

External Temperature 2 KNX probe temperature on bus

4

External Temperature 3 KNX probe temperature on bus

5

External Temperature 4 KNX probe temperature on bus

6

External Temperature 5 KNX probe temperature on bus

7

External Temperature 6 KNX probe temperature on bus

8

External Temperature 7 KNX probe temperature on bus

9

External Temperature 8 KNX probe temperature on bus

10

Current Temperature

A: Temperature

11

Current Temperature

B: Temperature

Description

Type

To see the temperature read by the thermostat sensor
(to see the temperatures measured by thermostats A/B
with Well-Contact Suite software, objects nos. 10/11
should be used)
To see the temperature read by the NTC wire probe
connected to the thermostat (to see the temperatures
measured by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite
software, objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX sensor connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX sensor connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX sensor connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX sensor connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX sensor connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX sensor connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX sensor connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX sensor connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the current temperature associated with thermostat-A (weighted average of the various associated
probes): this object is used with Well-Contact Suite
software to see the temperature measured by thermostat A
To see the current temperature associated with thermostat-B (weighted average of the various associated
probes): this object is used with Well-Contact Suite
software to see the temperature measured by thermostat B

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

2 Byte

C R

-

T

-

- Low

2 Byte

C R

-

T

-

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W

2 Byte

C R

- T

-

- Low

2 Byte

C R

- T

-

- Low

- U -

Low

THERMOSTAT A:
12

Comfort

A: Mode - command

To select COMFORT operating mode by sending a 1 bit
1 bit
or to set the thermostat to STANDBY by sending a 0 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

13

Energy Saving

A: Mode - command

To select ECONOMY operating mode by sending a 1
bit (a 0 bit is ignored)

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

14

Protected

A: Mode - command

To select OFF-ANTIFREEZE operating mode (or Too
Hot in the case of air conditioning) by sending a 1 bit.

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

15

Off

A: Mode - command

To select OFF operating mode by sending a 1 bit (a 0
bit is ignored)

1 bit

C

R W

- U

- Low

16

Thermostat Mode

A: Mode - command

To select operating mode by sending a Byte (1 =
Comfort, 2 = StandBy, 3 = Economy, 4 = Protection ). If
1 Byte
you use supervision with Well Contact Suite this object
must be associated with a group.

C

- W

- U

- Low

17

Thermostat Mode

A: Mode - status

To read the set operating mode by sending a Byte (1 =
Comfort, 2 = StandBy, 3 = Economy, 4 = Protection). If
you use supervision with Well Contact Suite this object
must be associated with a group.

C

R

T

- Low

Continues
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1 Byte

-

-

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Type

18

Status

A: Summer - Winter - status

To read the seasonal mode set on the thermostat (0 =
Summer, 1 = Winter)

19

Enable

A: Summer - Winter - command

To set the seasonal mode on the thermostat
(1 = Winter, 0 = Summer). If it is NOT associated with
a group then thermostat A will function in Neutral Zone
mode.

20

Thermostat Off

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

1 bit

C

R

-

- Low

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

A: OFF communication - bus command

This function is useful in the event of faults on the heat1 bit
ing system to disable the valves with a 1 bit.

C

- W

- U

- Low

A: Thermostat - command

If a 1 bit is sent to this object, the thermostat will show
the specific icon on the display, turn OFF and stop the
HVAC (this works only in HVAC mode and serves for
example to avoid condensation on the floor) - Note:
1 bit
The thermostat requires a cyclical send to this object,
with a time that can be set in the parameter "Dew Point
Supervision Time"

C

- W

- U

- Low

-

T

21

Dew Point

22

NOT USED

23

Current Setpoint

A: Setpoint - status

To read the temperature setpoint set on the thermostat.
If you want Well-contact Suite to know the setpoint cur2 Byte
rently set on the thermostats, this object must be linked
to a group

C

R

T

-

- Low

24

Setpoint Shift

To read and command a temperature shift with respect
to the current setpoint (setpoint set by ETS on the thermostat for the various operating modes CMF, STBY,
A: Setpoint - status, command etc.). The permissible temperature shift is limited to the 2 Byte
range set by the Guest Control Permitted parameter.
In the event of Guest Control Permitted=Off the "Shift
Setpoint" object does not shift the active setpoint.

C

R W T

-

- Low

25

Winter Comfort

A: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Winter Comfort setpoint.

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

26

Winter Standby

A: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Winter Standby setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

27

Winter Economy

A: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Winter Economy setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

28

Winter Protected

A: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Winter Antifreeze setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

29

Comfort Summer

A: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Summer Comfort setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

30

Standby Summer

A: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Summer Standby setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

31

Summer Economy

A: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Summer Economy setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

32

Summer Protected

A: Setpoint - status, command

To read and set the Summer Too-Hot setpoint (HVAC
2 Byte
turned off if for example the window is opened)

C

R W T U

- Low

33

NOT USED

-

Thermostat A: Valves
34

Cooling/Heating Valve

A: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 2-pipe systems for
valve management: to be used to control the head of a
radiating system or the On/Off valve of a fan-coil

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

34

Valve for
Cooling

A: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-pipe systems for
valve management in Summer: to be used to control
the head of a radiating system or the On/Off valve of a
fan-coil

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

35

Valve for
Heating

A: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-pipe systems for
valve management in Winter: to be used to control
the head of a radiating system or the On/Off valve of a
fan-coil

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

34

Cooling/Heating Valve

A: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 2-pipe proportional
systems for proportional valve management: to be
1 Byte
used to control the head of a radiating system or for the
proportional valve of a fan-coil

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

34

Valve for
Cooling

A: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-pipe proportional
systems for Summer valve management: to be used to
1 Byte
control the head of a radiating system or for the proportional valve of a fan-coil

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

Continues
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No.

ETS name

Function

Description

35

Valve for
Heating

A: Valve

Type

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-pipe proportional
systems for Winter valve management: to be used to
1 Byte
control the head of a radiating system or for the proportional valve of a fan-coil

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

Thermostat A: Second Stage
36

Valve for
Cooling

A: 2nd Stage Cooling

If second stage cooling is enabled to be used for the
boost function (cooling) for on/off valve control

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

36

Valve for
Cooling

A: 2nd Stage Cooling

If second stage cooling is enabled to be used for the
boost function (cooling) for proportional valve control

1 Byte

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

37

Valve for
Heating

A: 2nd Stage Heating

If second stage heating is enabled to be used for the
boost function (heating) for on/off valve control

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

37

Valve for
Heating

A: 2nd Stage Heating

If second stage heating is enabled to be used for the
boost function (heating) for proportional valve control

1 Byte

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

A: Fan Inputs

Used to set a proportional speed for the fan-coil fan (if
the selected fan is proportional with 3 speeds) via a su- 1 Byte
pervisor (e.g., touchscreen)

C

- W -

U

- Low

Thermostat A: Fan
38

Proportional
(0-100%)

39

NOT USED

40

Speed V1

A: Fan Inputs

Used to force activation of fan-coil speed V1 (if the
selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

41

Speed V2

A: Fan Inputs

Used to force activation of fan-coil speed V2 (if the
selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

42

Speed V3

A: Fan Inputs

Used to force activation of fan-coil speed V3 (if the
selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

43

Automatic

A: Fan Inputs

Used to force activation of fan-coil speed AUTO (if the
selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

44

Proportional
(0-100%)

A: Fan Outputs

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

45

Off

A: Fan Outputs

Used to read the deactivation status of all 3 speeds (if
the selected fan has 3 speeds). The thermostat sends a 1 bit
1 bit when the fan is off (fan-coil speed 0).

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

46

Speed V1

A: Fan Outputs

This is the object to pair with the relay of speed 1 of the
fan-coil (to read the status of speed V1 of the fan-coil, 1 bit
this object can be polled by the bus)

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

47

Speed V2

A: Fan Outputs

This is the object to pair with the relay of speed 2 of the
fan-coil (to read the status of speed V2 of the fan-coil, 1 bit
this object can be polled by the bus)

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

48

Speed V3

A: Fan Outputs

This is the object to pair with the relay of speed 3 of the
fan-coil (to read the status of speed V3 of the fan-coil, 1 bit
this object can be polled by the bus)

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

49

Speed V1

A: Fan Disable

To disable speed V1 (if the selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

50

Speed V2

A: Fan Disable

To disable speed V2 (if the selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

51

Speed V3

A: Fan Disable

To disable speed V3 (if the selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

Object to be paired with the input to which a window-contact is connected so that the thermostat
switches to OFF-PROTECTED when the window is
opened, depending on whether the mode is Air Conditioning or Heating

1 bit

C

- W -

- Low

Used to read the proportional speed of the fan-coil fan
(if the selected fan is proportional with 3 speeds with the
8-Bit Object - Proportional (0-100%). This object is used 1 Byte
for controlling proportional actuators.

Thermostat A: Window

52

Window Sensor

Continues
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No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Type

A: Scene

To activate a scene with a 1 Byte message

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

1 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

Thermostat A: Scene
53

Scene

Thermostat A: Auto/Man
54

Temperature:
Automatic/Manual

A: Manual operation

To see whether the guest has altered the thermostat
temperature setpoint with respect to the default setting

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

55

Fan-coil:
Automatic/Manual

A: Manual operation

To see whether the guest has altered the fan-coil speed
1 bit
with respect to the default setting

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

56

Temperature: Disable
Local operation

A: Manual operation

Activating this object prevents the guest from altering
the setpoint temperature by means of the thermostat
buttons with respect to the value set by the bus

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

57

Fan-coil: Disable Local
A: Manual operation
Operation

Activating this object prevents the guest from altering
the fan-coil speed by means of the thermostat buttons
with respect to the value set by the bus

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

A: Alarm

If the temperature limitation is active an alarm is sent
when the temperature exceeds the set threshold

1 bit

C R -

Thermostat A: Floor Probe Alarm
58

Temperature
Floor

T

-

-

Low

THERMOSTAT B:
59

Comfort

B: Mode - command

To select COMFORT operating mode by sending a 1 bit
1 bit
or to set the thermostat to STANDBY by sending a 0 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

60

Energy Saving

B: Mode - command

To select ECONOMY operating mode by sending a 1
bit (a 0 bit is ignored)

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

61

Protected

B: Mode - command

To select ANTIFREEZE operating mode (or Too Hot in
the case of air conditioning) by sending a 1 bit.

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

62

Off

B: Mode - command

To select OFF operating mode by sending a 1 bit (a 0
bit is ignored)

1 bit

C

R W

- U

- Low

63

Thermostat Mode

B: Mode - command

To select operating mode by sending a Byte (1 =
Comfort, 2 = StandBy, 3 = Economy, 4 = Protection ). If
1 Byte
you use supervision with Well Contact Suite this object
must be associated with a group.

C

- W

- U

- Low

64

Thermostat Mode

B: Mode - status

To read the set operating mode by sending a Byte (1 =
Comfort, 2 = StandBy, 3 = Economy, 4 = Protection). If
you use supervision with Well Contact Suite this object
must be associated with a group.

1 Byte

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

65

Status

B: Summer - Winter - status

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

66

Enable

B: Summer - Winter - command

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

67

Thermostat Off

B: OFF communication - bus - This function is useful in the event of faults on the heat1 bit
command
ing system to disable the valves with a 1 bit.

C

- W

- U

- Low

B: Thermostat - command

If a 1 bit is sent to this object, the thermostat will show
the specific icon on the display, turn OFF and stop the
HVAC (this works only in HVAC mode and serves for
example to avoid condensation on the floor) - Note:
1 bit
The thermostat requires a cyclical send to this object,
with a time that can be set in the parameter "Dew Point
Supervision Time"

C

- W

- U

- Low

To read the seasonal mode set on the thermostat (0 =
Summer, 1 = Winter)
To set the seasonal mode on the thermostat
(1 = Winter, 0 = Summer). If it is NOT associated with
a group then thermostat B will function in Neutral Zone
mode.

68

Dew Point

69

NOT USED

70

Current Setpoint

B: Setpoint - status

To read the temperature setpoint set on the thermostat.
If you want Well-contact Suite to know the setpoint cur2 Byte
rently set on the thermostats, this object must be linked
to a group

C

R

T

-

- Low

Setpoint Shift

To read and command a temperature shift with respect
to the current setpoint (setpoint set by ETS on the thermostat for the various operating modes CMF, STBY,
B: Setpoint - status, command etc.). The permissible temperature shift is limited to the 2 Byte
range set by the Guest Control Permitted parameter. In
the event of Guest Control Permitted=Off the "Shift Setpoint" object does not shift the active setpoint.

C

R W T

-

- Low

71

Continues

-
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ETS name

Function
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Type

72

Winter Comfort

B: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Winter Comfort setpoint.

73

Winter Standby

74

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

B: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Winter Standby setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

Winter Economy

B: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Winter Economy setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

75

Winter Protected

B: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Winter Antifreeze setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

76

Comfort Summer

B: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Summer Comfort setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

77

Standby Summer

B: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Summer Standby setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

78

Summer Economy

B: Setpoint - status, command To read and set the Summer Economy setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

79

Summer Protected

B: Setpoint - status, command

To read and set the Summer Too-Hot setpoint (HVAC
2 Byte
turned off if for example the window is opened)

C

R W T U

- Low

80

NOT USED
Thermostat B: Valves

81

Cooling/Heating Valve

B: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 2-pipe systems for
valve management: to be used to control the head of a
radiating system or the On/Off valve of a fan-coil

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

81

Valve for
Cooling

B: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-pipe systems for
valve management in Summer: to be used to control
the head of a radiating system or the On/Off valve of a
fan-coil

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

82

Valve for
Heating

B: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-pipe systems for
valve management in Winter: to be used to control
the head of a radiating system or the On/Off valve of a
fan-coil

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

81

Cooling/Heating Valve

B: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 2-pipe proportional
systems for proportional valve management: to be
1 Byte
used to control the head of a radiating system or for the
proportional valve of a fan-coil

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

81

Valve for
Cooling

B: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-pipe proportional
systems for Summer valve management: to be used to
1 Byte
control the head of a radiating system or for the proportional valve of a fan-coil

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

82

Valve for
Heating

B: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-pipe proportional
systems for Winter valve management: to be used to
1 Byte
control the head of a radiating system or for the proportional valve of a fan-coil

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

Thermostat B: Second Stage
83

Valve for
Cooling

B: 2nd Stage Cooling

If second stage cooling is enabled to be used for the
boost function (cooling) for on/off valve control

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

83

Valve for
Cooling

B: 2nd Stage Cooling

If second stage cooling is enabled to be used for the
boost function (cooling) for proportional valve control

1 Byte

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

84

Valve for
Heating

B: 2nd Stage Heating

If second stage heating is enabled to be used for the
boost function (heating) for on/off valve control

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

84

Valve for
Heating

B: 2nd Stage Heating

If second stage heating is enabled to be used for the
boost function (heating) for proportional valve control

1 Byte

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

B: Fan Inputs

Used to set a proportional speed for the fan-coil fan (if
the selected fan is proportional or 8-bit with 3 speeds) 1 Byte
via a supervisor (e.g., touchscreen)

C

- W -

U

- Low

B: Fan Inputs

Used to force activation of fan-coil speed V1 (if the
selected fan has 3 speeds)

C

- W -

U

- Low

Thermostat B: Fan
85

Proportional
(0-100%)

86

NOT USED

87

Speed V1

Continues

84

1 bit
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88

Speed V2

B: Fan Inputs

Used to force activation of fan-coil speed V2 (if the
selected fan has 3 speeds)

89

Speed V3

B: Fan Inputs

90

Automatic

91

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

Used to force activation of fan-coil speed V3 (if the
selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

B: Fan Inputs

Used to force activation of fan-coil speed AUTO (if the
selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

Proportional
(0-100%)

B: Fan Outputs

Used to read the proportional speed of the fan-coil fan (if
the selected fan is proportional or 8-bit with 3 speeds). 1 Byte
This object is used for controlling proportional actuators.

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

92

Off

B: Fan Outputs

Used to read the deactivation status of all 3 speeds (if
the selected fan has 3 speeds). The thermostat sends a 1 bit
1 bit when the fan is off (fan-coil speed 0).

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

93

Speed V1

B: Fan Outputs

This is the object to pair with the relay of speed 1 of the
fan-coil (to read the status of speed V1 of the fan-coil, 1 bit
this object can be polled by the bus)

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

94

Speed V2

B: Fan Outputs

This is the object to pair with the relay of speed 2 of the
fan-coil (to read the status of speed V2 of the fan-coil, 1 bit
this object can be polled by the bus)

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

95

Speed V3

B: Fan Outputs

This is the object to pair with the relay of speed 3 of the
fan-coil (to read the status of speed V3 of the fan-coil, 1 bit
this object can be polled by the bus)

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

96

Speed V1

B: Fan Disable

To disable speed V1 (if the selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

97

Speed V2

B: Fan Disable

To disable speed V2 (if the selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

98

Speed V3

B: Fan Disable

To disable speed V3 (if the selected fan has 3 speeds)

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

B: Window

Object to be paired with the input to which a window-contact is connected so that the thermostat
switches to OFF-PROTECTED when the window is
opened, depending on whether the mode is Air Conditioning or Heating

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

B: Scene

To activate a scene with a 1 Byte message

1 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

Thermostat B: window

99

Window Sensor

Thermostat B: scene
100

Scene

Thermostat B: Auto/Man
101

Temperature:
Automatic/Manual

B: Manual operation

To see whether the guest has altered the thermostat
temperature setpoint with respect to the default setting

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

102

Fan-coil:
Automatic/Manual

B: Manual operation

To see whether the guest has altered the fan-coil speed
1 bit
with respect to the default setting

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

103

Temperature: Disable
Local operation

B: Manual operation

Activating this object prevents the guest from altering
the setpoint temperature by means of the thermostat
buttons with respect to the value set by the bus

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

104

Fan-coil: Disable
Local Operation

B: Manual operation

Activating this object prevents the guest from altering
the fan-coil speed by means of the thermostat buttons
with respect to the value set by the bus

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

B: Alarm

If the temperature limitation is active an alarm is sent
when the temperature exceeds the set threshold

1 bit

C R -

T

Alarm

Do not use: it is used for automatic testing during
production of the device

1 bit

C

T

Thermostat B: Floor Probe Alarm
105

Temperature
Floor

-

-

Low

GLOBAL
106

Initialisation

107

NOT USED

Continues

R

-

-

- Low
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ETS name

108

NOT USED

109

Type

Flag 1

Function

Description

General

Alarm

Used for viewing, on the thermostat display, the trigger1 bit
ing of a generic alarm on the KONNEX BUS

C R -

T

-

-

Low

110

Input

Input

Device IN command

1 bit

C R -

T

-

-

Low

111

Input Status

Input

Device input status. It appears if the input is set as
"general use" and "Toggle rising/falling edge"

1 bit

C -

W -

U -

Low

112

On/Off

Relay

Device relay command (setting relay operating parame1 bit
ters as "general use")

C -

W -

U -

Low

113

Status

Relay

Device relay status (setting relay operating parameters
as "general use")

1 bit

C R -

-

-

Low

114

Value

Humidity

To know and view the humidity read by a KNX probe
connected to the bus

1 Byte

C -

W -

U -

Low

114

Value

Humidity

To know and view the humidity read by a KNX probe
connected to the bus (*)

2 Byte

C -

W -

U -

Low

C R W T U

T

I

Priority

(*) This data point is available only starting from firmware version 2.00 and later.

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

107

254

255

Reference ETS parameters
General
General parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

You can choose
whether to view on
the display: the temperature measured,
1 = Current setpoint
the fan-coil speed
and the valve status,
2 = Display Off
no information, the
3 = View Setpoint Dif- temperature delta
ference
compared to the
Setpoint set by the
[0]
project
0 = Display
Current Temperature

Displayed Value

0 = Enable
Button Activation

1 = Disable
[0]

Temperature units

0 = Celsius
1 = Fahrenheit
[0]
0 = Disable
1 = Enable
2= Enable Reduced

Enable Menu
[1]

0 = None
Percentage displayed

86

1 = Humidity
2 = Percentage
[1]

You can choose
whether to make the
thermostat buttons
operative
Only for the display
If enabled, the
thermostat operating
mode can be
changed. The Reduced menu lets you
locally change the
thermostat operating
modes only from
Comfort to Protected
and vice versa.

General settings

CAUTION: If you use thermostats art. 02952 with firmware
version 1.00 do not use the setting:
Percentage displayed = Humidity.

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Touch thermostat: communication objects
Value
Displayed

Enable Menu=Enable
Button Activation = Enable

Enable Menu=Enable
Button Activation = Disable

Enable Menu=Disable
Button Activation = Enable

Display Current
Temperature

Setpoint
Current

Display Off

View
Difference
Setpoint

Note: In "View Setpoint Difference" mode, the difference between the Setpoint set via configuration by ETS and the Setpoint modified
locally by the user is displayed. When the set Setpoint is the project Setpoint the thermostat displays 0.0.

87
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Backlighting
Backlighting Parameters
ETS text

Backlighting

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

0 = Off

Always off

1 = ON button

On when pressing the touch
buttons.
Note: after some time of
inactivity, the backlighting
turns off.

2 =Ecometer Mode
[1]

Ecometer Mode on

Backlighting Off

Ecometer Mode

When Backlighting is set to "Ecometer Mode" the display
backlighting colour indicates the expected consumption
provided by the Ecometer with the background colour.
Backlighting On

CAUTION: We do not recommend using the Ecometer view
when the thermostat is set to neutral zone mode as the
colour of the display depends on the active setpoint and
the information for the end user might not be clear.

Default colours

Colour customization

Digital Input
Digital Input Parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Input Function

0 = General Use
1 = Window Sensor
[0]

If set as "General use", it
also sends 0/1 over the bus
towards a supervisor

0 = Switch on Rising
Edge

Rising edge = close contact

1 = Toggle on Rising
Edge

Falling edge = open contact

2 = Switch on Falling
Function (for gener- Edge
al use)
3 = Toggle on Falling
Edge
4 = Status Send
[0]
0 = Deactivated
Window Sensor
Mode (for thermo- 1 = Normally Open
stat-A and thermo- 2 = Normally Closed
stat-B)
[0]
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Digital Input - Window Sensor

Switch = send a 1 bit value
(On/Off) on opening and the
opposite on closing
Toggle = on every defined
edge (opening or closure),
On and then Off is sent to
the cycle

Digital Input - General Use

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
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Internal/External Temperature Sensor (Thermostat-A,
Thermostat-B)

Continued

ETS text

Sensor parameters
Available values
[Default value]

ETS text

-2 °C ... .+2 °C
Temperature Offset
[0]

0...30 min.
Cyclic Send Time
[0 = Off]

Comment
Calibration of thermostat reading
(or of average of
probes)

Available values
[Default value]

0... 1.0°C

Send on Change

0=Off.
Activates cyclic send
of object no. 0 "Internal Sensor" or
no. 1 "External Sensor" (both for the
thermostat A and
for thermostat B)

[0 = Off]

Comment

Sets the minimum
measured temperature change
with respect to the
setpoint that will
cause the thermostat
to send the current
value over the bus to
a supervisor.

Continues

Note: If you use the Well Contact Suite supervision system to
update the value displayed by the supervision station of the
“A/B Current Temperature" linked to objects # 10 and 11, you
must enable cyclic send or send on change. In the event of a
conjunction of a high number of thermostats, it is not advisable
to enable numerous cyclic sends with timing that is too low to
avoid overloading the BUS communications.

Internal/external temperature sensor

Thermostat (A/B)
Guest control permitted
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Guest control permitted

0 = Off
1 = 1.0 °C
2 = 2.0 °C
3 = 3.0 °C
4 = 4.0 °C
5 = 5.0 °C
6 = None
Limitation
[3]

Determine how much the
guest can change the setpoint from the value set on
the thermostat (up/down)

Thermostat (A/B)

Current Temperature (A/B)
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
0... 100

Temperature sensor weightings
[0]

0 = Off
Cyclic Send Time

11 = 30 min.
[0 = Off]
0 = Off

Send on Change

1.0 = 1.0 °C

[0 = Off]

Comment
For the thermostat's internal
sensor, the Vimar wired NTC
probe (if present) and the KNX
probes, this determines the
relative importance for calculating the weighted average of
the measured temperatures
Sets the frequency in minutes
with which the thermostat (A/B)
must send the measured temperature value (or the weighted
average of the probes) over the
bus to a supervisor. Activates
cyclic send of object no. 10
and 11 "Current Temperature"
of thermostat A/B
Sets the temperature difference measured by the thermostat (A/B) that results in the
read value (or the weighted
average of the probes) being
sent over the bus towards a
supervisor. Activates cyclic
send of object no. 10 and
11 "Current Temperature" of
thermostat A/B

Current temperature (A/B)
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Setpoint (A/B)
Setpoint parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

1 = Comfort
2 = Standby
3 = Economy
Mode at bus power
up
4 = Protect
255 = Last Mode
Selected
[255]
1 min.
10 min.
15 min.
20 min.
Time between
Heating and
25 min.
Cooling
30 min.
45 min.
60 min.
[30]
0 = Off
30 sec
1 min.
2 min.
3 min.
4 min.
Supervision Time of
5 min.
Dew Point
10 min.
15 min.
20 min.
25 min.
30 min.
[0 = Off]
0 = Off
30 sec.
1 min.
2 min.
3 min.
4 min.
Cyclic Send Time 5 min.
10 min.
15 min.
20 min.
25 min.
30 min.
[0 = Off]
0 = Off
0.1°C
0.2°C
0.3°C
0.4°C
0.5°C
Send on Change
0.6°C
0.7°C
0.8°C
0.9°C
1.0°C
[0 = Off]
Yes
Reset Setpoint
Shift in Economy
Mode

No

[Yes]
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Thermostat operating mode
at bus power up

Setpoint parameters
To avoid formation of condensation with radiating
systems during changes of
season

Sets the time within which
the thermostat must receive
a message to the "Dew
Point" object from a device
connected to a humidistat.
A bit set to "1" will stop
heating/air conditioning and
set to "0" will cause it to
restart. If messages have
not arrived, when this time
has elapsed heating/air conditioning will restart

Sets the time for cyclic
sending of temperature
setpoint over bus towards a
supervisor

Sets the minimum temperature change made by the
guest with respect to the
setpoint that results in the
current setpoint being sent
over the bus towards a
supervisor

By selecting “Yes”, when
the thermostat goes into
Economy mode, the setpoint set by the user in
Comfort and Standby mode
is reset to the project's
default value. This function
is useful for hotel applications and with the Well
Contact Suite supervision
software.

Important: The "Time between Heating and Cooling” parameter is the wait time it takes for the thermostat to switch from
summer-winter and vice versa. This parameter is especially
useful in some underfloor radiant systems where you set a high
time value to prevent the formation of condensation; this applies
especially when the thermostats work with a neutral zone and
so there could be multiple seasonal changes in a single day.
If instead, depending on the type of system, you want a faster
response of the thermostat, it is necessary to reduce the value
of this parameter.
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Temperature Setpoint (A/B)
Sensor parameters

Continued

ETS text
Winter Comfort Setpoint
Winter Standby Setpoint
Winter Economy
Setpoint

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

[20]
[18]

See "Range" table
See "Range" table

[15]

See "Range" table

0 = Adjustment Off

Antifreeze

1 = Adjustment On

[1 = 011]
Summer Comfort
Setpoint
Summer Standby
Setpoint
Summer Economy
Setpoint

ETS text

If you set "On"
you can set the
temperature the
thermostat goes to in
"Protected" mode; if
you set "Off", when
the thermostat is in
"Protected" mode it
will turn off temperature control and will
not send the current
setpoint temperature

[25]

See "Range" table

[28]

See "Range" table

[30]

See "Range" table

Available values
[Default value]
0 = Adjustment Off

Too hot

1 = Adjustment On

[1 = On]

Comment
If you set "On"
you can set the
temperature the
thermostat goes to in
"Protected" mode; if
you set "Off", when
the thermostat is in
"Protected" mode it
will turn off temperature control and will
not send the current
setpoint temperature

Note: In the case of a 4-pipe system, the winter setpoint cannot
take a higher value than the summer setpoint.

Continues

Setpoint range
Temp. °C

Temp. °C

Temp. °C

Temp. °C

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

PROTECTED ECONOMY

STANDBY

COMFORT

COOLING

35°C

Temperature setpoint parameters
30°C
28°C
25°C

NEUTRAL
ZONE

20°C
18°C

SUMMER
SETPOINT

WINTER
SETPOINT

15°C
5°C

HEATING

CAUTION: When the thermostat is in Neutral Zone mode,
the breadth of this must be progressively increasing for
the different operating modes of Comfort (minimum neutral
zone breadth), Standby, Economy and Protected. This
setting made with ETS ensures that, when the thermostat
changes operating mode, the active setpoint is always
at a suitable value and the thermostat does not start
cooling when before it was heating or vice versa causing
considerable energy expenditure.
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Window sensor (A/B)
Sensor parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Window sensor
delay

8 = 120 sec.

0 = Off

[4 = 30]

Comment
Sets the time delay that
heating/air conditioning
stops after window open
detection

Window sensor (A/B)

Control parameters
ETS text

Control
Temperature

Value
Proportional
Cooling

Continues
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Available values
[Default value]
0 = Control On/Off
1 = Integral Band
2 = Proportional/Integral
Band
[0]
1.0°C
1.1°C
1.2°C
1.3°C
1.4°C
1.5°C
1.6°C
1.7°C
1.8°C
2.0°C
2.2°C
2.5°C
3.0°C
3.5°C
4.0°C
4.5°C
5.0°C
[3.0 °C]

Comment
Set according to the type of
control required for the heating/air conditioning system

To be set according to the
characteristics of the system
and the room (consult a
heating engineer)

On/Off Control (A/B)
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Proportional/Integral (PI) adjustment
This type of adjustment uses a more advanced algorithm that
keeps the temperature inside the room more stable, increasing
comfort. This algorithm works by switching the system on
and off so as to be like a gradual increase or decrease in the
system's thermal (or refrigerating) power. To obtain optimal
performance you need to perform the calibration according to
the type of room and heating system.
Define the variables:
- Ta = room temperature
- Sp = current setpoint
- Kp = coefficient of the proportional component
- Ki = coefficient of the integral component
- Bp = proportional band
- Ti = integrative time
the algorithm is characterized by the following parameters:
• Proportional band: used to calculate the coefficient Kp =
100 / Bp and corresponds to the breadth of the proportional
adjustment band. Starting from the set temperature, this value
is the temperature range in which the system power goes from
0% to 100%. For example: with the (heating) temperature,
set to 20.0°C and Band (P) =4.0°C, the thermostat runs
the heating system at 100% when Ta is <= 16.0°C; as this
temperature increases, the system power is consequently
lowered down to 0% when Ta reaches 20°C. The value must
be set taking account of the thermal capacity of the room to
control; in general, it is recommended to use small values for

rooms with a good level of thermal insulation and vice versa.
• Integrative time: used to calculate the coefficient Ki = Kp / Ti
and corresponds to the time passed which, when equal to the
deviation from the setpoint (error), the integrative component
generates a contribution equal to that generated by the
proportional component. The integral contribution reduces the
error on full operation if thermal energy is lost in the room to
be controlled, as this contribution increases according to the
time during which the setpoint is not reached. If this value is not
set correctly, it can cause transients with variations around the
setpoint or it may take longer to reach the setpoint.

Continuous integral
proportional valve

proportional:

PI

adjustment

with

0%
20%
40%

OUTPUT
FUNCTION

60%
80%
100%

HEATING
VALVE

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
OFF

The proportional and integral coefficients Kp and Ki are
parameterized using the ETS software: the proportional coefficient
Kp for heating corresponds to the “Heating Proportional Value”
parameter while the coefficient for cooling is set using the
“Cooling Proportional Value” parameter. The integral time Ti
is set with the "Heating Integral Value” and “Cooling Integral
Value” parameters for heating and cooling, respectively.
The PI adjustment parameters should be set according to the
type of heating or cooling system used, the size of the room and
its thermal insulation.
IMPORTANT: Generally, when using fan-coils, PI adjustment
is not used. The valve is typically managed with On/Off control
and On/Off valve or proportional valve (0%-100%); the fine
adjustment is then made using the fan speed.

PWM integral proportional: PI adjustment with On/Off valve
100%
80%
70%

OUTPUT
FUNCTION

30%
10%
0%

ON

HEATING
VALVE
OFF

5

10

15

20

t [min]
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Continued

ETS text

Integral Value
Cooling

Proportional Value
Heating

Integral Value
Heating

Available values
[Default value]
5 min.
6 min.
7 min.
8 min.
9 min.
10 min.
12 min.
15 min.
17 min.
20 min.
25 min.
30 min.
40 min.
50 min.
60 min.
90 min.
120 min.
[20 min.]
0 = Off
1.0°C
1.1°C
1.2°C
1.3°C
1.4°C
1.5°C
1.6°C
1.7°C
1.8°C
2.0°C
2.2°C
2.5°C
3.0°C
3.5°C
4.0°C
4.5°C
5.0°C
[3.0 °C]
0=Off
5 min.
6 min.
7 min.
8 min.
9 min.
10 min.
12 min.
15 min.
17 min.
20 min.
25 min.
30 min.
40 min.
50 min.
60 min.
90 min.
120 min.
[20 min.]
0.1… 1.0 °C

Differential
Coefficient
[1=0.2]
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Comment

Integral band (A/B)

Proportional/integral band (A/B)

To be set according to the
characteristics of the system
and the room (consult a
heating engineer)

For On/Off type control:
set the thermostat (A/B)
temperature differential that
determines activation/deactivation of the system with
reference to the difference
between the setpoint and
the measured temperature
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Touch thermostat: communication objects
Valve (A/B)
Valve parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

0 = 2-Pipe Circuit On/
Off

System Layout

Cyclic Send Time
in Cooling
Cyclic Send Time
in Heating

1 = 4-Pipe Circuit On/
Off
2 = 2 Pipes
Proportional
3 = 4 Pipes
Proportional
[0]
0 = Off....30 min.
[0]
0 = Off....30 min.
[0]

2-Pipe Circuit On/Off (A/B)
Select according to the type
of installed system

Sets the valve status send
time to the associated actuators (parameter required for
certain types of valves, for
example Theben proportional valves, etc.)

4-Pipe Circuit On/Off (A/B)

Installation of 2-pipe fan-coil solenoid valve

Proportional 2-Pipe Circuit (A/B)

M

Installation of 4-pipe fan-coil solenoid valve
Proportional 4-Pipe Circuit (A/B)

M
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2nd Stage Heating/Cooling (A/B) "Boost"
The second stage is used to control a second heating or
cooling source that allows the "boost" function. The "boost"
function enables the second auxiliary source when the
current temperature differs from the current setpoint by more
than the set threshold.
In this way, the main heating/cooling stage is assisted by the
auxiliary source to reach the desired setpoint value faster.
This feature is particularly useful for improving comfort in
dynamic lens systems such as underfloor installations.

Valve
Heating
2nd Stage

on

Current setpoint

Temperature
Current

off

Heating
Threshold

2nd Stage Disabled (A/B)

2nd Stage - Enable 2-point On-Off Control (A/B)

2nd Stage Parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Disabled

Second cooling
stage off

Control with object
Enable 2-point On-Off
that sends on/off for
Control
valve status

2nd Stage Cooling Valve

Control with object
that sends 0% for
Enable 2-point Control
valve off status and
0-100%
100% for valve on
status
Cooling Threshold:
- 0.5°C
- 1.0°C
- 1.5°C
- 2.0°C
- 2.5°C
- 3.0°C
- 3.5°C
- 4.0°C
- 4.5°C
- 5.0°C

Value of the trigger
threshold in cooling
mode

Disabled

Second heating
stage off.

Control with object
Enable 2-point On-Off
that sends on/off for
Control
valve status

2nd Stage Heating Valve

Control with object
that sends 0% for
Enable 2-point Control
valve off status and
0-100%
100% for valve on
status
Heating Threshold:
- 0.5°C
- 1.0°C
- 1.5°C
- 2.0°C
- 2.5°C
- 3.0°C
- 3.5°C
- 4.0°C
- 4.5°C
- 5.0°C
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Value of the trigger
threshold in heating
mode

2nd Stage - Enable 2-Point Control 0-100% (A/B)
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Fan (A/B)
Fan parameters
ETS text

Continued

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

0 = Off

No thermostat controlled
fan-coil.
Disables the graphics for
the fan on the thermostat
too. Useful when controlling
only the solenoid valve for a
radiator system

Type
1 = Three Speed FanCoil
2 = Proportional
(0 - 100%)
[1]
Maximum Fan
Speed

Threshold for Fan
Speed. 2

Threshold for Fan
Speed. 3

Fan Speed
Hysteresis

Switching Time
between Speeds
(min)

0
1
2
3
[3]
0.2°C
0.3°C
0.5°C
1.0°C
1.5°C
2.0°C
2.5°C
3.0°C
3.5°C
4.0°C
[1.0]
0.2°C
0.3°C
0.5°C
1.0°C
1.5°C
2.0°C
2.5°C
3.0°C
3.5°C
4.0°C
[2.0]
0.1°C
0.2°C
0.3°C
0.4°C
0.5°C
0.6°C
0.7°C
0.8°C
0.9°C
1.0°C
[1=0.1]
0...255
[2]

Fan-coil with 3 speeds
Proportional-speed fan-coil

ETS text

0...255

Time in Fan Man.
Mode (min.)

[0]

Sets maximum fan-coil
speed.
Set "0" to control only the
solenoid valve for a radiator
system
Objects

Sets the difference between
the current temperature and
the setpoint that triggers
start of speed V-2

Cyclic Send Time

Threshold for
Speed at 100%

Sets the difference between
the current temperature and
the setpoint that triggers
start of speed V-3

Available values
[Default value]

Minimum Fan
Speed

0 = 1-bit object
1 = 8-bit object
(1-100%)
[0]
0 = Off
11 = 30 min.
[0 = Off]
0 = 2 °C
1 = 3 °C
2 = 4 °C
4 = 5 °C
[4]
0 = 10%
1 = 20%
2 = 30%
3 = 40%
4 = 50%
[0]

Comment

Duration of "Manual Forcing"
for the fan speed if the guest
has forced the speed; after
this time the thermostat
returns to automatic mode.
If the parameter is set to "0"
it is interpreted as "Time =
infinite" and the fan speed,
set manually, stays on. To
restore automatic operation the guest must return
the fan speed to AUTO by
manually operating on the
thermostat display.

Select type of object (1 bit
for On/Off, 8 bits for proportional 1-100%)
Set cyclical sending over the
bus for the fans
Absolute difference between
setpoint and current temperature above which the
speed goes to 100%

Minimum operating speed
on fan activation

Temperature differential for
the above-mentioned speed
values

Time, in minutes, it takes to
switch from one speed to
another.

Continues

IMPORTANT: If you set "Switching Time between Speeds (min)"
to 0 and leave a low value of "Fan Speed Hysteresis" (<0.5°C)
there may be, near the speed change threshold temperatures,
continual and repeated switching of the fan-coil speeds that
could damage it.
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Manual operation of the fans
The user selects the speed used by the thermostat when the
valve is on; if the valve is off when you make the selection, the
thermostat will save the setting and use it the next time the valve
is activated. On the display, the fan speed changes from "AUTO"
to "OFF".
The selection made by the user remains active until the end
of the time (in minutes) set by the "Time in Manual Fan Mode
(min)" parameter or the fan speed is set manually onto “AUTO”
with the
button or remotely via the communication
object.

Three Speed Fan-Coil (A/B)

Three Speed Proportional (A/B)

Caution: If the "Time in Manual Fan Mode (min)” parameter
is equal to 0 it means that the manual operation of the fan is
never turned off by time.
Automatic three-speed fan-coil operation
In the case of a three-speed fan-coil in "AUTO” mode, the
fan-coil speed is adjusted automatically by the thermostat. The
speed automatically goes from the higher to the lower speed
gradually as the measured temperature approaches the value
set as the setpoint. The threshold to determine the speed to set
is linked to the following parameters: "Threshold for the Speed
of Fan 2" and "Threshold for the Speed of Fan 3” while speed
1 is active when the valve is turned on and the "Switching time
between speeds (min)“ has passed.
An example of operation is shown in the following figure where
SV2 and SV3 are respectively "Threshold for the Speed of Fan
2” and “Threshold for the Speed of Fan 3”; ΔTR is instead the
“Differential Coefficient” of the on/off setting.
Setpoint

+ ∆T R

Setpoint – ∆ T R
Setpoint - SV2
Setpoint - SV3

V3
V2
V1
OFF

Proportional (A/B)

OFF

Note: In the example shown in the figure, the effect of the
"Fan Speed Hysteresis” parameter was overlooked and the
"Switching time between speeds” parameter was set = 0.
When the measured temperature reaches the setpoint the
thermostat switches off the fan, sends a 1 bit on the Bus for
object # 45 or # 92 "Off – Fan Outputs” (V0), switches on V0
and switches off V1. When the temperature deviates from the
desired value, the valve is turned on and the speed V1, after the
value of "Switching time between speeds”, is activated. In the
following figures of examples, this parameter is set to 0.
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Proportional fan-coil operation
Proportional fan operation is similar to that of the three-speed
fan-coil. When the valve is OFF the proportional speed is equal
to 0%; when the valve is ON the value of the proportional
speed depends on the difference between the setpoint and the
temperature measured in the room. The greater the difference,
the higher the set proportional value of the speed. When this
difference exceeds the value of the "Threshold for Speed at
100%” the proportional output of the fan is set to the highest
possible speed that is 100%; when the difference is minimal
the proportional speed is set to "Minimum Fan Speed". The
operation of the proportional fan, as for the three speeds, can be
set automatically or, in manual mode, to the value invoked by the
thermostat button or set by the object "Proportional (0-100%)
- Fan Inputs".

Three-Speed Fan-Coil

V3
V2
V1
V0

HEATING

Temperature
ON valve

∆

TR

∆

TR

OFF valve

Setpoint

Three-Speed Fan-Coil

Proportional Fan-Coil

V3
V2

100%

V1
V0

Minimum
Fan Speed

COOLING

Temperature
OFF valve

∆

TR

∆

TR

HEATING

ON valve

Threshold for Speed at 100%

Setpoint

ON valve

Switching Time Between Speeds
This is the time for waiting for the activation of the speed after
switching on the valve (allows the fan-coil battery to reach the
correct temperature before circulating the air). This parameter
is also used between one speed change and another to avoid
continual speed switching near the thresholds.

∆

TR

Temperature
∆

TR

OFF valve

Setpoint

Proportional Fan-Coil
100%

ON valve
Fan-coil speed 0

Current
Temperature
Setpoint

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

+ ∆T R

Minimum
Fan Speed

OFF

On/Off
valve

Setpoint – ∆ T R
Setpoint - SV2
Setpoint - SV3

COOLING
Threshold for Speed at 100%

OFF valve
V3
V2
V1
OFF

Fan-coil
speed

∆

TR

∆

TR

Temperature

ON valve

Setpoint

OFF

SWITCHING TIME
BETWEEN SPEEDS

SWITCHING TIME
BETWEEN SPEEDS
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Scene (A/B)
16 scenes are available. 16 different scenes can therefore be
saved on the device output. With Enable Scene Learning you
can also set the status of the output for the desired scene with
a message from the bus (scene learn).
Scene parameters
ETS text
Scene Learning

Scene

…Scene 16

Available values
[Default value]
0 = disable
1 = enable
[0]
0=disabled
1=Comfort
2=Standby
3=Economy
4=Protect
[0]
0=disabled
1=Comfort
2=Standby
3=Economy
4=Protect
[0]

Comment
To enable scene thermostat
learning

Scene parameters (A/B)
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Temperature Protection (A/B)
This function is used to limit the temperature of the area
controlled by the thermostat
Temperature Protection Parameters
With the "Temperature Channel" parameter you select the
temperature to be monitored; when, in heating, it exceeds the
value selected with the "Temperature Limit" parameter, the
thermostat changes its operating mode and switches OFF
sending an alarm signal with the object Floor Temperature
Alarm.
The thermostat comes out of the alarm condition when the
temperature drops below the set threshold and the user
changes the thermostat operating mode.
The typical application for this function is that of limiting the
maximum temperature of the floor.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

0 = Disabled

Limitation disabled

1 = Internal Sensor

The internal sensor is
used for temperature
limitation

2 = External Sensor

The external sensor
is used for temperature limitation

3 = External
Temperature 1

The External Temperature 1 is used for
temperature limitation

4 = External
Temperature 2

The External Temperature 2 is used for
temperature limitation

5 = External
Temperature 3

The External Temperature 3 is used for
temperature limitation

6 = External
Temperature 4

The External Temperature 4 is used for
temperature limitation

7 = External
Temperature 5

The External Temperature 5 is used for
temperature limitation

8 = External
Temperature 6

The External Temperature 6 is used for
temperature limitation

9 = External
Temperature 7

The External Temperature 7 is used for
temperature limitation

10=External
Temperature 8

The External Temperature 8 is used for
temperature limitation

Temperature Channel

Temperature Protection (A/B)

[0]

Temperature Limit

10…70 °C

[35]

Limit of the temperature channel beyond
which the limitation
trips
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Relay
The output can be configured as a normal switch or for the fan,
with speed V1.
Relay parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

0 = General Use
Relay

Mode
On Delay
Off Delay
Duration

1 = Channel A: Fan-Coil For general use or control of
Speed V1
solenoid valve from radiator
2 = Channel B: Fan-Coil system associated with
thermostat A and B
Speed V1
[0]
0 = Normal
Normal = step-by-step
1 = Timed
Timed = monostable
[0]
0...60min
[10 sec]
0...60min
[10 sec]
0...60min
[10 sec]

Mode = Normal

Mode = Timed

0 = Normally open
Relay

1 = Normally closed

Status of thermostat output
at rest

[1]

N.B. The relay can be paired with the speed of the fancoil only in the case of 3-speed fan-coils or proportional
3-speed fan-coils but NOT in the case of proportional fancoils.
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1. Which thermostat objects must be used in the ETS
project? For each one, should a dedicated ETS group be
created or should "common groups" be created?
For the objects listed below, you must create a separate
group for each data point of each thermostat: 10, 11 (if there
is Thermostat B), 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34, (35 if the system has 4
PIPES and a COOLING valve), (38 if there is a proportional
fan-coil), 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, (44 if there is a PROPORTIONAL
fan), 45, 46, 47, 48, (52 if there is a window contact that
has to switch off the HVAC) 56 and 57 (110, 111 if using
the contact on the thermostat; if used for MANAGING THE
WINDOW CONTACT IT HAS TO BE PAIRED WITH THE
SAME GROUP AS DATAPOINT # 52 for Thermostat A or
DPT 99 for Thermostat B and 112,113 if using the relay on
the thermostat).
When also using Thermostat B: 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,
66, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 81, (82 if the
system has 4 PIPES and a COOLING valve and 85 if there
is a proportional fan-coil), 86, 87, 88, 89, 90 (91 if there is a
PROPORTIONAL fan), 92, 93, 94, 95, (99 if there is a window contact that has to switch off the HVAC), 104 and 105.
Note.
You could also create a general group with the Summer/
Winter command of all the thermostats (DATAPOINT 19 for
Thermostats A and 66 for Thermostats B), but if it is a system
in which there is the Well-contact Suite supervision software
we recommend that you create a group for each single
Thermostat A and for each single Thermostat B.
2. What does the "Thermostat Mode" object represent?
It refers exclusively to the mode the thermostat is currently
in (or the mode you want to put it into given that the corresponding object is also present in write mode).
It does not indicate whether it is summer or winter. The
possible options are:
01 = Comfort
02 = StandBy
03 = Economy
04 = Protect/Off
To see whether the thermostat is in Off mode you can go and
read object 15 "Off A: Mode - command" or object 62 "Off
B: Mode - command” which will answer 1 if the thermostat
is Off or 0 if it is in another operating mode.
3. What difference is there between the "Protected" object
and "Off" in "Antifreeze-Too Hot" operation?
The "Protected" object is used and acts as Off in the event
that the "Temperature setpoint" parameters and the items
"Antifreeze" and "Too Hot" are set to "Control Off". So in
this case when the object "Protected" is activated, the
thermostat entirely disables temperature control and does
not even send its current setpoint over the bus. In normal
installations it is therefore recommended to set "Control
On" on the parameters "Antifreeze" and "Too Hot" and
to set the corresponding two temperatures. This avoids
the risk of frozen pipes in the winter and excessive room
overheating in the summer. The "Off" mode on the other
hand also inhibits "Too Hot" and "Antifreeze" and should
never be used in normal installations. The “Mode Off“ object
turns off the thermostat even if the temperature falls below
zero (i.e. it does not activate Heating/Air conditioning). It
is advisable to use the "Protected" object, which switches
the thermostat to Off or protected (Antifreeze) depending
on how the relevant parameters are set (summer or winter).

4. What is the function of the "Thermostat Off" object and
what applications can it have?
Thermostats have various objects created for operation with
our Well-contact Suite hotel software. The "Thermostat Off"
object blocks thermostat bus communication (both reception and transmission). This function is dedicated to Vimar
supervision software.
5. What is the function of the “Off” mode and what applications does it have?
The "Mode Off" object turns off the thermostat even if
the temperature falls below zero (i.e. it does not activate Heating/Air-conditioning). It is advisable to use
the "Protected" object, which switches the thermostat to Off or protected (Antifreeze) depending on how
the relevant parameters are set (summer or winter).
6. What is the function of the "Comfort" object?
Unlike the "Economy", "Protected" and "Off" objects, which
do not permit the sending of a "0" bit, if the "Comfort" object
is set to "1", the thermostat switches to comfort mode at
the design temperature or at the custom temperature previously set by the guest. If this object is set to "0" the thermostat switches to stand-by mode (at the design temperature
or at the custom temperature previously set by the guest).
7. What is the function of the "Summer protected" object?
It is the protected mode setpoint in air conditioning operation. It corresponds to protected mode in heating operation
(with air conditioning operation it cools if the temperature
exceeds the setpoint whereas with heating operation it heats
if the temperature falls below the setpoint).
8. On thermostats 20542, 16922 and 14522 a single bit
was used to activate/deactivate antifreeze. What is
used now?
The "Protected" object (summer or winter) is used.
Note.
Antifreeze (or its analogue "Too Hot") must be active in the
object parameters so as not to obtain an Off.
9. On thermostats 20542, 16922 and 14522, to deactivate
"Antifreeze" mode it was sufficient to send a "0".
What is the procedure with the new thermostats? IS it
obligatory to change mode, for example "Economy"?
Yes, the installer decides whether the user can turn the
system off or set it to "Antifreeze" mode. Depending on the
set ETS parameters, the thermostat switches to "Antifreeze"
mode and returns to the previous mode only when the window is opened and closed, whereas if the thermostat is set
to "Protected" mode from the bus, it will subsequently be
necessary to change the mode.
10. On thermostats 20542, 16922 and 14522, a single bit
was used to read the antifreeze status; in supervision
single bits ("0" or "1") and not bytes are required. Where
is this object/status to be found?
The KNX system uses the 1-byte object "Thermostat Mode"
to read the status of the thermostat. If you do not want to
use the Byte, you can set the 1-bit mode change object to
read. However, this is not the ideal solution because the bits
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will have to be read explicitly given that the information is not
sent automatically.
11. Are there any particular precautions to take when using
the 0-100% proportional valve command?
Never use the "Control Value" object. This is a debug object
left inside the application for KNX certification purposes. In
this specific case replace it with "Cooling Valve" to obtain the
desired function.
However, some types of valves with proportional control
require a cyclic refresh of the control value. In this case it is
necessary to activate cyclic sending of the control value
to the valve. To control the proportional solenoid valves you
must use the "Cooling/Heating Valve" object (object no. 34
and 81) in read/write mode (which appears only for "2-Pipe
Proportional" systems, selected by the parameter "Valves")
or objects no. 34 "Cooling Valve" and no. 35 "Heating Valve"
will appear if "System Type" is set with the "Proportional
4-Pipe Circuit" parameter.
12. When do the "snowflake" and "flame" icons appear on
the display? Do these icons indicate respectively the
summer and winter modes?
These icons do not indicate summer/winter mode. They
appear whenever the thermostat is controlling the relay or
corresponding valve (if the thermostat is in heating mode, the
flame appears; if it is in air conditioning mode the snowflake
appears) and then disappear when the desired temperature
has been reached. If the room temperature has already
reached the desired value, the icon is not displayed (operation is similar to that of conventional thermostats). The object
to be associated with the summer/winter change of season
is a different object from the one used for reading the season:
nos. 19 and 18 and nos. 66 and 65.
13. We need to have a group that goes to "0" when the thermostat is set to "Off" (by the guest or the supervisor) and
returns to "1" when the thermostat is returned to "CMF".
How can we do this?
This is an application that allows the input of a Daikin with
KNX interface to be forced so that it turns the machine off
if the thermostat is Off and back on if it is "CMF" without
necessarily starting the system (heating is subsequently activated depending on the messages sent by the thermostat to
the valve). In practice the guest wants to use the thermostat
for On/Off control of an appliance that has its own temperature control function.
To do this you have to use an object (such as a KNX logic)
that sends an On/Off message according to the thermostat
mode (using the "Mode" object).
14. How should a window's N.C. contact be managed when
it is connected to the thermostat for window open signalling?
The input to which the window contact is connected must
be set with the "Status Send" function so that one message
is sent when it is opened and another one when it is closed.
If an N.C. contact is used, it will be necessary to set "Off" for
the falling edge (opening of window and contact) and "On"
for the rising edge (closure of the window and contact). If
the contact is an N.O. type, the two parameters must be set
respectively to "On" and "Off" (when the window is opened
the contact is closed and vice versa). If you set the input as
"Window Sensor", opening the window will stop the thermo-
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stat writing an "04" byte (antifreeze) to the data point "Mode
status" and "00" to the data point "Cooling/Heating Valve"
(closes the valve); closing the window will set the previous
state; you can also choose a delay time for opening the
window after which the thermostat will stop. If together
with this internal thermostat management you also want a
"0" bit to be sent to the bus when the window is opened
and a "1" bit when it is closed, you must set the thermostat IN input as "General Use" so as also to display object
no. 110 "Input". If the window contact is connected to the
thermostat's input, this new object must be associated with
a group with the "Window Sensor" object no. 52 or no. 99
whereas if you use the IN input of another KNX device this
will be associated with the "Window Sensor” object.
15. Which functions are considered most important for use of
the thermostats on hotel systems with the Well-contact
Suite management/supervision (and other) software?
a. Current Temperature: this is useful for displaying the thermostat temperature in the software (it is advisable to set
cyclic sending amongst the parameters; to be considered
in the event of a large number of devices).
b. Thermostat Mode or alternatively Comfort, Economy,
Protection: these are important for sending thermostat
operating mode commands via Well-contact Suite.
c. Thermostat Mode - status: this is important to see the
current operating mode of the thermostats in the software.
d. Summer/Winter status: this is important to see the current seasonal operating mode of the thermostats in the
software.
e. Enable Summer/Winter: this is essential for sending seasonal thermostat operating mode commands via Wellcontact Suite software.
f. Current Setpoint: this is useful for displaying the set thermostat temperature in the software (it is advisable to set
cyclic sending amongst the parameters; to be considered
in the event of a large number of devices).
g. Winter Comfort Setpoint, Winter Standby Setpoint,
Winter Economy Setpoint, Winter Protected Setpoint,
Summer Comfort Setpoint, Summer Standby Setpoint,
Summer Economy Setpoint, Summer Protected Setpoint
(objects from 25 to 32 and from 72 to 79): they are useful
for displaying and setting the various "Basic Setpoints" in
the two seasonal operating modes in the software.
Note. To be able to view the values, you have to set the
read flag for these properties manually in ETS.
h. Management case studies Heating/air conditioning
speed for thermostats:
Proportional Three Speed Control:

1. Proportional (0-100%) - Fan Inputs (objects 38 and
85): useful for sending the proportional speed maximum value.
2. Proportional (0-100%) - Fan Outputs (objects 44 and
92): useful for displaying the proportional speed maximum value in the software.
On/Off management:
1. Speed V1 - Fan Inputs, Speed V2 - Fan Inputs, Speed
V3 - Fan Inputs, Automatic - Fan Inputs (objects from
40 to 43 and from 87 to 90): useful for sending speed
force commands to the thermostat or for forcing
automatic control.
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2. Off - Fan Outputs, Speed V1 - Fan Outputs, Speed V2
- Fan Outputs, Speed V3 - Fan Outputs (objects from
45 to 48 and from 92 to 95): useful for displaying the
current speed of the fan-coil.
3. Speed V1 - Disable Fan, Speed V2 - Disable Fan,
Speed V3 - Disable Fan (objects 49, 50, 51 and
96,97,98): useful for sending speed disable commands.
i. Window Sensor (objects 52, 99 and 110): viewing the
state of the window combined with the thermostat on the
supervision software (for example on the computer of a
hotel reception desk) requires you to:
1. Set the input contact as "General use" and use it as an
open window sensor;
2. Assign the desired group address to the "Window
sensor" object (objects 52 and 99) and to an input of a
KNX device (if the thermostat input is used, assign to
this group object no. 110);
3. Assign to this address the "Contact" Address/Object
type inside the Well-Contact Suite software.
l. Temperature: Automatic/Manual (objects # 54 and 101):
useful for displaying whether the setpoint has been set
from software or manually using the thermostat buttons.
m.Fan-coil: Automatic/Manual (# 55 and 102): useful for
displaying whether the current fan-coil speed is managed
automatically by the thermostat or has been forced.
no. Temperature: Disables Local Operation (objects nos.
56 and 103): useful for displaying and sending commands
from software regarding whether or not it is possible to
manually set the current setpoint on the thermostat.
o. Fan-coil: Disables Local Operation (objects nos. 57 and
104): useful for displaying and sending commands from
software regarding whether or not it is possible to set the
speed manually from the thermostat.

20. Is the object "Thermostat Mode - Mode” (object 16 and
63) usable only by Well-Contact Suite or also by other
supervisory software?
The object "Thermostat Mode - Mode" is a KNX standard
object, with coding defined by the standard (HVAC Operating
Mode 20.102), therefore it can also be used by other supervision software; there is also the related object for reading the
mode (objects 17 and 64).
0 = Automatic
1 = Comfort
2 = StandBy
3 = Economy
4 = Protection
5-255 = Reserved values
21. Is it possible to manage a general valve if there is more
than one thermostat?
This function is possible only with a logic module. It is also
possible to use a Well-contact Suite functional logic, which
will operate only if the supervision software is active and
communicating with the bus.
22. Is it possible to control a proportional-type fan-coil with
one or two supply values?
The thermostat normally commands supply at three levels of
intensity: 33%, 67%, 100%. As can be seen in the following
image, setting the maximum speed to 1 or 2 results in one or
two thresholds (respectively 33% or 33-67%). Other supply
level settings are not possible.
For the touch thermostat 02952 you can still control the proportional fan-coil with minimum speed settable from 10% to
50% and with maximum speed up to 100%.

16. To perform supervision of thermostats using Vimar Wellcontact Suite software, what communication objects
need to be set?
YOU have to set to "Read" the relevant flags of objects from
25 to 32 and from 72 to 79 for each thermostat 02952.
17. What is the parameter "Time in Manual Fan Mode" used
for?
It is a time indicated in the parameters for which the thermostat remains in "Manual forcing" if the guest has manually
forced the temperatures or speed of the fan-coil: when this
time has elapsed the thermostat returns to automatic.
If the parameter is set to "0" it is interpreted as "Time =
infinite" and the manual forcing stays on.
18. An object is needed that goes to "1" if one of the 3
speeds is activated and returns to "0" if V 1/2/3 are
deactivated.
Use the object "Cooling/Heating valve” 34 and 81.
19. Is it possible to take an object to "0" when a speed V-0
is set from the thermostat?
No, it is not possible to set the speed V-0 manually.
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23. Is it possible to control an On/Off type radiant heating
system and a fan-coil air-conditioning system with 3
speeds?
You have to work prevalently with the thermostat object
"Enable summer/winter" (object 19). Firstly, the type of system must be 4 pipes On/Off. Next, configure all the standard
data points required by the thermostat to operate correctly.
Add the following groups:
group 1
"Enable - Summer/Winter": to perform the season change
on the thermostat and disable the 3 speeds:
• "Speed V1 - Disable fan" (object 49)
• "Speed V2 - Disable fan" (object 50)
• "Speed V3 - Disable fan" (object 51)
• "Status - Summer/Winter" (object 18)
group 2
To operate the radiating system with On/Off valve in winter:
• "Heating valve - valve" (object 35)
• “Relay" (the relay of the device controlling the underfloor
system valve)
Note: you can add to the group the object "Fan-Coil:
Disable Local Operation" (object 57) to disable the user
interface of the fan-coil during the winter season.
group 3
To operate the fan-coil general On/Off valve in the summer:
• "Cooling valve - Valve" (object 34)
• “Relay" (the relay of the device controlling the fan-coil valve).
group 4
To control the fan-coil Vel-1 in summer:
• "Relay" (the relay of the device controlling fan-coil speed 1)
• "Speed V1 - Fan Outputs" (object 46).
group 5
To control the fan-coil Vel-2 in summer:
• “Relay" (the relay of the device controlling fan-coil speed 2)
• "Speed V2 - Fan Outputs" (object 47).
group 6
To control the fan-coil Vel-3 in summer:
• “Relay" (the relay of the device controlling fan-coil speed 3)
• "Speed V3 - Fan Outputs" (object 48).
In this configuration, when the thermostat is in Winter mode,
group 1 goes to "1" so the fan-coil speeds are forcibly disabled to block their operation and the thermostat operates
in On/Off only on the radiant heating valve as it is configured
for 4-pipe On/Off systems with group 2; in Summer group
1 goes to "0" and the 3 speeds can again be controlled
from the bus; furthermore, the thermostat will operate with
the general fan-coil cooling valve of group 3. The Groups
4, 5 and 6 are those of the 3 speeds and objects 46.47,
48 for the thermostat and they can be controlled from the
thermostat when the first group goes to "0" by setting the
thermostat in summer mode.
24. What objects are used to read the thermostat temperatures from the Well-Contact Suite software?
For thermostats 02952, objects 10 and 11 (weighted averages of the temperatures that can be associated) are used
to read respectively the current temperatures of thermostats
A/B, and not objects 0 and 9 of the device (which are the
precise measurement data for the individual internal/external
probes).
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25. Is it possible to eliminate the setting range in Comfort
mode, which can be expanded at the most to ± 5°C?
It is possible by setting the parameter "Guest Control
Permitted" onto "No Limitation".
26. If a 0-100% proportional fan-coil rather than a threespeed fan-coil is controlled, will values 0-100% be sent
to the fan-coil?
Yes, if the "Type" fan parameter is selected on "Proportional
(0-100%)".
27. How is the "Dew Point" object used?
This object is used in systems with underfloor cooling and
is associated with a KNX humidistat capable of detecting
a level of humidity at which condensation may form on
the floor. By activating the ETS group for this object, the
thermostat will automatically go to "Off" mode, stopping air
conditioning.
It is possible to set a time limit after which the thermostat will
automatically go to "Off" if a message has not arrived from
the KNX humidistat. This operation does not occur in heating
mode.
28. How does the "Comfort" object work?
If "1" is sent to this object, the thermostat goes to "CMF"
mode (unless the window has been opened in the event of
window contact control); if "0" is sent the thermostat goes to
"Standby" mode
29. IS it possible for a thermostat to control a 0-100% proportional valve and an On/Off valve simultaneously?
No, it is not possible as setting the thermostat for proportional control disables On/Off control on the valve object.
With two-zone thermostats (02952, 20430 and similar), it
is possible to operate "Thermostat-A" in one mode and
"Thermostat-B" in the other, but the guest would have to set
both each time to activate both the proportional valve and
the On/Off valve.
30. Can the thermostat be controlled from supervisors such
as the KNX touch screen?
Yes, the thermostats are KNX standard so a KNX certified
supervisor is capable of controlling them.
31. If the parameter "Enable menu" is enabled (it is disabled
by default), what happens to the thermostat?
It enables the thermostat mode to be altered by acting on A
and B. On thermostats 02952 the "Enable Menu" parameter
is enabled by default.
32. How can operations performed by the guest on the
thermostat (change of temperature and functions) be
inhibited?
Using the objects "Temperature: Disable Local Operation"
and "Fan-Coil: Disable Location Operation" (objects 56, 57
and 103, 104) you can block changes to fan-coil temperature and speed. It is not possible to block the operating
mode because the guest cannot decide this directly. For
example, the guest can force the thermostat to Off only by
opening the window or can set it to standby only by leaving the room (removing the card from the pocket reader).
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33. If a 1-bit thermostat comfort/stby object is associated
with the “Guest in room” pocket object, when the Wellcontact Suite software is started up, the thermostats
that were in "Economy" or "Protected/Off" mode return
automatically to STBY with higher setpoints.
The “U” flag must be disabled in ETS for the thermostat
object. If the "Guest in room" pocket object is associated
with the 1bit "Stby/Comfort" thermostat object, when a guest
enters the room goes to "Comfort" mode. If within the same
group the "R" read flag is enabled on the pocket object to
allow the presence of a guest in the room to be interrogated
by the WCS software, when it start the software performs
interrogation polling on this group and the pocket responds
with a "0" bit for the "Guest in room" object. If the flag "U" is
active in that thermostat object, it takes the pocket response
as an update for its operating mode and goes to Stby when
perhaps it had been set to "Economy" mode or "Protected/
Off" mode for an extended period of non-use of the room.
34. How can I update the thermostat setpoints and measured temperatures on a supervisor (e.g. Well-contact
Suite)?
To have the new setpoint status once a new setpoint has
been set on the supervisor (regardless of the mode currently
being used) you must go to the parameters "SETPOINT"
and "SENSOR PARAMETERS" of the thermostat and set
the values of "Send on Change" and "Cyclic Send Time" as
preferred: if the system is very large you should perhaps set
the send on difference to 0.3-0.5°C and not set the periodic
send every x minutes so not to overload the Bus with messages.
35. Is it possible to operate a thermostat in such a way that
in the summer it controls a 0-100% proportional valve
and in the winter a simple head in On/Off mode?
Yes, this can be done by means of special programming of
the thermostat and relay device that we will now look at in
greater detail, provided the On/Off head is not controlled by
the relay on the thermostat (which does not have the logic
function described below) but by a relay of other devices
such as an 01523 or a 14457, etc.. YOU have to set the
thermostat VALVE parameter to "4 pipe proportional with
proportional/integral control" mode. This way you have 2
separate "1 byte proportional valve" objects for each season
and will use only the one for the summer - object no. 34 (whereas for the winter you will not use the corresponding
1 byte object). For winter mode, set the thermostat FAN
parameters as "Maximum speed 1", in other words use the
corresponding object no. 46 of "Speed-1" given that when
the winter valve is activated by a thermostat heating request,
this object will certainly also be activated. Given that the thermostat's season change object (object no. 18) goes to "1"
in winter status and "0" if you set the summer season, you
can then work with a relay, for example of a 01523 to which
you can activate the parameter "1 OBJECT LOGIC function"
(setting it in "AND" mode). You can then create a first group
with the "On/Off command" of the relay together with object
no. 38/46 "Speed 1" of the thermostat (this serves to control
the heating head) and then another group with "object no. 18
summer/winter status" of the associated thermostat together
with the object "Logic 1" of relay 01523. In functional terms,
in winter the "logic 1 of 01523" group activates, so when the
other group (i.e. that of object no. 38/46 of the thermostat
+ relay On/Off command) also goes to 1, the relay 01523
will switch towards the head. In summer the first of the two
groups will be constantly at "0", so the On/Off messages

reaching the 2nd group from thermostat object no. 38/46 will
not cause the relay to move.
36. Is it possible to operate a temperature control system
with a 0-100% proportional speed fan-coil in both summer and winter and an on/off head for the underfloor
system only in winter?
YES, it is possible. The guest will see the room temperature
on the display and will use the buttons to operate the fancoil system, to activate the temperature in Comfort mode,
or to stop the system with Economy/STBY/Off-Antifreeze
mode. To operate the underfloor system in winter (with
a constant temperature throughout the day), the guest
must control “thermostat-B” via the respective menu that
is selected by pressing the button
; the display will
show the icon
. From the thermostat parameters in
ETS, the “Thermostat-B split” mode is activated and, like
“Thermostat-A”, it is set to consider the device probe with
a 100% weighting. For "Thermostat-A" of the proportional
fan-coil you need to set the "4 pipes On/Off" parameters for
the valve, the type of adjustment in "On/Off Control" while
the type of fan can be chosen from the proportional fan-coil
with continuous control (0% - 100%) or the 3-speed proportional fan-coil (0% - 33% - 67% - 100%). In ETS there will
be the objects nos. 34, 35 for the two hot and cold valves
On/Off and object no. 44 for proportional control of the
fan-coil speed. For "Thermostat-B" for the floor you need
to set the parameters as "4 pipes with On/Off control" and
the ETS objects nos. 81, 82 for control of the hot-valve and
cold-valve: object no. 78/82 will be paired with the floor relay
leaving object no. 77/81 unused so in the summer it will not
operate. The season change is performed via bus by means
of communication object no. 66 for thermostat 02952 of
“thermostat-B”.
Note. In winter, when leaving home for an extended period,
the customer may activate an “Exit” scene that uses ETS
parameters to set both “Thermostat-A” and “Thermostat-B”
in ECONOMY. On returning, he can use another scene to
return them to COMFORT mode (the thermostat will retain
in its memory the last CMF setpoint that the customer had
selected for both). Obviously the system will require two buttons or a supervisor to allow the customer to call up the two
scenes.
37. Is it possible to control a fan-coil by using any free relays
of the various devices without using the 4 I/O device (art.
01522) or the relay actuator (art. 01523)?
Yes, it is possible; however, to prevent the user via supervision from mistakenly activating a speed relay while a similar
relay is also activated by the thermostat, it is necessary in the
ETS project to avoid pairing the force–speed objects no. 39,
40, 41 and 42.
38. What is the difference between firmware version 1.00
and 2.00?
Firmware version 2.00 has been updated with data point
114 Humidity Value at 2 bytes type 9.007 that is activated by
setting the parameter for Percentage displayed = Humidity.
Furthermore, by setting the parameter Enable Menu =
Disable excludes only the change of operating mode of
the Thermostat A. In the case of the firmware version 1.00,
instead, in addition to the mode of operation, the possibility
of viewing Thermostat B is excluded.
CAUTION: The FW version of the thermostat cannot be
updated.
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FIRMWARE 2.00
Enable Menu = Disable
Button Activation = Enable

FIRMWARE 1.00
Enable Menu = Disable
Button Activation = Enable

41. If the thermostat is operating in Neutral Zone mode and
the guest changes the current setpoint by adjusting the
thermostat, what happens? Are the setpoints previously
set by ETS or by Well-contact Suite also changed?
No, nothing in particular happens. Acting on the thermostat
changes only the Current Setpoint and not the single mode/
season setpoints, the thermostat functions according to the
set setpoint and the room temperature so it will activate the
heating, cooling or remain in the neutral zone depending
on the heating and air-conditioning setpoints of the current
mode.

39. How do you know the firmware version of a thermostat?
The firmware version of the thermostat can be identified via
the tracking label both on the VIMAR packing box and on
the body of the thermostat. The following page, by way of
example, shows photos of a thermostat with firmware version 1.00.

Label on the packing

42. You cannot change the thermostat mode from the WellContact Suite software (neither from supervision nor
from the Master-thermostat); What can be done?
To send mode messages to the thermostats, the Wellcontact Suite software uses the communication objects No.
16 for thermostat-A and No. 59 for thermostat-B.
43. Is it possible to control a fan-coil via a relay belonging to
different devices and not to a 4-output module?
Yes, it is possible. The thermostat automatically performs
an interlocking function between the relays of the various
speeds so it deactivates the relay in use before activating
that of the new speed to switch on; to prevent the guest
from accidentally activating the 2 relays at the same time
causing failure of the Fan-coil, in the ETS project it is necessary not to pair the speed forcing objects (objects no. 38,
39, 40 for thermostat-A and no. 81, 82, 83 for thermostat-B)
to avoid the guest forcing one speed when another one is
already in use (it is not possible to interlock relays of different
devices).
44. Can the various Setpoint communication objects be
added to the same ETS group?
No, each thermostat communication object must be added
to its own dedicated group.

Label on the device
40. In a hotel, the thermostats set to OFF/Economy mode
suddenly all go into STBY mode; why is that?
The mode change has been generated by the Well-contact
Suite software reopening which on starting up queries all the
room pockets to update its supervision on the presence or
absence of guests in the rooms; the pockets respond with
a bit=0 on the presence, but this is the same group that is
also linked to the 1 bit object of the CMF/STBY command
of the thermostats and bit=0 on that group entails an interpretation of the thermostat of the type "guest not in room,
go onto STBY ". The problem can be solved by disabling
the flag of Update "U" on the 1 bit object of "comfort/stby"
of the thermostat that is active by default; in this way, when
the Well-contact Suite software queries the pockets, they
respond with a bit=0 on the group but since that flag is OFF,
the thermostat will keep its mode without going onto STBY.
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45. Is it possible not to show the icon for swapping between
Thermostat A and Thermostat B on the display?
Yes. So as not to display the icon at bottom left you need to
Disable the "Enable User Interface" item of the "Thermostat
B" parameter.
46. Using the Shift Setpoint object and resetting this setting
when you switch the thermostat to ECONOMY or OFF/
PROTECTED mode.
If with a supervisor device (touchscreen, web server, etc.)
you change the current setpoint of a thermostat, in which
the Reset Setpoint Shift in Economy Mode parameter is set
= yes, via the SHIFT POINT object and, at a later time, you
bring it into ECONOMY mode, when the thermostat is put
back in STBY or CMF mode the value previously set by the
supervisor will not be maintained (conversely, if you write the
value directly on the SUMM/WINT COMFORT SETPOINT
object or on SUMM/WINT STBY SETPOINT there will not be
a reset when the mode changes).

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Touch thermostat: FAQs
47. Is it possible to have a Boost function to supplement the
heating? And will this enable determining the 3 speeds
of the fan-coil?
The section of the parameters referred to as "2nd STAGE
HEATING/COOLING" illustrates how the thermostat is able
to activate an additional system, which will only be on/off, or
a command of a proportional valve 0-100% by means of the
objects No. 36 and 37 which will appear by activating this
Boost function. The thermostat is not able to manage the
Boost function by determining the speeds with 3 relays so
either it will be on/off or proportional 0-100% (whose possible value is either 0% for shutdown or 100% for fully open).
48. Is it possible to operate an on/off head in winter and a
3-speed fan-coil in summer?
Yes, it is possible to control the underfloor heating and
fan-coil air-conditioning simply by setting the system type
to 4 pipes; the communication object no. 35 will then be
displayed for the on/off command of the heating valve and
object no. 34 for the on/off command of the cooling valve
(in winter the fan-coil relay-valve is not activated, it being
controlled by object no. 34 of the thermostat, so the fan-coil
will not switch on).
49. Is it possible to have the thermostat 02952 send a 1
bit ON message when the thermostat turns off all the
speeds?
Yes, and this function is required by some temperature control gateways to manage the Off of the fan-coils when the
thermostat has switched off the speeds: the communication
object is No. 45 (No. 92 for Thermostat B) called "OFF - Fan
outputs" and the thermostat automatically sends a bit=1
when the ventilation is turned off and bit=0 when they are
turned back on.
50. If the speeds of the fan-coils are forced to OFF, will the
thermostat reset to AUTO when it changes mode or
simply when Well-contact Suite queries the room pocket to know whether the guest is present in the room?

52. How does the "Neutral Zone" mode function for a 4-pipe
system?
If the "Enable Summer/Winter" object of thermostat A and/
or thermostat B is not paired with any ETS group, the
thermostat at issue will function in Neutral Zone mode; in
this mode it will be the thermostat that activates the AirConditioning or Heating circuit depending on the room temperature, the Summer and Winter setpoints for the currently
selected mode (CMF/STBY/etc.) with a room temperature
range, called Neutral Zone, within which neither circuit will
be activated. If the end user increases or decreases the
setpoint by using the thermostat it will not change the two
summer/winter setpoints but will change a setpoint that is
halfway between those two values which is the central reference of the neutral zone; raising or lowering this value will
also automatically increase or decrease the two setpoints
related to summer/winter for the active mode (CMF/STBY)
so as to keep the neutral zone unchanged. The thermostat
activates the heating or air-conditioning according to the
two summer/winter setpoints so, if the room temperature
is not in the neutral zone, the thermostat will take as reference the setpoint that is closest to the current temperature
(summer/winter) resulting in the activation of the heating or
air-conditioning circuit.
53. What is the difference between firmware version 2.00
and 2.01?
Firmware version 2.01 features improved neutral zone functionality and checks have been added to prevent incorrect
configurations of the thermostat. The "Don't display temperature" view has been replaced by the "Current Setpoint”
view. The "Reduced menu" feature has been added which
limits the local mode change to only between comfort and
protected. Lastly, the "Reset Setpoint Shift in Economy
Mode” parameter has been added to enable or disable
resetting the setpoint shift when the thermostat goes into
economy mode.

When Well-contact Suite queries a pocket it responds with a
bit equal to 0/1 on the same command group as the CMF/
STBY mode of the thermostat causing the mode command
to be sent again. The thermostat is designed to reset forcing
when it receives a mode command so it eliminates the forcing-OFF of the fans; to work around this problem, in the ETS
project you can remove the "U" flag of the object of CMF/
STBY and reprogram the thermostat so that the response
sent from the pocket to the Well-contact Suite software is
ignored.
51. Is it possible for the icon not to appear at bottom left
that allows viewing and controlling thermostat B?
Yes. For the icon not to be displayed it is sufficient to set
the "Enable user interface" parameter of thermostat B on
DISABLE.
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Thermostat
20430, 19430, 16915, 14430
Thermostat for ambient temperature control (heating and airconditioning), KNX standard, 1 relay output NO 2 A 24 V~, 1
input - 2 modules.

The display contrast cannot be adjusted. If the user is unable
to adjust the temperature (object "53") and the fan-coil speed
(object "54"), the "Padlock" symbol will appear on the display.
This will disappear when the two settings are unlocked via the
bus.
In the event of a power failure, the blocks on the two objects
will be automatically reset.

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus power down: -.
Bus power up: the status will be set according to the settings
of the parameters and corresponding telegrams sent over the
bus.

20430

Functionality
The device allows the room temperature to be controlled. It has
an output, an input and a terminal to connect NTC Vimar probe
(20432, 19432, 14432). It can also calculate the weighted
average of the installed KNX probes (up to a maximum of 8) and
the NTC Vimar probe for both the "Thermostat A" zone and the
"Thermostat B" zone.
The thermostat has the capability of doubling the communication
objects: if the "Thermostat B" parameter is activated, it will be
possible to independently manage a second zone to be air
conditioned (one zone will be controlled by "Thermostat A" and
the other by "Thermostat B").

Behaviour after reset
As for bus on.

Communication objects
List of existing communication objects and standard
settings

Communication objects
No. ETS name

Function

0

Internal sensor

Temperature

1

Outside sensor

Temperature

2

Outside temperature 1 Temperature

3

Outside temperature 2 Temperature

4

Outside temperature 3 Temperature

5

Outside temperature 4 Temperature

6

Outside temperature 5 Temperature

7

Outside temperature 6 Temperature

8

Outside temperature 7 Temperature

9

Outside temperature 8 Temperature

Continues
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Description

Type

To see the temperature read by the thermostat sensor
(to see the temperatures measured by thermostats A/B
with Well-Contact Suite software, objects nos. 10/11
should be used)
To see the temperature read by the NTC wired probe
connected to the thermostat (to see the temperatures
measured by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite
software, objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX probe connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX probe connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX probe connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX probe connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX probe connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX probe connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX probe connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)
To see the temperature read by a KNX probe connected to the bus (to determine the temperatures measured
by thermostats A/B with Well-Contact Suite software,
objects nos. 10/11 should be used)

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

2 Byte

C R

-

T

-

- Low

2 Byte

C R

-

T

-

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

2 Byte

C

- W

- U -

Low

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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No. ETS name

Function

10

Actual temperature

A: Temperature

11

Actual temperature

B: Temperature

Description

Type

To see the current temperature associated with thermostat-A (weighted average of the various associated
probes): this object is used with Well-Contact Suite
software to see the temperature measured by thermostat A
To see the current temperature associated with thermostat-B (weighted average of the various associated
probes): this object is used with Well-Contact Suite
software to see the temperature measured by thermostat B

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

2 Byte

C R

- T

-

- Low

2 Byte

C R

- T

-

- Low

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

Thermostat A:
12

Comfort

A: Mode

13

Economy

A: Mode

To select COMFORT operating mode
by sending a 1 bit or to set the thermostat to
STANDBY by sending a 0 bit
To select ECONOMY operating mode by sending a 1
bit (a 0 bit is ignored)

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

C

- W

- U

- Low

C

- W

- U

- Low

14

Protect

A: Mode

To select ANTIFREEZE operating mode (or Too-hot in
the case of air conditioning)
1 bit
by sending a 1 bit or to set the thermostat to STANDBY
by sending a 0 bit

15

OFF

A: Mode

To select OFF operating mode by sending a 1 bit (a 0
bit is ignored)

16

Thermostat mode

A: Mode

To select operating mode by sending a Byte (1 = Com1 Byte
fort, 2 = StandBy, 3 = Economy, 4 = Protection ).

C

- W

- U

- Low

17

Thermostat mode

A: Mode - State

To read the set operating mode by sending a Byte (1 =
Comfort, 2 = StandBy, 3 = Economy, 4 = Protection).

1 Byte

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

18

State

A: Summer - Winte

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

19

Enable

A: Summer - Winter

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

20

Thermostat OFF

A: Thermostat

To inhibit thermostat communication on the bus with a
1 bit: it will neither send nor receive commands until it
receives a 0 bit

1 bit

C

- W

- U

- Low

A: Thermostat

If a 1 bit is sent to this object, the thermostat stops air
conditioning and turns OFF (this works only in air conditioning mode and serves for example to avoid conden1 bit
sation on the floor) - Note: The thermostat requires a
cyclical send to this object, with a time that can be set
in the parameter "dewpoint supervision time"

C

- W

- U

- Low

To read the seasonal mode set on the thermostat (0 =
Summer, 1 = Winter)
To set the seasonal mode on the thermostat
(1 = Winter, 0 = Summer)

1 bit

21

Dewpoint

22

NOT USED

23

Actual setpoint

A: Setpoint

To read the temperature setpoint set on the thermostat.
If you want Well-contact Suite to know the setpoint cur2 Byte
rently set on the thermostats, this object must be linked
to a group

C

R

T

-

- Low

24

Setpoint shift

A: Setpoint

To read and command a temperature shift with respect
to the current setpoint (setpoint set by ETS on the ther- 2 Byte
mostat for the various operating modes CNF, STBY, etc.)

C

R W T

-

- Low

25

Comfort winter

A: Setpoint

To read and set the Winter Comfort setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

26

Standby winter

A: Setpoint

To read and set the Winter Standby setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

27

Economy winter

A: Setpoint

To read and set the Winter Economy setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

28

Protect winter

A: Setpoint

To read and set the Winter Antifreeze setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

29

Comfort summer

A: Setpoint

To read and set the Summer Comfort setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

30

Standby summer

A: Setpoint

To read and set the Summer Standby setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

31

Economy summer

A: Setpoint

To read and set the Summer Economy setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

32

Protect summer

A: Setpoint

To read and set the Summer Too-hot setpoint (air-con2 Byte
ditioning turned off if for example the window is opened)

C

R W T U

- Low

33

NOT USED

34

Heating/cooling valve

A: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 2-tube systems for
valve management: to be used to control the head of a
radiating system or the On/Off valve of a fan-coil

1 bit
C
16 Byte

R

-

T

-

- Low

34

Cooling
valve

A: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-tube systems for
valve management in Summer: to be used to control
the head of a radiating system or the On/Off valve of a
fan-coil

1 bit
C
16 Byte

R

-

T

-

- Low

Continues
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No. ETS name

Function

Description

Type

Flag 1
C R W T U

I

Priority

35

Heating
valve

A: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-tube systems for
valve management in Winter: to be used to control
the head of a radiating system or the On/Off valve of a
fan-coil

1 bit
1 Byte

C

R

36

Proportional
(0-100%)

A: Fan inputs

To set via bus a command value to the proportional so1 bit
lenoid valve of the fan-coil from a supervisor (e.g. touch
1 Byte
screen)

C

- W -

U

- Low

37

OFF

A: Fan inputs

To force deactivation of all 3 fan-coil speeds

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

38

Speed V1

A: Fan inputs

To force activation of fan-coil speed V1

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

39

Speed V2

A: Fan inputs

To force activation of fan-coil speed V2

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

40

Speed V3

A: Fan inputs

To force activation of fan-coil speed V3

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

41

Automatic

A: Fan inputs

To force activation of fan-coil speed AUTO

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

42

Proportional
(0-100%)

A: Fan outputs

This appears if the "Fan" parameter is set with proportional 8-bit object (0-100%). To read the status of the
fan-coil's proportional solenoid valve.
This is the thermostat object that must be linked to the
proportional fan-coil to control its speeds (0-100%)

1 Byte

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

43

Speed V1

A: Fan outputs

To read the status of fan-coil speed V1

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

44

Speed V2

A: Fan outputs

To read the status of fan-coil speed V2

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

45

Speed V3

A: Fan outputs

To read the status of fan-coil speed V2

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

46

Speed V1

A: Fan disables

To disable speed V1

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

47

Speed V2

A: Fan disables

To disable speed V2

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

48

Speed V3

A: Fan disables

To disable speed V3

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

T

Low

49

Window switch

A: Window

Object to associate with the input to which a window
contact is connected in order to make the thermostat
switch to OFF-PROTECTED/ANTIFREEZE when the
window is opened, depending on whether the mode is
Air Conditioning or Heating

50

Scene

A: Scene

To activate a scene with a 1 Byte message

1 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

51

Temperature: AutomatA: Manual operation
ic/Manual

To see whether the guest has altered the thermostat
temperature setpoint with respect to the default setting

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

52

Fan-coil: Automatic/
Manual

A: Manual operation

To see whether the guest has altered the fan-coil speed
1 bit
with respect to the default setting

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

53

Temperature: disable
local operation

A: Manual operation

Activating this object prevents the guest from altering
the setpoint temperature by means of the thermostat
buttons with respect to the value set by the bus

C

- W -

U

- Low

Continues
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No. ETS name

54

Fan-coil: disable local
operation

Function

Description

Type

A: Manual operation

Activating this object prevents the guest from altering
the fan-coil speed by means of the thermostat buttons
with respect to the value set by the bus

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

Thermostat B:
55

Comfort

B: Mode

To select COMFORT operating mode by sending a 1 bit
1 bit
or to set the thermostat to STANDBY by sending a 0 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

56

Economy

B: Mode

To select ECONOMY operating mode by sending a 1
bit (a 0 bit is ignored)

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

57

Protected

B: Mode

To select ANTIFREEZE operating mode (or Too-hot in
the case of air conditioning) by sending a 1 bit or to set 1 bit
the thermostat to STANDBY by sending a 0 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

58

Off

B: Mode

To select OFF operating mode by sending a 1 bit (a 0
bit is ignored)

C

- W -

U

- Low

59

Thermostat mode

B: Mode

To select operating mode by sending a Byte (1 = Com1 Byte
fort, 2 = StandBy, 3 = Economy, 4 = Protection).

C

- W -

U

- Low

60

Thermostat mode

B: Mode - State

To read the set operating mode by sending a Byte (1 =
Comfort, 2 = StandBy, 3 = Economy, 4 = Protection).

1 Byte

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

61

StatE

B: Summer - Winter

To read the seasonal mode set on the thermostat (0 =
summer, 1 = winter)

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

62

Enable

B: Summer - Winter

To set the seasonal mode on the thermostat
(0 = summer, 1 = winter)

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

63

Thermostat OFF

B: Thermostat

To inhibit thermostat communication on the bus with a
1 bit: it will neither send nor receive commands until it
receives a 0 bit

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

B: Thermostat

If a 1 bit is sent to this object, the thermostat stops
air conditioning and turns OFF (this works only in air
conditioning mode and serves for example to avoid
condensation on the floor).
Note. The thermostat requires a cyclical send to this
object, with a time that can be set in the parameter
"dewpoint supervision time"

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

-

-

1 bit

64

Dewpoint

65

NOT USED

66

Actual setpoint

B: Setpoint

To read the temperature setpoint set on the thermostat.
If you want Well-contact Suite to know the setpoint cur2 Byte
rently set on the thermostats, this object must be linked
to a group

C

R

67

Setpoint shift

B: Setpoint

To read and control the temperature shift with respect
to the design setpoint set by ETS on the thermostat

2 Byte

C

R W T

-

- Low

68

Comfort winter

B: Setpoint

To read and set the Winter Comfort setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

69

Standby winter

B: Setpoint

To read and set the Winter Standby setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

70

Economy winter

B: Setpoint

To read and set the Winter Economy setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

71

Protection winter

B: Setpoint

To read and set the Winter Antifreeze setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

72

Comfort summer

B: Setpoint

To read and set the Summer Comfort setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

73

Standby summer

B: Setpoint

To read and set the Summer Standby setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

74

Economy summer

B: Setpoint

To read and set the Summer Economy setpoint

2 Byte

C

R W T U

- Low

75

Protection summer

B: Setpoint

To read and set the Summer Too-hot setpoint (air-con2 Byte
ditioning turned off if for example the window is opened)

C

R W T U

- Low

Continues
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No. ETS name

Function

Description

Type

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

-

- Low

-

-

76

NOT USED

77

Heating/cooling valve

B: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 2-tube systems for
valve management: to be used to control the head of a
radiating system or the On/Off valve of a fan-coil

1 bit

C

R

77

Cooling
valve

B: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-tube systems for
valve management in Summer: to be used to control
the head of a radiating system or the On/Off valve of a
fan-coil

1 bit

C

R

78

Heating
valve

B: Valve

If the "Valve" parameter is set for 4-tube systems for
valve management in Winter: to be used to control
the head of a radiating system or the On/Off valve of a
fan-coil

1 bit

C

R

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

-

-

T

T

T

Low

Low

80

Proportional
(0-100%)
OFF

B: Fan inputs

To set a command value on the fan-coil's proportional
solenoid valve
To force activation of fan-coil speed V1

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

81

Speed V1

B: Fan inputs

To force deactivation of all 3 fan-coil speeds

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

82

Speed V2

B: Fan inputs

To force activation of fan-coil speed V2

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

83

Speed V3

B: Fan inputs

To force activation of fan-coil speed V3

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

84

B: Fan inputs

- W -

U

- Low

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

B: Fan outputs

To force activation of fan-coil speed AUTO
1 bit
To read the status of the fan-coil's proportional solenoid
1 Byte
valve
To read the status of fan-coil speed V1
1 bit

C

86

Automatic
Proportional
(0-100%)
Speed V1

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

87

Speed V2

B: Fan outputs

To read the status of fan-coil speed V2

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

88

Speed V3

B: Fan outputs

To read the status of fan-coil speed V2

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

89

Speed V1

B: Fan disable

To disable speed V1

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

90

Speed V2

B: Fan disable

To disable speed V2

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

91

Speed V3

B: Fan disable

To disable speed V3

1 bit

C

R W T U

- Low

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

79

85

B: Fan inputs

B: Fan outputs

92

Window switch

B: Window

Object to associate with the input to which a window
contact is connected in order to make the thermostat
switch to OFF-PROTECTED/ANTIFREEZE when the
window is opened, depending on whether the mode is
Air Conditioning or Heating

93

Scene

B: Scene

To activate a scene with a 1 Byte message

1 Byte

C

- W -

U

- Low

94

Temperature: AutomatB: Manual operation
ic/Manual

To see whether the guest has altered the thermostat
temperature setpoint with respect to the default setting

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

95

Fan-coil: Automatic/
Manual

B: Manual operation

To see whether the guest has altered the fan-coil speed
1 bit
with respect to the default setting

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

96

Temperature: disable
local operation

B: Manual operation

Activating this object prevents the guest from altering
the setpoint temperature by means of the thermostat
buttons with respect to the value set by the bus

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

97

Fan-coil: disable local
operation

B: Manual operation

Activating this object prevents the guest from altering
the fan-coil speed by means of the thermostat buttons
with respect to the value set by the bus

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

98

Initialisation

Alarm

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

99

Configuration error

Alarm

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

100

Change Local Configuration

Alarm

Do not use: for future upgrades of the device (it
appears if the Extended Menu is enabled in the General 1 bit
parameters of the device)

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

101

Input

Input

Device IN command

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

102

Status Input

Input

Device input status. It appears if the input is set as
"general use" and "Toggle rising/falling edge"

1 bit

C

- W -

U

- Low

103

On/Off

Relay

Device relay command (setting relay operating parame1 bit
ters as "general use")

C

- W -

U

- Low

104

Status

Relay

Device relay status (setting relay operating parameters
as "general use")

C

R

-

- Low

Do not use: it is used for automatic testing during
production of the device
Do not use: it is used for automatic testing during
production of the device

1 bit

-

T

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

53

254

255

ETS reference parameters
General
General Parameters
ETS text
Backlight

Temperature units

Enable Menu

Enable Extended Menu

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Off
ON button
[1]
Celsius
Fahrenheit
[0]

Always Off, or can be
turned on by pressing a button

Disable

If enabled, the
thermostat operating
mode can be
changed

Enable
[0]
Disable
Enable
[0]

Only for the display

General settings

For future use

Internal/external temperature sensor (thermostat A,
thermostat B)
Sensor parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
-2 °C ... .+2 °C

Temperature offset
[0]
Disable
Enable user interface

Enable
[0]

Send cycle time

0...30 min.
[0 = Off]
0... 1.0 °C

Send difference
[0 = Off]

Comment
Calibration of thermostat reading
(or of average of
probes)
This parameter
enables the temperatures of the individual
probes associated
with the thermostat
(A/B) to be displayed
with a short press of
F key

Internal/external temperature sensor

0=Off
Sets the minimum
measured temperature change
with respect to the
setpoint that will
cause the thermostat
to send the current
value over the bus to
a supervisor
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Setpoint

Continued

Setpoint parameters

ETS text

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Comfort
Standby
Mode after Bus
return

Economy

Protect
Last mode
selected
[255]
1 min.
10 min.
15 min.
Time between
20 min.
heating and
25 min.
cooling
30 min.
45 min.
60 min.
[30]
Off
30 sec
1 min.
2 min.
3 min.
Supervision time of 4 min.
dewpoint
5 min.
10 min.
15 min.
20 min.
25 min.
30 min.
[0 = Off]

Send cycle time

To avoid formation of
condensation on radiating
systems during changes of
season

Send Difference
Sets the time within which
the thermostat must receive
a message about the
"Dewpoint" object from
a device connected to a
humidistat.

Available values
[Default value]
Off
30 sec.
1 min.
2 min.
3 min.
4 min.
5 min.
10 min.
15 min.
20 min.
25 min.
30 min.
[0 = Off]
Off
0.1 °C
0.2 °C
0.3 °C
0.4 °C
0.5 °C
0.6 °C
0.7 °C
0.8 °C
0.9 °C
1.0 °C
[0 = Off]

Comment

Sets the time for cyclic
sending of temperature
setpoint over bus towards a
supervisor

Sets the minimum temperature change made by the
guest with respect to the
setpoint that results in the
current setpoint being sent
over the bus towards a
supervisor

A bit set to "1" will stop
heating/air conditioning and
set to "0" will cause it to
restart. If messages have
not arrived, when this time
has elapsed heating/air conditioning will restart

Continues

Setpoint parameters

Setpoint temperatures
Sensor parameters
ETS text
Winter Comfort Setpoint
Winter Standby Setpoint
Winter Economy
Setpoint

Continued

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

[20]
[18]

See "Range" table
See "Range" table

[15]

See "Range" table

Regulation Off

Antifreeze

Regulation On

[1 = 011]
Summer Comfort
Setpoint
Summer Standby
Setpoint
Summer Economy
Setpoint
Continues
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If you set "On"
you can set the
temperature the
thermostat goes to in
"Protected" mode; if
you set "Off", when
the thermostat is in
"Protected" mode it
will turn off temperature control and will
not send the current
setpoint temperature

[25]

See "Range" table

[28]

See "Range" table

[30]

See "Range" table

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Regulation Off

Too hot

Regulation On

[1 = On]

Comment
If you set "On"
you can set the
temperature the
thermostat goes to in
"Protected" mode; if
you set "Off", when
the thermostat is in
"Protected" mode it
will turn off temperature control and will
not send the current
setpoint temperature
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Setpoint range
Temp. °C

Temp. °C

Temp. °C

Temp. °C

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Temperature setpoint parameters

Digital input / Window switch
Digital input / Window switch parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Input Function

general purpose
window switch
[0]

If set as "General use", it
also sends 0/1 over the bus
towards a supervisor

Switch rising edge

Rising edge = close contact

Toggle rising edge

Falling edge = open contact

Switch falling edge

Switch = send a 1 bit value
(On/Off) on opening and the
opposite on closing

Toggle falling edge

Toggle = on each defined
edge (opening or closure),
On and then Off is sent to
the cycle

Function

Digital input for general use

Digital input for window switch

Send status
[0]
Disabled
Window switch
mode (for thermo- Normally opened
stat A and thermo- Normally closed
stat B)
[0]

Thermostat (A/B)
Guest permit regulation
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Guest permit regulation

Off
1.0 °C
2.0 °C
3.0 °C
4.0 °C
5.0 °C
[0]

Determine how much the
guest can change the setpoint from the value set on
the thermostat (up/down)

Thermostat (A/B)
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Thermostat (A/B)
Current temperature (A/B)
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
0... 100

Weight of internal
Temperature sensor

[0]

Off
Send cycle time

30 min.
[0 = Off]
Off

Send difference

1.0 °C
[0 = Off]

Comment
For the thermostat's internal
sensor, the Vimar NTC
probe (if present) and the
KNX probes, this determines
the relative importance for
calculating the weighted
average of the measured
temperatures
Sets the frequency in
minutes with which the thermostat (A/B) must send the
measured temperature value
(or the weighted average of
the probes) over the bus to
a supervisor
Sets the temperature
difference measured by
the thermostat (A/B) that
results in the read value (or
the weighted average of the
probes) being sent over the
bus towards a supervisor

Current temperature (A/B)

Window switch (A/B)
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Off

Delay for Window
switches

120 sec.
[0 = Off]

Comment
Sets the time delay that
heating/air conditioning
stops after window open
detection

Window sensor (A/B)

Regulation
Regulation parameters
ETS text

Temperature
regulation

Proportional
value
Cooling

Continues
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Available values
[Default value]
0 = Regulation On/Off
Proportional
band
Integral band
Proportional/integral
band
[0]
Off
1.0 °C
1.1 °C
1.2 °C
1.3 °C
1.4 °C
1.5 °C
1.6 °C
1.7 °C
1.8 °C
2.0 °C
2.2 °C
2.5 °C
3.0 °C
3.5 °C
4.0 °C
4.5 °C
5.0 °C
[3.0 °C]

Comment

Set according to the type of
control required for the heating/air conditioning system

To be set according to the
system and room characteristics (consult a heating
engineer)

Adjustment (A/B)
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Continued

ETS text

Integral Value
Cooling

Proportional Value
Heating

Integral Value
Heating

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Off
5 min.
6 min.
7 min.
8 min.
9 min.
10 min.
12 min.
15 min.
17 min.
20 min.
25 min.
30 min.
40 min.
50 min.
60 min.
90 min.
120 min.
[30 min.]
Off
1.0 °C
1.1 °C
1.2 °C
1.3 °C
1.4 °C
1.5 °C
1.6 °C
1.7 °C
1.8 °C
2.0 °C
2.2 °C
2.5 °C
3.0 °C
3.5 °C
4.0 °C
4.5 °C
5.0 °C
[3.0 °C]
Off
5 min.
6 min.
7 min.
8 min.
9 min.
10 min.
12 min.
15 min.
17 min.
20 min.
25 min.
30 min.
40 min.
50 min.
60 min.
90 min.
120 min.
[30 min.]

To be set according to the
system and room characteristics (consult a heating
engineer)

0… 1.0 °C
Regulation On/Off
[0=Off]

For On/Off type control:
set the thermostat (A/B)
temperature differential that
determines activation/deactivation of the system with
reference to the difference
between the setpoint and
the measured temperature
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Valve
Valve parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

2-tube circuit On/Off
Plant topology

4-tube circuit On/Off
2-tube proportional

Valve (A/B)
Select according to the
installed system type

4-tube proportional
[0]
Send cycle time
cool
Send cycle time
heat

Off....30 min.
[0]
Off....30 min.
[0]

Sets the valve status send
time to the associated actuators (parameter required for
certain types of valves, for
example Theben proportional valves, etc.)

Fan
Fan parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

0
1
2
3
[0]
0.2 °C
0.3 °C
0.5 °C
1.0 °C
1.5 °C
Threshold value for
2.0 °C
fan speed 1
2.5 °C
3.0 °C
3.5 °C
4.0 °C
[0.2 °C]
0.2 °C
0.3 °C
0.5 °C
1.0°C
1.5°C
Threshold value for
2.0 °C
fan speed 2
2.5 °C
3.0 °C
3.5 °C
4.0 °C
[1]
0.2 °C
0.3 °C
0.5 °C
1.0°C
1.5°C
Threshold value for
2.0 °C
fan speed 3
2.5 °C
3.0 °C
3.5 °C
4.0 °C
[2]
Maximum fan
speed

Comment
Sets maximum fan-coil
speed.
Set "0" to control only the
solenoid valve for a radiator
system

Sets the difference between
room temperature and the
setpoint that triggers start of
speed V-1

Fan (A/B)
Continued

ETS text

Sets the difference between
room temperature and the
setpoint that triggers start of
speed V-2

Hysterese of fan
speed

Time for switching
between speeds
(min.)
Sets the difference between
room temperature and the
setpoint that triggers start of
speed V-3

Time in manual fan
mode (min.)

Objects

Continues

Send cycle time
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Available values
[Default value]

Comment

0.1 °C
0.2 °C
0.3 °C
0.4 °C
0.5 °C
0.6 °C
0.7 °C
0.8 °C
0.9 °C
1.0 °C
[1=0.1]

Temperature differential for
the above-mentioned speed
values

0...255
[2]
0...255
[0]
1-bit object
8-bit object
(1-100%)
[0]
Off
30 min.
[0 = Off]

Time to switch from one
speed to another
Time for which fan operation
remains in manual mode (0
= disabled)
Select type of object (1 bit
for On/Off, 8 bits for proportional 1-100%)
Set cyclical sending over the
bus for the fans
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Scenes
16 scenes are available. 16 different scenes can therefore be
memorised on the device output. With Enable scene saving
you can also set the status of the output for the desired scene
with a message from the bus (scene learn).
Scene parameters
ETS text
Scene learning

Scene...

…Scene 16

Available values
[Default value]
disable
enable
[0]
disabled
Comfort
Standby
Economy
Protect
[0]
disabled
Comfort
Standby
Economy
Protect
[0]

Comment
To enable scene thermostat
learning

Scene parameters (A/B)

Relay
The output can be configured as a normal switch or for the fan,
with speed V1.
Relay parameters
ETS text

Relay

Mode
Switch on delay
Switch off delay
Duration
Relay

Available values
[Default value]
general purpose
fan-coil speed V1
(channel A)
fan-coil speed V1
(channel B)
[0]
normal
timed
[0]
0...60min
[10 sec]
0...60min
[10 sec]
0...60min
[10 sec]
normally opened
normally closed
[1]

Comment
For general use or control of
solenoid valve from radiator
system associated with
thermostat A and B
Normal = step-by-step
Timed = monostable

If mode = normal

Relay parameters

Status of thermostat output
at rest
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Thermostat

(20451, 16921, 14451, 20430, 19430, 16915, 14430)
1. What does the "Thermostat mode" object represent?
It refers exclusively to the mode the thermostat is currently in (or the mode you want to put it into given that the
corresponding object is also present in write mode).
It does not indicate whether it is summer or winter. The
possible options are:
01 = Comfort
02 = StandBy
03 = Economy
04 = Protect/Off
2. What is the difference between the "Protected" object
and "Off" in "Antifreeze-TooHot" operation?
The "Protected" object is used and acts as Off in the
event that the "Temperature setpoint" parameters and the
items "Antifreeze" and "TooHot" are set in "Control Off".
So in this case when the object "Protected" is activated, the
thermostat entirely disables temperature control and does
not even send its current setpoint over the bus. In normal
installations it is therefore recommended to set "Control On"
on the parameters "Antifreeze" and "TooHot" and to set
the corresponding two temperatures. This avoids the risk
of frozen pipes in the winter and room overheating in the
summer.
The "Off" mode on the other hand also inhibits "TooHot"
and "Antifreeze" and should never be used in normal installations.
The "Mode Off" object turns off the thermostat even if
the temperature falls below zero (i.e. it does not activate
Heating/Air conditioning).
It is advisable to use the "Protected" object, which switches
the thermostat to Off or protected (Antifreeze) depending on
how the relevant parameters are set (summer or winter).
3. What is the function of the "Thermostat off" object and
what applications can it have?
Thermostats have various objects created for operation with
our Well-contact Suite hotel software.
The "Thermostat Off" object blocks thermostat bus communication (both reception and transmission). This function
is dedicated to Vimar supervision software.

4. What is the function of the “Off” mode and what applications does it have?
The "Mode Off" object turns off the thermostat even if
the temperature falls below zero (i.e. it does not activate Heating/Air conditioning). It is advisable to
use the "protect" object, which switches the thermostat to Off or protected (Antifreeze) depending on how
the relevant parameters are set (summer or winter).
5. What is the function of the "Comfort" object?
Unlike the "Economy", "Protected" and "Off" objects, which
do not permit the sending of a "0" bit, if the "Comfort"
object (no. 1 for thermostats 20451, or nos. 12 and 55 for
two-zone thermostats 20430) is set to "1", the thermostat
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switches to comfort mode at the design temperature or at
the custom temperature previously set by the guest. If this
object is set to "0" the thermostat switches to stand-by
mode (at the design temperature or at the custom temperature previously set by the guest).
6. What is the function of the "Summer protected" object?
It is the protected mode setpoint in air conditioning operation. It corresponds to protected mode in heating operation
(with air conditioning operation it cools if the temperature
exceeds the setpoint whereas with heating operation it
heats if the temperature falls below the setpoint).
7. On thermostats 20542, 16922 and 14522 a single bit was
used to activate/deactivate antifreeze. What is used now?
The "Protected" object (summer or winter) is used.
Note.
Antifreeze (or its analogue "Too hot") must be active in the
object parameters so as not to obtain an Off.
8. On thermostats 20542, 16922 and 14522, to deactivate
"Antifreeze" mode it was sufficient to send a "0".
What is the procedure with the new thermostats? Is it
obligatory to change mode, for example "Economy"?
Yes, the installer decides whether the user can turn the
system off or set it to "Antifreeze" mode. Depending on the
set ETS parameters, the thermostat (20541, 16921, 14541,
20430, 19430, 16915, 14430) switches to "Antifreeze"
mode and returns to the previous mode only when the window is opened and closed, whereas if the thermostat is set
to "Protected" mode from the bus, it will subsequently be
necessary to change the mode.
9. On thermostats 20542, 16922 and 14522, a single bit
was used to read the antifreeze status; in supervision
single bits ("0" or "1") and not bytes are required. Where
is this object/status to be found?
The KNX system uses the 1-byte object "Thermostat mode"
to read the status of the thermostat. If you do not want to
use the Byte, you can set the 1-bit mode change object to
read. However, this is not the ideal solution because the bits
will have to be read explicitly given that the information is not
sent automatically.
10. Are there any particular precautions to take when using
the 0-100% proportional valve command?
Never use the "Control Value" object. This is a debug object
left inside the application for KNX certification purposes
only. In this specific case replace it with "Cooling Valve" to
obtain the desired function.
However, some types of valves with proportional control
require a cyclic refresh of the control value. In this case it
is necessary to activate cyclic sending of the control
value to the valve. To control the proportional solenoid
valve you must use the "Valve" object (object no. 23 for
thermostats 20451 or nos. 34 and 77 for the two-zone thermostats 20430) in read/write mode (which appears only for
"2-tube proportional" systems, selected by the parameter
"Thermostat valves"), or the "Valve" object which appears
if the system is proportional-integral by setting the "Valves"
parameter on function "4 tube prop./integr".
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11. What does "Neutral zone" thermostat operation mean?
If the "Enable summer/winter" object is not associated (allowing the summer/winter commands to be sent to the thermostat), the thermostat automatically goes into "Neutral zone"
operation, which is very useful on certain 4-tube systems.
When "Neutral zone" is set, it is the thermostat that decides
independently whether to activate the air conditioning circuit
or the heating circuit. The principle is as follows (based on
the assumption that the comfort temperature is normally
higher in the summer than in the winter):
• if the room temperature is higher than the temperature
set for air conditioning, it goes to summer mode and
activates air conditioning;
• if the room temperature is lower than the temperature set
for heating, it goes to winter mode and activates heating;
• if the room temperature is between the summer and winter setpoints, the thermostat performs no kind of switching (to choose between the first and the second cases
it also evaluates the plus/minus temperature differential
tolerance relative to the 2 setpoint temperatures).
12. When do the "fan" and "flame" icons appear on the display? Do these icons indicate respectively the summer
and winter modes?
These icons do not indicate summer/winter mode. They
appear whenever the thermostat is controlling the relay or
corresponding valve (if the thermostat is in heating mode,
the flame appears); if it is in air conditioning mode the fan
appears) and then disappear once the desired temperature
has been reached. If the room temperature has already
reached the desired value, the icon is not displayed (operation is similar to conventional thermostats). The object to
be associated with the summer/winter change of season is
a different object from the one used for reading the season:
respectively nos. 8 and 7 for thermostats 20451; and nos.
19 and 18 and nos. 62 and 61 for two-zone thermostats
20430-19430-16915-14430.
13. The guest is unable to understand when the thermostat
switches from summer to winter and vice versa. Why is this?
You need to check in the thermostat setpoint parameters
in the ETS project that the season change time has not
been left at 30 minutes (the default value). In some underfloor radiating systems a high time value is set to prevent
the formation of condensation. This applies in particular if
the thermostats operate with a neutral zone, in which case
multiple season changes might occur in a single day.

14. We need to have a group that goes to "0" when the
thermostat is set to "Off" (by the guest or the supervisor) and returns to "1" when the thermostat is returned
to "CNF". How can we do this?
This is an application that allows the input of a Daikin with
KNX interface to be forced so that it turns the machine off
if the thermostat is Off and back on if it is "CNF" without
necessarily starting the system (heating is subsequently
activated depending on the messages sent by the thermostat to the valve).
In practice the guest wants to use the thermostat for On/Off
control of an appliance that has its own temperature control
function.
To do this you have to use an object (such as a KNX logic)
that sends an On/Off message according to the thermostat
mode (using the "Mode" object).
15. How should a window's N.C. contact be managed when
it is connected to the thermostat for window open signalling?
The input to which the window contact is connected must
be set with "Status send" function so that a message is
sent when it is opened and another when it is closed. If an
N.C. contact is used, it will be necessary to set "Off" for the
falling edge (opening of window and contact) and "On" for
the rising edge (closure of the window and contact). If the
contact is an N.O. type, the two parameters must be set
respectively to "On" and "Off" (when the window is opened
the contact is closed and vice versa).
If the input is set as "Window sensor", opening of the
window will stop the thermostat by writing an "04" byte
(antifreeze) to the "Mode status" datapoint and "00" at the
"Heating/air conditioning valve" datapoint (closes the valve);
closing the window will set the previous status; you can also
choose a delay time with respect to opening of the window
after which the thermostat will stop.
If together with this internal thermostat management you
also want a "0" bit to be sent to the bus when the window
is opened and a "1" bit when it is closed, you must set the
thermostat IN input as "General use" so as also to display
object no. 39 "Input" (for thermostats 20451, or object 101
for two-zone thermostats 20430). If the window contact is
connected to the thermostat's input, this new object must
be associated with a group with the "Window sensor"
object (no. 38 for thermostats 20451 or 49 and 92 for twozone thermostats 20430), whereas if you use the IN input
of another KNX device this will be linked with the "Window
sensor" object.
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the maximum proportional speed in the software.
On/Off management:
1. Off – Fan Input, Speed V1 – Fan Input, Speed V2 –
Fan Input, Speed V3 – Fan Input, Automatic – Fan
Input (objects 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 for thermostats
20451, or from 37 to 41 and from 80 to 84 for twozone thermostats 20430): useful for sending speed
force commands to the thermostat or for forcing
automatic management.
2. Speed V1 – Fan Output, Speed V2 – Fan Output,
Speed V3 – Fan Output (objects 32, 33, 34 for thermostats 20451, or 43, 44, 45, 86, 87, 88 for two-zone
thermostats 20430): useful for displaying current fancoil speed.
3. Speed V1 – Fan Disable, Speed V2 – Fan Disable,
Speed V3 – Fan Disable (objects 35, 36, 37 for thermostats 20451 or 46, 47, 48, 89, 90, 91 for two-zone
thermostats 20430): useful for sending speed disable
commands.
16. Which functions are considered most important for use of
the thermostats on hotel systems with the Well-contact
Suite management/supervision (and other) software?
a. Actual Temperature: this is useful for displaying the thermostat temperature in the software (it is advisable to set
cyclic sending amongst the parameters; to be considered
in the event of a large number of devices).
b. Thermostat Mode or alternatively Comfort, Standby,
Economy, Protection: these are important for sending
thermostat operating mode commands via Well-contact
Suite.
c. Thermostat Mode Status: this is important for displaying
the current thermostat operating mode in the software.
d. Status Summer/Winter: this is important for displaying
the current seasonal thermostat operating mode in the
software.
e. Enable Summer/Winter: this is essential for sending seasonal thermostat operating mode commands via Wellcontact Suite software.
f. Actual Setpoint: this is useful for displaying the temperature set on the thermostats with the software (it is advisable to set cyclic sending as one of the parameters; to be
considered in the event of a large number of devices).
g. Comfort Winter-Setpoint, Standby Winter-Setpoint,
Economy Winter-Setpoint, Protection Winter-Setpoint,
Comfort Summer-Setpoint, Standby Summer-Setpoint,
Economy Summer-Setpoint, Protection Summer-Setpoint
(objects from 14 to 21 for thermostats 20451 or from
25 to 32 and from 68 to 75 for two-zone thermostats
20430). They are useful for displaying and setting the
various "Basic setpoints" in the two seasonal operating
modes in the software.
Note. To be able to view the values, you have to set the
read flag for these properties manually in ETS3.
h. Management case studies Heating/air conditioning
speed for thermostats:
Proportional management:
1. Proportional (0-100%) – Fan Input (object 25 for thermostats 20451, or objects 36 and 79 for two-zone
thermostats 20430): useful for sending the value of
maximum proportional speed.
2. Proportional (0-100%) – Fan Output (object 31 for
thermostats 20451, or objects no. 42 and no. 85 for
two-zone thermostats 20430): useful for displaying
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i. Windows Open (objects 38, 39 for thermostats 20451,
and 49, 92 or 101 for two-zone thermostats 20430):
to display the status of the window associated with the
thermostat on the supervision software (for example on
the hotel reception PC) it is necessary to:
1. Set the input contact as "General use" and use it as
an open window sensor;
2. Assigned the desired group address to the "Window
sensor" object (object 38 for thermostats 20451, or
49 and 92 for two-zone thermostats 20430) and to
an input of a KNX device (if the thermostat input is
used, assign to this group object no. 39 of thermostat
20451 - or object no.101 for two-zone thermostats
20430);
3. Assign to this address the "Contact" Address/Object
type inside the Well-Contact Suite software.
l. Temperature: Automatic/Manual (object 45 for thermostats 20451, or objects nos. 51 and 94 for two-zone
thermostats 20430): useful for displaying whether the
setpoint has been set from software or manually using the
thermostat buttons.
m.Fancoil: Automatic/Manual (object 46 for thermostats
20451, and objects 52 and 95 for two-zone thermostats
20430): useful for displaying whether the current fancoil
speed is managed automatically by the thermostat or has
been forced.
n. Temperature: disable local operation (object 47 for thermostats 20451, or objects nos. 53 and 96 for two-zone
thermostats 20430): useful for displaying and sending
commands from software regarding whether or not it is
possible to manually set the current setpoint on the thermostat.
o. Fancoil: disable local operation (object 48 for thermostats
20451, or objects 54 and 97 for two-zone thermostats
20430): useful for displaying and sending commands
from software regarding the possibility of setting the
speed manually from the thermostat.
17. To perform supervision of thermostats using Vimar
Well-contact Suite software, what communication
objects need to be set?
You have to set to "Read" the relevant flags of objects from
14 to 21 of each thermostat 20451, or from 25 to 32 and
from 68 to 75 for each two-zone thermostat 20430.
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18. What is the parameter "Time in manual fan mode" used
for?

22. Is it possible to manage a general valve if there is more
than one thermostat?

It is a time indicated in the parameters for which the thermostat remains in "Manual forcing" if the guest has manually
forced the temperatures or speed of the fancoil: when this
time has elapsed the thermostat returns to automatic.
If the parameter is set to "0" it is interpreted as "Time =
infinite" so heating/air conditioning never stops.
Note. To avoid overheating or cooling after passing the setpoint, the fan goes to V-0. If the temperature then returns below the setpoint, the fan restarts
at the preset speed. Conversely, if the speed is forced
when the room temperature is already higher than the
setpoint, the thermostat will no longer go to "V-0".

This function is possible only with a logic module. It is also
possible to use a Well-contact Suite functional logic, which
will operate only if the supervision software is active and
communicating with the bus.
23. It is possible to control a proportional type fancoil with
one or two supply values?
The thermostat normally commands supply at three levels
of intensity: 34%, 67%, 99%. As can be seen in the following image, setting the maximum speed to 1 or 2 results in
one or two thresholds (respectively 34% or 34-67%). Other
supply level settings are not possible.

19. An object is needed that goes to "1" if one of the 3
speeds is activated and returns to "0" if V 1/2/3 are
deactivated.
Use the "Cooling/heating valve" object (object 23 for thermostats 20451, or 34 and 77 for two-zone thermostats
20430). For example, if V1 is set to start when "Ambient
Temp" differs by 1°C from "Setpoint Temp" with a temperature differential of 0.2°C and the room temperature is higher
than the setpoint temperature (between 0.2°C and 1°C), V1
does not start. while the general valve is already "On" with
bit at "1". If necessary set "Temper for start-V1 = Thermal
Diff.".
Note. If speed "Vel-0" is set manually on the thermostat, the
valve object will not go to "0".
20. Is it possible to set an object to "0" when a speed V-0
is set from the thermostat?
No. If speed V-0 is set manually, the thermostat sends
deactivation of the 3 speeds V1/2/3 to the bus but does
not set the valve of object 23 or of other objects to "0". So
when interfacing with other machines (e.g. Mitsubishi), the
machine will not turn off unless a logic module that takes
into consideration the deactivation of V1/2/3 is inserted.
Alternatively, the setpoint temperature can be increased
from the thermostat to a value at which air conditioning is
turned off, a situation that results in the value "0" being sent
to the valve object (object 23 for thermostats 20451, or 34
and 77 for two-zone thermostats 20430).
21. Can the "Thermostat mode status" object (object 5 for
thermostats 20451, or 16 and 59 for two-zone thermostats 20430) be used only by Well-Contact Suite or also
by other supervision software?
The object "Thermostat Mode Status" is a standard
KNX object, with coding defined by the standard (HVAC
Operating Mode 201.100), so it can also be used by other
supervision software. There is also a corresponding object
for reading the mode (6 for thermostats 20451, or 17 and
60 for two-zone thermostats 20430).
0 = Automatic
1 = Comfort
2 = StandBy
3 = Economy
4 = Protection
5-255 = Reserved values

24. Is it possible to control an On/Off type radiant heating
system and a fancoil air conditioning system with 3
speeds?
You have to work prevalently with the thermostat object
"Enable summer/winter" (object 19). Firstly, the type of
system must be 4 tubes On/Off. Next, configure all the
standard datapoints required by the thermostat to operate
correctly. Add the following groups:
group 1
"Enable summer/winter": to perform the season change on
the thermostat and disable the 3 speeds:
• "Speed V1 disable" (object 46)
• "Speed V2 disable" (object 47)
• "Speed V3 disable" (object 48)
• "Enable summer/winter" (object 19)
group 2
• "Heating valve - On/Off": to operate the radiating system
with valve On/Off in winter:
• "Heating valve - valve" (object 35)
• "Relay" (the relay of the device controlling the underfloor
system valve)
group 3
• "Cooling valve - On/Off": to operate the fancoil general
On/Off valve in the summer:
• "Cooling valve - Valve" (object 34)
• "Relay" (the relay of the device controlling the fan-coil valve)
group 4
• "Cooling output - Speed 1": to control fancoil speed 1 in
summer:
• "V1 fan output - Out 1" (object 43)
• "Relay" (the relay of the device controlling fancoil speed 1)
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group 5
• "Cooling output - Speed 2": to control fancoil speed 2 in
summer:
• "V2 fan output - Out 2" (object 44)
• "Relay" (the relay of the device controlling fancoil speed 2)
group 6
• "Cooling output - Speed 3": to control fancoil speed 3 in
summer:
• "V3 fan output - Out 3" (object 45)
• "Relay" (the relay of the device controlling fancoil speed 3)

window contact control); if "0" is sent the thermostat goes
to "Standby" mode
30. Is it possible for a thermostat to control a 0-100% proportional valve and an On/Off valve simultaneously?
No, it is not possible as setting the thermostat for proportional control disables On/Off control on the valve
object. With two-zone thermostats (20430 and similar), it
is possible to operate "Thermostat-A" in one mode and
"Thermostat-B" in the other, but the guest would have to set
both each time to activate both the proportional valve and
the On/Off valve.

In this configuration, when the thermostat is in Winter mode,
group 1 goes to "1" so the fancoil speeds are forcibly disabled to block their operation and the thermostat operates in
On/Off only on the radiant heating valve as it is configured
for 4-tube On/Off systems with group 2; in Summer group 1
goes to "0" and the 3 speeds can again be controlled from
the bus; furthermore, the thermostat will operate with the
general fancoil cooling valve of group 3. The Groups 4, 5
and 6 are those of the 3 speeds and objects 43, 44, 45 of
the thermostat and can be controlled from the thermostat
when the first group goes to "0" by setting the thermostat
in summer mode.

31. Can the thermostat be controlled from supervisors such
as the KNX touch screen?

25. What objects are used to read the thermostat temperatures from the Well-Contact Suite software?

It enables the thermostat mode to be modified by acting on
A and B simultaneously.

For thermostats 14451, 20451 and 16921, object 0 "Actual
temperature" is used.
For thermostats 20430, 19430, 16915 and 14430, objects
10 and 11 (weighted averages of the temperatures that can
be associated) are used to read respectively the current
temperatures of thermostats A/B, and not objects 0 and 9
of the device (which are the precise measurement data for
the individual internal/external probes).

33. What is the parameter "Enable extended menu" used
for (it is disabled by default)?

26. Is it possible to eliminate the setting range in Comfort
mode, which can be expanded at the most to ± 5°C?
This setting cannot be eliminated.
27. If a 0-100% proportional fancoil rather than a threespeed fancoil is controlled, will values 0-100% be sent
to the fancoil?
No, the thermostat will only send the values 0,33%, 67%
and 100%, simulating 3-speed operation.
28. How is the "Dewpoint" object used?
This object is used in systems with underfloor cooling and
is associated with a KNX humidistat capable of detecting
a level of humidity at which condensation may form on
the floor. By activating the ETS group for this object, the
thermostat will automatically go to "Off" mode, stopping air
conditioning.
It is possible to set a time limit after which the thermostat
will automatically go to "Off" if a message has not arrived
from the KNX humidistat. This operation does not occur in
heating mode.
29. How does the "Comfort" object work?
If "1" is sent to this object, the thermostat goes to "CNF"
mode (unless the window has been opened in the event of
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Yes, the thermostats are KNX standard compliant so a KNX
certified supervisor is capable of controlling them.
32. If the parameter "Enable menu" is enabled (disabled by
default), what happens to the thermostat?

This parameter is not currently used. It is ready for future
upgrades. If this is disabled by the thermostat parameters,
the customer will be unable to modify the thermostat operating mode by means of the front buttons (useful for applications in offices). The customer will only be able to adjust
the temperature within the range established by ETS and
change the speed of the fancoil, if present.
34. What function does the ETS parameter "Enable user
interface" have for internal and external sensors?
By enabling this parameter it is possible to display the effective temperature measured by the sensor when the various
temperatures are alternated (the temperature may be different from the interpolated value due to the characteristics of
the probe calculation algorithms).
35. How can operations performed by the customer on the
thermostat (change of temperature and functions) be
inhibited?
Objects "Temperature: disable location operation" and
"Fancoil: disable location operation" (objects 47 and 48 for
thermostats 20451, or 53, 54 and 96, 97 for two-zone thermostats 20430) can be used to block changes to fan-coil
temperature and speed. It is not possible to block the operating mode because the customer cannot decide this directly.
For example, the customer can force the thermostat to Off
only by opening the window or can set it to standby only by
leaving the room (removing the card from the pocket reader).
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36. Thermostat 20451, 14451, 16921, 20430, 14430, 16915:
is it possible to enable a thermostat to control simultaneously a 0-100% proportional valve and an ON/OFF
valve?
It is possible to operate "thermostat-A" in one mode and
"thermostat-B" in the other, but the guest would have to set
both each time to activate both the proportional valve and
the On/Off valve. The solution is described in question 40
(but ETS object no. 77 will also be used).
37. If a 1-bit thermostat comfort/stby object is associated
with the “Guest in room” pocket object, when the Wellcontact Suite software is started up, the thermostats
that were in "Economy" or "Protected/Off" mode return
automatically to STBY with higher setpoints.
The “U” flag must be disabled in ETS for the thermostat
object. If the "Guest in room" pocket object is associated
with the 1bit "Stby/Comfort" thermostat object, when a
guest enters the room goes to "Comfort" mode. If within
the same group the "R" read flag is enabled on the pocket object to allow the presence of a guest in the room to
be interrogated by the WCS software, when it starts the
software performs interrogation polling on this group and
the pocket responds with a "0" bit for the "Guest in room"
object. If the flag "U" is active in that thermostat object, it
takes the pocket response as an update for its operating
mode and goes to Stby (after being set to "Economy" mode
or "Protected/Off" mode following a period of extended
non-use of the room).
38. How to update the thermostat setpoints status and
measured temperatures on a supervisor (e.g. Wellcontact Suite).
To obtain the status of a new setpoint after it has been set
by the supervisor (independently of the mode currently in
use), go to the thermostat's "SETPOINTS" and "SENSOR
PARAMETERS" parameters and set the desired values of
"Send on difference/change" and "Cyclic send time". If the
system is very large, it is advisable to set send on difference
to 0.3-0.5 °C and not to set periodic sending every x minutes so as not to overload the bus with messages.
39. Is it possible to operate a thermostat in such a way that
in the summer it controls a 0-100% proportional valve
and in the winter a simple head in On/Off mode?
Yes, this can be done by means of special programming of
the thermostat and relay device that we will now look at in
greater detail, provided the On/Off head is not controlled by
the relay on the thermostat (which does not have the logic
function described below) but by a relay of other devices
such an 01523 or a 14457, etc..
YOU have to set the thermostat VALVE parameter to "4 tube
proportional with proportional/integral control" mode. This
way you have 2 separate "1 byte proportional valve" objects
for each season and will use only the one for the summer object no. 34 - (whereas for the winter you will not use the
corresponding 1 byte object).
For winter mode, set the thermostat FAN parameters as
"Maximum speed 1", in other words use the corresponding
object no. 38 of "Speed-1" given that when the winter valve
is activated by a thermostat heating request, this object will
certainly also be activated.

Given that the thermostat's season change object (object
no. 19) goes to "1" in winter and "0" in summer, you can
then work with a relay, for example of a 01523 to which you
can activate the parameter "1 OBJECT LOGIC function"
(setting it in "AND" mode). You can then create a first group
with the "On/Off control" of the relay together with object
no. 38 "Speed 1" of the thermostat (this serves to control
the heating head) and then another group with "object no.
19 summer/winter control" of the associated thermostat
together with the object "Logic 1" of relay 01523.
In functional terms, in winter the "logic 1 of 01523" group
activates, so when the other group (i.e. that of object no.
38 of the thermostat + relay On/Off control) also goes to
1, the relay 01523 will switch towards the head. In summer the first of the two groups will be constantly at "0",
so the On/Off messages reaching the 2nd group from
thermostat object no. 38 will not cause the relay to move.
40. Is it possible to operate a temperature control system
with a 0-100% proportional speed fancoil in both summer and winter and an on/off head for the underfloor
system only in winter?
YES, it is possible. The guest will see the room temperature
on the display and will use the buttons to operate the fancoil system, to activate the temperature in Comfort mode,
or to stop the system with Economy/STBY/Off-Antifreeze
mode. To operate the underfloor system in winter (with a
constant temperature throughout the day), the guest must
control “thermostat-B” of thermostats 20430 by means
of a long press of button “F”. Then with a second long
press he can return to control the fancoil circuit, which
can operate all year. From the thermostat parameters in
ETS, the “Thermostat-B split” mode is activated and, like
“Thermostat-A”, it is set to consider the device probe with
a 100% weighting. For “Thermostat-A” of the proportional
fancoil, you must set the parameters “4 tubes On/Off” for
the valve, the type of control in “On/Off Control” and the
type of fan in “8 bit proportional 0-100%” mode. You will
see ETS objects nos. 34, 35 for the two hot and cold valves
in On/Off and object no. 42 for proportional control of the
fancoil speed: the thermostat sends the values 0% - 33% 67% - 100% to the bus. The season change is performed
via bus by means of “thermostat-A” communication object
no. 19. For underfloor “Thermostat-B” it is necessary to set
parameters as “4 tubes with On/Off control”. ETS objects
nos. 77, 78 appear for controlling the hot and cold valves.
Object no. 78 must be associated with the floor relay, leaving object no. 77 unused, so in summer it will not operate.
The season change is performed via bus by means of “thermostat-B” communication object no. 62.
Note. In winter, when leaving home for an extended period,
the customer may activate an “Exit” scene that uses ETS
parameters to set both “Thermostat-A” and “Thermostat-B”
in ECONOMY. On returning, another scene to return them
to COMFORT mode (the thermostat will save in its memory
the last CNF setpoint that the customer had selected for
both). Obviously the system will require two buttons or a
supervisor to allow the customer to call up the two scenes.
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Control with 4 independent keys

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus power down: no function
Bus power up: no action

20840, 19840, 16840, 14840
Control switch with four independent keys, KNX standard,
location in the dark, to be completed with button caps - 2
modules.

Behaviour after reset
As for bus on.

Communication objects
List of existing communication objects and standard
settings
20840

19840

16840

14840

Communication objects
No. ETS name

Length

Flag 1

Function

Description

X

X

X

C R W T U

2 KEY MODE

0

Upper key

Send value

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and the "Switching
one object" function or the "Toggle object" function is selected)
- to send "On/Off/Timed on" messages. If used in Toggle-object 1 bit
mode, also associate the button's "On/Off Status" datapoint in
the same group as this object

0

Upper key

Send forced

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and the "Switching 2
objects" function) to send one of the selectable forcing functions 2 bit
as "Force On/Force Off/Force disabling"

X

X

X

0

Upper key

Send Value - rising

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode "Switching 2 objects"
function) to send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" 1 bit
functions (button press)

X

X

X

0

Upper key

Scene

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Scene" function)
to activate a scene and save by means of a long button press (2 1 byte
second press to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

0

Upper key

Send value

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Send value"
1 byte
function) to send a value that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

0

Upper key

Dimming On/Off

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim1 bit
ming" function) to turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

0

Keys

On/Off

(if set to "2 keys" with "Switch" mode and the "Switching On/Off"
function selected) - to send "On/Off" messages by press respec- 1 bit
tively the top/bottom part of the double button

X

X

X

0

Keys

Dimming On/Off

(if set to "2 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Dimming" function) to
1 bit
turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

0

Keys

Shutters Up/Down

(if set to "2 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Shutters" function) to
1 bit
move a shutter

X

X

X

1

Upper key

Dimming

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim4 bit
ming" function) to control a dimmed light

X

X

X

1

Upper key

Send Value - falling

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable functions of falling 1 bit
edge On/Off (button release)

X

X

X

1

Keys

Dimming

(if set to "2 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Dimming" function) to
4 bit
control a dimmed light

X

X

X

1

Keys

Blinds On/Off

(if set to "2 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Shutters" function) to
1 bit
stop movement of a shutter

X

X

X

2

Upper key

Status On/Off

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dimming" function or "Toggle object" function selected) to read the 1 bit
On/Off status of a dimmed light

X

X

X

2

Upper LED

Status

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching 1 or 2
objects" functions selected) to read the status of the LED if the
1 bit
"Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set amongst the
LED parameters to control On/Off

X

X

X

Continues
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Continued

No.

ETS name

Length

Flag 1

Function

Description

X

C R W T U

2

Upper LED

Status

(if set to "2 keys" with "Switch" mode and the "Dimming" or
"Shutters" functions are selected), to read the status of the LED if
the "Status" or "Inverted status" options have been set in the LED
1 bit
parameters to control LED On/Off or "blinking" (the LED blinks if it
is associated with an object that remains active during movement
of the shutter)

3

Lower key

Send value

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and the "Switching
one object" function are selected) - to send "On/Off/Timed on" 1 bit
messages

X

X

X

3

Lower key

Send forced

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching one
objects" function) to send one of the selectable forcing functions 2 bit
as "Forced On/Forced Off/Forced disable"

X

X

X

3

Lower key

Send Value - rising

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable rising edge on/off 1 bit
functions (button pressing)

X

X

X

3

Lower key

Scene

(if set to "2 buttons" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Scene" function) to activate a scene and save by means of a long button 1 byte
press (2 second pressure to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

3

Lower key

Send value

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Send value"
1 byte
function) to send a value that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

3

Lower key

Dimming On/Off

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim1 bit
ming" function) to turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

4

Lower key

Send value - falling

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable functions of falling 1 bit
edge On/Off (button release)

X

X

X

4

Lower key

Dimming

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim4 bit
ming" function) to perform adjustment of a dimmed light

X

X

X

5

Lower key

Status On/Off

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dimming" function or "Toggle object" function selected) to read the 1 bit
On/Off status of a dimmed light

X

X

X

5

Lower LED

Status

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching 1 or 2
objects" functions selected) to read the status of the LED if the
1 bit
"Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set amongst the
LED parameters to control On/Off

X

X

X

Status

(if set to "2 keys" with "Switch" mode and the "On/Off" or "Dimming" or "Shutters" functions are selected), to read the status of
the LED if the "Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set
1 bit
in the LED parameters to control its On/Off or "Blink" (the LED
blinks if it is associated with an object that remains active during
movement of the shutter

X

X

X

5

Lower LED

Continues

X

X
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No. ETS name

Length

Flag 1

Function

Description

X

X

X

C R W T U

4 KEY MODE

0

Left upper key

Send value

(If set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and the "Switching
one object" function or the "Toggle object" function is selected)
- to send "On/Off/Timed on" messages. If used in Toggle-object 1 bit
mode, also associate the button's "Status On/Off" datapoint in
the same group as this object

0

Left upper key

Send forced

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode "Switching one objects" function) to send one of the selectable forcing functions as 2 bit
"Forced On/Forced Off/Forced disable"

X

X

X

0

Left upper key

Send Value - rising

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable "Rising edge On/ 1 bit
Off" functions (button pressing)

X

X

X

0

Left upper key

Scene

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Scene" function)
to activate a scene and save by means of a long button press (2 1 byte
second press to start and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

0

Left upper key

Send value

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Send value" func1 byte
tion) to send a value that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

0

Left upper key

Dimming On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim1 bit
ming" function) to turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

5

Left lower key

Status On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dimming" function or "Toggle object" function selected) to read the 1 bit
On/Off status of a dimmed light

X

X

X

X

X

X

6

Right upper key

Send value

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and the "Switching
one object" function or the "Toggle object" function is selected)
- to send "On/Off/Timed on" messages. If used in Toggle-object 1 bit
mode, also associate the button's "On/Off status" datapoint in
the same group as this object

6

Right upper key

Send forced

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and the "Switching one
objects" function) to send one of the selectable forcing functions 2 bit
as "Forced On/Forced Off/Forced disable"

X

X

X

6

Right upper key

Send Value - rising

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable Rising edge On/ 1 bit
Off functions (button pressing)

X

X

X

6

Right upper key

Scene

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Scene" function)
to activate a scene and save by means of a long button press (2 1 byte
second pressure to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

6

Right upper key

Send value

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Send value" func1 byte
tion) to send a value that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

6

Right upper key

Dimming On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim1 bit
ming" function) to turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

6

Right keys

On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and the "Switching On/
Off" function selected) - to send "On/Off" messages by pressing 1 bit
respectively the top/bottom of the double button

X

X

X

6

Right keys

Dimming On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Dimming" function) to
1 bit
turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

6

Right keys

Shutter up/down

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Shutter" function) to
1 bit
move of a shutter

X

X

X

7

Right upper key

Send Value - falling

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable falling edge On/ 1 bit
Off functions (button release)

X

X

X

7

Right upper key

Dimming

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim4 bit
ming" function) to control a dimmed light

X

X

X

7

Right keys

Dimming

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Dimming" function) to
4 bit
control a dimmed light

X

X

X

7

Right keys

Blinds On/Off

X

X

X

8

Upper right LED

Status

Continues
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(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Shutters" function) to
1 bit
perform shutter stop
(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching 1 or 2
objects" functions selected) to read the status of the LED if the
1 bit
"Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set amongst the
LED parameters to control On/Off

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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4-key control: communication objects
Continued

No.

Length

Flag 1

ETS name

Function

Description

0

Left keys

On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and the "Switching On/
Off" function selected) - to send "On/Off" messages by pressing 1 bit
respectively the top/bottom of the double button

X

X

X

0

Left keys

Dimming On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Dimming" function) to
1 bit
turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

0

Left keys

Shutter Up/Down

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Shutters" function) to
1 bit
movement of a shutter

X

X

X

1

Left upper key

Send Value - falling

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable functions of falling 1 bit
edge On/Off (button release)

X

X

X

1

Left upper key

Dimming

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim4 bit
ming" function) to control a dimmed light

X

X

X

1

Left keys

Dimming

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Dimming" function) to
4 bit
control a dimmed light

X

X

X

1

Left keys

Blinds On/Off

X

X

X

2

Left upper LED

Status

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and "Shutters" function) to
1 bit
stop movement of a shutter
(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching 1 or 2
objects" functions selected) to read the status of the LED if the
1 bit
"Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set amongst the
LED parameters to control On/Off

C R W T U

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2

Left upper LED

Status

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and the "On/off" or "Dimming" or "Shutters" functions are selected), to read the status of
the LED if the "Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set
1 bit
in the LED parameters to control its On/Off or "Blink" (the LED
blinks if it is associated with an object that remains active during
movement of the shutter)

2

Left upper key

Status On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dimming" function or "Toggle object" function selected) to read the 1 bit
On/Off status of a dimmed light

X

3

Left lower key

Send value

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and the "Switching
one object" function or the "Toggle object" function selected) - to 1 bit
send "On/Off/Timed on" messages

X

X

X

3

Left lower key

Send forced

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode "Switching one objects" function) to send one of the selectable forcing functions as 2 bit
"Forced On/Forced Off/Forced disable"

X

X

X

3

Left lower key

Send Value - rising

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable "Rising edge On/ 1 bit
Off" functions (button pressing)

X

X

X

3

Left lower key

Scene

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Scene" function)
to activate a scene and save by means of a long button press (2 1 byte
second pressure to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

3

Left lower key

Send value

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Send value" func1 byte
tion) to send a value that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

3

Left lower key

Dimming On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim1 bit
ming" function) to turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

4

Left lower key

Send Value - falling

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable functions of falling 1 bit
edge On/Off (button release)

X

X

X

4

Left lower key

Dimming

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim4 bit
ming" function) to control a dimmed light

X

X

X

5

Left lower LED

Status

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching 1 or 2
objects" functions selected) to read the status of the LED if the
1 bit
"Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set amongst the
LED parameters to control On/Off

X

X

X

Status

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and the "On/Off" or "Dimming" or "Shutters" functions are selected), to read the status of
the LED if the "Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set
1 bit
in the LED parameters to control its On/Off or "Blink" (the LED
blinks if it is associated with an object that remains active during
movement of the shutter)

X

X

X

5

Left lower LED

Continues

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

No. ETS name

Length

Flag 1

Function

Description

X

X

X

X

X

C R W T U

8

Right upper LED

Status

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and the "Switching On/off"
or "Dimming" or "Shutters" functions are selected), to read the
status of the LED if the "Status" or "Inverted status" option has
1 bit
been set in the LED parameters to control its On/Off or "Blink"
(the LED blinks if it is associated with an object that remains active during movement of the shutter)

8

Right upper key

On/Off status

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dimming" function or "Toggle object" function selected) to read the 1 bit
On/Off status of a dimmed light

X

9

Right lower key

Send value

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and the "Switching one
object" function or the "Toggle object" function selected) - to send 1 bit
"On/Off/Timed on" messages

X

X

X

9

Right lower key

Send forced

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and the "Switching one
objects" function) to send one of the selectable forcing functions 2 bit
as "Forced On/Forced Off/Forced disable"

X

X

X

9

Right lower key

Send Value - rising

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable Rising edge On/ 1 bit
Off functions (key press)

X

X

X

9

Right lower key

Scene

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Scene" function)
to activate a scene and save by means of a long button press (2 1 byte
second pressure to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

9

Right lower key

Send value

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Send value" func1 byte
tion) to send a value that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

9

Right lower key

On/Off control

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim1 bit
ming" function) to turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

10

Right lower key

Send Value - falling

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching two
objects" function) to send one of the selectable falling edge On/ 1 bit
Off functions (button release)

X

X

X

10

Right lower key

Dimming

(if set to "2 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dim4 bit
ming" function) to control a dimmed light

X

X

X

11

Lower right LED

Status

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Switching 1 or 2
objects" functions selected) to read the status of the LED if the
1 bit
"Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set amongst the
LED parameters to control On/Off

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

11

Lower right LED

Status

(if set to "4 keys" with "Switch" mode and the On/Off" or "Dimming" or "Shutters" functions are selected), to read the status of
the LED if the "Status" or "Inverted status" option has been set
1 bit
in the LED parameters to control its On/Off or "Blink" (the LED
blinks if it is associated with an object that remains active during
movement of the shutter)

11

Right lower key

Status On/Off

(if set to "4 keys" with "Pushbutton" mode and "Single key dimming" function or "Toggle object" function selected) to read the 1 bit
On/Off status of a dimmed light

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

11

254

255
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ETS reference parameters
General
The device can be used in "4 button" mode and complemented
with 1 module interchangeable keys (e.g. 20841). The 4
buttons can be associated with 4 different functions and used
separately (button function), or the upper/lower buttons of the
left side or the right side can be associated with the same
function (switch function).
In "2 button" mode, the left/right buttons in the

top section have the same function; the same applies
for left/right of the bottom section. The top/bottom sections
can operate separately (button function) or they can operate
together in the same group (switch function). The device must
be complemented with 2 module interchangeable buttons
(e.g. 20842). The following parameters are exclusive and for all
channels.

General parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
50...500 ms

Debounce time
[100]
Time for long
action [s]

0.5...3 s
[1]
2 keys

Used keys

4 keys
[2 keys]

Comment
Time during which the command ignores changes of
status (minimum press time)
Minimum press time to perform the action associated
with a long press

General settings

Select whether to use 4
independent keys or 2 double keys (upper keys and
lower keys)

4 KEY mode
Identical values for left and right and for top and bottom keys.
The parameter configuration is shown in the table below.
Key parameter configuration
ETS text
Basic function (left
key, right key)

Function
(upper key,
lower key)

Available values
[Default value]
disabled
pushbutton
switch
[0]
disabled
switching
one object
switching
two objects
scene
send value

Comment
"Button" can be associated
with various uses,
"Switch" performs only On/
Off/Dimmer/Shutters

Identical for top and bottom
(left and right) keys

Left key configuration (4 key mode)

single key dimming
toggle object
[255]
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Let's look in detail at the functions that can be associated
with the key when it is set as "Push button".
"One object switching" parameters
ETS text

Send value

Time in seconds

Available values
[Default value]
send On
send Off
timed On
forced On
forced Off
forced disable
[0]
1...32000 s
[0]

Comment

Only if timed

"One object switching" parameter

"Two objects switching" parameters
To obtain a "Bell" On/Off and Off/On function.
ETS text
Value on rising
edge
Value on falling
edge

Available values
[Default value]
send Off
send On
[1]
send Off
send On
[0]

Comment
On pressing the button it will
send On or Off
On releasing the button it
will send On or Off

"Two objects switching" parameter

"Scene" parameter
A scene can be activated or saved.
ETS text
Scene No.
Enable storage
function

Available values
[Default value]
1-64
[1]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment

If enabled, a long button
press performs a scene
save in the bus

"Scene" parameter

"Send value" parameter
To send a value 0-255 on pressing the button.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Value to send

0-255

Sends a value between "0"
and "255" over the bus on
pressing the button

"Send value" parameter
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"Single key dimming" parameter
Controls a dimmer with a single key.
ETS text
Dimming step
Repeat dimming
telegrams

Available values
[Default value]
0….100%
[100%]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment
Sets dimming speed
Sets dimming mode (continuous or step-by-step)

"Single key dimming" parameters

"Toggle object" parameter
To send cyclical On/Off messages with button.
ETS text

Button function

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Toggle object

On/Off/On, etc. will be sent
in sequence with each press
of the button, BOTH the
"Send value" control object
and the button "Status"
object must be associated
with the group

"Toggle object" parameters

Let's look in detail at the functions that can be associated
with the key when it is set as "Switch".

"Switch" parameter
For relay, dimmer and shutter commands with one of the 4
keys.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Switching on/off
Function

"Switch" parameters

dimming
shutters
[0]

"Dimming" parameter
ETS text
Dimming steps
Repeat dimming
telegrams

Available values
[Default value]
0….100%
[100%]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment
Sets dimming
speed
Sets dimming
mode (continuous or stepby-step)
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2 KEYS mode
2 keys parameter configuration
The two top keys have the same function. Different the function
of the bottom keys.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
50...500 ms

Debounce time
[100]
Time for long
action [s]

0.5...3 s
[2]
2 keys

Used keys

4 keys
[2 keys]

Comment
Time during which the command ignores changes of
status (minimum press time)

"General settings" parameters
Minimum press time to perform the action associated
with a long press
Select whether to use 4
independent keys or 2 double keys (upper keys and
lower keys)

Let's look in detail at the functions that can be associated
with the key when it is set as "Push button".
"Pushbutton" parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Upper/lower key
function

Comment
As described in "4 key"
mode

Note.
The settings that can be associated with the top/bottom keys
selected with "Push button" function are identical to those
previously described in "4 key" mode ("Switching one/two
objects", "Send value" scene, "Dimming", "Toggle object").
"Push button" parameters

Let's look in detail at the functions that can be associated
with the key when it is set as "Switch".

"Switch" parameters
To control relays, dimmers and shutters (the two top and the
two bottom keys control the same actuator).
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Switching On/Off
Function

dimming
shutters
[0]

Defines behaviour of key

"Dimming switch" parameter

"Dimming" parameter
Switch: the two top keys perform On/increase, the two bottom
buttons Off/decrease.
ETS text
Dimming step
Repeat dimming
telegrams
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Available values
[Default value]
0...100%
[100%]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment
Sets dimming speed
Sets adjustment mode (continuous or step-by-step)

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
4-key control: communication objects
"Shutters" parameters
The two top keys control "Up" with a long press and "Stop"
with a short press, likewise the two bottom key perform "Down/
Stop"
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Function

Shutters

Comment

"Shutters" parameters

LEDs
The parameters are used for the 4 LEDs in "4 key" mode.

LED parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Upper LED

status
inverted status
always Off
always On
[0]

If "Switch" with operation different than
"Scene" or "Value"

Upper LED

blinks while moved

If "Button" and
"Scene" or "Value"
type operation

Note.
In the case of "Shutter control", if the LED Status object is
associated with an object that goes to "1" when the shutter
moves and to "0" when it is at rest (e.g. object no. 13 for relays
01524), the key LED will blink while the shutter is moving.
In the case of "Blind control", the move and stop operation

LED configuration

of the shutter is achieved using object no. 06 " Up/Down
Shutters" (to be associated for example with object no. 29 "
Up/Down Shutter" of Vimar actuator 01524), while the rotation
of the blinds is performed by means of object no. 07 " On/
Off Shutters" (associated for example with object no. 30 " Up/
Down/Stop Blinds" of Vimar actuator 01524)
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4 independent key control

(20840, 19840, 16840,

14840)
1. Is it possible to control the shutters using a single
button of the 4 independent key control?
No. It can be inferred from the KNX parameters associated with the device. The 4 key control is able to control a
dimmer (see figure below) but not a shutter with a single
button.

4. How can 4 key operation be set up so as to send an
"On" command when pressing the button and an "Off"
command when releasing it?
After selecting 4 key operation in the parameters, simply
set the "Basic function" parameter to "Push button", and
the "Switching two objects" function and choose whether
to send "On" or "Off" on both press and release.
5. "2 key" operation of 4 rocker switches in Toggle mode.
Toggle operation means that when the key is pressed
once an "On" command is sent and when the same key
is pressed a second time an "Off" command is sent. It
is important that along with the "Send value" object the
"Status" object is also inserted in the group.
To set the top and bottom keys as Toggle, proceed as follows:
use the "Send value" and "Status" objects of the top key on
a group to control a relay;
use the "Send value" and "Status" objects of the bottom
button on another group to control another relay;

2. I have configured a push-button in Toggle mode but it
only sends ON commands.
You must also associate the device's "Status" object with a
new group so that with each press of the button it knows
the group's current status and can send the opposite command.
By default the first command sent is an "On" command, so
if the device does not know its status it will continue to send
"On" commands.
3. If the parameter "Long press time = x seconds" for the
4 buttons is set up, which functions can be associated
with a long button press?
Dimming and scene save.
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6. When the device is set in Toggle button mode, why
does the light not turn off even though the "Status"
object has been associated with the same group as the
command object?
When programming a button, it is important that the relays
for the group to be controlled are set to "Off". This allows
for effective synchronisation between the first command
sent from the key (an "On" command) and the relay's first
response status. If the light is on, the key will only send "On"
commands.
7. Which datapoints should be used to raise/lower and
stop the shutters?
Use objects no. 0 and no. 6 for the up/down movements
(with reference to the two left and right keys) and likewise
objects no. 1 and no. 7 for the stop commands.
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Home automation control device, 4 independently
programmable buttons for managing single loads
or scenarios, KNX standard, to be completed with a
label and Eikon Tactil cover plate - 2 modules

• Function removing plaque (available on devices with FW version 2.0 and later): the device recognizes the removal of plaque and
sends a message to the bus via the communication object no. 18 .
• Indication of the state of the load mode button "Toggle Object
" (available on devices with version fw 2.0 and later): in state
Off the signs are:
a) flashing
b ) color change

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus power down: no function
Bus power up: no action
21840

General characteristics
The device consists of 4 independent touch buttons that,
via the KNX bus, enable controlling relay actuators, dimmer
actuators and roller shutter actuators; they can also be used
for calling up scenarios.
The device is to be completed with the glass cover plate; the
buttons however react to mechanical pressure even without
fitting the cover plate so the configuration and the first operating
test can be performed in this condition.

Via ETS you can set whether, at rest, the control device will be
off or whether all the icons will be on at low brightness (30%)
regardless of the state of the loads.

Behaviour after reset
As for bus on.

Functions
• Device settings:
- colour
- button sensitivity (i.e., the amount of pressure required to actuate a
command)
- buzzer on/off
- behaviour of the LEDs with the device on standby (off or with low
brightness)
Caution: If the device is set to "Switch" mode the icon will light up
that is to be pressed to reverse the current state of the load (reverse
feedback is given with respect to state-group).
• Possible functions of the buttons:
- sending ON, OFF and timed ON commands
- ON and OFF switch on the up and on the down side
- Call up and save scenario
- Send value
- Dimmer control
- Toggle
• Possible functions of the buttons with 2 associated channels:
- ON and OFF switch
- Dimmer control
- Roller shutter control
• Proximity function:
- when the user draws her hand near, the device goes into "normal"
operation and the LEDs light up brightly.
- if after 10 seconds no action is carried out, the device will go back
onto standby and the LEDs will switch off or reduce their brightness.
• Cover plate cleaning function: the device recognizes simultaneously pressing multiple keys due to wiping with a cloth so no actions
are carried out unless you dwell too long on the same area of the
cover plate.
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List of existing communication objects and standard settings
No. ETS name

Function

Description

Length

Flag 1
C

R W T U

LEFT KEYS
0

Left key
top

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 byte
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching one/two objects" function
to send one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/ 2 bit
forced Off/forced disable"

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

Send Value - rising

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

0

Left keys

On/Off

If set as "Switch" and the "On/Off" function is selected to send
"On/Off" messages by pressing respectively the top/bottom of 1 bit
the double button

X

X

X

0

Left keys

On/Off dimmer control

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

0

Left keys

Shutter Up/Down

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
move a roller shutter

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

Send Value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status"

X

X

X

1

Left key
top

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

1

Left key
top

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

1

Left keys

Dimming

If set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to control a dimmed
4 bit
light

X

X

X

1

Left keys

Shutters On/Off

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
stop a roller shutter

X

X

X

2

Left key
top

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" or "Toggle" func1 bit
tion (for the on/off status of a relay)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2

Left LEDs

Status On/Off

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "On/Off" or "Dimming"
function, for the LED status; when dimming, this object is to be
associated in the same group as the KNX object of dimmer "On/ 1 bit
Off" to allow the button to switch ON/OFF and as a result control
the light

3

Lower left key

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255 (for the on/off state of a relay)

X

X

X

3

Lower left key

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 byte
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

3

Lower left key

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching an object" function to send
one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/forced Off/ 2 bit
forced disable"

X

X

X

3

Lower left key

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

Continues
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Continued

No. ETS name

Function

Description

3

Send Value - rising

Lower left key

Length

Flag 1
C

R W T U

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

x x

x

3

Lower left key

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status"

4

Lower left key

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

4

Lower left key

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

5

Lower left key

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" or "Toggle" func1 bit
tion

X

X

X

RIGHT KEYS
6

Right key
top

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

6

Right key
top

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 byte
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

6

Right key
top

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching one/two objects" function
to send one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/ 2 bit
forced Off/forced disable"

X

X

X

6

Right key
top

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

6

Right key
top

Send value-up

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

6

Right keys

On/Off

If set as "Switch" and the "On/Off" function is selected to send
"On/Off" messages by pressing respectively the top/bottom of 1 bit
the double button

X

X

X

6

Right keys

On/Off dimmer control

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

6

Right keys

Shutter up/down

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
move a roller shutter

X

X

X

6

Right key
top

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status";

X

X

X

7

Right key
top

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

7

Right key
top

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

7

Right keys

Dimming

If set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to control a dimmed
4 bit
light

X

X

X

7

Right keys

Shutter up/down

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
stop a roller shutter

X

x

X

8

Right key
top

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" or "Toggle" func1 bit
tion (for the on/off status of a relay)

X

Continues

X

X

X
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Continued

No. ETS name

Function

Description

Length

Flag 1
C

R W T U

X

X

X

8

RIGHT LEDs

On/Off

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "On/Off" or "Dimming"
function, for the LED status; when dimming, this object is to be
associated in the same group as the KNX object of dimmer "On/ 1 bit
Off" to allow the button to switch ON/OFF and as a result control
the light

9

Lower right keys

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255 (for the on/off state of a relay)

X

X

X

9

Right key
bottom

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 bit
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

9

Right key
bottom

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching an object" function to send
one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/forced Off/ 2 bit
forced disable"

X

X

X

9

Right key
bottom

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

9

Right key
bottom

Send Value - rising

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

9

Right key
bottom

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status"

X

X

X

10

Right key
bottom

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

10

Right key
bottom

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

10

Right key
bottom

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" or "Toggle" func1 bit
tion

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

12

254

255
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Reference ETS parameters
General
The device can be used in "pushbutton" mode using the 4
keys associated with 4 different functions separately, or by
associating the top/bottom keys of the left or right side to a
single function (switch function).
In "switch" mode, when the device comes out of Stand-by
the icon lights up to be pressed to change the ON/OFF group
status (then you have the reverse feedback to the ON/OFF
group status).
General parameters
ETS text
Time for long
action [s]

Available values
[Default value]
0.5...3 s
[2]
Inactive

Buzzer

On
[Inactive]
Low

Sensitivity

High
[Low]

Comment
Minimum press time to perform the action associated
with a long press
It is used to activate the
buzzer confirming having
pressed the TACTIL buttons

General settings

Defines the sensitivity with
which the pressure on the
TACTIL buttons is detected

PUSHBUTTON mode
Identical values for left and right and for top and bottom keys.
The following tables show the parameter configurations.

Key parameter configuration
ETS text
Basic key function
(left key, right key)

Function
(left key,
right key)

Available values
[Default value]
deactivated
button
switch
[0]
disabled
switching
one object
switching
two objects
scene
send value

Comment
"Button" can be associated
with various uses,
"Switch" performs only
On/Off/Dimmer/Shutters

Left key configuration (push-button mode)
Identical for top and bottom
(left and right) keys

single key dimming
toggle object
[255]
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Let's look in detail at the functions that can be associated
with the key when it is set as "Push button".
"1 object switching" parameters
ETS text

Send value

Time in seconds

Available values
[Default value]
send On
send Off
timed On
forced On
forced Off
forced disable
[0]
0...32000 s
[0]

Comment

Only if timed

"One object switching" parameter

"2 object switching" parameters
To obtain a "Bell" On/Off and Off/On function.
ETS text
Value on rising
edge
Value on falling
edge

Available values
[Default value]
send Off
send On
[1]
send Off
send On
[0]

Comment
On pressing the button it will
send On or Off

"Two object switching" parameter
On releasing the button it
will send On or Off

"Scene" parameter
A scene can be activated or saved.
ETS text
Scene No.
Enable save
function

Available values
[Default value]
1-64
[1]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment

If enabled, a long button
press performs a scene
save in the bus

"Scene" parameter

"Send value" parameter
To send a value 0-255 on pressing the button.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Value to send

0-255

Sends a value between "0"
and "255" over the bus on
pressing the button

"Send value" parameter
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"Single key dimming" parameter
Controls a dimmer with a single key.
ETS text
Dimming step
Repeat dimming
telegrams

Available values
[Default value]
0….100%
[100%]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment
Sets dimming speed
Sets dimming mode (continuous or step-by-step)

"Single key dimming" parameters

"Toggle object" parameter
To send cyclical On/Off messages with button.
ETS text

Button function

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Toggle object

On/Off/On etc. will be sent
in sequence with each press
of the button. BOTH the
"Send value" control object
and the button "Status"
object must be associated
with the group

"Toggle object" parameters

SWITCH mode
Identical values for left and right buttons. The following tables
show the parameter configurations.

Switch parameter configuration
To control relays, dimmers, roller shutters (the left upper/lower
keys command the same actuator and the same goes for the
right upper/lower keys).
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

On/Off
Function

dimming
shutters
[0]

Defines behaviour of key

"Dimming switch" parameter

"Dimming" parameter
Switch: the two top keys perform On/increase, the two bottom
buttons Off/decrease.
ETS text
Dimming step
Repeat dimming
telegrams

Available values
[Default value]
0...100%
[100%]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment
Sets dimming speed
Sets adjustment mode (continuous or step-by-step)
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"Shutters" parameters
The two top keys control "Up" with a long press and "Stop"
with a short press, the two bottom key perform analogously
"Down/Stop".
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Function

Shutters

Comment

"Shutters" parameters

"On/Off" parameters
The top buttons will send the ON commands and the bottom
ones the OFF commands (both the ON/OFF command and
"On/Off status" objects will be displayed.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Function

On/
Off

Parameter to be set to send
an ON/OFF bit on the bus

"On/Off switch" parameter

LED
The parameters are identical for the 4 LEDs and you can set
whether, with the device on standby, the LEDs of the icons will
be all off or all on with brightness equal to 30%. The RGB colour
that will then be used during operation can be set for each of
the LEDs.
LED parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
On

Brightness on STBY

Off
[Off]
Default colours

LED colour selection
top/bottom

Custom colours

[Default colours]

Comment
If on, with the device
on standby, all the
icons will be lit at
30% brightness (for
location in the dark)
The default colours
are in the traditional
RGB (red, green,
blue) range;
by setting the custom
colours you can create the colours you
wish by assigning
brightness values to
the basic red/green/
blue colours

Note.
If you are using "Switch" mode to control roller shutters/
Venetian blinds, the two LEDs of the movement buttons will
remain lit (unless the device is in stand-by mode with brightness
disabled).
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Mode LED BUTTON "Toggle Object "
If the key is configured as "Button" with "Toggle Object" the key
LED can provide information on the load status in the mode
"Flashing " or "Select Color ".
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Not active

No feedback

Flashing

The LED flashes with
the frequency set
in parameter "Blink
time"

Different Color

The LED changes
color selected with
the parameter "Color
selection"

Feedback Off state

LED configuration

[Not active]
0.5s
0.7s
1.0s
1.5s
2.0s
2.5s
3.0s
Blink time

3.5s

Time led flashing of
the button when the
button state is Off

4.0s
6.0s
8.0s
10.0s
[1.5s]

Default colors

Color selection

Custom colors

[Default colors]

The default colors fall
within the traditional
range RGB ( red,
green , blue ); by
setting custom colors
can be created at will
by assigning colors
to the colors of red /
green / blue intensity
at will.
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1. Is it possible to control the roller shutters using a single
button of the independent push-button control?
No. It can be inferred from the KNX parameters associated with the device. The 4 key control is able to control a
dimmer (see figure below) but not a shutter with a single
button.
The function to be set for the left and right keys will then
be "Switch".

To set the top and bottom keys as Toggle, proceed as follows:
- use the "Send value" and "On/Off Status" objects of the
top key on a group to control a relay;
- use the "Send value" and "On/Off Status" objects of the
bottom button on another group to control another
relay.
Note: In the device parameters it is necessary to set
"Push-button" as the basic function and "Toggle object"
as a function of the upper/lower keys.
6. When the device is set in Toggle button mode, why
does the light not turn out even though the "Status"
object has been associated with the same group as the
command object?
When a button is programmed, it is important for the relays
of the group to be controlled are "Off"; this permits having
a real synchronism between the first command sent from
the button (it will be an "On") and the first response state of
the relay. If the light is on, the key will only send "On" commands.

2. I have configured a push-button in Toggle mode but it
only sends ON commands.
You must also associate the device's "Status" object with a
new group so that with each press of the button it knows
the group's current status and can send the opposite command.
By default the first command sent is an "On" command, so
if the device does not know its status it will continue to send
"On" commands.
3. If the parameter "Long press time = x seconds" for the
buttons, which functions can be associated with a long
button press?
Dimming and scene save
4. How can push-button operation be set up so as to send
an "On" command when pressing the button and an
"Off" command when releasing it?
After selecting button operation in the parameters, simply
set the "Switching on two objects" function determining
both on pressing and on release whether to send "On" or
"Off".
5. "2 key" operation of 4 rocker switches in Toggle mode.
Toggle operation means that when the key is pressed
once an "On" command is sent and when the same key
is pressed a second time an "Off" command is sent. It
is important that along with the "Send value" object the
"Status" object is also inserted in the group.
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7. Which datapoints should be used to raise/lower and
stop the shutters?
Use objects no. 0 and no. 6 for the up/down movements
(with reference to the two left and right keys) and likewise
objects no. 1 and no. 7 for the stop commands.
8. If the button does not control the dimmer, what settings
are to be made?
The "LED-Status" object (see details of ETS objects No. 2,
5, 8 and 11 depending on the parameters set in the device)
must be associated to the same group as the "On/Off
State" object of the dimmer.
9. Does the device give feedback on the brightness level
of the load for the dimmers?
No, the device does not provide this kind of visual feedback.
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Home automation control device, 6 independently
programmable buttons for managing single loads
or scenarios, KNX standard, to be completed with a
label and Eikon Tactil cover plate - 3 modules

• Function removing plaque (available on devices with FW version 2.0 and later): the device recognizes the removal of plaque and
sends a message to the bus via the communication object no. 18 .
• Indication of the state of the load mode button "Toggle Object
" (available on devices with version fw 2.0 and later): in state
Off the signs are:
a) flashing
b ) color change

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus power down: no function
Bus power up: no action
21860

General characteristics
The device consists of 6 independent touch buttons that,
via the KNX bus, enable controlling relay actuators, dimmer
actuators and roller shutter actuators; they can also be used
for calling up scenarios.
The device is to be completed with the glass cover plate; the
buttons however react to mechanical pressure even without
fitting the cover plate so the configuration and the first operating
test can be performed in this condition.

Via ETS you can set whether, at rest, the control device will be
off or whether all the icons will be on at low brightness (30%)
regardless of the state of the loads.

Behaviour after reset
As for bus on.

Functions
• Device settings:
- colour
- button sensitivity (i.e., the amount of pressure required to actuate a
command)
- buzzer on/off
- behaviour of the LEDs with the device on standby (off or with low
brightness)
Caution: If the device is set to "Switch" mode the icon will light up
that is to be pressed to reverse the current state of the load (reverse
feedback is given with respect to state-group).
• Possible functions of the buttons:
- sending ON, OFF and timed ON commands
- ON and OFF switch on the up and on the down side
- Call up and save scenario
- Send value
- Dimmer control
- Toggle
• Possible functions of the buttons with 2 associated channels:
- ON and OFF switch
- Dimmer control
- Roller shutter control
• Proximity function:
- when the user draws her hand near, the device goes into "normal"
operation and the LEDs light up brightly.
- if after 10 seconds no action is carried out, the device will go back
onto standby and the LEDs will switch off or reduce their brightness.
• Cover plate cleaning function: the device recognizes simultaneously pressing multiple keys due to wiping with a cloth so no actions
are carried out unless you dwell too long on the same area of the
cover plate.
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List of existing communication objects and standard settings
No. ETS name

Function

Description

Length

Flag 1
C R W T U

LEFT KEYS
0

Left key
top

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 byte
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching one/two objects" function
to send one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/ 2 bit
forced Off/forced disable"

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

Send Value - rising

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

0

Left keys

On/Off

If set as "Switch" and the "On/Off" function is selected to send
"On/Off" messages by pressing respectively the top/bottom of 1 bit
the double button

X

X

X

0

Left keys

On/Off dimmer control

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

0

Left keys

Shutter Up/Down

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
move a roller shutter

X

X

X

0

Left key
top

Send Value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status"

X

X

X

1

Left key
top

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

1

Left key
top

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

1

Left keys

Dimming

If set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to control a dimmed
4 bit
light

X

X

X

1

Left keys

Shutters On/Off

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
stop a roller shutter

X

X

X

2

Left key
top

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" or "Toggle" func1 bit
tion (for the on/off status of a relay)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2

Left LEDs

Status On/Off

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "On/Off" or "Dimming"
function, for the LED status; when dimming, this object is to be
associated in the same group as the KNX object of dimmer "On/ 1 bit
Off" to allow the button to switch ON/OFF and as a result control
the light

3

Lower left key

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

3

Lower left key

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 byte
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

3

Lower left key

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching an object" function to send
one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/forced Off/ 2 bit
forced disable"

X

X

X

3

Lower left key

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single button dimming" function to
1 bit
turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

Continues
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Continued

Function

Description

3

Send Value - rising

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Lower left key

Length

Flag 1

No. ETS name

C R W T U

3

Lower left key

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status"

4

Lower left key

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

4

Lower left key

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

5

Lower left key

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single button dimming" or "Toggle"
1 bit
function (for the On/Off status of a relay)

X

X

X

MIDDLE BUTTONS
6

Middle button
top

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

6

Middle button
top

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 byte
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

6

Middle button
top

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching one/two objects" function
to send one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/ 2 bit
forced Off/forced disable"

X

X

X

6

Middle button
top

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

6

Middle button
top

Send value-up

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

6

Middle buttons

On/Off

If set as "Switch" and the "On/Off" function is selected to send
"On/Off" messages by pressing respectively the top/bottom of 1 bit
the double button

X

X

X

6

Middle buttons

On/Off dimmer control

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

6

Middle buttons

Shutter up/down

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
move a roller shutter

X

X

X

6

Middle button
top

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status"

X

X

X

7

Middle button
top

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

7

Middle button
top

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

7

Middle buttons

Dimming

If set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to control a dimmed
4 bit
light

X

X

X

7

Middle buttons

Shutter up/down

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
stop a roller shutter

X

x

X

8

Middle button
top

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" or "Toggle" func1 bit
tion (for the On/Off status of a relay)

X

Continues

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

No. ETS name

Length

Flag 1

Function

Description

X

X

X

C R W T U

8

MIDDLE LED

On/Off

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "On/Off" or "Dimming"
function, for the LED status; when dimming, this object is to be
associated in the same group as the KNX object of dimmer "On/ 1 bit
Off" to allow the button to switch ON/OFF and as a result control
the light

9

Lower middle keys

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

9

Middle button
bottom

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 bit
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

9

Middle button
bottom

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching an object" function to send
one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/forced Off/ 2 bit
forced disable"

X

X

X

9

Middle button
bottom

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

9

Middle button
bottom

Send Value - rising

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

9

Middle button
bottom

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status"

X

X

X

10

Middle button
bottom

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

10

Middle button
bottom

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

11

Middle button
bottom

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" or "Toggle" func1 bit
tion (for the On/Off status of a relay)

X

X

X

X

RIGHT KEYS
12

Right key
top

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

12

Right key
top

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 byte
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

12

Right key
top

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching one/two objects" function
to send one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/ 2 bit
forced Off/forced disable"

X

X

X

12

Right key
top

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single button dimming" function to
1 bit
turn a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

12

Right key
top

Send value-up

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

12

Right keys

On/Off

If set as "Switch" and the "On/Off" function is selected to send
"On/Off" messages by pressing respectively the top/bottom of 1 bit
the double button

X

X

X

12

Right keys

On/Off dimmer control

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

12

Right keys

Shutter up/down

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
move a roller shutter

X

X

X

Continues
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6-key control: communication objects
Continued

No. ETS name

Length

Flag 1

Function

Description

12

Right key
top

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status";

X

X

X

13

Right key
top

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

13

Right key
top

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

13

Right keys

Dimming

If set as "Switch" and "Dimming" function to control a dimmed
4 bit
light

X

X

X

13

Right keys

Shutter up/down

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "Roller Shutter" function to
1 bit
stop a roller shutter

X

x

X

14

Right key
top

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" or "Toggle" func1 bit
tion (for the On/Off status of a relay)

X

X

C R W T U

X

X

X

X

X

X

14

RIGHT LEDs

On/Off

If the buttons are set as "Switch" and "On/Off" or "Dimming"
function, for the LED status; when dimming, this object is to be
associated in the same group as the KNX object of dimmer "On/ 1 bit
Off" to allow the button to switch ON/OFF and as a result control
the light

15

Lower right keys

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Send value" function to send a value
1 byte
that can be set between 0 and 255

X

X

X

15

Right key
bottom

Scenario

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Scene" function to activate a scenario
and save by means of a long button press (press for 2 seconds 1 bit
to activate and stop saving on bus)

X

X

X

15

Right key
bottom

Send forced

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching an object" function to send
one of the selectable forcing functions as "forced On/forced Off/ 2 bit
forced disable"

X

X

X

15

Right key
bottom

On/Off dimmer control

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to turn
1 bit
a dimmed light On/Off

X

X

X

15

Right key
bottom

Send Value - rising

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on rising edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton pressing)

X

X

X

15

Right key
bottom

Send value

If set as "Pushbutton" and the "Switching one object" item or the
"Toggle object" item is selected; it is used to send On/Off/Timed
On messages. If used in "Toggle object" mode you must associ- 1 bit
ate, in the same group as this object, also the KNX object of the
button's "On/off status"

X

X

X

16

Right key
bottom

Dimming

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" function to con4 bit
trol a dimmed light

X

X

X

16

Right key
bottom

Send value - falling

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Switching two objects" function to
send one of the selectable "On/Off on falling edge" functions (but- 1 bit
ton release)

X

X

X

17

Right key
bottom

Status On/Off

If set as "Pushbutton" and "Single key dimming" or "Toggle" func1 bit
tion (for the On/Off status of a relay)

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

18

254

255
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6-key control: communication objects
Reference ETS parameters
General
The device can be used in "pushbutton" mode using the 6
keys associated with 6 different functions separately, or by
associating the top/bottom keys of the left or right side to a
single function (switch function).
In "switch" mode, when the device comes out of Stand-by
the icon lights up to be pressed to change the ON/OFF group
status (then you have the reverse feedback to the ON/OFF
group status).
General parameters
ETS text
Time for long
action [s]

Available values
[Default value]
0.5...3 s
[2]
Inactive

Buzzer

On
[Inactive]
Low

Sensitivity

High
[Low]

Comment
Minimum press time to perform the action associated
with a long press
It is used to activate the
buzzer confirming having
pressed the TACTIL buttons

General settings

Defines the sensitivity with
which the pressure on the
TACTIL buttons is detected

PUSHBUTTON mode
Identical values for left middle and right and for top and bottom
keys. The following tables show the parameter configurations.

Key parameter configuration
ETS text
Basic key function
(left key, right key)

Function
(left key,
right key)

Available values
[Default value]
deactivated
button
switch
[0]
disabled
switching
one object
switching
two objects
scene
send value
single key dimming
toggle object
[255]
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Comment
"Button" can be associated
with various uses,
"Switch" performs only On/
Off/Dimmer/Shutters

Left key configuration (push-button mode)
Identical for top and bottom
(left and right) keys
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6-key control: communication objects
Let's look in detail at the functions that can be associated
with the key when it is set as "Push button".
"1 object switching" parameters
ETS text

Send value

Time in seconds

Available values
[Default value]
send On
send Off
timed On
forced On
forced Off
forced disable
[0]
0...32000 s
[0]

Comment

Only if timed

"One object switching" parameter

"2 object switching" parameters
To obtain a "Bell" On/Off and Off/On function.
ETS text
Value on rising
edge
Value on falling
edge

Available values
[Default value]
send Off
send On
[1]
send Off
send On
[0]

Comment
On pressing the button it will
send On or Off

"Two object switching" parameter

On releasing the button it
will send On or Off

"Scene" parameter
A scene can be activated or saved.
ETS text
Scene No.
Enable save
function

Available values
[Default value]
1-64
[1]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment

If enabled, a long button
press performs a scene
save in the bus

"Scene" parameter

"Send value" parameter
To send a value 0-255 on pressing the button.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Value to send

0-255

Sends a value between "0"
and "255" over the bus on
pressing the button

"Send value" parameter
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"Single key dimming" parameter
Controls a dimmer with a single key.
ETS text
Dimming step
Repeat dimming
telegrams

Available values
[Default value]
0….100%
[100%]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment
Sets dimming speed
Sets dimming mode (continuous or step-by-step)

"Single key dimming" parameters

"Toggle object" parameter
To send cyclical On/Off messages with button.
ETS text

Button function

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Toggle object

On/Off/On etc. will be sent
in sequence with each press
of the button. BOTH the
"Send value" control object
and the button "Status"
object must be associated
with the group

"Toggle object" parameters

SWITCH mode
Identical values for left, middle and right buttons. The following
tables show the parameter configurations.

Switch parameter configuration
To control relays, dimmers, roller shutters (the left upper/lower
keys command the same actuator and the same goes for the
middle and right upper/lower keys).
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

On/Off
Function

dimming
shutters
[0]

Defines behaviour of key

"Dimming" parameter
Switch: the two top keys perform On/increase, the two bottom
buttons Off/decrease.
ETS text
Dimming step
Repeat dimming
telegrams
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Available values
[Default value]
0...100%
[100%]
No
Yes
[0]

Comment
Sets dimming speed
Sets adjustment mode (continuous or step-by-step)

"Dimming switch" parameter
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"Shutters" parameters
The two top keys control "Up" with a long press and "Stop"
with a short press, the two bottom key perform analogously
"Down/Stop".
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Function

Shutters

Comment

"Shutters" parameters

"On/Off" parameters
The top buttons will send the ON commands and the bottom
ones the OFF commands (both the ON/OFF command and
"On/Off status" objects will be displayed.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Function

On/
Off

Parameter to be set to send
an ON/OFF bit on the bus

"On/Off switch" parameter

LED
The parameters are identical for the 4 LEDs and you can set
whether, with the device on standby, the LEDs of the icons will
be all off or all on with brightness equal to 30%. The RGB colour
that will then be used during operation can be set for each of
the LEDs.
LED parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
On

Brightness on STBY

Off
[Off]
Default colours

LED colour selection
top/bottom

Custom colours

[Default colours]

Comment
If on, with the device
on standby, all the
icons will be lit at
30% brightness (for
location in the dark)
The default colours
are in the traditional
RGB (red, green,
blue) range;
by setting the custom
colours you can create the colours you
wish by assigning
brightness values to
the basic red/green/
blue colours

LED configuration

Note.
If you are using "Switch" mode to control roller shutters/
Venetian blinds, the two LEDs of the movement buttons will
remain lit (unless the device is in stand-by mode with brightness
disabled).
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Mode LED BUTTON "Toggle Object "
If the key is configured as "Button" with "Toggle Object" the key
LED can provide information on the load status in the mode
"Flashing " or "Select Color ".
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Not active

No feedback

Flashing

The LED flashes with
the frequency set
in parameter "Blink
time"

Different Color

The LED changes
color selected with
the parameter "Color
selection"

Feedback Off state

[Not active]
0.5s
0.7s
1.0s
1.5s
2.0s
2.5s
3.0s
Blink time

3.5s

Time led flashing of
the button when the
button state is Off

4.0s
6.0s
8.0s
10.0s
[1.5s]

Default colors

Color selection

Custom colors

[Default colors]
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The default colors fall
within the traditional
range RGB ( red,
green , blue ); by
setting custom colors
can be created at will
by assigning colors
to the colors of red /
green / blue intensity
at will.

LED configuration
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1. Is it possible to control the roller shutters using a single
button of the independent push-button control?
No. It can be inferred from the KNX parameters associated with the device. The 6 key control is able to control a
dimmer (see figure below) but not a shutter with a single
button.
The function to be set for the left and right keys will then
be "Switch".

To set the top and bottom keys as Toggle, proceed as follows:
- use the "Send value" and "On/Off Status" objects of the
top key on a group to control a relay;
- use the "Send value" and "On/Off Status" objects of the
bottom button on another group to control another
relay.
Note: In the device parameters it is necessary to set
"Push-button" as the basic function and "Toggle object"
as a function of the upper/lower keys.
6. When the device is set in Toggle button mode, why
does the light not turn out even though the "Status"
object has been associated with the same group as the
command object?
When a button is programmed, it is important for the relays
of the group to be controlled are "Off"; this permits having
a real synchronism between the first command sent from
the button (it will be an "On") and the first response state of
the relay. If the light is on, the key will only send "On" commands.

2. I have configured a push-button in Toggle mode but it
only sends ON commands.
You must also associate the device's "Status" object with a
new group so that with each press of the button it knows
the group's current status and can send the opposite command.
By default the first command sent is an "On" command, so
if the device does not know its status it will continue to send
"On" commands.
3. If the parameter "Long press time = x seconds" for the
buttons, which functions can be associated with a long
button press?
Dimming and scene save.
4. How can push-button operation be set up so as to send
an "On" command when pressing the button and an
"Off" command when releasing it?

7. Which datapoints should be used to raise/lower and
stop the shutters?
Use objects no. 0 and no. 6 for the up/down movements
(with reference to the two left and right keys) and likewise
objects no. 1 and no. 7 for the stop commands.
8. If the button does not control the dimmer, what settings
are to be made?
The "LED-Status" object (see details of ETS objects No. 2,
5, 8, 11, 14 and 17 depending on the parameters set in the
device) must be associated to the same group as the "On/
Off State" object of the dimmer.
9. Does the device give feedback on the brightness level
of the load for the dimmers?
No, the device does not provide this kind of visual feedback.

After selecting button operation in the parameters, simply
set the "Switching on two objects" function determining
both on pressing and on release whether to send "On" or
"Off".
5. "2 key" operation of 4 rocker switches in Toggle mode.
Toggle operation means that when the key is pressed
once an "On" command is sent and when the same key
is pressed a second time an "Off" command is sent. It
is important that along with the "Send value" object the
"Status" object is also inserted in the group.
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Motion detector: communication objects
Motion detector
20850, 19850, 16850, 14850
Passive infrared motion detector, KNX standard, grey – 2 modules.

possible to set two types of threshold (upper and lower) and to
perform various operations according to the current level.
These actions allow individual or cyclical On/Off messages to
be sent. It is also possible to postpone message sending to
validate the effective level of the light sensor. For MASTERSLAVE operation with multiple motion detectors, refer to
the explanation of KNX object no. 2 "External trigger".

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus off: data are not saved.
Bus on: motion detection is enabled after 30 seconds,
the time necessary for the IR sensor to stabilise.
20850

19850

16850

14850

Functionality
This device detects motion within the sensor's range of action.
When the movement has been validated by an internal filter, a
"presence message" is sent over the KNX bus and the green
LED lights up. This is done according to the set brightness
threshold. Note that the green LED does not light up every time
a movement is detected, but only when a "presence message"
is sent.
The device is capable of activating a movement event from an
external source or from any KNX device.
A twilight sensor is also present which causes the lights to be
turned on or off according to daylight brightness levels. It is

Behaviour after reset
As for bus on.

Communication objects
List of existing communication objects

Communication objects

KNX objects: motion detector in detail.
Motion detector communication objects
Number ETS name

Function

0

Motion
detector

Movement switch

1

Motion
detector

Forced Disabled

Description

Length

(if the "Motion Detector" parameter is enabled) - a bit that goes to "1" if a
1 bit
movement is detected
(if the "Motion Detector" parameter is enabled) to deactivate the motion
detector via the bus so that the device does NOT send multiple messages 1 bit
on detecting a moving body

Flag 1
C R W T U
X

X

X

X

X

X

2

Motion
detector

External trigger

(if the "Motion Detector" parameter is enabled) if there are multiple PIRs
set as "Motion detector" controlling the same light, choose one as MASTER and associate its "Command on movement" object with the "Trigger"
objects of the other SLAVE PIRs in the same group as the relay to be controlled (so for the SLAVE PIRs the "Command on movement" object will
be unused). This way each SLAVE PIR will be able to reset the time count 1 bit
of the MASTER PIR, which via the "Command on movement" object effectively activates/deactivate the light relay of the same group. For example, in a long corridor this ensures that the light does not go out during the
time it takes to walk from the detection zone of one PIR to that of another

4

Twilight

Switch

if the "Twilight" parameter is enabled: the light turns on/off according to
1 bit
daylight brightness levels

X

5

Twilight

Forced Disabled

(if the "Twilight" parameter is enabled) to deactivate the twilight sensor via
the bus so that the device does not send multiple messages on reaching 1 bit
the set daylight brightness threshold

X

X
X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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ETS reference parameters
General
You can choose to enable a different device function. The two
functions (Motion detector and Twilight sensor) must not be
enabled together.
General parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Enable motion
detector

[Enable]
Disable

To turn on a light when
motion is detected

Enable

To turn on a light when daylight brightness falls below a
certain value

Enable
twilight function

[Disable]

General settings

Motion detector
"Motion detector" parameters
To turn on the light when a moving person is detected.
Continued

ETS text
Motion detector
independent from
light
Motion detector
below brightness
threshold

Send message

Available values
[Default value]
Yes - No
[No]
10%...100%
[50%]

Minimum wait
before sending new
message

Cyclic period

[5 s]
1s...1 h
[1 m]
1s...1 h

Movement timeout

Wait after movement finish

[30 s]
Disable
Enable
[Disable]
1s...5 m

Time wait after
movement finish
[10 s]

Continues
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ETS text

If "Yes" the daylight brightness threshold is ignored
(see "Brightness threshold")

Yes
Send OFF message on movement No
finish
[Yes]
Disable
Object "forced
Enable
disable"
[Disable]

If the motion detector depends on the light: defines
the threshold below which
motion is to be detected
(0%= operates only in the
dark)

on movement
How to send
cyclically
[in the case of move- a presence message
ment]
1s...1 h

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Off message
Disable motion
detector with

On message
[On message]

If send message "on
movement" is selected,
this is the delay time before
sending the "On" message
on detecting movement after
the sensor has sent a movement end "Off" message
If send message "cyclically"
is selected
Time for which the sensor
must not detect any type of
movement if one has just
been detected
Sensor off time
If "Wait after movement
finish" is enabled, this is the
time the device waits after
detecting the end of movement and before sending an
"Off" (if the corresponding
parameter is enabled)

"Motion detector" parameters

Comment

To bring up an object to be
used for disabling the motion detector via the bus
If the
"forced disable" object is
enabled.
It is possible to set the
message to force sensor
deactivation
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Motion detector: communication objects
Twilight function
"Twilight function" parameters
For automatic power on/off according to daylight brightness
levels.
ETS text

Action at lower
threshold

Action at upper
threshold

Cyclic period
Object "Forced
disable"

Available values
[Default value]
Nothing
Off message
On cyclic message
Off cyclic message
[On message]
Nothing
On message
On cyclic message
Off cyclic message
[Off message]
1 s...1 h
[1 m]
Disable
Enable
[Disable]
On message

Disable twilight
function with

Off message
[On message]

Lower threshold

Upper threshold

Confirmation time

10%...100%
[20%]
10%...100%
[90%]
1 s...5 min.
[10 s]

Comment
The PIR operates with a
lower and upper threshold;
this parameter defines the
behaviour below the lower
threshold
The PIR operates with a
lower and upper threshold;
this parameter defines the
behaviour below the upper
threshold

"Twilight function" parameters
If a cyclic action is selected,
otherwise it is ignored
To disable twilight sensor via
the bus
If "forced disable" object is
enabled. The message can
be set to force deactivation
of the sensor
Lower threshold value

Upper threshold value
Time delay for action when
the daylight brightness value
exceeds the threshold value

Note.
MASTER-SLAVE operation: if you want the light to be turned on
by the SLAVE PIRs and turned off by a PIR defined as MASTER,
in the relay group you must associate the "Command on
movement" object of the MASTER PIR and the "Trigger" objects
of the SLAVE PIRs (in which the "command on movement"
object will remain unused).

Detection performance: the data are approximate (the device is not a
LUX measuring instrument)

Motion detector: FAQs
(20850, 19850, 16850, 14850)
1. The sensor has turned the light on but it does not
detect me if I walk in front of it and after a while the light
goes off.

2. Once the sensor has turned oFF the light, it does not
turn it on even when someone walks directly in front of
it.

You need to set a lower value for the "Movement timeout"
parameter, which is the delay time before further ON commands are sent if the sensor continues to detect movement

You need to set a lower value for the "Minimum wait before
sending new message" parameter, which is the delay time
before further ON commands are sent if the sensor continues to detect movement.
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Device with 4 programmable digital inputs
01510
Device with 4 programmable digital inputs for NO, NC contacts,
120-230 V~, KNX standard, installation on DIN rail (60715
TH35), occupies 2 modules size 17.5 mm.

For inputs:
• inactive:
channel with no function;
• grouped channels (a double contact is connected to the pair
of inputs 1/2 or 3/4):
dimmer or shutter function;
• single channels:
switch, counter, scene, short/long switch function. One
button dimming, One button shutter.

Behaviour after bus power on/off
Bus power down: no function.
Bus power up: the status will be sent.

Behaviour after reset
As for bus on.
01510

Note.
IT is possible to connect a double contact (e.g. a switch) to two
inputs so as to control a shutter/dimmer with grouped channel
operation.

Communication objects
List of existing communication objects
The following objects are available for each channel depending
on the function and settings.

Functions
The functions are the same for all channels.

Input communication objects

Example: Input A - Switch, Send value 8 bit, Input B - Switch, Send value 16 bit, Input C - Scene, Input D, Counter with threshold.
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Communication objects
No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Length

Flag 1
C R W T U

IN 1/2 AND IN 3/4 SINGLE CHANNEL MODE

0

IN 1

Switch

(if the "Switch" function input is activated with any subfunction
except for "Send value"), to control On/Off send from input. If
the "Toggle" on rising/falling edge subfunction is activated to
1 bit
control the On/Off sequence when the input contact is closed or
opened, the contact's status object must also be associated with
the same group.

0

IN 1

Send Value

(if the "Switch" function input is activated with "Send value" subfunction), to send a value that can be set as "Number between 0 1 byte
and 255" upon activation of the input

X

X

X

0

IN 1

Send Value

(if the "Switch" function input is activated with "Send value" subfunction), to send a value that can be set as "Float between 0 and 2 byte
65535" upon activation of the input

X

X

X

IN 1

Counter reset

(if the "Counter" function input is activated) to reset the counter

X

0
0

IN 1

Button

0

IN 1

Send Value

0

IN 1

Send Value

0

IN 1

0

1

1 bit

(if "Switch short/long" function input is activated with "Value type
= switch"), it is possible to associate the sending of an On/Off/
1 bit
no message over the bus in the case of long or short activation
of the input
(if "Switch short/long" function input is activated with "Value type
= number"), it is possible to associate the sending of a numerical
1 byte
value 0-255 over the bus in the case of long or short activation
of the input

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(if "Switch short/long" function input is activated with "Value type
= float"), it is possible to associate the sending of a numerical
2 byte
value 0-65535 over the bus in the case of long or short activation
of the input

X

X

X

Dimming On/Off

(if the "One button dimming" function input is activated) it is possible to set a dimmer to On/Off/adjustment by means of a single
1 bit
contact (e.g. N.O. button) connected to the device input, which
with a SHORT press will turn this object On/Off

X

X

X

IN 1

Shutter

(if the "One button shutter" function input is activated) it is possible to control shutter movement by means of a single contact
1 bit
(e.g. N.O. button) connected to the device input by means of a
LONG press

X

X

X

IN 1

Counter threshold

(if the "Counter" function input is activated and the "Threshold
active" parameter activated) to send a 1-bit over the bus if the
1 bit
pulse counter has reached the limit threshold (this threshold can
be set in the device parameters)

X

X

X

(if the "One button dimming" function input is activated) it is
possible to control dimming by means of a single contact (e.g.
N.O. button) connected to the device input; a LONG press of the 4 bit
button will perform cyclic positive-negative control until this 4-bit
object is released

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

IN 1

Dimming

1

IN 1

Shutter Stop

2

IN 1

Scene

2

IN 1

1-Bit-Scene

(if the "scene" function input is activated along with "1 bit" scene
mode) for activation of a scene with 1 bit object for old KNX de- 1 bit
vices

X

3

IN 1

Status

(if the input with "Switch" function and "Toggle rising/falling edge"
input is activated), to determine the status of the input: this object
1 bit
must be associated with the same group as the input set as Toggle to obtain the Toggle On/Off sequence

X

3

IN 1

Counter

(if 8-bit type "Counter" function input is activated) to activate the
1 byte
input pulse counter function

X

X

X

3

IN 1

Counter

(if 16-bit type "Counter" function input is activated) to activate the
2 byte
input pulse counter function

X

X

X

3

IN 1

Counter

(if 32-bit type "Counter" function input is activated) to activate the
4 byte
input pulse counter function

X

X

X

3

IN 1

Status

(if the input with "One button dimming" is activated) it is possible
to know the On/Off status of a dimmer controlled by a button 1 bit
connected to this input

X

Continues

(if the "One button shutter" function input is activated) it is possible to stop a moving shutter by means of a single contact
1 bit
(e.g. N.O. button) connected to the device input by means of a
SHORT press
(if input with "scene" function is activated), for activation of a
scene - and saving with a long press if the "save" parameter is 1 byte
activated

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Flag 1

Length

C R W T U

IN 1/2 AND IN 3/4 SINGLE CHANNEL MODE
(with any function/subfunction, if the "Block" parameter is activated) - to block input operation by means of a "1" bit sent to 1 bit
the input group

4

IN 1

Blocking object

5...9

IN 2 (see analogous objects for
IN 1)

as for IN 1

IN 3 (see analo10...14 gous objects for
IN 1)

as for IN 1

IN 4 (see analo15…19 gous objects for
IN 1)
IN 1/2 AND IN 3/4 GROUPED CHANNEL MODE

0

IN 1/2

X

X

X

as for IN 1

(if the input with "Dimming" function is activated) it is possible
to turn a dimmer On/Off by means of a double contact (e.g. 2
N.O. buttons or a switch) where the two buttons are connected 1 bit
to inputs 1/2 of the device and perform On by means of a SHORT
closure of "IN 1" and Off by means of a SHORT closure of "IN 2"

Dimming On/Off

0

IN 1/2

Sun protection Up/Down

1

IN 1/2

Dimming

2
3

NOT USED
NOT USED

1

IN 1/2

Blinds On/Off

4

IN 1/2

Blocking object

(if input with "sun protection" function is activated) to stop movement of a shutter by means of a double contact (e.g. 2 N.O. buttons or a switch) where the two buttons are connected to device 1 bit
inputs 1/2 and either of the two inputs can be activated to perform a Stop
(if the input with "dimming" function is activated) it is possible
to control dimming by means of a double contact (e.g. 2 N.O.
buttons or a switch) where the two buttons are connected to in4 bit
puts 1/2 of the device and perform increase/decrease adjustment
according to the set parameters by means of a LONG closure of
IN 1 or IN 2

(if the "sun protection" function input is activated) it is possible
to control the Up/down movement of a shutter by means of a
1 bit
double contact (e.g. 2 N.O. buttons or a switch) connected to the
device inputs 1/2
(with any function/subfunction, if the "Block" parameter is activated) - to block input operation by means of a "1" bit sent to 1 bit
the input group
As for inputs IN 1/2

5 … 10 IN 3/4

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Standard settings of communication objects
The following table shows the standard communication object
settings, which are also the same for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th
channels.
Communication objects: preset channel settings
Number

ETS name

ETS function

Length

Priority

0
0
0
0
1
1
1

Input 1/2
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1/2
Input 1
Input 1/2
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1

Sun protection up/down
Dimming On/Off
Counter reset
Send value
Send value
Blinds On/Off
Counter threshold
Dimming
Status
1-Bit Scene
Status
Scene
Counter
Counter
Counter
Block

1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

1
2
2
3
3
3
3
4

C

R

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Flag 1
W

T

U

X
X

A

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

A
X

X
X
X
X
X

A
X
X
X
X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

19

254

255
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ETS reference parameters
General
The following parameters are exclusive and for all channels.
General parameters
ETS text
Debounce time
Time button long
[s]

Available values
[Default value]
10... 120 ms
[10]
1-30 sec.
[3]

General settings
Comment
Minimum activation time of
input contact
Minimum activation time of
input contact for long press
functions

Configuration of Channels
General parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Not active

Function inputs 1/2

Single channels
Grouped channels
[0]

Comment
By setting "Grouped channels", a pair of inputs is
connected to the same double command device (e.g.
20062) to operate the same
shutter/dimmer

Configuration of Channels

Input, grouped channels, adjustment 1/2, 3/4
The parameters shown in the screen on the right are available
for each channel and are identical for each of them.

Dimming parameters

Input, grouped channels, sun protection 1/2, 3/4
The parameters shown in the screen on the right are available
for each channel and are identical for each of them.
Parameters grouped channels to control dimmer and shutters
ETS text
Input 1/2
Input 3/4

Available values
[Default value]
Dimming
Sun protection
[1]

Dimming function
1/2

Darker/Brighter

Dimming function
3/4

Brighter/Darker

Sun protection
function 1/2

Down/Up

Sun protection
function 3/4
Block

[0]

Up/Down
[0]
inactive
active
[0]

Comment

"Sun protection" parameters

With channels grouped it is
possible to control dimmer
or shutters
Function with 2 input
dimming: you can choose
whether inputs IN 1/2 will
give Brighter/Darker commands or vice versa
Shutter control function with
two inputs: you can choose
whether inputs IN 1/2 will
control shutter Up/down or
Down/up
If activated, the corresponding input can be blocked,
inhibiting commands from
the bus
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Single channels:
the 4 inputs operate independently
7 options are available for each channel:
• Inactive
• Switch
• Scene
• Counter
• Switch short/long
• One button dimming
• One button shutter
"Switch", Toggle parameters

"Switch" parameters to send commands and values
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Switch rising edge

Comment
Rising edge = close IN
contact
Falling edge = open IN
contact

Toggle rising edge

Switch falling edge
Subfunction
Toggle falling edge

Status send

Value falling edge

Value rising edge

Send cyclic
Cyclic send [s]

Send value
[3]

With "Send value" you
choose the byte to send

Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
1...3000
[1]
Float
[1]

Value
Value in 1/100
degrees

0...255
[0]
0-65535
[2000]
inactive

Block

active
[01]
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If you set "Toggle", On/
Off/On, etc. will be sent in
sequence for each selected
edge (but you must also
associate the input status
object with the same group).
By setting "Send status",
you choose whether to send
an On or an Off command
for one edge or the other.

Number
Value type

If you set "Switch", an On or
an Off command will be sent
for the chosen edge whereas no signal will be sent for
the subsequent change of
status of the input.

"Switch" parameters, Send status

If "Switch" set to "Falling
edge" or "Send status"
If "Switch" set to "Rising
edge" or "Send status"
To set message repetition in
the bus
"Send cyclic" active

If the switch input is set for
"Send value"
Choose whether to send
a number 0-255 or a Float
0-65535 (percentage)
If the value type is set as
"Folat" 1/100 percentage
Activating it brings up an
object that prevents the
input from being controlled if
set to "1"

"Switch" parameters, Send value
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4-input device: communication objects
"Scene" parameters
A scene can be activated and if necessary acquired from the
input.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
No save

Scene

Save
1-Bit Scene
[0]

Scene Number
Scene Number
Block

1-64
[2]
1-2
[2]
Inactive
Active
[0]

Comment
If you set save, a long press
of IN contact takes you to
acquisition of the desired
scene (1-64); the 1 bit scene
serves for the various KNX
devices
If the Scene is set as "Do
not save" or "Save"

Scene parameters

If the Scene is set as "1 bit
scene"
To inhibit the input control
from the bus

"Counter" parameters
To increase a counter with the input (it is reset on bus power
down).
ETS text

Counter Type

Threshold active

Available values
[Default value]
8-bit
16 bit
32 bit
[1]
No
Yes
[0]
0-255

Sending Difference
(8 bit)
[5]
Counter limit
(8 bit)

1-255
[50]

Sending Difference 1-65535
(16 bit)
[100]
0-653535
Counter Limit
(16 bit)
[200]
Sending Difference 1-65535
(32 bit)
[250]
0-2147483647
Counter Limit
(32 bit)
[500]
Inactive
Block
Active
[0]

Comment
With each input contact closure a counter is increased
A counter limit can be activated
Set the frequency in terms
of impulses with which the
value has to be sent to the
bus

"Counter" parameters

(if "Threshold active" parameter is activated) on reaching
this value a warning bit is
sent to the bus
16 bit
16 bit
32 bit
32 bit
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"Switch short/long" parameters
You can choose to send a value - e.g. "On" - with a short press
of the input, and another - e.g. "Off" - with a long press after a
time that can be set in the general parameters.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Switch

Value type

Number
Float
[0]

Valve
short swiich

Valve
long swiich

Off
On
Nothing
[1]
Off
On
Nothing
[0]
0-255

(Short) value
[0]
0-255
(Long) value
[1]

Continued

ETS text

(Short) Value in
degrees 1/100

Comment
Select whether long/short
presses will send On/Off
commands ("Switch"), a
number 0-255 ("Number")
or a value 0-65535 for percentages 1-100 ("Float") to
the bus
If "Switch": a short press
will send the chosen value
(the short press object is the
same as the long press)

(Long) Values in
degrees 1/100

Block

Available values
[Default value]
0-65535
[500]
0-65535
[2000]
Inactive
Active
[0]

If "Switch": a long press
will send the chosen value
(the long press object is the
same as the short press)
If "Number": a short press
will send the chosen numerical value (the short press
object is the same as the
long press)
If "Number": a long press
will send the chosen numerical value (the long press
object is the same as the
short press)

"Switch short/long" parameters

Continues

"One button dimming" parameters
To control a dimmer with a single input, where a short press
of an N.O. button performs On/Off and a long press a cyclic
positive/negative adjustment until it is released.

ETS text

Dimming steps

Repeat dimming
telegrams
Repetition time (s)

Block

Available values
[Default value]
100%
50%
25%
12.5%
6%
3%
1.5%
[100%]
No
Yes
[0]
0.3-5
Inactive
Active
[0]
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Comment

Sets dimming speed

"One button dimming" parameters

Sets dimming mode (continuous or step-by-step)
If dimming telegram repetition is active
Use of the input can be
blocked with a "1" bit sent
from the bus to the dedicated object

Comment
If "Float": a short press will
send the chosen percentage
value (the short press object
is the same as the long
press)
If "Float": a long press will
send the chosen percentage
value (the long press object
is the same as the short
press)
Use of the input can be
blocked with a 1 bit sent
from the bus to the dedicated object

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
4-input device: communication objects
"One button shutter control" parameters
To control a shutter with a single input, where a short press of a
N.O. button stops and a long press starts its movement.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Inactive

Block

Active
[0]

Comment
Use of the input can be
blocked with a "1" bit sent
from the bus to the dedicated object

"One button shutter control" parameters
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4-input device

= Float" the value will be between 0 and 65535.

(01510)

b. "Single use" input with "Scene" function (marked in red).
1. I want to connect a N.O. button to an input of the
device and configure it in such a way that one press
sends "On" and a subsequent press sends "Off" to the
corresponding output. What is the procedure for doing
this?
When you connect a N.O. or a N.C. button to the device
input (for example IN-1) and set the parameter "Toggle rising
edge" or "Toggle falling edge", to ensure that this sends On/
Off commands to a group (for example the OUT-1 output)
you need to associate the "Switch" and "Status" objects of
the chosen input (in this case IN-1) with this group.
2. What are the device parameters when the inputs IN-1,
IN-2, IN-3 and IN-4 are configured as single channels?
a. "Single use" input with "Switch" function (marked in red).

The subfunctions, marked in blue in the above image, indicate respectively:
• No save: closure of the input contact calls up a scene
selected from the list displayed in "Scene number".
• Save: you can call up a scene with a short press or save
it by means of a long closure of the input contact.
• 1-Bit: one scene can be called up for bit "0" and another
scene for bit "1" (this kind of function is rarely used now
on KNX but is still adopted on some old devices).
c.

"Single use" input with "Counter" function (marked in red).

The subfunctions marked in blue in the above image indicate respectively:
• Switch rising edge: for example, in the case of a N.O.
bathroom pull-cord, each contact closure sends the value
set in "Value type" and each contact opening sends no
message.
• Switch falling edge: as above but inverted; the value is
sent on opening of the contact (N.C. bathroom pull-cord).
• Toggle rising edge: with each closure of a N.O. contact
(button) an "On" message is sent, then "Off", then "On"
again, then "Off" again and so on, while on opening the
contact no message is sent.
Note. The "Status" object must also be associated in
the group (otherwise the device is unable to determine
whether the last value sent was "On" or "Off" and will
always send "On").
• Toggle falling edge: as above but inverted; the On/Off
message is sent on opening of the contact (N.C. buttons).
• Status send: you can choose whether to send "On"
when the input contact closes and "Off" when it opens,
or vice versa.
YOU can also choose to send always "On" or always "Off"
on both closing and opening the contact.
• Send value: you can choose whether the device is to
send a value that can be selected in "Value" when the
contact closes.
If you select "Value Type = Number" you will set a value
of between 0 and 255 whereas if you choose "Value Type
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The subfunctions, marked in blue in the above image, indicate respectively:
• Type of counter: you can choose whether to activate
an 8/16/32 bit pulse counter on the input contact and
consequently set a maximum threshold (the object that
will be set to 1 on reaching this threshold is present).
You can therefore assign a maximum limit to the counter
(a counter reset object is also present) and choose the
frequency in terms of number of pulses with which the
message with the total number of pulses reached up to
that point is to be sent to the bus.
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d.

"Single use" input with "Switch short/long" function
(marked in red).

• Adjustment steps: you can set the adjustment increment
steps with a long closure of the input contact. Short closures/openings trigger an On/Off command.
• Repeat dimming telegrams: prompts multiple sending
of dimming messages (function required for some types
of dimmer actuators).
f.

"Single use" input with "One button shutter" function.

The subfunctions, marked in blue in the above image, indicate respectively:
• Switch: you can choose whether to send an "On" or an
"Off" message (or no value) upon short closure of the
input contact.
The same applies for a long closure of the input.
• Number: you can choose whether to send a value
(between 0 and 255) upon short closure of the input contact.
The same applies for a long closure of the input.
• Float: you can choose whether to send a value (between
0 and 65535) upon short closure of the input contact.
The same applies for a long closure of the input.
e. "Single use" input with "One button adjustment" function
(marked in red).

With a single button connected to an IN input of 01522 it
is possible to raise, stop and lower a shutter (there are no
particular subfunctions to be set).
g.

"Single use" input with "Grouped channels" function
(marked in red).

Allows the input contacts to be used to "adjust" or control
a shutter; the channels are grouped so as to connect two
contacts to IN-1 and IN-2.
The subfunctions, marked in blue in the above image, indicate respectively:
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Actuator for two shutters
01524
Actuator for 2 shutters with relay outputs 16 A 250 V~, KNX
standard, installation on DIN rails (60715 TH35), occupies 4
modules size 17.5 mm.

• Inactive: channel with no function
• Shutters
• Blinds

Scenes
Scenes numbered 1-64 on the bus will have a value from 0 to
63.

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus power down: no reaction.
Bus power up: no reaction.

Behaviour after reset
No reaction.
01524

Functionality
The functions are the same for both channels. The device
can be used as an actuator for shutters and/or blinds. It can
also control blinds with orientable slats. 3 functions are available
for the outputs:

Communication objects

Example: Output A - Shutter, Output B - Blind.
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Communication objects
List of existing communication objects
In order for objects to be active they have to be activated.
Objects for blinds are not active for shutters.
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Communication objects per channel
Length

C

Flag 1
R W T

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Description

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Automatic 1
Automatic 1
Automatic 1
Automatic 1
Automatic 2
Automatic 2
Automatic 2
Automatic 2

Automatic Position 1
Automatic Position 2
Automatic Position 3
Automatic Position 4
Automatic Position 1
Automatic Position 2
Automatic Position 3
Automatic Position 4

8

Out 1

Shutter up/down

9
10

Out 1
Out 1

Blinds up/down/stop
Stop

11

Out 1

Scene

1 bit
(if the "Automatic Function" parameter of "Block-A" is activated) - for au- 1 bit
tomatic control of this Out-1 object which can call up specific positions
1 bit
similar to scenes
1 bit
1 bit
(if the "Automatic Function" parameter of "Block-B" is activated) - for
1 bit
automatic control of this Out-2 object which can call up specific positions
1 bit
similar to scenes
1 bit
(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters") to operate the blinds/
1 bit
shutters
(if the output is enabled as "Blinds") to rotate/stop the blinds
1 bit
(if the output is enabled as "Shutters) to stop the shutters
1 bit
(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" and the "Scene" pa1 byte
rameter) to call up scenes from the bus

12

Out 1

Act. direction

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" and the "Select objects for absolute position" parameter) - Read-only datapoint, indicates 1 bit
the direction in which the shutter is oriented (1 = up, 0 = down)

X

X

13

Out 1

Move

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters") - Datapoint that writes
1 bit
one bit = 1 for Up or one bit = 0 for Down in the bus

X

X

14

Out 1

(Absolute) Position

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" and the "Select objects for absolute position" parameter) to set the position of the shutters 1 byte
(0% = fully up, 100% = fully down) from a supervisor

X

X

15

Out 1

Abs. Pos. of blinds

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" and the "Select objects for absolute
position" parameter) to set the position of the blinds (0% = fully up, 100% 1 byte
= fully down) from a supervisor

X

X

16

Out 1

(Actual) Position

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" and the "Select objects for absolute position" parameter) to know the effective position of 1 byte
the shutters

X

X

X

17

Out 1

Actual position of
blinds

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" and the "Select objects for absolute
1 byte
position" parameter) to know the effective position of the blinds

X

X

X

18

Out 1

Actual position valid

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" and the "Select objects for absolute position" parameter) to know the position of the blinds 1 bit
(0% = fully up, 100% = fully down) from a supervisor

X

X

X

X

X

X

U

X
X

X

19

Out 1

Drive to reference

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" and the "Select objects for absolute position" parameter) - Datapoint that serves to move the
shutter Up/Down: sends to the bus a bit= 1 for up or a bit=0 for down (the 1 bit
device will ignore all the other commands sent to the bus until the output
has deactivated at the end of the set time)

20

Out 1

Drive to limit

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" and the "Driving Area - limit" parameter) - Datapoint that serves to move the shutter Up/Down: it sends to the 1 bit
bus a bit = 1 for up or a bit = 0 for down

X

21

Out 1

State Upper Position

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" and the "Select objects for absolute position" parameter) the device sends a 1 bit when the 1 bit
upper limit stop is reached

X

X

X

22

Out 1

State Lower Position

(if the output is enabled as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" and the "Select objects for absolute position" parameter) the device sends a 1 bit when the 1 bit
lower limit stop is reached

X

X

X

23

Out 1

(if the output is activated as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" and the "Automatic
Block automatic mode function" parameter is activated) - to enable/disable automatic operation 1 bit
(rain, wind, etc.)

X

X

24

Out 1

Block manual mode

(if the output is activated as "Blinds" or as "Shutters" ) - to enable/disable
1 bit
manual operation (button control via bus)

X

X

25

Out 1

(Wind) Alert

(if the output is activated as "Blinds" or as "Shutter" and the "Alert" and
"Wind Alert" parameters are activated together) to move the shutter/blind 1 bit
to the position set for this kind of warning in the dedicated parameters

X

X

26

Out 1

(Rain) Alert

(if the output is activated as "Blinds" or as "Shutter" and the "Alert" and
"Rain Alert" parameters are activated together) to move the shutter/blind 1 bit
to the position set for this kind of warning in the dedicated parameters

X

X

27

Out 1

(Frost) Alert

(if the output is activated as "Blinds" or as "Shutter" and the "Alert" and
"Frost Alert" parameters are activated together) to move the shutter/blind 1 bit
to the position set for this kind of warning in the dedicated parameters

X

X

28

Out 1

Block

(if the output is activated as "Blind" or as "Shutters" and the "Warning"
and "Block" parameters are activated together) to block with a "1" bit the 1 bit
shutter at the limit stop (upper or lower according to the parameters)

X

X

29... 49

Out 2 (see
analogous
objects 8..28
for Out1)

As for Out 1
C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Actuator for two shutters: communication objects
Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

49

254

255

Standard settings of communication objects
Communication objects: default settings
Number

ETS name

ETS function

Length

Priority

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
24
25
26
27
28
29...

Automatic 1
Automatic 1
Automatic 1
Automatic 1
Automatic 2
Automatic 2
Automatic 2
Automatic 2
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out1
Out 2

Automatic Position 1
Automatic Position 2
Automatic Position 3
Automatic Position 4
Automatic Position 1
Automatic Position 2
Automatic Position 3
Automatic Position 4
Shutter Up/Down
Blinds Up/Down/Stop
Stop
Scene
Actual position
Move
Position (absolute)
Absolute position of blinds
Position (actual)
Actual position of blinds
Actual position valid
Drive to reference
Drive to limit
State upper position
State lower position
Block automatic mode
Block manual mode
Block manual mode
Alert (Wind)
Alert (Rain)
Alert (Frost)
Block
Shutter Up/Down

1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
8 bit
1 bit
1 bit
8 bit
8 bit
8 bit
8 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

C

R

Flag 1
W

T

U

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
R
R
0
0
R
R
R
0
0
R
R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
0
W
W
W
0
0
0
W
W
0
0
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
T
T
0
0
T
T
T
0
0
T
T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

ETS reference parameters
Configuration
The following parameters are exclusive and for all channels.
General parameters
ETS text

Out 1

Out 2

Available values
[Default value]
Not active
Blinds
Shutter
[255]
Not active
Blinds
Shutter
[255]

Comment
Choose whether the output
controls slat type blinds or
simple shutters

General settings

Choose whether the output
controls slat type blinds or
simple shutters

Activation of Automatic parameter
These settings activate the objects. For each block 4 objects
are present, necessary for automatic controls on 4

objects that call up positions (similar to scenes).

Automatic function parameters
ETS text
Block A

Block B
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Available values
[Default value]
Not active
Active
[0]
Not active
Active
[0]

Comment
For block A objects
1-4 are activated
For block B objects
1-4 are activated

Automatic function parameters

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Actuator for two shutters: communication objects
Parameters
The parameters for blinds are not visible for shutters (they are
indicated as ob=only blinds).
Blinds parameters: characteristics for control of slot type
blinds
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Running time (sec)

1-10000
[45]

Duration of movement if not
stopped

100-1000

Sets the button short press
time to be interpreted as slat
adjustment

Step time for blinds
(ms)

[200]

Duration of blind
adjustment (ms)

10-10000

Pause at change
of direction (ms)

1-1000

Switch-on delay
motor (ms)
Switch-off delay
motor (ms)
Position of blinds at
end of driving

Select objects for
absolute position

[1200]
[500]
0-255
[0]
0-255
[0]
0%-100%
[50]
Not active
Active
[0]
No reaction

Sets the slat adjustment
time for each individual
press
Sets the delay time between
the command and the new
direction
Sets the delay time between
the command and the start
of movement (useful for
motor starting)
Sets the time between the
command and stopping
(end limit)
Sets the position of the slats
at the end of the reference
movement 0-100% after
setting the end limit (100%
closed)
To obtain feedback for
position on a supervisor if
activated, 0%=fully up and
100%=fully down

Blind Parameters

Reaction after drivOnly if Absolute position
Drive to former position active
ing to reference
[0]
Not active
Driving area:
Limitation

Active
[0]

Lower limit
Upper limit
Scene

0%-100%
[0%]
0%-100%

Only if limitation active (driving area) (100% = closed)

[100%]

Only if limitation active (driving area) (100% = closed)

Not active
Active
[0]

Enables the blind so that
it can be involved in the
scenes

Not active

Allows the blind position
to be set from the bus by
means of 4 objects dedicated to automatic blind control
(Rain, Wind, Frost, Block)

Automatic function Active
[0]
Not active
Alert function

Only if limitation active: sets
the upper/lower thresholds
for blind movement to stop
the blinds before the end
limit

Active
[0]

Allows the "Alert-Out"
parameters section to be
viewed in order to enable
ETS objects for activation/
deactivation (for example a
weather station) and to obtain automatic movements
of the blind in the case of
rain, wind, frost and output
block
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Actuator for two shutters: communication objects
Shutter parameters: characteristics for control of shutters
(without slats)
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

1-10000
Running time (sec)
[45]

Duration of movement if not
stopped

Pause at change of 1-1000
direction (ms)
[500]

Sets the delay time between
the command and the new
direction
Sets the delay time between
the command and the start
of movement (useful for
motor starting)
Sets the delay time between
the command and stopping
movement (end limit)

Switch-on delay
motor
Switch-off delay
motor

0-255
[0]
0-255
[0]
Not active

Select objects for
absolute position

Active
[0]

Selects whether or not it is
possible to use communication objects to display the
effective position of the blind
(0%=fully up, 100%=fully
down) to obtain position
feedback on a supervisor

No reaction
Reaction after driv- Drive to former position If "Select objects for absoing to reference
lute position" is active
[0]
Not active
Driving area: limitation

Active
[0]

Lower limit
Upper limit
Scene

0%... 100%
[0%]
0%... 100%
[100%]
Not active
Active
[0]

If "Driving area" active
(100% = closed)

Not active

Allows the blind position
to be set from the bus by
means of 4 objects dedicated to automatic blind
control (Rain, Wind, Frost,
Block)

Automatic function Active
[0]
Not active
Alert function

Active
[0]
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Only if limitation active: sets
upper/lower limits of blind
movement to stop the blind
before it reaches the end
limit

If "Driving area" active
(100% = closed)
Enables the shutter so that
it can be involved in the
scenes

Allows the "Alert-Out"
parameters section to be
viewed in order to enable
ETS objects for activation/
deactivation (for example
a weather station) and to
obtain automatic movements of the blind in the
case of rain, wind, frost and
output block

Shutter Parameters

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Actuator for two shutters: communication objects
Scenes
8 scene saving or call-up options are available for each channel.
Each record must be assigned to the scene value (blind position
not visible for shutters).

Scene parameters: scene management
ETS text
Save scenes
Scene A Position

Available values
[Default value]
Not Active
Active
[0]
0%-100%
[0]

Scene A Position of 0%-100%
blinds
[0]
Scene Number A...

Comment

100% = Closed
100% = Closed

1-64
[0]

…
Scene Number H

The Enable scene saving function allows the status associated
with a scene to be saved by means of a message from the bus
(scene learn).

Scene parameters
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Actuator for two shutters: communication objects
Output 1 and 2 alerts
Warning Parameters:
if the "Alert function" parameter is enabled at the output, this
sets the operations to be automatically perform in case that
"Rain, Wind, Frost, Block" objects are activated from the bus
(for interaction with weather stations)

ETS text

Order of alerts

Action at reset of
alerts/blocking

Wind alert

Cycle time (min, 0
= Off)

Action

Rain alert

Cycle time (min, 0
= Off)

Action

Available values
[Default value]
Wind, Rain,
Frost, Block
Wind, Rain,
Block, Frost
Wind, Block,
Rain, Frost
Block, Wind,
Rain, Frost
[0]
No action
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To give priority to the alerts

Drive to forwar position What the output (blind/shutter) does when the warning
Drive to top
or block stops
Drive to botton
[0]
Not active
Active
[0]
0-120
[30]
No action
Drive to top
Drive to botton
[0]
Not active
Active
[0]
0-120
[30]
No action
Drive to top
Drive to botton
[0]

Continues

Comment

You can set a time, after the
alarm, at which the alarm
condition is reset (if it does
not receive other messages)

Defines action in event of a
"Wind" alarm

You can set a time, after the
alarm, at which the alarm
condition is reset (if it does
not receive other messages)

Defines action in event of a
"Rain" alarm

Warning Parameters
Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Frost alert

Not active
Active
[0]

Cycle time (min, 0
= Off)

Action

Block

Action

0-120
[30]
No action
Drive to top
Drive to botton
[0]
Not active
Active
[0]
No action
Drive to top
Drive to botton
[0]

Comment

You can set a time, after the
alarm, at which the alarm
condition is reset (if it does
not receive other messages)

Defines action in event of a
"Frost" alarm

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Actuator for two shutters: communication objects
Automatic function
Assignment to the object block and the desired position is
performed in this point, if the "Automatic function" parameter is
enabled at the output.
Automatic parameters
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Block A

Automatic objects

Block B
[Block A]

Automatic function
1 (-4) - Position

0%-100%
[0%]

Automatic function 0%-100%
(-4) - Position of
blinds
[0%]

Comment
Block A = Device output 1
Block B = Device output 2
The shutter position can be
defined for each of the 4
automatic functions (100%
= Closed)
The slat position can be
defined for each of the 4
automatic functions (100%
= Closed)

Automatic Function parameters

Note.
Automatic 1 = position 1 - position 2 - position 3 - position 4
(Block A: Out 1).
Automatic 2 = position 1 - position 2 - position 3 - position 4
(Block B: Out 2).
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Actuator for two shutters: FAQs
Shutter actuator

(01524)

1. How can I set the "Shutter level" and "Slat rotation
level" parameters managed by scenes on the actuators
01524?
The scenes can include both opening/closing of shutters
and movement of the slats.
As can be seen in the figure below, you can create scenes
by setting on the actuator the absolute positions of the
shutters/slats expressed as a percentage.
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The actuator does not save the shutter position in the event
of a power failure, although this information is maintained
during normal operation (see the 1 byte objects described
below).

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Input/output device: communication objects
Input/output device
01522
Input/output device, 4 relay outputs NO 16 A 250 V~, 4 inputs
for NO contacts, KNX standard, installation on DIN rails (60715
TH35), occupies 4 modules size 17.5 mm

For inputs:
• Not active
channel with no function;
• Grouped channels: dimmer or shutter function (IN 1/2 and
IN 3/4 will be connected to two separate control devices - for
example 20062);
• Single channels: switch, counter, scene, short/long switch
function, one button dimming, 1-one button shutter.

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus off: depends on the parameter settings.
Bus on: depends on the parameter settings.

Behaviour after reset
As for bus on.

Functionality

01522

The functions are the same for all channels.
3 functions are available for the outputs:
• Not active
channel with no function;
• Switch
the output is switched according to the other parameters.
• Staircase
according to the other parameters, the output is switched for
a certain period of time (monostable relay).

Communication objects
List of existing communication objects
The following objects are available for each channel depending
on the function and settings. They are identical for each
channel. If a channel is not active, no communication objects
are present.

Output communication objects

Example: : Output 1 - Switch, Output 2 - Staircase.

Input communication objects

Example : Input 1 - Switch, Send 8 bit value, Input 2 - Switch, Send 16 bit value, Input 3 - Scene, Input 4 - Counter with threshold.
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Input/output device: communication objects
Communication objects per channel
C

Flag 1
R W T

(If the output is activated as "Switch" or as "Toggle") to perform output
1 bit
On/Off

X

X

Block

(if the Out-1 "Block" parameter is activated with "Block" function) to inhib1 bit
it the Output command from the bus

X

X

Out 1

Forced

(if the Out-1 "Block" parameter is activated with "Forcing" function) to
2 bit
force output to On/Off from the bus

X

X

4

Out 1

Scene

(if the output "Scene" parameter is activated), to activate ad save a scene
1 byte
associated with the output (if the parameter is active)

X

X

5

Out 1

Status

(If the output is activated as "Switch" or as "Toggle") to determine the
1 bit
status of the output

X

6

Out 1

Logic 1

(If "1/2-object logic" is activated on the output) if a bit = 1 is sent to this
object, the output will be activated when the "On/Off" object and the
1 bit
"Logic-2" object (if present) are also activated (depending on the And/Or
conditions that are managed on these objects)

X

X

7

Out 1

Logic 2

(If "2-object logic" is activated on the output) if a 1 bit is sent to this object,
the output will be activated when the "On/Off" object and the "Logic-1"
1 bit
object are also activated (depending on the And/Or conditions that are
managed on these objects).

X

X

8... 15

Out 2 (see analogous objects
for Out 1)

As for Out 1

16... 23

Out 3 (see analogous objects
for Out 1)

As for Out 1

24... 31

Out 4 (see analogous objects
for Out 1)

As for Out 1

52

Central function

X

X

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Description

0

Out 1

Switch On/off

2

Out 1

3

Length

U

OUTPUTS

Switch On/Off

(If the centralised control parameter is active for each individual output)
1 bit
serves for simultaneous On/Off of multiple outputs

X

X

X

INPUTS

In IN 1/2 and IN 3/4 single channel mode

32

In 1

Switch

(if the input is activated with "Switch" function with any subfunction except for "Send value"), to control On/Off sending from input. If the "Toggle rising/falling edge" subfunction is activated to control the On/Off se- 1 bit
quence on closing or opening the input contact, the status object must
also be associated with the same group.

X

X

X

32

In 1

Send Value

(If the "Switch" function input is activated with "Send value" subfunction),
to send a value that can be set as Number between 0 and 255 upon 1 byte
activation of the input

X

X

X

32

In 1

Send Value

X

X

X

32

In 1

Counter reset

32

In 1

Button

32

In 1

Send Value

32

In 1

Send Value

32

In 1

Dimming On/Offl

32

In 1

Shutter

33

In 1

Counter Threshold

33

In 1

Dimming

Continues
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(if the "Switch" function input is activated with "Send value" subfunction),
to send a value that can be set as Float between 0 and 65535 upon 2 byte
activation of the input
(If "Counter" function activated) to reset the counter
1 bit
(If the "Switch short/long" function input is activated with "Value type =
switch"), it is possible to associate the sending of On/Off/No message 1 bit
over the bus in the case of long or short activation of the input

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(if the "One button dimming" function input is activated) it is possible to
control On/Off/Adjustment of a dimmer by means of a single contact (e.g.
1 bit
N.O. button) connected to the device input, which with a short press will
turn this object On/Off

X

X

X

(If the "One button shutter" function input is activated) it is possible to
control shutter movement by means of a single contact (e.g. N.O. button) 1 bit
connected to the device input by means of a long press

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(If "Switch short/long" function input is activated with "Value type = number"), it is possible to associate the sending of a numerical value 0-255 1 byte
over the bus in the case of long or short activation of the input
(If "Switch short/long" function input is activated with "Value type = float"),
it is possible to associate the sending of a numerical value 0-65535 over 2 byte
the bus in the case of long or short activation of the input

(If the "Counter" function input is activated and the "Threshold active"
parameter activated) to send a 1-bit over the bus if the pulse counter
1 bit
has reached the limit threshold (threshold can be set in the device parameters)
(If the "One button dimming" function input is activated) it is possible to
control the adjustment of a dimmer by means of a single contact (e.g.
N.O. button) connected to the device input; a long press of the button 4 bit
will perform cyclic positive-negative adjustment until this 4-bit object is
released

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Input/output device: communication objects
Continued

Number

ETS name

ETS function

INPUTS

Description

Length

C

Flag 1
R W T

U

In IN 1/2 and IN 3/4 single channel mode

33

In 1

Shutter Stop

(If the "One button shutter" function input is activated) it is possible to
stop a moving shutter by means of a single contact (e.g. N.O. button) 1 bit
connected to the device input by means of a short press

X

X

X

34

In 1

Scene

(If the "Scene" function input is activated), for activation of a scene - and
1 byte
saving with a long press if the "Save" parameter is activated

X

X

X

34

In 1

1-Bit scene

(If the "Scene" function input is activated along with "1 bit" scene mode)
1 bit
for activation of a scene with 1 bit object for old KNX devices

X

X

X

35

In 1

Status

(If the input with "Switch" function and "Toggle on rising/falling edge"
subfunction is activated), to determine the status of the input: this object
1 bit
must be associated with the same group as the input set as Toggle to
obtain the Toggle On/Off sequence

X

35

In 1

Counter

(If 8-bit type "Counter" function input is activated) to activate the function
1 byte
of input pulse counter

X

X

X

35

In 1

Counter

(If 16-bit type "Counter" function input is activated) to activate the func2 byte
tion of input pulse counter

X

X

X

35

In 1

Counter

(If 32-bit type "Counter" function input is activated) to activate the func4 byte
tion of input pulse counter

X

X

X

35

In 1

Status

(If the input with "One button dimming" is activated) to know the On/Off
1 bit
status of a dimmer controlled by a button connected to this input

X

X

36

In 1

Blocking object

(With any function/subfunction, if the "Block" parameter is activated) - to
1 bit
block input operation by means of a "1" bit sent to the input group

X

X

37… 41

In 2 (see analogous objects for
In 1)

as for IN 1

42… 46

In 3 (see analogous objects for
In 1)

as for IN 1

47… 51

In 4 (see analogous objects for
In 1)

as for IN 1

X

X

X

In IN 1/2 and IN 3/4 grouped channel mode

32

In 1/2

Dimming On/Off

(If the input with "Dimming" is activated) it is possible to control a dimmer
On/Off by means of a double contact (e.g. 2 N.O. buttons or a switch)
where the two buttons are connected to inputs 1 and 2 of the device and 1 bit
perform On by means of a short closure of IN 1 and Off by means of a
short closure of IN 2

X

X

X

32

In 1/2

Sun protection Up/
Down

(If input with "Sun protection" function is activated) to stop movement of
a shutter by means of a double contact (e.g. 2 N.O. buttons or a switch)
1 bit
where the two buttons are connected to device inputs 1 and 2 and either
of the two inputs can be activated to perform a Stop

X

X

X

X

X

X

33

In 1/2

Dimming

33

In 1/2

Blinds On/Off

(if the "Sun protection" function input is activated) it is possible to control
the up/down movement of a shutter by means of a double contact (e.g. 1 bit
2 N.O. buttons or a switch) connected to the device inputs 1/2

36

In 1/2

Blocking object

(With any function/subfunction, if the "Block" parameter is activated) - to
1 bit
block input operation by means of a "1" bit sent to the input group

42… 46

In 3/4 (see analogous objects for
In 1/2)

X

X

X

X

INPUTS

(If the input with "Dimming" is activated) to control dimming by means of
a double contact (e.g. 2 N.O. buttons or a switch) where the two buttons
are connected to inputs 1/2 of the device and perform increase/decrease 4 bit
dimming according to the set parameters by means of a long closure of
IN 1 or IN 2

X

X

As for inputs IN 1 and 2
C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Channel communication objects: once for all channels
Number Function

Use

DPT

Direction

52

Simultaneous command on multiple outputs

DPT 1.001

In, Writing

Central function
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Input/output device: communication objects
Standard settings of communication objects
Communication objects: default input/output settings
Flag 1
W

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Length

Priority

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8… 31
32
32
32
32
32
32

Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Subsequent channels
Input 1
Input 1/2
Input 1/2
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1

Switch On/off
Staircase
Block (to block Output)
Forced (to force output)
Scene
Status (to know output status)
Logic 1
Logic 2
As above
Switch
Sun protection up/down
Dimming On/Off
Counter reset
Send value
Send value

1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
2 bit
1 Byte
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 Byte
2 Byte

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

33

Input 1/2

Blinds On/Off

1 bit

Low

X

X

X

33
33

Input 1
Input 1/2
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Input 1
Subsequent channels
(IN 2, 3, 4)
Central function

Counter threshold
Dimming

1 bit
4 bit

Low
Low

X
X

X
X

X
X

Status
1-Bit Scene
Status
Scene
Counter
Counter
Counter
Status
Block

1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 Byte
1 Byte
2 Byte
4 Byte
1 bit
1 bit

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Low

X

33
34
34
34
35
35
35
35
36
37… 51
52

C

R

T

U

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

A

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

A
A

X
A

As above
Switch On/Off

1 bit

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

52

254

255
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Input/output device: communication objects
ETS reference parameters

Continued

ETS text

General
The following parameters are exclusive and for all channels.
General parameters
The interlock between the outputs is useful for example
for controlling the fan-coils, to avoid activating two inputs
simultaneously.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Debounce time

10..120 ms
[10]

Minimum activation time of
input contact

1-30 sec.

Minimum activation time of
input contact for functions
associated with long press

Time button long
[s]

[3]
inactive

Interblock active

active
[0]

Active for outputs

AB
AC
AD
BC
BD
CD
ABC
ABD
ACD
BCD
ABCD
[7]

Only one output may be
active at a time (e.g. for the
fan coil)

Available values
[Default value]
100-3000

Interlock time [ms]
[100]

Comment
If "Interblock active": the
time that elapses between
the "Off" of one output and
the subsequent "On" of
another output interlocked
with the previous one

General settings

If "Interblock active": outputs
for which it is active.
If for example "A B", it will
not be possible to activate
Outputs 1 and 2 simultaneously

Continues

Parameter configuration
Define the details of inputs/outputs.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Not active
Single channels

Function input 1/2

Grouped channels
[0]

Outputs:1/2/3/4

Not active
Switch
Staircase
[0]

Comment
Single channels: the two
inputs are independent.
Grouped channels: using
the two inputs together (for
example with a 20062)
Staircase means that the
output operates as a monostable relay

Channel configuration. (Example: Single inputs, Output A - Switch,
Output B - Staircase)
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Outputs

Continued

ETS text

Output: switch 1,2,3,4
The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them. If a channel is configured as a switch,
the following parameters are visible:

Parameter configuration
Management of outputs 1/2/3/4 set as switch.
ETS text
Type
On delay
Off delay
Central switch
function
Blocked/Forced

Available values
[Default value]
normally closed
normally open
[0]
0… 30000 s
[0]
0… 30000 s
[0]
Not active
Active
[0]
Nothing
Blocked
Forced
Off
On

State at the beginning of Block state no change
[2]
Off
On

State at the end of
Block state
no change

Behaviour
at bus power up

Behaviour at bus
power down

[2]
Off
On
no change
[2]
Off
On
no change
[2]

Continues
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Available values
[Default value]

inactive
with one object
Logic function 1...4
with two objects
[0]
OR
Logic operation
AND
[0]
Not active
Scene

Active
[0]

Comment

Comment
To enable logics on outputs
(And/Or) with one or two
objects
If "Logic function" active
Scene activation
If active, an additional page
is displayed (Output, secondary element scene)

On delay in seconds
Off delay in seconds
Centralised function (to
control multiple outputs
simultaneously from the bus)
For blocking or forcing an
output from the bus

If block active

If block active

Switch parameters

Note.
Two-object switching (Logic 1 and Logic 2): a group is
created for each "Logic X" object and a group for the "Output
Command X" object. The And/Or mode will be applied between
the command group and the two logics (for example with "And"
mode, to activate the output, both Logic 1 and Logic 2 and the
Output command must be set to 1).
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Output, scene channel
8 scene saving options are available for each output. Each
record must be assigned to the value.
Scene parameters (8 scenes per output)
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
blocked

Enable saving
scene

free
[0]

Scene 1

Scene 2

Scene 3

Scene 4

Scene 5

Comment
The "Enable scene save"
function allows the status
associated with a scene
to be saved by means of
a message from the bus
(scene learn).

Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]

Scene parameters
Continued

ETS text
Scene 6

Scene 7

Scene 8

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]

Continues

Staircase Output
The following parameters are available for each channel and
are identical for each of them. If a channel is configured as a
staircase, the following parameters are visible:
Staircase parameters (monostable output control)
ETS text
Type
Time Staircase [s]
Switch Off
warning

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

normally closed
normally open
[0]
0… 30000
[120]
0=Not active
1=Active
[0]

Output activation time

0… 30000
Warning duration
[s]
[120]

0… 30000
Prewarning
duration [s]
[120]

If "Off warning" active: after
setting a "warning time" and
a "prewarning time", when
the relay deactivates after
the set "staircase time", it remains Off for a time equal to
the "Warning time" and then
reactivates for a time equal
to the "Prewarning time"

Staircase parameters

Duration of warning (if "Off
warning" enabled). Three
times will be added. After
setting a "warning time" and
a "prewarning time", when
the relay deactivates after
the set "staircase time", it remains Off for a time equal to
the "warning time" and then
reactivates for a time equal
to the "prewarning time"

Continues
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Continued

ETS text
Manual switch off
Central switch
function
Behaviour when
blocked

Behaviour when
unblocked

Behaviour
at bus
power up

Behaviour at bus
power down

Available values
[Default value]
Not active
Active
[0]
Not active
Active
[0]
Off
On
no change
[2]
Off
On
no change
[2]
Off
On
no change
[2]
Off
On
no change
[2]

Comment

To control the multiple
outputs simultaneously from
the bus
If block active

If block not active

Inputs
Input, grouped channels, adjustement 1/2 and 3/4.
The parameters shown in the screen on the right are available
for each channel and are identical for each of them.

Dimming parameters - grouped channels

Input, grouped channels, sun protection 1/2, 3/4
The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them.
Parameters grouped channels to control dimmer and shutters
Select functions of inputs 1/2 and 3/4 - dimmer or shutter
control.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Input 1/2
Input 3/4

Dimming
Sun protection
[2]

Determines the type of
control of the input pair

Dimming function
1/2
Dimming function
3/4
Sun
function
Sun
function
Block
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Brighter/Darker
Darker/Brighter

[0]
protection Down/Up
1/2
Up/Down
protection
[0]
3/4
Inactive
Active
[0]

Define the function associated with closure of contact
on IN 1 or on IN 2 (and on
IN 3 and IN 4)
Define the function associated with closure of contact
on IN 1 or on IN 2 (and on
IN 3 and IN 4)
To enable block of channels
1/2 and 3/4 from bus

Sun protection parameters - grouped channels
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Single channels 1, 2, 3, 4:
the inputs operate independently
7
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

options are available for each channel:
inactive
switch
scene
counter
switch short/long
one button dimming
one button shutter

Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Number

Value Type

Folat
[1]

Value
Value in 1/100
degrees

0...255
[1]
0-65535
[2000]
inactive

Switch parameters (to send commands and values)
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Switch rising edge

Block

active
[01]

Comment
If the switch input is set for
"Send value"
Choose whether to send
a number 0-255 or a Float
0-65535 (percentage)
If the type 15 set as "Float"
1/100 percentage
Activating it brings up an
object that prevents the
input from being controlled if
set to "1"

Comment
Rising edge = closure of IN
contact
Falling edge = opening of IN
contact

Toggle rising edge

Switch falling edge
Sub
function
Toggle falling edge

Status Send
256 = Send value
[3]
Value Falling edge

Value Rising edge

Send Cyclic
Cyclic send [s]

Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
1...3000
[1]

If you set "Switch", an On or
an Off command will be sent
for the chosen edge whereas no signal will be sent for
the subsequent change of
status of the input.
If you set "Toggle", On/
Off/On, etc. will be sent in
sequence for each selected
edge (but you must also
associate the input status
object with the same group).

Switch parameters, rising edge

By setting "Send status",
you choose whether to send
an On or an Off command
for one edge or the other.
With "Send value" you
choose the byte to send
If "Switch" set to "Falling
edge" or "Send status"
If "Switch" set to "Rising
edge" or "Send status"
To set message repetition in
the bus
If "Send cyclic" active

Switch parameters, send status
Continues
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"Scene" parameters
A scene can be activated and if necessary acquired from the
input.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
No save

Scene

Save
1-Bit Scene
[0]

Scene Number
Scene Number
Block

1-64
[2]
1-2
[2]
Inactive
Active
[0]

Comment
If you set save, a long press
of IN contact takes you to
acquisition of the desired
scene (1-64); the 1 bit scene
is necessary serves for the
various KNX devices
If the Scene is set as "Do
not save" or "Save"

Switch parameters, send value

If the Scene is set as "1 bit
scene"
To inhibit the input control
from the bus

"Scene" parameters

"Counter" parameters
To increase a counter with the input (it is reset on bus power
down).
ETS text

Counter Type

Threshold active

Available values
[Default value]
8-bit
16 bit
32 bit
[1]
No
Yes
[0]
1-255

Sending Difference
(8 bit)
[5]
Counter Limit
(8 bit)

1-255
[50]

Sending Difference 0-65535
(16 bit)
[100]
0-653535
Counter Limit
(16 bit)
[200]
Sending Difference 0-65535
(32 bit)
[250]
0-2147483647
Counter Limit
(32 bit)
[500]
Inactive
Block
Active
[0]
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Comment
With each input contact
closure a counter is incremented
A counter limit can be activated
Set the frequency in terms
of impulses with which the
value has to be sent to the
bus
(if "Threshold active" parameter is activated) on reaching
this value a warning bit is
sent to the bus
16 bit
16 bit
32 bit
32 bit

"Counter" parameters
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"Switch short/long" parameters
You can choose to send a value - e.g. "On" - with a short press
of the input, and another - e.g. "Off" - with a long press after a
time that can be set in the general parameters.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Switch

Value Type

Number
Float
[0]

Value short switch

Value long switch

Off
On
Nothing
[1]
Off
On
Nothing
[0]
0-255

(Short) Value
[0]
0-255
(Long) Value
[1]

Continued

ETS text

(Short) Value in
degrees 1/100

Comment
whether long/short presses
will send On/Off commands
("Switch"), a number 0-255
("Number") or a value
0-65535 for percentages
1-100 ("Float") to the bus
If "Switch": a short press
will send the chosen value
(the short press object is the
same as the long press)

(Long) Values in
degrees 1/100

Block

Available values
[Default value]
0-65535
[500]
0-65535
[2000]
Inactive
Active
[0]

"One button dimming" parameters
To control a dimmer with a single input, where a short press of a
N.O. button performs On/Off and a long press a cyclic positive/
negative adjustment until it is released.

Continued

ETS text
Block

Available values
[Default value]
Inactive
Active
[0]

Dimming steps

Repeat dimming
telegrams
Repetition time (s)

100%
50%
25%
12.5%
6%
3%
1.5%
[100%]
No
Yes
[0]
0.3-5

If "Float": a long press will
send the chosen percentage
value (the long press object
is the same as the short
press)
Use of the input can be
blocked with a 1 bit sent
from the bus to the dedicated object

If "Number": a short press
will send the chosen numerical value (the short press
object is the same as the
long press)
If "Number": a long press
will send the chosen numerical value (the long press
object is the same as the
short press)

"Switch short/long" parameters

ETS text

If "Float": a short press will
send the chosen percentage
value (the short press object
is the same as the long
press)

If "Switch": a long press
will send the chosen value
(the long press object is the
same as the short press)

Continues

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Comment
Use of the input can be
blocked with a "1" bit sent
from the bus to the dedicated object

Comment

Sets adjustment speed

Sets dimming mode (continuous or step)
If dimming telegram repetition is active

Continues

"One button" parameters

"One button shutter control" parameters
To control a shutter with a single input, where a short press of a
N.O. button stops and a long press starts its movement.

ETS text
Block

Available values
[Default value]
Inactive
Active
[0]

Comment
Use of the input can be
blocked with a "1" bit sent
from the bus to the dedicated object

"One button shutter control" parameters
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Input/output device (01522)
and 4-output device (01523)
1. I want to connect a N.O. button to an input of the
device and configure it in such a way that one press
sends "On" and a subsequent press sends "Off" to the
corresponding output. What is the procedure for doing
this?
When you connect a N.O. or a N.C. button to the device
input (for example IN-1) and set the parameter "Toggle rising
edge" or "Toggle falling edge", to ensure that this sends On/
Off commands to a group (for example the OUT-1 output)
you need to associate the "Switch" and "Status" objects of
the chosen input (in this case IN-1) with this group.
2. IS it possible to associate any ETS project scene
number with an output scene (for example I would like
to associate scene "12" with scene "A")?
A maximum of 8 scenes can be saved and the scene number cannot be changed. So "Scene number A" will be only
number 1, "Scene number B" number 2, etc.

• Switch rising edge: for example, in the case of a N.O.
bathroom pull-cord, each contact closure sends the value
set in "Value type" and each contact opening sends no
message.
• Switch falling edge: as above but inverted; the value is
sent on opening of the contact (N.C. bathroom pull-cord).
• Toggle rising edge: with each closure of an N.O. contact
(button) an "On" message is sent, then "Off", then "On"
again, then "Off" again and so on, whereas when the
contact is opened nothing is sent.
Note. The "Status" object must also be associated in
the group (otherwise the device is unable to determine
whether the last value sent was "On" or "Off" and will
always send "On").
• Toggle falling edge: as above but inverted; the On/Off
message is sent on opening of the contact (N.C. buttons).
• Status send: you can select whether to send "On" when
the input contact closes and "Off" when it opens and vice
versa.
YOU can also choose to send always "On" or always "Off"
on both closing and opening the contact.
• Send value: you can select whether the device is to send
a value that can be selected in "Value" when the contact
closes.
If you select "Value Type = Number" you will set a value
of between 0 and 255 whereas if you choose "Value Type
= Float" the value will be between 0 and 65535.
b. "Single use" input with "Scene" function (marked in red).

3. What are the device parameters when the inputs IN-1,
IN-2, IN-3 and IN-4 are configured as single channels?
a. "Single use" input with "Switch" function (marked in red).

The subfunctions, marked in blue in the above image, indicate respectively:
• No save: closure of the input contact calls up a scene
selected from the list displayed in "Scene number".
• Save: a scene can be called up with a short press but is
saved by means of a long closure of the input contact.
The subfunctions marked in blue in the above image indicate respectively:
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• 1-Bit: one scene can be called up for bit "0" and another
scene for bit "1" (this kind of function is rarely used now
on KNX but is still adopted on some old devices).
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c.

"Single use" input with "Counter" function (marked in red).

e.

The subfunctions marked in blue in the above image indicate respectively:
• Type of counter: you can select whether to activate an
8/16/32 bit pulse counter on the input contact and consequently set a maximum threshold (the object that will be
set to 1 on reaching this threshold is present).
You can therefore assign a maximum limit to the counter
(a counter reset object is also present) and choose the
frequency in terms of number of pulses with which the
message with the total number of pulses reached up to
that point is to be sent to the bus.

"Single use" input with "One button dimming" function
(marked in red).

The subfunctions marked in blue in the above image indicate respectively:
• Dimming steps: you can set the dimming increment
steps with a long closure of the input contact. Short closures/openings trigger an On/Off command.
• Repeat dimming telegrams: prompts multiple sending
of dimming messages (function required for some types
of dimmer actuators).
f.

"Single use" input with "One button shutter" function.

d. "Single use" input with "Switch short/long" function (shown
in red).

The subfunctions marked in blue in the above image indicate respectively:
• Switch: you can choose whether to send an "On" or an
"Off" message (or no value) upon short closure of the
input contact.
The same applies for a long closure of the input.

With a single button connected to an IN input of 01522 it
is possible to raise, stop and lower a shutter (there are no
particular subfunctions to be set).
g. "Single use" input with "Grouped channels" function (marked
in red).

• Number: you can choose whether to send a value
(between 0 and 255) upon short closure of the input contact.
The same applies for a long closure of the input.
• Float: you can choose whether to send a value (between
0 and 65535) upon short closure of the input contact.
The same applies for a long closure of the input.
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Allows the input contacts to be used for dimming or for controlling a shutter; the channels are grouped so as to connect
two contacts to IN-1 and IN-2.
4. How many scenes can be saved on the device outputs?
On/Off states can be saved for 8 different scenes. In particular, if the item "Enable scene saving" is enabled, it will
also be possible to save the status of the corresponding
output for the desired scene by sending a message over the
bus (Scene Learn).
5. In the output settings, scene configuration, 8 On/Off
channels can be seen but no communication objects
activate/deactivate. What is the purpose of these
parameters?
In the output settings, scene configuration, 8 On/Off channels can be seen but no communication objects activate/
deactivate because these parameters serve to define the
status of the created scene.
This means for example that it will be possible to set the
device's input 1 to activate a scene and to decide in which
status (On or Off) to set the device's output 1 for activation
of scene number 1.
6. Is it obligatory for the output scenes to be called up by
means of the inputs?
The scenes are called up by means of the device's inputs
(the input calls up and save the status of the required scene;
without the input the scene can only be called up via the
bus).
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Actuator with 4 relay outputs NO 16 A 250 V~
01523
Actuator with 4 relay outputs NO 16 A 250 V~, KNX standard,
installation on DIN rails (60715 TH35), occupies 4 modules size
17.5 mm

• Staircase
according to the other parameters, the output is switched for
a certain period of time (monostable output).

Behaviour after bus on/off
Bus off: depends on the parameter settings.
Bus on: depends on the parameter settings.

Behaviour after reset
As for bus on.

Communication objects
List of existing communication objects (output)

01523

Functionality
The functions are the same for all channels.
3 functions are available for the outputs:
• Inactive:
channel with no function;
• Switch
the output is switched according to the other parameters.

The following objects are available for each channel depending
on the function and settings.
They are identical for each channel. If a channel is not active, no
communication objects are present.

Output communication objects

Example: Output A - Switch, Output B - Stair light.

Channel communication objects
C

Flag 1
R W T

(If the output is activated as "Switch" or as "Toggle") to perform output
1 bit
On/Off

X

X

Block

(If the Out 1 "Block" parameter is activated with "Block" function) to inhibit
1 bit
the Output command from the bus

X

X

Out 1

Forced

(If the Out-1 "Block" parameter is activated with "Forcing" function) to
2 bit
force output to On/Off from the bus

X

X

4

Out 1

Scene

(If the output "Scene" parameter is activated), to activate and save a
1 byte
scene associated with the output (if the parameter is active)

X

X

5

Out 1

Status

(If the output is activated as "Switch" or as "Toggle") to know the status
1 bit
of the output

X

6

Out 1

Logic 1

(If "1/2-object logic" is activated on the output) if a bit = 1 is sent to this
object the output will be activated when the "On/Off" object and the "Log1 bit
ic-2" object (if present) are also activated (depending on the And/Or conditions that are managed on these objects)

X

X

7

Out 1

Logic 2

(If "1/2-object logic" is activated on the output) if a bit = 1 is sent to this
object the output will be activated when the "On/Off" object and the "Log1 bit
ic 1" object are also activated (depending on the And/Or conditions that
are managed on these objects)

X

X

8... 15

Out 2 (see analogous objects
for Out 1)

As for Out 1

16... 23

Out 3 (see analogous objects
for Out 1)

As for Out 1

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Description

0

Out 1

Switch on/off

2

Out 1

3

Continues

Length

X

U

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

Number

ETS name

ETS function

24... 31

Out 4 (see analogous objects
for Out 1)

32

Central function

Description

Length

C

Flag 1
R W T

U

X

X

X

As for Out 1
(If centralised control parameter is active for each individual output) for
1 bit
simultaneous On/Off of multiple outputs

Switch On/Off

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Standard settings of communication objects
Communication objects: default settings
Number

ETS name

ETS function

Length

Priority

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
32

Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Output 1
Centralised function

Switch On/Off
Staircase (monostable Out)
Block
Forced
Scene
Status
Logic 1
Logic 2
Switch on/off

1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
2 bit
1 Byte
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit
1 bit

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

C
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

R

Flag 1
W

T

U

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

32

254

255

ETS reference parameters
General
The following parameters are exclusive and for all channels.
General parameters
The interblock between two or more outputs is useful for example
for fan-coil control to avoid activating 2 inputs simultaneously.
ETS text
Interblock active

Active for outputs

Available values
[Default value]
inactive
active
[0]
AB
AC
AD
BC
BD
CD
ABC
ABD
ACD
BCD
ABCD
[7]

General settings, output interblock
Comment
Only one output may be
active at a time (e.g. for the
fan coil)

If "interblock" active: outputs
for which the interblock is
active.

Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
100-3000

Interblock time [ms]
[100]

Continues

Configuration of channels
Configuration of output parameters 1, 2, 3, 4
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Not active
Output 1...4

Switch
Staircase
[0]
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Staircase = monostable output

Channel configuration

Comment
If "Interblock active": the
time that elapses between
one output turning Off and
another output interblocked
with it turning On
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Output: switch 1, 2, 3, 4

Continued

The following parameters are available for each channel and are
identical for each of them. If a channel is configured as a switch,
the following parameters are visible:

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Logic operation

OR
AND
[0]

If "Logic function" active

Parameter configuration
Management of the 4 outputs set as switches.
ETS text
Type
On delay
Off delay
Central switch
function
Blocked/Forced

State at the beginning of Block state

State at the end of
block state

Behaviour
at bus power up

Behaviour at
bus power down

Logic function 1...4

Available values
[Default value]
normally closed
normally open
[0]
0...30000 s
[0]
0...30000 s
[0]
Not active
Active
[0]
Nothing
Blocked
Forced
Off
On
no
change
[2]
Off
On
no
change
[2]
Off
On
no
change
[2]
Off
On
no
change
[2]
Not active
with one object
with two objects
[0]

Not active
Scene

Comment

Active
[0]

Scene activation
If active, an additional page
is displayed (see Output,
secondary element scene)

On delay in seconds
Off delay in seconds
Centralised function (to
control multiple outputs
simultaneously from the bus)
To block and force an output
from the bus

If block active

If block active

Switch parameters

Note.

To enable logics (And/Or)
with one or two objects

Continues

Two-object switching (Logic 1 and Logic 2): a group is
created for each "Logic X" object and a group for the "Output
Command X" object. The And/Or mode will be applied between
the command group and the two logics (for example with "And"
mode, to activate the output, both Logic 1 and Logic 2 and the
Output command must be at 1).

Output, scene channel
8 scene saving options are available for each output. Each
record must be assigned to the value.
Scene parameters (8 scenes per output)
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
blocked

Scene saving
enable

free
[0]

Scene A

Off
On
[0]

Comment
The "Scene saving enable"
function allows the status
associated with a scene
to be saved by means of
a message from the bus
(scene learn).

Scene parameters, channel 1, 2, 3, 4

Continues
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Continued

ETS text
Scene B

Scene C

Scene D

Scene E

Scene F

Scene G

Scene H

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]
Off
On
[0]

Staircase Outpute

Continued

The following parameters are available for each channel and
are identical for each of them. If a channel is configured as a
staircase, the following parameters are visible:
Staircase parameters (monostable control of outputs)
ETS text
Type
Time Staircase [s]
Switch Off
warning

Available values
[Default value]
normally closed
normally open
[0]
0... 30000
[120]
Not active
Active
[0]

0... 30000
Warning
duration [s]
[120]

0... 30000
Prewarning
duration [s]
[120]

Manual switch off
Central switch
function
Continues
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Not active
Active
[0]
Not active
Active
[0]

ETS text

Behaviour when
blocked

Comment
Behaviour when
unblocked
Output activation time
Output activation time

If "Off warning" active: after
setting a "warning time" and
a "prewarning time", when
the relay reactivates after the
set "staircase time", it remains Off for a time equal to
the "Warning time" and then
deactivates for a time equal
to the "Prewarning time"

Behaviour
at bus power up

Behaviour at bus
power down

Available values
[Default value]
Off
On
no
change
[2]
Off
On
no
change
[2]
Off
On
no
change
[2]
Off
On
no
change
[2]

Duration of warning (if
"Switch off warning" active).
Three times will be added.
After setting a "warning
time" and a "prewarning
time", when the relay deactivates after the set "staircase
time", it remains Off for a
time equal to the "warning
time" and then reactivates
for a time equal to the "prewarning time"

The stair light comes on, but
without timer

Staircase parameters

Comment

If block active

If block not active

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
Actuator with 4 relay outputs: FAQs
Input/output device (01522)
and 4-output device (01523)
1. Is it possible to associate any ETS project scene
number with an output scene (for example I would like
to associated scene "12" with scene "A")?
A maximum of 8 scenes can be saved and the scene number cannot be changed. So "Scene number A" will be only
number 1, "Scene number B" number 2, etc.

2. How many scenes can be saved on the device outputs?
On/Off states can be saved for 8 different scenes. In particular, if the item "Enable scene saving" is enabled, it will
also be possible to save the status of the corresponding
output for the desired scene by sending a message over the
bus (Scene Learn).
3. In the output settings, scene configuration, 8 On/Off
channels can be seen but no communication objects
activate/deactivate. What is the purpose of these
parameters?
In the output settings, scene configuration, 8 On/Off channels can be seen but no communication objects activate/
deactivate because these parameters determine the status
of the created scene.
This means for example that it will be possible to set the
device's input 1 to activate a scene and to decide in which
status (On or Off) to set the device's output 1 for activation
of scene number 1.
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USB interface: communication objects
B type USB interface

Functionality
The interface allows for communication between the PC and
the KNX system. Data transfer is indicated by the KNX LED
and the USB LED.
The USB interface can be used with ETS3 V1.0 software and
subsequent versions.
It should simply be connected to the KNX bus and then to the
USB. The USB interface is detected automatically by the PC's
operating system and installed.

01540
B type USB interface, KNX standard, installation on DIN rail
(60715 TH35), occupies 2 modules size 17.5 mm.

The KNX bus connection is made by means of the dedicated
terminal on the front of the device. The USB connection is also
on the front of the device.
01540

Technical data

Operating voltage

Interface
Control and display elements

Maximum power consumption from KNX bus
Max. dissipated power
USB voltage
Max. power consumption from USB
Max. dissipated power of USB
Max. total dissipated power
USB
Programming LEDs
Programming button
USB

Connections

Protection rating
Protection rating

Operation
Storage
Transport
IP 20
Class II

EC standard

Compliant with EMC and low voltage directive

Certification
Installation
Dimensions
Mounting depth
Width of modules
Weight
Enclosure
Enclosure colour
Model
Device type

EIB/KNX
On 35 mm rail
90x36x64.5 mm
64.5 mm
2
0.09 kg
Plastic
Grey
Device for modular installation
Modular device for assembly on DIN rail

Temperature range

Generally 30 Vdc (21 ... 32 Vdc)
240 mW
5 Vdc
60 mA
300 mW
540 mW
USB 1.1 standard
For assigning physical address
For assigning physical address
Via B type USB socket, maximum cable length 5 m
(standard)
0°C ... + 45°C
-25°C ... + 55°C
-25°C ... + 70°C
DIN EN 60 529

Certified
DIN EN 60 715
(HxLxD)
two 18 mm modules

MDRC

Application programs

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses Max. number of associations

USB /1 interface

0

0

Requirements
The 01540 interface works with the following operating systems:
Microsoft Windows 98, NT, 2000, ME, XP-Professional and
XP-Home, Windows 7. With Microsoft Windows 98, when
installing the USB interface the file HIDDEV.INF must be
installed in the Windows/I NF directory using the Microsoft
Windows hardware assistant.
The interface is fully functional on an active hub with external
power supply. It does not work on a passive hub without
external power supply as the device is powered both from USB
and from the bus.
After starting the PC and the ETS3 programme, the USB
interface must first be connected to the bus and then to the
USB.

Description of the application
No application program is required to use the 01540
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interface. For the purposes of documentation, ETS3
contains a dummy application. The application can be imported
as normal into ETS3.
A message is displayed on the first parameter page informing
the user that it is a dummy application. No parameters or
communication objects are present.
The physical address can be set both locally and via the bus.

Display
The KNX LED lights up as soon as the device is connected and
ready for operation. It blinks as soon as telegram traffic begins
over the bus.
The USB LED lights up as soon as the devices and USB interface are connected and ready for operation. It blinks as soon
as telegram traffic begins between the USB and the KNX bus.

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
USB interface: FAQs
B type USB interface

(01540)

1. What address is given to the USB interface in the ETS
project?
By default, an unprogrammed KNX device has ID 15.15.255.
During programming, problems might arise if Area and Line
do not correspond. It is therefore advisable to set Area/
Line/255.
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230 V~ dimmer: communication objects
230 V~ 50-60 Hz dimmer

Front view and connections

01526
Dimmer 230 V~ 50-60 Hz for 2x300 W incandescent lamps,
2x300 VA ferromagnetic transformers, 2x300 VA electronic
transformers, KNX standard, installation on DIN rails (60715
TH35), occupies 4 modules size 17.5 mm.

1
2

01526

3
4

01526

5

Functionality
The universal dimmer actuator is a modular installation device
to be installed on the distribution panels.
Different types of loads can be connected to two independent
outputs. This includes for example incandescent lamps, 230 V
halogen lamps and low-voltage halogen lamps with electronic
or conventional transformers. However, only loads of the same
type are permitted for a single channel. Detection of the load
type and Phase angle control or Inverse phase control
setting started automatically. The device cannot control LED or
fluorescent loads.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

power supply: possibility of connecting separate phases
input/output terminals for connection to load
identification plate
Red LED and configuration button
bus connection terminals

Note. All four connections of the neutral conductor to terminals
2, 3, 6 and 7 are interconnected internally. If circuit breakers
with earth leakage and automatic circuit breakers with a live
conductor disconnected are used, this must be taken into
consideration for the individual channel fuses. The device does
not accept partial downloading from ETS.

Technical data
Power supply

Operating voltage
KNX current consumption
2 load circuits

Outputs

Maximum load
(up to room temperature of 45°C)
Minimum load

Input power

Two-phase input

Operating voltage

Mains voltage Us
Mains frequency
Dissipated power
KNX

Connections

Load side power supply and circuit

Control and display elements
Enclosure
Safety class

Tightening torque
Red LED and button
IP 20
II

Insulation category

Level of pollution in overvoltage cat.

Temperature range

Operation/Storage/Transport
Device for modular installation (MDRC)
Dimensions
Mounting width
Mounting depth
Humidity
On 35 mm rail
As requested
0.225 kg
Plastic enclosure, grey
KNX compliant to EN 50 090-1, -2
In compliance with EMC directives and low voltage
directive

Design
Environement conditions
Installation
Mounting position
Weight
Enclosure, colour
Approvals
CE mark
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21...30 Vdc, provided by the bus
Max 12 mA
Semiconductor output, with
phase angle control or inverse phase control
500 W/VA, when a single channel
is connected
2 W/VA
Different phases can be connected
to a common neutral conductor.
230 V -15/+10%, 50/60 Hz
46...55 Hz or 57... 63 Hz
Max 4.5 W (at nominal load)
500 mW on standby (outputs off)
Bus connection terminal
Screw terminals with universal head (PZ1)
0.2...4 mm² multipolar, 2 x 0.2...2.5 mm²
0.2...6 mm² unipolar, 2 x 0.2...4 mm²
Max 0.8 Nm
For assigning physical address
According to DIN EN 60 529
According to DIN EN 61 140
III in accordance with DIN EN 60664-1 2 in accordance with
DIN EN 60664-1
- 5°C...+45°C/-25 °C...+55 °C/-25°C...+70°C
Device for modular installation, ProM
90 x 72 x 64 mm (H x W x D)
4 18 mm modules
64.5 mm
Max. 93%, without condensation
DIN EN 60 715
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230 V~ dimmer: communication objects
Application programs

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses Max. number of associations

Dim 2f 230 V/1.0

45

254

255

Output communication objects

Example: Output A, Output B separate.

Channel communication objects, with default settings
Flag 1
R W T

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ETS name

ETS function

Description

0

General

In operation

If the general transmission parameter of "in operation" cyclical object on
1 bit
value "0" or "1" is enabled

1

General

Overtemperature

2

General

Critical overtemperature

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

10

Output A

Switching/status

"Status" appears only if the response to the switching status is not sepa1 bit
rate from the switching object

X

11

Output A

Switching status

If response parameter to the switching status is enabled with object sep1 bit
arate from switching

X

12

Output A

Relative dimming

To increase/decrease the lamp brightness by man external supervisor (for
4 bit
example a touch screen)

X

X

X

13

Output A

Brightness value/
status

"Status" appears only if the response to the switching status is not sepa1 byte
rate from the switching object

X

X

X

14

Output A

Brightness value
status

If response parameter to the brightness values is enabled with object sep1 byte
arate from the value

X

X

15

Output A

Rel. dimming speed
0-100%

If "Dimming" parameter is enabled under relative dimming speed adjusta2 byte
ble by means of object

X

X

16

Output A

Forced operation

17

Output A

Recall preset 1-2

If the "Forced operation function" parameter is enabled, with 1 or 2 bit
1-2 bit
control
If the 1-bit "Preset function" is enabled
1 bit

18

Output A

Set preset 1-2

If the Store preset via bus parameter is enabled for the two presets

1 bit

19

Output A

Recall preset 3-4

If the 1-bit "Preset function" is enabled

20

Output A

Set presets 3-4

If the "Store preset" parameter via bus is enabled for the two presets

21

Output A

8 bit Scene

22

Output A

Restore standard
scene

Continues

Length

C

Number

Object that indicates that the maximum temperature threshold inside the
1 bit
device has been exceeded (for loads greater than 1 A)
Object that indicates that the maximum temperature threshold inside the
device has been exceeded for too long and the device has automatically 1 bit
deactivated the output load (for loads greater than 1 A)

X
X

U

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

1 bit

X

X

If the 8 bit "Scene enable" function parameter is enabled and the 8 bit
1 byte
Preset function disabled

X

X

If the "Scene function" parameter is enabled together with the parameter
for overwriting its standard value (with "Restore standard scene" object or 1 bit
with download via object)

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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230 V~ dimmer: communication objects
Continued

C

Flag 1
R W T

1 bit

X

X

If the parameter of "Additional SLAVE function" is enabled for brightness
1 bit
control

X

X

1 bit

X

X

1 byte

X

X

1 bit
2 byte

X
X

X
X

1 bit

X

Load type

The device sends feedback to the Bus on the type of connected load (1
1 bit
bit if the load is INDUCTIVE, 0 bit if it is CAPACITIVE)

X

X

X

Error report

This object signals a generic error: the bit goes to "1" if one of the bits 3..7
1 bit
in "status byte" object 34 is set to "1"

X

X

X

X

X

X

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Description

Length

23

Output A

Block

If the "Block function" parameter is enabled

24

Output A

Activate SLAVE
operation

24

Output A

Activate Staircase light
If the "Additional Staircase Light Function" parameter is enabled
function

25

Output A

25
26

Output A
Output A

SLAVE brightness
value
Permanent ON
Staircase time

27

Output A

Stair Light warning

28
29
30
31

Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

32

Output A

33

Output A

If the "Additional SLAVE function" parameter is enabled for brightness
control
If the "Additional Staircase Light Function" parameter is enabled
If the "Additional Staircase Light Function" parameter is enabled
If the "Additional Staircase Light Function" parameter is enabled together
with the Stair Light "Dimming Down" warning on this object

X

X

34

Output A

Status byte

35

Output B

Switching/status

"Status" appears only if the response to the switching status is not sepa1 bit
rate from the switching object

X

36

Output B

Switching status

If response parameter to the switching status is enabled with object sep1 bit
arate from switching

X

37

Output B

Relative dimming

To increase/decrease the lamp brightness by man external supervisor (for
4 bit
example a touch screen)

X

X

X

38

Output B

Brightness value/
status

"Status" appears only if the response to the switching status is not sepa1 byte
rate from the switching object

X

X

X

39

Output B

Brightness value
status

If response parameter to the brightness values is enabled with object sep1 byte
arate from the value

X

X

40

Output B

Rel. dimming speed
0-100%

If "Dimming" parameter is enabled under relative dimming speed modifia2 byte
ble by means of object

X

X

41

Output B

Forced operation

If the "Forced operation function" is enabled, with 1 or 2 bit control

1-2 bit

X

X

42

Output B

Recall presets 1-2

If the 1 bit preset function parameter is enabled

1 bit

X

X

43

Output A

Set presets 1-2

If the Store preset via bus parameter is enabled for the two presets

1 bit

X

X

44

Output B

Recall preset 3-4

If the 1 bit Preset function parameter is enabled

1 bit

X

X

45

Output B

Set presets 3-4

If the Store preset via bus parameter is enabled for the two presets

1 bit

X

X

46

Output B

8 bit Scene

If the 8 bit Enable scene function parameter is enabled and the 8 bit Preset
1 byte
function disabled

X

X

47

Output B

Restore standard
scene

X

X

48

Output B

X

X

49

Output B

X

X

49

Output B

X

X

50

Output B

X

X

50
51

Output B
Output B

X
X

X
X

Continues
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Block
Activate SLAVE
operation

Activate Staircase light
If the "Additional Staircase Light Function" parameter is enabled
function
SLAVE brightness
value
Permanent ON
Staircase time

1 bit

If the "Additional SLAVE function" parameter is enabled for brightness
1 byte
control
If the Additional Staircase light function parameter is enabled
1 bit
If the Additional Staircase light function parameter is enabled
2 byte

X

X

This 1 byte object provides details of dimmer operation and malfunctions
and is sent automatically on each change of status of one of the constituent bits (it resets automatically with every load start after the malfunction
has been resolved):
• bit 0 = additional functions activated (staircase lighting or SLAVE operation);
• bit 1 = "Block" function activated;
1 byte
• bit 2 = "Force" function activated;
• bit 3 = error in detecting or setting the type of load;
• bit 4 = voltage drop on main power supply;
• bit 5 = high load absorption or short-circuit;
• bit 6 = load absorption drop or load disconnected;
• bit 7 = load voltage or absorption peak

If the "Scene function" parameter is enabled together with the parameter
for overwriting its standard value (with "Restore standard scene" object or 1 bit
with download via object)
If the Block function parameter is enabled
1 bit
If the "Additional SLAVE function" parameter is enabled in brightness ad1 bit
justment

U

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
230 V~ dimmer: communication objects
Continued

C

Flag 1
R W T

If the "Additional staircase light function" parameter is enabled together
1 bit
with the Staircase light "Dimming Down" warning on this object

X

X

The device sends feedback to the bus on the type of connected load (1 bit
1 bit
if the load is INDUCTIVE, 0 bit if it is CAPACITIVE)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Description

52

Output B

Staircase lighting
warning

53
54
55
56

Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

57

Output B

Load type

58

Output B

Error report

59

Output B

Status byte

Length

This object signals a generic error: the bit goes to "1" if one of the bits 3..7
1 bit
in "status byte" object 59 is set to "1"
This 1 byte object provides details of dimmer operation and malfunctions
and is sent automatically on each change of status of one of the constituent bits (it resets automatically with every load start after the malfunction
has been resolved):
• bit 0 = additional functions activated (staircase lighting or SLAVE
operation);
• bit 1 = "Block" function activated;
1 byte
• bit 2 = "Force" function activated;
• bit 3 = error in detecting or setting the type of load;
• bit 4 = voltage drop on main power supply;
• bit 5 = high load absorption or short-circuit;
• bit 6 = load absorption drop or load disconnected;
• bit 7 = load voltage or absorption peak.

U

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

ETS reference parameters
General
IT is possible to choose to operate the two dimmer outputs in
joint or separate mode and to define the quality of telegrams to
be sent to the bus.
General parameters
Parameter

Description

Parameter settings
(by default the same
for all outputs)

Sets parameter settings independently for the two
outputs and vice versa

Sending and switching delay after bus
Sets the minimum bus communication restore time
voltage recovery in s after a mains power failure
[2...255] (default = 2)
Send
object "in operation"
(default = NO)
Limit
number of telegrams
(default = NO)

Sets whether to periodically display the correct
dimmer operation status

General parameters

Sets the maximum number of telegrams to send to
the bus (thus limiting data traffic on the bus)

A/B parameters - general
These manage the response states for the commands and
brightness adjustments, define behaviour for power failures and
hardware details for the load to be controlled.
Parameter

Description

Switching status
response of status
(default = NO)

Sets whether to manage the dimmer On/Off status
on the "Command" object or via a separate "Status" object

Send
(default = NO)

Transmits the On/Off status only subsequent to a
change in the status itself (if the response is enabled). Times and bit modes can be set

Invert (default = NO,
0 = Off, 1 = On)

Indicates whether 0 = off and 1 = on (if the status
response is activated on the dedicated object)

Brightness values
status response of
(default = NO)

Sets whether to manage the dimmer On/Off status
on the "Brightness" object or via a separate "Status" object

Continues

General A/B parameters
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Continued

Parameter

Description

Behaviour when bus
is down (default =
unchanged)

The output remains unchanged even if the bus is
disconnected; it can also be turned off

Value of object
"Switch" on bus volt- Sets behaviour of the relay when the supply voltage
age recovery (default is restored (whether it is to remain unchanged or to
= restore status
set a bit to 0/1)
before failure)
Perform load recogni- Allows automatic recognition of the connected load
tion (Default = Yes)
(rather than predefining it as capacitative/inductive)
Turn off frequency
pulse filter (default
= No)

It makes sense to turn it on in the event of large
fluctuations in mains frequency

A/B parameters - function
To activate the preset/scene functions and the possibility of
blocking or forcing the dimmers from the bus and of managing
the two dimmer outputs as MASTER/SLAVE/Timed. This
device can also control the dimmer 01526 as a SLAVE.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

No
Enable 1-bit Preset
Yes
function
[0]
No
Overwritten presets
with standard valYes
ues during download
[0]
No
Enables 8 bit scene
Yes
function
[0]
No
Overwrite scene
values with standard values

1-bit control

Enable "Forced
operation" function 2-bit control
[0]
Brightness if object 0-255 (0-100%)
value = X (forced
on)
[100% - 255]

Continues
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Enables the 1 bit Preset
function (a rarely used
parameter): for scenes of
old 1 bit KNX devices
If the Preset function is
enabled. If active when
downloading the application
to the device, this refers to
definition of parameter "A-B
Switching - Switch on"

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

To inhibit dimmer command
from the bus with a dedicated object

No
Enable char. curve
Yes
correction function
[0]

If activated, a series of
parameters called "A/B
characteristic curve correction" appears (see below for
settable details)

Nothing
Enable additional
function

SLAVE function in
brightness control
Staircase lighting
[0]

Enables scene function by
means of 1 byte objects

Inactive
Forced On switching
[1]

If 1 bit: 1=Force and
0=Remove forcing;
if 2 bit it is a
standard KNX EIS-8 command:
10=Remove forcing and
11=Forcing performed
If 1-2 bit control of "Forced
operation" is activated:
defines brightness value if
the device is forced from
the bus
If 1-2 bit "Forced operation"
control is activated: defines
whether device is to be
forced or not when bus voltage returns

Comment

No
Enable block funcYes
tion
[0]

By means of download If 8 bit scene function
enabled If active when
By means of "Restore downloading the application
standard scenes" object to the device, this refers to
definition of parameter "A-B
By means of download Switching - Switch on"
or object
[2]
No

Status of forced
operation function
after bus voltage
return

Comment

Continued

A/B parameters - function

You can define whether the
dimmer is a MASTER or a
SLAVE, or whether the dimmer performs an automatic
off (if you set "Staircase
lighting", a series of parameters called "A/B Staircase
lighting" appear (see below
for details)
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230 V~ dimmer: communication objects
A/B parameters - switching
The brightness value on power up and On/Off speed can be
set.
ETS text
Power up with

Available values
[Default value]
0-100%
[100%]

When turning off [0 0-65535
= skip]
When turning on [0
[0]
= skip]

Comment
Sets the brightness percentage on turning on the load

A/B parameters - switching

Sets off and on timing
respectively (Soft end and
Soft start)

A/B parameters - dimming
Setting dimming speed, maximum/minimum adjustment limits
and defining commands from buttons and from supervisors (if
present).
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Rel. dimming
0-65535
speed for 0...100%
[0]
in s [0...65,535]
Upper dimming
limit
Lower dimming
limit

50-100%
[100%]
0.3-50%
[20%]
No

Allow on/off by
means of relative
dimming

Yes
[0]

No
Rel. dim speed
adjustable via Obj.
[Obj. Rel dim speed Yes
0...100%]
[1]

Comment
Sets dimming speed by
means of "Relative dimming"
object
Sets upper and lower dimming limits

A/B parameters - dimming

Determines whether the
lamp can be turned on/off
by means of a long press
(without having to press the
button once to turn on/off
and a second time to dim)
Allows the dimming speed
to be set via supervision
software

A/B parameters - value
Setting operations that can be performed via bus by means of
"Brightness value" object - dimming and On/Off.
ETS text
Dimming speed
for 0...100% with
value settings in s
[0...65535]
Upper limit
Lower limit

Available values
[Default value]
0-65535
[0]
0-100%
[100%]
0-100%
[20%]

No
Allow on by means
of brightness value
Yes
Allow off by means
of brightness value [1]

Comment
Sets dimming speed by
means of "Brightness value"
communication object
Sets upper and lower limits
of brightness value

A/B parameters - value

Allows dimmer on/off
selection by means of
"Brightness value" object
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A/B parameters - characteristic curve correction
Appears if "Char. curve correction function" is enabled in the
"A/B - function" parameters. Enables lamp characteristic curve
adjustment to adapt to the eye sensitivity.

ETS text
Number of pairs of
values
Y0 adjusted brightness value (Output)
Y1 adjusted brightness value (Output)

Available values
[Default value]
2
3
4
[0]
1-255
[1]
1-255
[255]

Comment

See chart

A/B parameters - characteristic curve correction

See chart
See chart

Characteristic curve chart

A/B parameters - SLAVE
Appears if "Additional function - SLAVE function in brightness
adjustment" is enabled in the "A/B - function" parameters.
Defines the behaviour of the SLAVE dimmer subsequent to
specific events.
ETS text
Switch on

Relative dimming

Available values
[Default value]
No reaction
Deactivate SLAVE
function
[0]
No reaction
Deactivate SLAVE
function
[0]

No reaction
Brightness value or Deactivate SLAVE
Preset/Scene call function
[0]
After bus reset
SLAVE function is
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Active
Inactive
[0]

Comment
Determines whether or
not the SLAVE function
is deactivated after an on
command
Determine whether or
not the SLAVE function is
deactivated after a dimming
command from the bus
Determine whether or not
the SLAVE function is deactivated after a brightness
value call-up or Preset/
Scene
Determine whether or
not the SLAVE function is
deactivated after a power is
recovered from the bus

A/B parameters - SLAVE
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230 V~ dimmer: communication objects
A/B parameters - Staircase lighting
Appears if "Additional function - Staircase lighting" is enabled
in "A/B - function" parameters; can be defined if the dimmer
goes to a certain value and then automatically falls to another
value after a settable time. A retrigger can be enabled for
the on duration and other Off and On-fixed functions can be
customised.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Brightness after
power up

0-100%
[100%]

Level of brightness on
power up

0-65535

Time interval after which the
dimmer begins decreasing
brightness down to "Basis
brightness"

Time in sec.
[180]
0-100%
Dimming down
time elapsed (basis
brightness)
[0%]
Dimming down
time in sec.

0-65535
[60]

Continued

ETS text

Brightness during
steady On

Available values
[Default value]
0-100%
[100%]

No (dimming immediAt the end of the
ately down)
"Steady On" time
the "Staircase light- Yes
ing" restarts
[1]
During dimming
down the warning
occurs via the
"Staircase lighting
warning" object

No
Yes
[1]

Comment
If an "On" command is sent
to the "Always On" object,
the dimmer goes to the set
value (0-100%) and remains
there until the next command sent from the bus
If an "Off" command is sent
to the "Always On" object,
you can determine whether
the dimmer goes to the
"Start-up brightness" or the
"Basis brightness"
To control the one-button
LED when the switch to
"Basis lighting" starts

Brightness level the dimmer
goes to after the power up
time (basis brightness)
Interval of time in which
the dimmer goes to basis
brightness (determines the
dimming speed)

No (not resettable)
Yes (retriggerable)
Staircase time max 2 x
The Staircase time Staircase lighting
is increased by
max 3 x Staircase
means of multiple lighting
On
max 4 x Staircase
lighting
max 5 x Staircase
lighting
[1 = Yes, retriggerable]

THE time the dimmer
remains at the set brightness after power up can
be increased by sending
an "On" command to the
Switching object

A/B parameters - staircase lighting

No (no reaction)
Behaviour on
Off command
by means of
"Switching" object

Switching to base level
lighting
Dimming to base level
lighting

Determines the behaviour
of the dimmer subsequent
to an "Off" command to
"Switching" object

Instantaneous off
[0]
Continues

A/B parameters - Scenes
Appears if the "Enable 8 bit scene function" is enabled under
item "A-B function". It defines the brightness to be associated
with the scenes and the time in which this brightness is
reached. Further scenes can be enabled.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Nothing
Association with
Association....Scene 64 Associate desired scene
scene number 1-64
[No association]
Standard brightness value
Time to reach
brightness in sec.

0-100%
[100%]
0-65535
[3]

Set brightness value of
scene

A/B parameters - Scene

Set how many seconds it
will take to reach the saved
brightness level for the
scene
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A/B parameters - Preset
Appears if the "Enable 1bit Preset function" is enabled in item
"A/B function". Necessary to manage 1 bit scenes for old KNX
devices.
ETS text
Behaviour with
Preset 1 (telegram
value "0")
Behaviour with
Preset 2 (telegram
value "1")
Time to reach
brightness in sec.

Available values
[Default value]
0-100% (or resets)
[0%]
0-100%
[100%]
0-65535
[0]
Yes

Presets 1 and 2
saving via bus

No
[0]

Behaviour with
Preset 3 (telegram
value "0")
Behaviour with
Preset 4 (telegram
value "1")
Time to reach
brightness in sec.

0-100% (or resets)
[100%]
0-100%
[100%]
0-65535
[0]
Yes

Presets 3 and 4
save via bus

No
[0]
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Comment
To activate 1 bit scenes
To activate 1 bit scenes
Dimming speed for Presets
1 and 2
If enabled, a 1 bit ETS
object appears for this
Preset 1 and 2 setting (for
example, a long button
press for saving can be
associated)
To activate 1 bit scene
To activate 1 bit scene
Dimming speed for Presets
3 and 4
If enabled, a 1 bit ETS
object appears for this
Preset 3 and 4 setting (for
example, a long button
press for saving can be
associated)

A/B parameters - Preset
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1. 01504.2 product description
The 01504.2 media coupling device can be used as a line coupler, as a backbone coupler or as a line repeater. The basic functionality of the 01504.2 is coupling a
KNX TP main line with a KNX TP sub line. Providing galvanic isolation between the two connected lines it enables a data connection between the upper line (main
line or backbone) and the lower line.
Due to its flexibility the coupler can be used as a line coupler to connect a sub line to a main line or as a backbone coupler to connect a main line to a backbone
line. The main task of the 01504.2 is to filter the traffic according to the installation place in the hierarchy (individually addressed telegrams, in this document
named Physical telegrams) or according to the built in filter tables for group oriented communication (Group telegrams).
Compared to other similar products the 01504.2 provides outstanding features, for example its support of long messages (up to 240 byte APDU length) and a
configurable one button activation of the “Manual Function” (transmit all telegrams, transmit Physical telegrams or transmit Group telegrams).This functionality is
helpful during installation, during run time and for trouble shooting. To easily identify common communication problems due to bus load or retransmissions on
both lines the high informative 6 duo LED display shows the bus status on each line accurately.
The 01504.2 is also able to link two lines for data transfer. As a line repeater the 01504.2 still provides galvanic isolation between the connected lines. Result is up
to four lines can form a single sub line with up to three line repeaters used after the line coupler. Each sub line segment requires its own KNX power supply unit.

2. KNX topology
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01504.2
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LINE COUPLER
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Sub
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GA
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Sub
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SL
ML

ML
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R
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SL
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Traffic
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01504.2
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Traffic
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01504.2

LINE COUPLER
Bus State

GA

01504.2

PA

R

Function

Sub

Main

Sub

SL

NOT ALLOWED
ML:
SL:
BC:
LC:
R:
BD:

Main line
Sub line
Backbone coupler
Line coupler
Repeater
Bus devices

BD

Fig. 1: Topology
Please note:
Commissioning at delivery status means:
• All telegrams are blocked because the filter table is not defined
• The fallback time after manual operation is 120 min
• The physical address is 15.15.0
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3. Device frontend

01504.2
LINE COUPLER

1

2

Bus State

Main

3
5

Sub

4
6
A

Traffic
PA

GA
Function

7

B

Sub

Main

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Bus state main line LED
Bus state sub line LED
Bus traffic main line LED
Bus traffic sub line LED
Group address filter table status LED
Physical address filtering status LED
Programming LED

A
B
C
D

Function button
Program button
KNX main line
KNX sub line

D

C
Fig. 2: Front view

3.1 Installation example

L

N

L

N

01504.2
01501.2

01501.2

POWER SUPPLY UNIT

POWER SUPPLY UNIT

KNX 30V

120-240V
50/60Hz
360-220mA

I KNX + I AUX ≤ 640mA

AUX
30V

Main

AUX 30V
-5°C+ +45°C

mains

overload

overload

AUX

KNX
30V

Sub

Traffic

I KNX + I AUX ≤ 640mA

mains

KNX
30V

Bus State

KNX 30V

120-240V
50/60Hz
360-220mA

AUX 30V
-5°C+ +45°C

LINE COUPLER

30V

GA

PA

Function

Main

Sub

sub line
main line
Fig. 3: Connections
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4. Operational description
According either to the factory default settings or to the latest parameter settings (downloaded from ETS, also other tools) being in “Normal Mode” the 01504.2
operates as it is supposed to.
The default configurations of the “Normal Mode” are set by the main line and the sub line parameters.

4.1 Normal mode
Green

Red

LED 1
Bus State Main

Off: main line error or not connected
On: main line OK

On: manual overwrite active.

LED 2
Bus State Sub

Off: sub line not connected
On: sub line OK

N.A.

LED 3
Traffic Main

Blinking: bus traffic on main line (only valid telegrams)
Off: no traffic on main line

Blinking: transmission error on main line

LED 4
Traffic Sub

Blinking: bus traffic on sub line (only valid telegrams)
Off: no traffic on sub line

Blinking: transmission error on sub line

LED 5
Group Address

Routing of Group telegrams
Off: main and sub different,
On: Filter table is active

Block
On with mixed colour (green and yellow): route all

LED 6
Physical Address

Routing of Physical telegrams
Off: main and sub different,
On: Filter table active

Yellow: block
On with mixed colour (green and yellow): route all

LED 7
Programming

N.A.

On: device in “Program Mode”
Blinking: LAN line error

4.2 Program mode
With the Programming button the device can be switched between “Normal Mode” and “Program Mode”. To download the physical address to the device
this function is essential. After the download the 01504.2 automatically returns to the “Normal Mode”.

Programming LED (7):
Off: Normal Mode
On: Program Mode

4.3 Function button
The function button is used for two purposes, either to switch to “Manual Function” or to do a factory reset. Being in “Normal Mode” it depends on the
duration of time the button is being pressed.

4.3.1 Manual function
• Long press (≈ 3 sec) in “Normal Mode”
The device activates the “Manual Function” and the LEDs change their status.
Pressing the button again for some seconds deactivates the “Manual Function”.
After expiration of the Fallback time the device returns to “Normal Mode” automatically. To configure the “Manual Function” and set the Fallback
time
use the parameter tab “General”.
Please note:
The latest downloaded settings (parameters) and the filter table are still available after switching back from “Manual Function” to “Normal
Mode”.

4.3.2 Factory reset
• Very long press (≈ 15 s) in “Normal Mode”
A factory reset is carried out by pressing the button for about 15 seconds (LEDs 1,2,5,6 light with mixed colour). After release, pressing it again for
some seconds resets all the parameters to factory default (incl. physical address). Subsequently, the LEDs change their status.
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5. Application description line coupler
With the coupler receiving physically addressed telegrams (Physical telegrams), for example during commissioning, it compares the physical address of the receiver with its own physical address to decide whether to route the telegrams or not. On receiving telegrams with group addresses (Group telegrams) the coupler
proceeds in accordance with its parameter settings.
At default setting the coupler only routes those telegrams whose group addresses have been entered in its filter table.
In case of not receiving an acknowledgement after routing a telegram, due to a bus transmission error for example, the coupler repeats the telegram up to three
times (depending on the corresponding parameter that is set by ETS). With the parameters „Repetitions if errors ...“ this function can be adjusted separately for
both connected lines. The default settings of these parameters should be retained.

6. ETS-Parameters line coupler
All screenshots in this document describing ETS parameters represent the Line/Field coupler´s database entry in the ETS5.

6.1 Settings
In the properties window the basic settings of the Line/Field coupler can be adjusted and checked. Under the Settings tab the device name and the physical
address (individual address) can be changed/downloaded to the device.

Fig. 4a: Properties/Settings

Fig. 4b: Properties/Information

When not already configured as “Line coupler”, the application program for “Line coupler” has to be downloaded to the device.
Under the Information tab this configuration can be changed by the menu “Change Application Program”. After changing the configuration the filter table
entries can be added manually. Also updating the application program can be done here.
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6.2 General

Fig. 5: General

ETS-Text

Selection
[Factory default]

Comment

Fallback time
for manual operation

10 min, 1 hour, 4 hours, 8 hours
[1 hour]

After this time period the “Manual Function” is switched off automatically.

Manual function

disabled
pass all telegrams
pass physical telegrams
pass group telegrams
[pass all telegrams]

Telegram routing configuration for the “Manual Function”.

6.3 Main line

Fig. 6: Main line configuration
Important note:
The parameter “transmit all” for Group telegrams or Physical telegrams is intended only for testing purposes. This setting should not be used during
normal operation.
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ETS-Text

Selection
[Factory default]

Comment

Configuration

groups: filter, physical: block groups, physical: filter
groups: route, physical: filter groups, physical: route
configure
[groups, physical: filter]

- Block: no telegram is routed.
- Filter: only telegrams are routed which are entered in the filter table.
- Route: the telegrams are routed.
- Configure: the following parameters can be set manually.
This parameter is to be set depending on the planed configuration.

Group telegrams

1. transmit all (not recommended)
2. block
3. filter
[filter]

1. All group telegrams are transmitted.
2. No group telegram is transmitted.
3. Only Group telegrams entered in the filter table are routed.
ETS3/4 produces the filter table automatically.

Main group
telegrams 14/15

1. transmit all
2. block
[transmit all]

1. Group telegrams with the sub group 14 or 15 (e.g. 14/1) are routed.
2. Group telegrams with the sub group 14 or 15 (e.g. 14/1) are not
routed.

Physical telegrams

1. transmit all (not recommended)
2. block
3. filter
[filter]

1. All Physical telegrams are transmitted.
2. No Physical telegram is transmitted.
3. Depending on the physical address only Physical telegrams are
routed.

Physical:
Repetition when
errors on main line

1. no
2. normal
3. reduced
[normal]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending
a Physical telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once

Group:
Repetition when
errors on main line

1. no
2. normal
3. reduced
[normal]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending
a Group telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once.

Telegram
confirmations on line

1. if routed
2. always
[if routed]

1. Only telegrams which are to be routed are confirmed on the main line
(ACK).
2. Each telegram on the main line is confirmed (ACK).

Send confirmation
on own telegrams

1. yes
2. no
[no]

1. Every telegram on the main line is confirmed with its own ACK (from
the Line coupler).
2. No confirmation with own ACK
 See note below.

Please note:
If the parameter “Send confirmation on own telegrams” is set to yes the line coupler will send an ACK systematically on any own routed telegram.

6.4 Sub line

Fig. 7: Sub line configuration
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ETS-Text

Selection
[Factory default]

Comment

Configuration

groups: filter, physical: block groups, physical: filter
groups: route, physical: filter groups, physical: route
configure
[groups, physical: filter]

- Block: no telegram is routed.
- Filter: only telegrams are routed which are entered in the filter table.
- Route: the telegrams are routed.
- Configure: the following parameters can be set manually.

Group telegrams

1. transmit all (not recommended)
2. block
3. filter
[filter]

1. All group telegrams are transmitted.
2. No group telegram is transmitted.
3. Only group telegrams entered in the filter table are routed.
ETS3/4 produces the filter table automatically

Sub group
telegrams 14/15

1. transmit all
2. block [transmit all]

1. Group telegrams with the sub group 14 or 15 (e.g. 14/1) are routed.
2. Group telegrams with the sub group 14 or 15 (e.g. 14/1) are not routed.

Physical telegrams

1. transmit all (not recommended)
2. block
3. filter
[filter]

1. All Physical telegrams are transmitted.
2. No Physical telegram is transmitted.
3. Depending on the physical address only Physical telegrams are routed.

Physical: Repetition
if errors on the sub
line occur

1. no
2. normal
3. reduced
[normal]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending a
physical telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once.

Group: Repetition if
errors on the sub
line occur

1. no
2. normal
3. reduced
[normal]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending a
group telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once..

Telegram
confirmations on line

1. if routed
2. always
[if routed]

1. Only telegrams which are to be routed are confirmed on the sub line
(ACK).
2. Each telegram on the sub line is confirmed (ACK).

Send confirmation
on own telegrams

1. yes
2. no
[no]

1. Every telegram on the sub line is confirmed with its own ACK (from the
Line coupler).
2. No confirmation with own ACK

7. Application description line repeater
Line repeaters do not use a filter table. A received telegram is routed to all lines irrespective of in which line it is processed. It is therefore not important whether the
telegram is triggered within a line or whether it is sent from an upper line to a lower line via a coupler.
When an error occurs during transmission of a telegram according to the physical address of a receiver the line repeater is able to repeat the telegram. With the
parameters „Physical:
Repetition if errors on main line/on sub line“ this function can be set separately for both lines.
In case of routing a group telegram with not receiving an acknowledgement or in case of a bus device detecting a transmission error the line repeater repeats the
telegram three times.
With the parameters „Group: Repetition if errors on main line/on sub line“ this function can be adjusted separately for both lines.
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8. ETS-Parameters line repeater
8.1 Settings
In the properties window the basic settings of the Line/Field coupler can be adjusted and checked. Under the Settings tab the device name and the physical
address (individual address) can be changed and downloaded to the device.

Fig. 8a: Properties/Settings

Fig. 8b: Properties/Information

When not already configured as “Line repeater”, the application program for “Line repeater” has to be downloaded to the device. Under the Information tab this
configuration can be changed by the menu “Change Application Program”. After changing the configuration the filter table entries can be added manually. Also
updating the application program can be done here.

8.2 General

Fig. 9: General
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ETS-Text

Selection
[Factory default]

Comment

Fallback time
for manual operation

10 min, 1 hour, 4 hours, 8 hours
[1 hour]

After this time period the “Manual Function” is switched off automatically.

Manual function

disabled
pass all telegrams
pass physical telegrams
pass group telegrams
[pass all telegrams]

Telegram routing configuration for the “Manual Function”.
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8.3 Main line

Fig. 10: Main line configuration
Important note:
The parameter “transmit all” for Group telegrams or Physical telegrams is intended only for testing purposes. This setting should not be used during normal
operation.

ETS-Text

Selection
[Factory default]

Comment

Configuration

groups, physical: route configure
[groups, physical: route]

- Route: the telegrams are routed.
- Configure: the following parameters can be set manually.

Physical telegrams

1. transmit all
2. block
[transmit all]

1. All physical telegrams are transmitted.
2. No physical telegram is transmitted.

Physical:
Repetition when
errors on main line

1. no
2. normal
3. reduced
[reduced]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending a
Physical telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once.

Group:
Repetition when
errors on main line

1. no
2. normal
3. reduced
[reduced]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending a
Group telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once.

Telegram
confirmations on line

1. if routed
2. always
[always]

1. Only telegrams which are to be routed are confirmed on the main line
(ACK).
2. Each telegram on the main line is confirmed (ACK).

Send confirmation
on own telegrams

1. yes
2. no
[yes]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending a
group telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once..

Please note:
If the parameter “Send confirmation on own telegrams” is set to yes the line repeater will send an ACK systematically on any own routed telegram. With the
repeater using no filter table it is useful to send an ACK with every routed telegram.
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8.3 Sub line

Fig. 11: Sub line configuration
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ETS-Text

Selection
[Factory default]

Comment

Configuration

groups, physical: route configure
[groups, physical: route]

- Route: the telegrams are routed.
- Configure: the following parameters can be set physically.

Physical telegrams

1. transmit all
2. block
[transmit all]

1. All physical telegrams are transmitted.
2. No physical telegram is transmitted.

Physical: Repetition
if errors on the sub
line occur

1. no
2. normal
3. reduced
[reduced]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending a
Physical telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once.

Group: Repetition if
errors on the sub
line occur

1. no
2. normal
3. reduced
[reduced]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending a
group telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once.

Telegram
confirmations on line

1. if routed
2. always
[always]

1. Only telegrams which are to be routed are confirmed on the sub line
(ACK).
2. Each telegram on the sub line is confirmed (ACK).

Send confirmation
on own telegrams

1. yes
2. no
[yes]

If a transmission error (e.g. due to missing receiver) is found after sending a
group telegram on the main line:
1. Physical telegrams are not repeated.
2. Physical telegrams are repeated up to three times.
3. Physical telegrams will be repeated only once..
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Brightness dimmer
01528
Brightness dimmer, 2 inputs for 01530, 2 relay outputs NO 16
A 250 V~, 2 outputs 1-10 V, KNX standard, installation on DIN
rails (60715 TH35), occupies 4 modules size 17.5 mm.

Functionality

01528

The dimmer is a modular KNX device to be installed on the
distribution panel on 35 mm rails. It is connected to the KNX
bus by means of a bus connection terminal on the rear of the
device. The dimmer can control the adjustable electronic ballast
or transformers with 1-10 V interface via 2 outputs. A floating

switching contact (16 A) is available for each output to turn
the ballasts on and off. The switching relays are particularly
suitable for switching the loads of fluorescent lamps (AX) in
accordance with DIN EN 60669. Manual control can be used
to switch the individual outputs to ON and OFF independently
of the bus or auxiliary voltages. The control element on the
switching relay directly indicates the status of the switch. A
01530 light sensor can be connected to the dimmer for each
output. It is possible to set each dimmer output to work with
its own 01530 sensor or to have one output work with both
01530 sensors (for constant brightness in very large rooms)
and to have the second output work independently from the
01530 sensors as a common ballast regulator. The light sensor
measures brightness in closed rooms. The dimmer constantly
controls the light for each output (control circuit) against the set
brightness value. The dimmer and light sensor are powered via
the KNX and do not require a supplementary power supply. By
using the 01530 sensors to read ambient light levels, this
device can also control 01526 dimmers in MASTER-SLAVE
operation.

Technical data
Power supply

Output control circuit

Sensor input

Operating voltage
KNX current consumption
Power consumption via KNX
Number of 1-10 V (passive) control outputs
Max current per control output
Max. number of ballasts (2 mA/ballast)1
Max cable length, with load
maximum (100 mA)
01530
Number of inputs
Max cable length per sensor

Brightness detection

Nominal load circuit values of outputs

Switching currents of load circuit (relay)

Load circuit (relays)
service life

Switching times of load
circuit (relay)4

Operating range
of lighting control

Optimal installation height
Number of load outputs (floating)
Nominal voltage Un
Nominal In current
Dissipated power per device at maximum
load
AC1 operation (cosɸ = 0.8) DIN EN 60 947-4-1
AX fluorescent lighting load in accordance with DIN
EN 60 669-1
AC3 operation (cosɸ = 0.6) DIN EN 60 947-4-1
Minimum switching efficiency

21...30 Vdc, provided by the bus
8.5 mA
Max 250 mW
2
100 mA
50
70 m with conductor cross-section of 0.8 mm2
100 m with conductor cross-section of 1.5 mm2
2
Cable P-YCYM or J-Y(ST)Y (SELV), for example
shielded cable for bus
Optimised for 500 Lux
200 ...1200 Lux for rooms with medium brightness
furnishings (reflection 0.5)
max. 860 Lux in rooms with very bright furnishings
(reflection 0.7)
max. 3000 Lux in rooms with very dark furnishings
(reflection 0.2)
The values in Lux are measured on the work surface
(reference surface)2
2-3 m
2
250/440 Vac (50/60 Hz)
16 A-AC1
2.6 W
16 A / 230 V
10 AX/250 V (140 μF)3
8 A / 230 V
100 mA / 12 V
100 mA / 24 V
10 A/24 V =
See lamp load table
> 3 x 106
in accordance with DIN IEC 60 947-4-1
> 105
> 3 x 104

DC current switching capacity (ohm load)
Lamp loads
Mechanical strength
Electrical resistance
AC1 (240 V/cosɸ = 0.8)
AC5a (240 V/cosɸ = 0.45)
Maximum number of relay position changes per
output per minute if all the relays are switched simul60
taneously. The position changes should be spread
out over a minute
Maximum number of relay position changes per
120
output per minute if a single relay is switched.

Continues
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Continued

Technical data
Connections: Bus 01890
Connections:
- control circuit
- light sensor 01530

Connection terminal to bus KNX
Screw terminals with slotted screw
Ferrules without/with plastic sleeve
TWIN ferrules
Tightening torque
Screw terminal with universal head (PZ1)

KNX safety extra low voltage

Ferrules without/with plastic sleeve
TWIN ferrules
Tightening torque
Red LED and KNX button
Switch position display
IP 20
II
Overvoltage category:
Pollution level
SELV 24 Vdc

Temperature range

Operation

Ambient conditions

Humidity
Device for modular installation
Dimensions (H x W x D)
Width W in mm
Mounting width (18 mm modules)
in kg
On 35 mm rail
As requested
Plastic enclosure, grey
KNX compliant to EN 50 090-2-2
In compliance with EMC directives and low voltage
directive

Connections: load circuit

Control and display elements
Enclosure
Safety class
Insulation category

Design
Weight
Installation
Mounting position
Enclosure, colour
Approvals
CE mark

0.8 mm Ø, single-pole
0.2...2.5 mm2 multipolar
0.2...4 mm2 single-pole
0.25...2.5/0.25…4 mm2
0.5...2.5 mm2
Max 0.6 Nm
0.2...4 mm2 multipolar, 2 x (0.2-2.5 mm2)
0.2...6 mm2 single-pole, 2 x (0.2-4 mm2)
0.25...2.5/0.25…4 mm2
0.5...2.5 mm2
Max 0.8 Nm
For assigning physical address
Relay operator
in accordance with DIN EN 60 529
in accordance with DIN EN 61 140/IEC 536
III in accordance with DIN EN 60 664-1
2 in accordance with DIN EN 60 664-1
-5°C...+45°C
-25°C...+55°C
-25°C...+70°C
Max. 93%, without condensation
90 x W x 64.5
72
4
0.200 0.330
DIN EN 60 715

Certification

Lamp loads, switching powers for the lamp circuit
Technical data
Lamps
Fluorescent lamps T5 / T8

Low-voltage halogen lamps
Dulux lamp
Mercury vapour lamp
Switching capacity
(switching contact)5

Number of electronic ballasts
(T5/T8, single element)1

Incandescent lamps load
Incorrect
Parallel compensation
DUO circuit
Induction transformer
Electronic transformer
230 V halogen lamp
Incorrect
Parallel compensation
Incorrect
Parallel compensation
Max inrush current Ip (150 μs)
Max inrush current Ip (250 μs)
Max inrush current Ip (600 μs)
18 W (ABB EVG 1 x 58 CF)
24 W (ABB EVG-T5 1 x 24 CY)
36 W (ABB EVG 1 x 36 CF)
58 W (ABB EVG 1 x 58 CF)
80 W (Helvar EL 1 x 80 SC)

2300 W
2300 W
1500 W
1500 W
1200 W
1500 W
2300 W
1100 W
1100 W
2000 W
2000 W
400 A
320 A
200 A
23
23
14
11
10

1) The control current of 1-10 V devices determines the number of ballast devices that can be connected. Typical devices are between 0.4 and 4 mA.
2) Rooms are lit differently by sunlight and artificial lamp lighting, and not all surfaces (walls, floor, furniture, etc.) reflect light in the same way.
So even with constant and precisely calibrated lighting control, deviations from the set desired value may occur during daytime operation. These deviations may be as large as +/- 100lx if the ambient
conditions of the room, and consequently the reflecting properties of the surfaces, are very different from the original conditions at the time of calibration (paper, people, moved or new furniture).
Deviations may occur even if the light sensor is struck by direct or reflected light that is not influenced or is only slightly influenced by the surfaces within the range of detection of the light sensor.
3) The maximum inrush current (see "Lamp loads" table) must not be exceeded.
4) The specifications apply only after the device has been connected to the bus voltage for at least 30 seconds.
The typical relay delay is about 20 ms.
5) For lamps with multiple elements or of different types, the number of ballast devices must be determined according to the electronic ballast inrush current.
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Application programs

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses Max. number of associations

Control Dim 2f 1-10V/1
Control Dim 4f 1-10V/1

62
118

254
254

Important
Connecting a 230 V mains voltage power supply to one of the
1-10 V outputs or one of the sensor inputs, will damage the final
1-10 V phase or the corresponding sensor input.
The control and load terminals are electrically isolated from the
KNX. The individual relays are potential free (floating). When the
control line is connected it is important to remember that the
individual control outputs all share a common reference earth.
Various electronic ballasts with a 1-10 V interface can be
controlled via a single dimmer output. The number of ballasts
that can be controlled per output is limited both by switching
and by the control power of the dimmer.
All poles must be disconnected to avoid dangerous contact
voltages on different phase conductors.
A 1-10 V open control line produces the maximum brightness
of the ballast.

255
255

of the control cable is inverted. In all three cases, lighting control
is not possible.
An open light sensor cable (maximum cable resistance) is
interpreted by the dimmer as a dark room. The 1-10 V output
is controlled with maximum brightness during control.
The same behaviour occurs with a short-circuit and if the
sensor cable polarity is inverted.
The value of the sensor can be read by means of object Sensor
value (Nos. 32, 57, 82 or 107) of the corresponding output.
This value is related to the value measured at the sensor input.
The light sensor measures brightness within its detection range.
The value does not correspond to the intensity of illumination as
measured by an illuminometer below the light sensor. In all three
fault scenarios (open circuit, short circuit and incorrect polarity)
the value read by means of object Sensor value is equal to "0",
which corresponds to complete darkness.

To operate sensor 01530, a 1 bit command must be sent to
object "Activate dimming".
A short-circuited control line generates the minimum dimming
value. The minimum dimming value is also set when the polarity

Example: Output A, Output B separate.
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Channel communication objects, with default settings
C

Flag 1
R W T

If General parameter "Send object cyclically in operation with 0/1" is ena1 bit
bled - to determine status

X

X

X

Additional function
status

If the General parameter "Enable additional function" is enabled - to de1 byte
termine status

X

X

X

Output A

Switching/Status

"Status" appears if the A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" and "Response to switching status via Switching/Status ob- 1 bit
ject" are enabled

X

X

11

Output A

Switching status

If the A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" and "Re1 bit
sponse to switching status via separate Status object" are enabled

X

X

12

Output A

Relative dimming

13

Output A

14

Output A

15

Output A

16

Output A

Forced operation

16

Output A

Forced operation

17

Output A

Recall preset 1-2

18

Output A

Set presets 1 and 2

19

Output A

Recall presets 3-4

20

Output A

Set presets 3 and 4

21

Output A

8 bit scene

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Description

0

General

In operation

1
2

Not used
Not used

3

General

4
5
6
7
8
9

Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

10

Length

To increase/decrease the brightness value of the output by a supervisor
(for example a touch screen)
"Status" appears if the A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" and "Status response of brightness values via object BrightBrightness value/Status
ness value/Status" are enabled. The brightness value sets the brightness
level of the load from a supervisor
If the A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" and
Switching status
"Status response of brightness values via separate object Status brightness value" are enabled
If the A-B Dimming parameter "Dimming speed variable via object DimDimming value 0..100%
ming speed 0..100%" is enabled
If parameter A-B Function under item "Forced 1 bit control operation" is
enabled
If parameter A-B Function under item "Forced 2 bit control operation" is
enabled
If parameter A-B Function under "Preset 1 bit" is enabled
If parameter A-B Function is enabled under item "Preset 1 bit" and then
parameter A-B Preset under "Presets 1 and 2 under Stored via bus"
If parameter A-B Function under "Preset 1 bit" is enabled
If parameter A-B Function is enabled under item "Preset 1 bit" and then
parameter A-B Preset under "Presets 3 and 4 under Stored via bus"
If parameter A-B Function is enabled under "8 bit scene"

X

4 bit

X

X

1 byte

X

X

1 byte

X

X

2 byte

X

X

1 bit

X

X

2 bit

X

X

1 bit

X

X

1 bit

X

X

1 bit

X

X

1 bit

X

X

1 byte

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

22

Output A

Restore standard
scenes

23

Output A

Block

If parameter A-B Function is enabled under item "Forced block operation" 1 bit

X

24

Output A

To activate dimming

1 bit

X

24

Output A

Activate dimming
Activate Staircase
lighting function

If A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" is enabled

1 bit

X

25

Output A

Enable compensation

To activate compensation

1 bit

X

25

Output A

If A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" is enabled

1 bit

X

26

Output A

To activate artificial light compensation

1 bit

X

X

X

26

Output A

Permanent On
Artificial light compensation
Staircase time

If A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" is enabled

2 byte

X

X

X

27

Output A

Daylight compensation

If A-B General parameter "Additional function: lighting control" is enabled,
and then the function "Compensation factor for daylight calibration auto- 1 bit
matically" is activated on "A-B Control" parameter

X

X

X

27

Output A

Staircase lighting
warning

If the parameter A-B General of "Additional function: staircase light" is enabled and then on the parameter A-B Staircase lights the option of "Warning 1 bit
during dimming down via object Warning Staircase Lighting" is activated

X

28

Output A

MASTER: SLAVE
brightness value

If A-B General parameter of "Additional function: lighting control" is enabled and then on the "A-B Control" parameter the control function is 1 byte
activated as MASTER for other dimmers

X

X

29

Output A

Set Point

A lux meter is required to see the number of Lux the settable values 0-255
correspond to. This device serves to establish a reference light for auto- 1 byte
matic daily control of ambient light

X

X
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X
X

If parameter A-B Function is enabled under item "Overwrite scene values
with standard value" selecting the option via "Restore standard scenes" 1 bit
object or the option "Via download or via object"

Continues

U

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

Number

ETS name

30

Output A

31

Not used

32

Output A

33

Not used

C

Flag 1
R W T

Measurement value

Current value of light sensor. It may coincide with the value of the individual
1 byte
sensor or with a lower or higher value or the average of a series of sensors

X

X

Sensor value

The brightness value measured by an individual sensor. It is displayed fol1 Byte
lowing a specific read request.

X

X

X

X

ETS function

Description

Length

34

Output A

Status value

Useful if the device does not operate as required. Indicates the possible
causes of the malfunction:
• Bit 0 = additional functions (Light control, Staircase light or SLAVE
mode) active "1" or inactive "0"
• Bit 1 = block function active "1" inactive "0"
• Bit 2 = forced operation active "1" or inactive "0"
Unused bits may be set to "0"

35

Output B

Switching/Status

"Status" appears if the A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" and "Response to switching status via Switching/Status ob- 1 bit
ject" are enabled

X

X

36

Output B

Switching status

If the A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" and "Re1 bit
sponse to switching status via separate Status object" are enabled

X

X

37

Output B

Relative dimming

38

Output B

39

Output B

40

Output B

Dimming value 0..100%

41

Output B

Forced operation

42

Output B

Forced operation

43

Output B

Recall preset 1-2

1 Byte

To increase/decrease the brightness value of the output by a supervisor
4 bit
(for example a touch screen)
"Status" appears if the A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" and "Status response of brightness values via object BrightBrightness value/Status
1 byte
ness value/Status" are enabled. The brightness value sets the brightness
level of the load from a supervisor
If the A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" and
Switching status
"Status response of brightness values via separate object Status bright- 1 byte
ness value" are enabled

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

If the A-B Dimming parameter "Dimming speed variable via object Dim2 byte
ming speed 0..100%" is enabled

X

X

If parameter A-B Function under item "Forced 1 bit control operation" is
1 bit
enabled

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

If parameter A-B Function is enabled under item "Preset 1 bit" and then
1 bit
parameter A-B Preset under "Presets 1 and 2 under Stored via bus"

X

X

X

If parameter A-B Function under item "Forced 2 bit control operation" is
2 bit
enabled
If A-B Function parameter under "Preset 1 bit" is enabled
1 bit

X

X
X

44

Output B

Set presets 1 and 2

45

Output B

Recall preset 3-4

46

Output B

Set presets 3 and 4

47

Output B

8 bit Scene

48

Output B

Restore standard
scenes

If A-B Function parameter is enabled under item "Overwrite scene values with standard value" selecting the option via the "Restore standard 1 bit
scenes" object or the option "Via download or via object"

X

49

Output B

Block

If A-B Function parameter is enabled under item "Forced block operation" 1 bit

X

50

Output B

To activate dimming

1 bit

X

51

Output B

Activate dimming
Activate Staircase
lighting function

If A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" is enabled

1 bit

X

52

Output B

Enable compensation

To activate compensation

1 bit

X

53

Output B

1 bit

X

Output B

To activate artificial light compensation

1 bit

X

X

X

55

Output B

Permanent On
Artificial light compensation
Staircase time

If A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" is enabled

54

If A-B General parameter "Additional function: staircase light" is enabled

2 byte

X

X

X

56

Output B

Daylight compensation

If A-B General parameter of "Additional function: lighting control" is enabled and then on the "A-B Control" parameter the "Compensation factor 1 bit
for daylight calibration automatically" function is activated

X

X

X

57

Output B

Staircase lighting
warning

If the A-B General parameter of "Additional function: staircase light" is enabled and then on the parameter A-B Staircase lights the option of "During 1 bit
dimming down via object Warning Staircase Lighting" is activated

X

X

58

Output B

MASTER: SLAVE
brightness value

If the A-B General parameter of "Additional function: staircase light" is enabled and then on the parameter A-B Staircase lights the option of "During 1 bit
dimming down via object Warning Staircase Lighting" is activated

X

X

Continues

If A-B Function parameter under "Preset 1 bit" is enabled
1 bit
If parameter A-B Function is enabled under item "Preset 1 bit" and then
1 bit
parameter A-B Preset under "Presets 3 and 4 under Stored via bus"
If parameter A-B Function is enabled under "8 bit scene"
1 byte

U

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Description

Length

C

Flag 1
R W T

X

X

X

X

59

Output B

Set Point

A lux meter is required to see the number of Lux the settable values 0-255
correspond to. This device establishes a reference light for automatic daily 1 byte
control of ambient light

60

Output B

Measurement value

Current value of light sensor. It may coincide with the value of the individual
1 byte
sensor or with a lower or higher value or the average of a series of sensors

X

X

61

Not used

62

Output B

Sensor value

The brightness value measured by an individual sensor. It is displayed fol1 byte
lowing a specific read request.

X

X

63

Not used

Status value

Useful if the device does not operate as required. Indicates the possible
causes of the malfunction:
• Bit 0 = additional functions (Light control, Staircase light or SLAVE
mode) active "1" or inactive "0"
• Bit 1 = block function active "1" inactive "0"
• Bit 2 = forced operation active "1" or inactive "0"
Unused bits may be set to "0"

X

X

64

Output B

1 byte

U

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

ETS reference parameters
General parameters
You can choose whether to operate the two dimmer outputs
in joint or separate mode and set the number of telegrams to
send to the bus.
Parameter

Description

Parameters Settings

Sets parameter settings/adjustments independently
for the two outputs and vice versa

Sending and switching delay after bus
Sets the minimum bus communication restore time
voltage recovery in s after mains power failure
[2...255]
Send objects "in
operation"

Sets whether to cyclically display the correct dimmer operation status

General parameters

If activated, sets the maximum number of teleTelegrams limit numgrams to send to the bus (thus limiting data traffic
ber
on the bus)

A/B parameters-light sensor
Determines whether by default each sensor 01530 is to operate
with the corresponding output or whether it can defined for
each which output/dimmer it is to work with. You can determine
whether the dimmer refers to the smallest/largest/average value
measured by sensor 01530.
Parameter

Description

Free light sensor set- When activated, it enables the use of light sensors
ting to the outputs
to be set automatically or manually
Measurement value
(controller input)

If the output is associated with more than one sensor, it allows the reference brightness value to be
determined by comparing the light detected by the
two as minimum/average/maximum values

Sensor A allocated to Sensors allocated to individual outputs of controller
Sensor B allocated to 01528
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General A/B parameters
To manage the response states for the commands and
brightness adjustments and define behaviour after power
failures.

Continued

Parameter

Description

Enable additional
function

Allows addition device functions to be defined,
such as:
1. illumination control (by means of sensor 01530:
for light control for constant illumination);
2. SLAVE controller combined with a MASTER;
3. timed staircase lighting (for automatic timed off)

Value of "Switch"
Determines how to set the object on bus voltage
object when bus voltrestore
age is restored

Status response of
the switching status
Send
Invert
State response of
brightness value
Send

Parameter

Description

Switch behaviour on
bus voltage failure

Determines what the device is to do on bus voltage
failure

You can decide whether to send feedback to the
bus for the switching status and set whether to use
a dedicated object
You can set when the device is to transmit its
status to the bus
You can decide whether the status of the dedicated
object is to be 0/1 in On/Off cases or vice versa
You can decide whether to send brightness value
feedback to the bus and set whether to use a
dedicated object
You can set when the device is to transmit the
brightness value to the bus

Block time after
Limits sending of "Status brightness value" so as
object send "Status
to keep down the number of telegrams sent over
brightness value" in s
the bus
[0...10]

General A/B parameters

Continues

A/B parameters function
To activate the Preset/Scene functions and the possibility of
blocking or forcing the dimmers from the bus and of managing
the two dimmer outputs as MASTER/SLAVE/Timed.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

No
Enable 1 bit Preset
Yes
function
[0]

Enables the 1 bit Preset
function (a rarely used
parameter) for 1 bit scenes

No

If the Preset function is
enabled, this determines
whether or not the Presets
are maintained when the
application is downloaded
onto the device

Presets overwrite
with standard values on download

Yes
[0]

No
Enable 8 bit Scene
Yes
function
[0]
No

Enables scene function by
means of 1 byte objects

Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Inactive
"Forced operation"
Forced On switching
after bus voltage
recovery
[1]
No
Enable block funcYes
tion
[0]
Enable function
"Characteristic
curve correction"

No
Yes
[0]
None

Enable additional
function

SLAVE brightness
control function
Staircase lighting
[0]

Comment
If 1/2 bit control of "Forced
operation" is activated: this
determines whether or not the
dimmer is to be forced when
bus voltage is recovered
To inhibit dimmer command
from the bus with a dedicated object
If activated, a series of
parameters called "A/B
characteristic curve correction" appears (see below for
settable parameters)
You can decide whether the
dimmer is to be a MASTER
or a SLAVE, or whether
the dimmer performs an
automatic off (if "Staircase
lighting" is set, a series of
parameters called "A/B
Staircase lighting" appear

By means of download

If the 8 bit scene function
is enabled, this determines
By means of "Restore
whether the scenes are to
standard scenes" object
be overwritten on the device
or saved
By means of download
or object
[2]
To enable 1 bit forcing or
No
with standard 2 bit KNX
1-bit control
Enable "Forced
EIS-8 commands ("10 =
operation" function 2-bit control
deactivate forcing" and "11
[0]
= activate forcing")
Overwrite scene
values with standard values

Brightness while
object value = X
(forced operation)

0-255 (0-100%)
[100% - 255]

If 1/2 bit control of "Forced
operation" is activated, this
determines the brightness
when the dimmer is forced

A/B parameters function

Continues
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A/B parameters switching
The brightness value on power up and On/Off speed can be
set.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Enable 1-bit Preset 0-100%
function
[100%]

Sets the brightness percentage on turning on the load

When turning off [0 0-65535
= skip]
When turning on [0
[0]
= skip]

Sets off and on timing
respectively (Soft end and
Soft start)

A/B parameters switching

A/B parameters dimming
Setting dimming speed, maximum/minimum adjustment limits
and defining commands from buttons and from supervisors (if
present).
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

0-65535
Relative dimming
speed for 0...100%
in s [0 = 65535]
[0]
Upper dimming
limit
Lower dimming
limit

50-100%
[100%]
0.3-50%
[20%]
No

Allow switching on
via relative dimming
Yes
Allow switching off
via relative dimming
[0]
Dim period adjust- No
able via object
Yes
[Obj. Rel. dimming
[1]
speed 0...100%]

Comment
Sets adjustment speed by
means of "Relative dimming"
object (for fine adjustment)
Sets upper and lower dimming limits

A/B parameters dimming
Determines whether the
lamp can be turned on/off
by means of a long press
(without having to press the
button once to turn on/off
and a second time to dim)
Allows the dimming speed
to be set by supervision
software

A/B parameters value
Setting operations that can be performed via bus by means of
"Brightness value" object - dimming and On/Off.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Rel. dimming
0-65535
speed for 0...100%
with val. setting in s
[0]
[0 = 65535]
Upper limit
Lower limit

0-100%
[100%]
0-100%
[20%]

No
Allow switching on
via relative dimming
Yes
Allow switching off
via relative dimming
[1]
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Comment
Sets dimming speed by
means of "Brightness value"
communication object

Sets upper and lower limits
of brightness value

Determines whether the
lamp can be turned on/off
by means of a long press
(without having to press the
button once to turn on/off
and a second time to dim)

A/B parameters value
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Brightness dimmer: communication objects
A/B parameters Preset
Appears if the "Enable 1 bit Preset function" is enabled in item
"A/B function". To manage 1 bit scenes - old KNX devices.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Behaviour with
Preset 1 (telegram
value 0)

0-100% (or resets)

Behaviour with
Preset 2 (telegram
value 1)

0-100%

Time to reach
brightness in s

[0%]

[100%]
0-65535
[0]
Yes

Presets 1 and 2
saving via bus

No
[0]

Behaviour with
Preset 3 (telegram
value 0)

0-100% (or resets)

Behaviour with
Preset 4 (telegram
value 1)

0-100%

Time to reach
brightness in s
Presets 3 and 4
save via bus

[0%]

[100%]
0-65535
[0]
Yes
No
[0]

Comment
To activate 1 bit scenes

To activate 1 bit scenes
Dimming speed for Presets
1 and 2

A/B parameters Preset

If enabled, a 1 bit ETS
object appears for this
Preset 1 and 2 setting (for
example, a long button
press for saving can be
associated)
To activate 1 bit scene

To activate 1 bit scene
Dimming speed for Presets
3 and 4
If enabled, a 1 bit ETS
object appears for this setting of Presets 3 and 4

A/B Scene parameters
Appears if the "Enable 8 bit Scene function" is enabled under
"A/B function". This determines the brightness to be associated
with the scenes and the time it takes to reach this brightness.
Further scenes can be enabled.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Nothing
Associate with
Association....scene 64 Associate desired scene
scene number 1-64
[No association]
0-100%
Standard brightSet brightness value for
ness value
scene
[100%]
Set how many seconds it
0-65535
Time to reach
will take to reach the saved
brightness in s
brightness level for the
[3]
scene

A/B Scene parameters
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A/B parameters characteristic curve correction
Appears if "Char. curve correction function" is enabled in the
"A/B - function" parameters. Enables lamp characteristic curve
adjustment to adapt to the eye sensitivity.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

2
Number of pairs of 3
values
4
[0]
Y0 Adjusted bright- 0-100%
ness value (output) [100%]
Y1 Adjusted bright- 0-65535
ness value (output) [3]

Comment

See chart

See chart

A/B parameters characteristic curve correction

See chart

Chart

Dimming parameters A/B
Appears if the "Dimming" option is enabled under "Additional
function" in the "General A/B" parameters.
For defining whether the device is to act as a MASTER dimmer
towards other dimmers and for setting the dimming speed with
maximum/minimum settable brightness limits; also whether or
not natural light compensation is to be performed automatically.

Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
0... 99

Factor for daylight
compensation in %
(0...99)
[35]

ETS text
The dimmer controls other external dimmers as
"MASTER"

Available values
[Default value]
No

Yes
[0]
Fast
Medium
Brightness variation Slow
during dimming
Individual setting
[0]
Upper control limit
Lower control limit
Compensation
factor for daylight
automatically calibration
Continues
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50%-100%
[100%]
0.3%-50%
[20%]
No
Yes
[1]

Comment
You can set whether it
commands other "SLAVE"
dimmers

No
Load daylight compensation factor
Yes
after download
[0]

Set dimming speed. If you
set "Individual setting" a
new parameter item called
"Control dynamics" will
appear (see details below)
Maximum brightness value
that can be reached during
light control
Minimum brightness value
that can be reached during
light control
If activated, sensor 01530
will adjust the basic load
brightness according to the
detected environement light

Dimming parameters A/B

Comment
Appears if natural light compensation factor is deactivated. Determines the relative proportions of artificial
and natural light (depends
on the room and installation). A low value results in
artificial light delayed off
Appears if daylight compensation factor is deactivated.
Determines behaviour following application download
(to have the ETS value overwrite the measured value)
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"Dimming speed" parameter
Appears if the option "Lighting dimming" is enabled under
"Additional function" in the "A/B general" parameters and
"Individual setting" is set under "Brightness adjust" during
dimming - dimming speed - in the parameter "A/B control" .
Determines dimming characteristics that are strongly connected
to the type of dimmed lamp to achieve non-linear speed
variation in the light/lamp if dimming is controlled by sensor
01530.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Step time for fast
approach

Use if the current brightness
Maximum speed... 2.0 s undergoes many changes
with respect to the setpoint;
it defines the start-up speed
[0.1 s]

Step time for slow
approach

0-10%
[2 s]

Control margin for 0-50
changing from fast
to slow approach [20]
Maximum step
width

1-10
[1]

Comment

Control dynamics

Use if the current brightness
undergoes many changes
with respect to the setpoint.
It determines the speed for
particularly fine adjustments
The difference between the
setpoint and the current
value at which there is a
switch between fast and
slow setpoint approach
Maximum increment in
control margin for switching
between fast and slow setpoint approach

Control margin that 10-255
determines maximum control step [30]

To reach the setpoint with a
faster or slower time

Setpoint measure- 0-30
ment margin for
start of control
[1]

THIS is a brightness differential: it determines the
range relative to the setpoint
within which brightness control is not performed

Chart
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A/B parameters adjust, operate
Appears if the "Lighting control" option is enabled under
"Additional function" in the "A/B general" parameters. To
determine the behaviour of the dimmer subsequent to a
dimmer on or adjustment command or actions on the Presets
and the "Brightness value" objects.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
No reaction
deactivate
dimming

On

Restart dimming with
start-up brightness
[0]

Relative dimming

No reaction
Deactivate dimming
New measured value
becomes setpoint
(timed)
[0]
No reaction

Brightness value or
Deactivate dimming
Scene/Preset call
[0]
Last value - 100%
Brightness value
when lighting control is activated
[70%]

Comment
Allows the behaviour of
the dimmer to be set
subsequent to start-up
from a button (whether the
control given automatically
by sensor 01530 is to be
left active, deactivated or
turned on at a fixed value
determined by parameter
"A/B switching - Start up
with X%")
Allows the behaviour of
the dimmer to be set
subsequent to a dimming
command from the button
(whether it is to leave control
of 01530 active or to deactivate it)
Allows the behaviour of the
dimmer to be set subsequent to a scene call-up
command (whether it is
to leave control of sensor
01530 active or to deactivate it)
Allows the brightness value
to be configured after activating control and when
automatic control is activated

Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
0... 65535

Follow-up time of
the inactive control
in s
[60]

A/B control operating

Continues

A/B SLAVE parameters
Appears if "Additional function - A/B SLAVE" is enabled in "A/B
general" parameters. Defines behaviour as SLAVE dimmer
subsequent to specific events.
ETS text
Switch on

Relative dimming

Brightness value
or Preset/Scene
call up
After bus voltage
recovery SLAVE
operation is
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Available values
[Default value]
No reaction
Deactivate SLAVE
function
[0]
No reaction
Deactivate SLAVE
function
[0]
No reaction
Deactivate SLAVE
function
[0]
Active
Deactivated
[0]

Comment
Determines whether or
not the SLAVE function
is deactivated after an on
command
Determine whether or not
the SLAVE function is deactivated after dimming from
the bus
Determine whether or not
the SLAVE function is deactivated after a brightness
value call-up (or Preset/
Scene)
Determines whether or
not the SLAVE function is
deactivated after the bus is
restored

A/B SLAVE parameters

Comment
THIS is a time interval after
which, if no signals arrive,
for example from a motion
detector in the room, the
value of relative dimming
set from the button is reset
and the dimmer returns to
being controlled by 01530
(if option [2] of parameter
"Relative dimming" is enabled)
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A/B parameters Staircase lighting
Appears if "Additional function - Staircase lighting" is enabled
in "A/B function" parameters. You can set whether the dimmer
is goes a certain value and then automatically drop to another
value in X seconds after a settable time. A retrigger can
be enabled for the On duration and other Off and fixed On
functions can be customised.

Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

No reaction
Switching to "Base level
lighting"
Determines the behaviour
Behaviour on "Off"
Dimming to "Base level of the dimmer subsequent
command via
lighting"
to an "Off" command to
"Switching" object
"Switching" object
Instantaneous off
[0]

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Brightness after
power up

0-100%
[100%]

Time in sec.
After dimming
down time ("Basis
brightness")

Dimming time in
sec.

0-65535
[180]
0-100%
[0%]
0-65535
[60]

Comment

Brightness value
during permanent
"On"

Level of brightness on
power up
Time interval after which the
dimmer begins decreasing
brightness down to "Basis
brightness"

At the end of permanent "On" the
"Staircase light"
restarts

Brightness level the dimmer
goes to after the power up
time ("basis brightness")
Time interval in which the
dimmer goes to basis
brightness (determines the
dimming speed)

Warning during
dimming down via
object "Warning
staircase lighting"

0-100%
[0]
No, dimming down
immediately
Yes
[1]
No
Yes
[1]

If an "On" command is sent
to the "Always On" object,
the dimmer goes to this
value and remains there until
the subsequent command
from the bus
If an "Off" command is sent
to the "Always On" object,
you can determine whether
the dimmer goes to the
"Start-up brightness" or the
"Basis brightness"
It serves to control the
one-button LED when the
switch to "Basis lighting"
starts

No (not retriggerable)
Yes (retriggerable)
Staircase time max 2 x
The Staircase time Staircase lighting time
is increased by
means of multiple up to max 3 x Staircase
lighting time
On
up to max 4 x Staircase
lighting time
up to max 5 x Staircase
lighting time
[1 = Yes, retriggerable]
Continues

The time the dimmer
remains at the set brightness after power up can
be increased by sending
an "On" command to the
Switching object

A/B parameters Staircase lighting
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Brightness sensor
01530
Brightness sensor for dimmer 01528, ceiling installation.

Functionality

01530

Light sensor 01530 measures the brightness of environnements.
It is installed in a standard box ceiling mounted. The (white) cover
of the sensor is firmly fixed to the device. The complete unit is
then applied to a box flush mounted by means of screws. Up

to 2 light sensors 01530 can be connected to dimmer 01528.
The light sensor measures brightness values in closed rooms.
The use of a dimmer combined with the measured values
allows for constant light control. Brightness values measured
by multiple light sensors can be combined to calculate a single
control circuit. This allows light to be controlled in spaces with
difficult lighting conditions. The electrical connection to the light
sensor on the dimmer is made by means of a two-wire MSR
cable, such as the KNX bus cable.
The total length of the cable must not exceed 100 metres. The
light sensor is equipped with a plexiglas bar that is inserted in
the sensor's housing. The detection range can be reduced by
using the plexiglas bar with the white cover.
The dimmer and the light sensor connected are powered from
the KNX and do not require a supplementary power supply.

Technical data
Power supply

SELV

Connections

Max cable length per sensor

Brightness detection

Lighting control operating range

Enclosure
Safety class

Optimal installation height
IP 20
II

Insulation category

Level of pollution in overvoltage cat.

Temperature range

Operation Storage Transport

Ambient conditions

Humidity

Design

Flush mounted device Dimensions

Weight
Mounting position
Enclosure, colour
Approvals

In kg
As requested
Plastic enclosure, grey
KNX compliant to EN 50 090-2-2
In compliance with EMC directive and low voltage
directive

CE mark

100 m, Ø 0.8 mm, cable P-YCYM or J-Y(ST)Y
(SELV), e.g. shielded cable for KNX bus
Optimised for 500 Lux
200 ...1200 Lux for rooms with
medium furnishing levels (reflection 0.5)
Max. 860 Lux in rooms with
very bright furnishings (reflection 0.7)
Max. 3000 Lux in
very dark (reflection 0.2) rooms with furnishings.
The values in Lux are measured on the work surface
(reference surface)1
2-3 m
According to DIN EN 60 529
In accordance with DIN EN 61 140
In accordance with DIN EN 60 664-1 2 in accordance with
DIN EN 60 664-1
-5 °C ... +45 °C
-25 °C ... +55 °C
-25 °C ... +70 °C
Max. 93%, without condensation
For flush mounted box installations 60 mm 50 x 20
(ø x height)
0.040

1) The rooms are lit in different ways by sunlight and artificial lamps. Not all surfaces (walls, floor, furniture, etc.) reflect light in the same way. So even with constant and precisely calibrated lighting
control, deviations from the set desired value may occur during daytime operation. These deviations may be as large as +/- 100lx if the ambient conditions of the room, and consequently the reflecting
properties of the surfaces, are very different from the original conditions at the time of calibration (paper, people, moved or new furniture). Deviations may occur even if the light sensor is struck by
direct or reflected light that is not influenced or is only slightly influenced by the surfaces within the range of detection of the light sensor.
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Notes
When the light sensor is positioned in the room, it is important
to check that the individual control circuits do not interfere with
each other. The light sensor should be mounted above the area
where the effective lighting intensity is to be measured.
Lamp light and sunlight should not shine directly on the sensor.
Be careful to avoid unfavourable reflections, such as those from
mirror or glass surfaces.
The white optical fibre bar can limit the detection range and
reduce lateral sensitivity to external light sources.

01530 - Installation

If the light sensor is not connected to the 01530, a DC voltage
of a few mV can be measured directly using a multifunctional
measuring device.
The measured value is between 0 mV (total darkness) and a few
hundred mV according to the brightness. If the measured value
is 0 mV even in conditions of normal brightness, this is due to
an open circuit, an inverse polarity malfunction or a defective
sensor.

Poles diagram
The light sensor has two bars. The white optical fibre rod has
a smaller detection range and is less sensitive to the influence
of lateral light. This bar can be used if it is necessary to limit
the detection range when the reflected light is influenced
for example by windowsills located within the wider area of
reference of the transparent optical fibre bar.
Also note that the white bar must not be exposed to direct
sunlight, artificial light or reflections. This would result in
incorrect interpretation of the brightness of the reference area
and consequently an incorrect steady lighting command. The
diagram shows the sensitivity of the sensors towards room
brightness. The percentage value refers to the maximum
sensitivity of the light sensor.

Light sensor with white optical fibre
Ceiling

Light sensor with transparent optical fibre
Ceiling
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Dimmer (01528)
with connection to
Light sensor (01530)
1. IS it possible to set a lamp brightness value to be maintained constant (between 0 and 100%) independently
of the light measured by the external sensor 01530?
Note.
The solutions described below apply to dimmers controlled
by means of light sensor 01530 and a local button.
There are two solutions: the first (solution A) allows the
guest to decide the constant brightness value to be maintained; the second (solution B) uses a value set between 0
and 100% in the ETS project which cannot be customised
by the guest.
Solution A
In parameters "Control, Operating - Relative dimming" it is
possible to use a dimmer command with 4 bit object to set
a light intensity value and save it as a temporary setpoint for
light control until subsequent on/off operations.
The "Brightness value" object is either ignored or deactivates the adjustment.
In practice, using a supervisor (touch screen) or a button set
to send a given value, 01528 is set to maintain a constant
lamp brightness independently of the measurement made
by the connected sensor 01530 (so a constant lamp brightness rather than a constant room brightness is maintained).
This solution allows the guest to set a new value each time
and this is recorded as a temporary setpoint (4 bit) so that
the lamp maintains that value ignoring the measurement
made by sensor 01530. The guest can therefore set the
new value each time as it is not preset by the ETS project.
Solution B
By setting a brightness value (0-100%) for the lamp in the
ETS project (1 byte object), 01528 will stop interfacing with
sensor 01530 when called up by the guest until the subsequent "1" or "On" message, which will return it to normal
operation in which it also considers the values measured by
01530.
Sending a brightness value to the "Brightness" object has 2
effects (depending on the parameters set on the device):
1. the brightness parameter is ignored (no reaction);
2. the received parameter deactivates automatic control,
resulting in constant lamp brightness until an "On" or a
"1" is sent to the "Activate control" object.
We can have one button that sends a "1" to this object and
a second button capable of dimming the light and reactivating the interaction between 01528 and 01530.
Otherwise, if the "Activate control" object is not associated,
the button used for dimming unblocks 01528 with a simple
"On" command, allowing the user to control the lighting
according his performance.
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2. How can the scenes be saved by sending the "1" bit to
the "Setpoint" object?
The "Setpoint" object is a 1 byte object so it is pointless to
send the value "1" as this does not cause data to be saved.
For the scenes there is the "8-bit scene" object which allows
a scene to be both saved and called up. It is also possible
to set the default value of the scene from ETS.
3. Is it possible to connect two 01530 sensors (positioned
in two different points of the room to be lit) to two inputs
and to have them both work on a single output channel
of the dimmer?
IT is possible to set two 01530 sensors on the
same dimmer channel (see image below) but not to
assign a different percentage to the two sensors.
Output B of dimmer 01528 will no longer be controlled by
the light sensor, but it can continue to be used, controlling it
with the KNX objects provided as if it were a normal manual
dimmer.

4. Is it possible to make the sensor 01530 automatically
control on/off of the lamp connected to 01528 on reaching a certain set brightness level?
Yes: in the dimmer parameters "A-B control operating",
under "Start-up brightness on activating control", you can
set the value at which the lamp will be turned on by sensor
01530 when the room reaches a brightness level lower
than that set for 01530; this threshold value will be set by
sending via the bus to the setpoint object of dimmer 01528
(objects 29 and 54) a 1-byte value 0-100% between 0 and
255.
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5. Is it possible to use a 4-channel "spider" interface with
a conventional button to dim the load connected to a
channel of the dimmer?
It is sufficient to set for the desired channel (A or B) the
parameter under the general item "Additional Function =
none (Output actuator/Dimmer)", see following image:

6. Is it possible to connect two 01530 sensors (located at
two different points of the room) to two inputs but have
them both work on a single dimmer output channel?
IT is possible to set two 01530 sensors on the same dimmer channel (as shown in image below) but it is not possible to assign different percentages to the two sensors.
Output B of dimmer 01528 will no longer be controlled by
the light sensor, but it can continue to be used, controlling it
with the available KNX objects as a normal manual dimmer.
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1. General
The comprehensive functions provided in modern buildings with bus KNX must be simple and intuitive for the user to operate. At the same time, clarity and comfortable operation are highly significant factors with regard to the sense of perceived value of a building installation.
The Universal Interfaces fulfil the individual demands both in the functional building as well as in the private sector. In the same manner, the planners of systems are
presented with a whole range of application options regarding the realization of functions.
This manual provides you with detailed technical information relating to the device, its installation and programming. Furthermore, you will find application examples
for effective device usage in the last section of the manual.

1.1 Product and functional overview
The Universal Interfaces 01514 serve as the interface for comfortable operation of systems via conventional push buttons/switches or for reading out technical
binary signals. Furthermore, they facilitate the control of LEDs as well as the Electronic Relay for controlling electro-thermal control valves.
The very compact design allows the installation of conventional 60 mm installation box, e.g. behind a conventional push button or switch.
An exceptionally comprehensive and clearly arranged functionality permits usage in the most differing fields of application.
The following list provides an overview:
• Switching and dimming of lighting (also for 1-button operation)
• Operation of blinds and roller blinds (also for 1-button operation)
• Sending of arbitrary values, e.g. temperature values
• Control and storing of light scenes
• Triggering an electronic relay for control of electro-thermal valve drive for heating valves
• Control of an LED (with flashing function and time limitation) for feedback of an operation
• Operation of different loads by multiple push button actions
• Operation of several loads in a fixed switching sequence
• Counting of impulses and operations
• Reading out of technical contacts (e.g. relays)
Each channel of a device can assume one of the functions described above.
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2. Device technology
In this section, the device functions of the Universal Interfaces are explained. The devices feature two channels, which can be parameterized as either an input
or output with the software ETS.
Using the colour-coded connecting cables, it is possible to connect conventional push buttons, floating contacts, LEDs or Electronic Relays can be connected. Series resistors for operation of the LEDs are also integrated into the device. The contact scanning voltage and the supply voltage for the LEDs are made
available by the device.
The bus connection is established using the enclosed bus connecting terminal.

2.1 Technical data
Power supply:
Inputs/outputs:
Input:

Output:

Operating and display elements:
Connections:

Ambient temperature range:

Other:

Bus voltage

Current consumption < approx. 10 mA

Number

2 can be separately parameterized as inputs or outputs

Permissible cable length

≤10 m

Sensing voltage

20 V DC (pulsed)

Input current

0,5 mA

Output voltage

3...5 V DC

Output current

Max. 2 mA, limited by 1.5 kΩ series resistors

Safety

Short-circuit protected, overload protected, reverse voltage polarity
protected

LED (red) and button

For assignment of the physical address

Inputs/outputs

4 cables approx. 30 cm long, can be extended to max. 10 m

Bus KNX

Via bus connection terminals, included in scope of delivery

Operation

– 5°C ... 45°C

Storage

25° C ... 55° C

Transport

-25° C ... 70° C

Enclosure

IP 20 (EN 60529) in the installed state

Safety class

III

CE mark

in accordance with the EMC guideline and low voltage guideline

Approval

KNX certified

Installation

In switch box Ø 60 mm

Dimensions (WxHxD):

39 x 40 x 12 mm

Weight

0,05 kg
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2.2 Device connection
When operated as an input, the contact to be scanned is connected between the grey and the coloured core.
When operated as an output, the load (LED or Electronic Relay) is connected between the black or coloured core. The coloured core provides the positive
output voltage.
Connection of a floating push button/switch:

coloured

grey

01514
8mm

Connection of an Electronic Relay ER/U 1.1

L (+)
N (–)
coloured

L (+)
N (–)
2

4

3

2
3

black

01514

1
1

4

8mm

Connection of a LED

coloured

2 mA
black

01514
8mm

2.3 Description of the inputs and outputs
Grey core: Positive scanning voltage
When operated as an input, the grey core provides the positive, pulsed scanning voltage.
Coloured core: Control of the channel
When operated as an input, the state of the contact is read out via the coloured cores..
When operated as an output, the coloured core provides the positive output voltage.
The following table allocates the colours to the channels:
brown

Channel A

red

Channel B

Black core: Negative reference potential
When operated as an output, the black core provides the negative reference potential.
Important: T
 he inputs and outputs are not electrically isolated from the KNX bus voltage (SELV). The SELV criteria only allow the connection of floating contacts, which feature a safe electrical isolation.
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2.4 Assembly and installation
The mounting position can be selected as required. Any cores not required must be insulated.

3. Commissioning
3.1 Overview
The Universal Interface features a high-performance application program “Binary Input Display Heat, 2f/1.x”. Programming requires the ETS software.
Application program

Number of
communication objects

Max. number of
group addresses

Max. number of
associations

15

254

255

Binary Input Display Heat, 2f/1.x
The following functions can be set separately for every input:
Switch sensor
Switch/dimming sensor
Shutter sensor

For switching the lighting or reading a floating contact (relay)
Distinction between short/long operation and cyclical sending of the contact state are possible.
For switching/dimming the lighting
Start-stop dimming and stepwise dimming as well as dimming via a single push button are possible.
For movement/louvre adjustment of a blind or a shutter
Eight preset operating responses are possible in total.
For sending values of different data types (e.g. temperature values)

Value / forced operation

It is possible to send different values or data types after a short/long operation, activation/deactivation of the forced
operation of actuators is also possible
For recalling and storing the states of several actuator groups

Control scene

The actuator groups can either be controlled via max. 5 individual objects or (if supported by the actuators) via a special
8 bit scene object.
For control of an electro-thermal valve drive via and Electronic Relay ERU 1.1.

Control electr. relay
(heating actuator)

The device has the full functionality of a heating actuator. Control via 2-step (ON-OFF) controller or continuous controller (PWM), cyclical valve purging, monitoring of the room thermostat and forced operation of the valve drive are
possible.
For controlling an LED

Control LED
Switching sequence
(“impulse relay”)
Push-button with multiple operation

Switching and flashing (time limited and at different flashing frequencies) as well as usage as an orientation light are
possible.
For operation of several actuator groups in the predefined sequence.
For triggering of different functions depending on the frequency of operation
Even a long operation can be detected and a function triggered.
For counting input impulses

Counter

Different meter data types can be set. An additional differential meter enables metering, e.g. of daily values. Factor/
dividers facilitate different metering speeds.

Note
The ETS and the current version of the device application program are required for programming.
The current application program can be found with the respective software information for download on the Internet. After import in the ETS, it is available in
the ETS
The device does not support the locking function of a KNX device in the ETS. If you inhibit access to all devices of the project with a BCU code, it has no
effect on this device. Data can still be read and programmed.
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3.2 General functions
In this section, the parameters and objects that apply for the entire device are explained.
Parameters and objects that are assigned to each channel are described in the following section using output A as an example.

3.2.1 General parameters
Parameters for the functions, which concern the complete device can be set via the “General” parameter window.

Sending delay after bus voltage recovery in s
[2...255]

2…255

Limit number of telegrams

yes
no

Max. Number of transmitted telegrams within
period of observation

0…20…255

Period

50 ms…500 ms…1 s…10 s/30 s / 1 min

Transmit object "Telegr. valve purge"

yes
no

Transmit telegram every

7 / 14 / 30 / 50 days

Period of valve purge

1 / 2 / 5 / 10 min

Sending delay after bus voltage recovery
The sending delay time determines the period between bus voltage recovery and the point after which telegrams can be sent. An initialisation period of
approx. 2 seconds for starting the device is included in the delay time.
If objects are read via the bus during the transmission delay (e.g. from visualisation terminals), these requests are stored and are answered, if necessary,
once the sending delay has elapsed.
For a detailed description of the reaction on bus voltage recovery see section 4.10.

Limit number of telegrams
In order to check the bus load, which is generated by the device, there is a powerful limit function for telegrams. It is possible to set how many telegrams
(“Max. Number of transmitted telegrams within a period of observation”) can be sent within an adjustable period (“Period”).
Details concerning the method of function of the telegram rate limitation can be found in section 4.2.

Parameter “Transmit object "Telegr. valve purge"
This function is only relevant if one or more channels are used to control an electronic relay. Regular purging of a heating valve can prevent deposits from
forming in the valve area and restricting the valve function. This is particularly important at times when the valve position does not change very much.
If this parameter is set to “yes”, the object “Telegr. trigger valve purge” is visible, so that it is sent at adjustable intervals to start the valve purge (“repeat
valve purge every”) and has the value “1” for the “Period of valve purge”. The object “valve purge” of a channel, which has been parameterized with the
function of a heating actuator, can be controlled via this object.
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3.2.2 General communication objects
Object “Block”: 1 bit
This object is visible for every channel operated as an input.
The function of the input circuitry can be blocked or enabled using the communication object “Block”. A blocked input behaves as if there has been no
change of the input signal. The input objects continue to be available.
When blocking of an input during operation, the reaction is undefined.
When a disabled input is enabled, no telegrams are initially sent on the bus, even if the state of the input has changed during blocking. If the input is just
being operated as it is being enabled, the input behaves as if the operation has just commenced at the end of the disable..
Telegram value

"0": enable input
"1": block input

Object “Telegr. trigger valve purge”: 1 bit
This object is visible if the parameter “Transmit object "Telegr. valve purge” is set to “yes”.
The object is set at regular intervals for an adjustable “Period of valve purge” to the value “1” and then reset to “0”.
It can be used, for example, to trigger a valve purge at regular intervals (see object “Valve purge”).
After bus voltage recovery, this object sends the value “0” on the bus and the purge cycle is restarted.
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3.3 Function “Switch sensor”
The following parameters and objects are visible if the function “Switch sensor” has been selected.

3.3.1 Parameters
Parameter window without distinction between long and short operation:

Operating mode of the channel

Switch sensor

Distinction between long and short operation

yes
no

Cyclic transmission of object "Telegr. switch"

no
if "switch" = ON
if "switch" = OFF
always

Reaction on closing the contact
(rising edge)

ON
OFF
TOGGLE
no reaction

Reaction on opening the contact
(falling edge)

ON
OFF
TOGGLE
no reaction

Telegram is repeated every
("transmission cycle time"): base

1 s / 10 s / 1 min / 10 min / 1h

Factor [2...255]

1…30…255

Send object value
after bus voltage recovery

yes
no

Debounce time / min. operation time

10 ms…50 ms…150 ms debounce time
Minimum operation time

Parameter window with distinction between long and short operation
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Connected contact type

normally closed
normally open

Reaction on short operation

ON
OFF
TOGGLE
no reaction

Reaction on long operation

ON
OFF
TOGGLE
no reaction

Long operation after: Base

100 ms / 1 s / 10 s / 1 min / 10 min / 1h

Factor [2…255]

2…5…255

Number of objects for short/long operation

1 object
2 objects

Debounce time

10 ms…50 ms…150 ms debounce time

Parameter “Distinction between long and short operation”
In this parameter, you set if the input differentiates between short and long operation. With option “yes”, after opening/closing of the contact it must first
of all be ascertained if a short or long operation has occurred here. Only thereafter will a possible reaction be triggered.
The following table shows the function in detail:
Without distingtion
between short/long

With distingtion
between short/long

Input signal

TL

Possibile reaction to
the input signal

Possibile reaction to
the input signal

Fig. 1: Distinction between short/long operation for function “Switch”

TL is the time duration from where a long operation is detected.
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Parameter “Cyclic transmission of object "Telegr. switch"
This parameter is visible if there is no distinction between short and long operation.
The communication object “Switch” can be sent cyclically, e.g. for lifesign monitoring of the sensor.
If the parameter “always” is set, the object sends cyclically on the bus, regardless of its value.
Should the parameter value “if telegram switch = ON” or “if telegram switch = OFF” be set, the corresponding object value is sent cyclically.
More detailed information on the topic of “Cyclic sending” can be found in section 4.3.

Parameter “ Reaction on closing the contact” or “Reaction on opening the contact”
This parameter is visible if there is no distinction between short and long operation. For each edge you can set if the object value is to be switched ON,
OFF or TOGGLE, or if no reaction should occur.
If cyclical sending has been parameterized, it is possible by setting the parameter value “terminate cyclic sending” with an operation of the input, to stop
cyclic sending without a new object value being sent.

Parameter “Telegram is repeated every ("transmission cycle time")”
This parameter is visible if cyclical transmission is active.
The send cycle time describes the time used between two cyclically transmitted telegrams:
Sending cycle time = Time base x Factor

Parameter “Connected contact type”
This parameter is visible if there is a distinction between short and long operation.
Here you set if the contact on the input is a normally closed contact or normally open contact.

Parameter “Reaction on short operation” or “Reaction on long operation”
This parameter is visible if there is a distinction between short and long operation.
It can be set for every operation (short or long) on an input, how the object value can be changed. The object value is updated as soon as it has been
determined if a short or long operation has occurred.

Parameter “Long operation after”
This parameter is visible if there is a distinction between short and long operation. Here the time period TL after which an operation is considered a “long”
operation is defined.
TL = Time base x Factor

Parameter “Number of objects for short/long operation”
This parameter is visible if there is a distinction between short and long operation.
In order to differentiate between long and short operation, by setting the parameter value “2 objects”, a further object can be enabled that solely responds
to a long operation.

Parameter “Send object value after bus voltage recovery”
This parameter is only visible if there is no distinction between short and long operation.
It can be set whether the current status of the input is sent on the bus (via object “Telegr. switch”) after bus voltage recovery (once the sending delay has
elapsed).
A value is however, only sent on the bus if the value “TOGGLE” has not been set in either of the two parameters “Reaction on opening/closing the contact”.
If one of the two parameters has the value “TOGGLE”, no values are generally sent on the bus after bus voltage recovery.

Parameter “Debounce time / min. operation time”
Debouncing prevents unwanted multiple operations of the input, e.g. due to bouncing of the contact. The exact function of this parameter can be found
at section 4.1. A minimum operation time can only be set if there is no distinction between short and long operation.

3.3.2 Communication objects
Object “Telegr. switch”: 1 bit
In accordance with the parameter setting, this communication object can be switched by operation of the ON, OFF or TOGGLE input.
Object “Telegr. switch long”: 1 bit
This object is only visible if the parameter “Distinction between long and short operation” = “yes”, and the parameter “Number of objects for short/
long operation” = “2 objects”. This additional object is assigned to the long operation.
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3.4 Function “Switch/dimming sensor”
In the following, all parameters and objects are described, which are visible, when the input is operated with the function “Switch/dimming sensor”. The function
facilitates the operation of dimmable lighting. 1 button operation is possible.
Further details about the dimming functionality can be found in section 4.4.

3.4.1 Parameters

Operating mode of the channel

Switch/dimming sensor

Connected contact type

normally closed
normally open

Dimming functionality

Dimming and switching
Only dimming

Reaction on short operation

ON
OFF
TOGGLE
no reaction

Reaction on long operation

Dim BRIGHTER
Dim DARKER
Dim BRIGHTER/DARKER

Dimming direction after switching ON

BRIGHTER
DARKER

Long operation after

0,3 s…0,5 s…10 s

Dimming mode

Start-stop-dimming
Dimming steps

Debounce time

10 ms…50 ms…150 ms debounce time

Parameter “Connected contact type”
Here you set if the contact on the input is a normally closed contact or normally open contact.
Parameter “Dimming functionality”
This parameter is used to define if the lighting can only be dimmed (“Only dimming”) or if additional switching is also permitted (“Dimming and switching”).
In this case, a long button push dims and a short button push switches.
The advantage of the “Only dimming” function is that no distinction is made between short and long operation. The dim command is issued immediately
after operation; it is not necessary to wait for a confirmation of a long operation.
Parameter “Reaction on short operation”
This parameter is visible if in the parameter “Dimming functionality” the value “Switch and Dimming” is set. A short operation changes the value of the
object “Telegr. switch”.
This parameter sets if the object “Telegr. switch” toggles with short operation (typically: 1 button dimming) or only switches OFF or ON (typically: 2 button
dimming).
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Parameter “Reaction on long operation”
This parameter is visible if in the parameter “Dimming functionality” the value “Switch and Dimming” is set. A long operation changes the value of the
object “Telegr. dimming”.
This parameter sets whether the object “Telegr. dimming” sends a BRIGHTER or a DARKER telegram with a long operation. The parameter “Dim BRIGHTER/DARKER” must be set for 1 button dimming. In this case, the dimming command is sent which is diametrically opposed to the last dim command.

Parameter “Dimming direction after switching ON”
In this parameter, you can be set whether the lighting should dim BRIGHTER or DARKER after switching on with the first long operation.
Example: If the brightness on switching on is only 20%, it makes sense to dim BRIGHTER after the lighting was switched on (parameter setting
“BRIGHTER”).

Parameter “Long operation after”
This parameter is visible if in the parameter “Dimming functionality” the value “Switch and Dimming” is set. Here the time period TL after which an operation is considered a “long” operation is defined.

Parameter “Reaction on operation”
This parameter is visible if “Only dimming” dimming functionality is set. A distinction is not made between short and long operation here. The meaning of
the adjustable values corresponds with the parameter “Reaction on long operation” (see above).

Parameter “Dimming functionality”
Normal “Start-stop-dimming” starts the dimming process with a telegram BRIGHTER or DARKER and ends the dimming process with a STOP telegram.
Cyclic sending of the telegram is not necessary in this case.
With “Dimming steps”, the dimming telegram is sent cyclically during a long operation. The STOP telegram ends the dimming process at the end of
operation.

Parameter “Brightness change on every sent telegram”
This parameter is only visible with “Dimming steps”. This parameter is set to change the brightness (in percent), which is cyclically sent with every dimming
telegram.

Parameter “Transmission cycle time: Telegram is repeated every”
The dimming telegram is sent cyclically during a long operation if “Dimming steps” is set. The cycle time for sending corresponds with the time interval
between two telegrams during cyclical sending.

Parameter “Debounce time / min. operation time”
Debouncing prevents unwanted multiple operations of the input, e.g. due to bouncing of the contact. The exact function of this parameter can be found
at section 4.1. A minimum operation time can only be set if in parameter “Dimming functionality” the function “Only dimming” has been set.

3.4.2 Communication objects
Object “Telegr. switch”: 1 bit
This object is visible if in the parameter “Dimming functionality” the value “Switch and Dimming” is set.
The object value can be switched to ON, OFF or TOGGLE in accordance with the parameter setting with a short operation. With 1-switch dimming, the
communication object as the non-sending group address should be linked with the switch feedback of the dimming actuator. Thus the input is informed
via the current switching state of the dimming actuator.

Object “Telegr. dimming”: 4 bit
A long operation of the input has the effect that a “BRIGHTER” or “DARKER” dim command is sent via this communication object on the bus. A STOP
command is sent at the end of operation.
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3.5 Function “Shutter sensor”
In the following, all parameters and objects are described, which are visible, when the input is operated with the function “Shutter sensor”. The function allows
the operation of shutters and blinds with buttons or switches. 1 button operation and 1 switch operation is possible.

3.5.1 Parameters

Operating mode of the channel

Shutter sensor

Operating functionality of blind

1-push-button, short = stepping, long = moving
1-push-button, short = moving, long = stepping
1-push-button-operation, moving
1-switch-operation, moving
2-push-button, standard
2-switch-operation, moving (shutter)
2-push-button, moving (shutter)
2-push-button, stepping

Connected contact type

normally closed
normally open

Reaction on short operation

STOP / lamella UP
STOP / lamella DOWN

Reaction on long operation

MOVE UP
MOVE DOWN

Long operation after

0,3 s…0,5 s…10 s

Telegram "Lamella" is repeated every …

0,3 s…0,4 s…10 s

Debounce time

10 ms…30 ms…150 ms debounce time

Parameter “Operating functionality”
These parameters define the type of operation. The following list provides an overview of the operating modes:
1-push-button, short = stepping, long = moving

Short operation

STOP / lamella adjustment
Opposite direction to the last movement command*
To return to lamella adjustment, the blind must be
raised or lowered briefly.

Long operation

Alternately “MOVE UP” or “MOVE DOWN”

1-push-button, short = moving, long = stepping
Short operation

Alternately “MOVE UP” or “MOVE DOWN”

Long operation

STOP / lamella adjustment (cyclical sending);
Opposite direction to the last movement or stepping
command*.
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1-push-button-operation, moving
The following commands are sent in sequence:
On operation

... “Move UP” “Stop/Lamella adjustment UP” 
“Move DOWN”  “Stop/Lamella adjustment DOWN” ...  *

1-switch-operation, moving
Start of operation

Alternately “MOVE UP” or “MOVE DOWN”

End of operation

STOP / lamella adjustment *

* Note: If an actuator is in a limit position (see objects “Upper limit position” or “Lower limit position”), the direction of motion is predefined.
In 1 push button/switch operation, the last direction of movement is determined via the last update of the object
“Telegr. shutter UP/DOWN”.
2-push-button, standard
Short operation

“Stop/Lamella adjustment UP” or “…. DOWN“
(programmable)

Long operation

“MOVE UP” or “MOVE DOWN” (programmable)

2-switch-operation, moving (shutter)
Start of operation

“MOVE UP” or “MOVE DOWN” (programmable)

End of operation

“Stop/Lamella adjustment UP” or “…. DOWN“
(programmable)

2-push-button, moving (shutter)
The following commands are sent in sequence:
On operation

...“Move UP”“STOP/Lamella adjustment. UP”... or ...
“Move DOWN” “STOP/Lamella adjustment DOWN”...

2-push-button, stepping
On operation

“Stop/Lamella adjustment UP” or “…. DOWN”

Parameter “Connected contact type”
Here you set if the contact on the input is a normally closed contact or normally open contact.

Parameter “Reaction on operation”
This parameter is visible if there is no distinction between short and long operation. It can be set whether the input triggers commands for movement
upwards (“UP”) or downwards (“DOWN”).

Parameter “Reaction on short operation” or “Reaction on long operation”
This parameter is visible in operation if there is a distinction between short and long operation. It can be set whether the input triggers commands for
movement upwards (“UP”) or downwards (“DOWN”).

Parameter “Long operation after”
This parameter is visible in operation if there is a distinction between short and long operation. Here the time period after which an operation is considered
a “long” operation is defined.

Parameter “Telegram "Lamella" is repeated every …”
This parameter is visible in operations in which the object “Telegr. STOP / lamella adj.” is sent cyclically on the bus during long operation. Here the time
between two telegrams is set.

Parameter “Debounce time”
Debouncing prevents unwanted multiple operations of the input, e.g. due to bouncing of the contact. The exact function of this parameter can be found
at section 4.1.
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3.5.2 Communication objects
Object “Telegr. shutter UP/DOWN”: 1 bit
This communication object sends a shutter motion command (UP or DOWN) on the bus. By receiving telegrams, the device also recognises movement
commands of another sensor.
Telegram value

"0" UP
"1" DOWN

Object “Telegr. STOP / lamella adj.”: 1 bit
This communication object sends a STOP command or lamella adjustment.
Telegram value

"0" STOP / lamella adjustment UP
"1" STOP / lamella adjustment DOWN

Object “Upper limit position”: 1 bit
Using this object, the shutter actuator indicates if it is in the upper limit position (“shutter/blind open”). The object is intended for 1-button operation.
Telegram value

"0" No upper limit position
"1" Upper end limit position

Object “Lower limit position”: 1 bit
Using this object, the shutter actuator indicates if it is in the lower limit position (“shutter/blind closed”). The object is intended for 1-button operation.
Telegram value
"0" No lower limit position
"1" Lower end position
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3.6 Function “Value / forced operation”
In the following, all parameters and objects are described, which are visible, when the input is operated with the function “Value / forced operation”. The function
allows the sending of values of any data types.

3.6.1 Parameters
Parameter window without distinction between long and short operation:

Operating mode of the channel

Value / forced operation

Connected contact type

normally closed
normally open

Distinction between long and short operation

yes
no

Reaction on operation

no reaction
2-bit-value (forced position)
1-byte-value [0...255]
2-byte-value [-32768...32767]
2-byte-value [0…65535]
2-byte-value (floating point)
4-byte-value [0…4294967295]

Transmitted value

Dependent on the selection made at
Reaction on operation

Send object value
after bus voltage recovery

yes
no

Debounce time / min. signal time

10 ms…50 ms…150 ms debounce time
Minimum signal time

Parameter window with distinction between long and short operation
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Reaction on short operation

no reaction
1-bit-value
2-bit-value (forced position)
1-byte-value [0...255]
2-byte-value [-32768...32767]
2-byte-value [0…65535]
2-byte-value (floating point)
4-byte-value [0…4294967295]

Transmitted value

Dependent on the selection made at
Reaction on operation

Reaction on long operation

no reaction
1-bit-value
2-bit-value (forced position)
Valore 1 byte [0...255]
2-byte-value [-32768...32767]
2-byte-value [0…65535]
2-byte-value (floating point)
4-byte-value [0…4294967295]

Transmitted value

Dependent on the selection made at
Reaction on operation

Long operation after: Base

100 ms / 1 s / 10 s / 1 min / 10 min / 1h

Factor [2...255]

2…4…255

Debounce time

10 ms…50 ms…150 ms debounce time

Parameter “Connected contact type”
This parameter determines whether the contact on the input is “closed” when operated (normally opened contact) or “opened” (normally closed).

Parameter “Distinction between long and short operation”
In this parameter, you set if the input differentiates between short and long operation. If “yes” is selected, there is a delay after operation to determine
whether there is a short or long operation, and then the appropriate reaction follows.

Parameter “Reaction on operation”
This parameter is visible if there is no distinction between short and long operation. It determines the data type that is sent when a contact is actuated.
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Parameter “Reaction on short operation” or “Reaction on long operation”
This parameter is visible if there is a distinction between short and long operation. It determines the data type that is sent with a long or short operation.

Parameter “Transmitted value”
This parameter defines the value which is sent on operation. The value range is dependent on the set data type. Two values can be set here with the
distinction between long and short operation.

Parameter “Long operation after”
This parameter is visible if there is a distinction between short and long operation. Here the time period TL after which an operation is considered a “long”
operation is defined.
TL = Time base x Factor

Parameter “Send object value after bus voltage recovery”
This parameter is visible if there is no distinction between short and long operation. If “yes” is set here, the device sends the object “Value” on the bus
after bus voltage recovery (once the sending delay has elapsed).

Parameter “Debounce time / min. operation time”
Debouncing prevents unwanted multiple operations of the input, e.g. due to bouncing of the contact. The exact function of this parameter can be found
at section 4.1. A minimum operation time can only be set if there is no distinction between short and long operation.

3.6.2 Communication objects
The following table provides an overview: of the available data types:
Data width, type

Value range

EIS type

Typical application

1 bit

0, 1

EIS 1

Switch command

2 bit

0, 2, 3

EIS 8

Forced positioning

1 byte Unsigned

0...255

EIS 6

Brightness value, position value

2 byte, integer, with sign

-32768...+32767

EIS 10

Counter value

2 byte, integer, Unsigned

0...65535

EIS 10

Counter value

2 byte, floating point value

-100...+100

EIS 5

Temperature values

4 byte, integer, Unsigned

0...4294967295

EIS 11

Counter value

*sends values with fixed exponent of 3

Object “Telegr. value (…)” (various data types)
This communication object sends a value on the bus when opening or closing of the contact. The value and data type can be freely set in the parameters.
With a distinction between long and short operation 2 objects are visible for every input. One object only transmits during short operation, the other object
only during a long operation.
Note: By default, the value objects of the “Write” flag (exception with 1 bit objects) are deleted. Thus the object value cannot be changed via the bus. If this
function is required, the “Write” flag must be set in the ETS. The object value is overwritten with the parameterized value after bus voltage recovery.
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3.7 Function “Control scene”
In the following, all parameters and objects are described, which are visible, when the input is operated with the function “Control scene”. This function facilitates
the recall and storing of states of several actuator groups. A detailed explanation of the function can be found in section 4.5.

3.7.1 Parameters
Parameter window with control of the scene via “5 separate objects”:

Operating mode of the channel

Control scene

Connected contact type

normally closed
normally open

Control the scene via

5 separate objects

Reaction on short operation

no reaction
recall scene

Store scene

no
on long operation
with object value = 1
on long operation (if object value = 1)

Long operation after:

0,3 s…3 s…10 s

Debounce time

10 ms…50 ms…150 ms debounce time

Parameter window with control of the scene via “8 bit scene”:

No. of scene

Scene no. 1
…
Scene no. 64

Additional parameter window “A-Scene” with control of the scene via “5 separate objects”:
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Control of actuator group X via

1-bit-object
8-bit-object

Preset value actuator group X

ON
OFF

Parameter “Connected contact type”
This parameter determines, whether the contact on the input is “closed” (normally opened contact) or “opened” (normally closed) when operated.

Parameter “Control the scene via”
It is possible to select whether the scene control is carried out or stored in the actuators via “5 separate objects” or an “8 bit scene” (see section 4.5 for
further information).

Parameter “Reaction on short operation”
This parameter indicates whether a light scene is recalled after a short operation of the input or whether there is no reaction.

Parameter “Store scene”
This parameter defines in which way the storing of the current scene can be triggered as well as the functionality of the object “Store scene”. This is
dependent on the control of the scene. The following table provides an overview:
Control of the scene via “5 separate objects”
Parameter value

“on long operation”

“with object value = 1”

Reaction
As soon as a long operation is detected, the object “Store scene” sends the value “1” on the bus and the object values
“Switch/Telegr. value actuator group A…E” are read via the bus and stored in the object values.
During the ongoing long operation, the objects “Switch/Telegr. value actuator group A…E” can be modified via the bus.
After the end of a long operation, the object “Store scene” sends the value “0” on the bus and the current object values
are stored in the device.
If the object “Store scene” receives the value “1”, the object values “Actuator group A..E switch” or “value” are read out via
the bus.
A long as the object value is “1”, the objects “Switch/Telegr. value actuator group A…E” can be modified via the bus.
On receipt of the object value “0”, the current object values are then stored in the device.
Important: Storage of the current scene thus requires the object values “1” and “0” to be sent in succession.

“on long operation AND
object value = 1”
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If the object “Store scene” receives the value “1“ on the bus, the next long button operation leads to sending the value “1”
via the object “Store scene”. As a result, the object values “Switch/Telegr. value actuator group A…E” are scanned via the
bus.
After the end of a long operation, the object values “Switch/Value actuator group” is stored in the device.
A long operation will be interpreted like a short operation if, the object value “Store scene” has the value “0” or if no “1”
has been received on this object since the last long button operation. The same applies for the case where the object
“Store scene” has last received the value “0”.
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Control the scene via “8 bit scene”
Parameter value

Reaction

“on long operation”

On a long button operation, the object “8 bit scene” sends a store command on the bus. This triggers the actuator to
store the current scene in the actuators.
The object “Store scene” has no function here.

“with object value = 1”

The object “8 bit scene” will send a store command on the bus, if the object “Store scene” receives the value “1”.

“on long operation AND
object value = 1”

A long button operation triggers a store command via object “8 bit-scene” only if the object “Store scene” receives the
value “1” on the bus.
A long operation will be interpreted like a short operation if, the object value “Store scene” has the value “0” or if no “1”
has been received on this object since the last long button operation. The same applies for the case where the value “0”
has been last received.

Parameter “Long operation after”
This parameter is visible if storing of the scene is possible via a long operation. Here the time period after which an operation is considered a “long”
operation is set.

Parameter “Debounce time”
Debouncing prevents unwanted multiple operations of the input, e.g. due to bouncing of the contact. The exact function of this parameter can be found
at section 4.1.

Tab “A-Scene”
This parameter window is visible if a light scene control via “5 separate objects” is selected.

Parameter “Control of actuator group A…E via”
A value can be preset for each actuator group whether a “1-bit-object” or an “8-bit-object”. The type of communication object “Switch/Value Actuator
group A to …E” is set accordingly.

Parameter “Preset value actuator group A…E”:
In this parameter, a value can be preset for every actuator group A…E. If a scene has been stored, after programming or bus voltage recovery and renewed recall of the scene, the current object values of the actuator groups A…E are overwritten with the values set here.

3.7.2 Communication objects
Object: “Telegr. Switch actuator group A…E”: 1 bit or “Telegr. value actuator group A…E”: 8 bit
These objects are visible if the scene is controlled via “5 separate objects”.
They control several actuator groups, either via 1 bit or 8 bit values (can be parameterized). When storing the scene, the device reads out the current
value via the bus and stores it in these objects.

Object “8 bit scene”: 8 bit
This object is visible if the control is carried out via an “8 bit scene”. It sends a scene number and the information as to whether a scene should be recalled
or the current scene should be stored. The storing of the scene is carried out in the actuator.
Telegram code in bits:

MxSSSSSS
(MSB)

(LSB)

M:

0 – Scene is recalled

		

1 – Scene is stored

x:

Not used

S:

No. of scene (0...63)

Object “Store scene”: 1 bit
This object can be used to trigger the storing of a scene via the bus or to indicate that the scene has been stored. The functions depends on the type of
scene storage.
More detailed information is available under the description of the parameter “Store scene”.
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3.8 Function “Control electr. relay (heating actuator)”
In the following, all parameters and objects are described, which are visible, when the input is operated with the function “Control electr. relay”. A thermal valve
drive for heating valves can be operated via an electronic relay. Further detailed explanations of the function can be found in section 4.6.

3.8.1 Parameters
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Operating mode of the channel

Control electronic relay (hating actuator)

Control telegram is received as

1 bit (PWM or on-off-contol)
1 byte (continuous)

Connected valve type

normally closed
normally open

PWM-cycle time
for continuous control

20 s…50 s…1 min…50 min…1 h

Enable object "Telegr. valve purge"

yes
no

“Enable monitoring of the controller,
fault message, forced positioning”

yes
no

Position of the valve drive on
bus voltage recovery

0% (closed)
…
20 %
…
100% (opened)
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Additional parameter window at “Enable monitoring of the controller, fault message, forced positioning” = “yes”:

Monitoring of the room thermostat

yes
no

Cyclic monitoring time of
room thermostat: base

1 s / 10 s / 1 min / 10 min / 1 h

Factor [1…255]

1…20…255

Position of the valve drive on failure
of the control

0 % (closed)
…
10 %
…
100% (opened))

Enable object "Telegr. fault"

yes
no

Forced positioning

yes
no

Valve position during forced postioning

0 % (closed)
…
50 %
…
100% (opened))

Parameter “Control telegram is received as”
The heating actuator can either be controlled via the 1 bit object “Switch” or the 1 byte object “Control value (PWM)”.
In the case of 1 bit control, the heating actuator functions in a similar way to a normal switch actuator: The room thermostat controls the heating actuator via
normal switching commands. A 2-step control or pulse width modulation of the control value can be easily implemented in this way.
For 1 byte control, a value of 0…255 (corresponds to 0 %…100 %) is preset by the room thermostat. This process is also known as “continuous-action
control”. At 0 %, the valve is closed and at 100 % it is fully opened. The heating actuator controls intermediate values via pulse width modulation (see graphic
in section 4.6).

Parameter: “Connected valve type”
In this parameter, you can set whether a valve should be controlled as “normally closed” or “normally open”. If the valve is normally closed, the opening of
the valve is achieved via the closing of the electronic relay. If the valve is normally open, the opening of the valve is achieved by the opening of the relay.

Parameter: “PWM cycle time for continuous control”
When 1 byte control (continuous control) is selected, this parameter sets the PWM cycle time TCYC, which is used to time the control signal.
With 1 bit control and 1 byte control, this time is only used during control of the actuator in fault mode, during forced positioning and directly after bus
voltage recovery.

Parameter “Enable object "Valve purge"”
The object “valve purge” is enabled with this parameter.
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Parameter “Enable monitoring of the controller, fault message, forced positioning”
The parameter window “.A: Fault/Forced Operat” is enabled with this parameter. Further settings can be carried out in this window for the cyclical monitoring of the room thermostat and for the forced positioning of the actuator.

Parameter: “Position of the valve drive on bus voltage recovery”
This parameter sets how the valve drive is triggered after bus voltage recovery until the first switching or positioning command is received from the room
thermostat. The programmed value is used as the PWM cycle time.

Parameter window “A-Fault/Forced Operat.”
This parameter window is visible if the value “yes” has been entered in the parameter “Enable cyclic monitoring time of room thermostat, fault messages,
forced positioning” in the parameter window “A: Function”.

Parameter “Monitoring of the room thermostat”
Using this parameter, cyclic monitoring of the thermostat is enabled.
The telegrams of the room thermostat are transferred to the electronic actuator at specific intervals. If one or more of the consecutive telegrams is omitted,
this can indicate a communications fault or a malfunction in the room thermostat. If there are no telegrams for the cyclic monitoring time to the objects
“Switch” or “Control value (PWM)” during the period defined in this parameter, the actuator switches to fault mode and triggers a safety position. The fault
mode is ended as soon as a telegram is received.

Parameter “Cyclic monitoring time of room thermostat”
The cyclical monitoring of the room thermostat telegrams is enabled with this parameter.
Duration = Time base x Factor.

Parameter “Position of the valve drive on failure of the control”
This parameter defines the safety position which actuator triggers in fault mode. The PWM cycle time TCYC of the control is defined in the parameter “cycle
time for continuous control”.

Parameter “Enable object "Telegr. fault”
With this parameter, the object "Telegr. fault” can be enabled. It has the object value "ON" during a malfunction. If there is no fault, it has the object value
“OFF”. The object is always sent cyclically. The cyclic transmission time is identical to the cyclic monitoring time.

Parameter “Forced positioning”
This parameter enables the function of the forced operation. During a forced operation, the actuator triggers a freely adjustable forced position. This has
the highest priority, i.e. it is not modified by a valve purge or safety position. The forced operation can be activated via the object “Forced operation” = ON
and deactivated via “Forced operation” = OFF.

Parameter “valve position during forced positioning”
The valve position triggered by the actuator during the forced operation is defined in this parameter. The PWM cycle time TCYC of the control is defined in
the parameter “cycle time for continuous control”.

3.8.2 Communication objects
Object “Switch”: 1 bit
This object is visible if the control of the heating actuator is implemented via a 1 bit object. If the object has the value “ON”, the valve is opened while the
valve is closed if the object has the value “OFF”.
Telegram value:

"0" Close valve
"1" Open valve

Object “Control value (PWM)”: 8 bit
This object is visible if the control of the heating actuator is implemented via an 8 bit object, e.g. within a continuous control.
The object value [0…255] is determined by the variable mark-to-space of the valve.
Telegram value:

"0"

Close valve

"..."

Mark-to-space ratio

"255" Open valve
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Object “Valve purge”: 1 bit
This object is visible if the parameter “Enable object "Telegr. valve purge” has the value “yes”.
The valve purge of the device is activated or deactivated via this object. During the valve purge, the valve is controlled with “open”.
Telegram value:

"0" End valve purge
"1" Start valve purge

Object “Forced operation”: 1 bit
This object is visible if the 1 bit forced operation is enabled in the parameters.
The forced operation of the device is activated or deactivated via this object. In this way, the valve can be controlled with a defined value. Forced operation
has the highest priority.
Telegram value:

"0" End forced positioning
"1" Start forced positioning

Object “Telegr. status/ackn.”: 1 bit
This object reports the switching state of the heating actuator. The object value is sent after each change of the output.
Telegram value:

"0" Valve is closed
"1" Valve will be opened

Note: For PWM continuous control, this object is sent after each change in the output. For this reason, the additional telegram load should be considered
particularly with short PWM cycle times.

Enable object "Telegr. fault": 1 bit
This object is visible if the fault messages are enabled in the parameters.
If the output does not receive any telegrams from the room thermostat via the object “Switch” or “Control value (PWM)” for an adjustable period, the
devices switches to fault mode and reports this via the object.
Telegram value:

"0" no fault
"1" Fault mode active
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3.9 Function “Control LED”
In the following, all parameters and objects are described, which are visible, when the input is operated with the function “Control LED”. An operation can be
acknowledged, for example, via an LED.

3.9.1 Parameters
Parameter window for “LED function” = “switch ON/OFF”:
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Operating mode of the channel

Control LED

LED functionality

switch ON/OFF
Flashing

LED is switched ON, if

Object "Telegr. switch" = ON
Object "Telegr. switch" = OFF

Time limit of LED-control

yes
no

Time limit: base

1 s / 10 s / 1 min / 10 min / 1 h

Time limit: factor [1...255]

1…5…255

Transmit status via object
"Telegr. status/ackn."

yes
no

State of LED on bus voltage recovery

OFF
ON
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Parameter window for “LED function” = “Flashing”:

LED flashes, if

Object "LED flashing" = ON
Object "LED flashing" = OFF

LED is switched ON for

200 ms…800 ms…1 s…60 s

LED is switched OFF for

200 ms…800 ms…1 s…60 s

Time limit of LED-control

yes
no

Time limit: base

1 s / 10 s / 1 min / 10 min / 1 h

Time limit: factor [1...255]

1…5…255

Transmit status via object
"Telegr. status/ackn."

yes
no

State of LED on bus voltage recovery

OFF
ON

Parameter “LED functionality”
This parameter defines whether the output should control the LED permanently (“switch ON/OFF”) or whether it should be “Flashing”. The corresponding
objects “LED switch” or “LED flashing” are enabled.

Parameter “LED is switched ON, if”
This parameter is visible if the LED function has been set to “switch ON/OFF”. It can be defined in which state of the object “LED switch” the LED is
switched on.

Parameter “LED flashes, if”
This parameter is visible if the LED function has been set to “Flashing”. It can be defined which state the object “LED flashing” must have so that the
flashing is active.

Parameter “LED is switched ON for” or “LED is switched OFF for”
This parameter is visible if the LED function has been set to “Flashing”.
The length of time for which the LED is switched on or switched off during the flashing signal is set. The flash rate of the signal can thus be set.

Parameter “Time limit of LED-control”
If “yes” has been entered in this parameter, the switch on period or flashing period of the LED has a time restriction.
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Parameter “Time limit” (base/factor)
If the time limit is active, it is possible to indicate in this parameter the maximum period that an LED is switched on or flashes. Once this time limit has
elapsed, the LED is switched off.
Duration = Time base x Factor

Parameter “Transmit status via object, "Telegr. status/ackn.”
The object “Telegr. status/ackn.” is enabled with this object. The object value is ON if the LED has been switched on or flashes.

3.9.2 Communication objects
Object “LED switching”: 1 bit
This object is visible if the parameter “LED function” = “Switch”. The object switches the LED ON and OFF. The telegram values can be set in the parameters.
Object "LED flashing" = 1 bit
This object is visible if the parameter “LED function” = “Flashing” is set. The flashing of the LED can be started and stopped via this object.
Telegram value:

"0" End flashing
"1" Start flashing

Object “LED permanent ON”: 1 bit
This object is visible if the parameter “LED function” = “Flashing” is set.
The LED can be switched on permanently via this object. For example, the flashing function is deactivated in this way.
Telegram value:

"0" Flashing function active
"1" LED continuous ON

Object “Telegr. status/ackn.”: 1 bit
This object is visible if the parameter “Send status via …” the value “yes” is set. The state of the output is fed back.
Telegram value:

"0" LED is switched off
"1" LED is switched on or flashes
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3.10 Function “Switching sequence”
In the following, all parameters are described, which are visible, when the input is operated with the function “Switching sequence”. A switching sequence
facilitated step-by-step modification of several values with just a single operation.
Next switching step = actual value of the object ± 1
+1  switch upwards
–1  switch downwards

3.10.1 Parameters

Operating mode of the channel

Switching sequence ("latching relay")

Connected contact type

normally closed
normally open

Number of objects

2 / 3 / 4 / 5 levels

Type of switching sequence

sequentially on/off (one push-button)
sequentially on/off (multiple push-buttons)
Switch all combinations (Gray code)

Function on operation

switch upwards
switch downwards

Debounce time / min. signal time

10 ms…50 ms…150 ms debounce time
Minimum signal time

Parameter “Connected contact type”
This parameter determines, whether the contact on the input is “closed” (normally opened contact) or “opened” (normally closed) when operated.

Parameter “Number of operations”
The number of steps (max. 5) is the same as the number of communication objects. The objects “Value 1” to “Value n” are enabled.

Parameter “Type of switching sequence”
The switching sequence can be selected here. Every sequence has different object values for each switching sequence. The following switching sequences are possible (a detailed description can be found in section 4.7):
Type of switching sequence

Example

“sequentially on/off (one push-button)”

...-000-001-011-111-011-001-...

“sequentially on/off (multiple push-buttons)”

000-001-011-111

Switch all combinations (Gray code)

...-000-001-011-010-110-111-101-100-...

The example relates to the state of three objects (“0” = OFF, “1” = ON). A table with the Gray code can be found in section 6.1.
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Parameter “Function on operation”
Only visible in the switching sequence “sequentially on/off (multiple push-buttons)”. Here you can set whether an operation of the push button switches
up or down a level.

Parameter “Debounce time / min. operation time”
Debouncing prevents unwanted multiple operations of the input, e.g. due to bouncing of the contact. The exact function of this parameter can be found
at section 4.1.

3.10.2 Communication objects
Objects “Value 1” to “Value 5”: 1 bit
The number of these max. 5 objects is set in parameter “Number of values”. The objects represent the values within the switching sequence.
Object “Level increment/decrement”: 1 bit
When an ON telegram is received on this communication object, the input increments a level and when an OFF telegram is received, it decrements a
level.
Telegram value:

"0" Switch downwards
"1" Switch downwards
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3.11 Function “Push-button with multiple operation”
In the following, all parameters and objects are described, which are visible, when the input is operated with the function “Multiple operation”.
If the output is operated multiple times within a determined time, a defined object value can be changed regardless of the number of operations. In this way,
for example, different light scenes are possible by multiple button operations.

3.11.1 Parameters

Operating mode of the channel

Push-button with multiple operation

Connected contact type

normally closed
normally open

Max. number of operations
(Number of objects)

1-fold operation
2-fold operation
3-fold operation
4-fold operation

Transmitted value (object
"Telegr. operation ..-fold")

ON
OFF
TOGGLE

Transmit value on every operation

sì
no

Maximum time between two operations

0,3 s…1 s…10 s

Additional object for long operation

yes
no

Long operation after:

0,3 s…0,5 s…10 s

transmitted value
(object "Telegr. operation long")

ON
OFF
TOGGLE

Debounce time

10 ms…50 ms…150 ms debounce time

Parameter “Connected contact type”
This parameter determines, whether the contact on the input is “closed” (normally opened contact) or “opened” (normally closed) when operated.

Parameter “Max. number of operations”
The maximum number of possible operations is set here. The number is equal to the number of communication objects “…fold operation”. If the actual
number of operations is greater than the maximum value set here, the input reacts as if the number of operations is equal to the maximum value set here.
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Parameter “Transmitted value”
Here the object value to be sent can be set here. The settings “ON”, “OFF” and “TOGGLE” are possible. The current object value is inverted using
“TOGGLE”.

Parameter “Transmit value on every operation”
If “yes” has been entered for this parameter, the respective object value is updated and sent after each operation with multiple operation.
Example: With three-fold operation, the objects “1-fold operation” (after 1st operation), “2-fold operation” (after 2nd operation) and “3-fold operation” (after
3rd operation) are sent.

Parameter “Maximum time between two operations”
The time that can elapse between two operations is set here. After an operation, the device will wait for the time entered here. If there are no further
operations within this period, the object “Switch” is sent and counting will restart with the next detected operation.

Parameter “Additional object for long operation”
A further function can be carried out with long operation of the input via the object “Switch (long)”. If a long operation is undertaken within the maximum
time after one or more short operations, the short operations are ignored.

Parameter “Long operation after”
In this parameter you set the time period after which an operation is considered a “long” operation.

Parameter “Transmitted value”
Here you can set with a long operation of the object value “Switch (long)” if “ON“, “OFF“ or “TOGGLE“ should be switched.

Parameter “Debounce time / min. operation time”
Debouncing prevents unwanted multiple operations of the input, e.g. due to bouncing of the contact. The exact function of this parameter can be found
at section 4.1. A minimum operation time can only be set if there is no distinction between short and long operation.

3.11.2 Communication objects
Objects “1-fold operation” to “4-fold operation”: 1 bit
The number of these max. 4 objects is set in parameter “Max. number of operations”.
After multiple operations of an input the respective object is sent to suit the number of operations. The telegram value can be set in the parameters.

Object “Long operation”: 1 bit
This object is visible if the parameter “Additional object for long operation” has been set to the value “yes”.
After a long operation has been detected the object is sent. The telegram value can be set in the parameters.
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3.12 Function “Counter”
In the following, all parameters and objects are described, which are visible, when the input is operated with the function “Counter”.
With the function “Counter”, the device can count the number of edges on the input. For this purpose, an “Intermediate meter” is available in addition to the
normal “Meter”. Both are controlled via the number of pulses, but otherwise count independently of one another. The meters always have the same data band
width as the intermediate meters.

3.12.1 Parameters

Operating mode of the channel

Counter

Pulse detection on

closing contact (rising edge)
opening contact (falling edge)

Data width of counter

8-bit [0...255]
16-bit [-32,768…32,767]
16-bit [0…65,535]
32-bit [-2,147,483,648…2,147,483,647]

Counter starts at

Dependent on the selection made at
Data width of counter

Debounce time

10 ms…50 ms…150 ms debounce time

Transmit counter values after
bus voltage recovery

yes
no

Enable additional options
(factor/divider, cyclical transmission)

yes
no

Additional parameter window with “Enable additional options (…)” = “yes”:
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Divider: number of input pulses for one
counter step [1...32767]

1…32767

Factor: One counter step changes
counter value by [-32768...32767]

-32768…1…32767

Transmit counter values cyclically

yes
no

Counter values are being transmitted every:
Base

1 s / 10 s / 1 min / 10 min / 1 h

Factor (1...255)

1…30…255

Enable differential counter

yes
no

Over-/underrun of differential counter
at [1...255]

1…10…255

Parameter “Pulse detection on”
In this parameter, the type of input signal is determined. You can determine whether the contact is a normally closed contact (opens) or a normally
opened contact (closes).
Parameter “Data type of meter reading”
In this parameter the data type of the counter (absolute counter and intermediate counter) is determined. The data type determines the counter range
in which it is possible to meter.
The type of objects “Meter reading …” and “Differential counter …” are adapted to the data width.
Parameter “Counter starts at”
In this parameter, the start value of the absolute counter is determined. The start value is used with a counter overflow in order to calculate the new
counter value.
Parameter “Debounce time / min. operation time”
Debouncing prevents unwanted multiple operations of the input, e.g. due to bouncing of the contact. The exact function of this parameter can be found
at section 4.1.
Parameter “Transmit counter values after bus voltage recovery”
If the parameter has the value “yes”, after bus voltage recovery (once the sending delay has elapsed) the current value of the meter is sent on the bus. If
the intermediate meter has been enabled, these values will also be sent on the bus.
After an extended bus voltage failure, the meter is reset to the start value. If the intermediate meter has been enabled, it will also be set to zero. If no data
loss has occurred with a brief drop in voltage, the meter readings are retained.
Parameter “Enable additional options”
If this parameter is set to “yes”, the parameter window “A-Counter” becomes visible. Additional functions are possible here.
Parameter window “A-Counter”
In this parameter window, additional functions for the counter can be enabled.
Parameter “Divider: number of input pulses for one counter step”
Using this parameter you can define how many pulses are necessary to generate a metering pulse. It acts as a divider.
Parameter “Factor: One counter step changes counter value by”
Using this parameter, you can determine by how much the meter reading and intermediate reading is incremented with a counter pulse. It acts as a
multiplication factor.
Parameter “Transmit counter values cyclically”
If this parameter has the value “yes”, the values of the counter and the intermediate counter are transmitted cyclically to the bus.
Parameter “Counter values are being transmitted every”
This parameter is visible if the parameter “Transmit counter values cyclically” is equal to “yes”. You can set the intervals at which the values are transmitted cyclically on the bus.
Parameter “Enable differential counter”
Using this parameter, the object “Intermediate meter” is made visible. The intermediate meter can, for example, assume the function of a daily count
meter.
Parameter “Over-/underrun of differential counter at”
This parameter is visible if the parameter “Enable differential counter” is equal to “yes”.
In this parameter, you can set the value at which the intermediate (differential) counter generates an overflow. The same rules apply at overflow as apply
with a normal meter. At overflow, the object “Differential counter overflow” is sent.
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3.12.2 Communication objects
Object “Meter reading … byte”: 1 to 4 byte
This object contains the absolute meter reading of the counter. The meter can have a 1 byte, 2 byte and 4 byte data width.
The following table provides an overview of the data types:
Data width

EIS type

Value range

1 byte

EIS 14

0...255

2 byte

EIS 10

-32.768...32.767

2 byte

EIS 10

0...65.535

4 byte

EIS 11

-2.147.483.648...2147483647

Object “Differential counter … bytes” 1 to 4 bytes
This object is visible if the parameter “Enable differential counter” the value “yes” has been set.
The object contains the state of the intermediate (differential) meter, which is identical in its counting function with the absolute counter. In contrast to
this it can be reset (object “Reset differential counter”) and a meter overflow can be reported on the bus (object “Differential counter overflow”). Using the
differential counter, for example, daily consumption levels can be measured.
As soon as the differential meter reaches the overflow value determined in the parameter “Over-/underrun of differential counter at”, the overflow value
is subtracted from the value of the differential meter.

Object “Request counter values”: 1 bit (EIS1)
Using this object, the values of the absolute meter and differential meter are requested.
Telegram value:

"0" no reaction
"1" Send meter reading

Object “Differential counter overflow”: 1 bit (EIS1)
This object is visible if the parameter “Enable differential counter” the value “yes” has been set.
As soon as the value of the differential meter overruns or underruns the overflow value determined in the parameter “Over-/underrun of differential
counter at”, the object is sent on the bus (telegram value = “1”).

Object “Reset differential counter” : 1 bit (EIS1)
This object is visible if the parameter “Enable differential counter” the value “yes” has been set. The differential meter can be reset to the value “0” using
this object.
Telegram value:

"0" no reaction
"1" Reset differential counter

3.13 Programming
The device can be programmed with the software ETS. In order to reduce the programming time of the device by the ETS, it is delivered in a pre-programmed state. During programming, automatic detection determines whether the correct application program is already in the device.
If the device is pre-programmed with another version, which should only be a very rare occurrence, a once-off full download is required. This may take
a few minutes.
Note: If an application program that is already programmed be reprogrammed, the device should be discharged using the ETS beforehand. This may
be necessary in rare cases, e.g. if a fault has occurred during a download.
Important: If a device is not functional after programming, re-import the Universal Interface into the ETS and repeat the programming.
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4. Special functions
In the following, special functions are explained, whose descriptions were not possible in conjunction with the parameters and objects for reasons of space.

4.1 Debounce time and minimum operation time
A debounce time or a minimum operation time can be defined for each input.
Debounce time
If an edge is detected at an input, the input will react immediately to this edge (e.g. by sending a telegram). The debounce time TD starts at the same time. When
the pulse edges are detected at the input during the debounce time they are ignored.
The following example makes this clear:

Input signal

TD

TD

TD

Detected pulse edge

After detection of an edge on the input, further edges are ignored for the debounce time TD.

Minimum operation time
This function differs from the debounce time in that the telegram is only sent once the minimum operation time has elapsed. The function operates as follows:
If an edge is detected on the input, the Minimum operation time will commence. No telegram is sent on the bus at this time. The signal on the input is observed
within the minimum operation time. If a further edge appears at the input during the minimum operation time, it will be interpreted as a new operation, and
the minimum operation time restarts if necessary. If the input signal duration has not changed during the minimum operation time, an edge is detected and a
telegram is sent on the bus if required.
The following example makes this clear:

Input signal

TM

TM

Detected pulse edge

As only two edges remain stable for the minimum operation time TM, only these are detected as valid.

4.2 Limit rate of telegrams
A new monitoring period starts at the end of the previous monitoring period, or – in the case of a bus voltage recovery – at the end of the transmission delay
time. The transmitted telegrams are counted. As soon as the “Max. number of sent telegrams is reached”, no further telegrams are sent on the bus until the end
of the monitoring period. The telegram counter is reset to zero and sending of telegrams is allowed again with the start of a new monitoring period.

4.3 Cyclic sending
Cyclic transmission is a part of the “Function Switch sensor”. It enables the object “Switch” to send automatically on the bus at a fixed interval.
If cyclic sending is only carried out for a specific object value (ON or OFF), this condition refers to the value of the communication object. It is therefore possible
in principle to start cyclic sending by sending a value to the communication object “Switch”. As this reaction is generally unwanted, the “write” flag and “update” flag of the object in the setting have to be deleted to ensure that it cannot by changed via the bus. If this functionality is still required however, these flags
should be set accordingly. When the “Switch” object changes and after bus voltage recovery (after the transmission delay time has elapsed), the object value
is sent immediately on the bus and the sending cycle time restarts. The minimum value for the transmission cycle time is 200 ms. If a smaller value is set in the
parameters, the transmission cycle time is the same as the minimum value.
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4.4 Dimming
As standard the co-called “1 button dimming” is preset, i.e. switching and dimming functions can be fully controlled via a single push button. For each dim operation, a BRIGHTER or DARKER dim telegram is sent alternately. If the communication object “Switch” = 0, a BRIGHTER telegram is sent. In order to evaluate
the switch feedback of the actuator, the “Write” flag of the object “Switch” is set.
The following table shows the function in detail:
Value of the object “Switch”

Value of the last dimming telegram

Reaction of the dimming operation (sends dimming telegram)

OFF

DARKER

BRIGHTER

OFF

BRIGHTER

BRIGHTER

ON

DARKER

BRIGHTER

ON

BRIGHTER

DARKER

Table: Dimming function “1 button dimming”
If “2 button dimming” is required, the functions of the individual buttons should be set with the parameters “Reaction on short operation or Reaction on long
operation”, e.g. ON or BRIGHTER. The user has the freedom to choose,
• which push buttons are combined with one another to dim a lighting group and
• which function the individual push button uses in this case

4.5 Control scene
Using a scene, an input controls several actuator groups to a determined, preset value with just a single operation. Using the function “Control scene”, the input
can recall and/or store a scene. A scene can be implemented using two methods here.
Scene via 5 objects
On the one hand, each input can simultaneously store several actuator groups via 5 communication objects. When a scene is recalled, several telegrams are
generally sent. Storing of a scene occurs by reading the current values of the actuator groups via the bus. An actuator group can either be controlled via 1 bit
values (ON/OFF) or via 8 bit values (0…255 corresponding to 0…100%.
8 bit scene
On the other hand, the input can be recalled by sending the object “Scene” values, which is stored in the actuator. This simplified scene function is only possible
when it is supported by the actuator. An object “Scene” contains the scene number (1…64) and the information as to whether the scene should be recalled or
stored. In the actuator, the scene number(s) to which it reacts is set.

4.6 Control electr. relay (“heating actuator”)
The function “Heating actuator” switches an electronic relay, which is generally used to control an electro-thermal valve drive. The device is normally controlled
by a room thermostat. Various types of control are possible (e.g. continuous-action control).
The electrothermal valve drive can be triggered via two-step control or pulse width modulation. With pulse width modulation, the control is implemented by a
variable mark-space ratio. The following example clarifies this:

100%

40%

0%
t
tOFF

tON
TCYC

During tON, the valve is triggered with OPEN (“ON phase”). During tOFF the valve is triggered with CLOSE (“OFF phase”). Due to tON = 0.4 x TCYC, the valve is set
at approx. 40%. TCYC is the so-called PWM cycle time for continuous control.
The actuator can still trigger specific special positions during “Forced positioning”, “Valve purge” and “Safety position”. The following diagram provides an
overview:
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Start

Is forced
operation active?

yes

Trigged forced
operation

yes

Valve for period
of valve purge
fully opened

yes

Trigger the
safety position

no

Is valve
purge active?
no

Is fault
mode active?

no

1 bit

Type of control

1 byte
Control complies
to object
Control valur
PWM

Output tracks object
Switch

To improve the control behaviour, the special positions are sometimes not started or finished immediately but only once a PWM cycle time has elapsed or after
an ON or OFF phase within the cycle. The following table provides an overview:
Control of the valve via

Reaction on start

Reaction on end

Forced operation

Control immediately

Once an ON or OFF phase has elapsed

Valve purge

Control immediately

End immediately

Fault mode

Once the cycle has elapsed

Once the cycle has elapsed

The sequence in the table simultaneously defines the priority of the special positions. Forced operation has the highest priority.
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4.7 Switching sequence
The function “Switching sequence” facilitates flexible switch on and off of up to five communication objects (1 bit) using just a single input.
A switching sequence consists of a sequence of switching steps that represent determined object values. An operation on the input increments or decrements
a switching stage.
Example: Switching sequence “sequentially on/off (one push-button)” using three communication objects
Switching stage

Value of the communication objects

No.

Short designation

“Value3”

“Value2”

“Value1”

0

000

OFF

OFF

OFF

1

001

OFF

OFF

ON

2

011

OFF

ON

ON

3

111

ON

ON

ON

4

011

OFF

ON

ON

5

001

OFF

OFF

ON

0

…

Short code: ...>000>001>011>111>011>001>...
The defined switching sequences stand out in that only the value of a single communication object changes between two switching stages. The following
switching sequences are possible:

“Sequentially on/off (one push-button)”
This switching sequence switches on a further communication object with each successive operation . If all communication objects are switched on, they are
switched off successively commencing with the last one to be switched on.

“Sequentially on/off, multiple push-buttons”
The switching sequence is similar to the function “sequentially on/off (one push-button) with the exception that you can only switch up or down via an input. If all
the sequences reaches the end, all further operations in the same direction are ignored. At least two inputs are therefore required for this switching sequence.

“All combinations (Gray code)”
In this sequence, all communication object combinations are undertaken successively. Only the value of a communication object is modified between two
stages. A good example of this switching sequence, for example, is switching of two lighting groups in the sequence
00 – 01 – 11 – 10 – 00 ...
A table with the Gray code can be found in the appendix under section 6.1.

Other combinations
As well as operation via the input, the switching stage can be modified via communication objects “Level increment/decrement”. This is used, for example, to
increment or decrement two or three inputs. When a value is received on this communication object, the response is identical to the operation of the input.
Note: The current switching step always results from the state of the communication objects. If, for example, a communication object of another device changes, the current switching step can also change in this way.
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4.8 Count pulses
The meter function is used for counting binary switching pulses. It contains all the important features necessary for high-performance meters.
The following diagram provides an overview:
Reset

Read
• on request
• after time

Counting register
intermediate counter

Imput
pulse

KNX

Counting register
absolute value
Factor/Divider
Preset value

In addition to the absolute meter, a differential meter can be enabled that measures differential values (e.g. comparable with a trip recorder). In order to adapt
the counting speed, the factors and dividers can be set commonly for both meters.
Both counter values can either be sent cyclically or on request on the bus. They have definable overflow values.
The overflow of the differential meter can be sent via telegram on the bus. This telegram can be sued to read out the absolute meter readings. Thus, the absolute
meter reading is always sent after an adjustable change on the bus.
A bus voltage failure can lead to deleting of the counter values (meter readings).
Note: The maximum counting frequency may not exceed 5 Hz. The minimum pulse duration is 50 ms. The max. capacitive load on the input is 22nF.
Note: The connection of the US/U x.2 to an S0 pulse output is only possible for ABB electronic energy meters. The correct polarity must be observed (“+” to
grey core, “–” to coloured core).

4.9 Reaction on bus voltage failure
After bus voltage failure, the device switches to energy saving mode for a short period in order to retain the stored values for as long as possible. If the bus
voltage recovers during energy saving mode, the status of the device is fully maintained.
After a bus voltage failure of approx. 300 ms (duration is dependent on the function of the device), the energy saving mode is completed and the temporary
memory is deleted. All the object values are equal to “0” and the device carries out an initialisation after bus voltage recovery.

4.10 Reaction after bus voltage recovery
In this section, the response of the device after bus voltage recovery with initialization is described.
After bus voltage recovery, the device always waits for the send delay time to elapse before sending telegrams on the bus. The transmission delay time can
be set in the general parameters.
The following diagram indicates the time sequence:

Sending delay
approx. 2 s
Initialisaton time

Bus voltage
ricovery

Send telegrams
Receive and process
telegrams, scan inputs

Figure 2: Reaction after bus voltage recovery
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On bus voltage recovery, the inputs are scanned after the initialisation period and the object values are updated when possible. If the input is operated, the
device will behave as if the operation commenced at the end of the initialisation time.
The reaction depends on the function of the channel. The following list provides an overview:
Function

Switch sensor

Reaction after bus voltage recovery*
If a distinction is made between short and long operation,
or if the “TOGGLE” value is set in one of the “Reaction on
closing/opening the contact” parameters, no telegram will
be sent on bus voltage recovery.
Otherwise, the reaction can be set in the parameters..

Switch/dimming sensor

No telegram is sent on the bus.

Shutter sensor

No telegram is sent on the bus.

Value / forced operation

Object values are overwritten (updated) by the parameterized values.

Control scene

When the scene is controlled via “5 separate objects”, the
object values of the scene are overwritten with the parameterized values.

Control electr. relay
(heating actuator)

Until the first telegram of the room thermostat has been
received, the parameterized value is set.

Control LED

The output state of the output can be set in the parameters.

Switching sequence
(“impulse relay”)

No telegram is sent on the bus.

Push-button with multiple operation

No telegram is sent on the bus.

Counter

No telegram is sent on the bus.

*More exact response directly after the transmission delay
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5. Planning and application
In this section you will find some tips and application examples for practical use of the device.

5.1 1 button operation with central function (Switch light)
The lighting is switched on and/or off with a short push of the button. A long button push switches the light off centrally.
Logical connection of the group addresses:
Push button 1

Light1

Universal Interface 01514

Switch actuator

Telegr. switch

1/1/1
1/1/3

Telegr. switch long

1/1/3

Push button 2

1/1/1
1/1/3

Switch

Light2

Universal Interface 01514

Switch actuator

Telegr. switch

1/1/2
1/1/3

Telegr. switch long

1/1/3

1/1/2
1/1/3

Switch

Parameter settings for push button 1 and 2:

5.2 Operation of dimmable illumination
1 button operation
Short operation switches on or off the lighting, a longer operation alternately dims BRIGHTER or DARKER (contrary to the last dimming process). Both buttons
operate the same lighting. Logical connection of the group addresses:
Push button 1

Light1

Universal Interface 01514

Dimming actuator

Telegr. switch

1/1/1
1/1/2

1/1/2
1/1/1

Switch/Status

Telegr. dimming

1/1/3

1/1/3

Relative dimming

Push button 2
Universal Interface 01514
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Parameter settings for push button 1 and 2:

2 button operation
The same group address logical connection is also suitable for 2 button dimming. Modification of the parameters:
“Reaction on short operation” = "ON" or "OFF"
“Reaction on long operation” = “Dim BRIGHTER” or “Dim DARKER”.

5.3 Operation of blinds
1 button operation
Push button 1 and push button 2 operate shutter 1 from different locations. With a short button operation the shutter moves (in the opposite direction to the
last movement); a long operation offsets the louvre.
Logical connection of the group addresses:
Push button 1

Blind1

Universal Interface 01514

Shutter Actuator

Telegr. shutter UP/DOWN

1/1/1

1/1/1

Shutter UP/DOWN

Telegr. STOP / lamella adj.

1/1/2

1/1/2

Lamella adj./STOP UP/DOWN

Upper limit position

1/1/3

1/1/3

Telegr. status of upper position*

Lower limit position

1/1/4

1/1/4

Telegr. status of lower position*

Push button 2
Universal Interface 01514
Telegr. shutter UP/DOWN

1/1/1

Telegr. STOP / lamella adj.

1/1/2

Upper limit position

1/1/3

Lower limit position

1/1/4
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Parameter settings for push button 1 and 2:

* Via the objects “Upper limit position” and “Lower limit position”, the Universal Interfaces discover if the actuators are in an end limit position. This function is
supported from the newer ABB shutter actuator generation (from 2003). Otherwise, 2 button operation is recommended.
2 button operation
Push button 1 and push button 2 operate shutter 1 from a single location. With long operation the shutter moves DOWN (push button 1) or UP (push button 2).
With short operation, the louvre will close (push button 1) or open (push button 2) by a step.
Logical connection of the group addresses:
Push button 1 (downwards)

Blind1

Universal Interface 01514

Shutter Actuator

Telegr. shutter UP/DOWN

1/1/1

1/1/1

Shutter UP/DOWN

Telegr. STOP / lamella adj.

1/1/2

1/1/2

Lamella adj./STOP UP/DOWN

Upper limit position

1/1/3

1/1/3

Telegr. status of upper position

Lower limit position

1/1/4

1/1/4

Telegr. status of lower position

Push button 2 (upwards)
Universal Interface 01514
Telegr. shutter UP/DOWN

1/1/1

Telegr. STOP / lamella adj.

1/1/2

Upper limit position

1/1/3

Lower limit position

1/1/4

Parameter settings for push button 1:
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Parameter settings for push button 2:

5.4 Control of scenes
8 bit scene*
Push button 1 and push button 2 control Shutter 1 and Light1. Push button 1 recalls the scene. On a long operation of push button 2 the current shutter position
and the state of the lighting are stored. Storage is undertaken in the actuator.
Logical connection of the group addresses:
Push button 1

Blind1

Universal Interface 01514

Shutter Actuator

8-bit-scene

1/1/1

Store scene

1/1/2

Push button 2

Scene

Light1

Universal Interface 01514
Telegr. switch long

1/1/1

Switch actuator
1/1/2

1/1/1

Scene

Parameter settings for push button 1:

Parameter settings for push button 2:

* The 8 bit scene requires actuators that support these functions. This is the case for ABB shutter actuators and switch actuators of the latest generation (from
2003). On other devices the scene is recommended via “5 separate objects”.
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Scene via 5 separate objects
Push button 1 and push button 2 control Shutter 1 and Light1. Short operation recalls the scene. On long operation, the current shutter position and the brightness value are stored. Both push buttons store different scene values.
Logical connection of the group addresses:
Push button 1

Blind1

Universal Interface 01514

Shutter Actuator*

Telegr. value actuator group A

1/1/1

1/1/1

Move to position 0...255

Telegr. value actuator group B

1/1/2

1/1/2

Move louvre 0…255

Telegr. value actuator group C

1/1/3

Push button 2

Light1

Universal Interface 01514

Dimming actuator

Telegr. value actuator group A

1/1/1

Telegr. value actuator group B

1/1/2

Telegr. value actuator group C

1/1/3

1/1/3

Brightness value/Status

Parameter settings for push button 1 and 2:

* This function is only available for shutter actuators, which can move to a position via an 8 bit value.

5.5 Control of a heater valve
On Output1, a Universal Interface is connected to an Electronic Relay ER/U 1.1, which controls an electro-thermal valve drive. The room temperature is continuously controlled via Control1. The valve is purged once a week by opening it for approx. 5 minutes. The valve can be forcibly fully opened via push button 1. If
a telegram is not received for 30 minutes from Control1, the valve will be opened to 30 % (fault mode).
Logical connection of the group addresses:
Control1

Output1

Room thermostat
Heating (continuous)

Universal Interface 01514
1/1/1

Push button 1
Universal Interface 01514
Telegr. switch
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1/1/2

1/1/1

Control value (PWM)

1/1/2

Forced positioning

1/1/3

Valve purge

1/1/3

Telegr. trigger valve purge
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Parameter settings for output 1:

Output 1 sends itself the group address 1/1/3 once a week and thus triggers valve purging. The transmitting object is enabled in parameter window “General”.
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5.6 Switching of lighting in switching sequence
Successive switch on/off
Push button 1 and push button 2 control a lamp with two independent circuits Light1, Light2 and Light3. Push button 1 switches on successively on operation
(sequence: Light1>Light2>Light3). Push button 2 switches off successively on operation (sequence: Light3>Light2>Light1).
Logical connection of the group addresses:
Push button 1

Light1

Universal Interface 01514

Switch actuator

Telegr. value 1

1/1/1

Telegr. value 2

1/1/2

Telegr. value 3

1/1/3

Level increment/decrement

1/1/4

1/1/1

Switch

Light2
Switch actuator
1/1/2

Switch

Push button 2
Universal Interface 01514
Telegr. switch

Light3
1/1/4

Switch actuator
1/1/3

Switch

Parameter settings for push button 1:

Push button 2 has to be parameterized so that “Telegr. switch” sends a “0” with every button push.

Switch all combinations (Gray code)
Push button 1 controls a lamp with two independent circuits Light 1 and Light 2. On operation, all combinations in the following sequence are switched through:

Initial state

Light2

OFF

OFF

1st operation

ON

OFF

2nd operation

ON

ON

3rd operation

OFF

ON

4th operation

OFF

OFF

… (and so forth)
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Logical connection of the group addresses:
Push button 1

Light1

Universal Interface 01514

Switch actuator

Telegr. value 1

1/1/1

Telegr. value 2

1/1/2

1/1/1

Switch

Light2
Switch actuator
1/1/2

Switch

Parameter settings for push button 1:

5.7 Switching of lighting via multiple button pushes
Push button 1 and push button 2 control Light1, Light2 and Light3. With a single button push Light1 is switched, with a 2-fold button push Light2 is switched
and with a 3-fold button push Light3 is switched. With a long button push, Light1, Light2 and Light3 are switched off.
Logical connection of the group addresses:
Push button 1

Light1

Universal Interface 01514

Switch actuator

1-fold operation

1/1/1
1/1/4

2-fold operation

1/1/2
1/1/4

3-fold operation

1/1/3
1/1/4

Long operation

1/1/4

1/1/1
1/1/4

Light2
Switch actuator
1/1/1
1/1/4

Push button 2

Switch

Switch

Universal Interface 01514
1-fold operation

1/1/1
1/1/4

2-fold operation

1/1/2
1/1/4

3-fold operation

1/1/3
1/1/4

Long operation

1/1/4

Light3
Switch actuator
1/1/1
1/1/4

Switch
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Parameter settings for push button 1 and 2:

5.8 Metering energy values
Input1 is connected to the S0 output of an energy meter (100 Impulse/kWh). The 4 byte meter value is represented on the bus in the Wh unit. It is sent on the
bus every 30 seconds as well as with every change of 100 Wh.
Input1
Universal Interface 01514
Telegr. counter value 4 bytes

1/1/1

Request meter readings

1/1/2

Differential counter overflow

1/1/2

Parameter settings for input1:
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100 pulses per kWh means 1 pulse per 10 Wh. The meter is therefore incremented by the value 10 for every pulse (factor = 10).
The differential counter overflows every 100 Wh. At every overflow, the object “Differential counter overflow” object is incremented by the value “1”. This is
received by the object “Request meter readings” and the current meter reading is sent on the bus.
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6. Appendix
6.1 Gray code table
The sequence is characterized by the fact that only one value changes between two steps. Thus, the transition to the next step only requires sending a single
telegram.
The following table describes the Gray code when 5 objects are used:
Switching stage
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Value of the communication objects

No.

Short designation

“Value5”

“Value4”

“Value3”

“Value2”

“Value1”

0

00000

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

1

00001

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

2

00011

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

3

00010

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

OFF

4

00110

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

5

00111

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

ON

6

00101

OFF

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

7

00100

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

8

01100

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

9

01101

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

ON

10

01111

OFF

ON

ON

ON

ON

11

01110

OFF

ON

ON

ON

OFF

12

01010

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

13

01011

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

ON

14

01001

OFF

ON

OFF

OFF

ON

15

01000

OFF

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

16

11000

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

17

11001

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

ON

18

11011

ON

ON

OFF

ON

ON

19

11010

ON

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

20

11110

ON

ON

ON

ON

OFF

21

11111

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

22

11101

ON

ON

ON

OFF

ON

23

11100

ON

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

24

10100

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

OFF

25

10101

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

26

10111

ON

OFF

ON

ON

ON

27

10110

ON

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

28

10010

ON

OFF

OFF

ON

OFF

29

10011

ON

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

30

10001

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

31

10000

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF
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Interface with 4 programmable channels
01515
The device is equipped with 4 channels that can be configured
as inputs or outputs with the ETS software. The connecting
cables with approximately 30 cm long pins can be used to
connect conventional controls, zero potential contacts and
LEDs. The contact interrogation voltage and the supply voltage
for the LEDs are available on the device. The additional resistors
for the external light emitting diodes are integrated in the
same device. The connection to the bus is made with the bus
connection terminal block.

Main characteristics
• rated supply voltage: Bus 30 V d.c. SELV
• inputs/outputs: 4 configurable as input or output
• input:
- detection voltage: 20 V impulsive
		
- input current: 0.5 mA
• output: - supply voltage: 3...5 V d.c.
		
- output current: max 2 mA limited by additional
resistors
• protection against overload and polarity inversion
• terminals: - Bus TP;
		
- terminal block with 6 connection cables, length
30 cm
• protection rating: IP20
• operating temperature: -5 °C - +45 °C (indoor use)

Functionality
01515

Note
If used as a pulse counter on an input, it does not save the
value in its memory following a bus power failure.

The device, physical address and parameters are configured by
means of the ETS software.
Bear in mind that the connections can have a maximum length
of 10 m.

ETS communication objects

Example: IN 1 = On/Off sensor, IN 2 = On/Off sensor - Dimmer, IN 3 = shutter sensor, OUT 4 = LED control.
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Channel communication objects, with default settings
C

Flag 1
R W T

1 bit

X

X

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Sensor On/Off" function)
1 bit
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Dimmer On/Off Sensor" func1 bit
tion and the "Dimmer function = Dimmer On/Off" still set)

X

X

X

X

X

X

Telegr. Shutters UP/
DOWN

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Shutter Sensor" function)

X

X

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value/forced operation" function and the item "Distinction between short operation and long operation 1 Byte
= NO" is still selected)

X

X

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Description

Length

0

Input A

Disable

To disable operation of the Input via bus

1

Input A

Telegr. Switching

1

Input A-short

Telegr. Switching

Input A

1

1 bit

U

1

Input A

Telegr. Value 0-255

1

Input A

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actuathen "Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator 1 bit
tor Group A
group X via 1 bit object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

X

X

X

X

1

Input A

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actuathen "Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator 1 Byte
tor Group A
group X via 1 Byte object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

X

X

X

X

1

Input A

Telegr. Value 1

X

X

X

1

Input A

Telegr. Single operation

X

X

X

1

Input A

Telegr. Counter value
1 byte

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Switching sequence - relay"
1 bit
function then "Number of objects = 2 Levels")
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Push button with multiple op1 bit
eration" function then "Max. number of operations = Single operation")
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Counter" function and then
1 Byte
"Data width of counter = 8 bit")

X

X

X

1

Input A

Telegr. Counter value
2 byte

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Counter" function and then
2 Byte
"Data width of counter = 16 bit")

X

X

X

1

Input A

Telegr. Counter value
4 byte

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Counter" function and then
4 Byte
"Data width of counter = 32 bit")

X

X

X

1

Input A

Short Telegram value
(0,1)

1

Input A

1

Input A

1

Input A

Short Telegram
value -32768 .. 32767

1

Input A

1

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected 1 bit
and "Reaction on short operation = Value 1 bit")
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value/forced operation" funcShort Telegram
tion, the item "Distinction between short operation and long operation=
2 bit
value (Forced operation) Yes" is selected and then "Reaction on short operation = Value 2 bit
(forced operation)")
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" funcShort Telegram value
tion, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes"selected 1 Byte
0-255
and then "Reaction on short operation = Value 1 byte 0..255")

X

X

X

X

X

X

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected 2 Byte
and then "Reaction on short operation = Value 2 byte -32768 .. 32767")

X

X

Short Telegram Value:
0-65535

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected 2 Byte
and then "Reaction on short operation = Value 2 byte 0..65535")

X

X

Input A

Short Telegr. value
(Temperature)

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value/forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short operation and long operation long
2 Byte
operation = Yes" selected and then "Reaction on short operation = Value
2 byte (floating point)")

X

X

1

Input A

Short Telegr. value
(0...4294967295)

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value/forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short operation and long operation long
4 Byte
operation = Yes" selected and then "Reaction on short operation = Value
4 byte (0..4294967295)")

X

X

1

Input A

8-Bit Scene

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control function")

X

X

1

Output A

Telegr. Switching

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Control of electronic relay (heating actuator)" function then "Control received as 1 Bit PWM or 1 bit
2-points")

X

X

1

Output A

Position value (PWM)

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Control of electronic relay
1 Byte
(heating actuator)" function then "Control received as 1 Byte continuous")

X

X

1

Output A

LED, Switching

X

X

2

Input A

Telegr. Dimming

2

Input A

Telegr. STOP/Slat
control

2

Input A

Continues

1 Byte

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "LED control" function then
1 bit
"LED functionality = switch ON/OFF")
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Sensor On/Off Dimmer" func4 bit
tion)

X

X

1 bit

X

X

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actuathen "Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator 1 bit
tor Group B
group X via 1 bit object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

X

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Shutter Sensor" function)

X

X

X

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

C

Flag 1
R W T

U

X

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

X

1 bit

X

X

1 bit

X

X

Long Telegram value
(Forced operation)

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected 2 bit
and "Reaction on long operation = Value 2 bit (forced operation)")

X

X

Input A

Long Telegram value
0-255

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected 1 Byte
and "Reaction on long operation = Value 1 byte (0..255)")

X

X

2

Input A

Long Telegram value
-32768 .. 32767

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected 2 Byte
and "Reaction on long operation = Value 2 byte -32768... 32767")

X

X

2

Input A

Long Telegram value:
0...65535

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected 2 Byte
and "Reaction on long operation = Value 2 byte (0..65535)")

X

X

2

Input A

Long Telegr. value
(Temperature)

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected 2 Byte
and "Reaction on long operation = Value 2 byte (floating point)")

X

X

2

Input A

Long Telegr. value
(0..4294967295)

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected 4 Byte
and "Reaction on long operation = Value 4 byte (0..4294967295)")

X

X

2

Output A

LED, Flashing

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "LED control" function and then
1 bit
"LED functionality = Flashing")

X

X

2

Input A

Differential counter 1
Byte

X

X

X

2

Input A

Differential counter 2
Byte

X

X

X

2

Input A

Differential counter 4
Byte

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Counter" function and "Data
width of counter = 32 bit", then "Enable additional options (factor/divider,
4 Byte
cyclical transmission) = Yes", and "Enable differential counter = Yes" is set
for "A-Counter" parameters)

X

X

X

3

Input A

Upper limit position

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Shutter Sensor" function)

1 bit

X

X

3

Input A

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actuathen "Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator 1 bit
tor Group C
group X via 1 bit object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

X

X

X

X

3

Input A

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actuathen "Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator 1 Byte
tor Group C
group X via 1 Byte object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

X

X

X

X

3

Input A

Telegr. Value 3

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Switching sequence -relay"
1 bit
function then "Number of objects = 3 Levels")

X

X

X

3

Input A

Telegr. 3-fold operation

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Push button with multiple op1 bit
eration" function then "Max. number of operations = 3-fold operation")

X

X

X

3

Input A

Request counter values (If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Counter" function)

1 bit

X

X

3

Output A

LED always ON

1 bit

X

X

Number

ETS name

ETS function

2

Input A

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actua"Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator group X 1 Byte
tor Group B
via 1 Byte object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

2

Input A

Telegr. Value 2

2

Input A

Telegr. 2-fold operation

2

Input A

Long

2

Input A

Long Telegram value
(0,1)

2

Input A

2

Continues
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Description

Length

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Switching sequence-relay"
function and then "Number of objects = 2 Levels")
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Push button with multiple operation" function then "Max. number of operations = 2-fold operation")
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Sensor On/Off" function and
then the distinction set between Short and Long press, with "Number of
objects for short/long operation = 2")
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Value / forced operation" function, item "Distinction between short and long operation = Yes" selected
and "Reaction on long operation = Value 1 bit")

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Counter" function and "Data
width of counter = 8bit", then "Enable additional options (factor/divider,
1 Byte
cyclical transmission) = YES", and "Enable differential counter = YES" is
set for "A-Counter" parameters)
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Counter" function and "Data
width of counter = 16 bit", then "Enable additional options (factor/divider,
2 Byte
cyclical transmission) = Yes", and "Enable differential counter = Yes" is set
for "A-Counter" parameters)

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "LED control" function)

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

Number

ETS name

ETS function

Description

Length

C

Flag 1
R W T

X

X

U

3

Output A

Valve purge

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Control of electronic relay
1 bit
(heating actuator)" function then "Enable object Valve purge = YES")

4

Input A

Lower limit position

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Shutter Sensor" function)

1 bit

X

X

4

Input A

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actuathen "Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator 1 bit
tor Group D
group X via 1 bit object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

X

X

X

X

4

Input A

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actuathen "Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator 1 Byte
tor Group D
group X via 1 Byte object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

X

X

X

X

4

Input A

Telegr. Value 4

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Switching sequence -relay"
1 bit
function then "Number of objects = 4 Levels")

X

X

X

4

Input A

Telegr. 4-fold operation

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Push button with multiple op1 bit
eration" function then "Max. number of operations = 4-fold operation")

X

X

X

4

Output A

Telegr- Status/ackn.

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "LED control" function, then
"LED functionality = Flashing" and "Transmit status via object Status/Ackn 1 bit
= YES")

X

X

4

Input A

Overflow differential
counter

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Counter" function then "Enable
additional options (factor/divider, cyclical transmission) = YES" and "Ena- 1 bit
ble differential counter = YES" for "A-Counter" parameters)

X

X

4

Output A

Forced operation

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Control of electronic relay
(heating actuator)" function, then "Forced operation = YES" set under 1 bit
"A-Fault- forced operation")

X

X

5

Input A

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actuathen "Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator 1 bit
tor Group E
group X via 1 bit object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

X

X

X

X

5

Input A

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control" function and
Telegr. Switching Actuathen "Scene control via 5 separate objects", and "Control of actuator 1 Byte
tor Group E
group X via 1 Byte object" is set in "A-Scene" parameter)

X

X

X

X

5

Input A

Telegr. Value 5

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Switching sequence -relay"
1 bit
function then "Number of objects = 5 Levels")

X

X

X

5

Output A

Telegr. Status/ackn.

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Control of electronic relay
1 bit
(heating actuator)" function)

X

5

Input A

Reset differential
counter

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Counter" function then "Enable
additional options (factor/divider, cyclical transmission) = YES" and "Ena- 1 bit
ble differential counter = YES" for "A-Counter" parameters)

X

X

6

Input A

Scene saving

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Scene control function")

X

X

Level increment/decrement
Long operation Telegram

(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Switching sequence -relay"
1 bit
function)
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Push button with multiple op1 bit
eration" function then "Additional object for long operation = YES")
(If "Channel A" parameter is activated with "Control of electronic relay
(heating actuator)" function, then "Thermostat monitoring = YES" then
1 bit
"Enable object Telegr. Fault = YES" ) is set under "A-Fault- forced operation"

X

X

6

Input A

6

Input A

6

Output A

Fault telegram

7... 13

Objects for
channel B
(Inputs Outputs as for
Channel A)

As for Channel A

14... 20

21... 27
28
29

Objects for
channel C
(Inputs Outputs as for
Channel A)
Objects for
channel D
(Inputs Outputs as for
Channel A)
Not used
Output Telegram

1 bit

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

As for Channel A

As for Channel A

Telegr. Activ. Valve
purge

Valve Purge activation telegram (if General parameter set under "Transmit
1 bit
object telegr. valve opening")

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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General Parameters
To set the parameters that limit bus transmission, both on the
inputs and on valve opening telegram management (if present).

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Transmission delay 2-255
after voltage recov[2]
ery [s]
Yes
Limit number of
No
telegrams
[1]
Max. number of
2... 255
transmitted telegrams during
[20]
period
50 ms... 1 min.
Observation period
[10 s]

To avoid overloading the
bus with numerous devices
when voltage is recovered

Yes
Transmit object
"Valve opening tel- No
egram"
[1]

THIS is a valve reset telegram (activation causes
the dedicated object 29
to appear); this telegram
is important in the case of
electronic relay control

Transmit telegram
every (days)
Duration of valve
purge

7... 50
[30 days]
1... 10
[2 min.]

To limit traffic

Activates telegram limitation

General parameters

Activates telegram limitation

If valve open telegr. object
activated
If valve open telegr. object
activated

On/Off Sensor channel X parameters
To set behaviour on connection of contacts to an input - with
possible distinctions between short and long operations, and
details of cyclic transmission.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Channel function

Sensor On/Off

Yes
Distinction between No
long and short
operation
[1]
Open
In operation it is an Closed
input
[1]

Reaction on short
operation

Reaction on long
operation

Long operation
after: base

On
Off
Switch
No action
[0]
On
Off
Switch
No action
[1]
100 ms... 1h
[100 ms]
2... 255

Factor
[5]
Continues
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Comment
For connecting contacts
that only perform On/Off
(e.g. a button)
If activated, various parameters appear for distinguishing between the two
presses of the connected
contact
If the distinction between
short and long operation
is activated: determines
whether the connected contact is N.O. or N.C.
If the distinction between
short and long operation
is activated: determines
whether the operation performs an On, Off, Toggle or
No action
If the distinction between
short and long operation
is activated: determines
whether the operation performs an On, Off, Toggle or
No action
If the distinction between
short and long operation is
activated: determines the
minimum input activation
time that is interpreted as
long
If the distinction between
short and long operation is
activated or cyclical transmission of "switching": multiplying factor for the long
operation time

On/Off sensor parameters with cyclic transmission
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Continued

ETS text

Continued

Available values
[Default value]
1 object

Number of objects 2 objects
for long/short operation
[0]

Debounce time
[ms]

10... 150
[50 ms]
No

Cyclic transmission of object
"Switching"

Reaction on contact closure (rising
edge)

If "Switching" = On
If switching = Off
Always
[0]
On
Off
Switching
No action

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

ETS text

Comment

If the distinction between
short and long operation
is activated: determines
whether the short and long
press commands write the
same KNX object (no. 1), or
whether a short press writes
object no. 1 and a long
press writes object no. 2

Telegram is repeat- 1 s - 1 h
ed every ("Cyclic
send time"): base [1 s]

Cyclic repetition time

Yes
Transmit object
value after bus volt- No
age recovery
[1]

Determines whether the
device is to transmit the
object's value when the bus
voltage is recovered

Sets the minimum input
activation time that is interpreted as a short press
Determines whether, and
in what cases, cyclic transmission on the bus is to be
performed. (cannot be set
as a parameter if the distinction between short and long
press has been activated)

Determines what is to be
associated with closure of
the contact connected to
End cyclic transmission the channel input

[0]
On
Off
Reaction on con- Switching
tact opening (falling No action
edge)
End cyclic transmission

Determines what is to be
associated with opening of
the contact connected to
the channel input

On/Off sensor parameters with distinction between short and long
operation

[1]
Continues

Channel X parameters: On/Off/Dimmer sensor
For setting behaviour on connection of to an input contacts
for turning on, off or dimming a load, together with all the
parameters relating to the duration of input activation.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

For connecting contacts
Dimmer Sensor On/Off that perform On/Off/Dimmer
(e.g. a button)
Open
Determines whether an N.O.
In operation it is an
Closed
or N.C. contact is connectinput
ed to the input
[1]
On/Off/Dimmer
Determines whether the
Dimmer function
Only dimming
input must also turn the
dimmer on/off
[0]
Channel function

Reaction on short
operation

On
Off
Switching
No operation
[2]
Dim. brighter

Reaction on long
operation

Dim. darker
Dim. brighter/darker
[2]
Brighter

Dimming direction
after power up

Darker
[1]

On/Off/Dimmer sensor parameters

Determines whether short
activation of the input performs Only On/Only Off/
Toggle or no operation
Determines whether long
activation of the input performs only increase or only
decrease of dimmer light,
or an increase/decrease
loop cycle until the input is
deactivated
If reaction to long operation
parameter is set to "brighter/darker": determines first
setting to be made on bus
power-up

Continues
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ETS text
Long operation
after [s]

Available values
[Default value]
0.3-10
[0.5 s]
Start-stop-dimming

Dimming mode

Dimmer steps
[0]

Brightness value
change on every
sent telegram

Transmission cycle
time: Telegram is
repeated every [s]

Debounce time

1.56-100%
[3.13%]
0.3...10 s

[0.4 s]
10 ms - 150 ms
[50 ms]

Comment
Determines duration of input
activation to be interpreted
as "long operation"
Determines whether dimming is to be linear or with
various sequential brightness steps
If "Dimming mode" parameter is set under "Dimming
steps": determines the variable increment/decrement
brightness steps
If "Dimming mode" parameter is set under "Dimming
steps": together with
"Brightness change on
every sent telegram" parameter it determines the light
dimming speed
Sets the minimum input
activation time that is interpreted as a "Short action"

Channel X parameters: shutter sensor
To set behaviour on connecting contacts to an input to operate
a shutter or a blind.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Channel function

Shutter sensor

For connection of an input
contact that operates a
shutter or a blind with rotation of slats (e.g. a button)

Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
0.3... 10

"Slats" telegram is
repeated every [s]
[0.4 s]

Stop/Slats Up
To determine whether the
following are connected:
1 button (short = move, • a simple button to the
input, for complete shutlong = slats)
ter/blind management with
1 button
short and long presses;
(move only)
• a switch between two
device inputs; if a switch
1 switch
Shutter
is used on two inputs the
(move only)
operating funcslats are not controlled
and stop occurs on
tionality
2 buttons - standard
release;
• two buttons with different
2 switches
operations connected to
(move only)
two inputs (e.g. a 20062
2 buttons - move only
button connected to two
(shutter)
inputs);
2 push-buttons
• two switches to two
(slats only)
inputs
Open
Determines whether the
In operation it is an
Closed
contact connected to the
input
input is N.O. or N.C. type
[1]
1 button (short = slats,
long = move)

Debounce time
[ms]

10... 150
[30 ms]
0.3... 10

Long operation
after [s]
[0.5 s]
Continues
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Sets the minimum input
activation interval that is
interpreted as a press/short
press
If a "Shutter operating functionality" that distinguishes
between long and short
activation is selected, it
determines the shortest
interval that is interpreted as
a long operation

Reaction on short
operation

Stop/Slats Down

[1]

Move Up
Reaction on long
operation

Move Down

[1]

Move Up

Reaction
on operation

Move Down

[1]
Continues

Comment
If "Shutter operating functionality" (short=move,
long=slats) or "2 buttons
(slats)" mode is selected:
determines the duration of
slat rotation for each individual input pulse
If "Shutter operating functionality: 2 standard buttons"
is selected. Determines the
operation associated with a
short press. The analogous
operation associated with
the input to which the other
button is connected will
naturally have the opposite
effect
If "Shutter operating functionality: 2 standard buttons"
is selected. Determines the
operation associated with a
long press. The analogous
operation associated with
the input to which the other
button is connected will
naturally have the opposite
effect
If "Shutter operating functionality: 2 buttons (only
move)" selected. Determines
the operation associated
with button pressing (without short/long distinctions).
The analogous operation
associated with the input
the other button is connected to will naturally have the
opposite option
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Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Stop/Slats Up

Reaction
on operation

Stop/Slats Down

[1]

Comment
If "Shutter operating functionality: 2 buttons (only
slats)" selected. Determines
the operation on slats
associated with button
pressing (without short/long
distinctions). The analogous
operation associated with
the other input (the one the
other button is connected
to) will naturally have the
opposite option

Shutter sensor parameters

Channel X parameters: value/forced operation
To set sending of a precise value that determines forced
position operation, with possible distinction between short and
long activation of input.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Channel function

To connect an input contact
that will transmit a precise
value to the bus (or two
values, if a distinction is set
Value/Forced operation
between a short and long
press of the input contact).
Setting a 2 bit value will
result in the forced position.

Open
In operation it is an
Open
input
[1]
Distinction between Yes

Comment

Value/forced operation parameters

Determines whether the
input contact is N.O. or
N.C. type

Determines whether to distinguish the duration of input
activation to send two different values to the bus
If the distinction between
Reaction on opera- No operation/2 bit/1-2short and long operation is
tion (with distinction 4 byte
not set. Setting "2 bit" will
between short/
result in the forced position.
long operation, if
[1 byte value (0... 255)] Various value formats can
activated)
be selected
short and long
operation

No
[1]

On, activate forced
operation
Transmitted value
(forced operation
management) with
possible distinction
between short and
long operation

Off, activated forced
operation
Disable forced operation
[2]

Transmitted value
(bit, byte) with
possible distinction See set values
between short and
long operation
Yes
Transmit object
value after bus volt- No
age recovery
[1]
Debounce time
(minimum activation time) [ms]

10... 150 minimum
activation time
[50 ms]

If "2 bit value" (forced operation) (with or without short/
long distinction) has been
selected in "Reaction on
operation", this determines
whether activation of the
input is to force "On" or
"Off" in the bus or deactivate forcing prompted by
other devices (with a dedicated KNX object)
If the forced operation
value has not been set in
"Reaction on operation".
This sets the value to be
transmitted on activating
the input
Determines whether the
device is to transmit the
input status when the bus
voltage is recovered
Sets the minimum input
activation time that is interpreted as a press
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Channel X parameters: scene control
To be able to activate and/or save scenes with distinction
between short and long activation of input contact. The desired
scene or 5 different objects can be activated - for old 1-bit KNX
scenes on old devices.
ETS text
Channel function

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Scene control

Enables scenes to be called
up/saved by activating the
input

Open
In operation it is an
Closed
input
[1]
5 separate objects
Scene control via

8-bit scene
[0]
01... 64

Scene Number
[scene 01]
Reaction on short
operation

No action
Call up
[1]
No
On long operation

Save scene

With object
value = 1
On long operation (if
object = 1)
[0]

Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Long operation
after

[3 s]

Determines the input contact activation time to be
associated with operation
determined by long press

Debounce time

10 ms - 150 ms
[50 ms]

Determines whether an N.O.
or N.C. contact is connected to the input
Determines whether the
device can activate 5 different 1-bit objects (old type
scenes) or one 8-bit scene:
if 5 objects are activated
a further parameter page
appears
If control of a single 8-bit
scene has been selected.
Determines the scene number to be associated with
the input
Determines the operation
the device performs for a
long input activation

Scene control parameters

Determines the way in
which the scene can be
saved (with reference to
the duration of input activation and the status of the
"Scene" object)

Continues

Scene X parameters
If in the "Channel X: scene control" parameters under "Scene
control via: 5 separate objects" you set whether the 5 objects
are 1 bit/On/Off or 8 bit (0...255).
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

1-bit object
Control of actuator
8-bit object
group via
[0]
On
Off
For setting actuator [0]
group X
0...255
[0]

300

Comment
Defines whether the object
is 1 bit (On/Off) or 8 bit (0...
255)
Depending on whether 1
bit or 8 bit control has been
selected, it will be possible
to set an On/Off value or a 1
byte value (0... 255)

Scene X parameters (for 5 channel scene)

Sets the minimum input
activation time that is interpreted as a "Short action"
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Electronic relay control parameters - heating actuator
To activate heating control relay management via the device
output: to be used to control specific electronic temperature
control relays (with valve purge option).

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Channel function

Electronic relay control
(heating actuator)

For controlling an heating
electronic relay (ABB type,
etc.)

1 bit (PWM or 2 points)
Control telegram is
received as
1 byte (continuous)
[0]

Continued

ETS text
Enable monitoring
of the controller,
fault message,
forced positioning

Available values
[Default value]
No
Yes
[1]

Position of the valve 0-100%
actuator on bus
[20%]
voltage recovery

Comment
If activated, a further parameter section called "X-fault/
Forced operation" appears
0% = closed,
100% = open

If set to 1 bit the "Switching
telegram" object appears,
if set to 1 byte the object
"Position value PWM"
appears

Normally closed
Connected valve
type

Normally open

Determines whether the
output contact will be N.O.
or N.C.

[0]
PWM = cycle time 20 s... 1 h
for continuous
control
[1 min.]
Enable object
"Valve purge"

Yes
No
[1]

For PWM type control of
electronic relay
Determines whether to
enable the appearance of
an object dedicated to this
function

Electronic relay control parameters

Continues

X fault/forced operation parameters
If the "Control of electronic relay-heating actuator" function is
set and "Enable monitoring of the controller... = YES", this sets
monitoring of the thermostat that controls the electronic relay
(type ABB, etc.).
ETS text
Thermostat monitoring
Thermostat cyclic
monitoring time:
base
Factor [1... 255]

Available values
[Default value]
Yes
No
[1]

Enables monitoring

1 s... 1 h
[1 min.]

If thermostat monitoring
enabled

1... 255
[20]

If thermostat monitoring
enabled

Valve position while 0%... 100%
control unavailable [10%]
Enable "Fault
telegr." object

Comment

Yes
No
[1]
Yes

Forced operation

No
[1]

Valve position
during forced
operation

0%... 100%
[50%]

X-Fault/Force operation parameters

0% = Closed, 100% = Open
(if thermostat monitoring
enabled)
If thermostat monitoring
enabled (if enabled, a dedicated 1 bit object appears)
If enabled, a 1 bit object
dedicated to forcing the
relay via the bus appears
If forced operation enabled.
0% = Closed,
100%
= Open
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LED control parameters
To activate LED control - 2 mA, 5 Volt - connected to a device
channel output.
ETS text
Channel function

Available values
[Default value]

LED functionality

Flashing
[0]

LED on for
LED off for

LED flashes if

200 ms - 60 s
[1 s]
200 ms - 60 s
[1 s]
"LED flashing = On"
object
"LED flashing = Off"
object
[1]

Time limit of LED
control

Time limit: base

Time limit: factor
(1... 255)

Yes
No
[1]
1 s... 1 h
[10 s]
1... 255
[5]

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

LED on if

"Switching = On" object If "Switching On/Off" function is activated. Determines
"Switching = Off" object whether the LED is to be
activated/deactivated by
acting via the bus on the
dedicated "LED, switching"
[0]
object

Comment

LED control
Switching On/Off

Continued

Determines whether the
LED is to be on/off when the
corresponding communication objects are activated, or
set as blinking when other
objects and parameters are
activated
If "LED flashing" function is
activated
If "LED flashing" function is
activated

No
Transmit status via
Yes
object Status/Ackn
[0]
Off
LED status on voltOn
age recovery
[0]

If "LED flashing" function is
activated, this determines
how to activate blinking by
acting via the bus on the
dedicated "LED, blinking"
object
If activated, the LED turns
on and off automatically
after a settable time
If the LED control limit time
is enabled, this determines
the time after which the LED
will turn off
If the LED control limit time
is enabled. Multiplication
factor for "Time limit-base"

LED control parameters

Continues

Switching sequence parameters (relay)
To activate by means of an input contact various on/off
combinations in sequence of 2, 3, 4, 5 objects (levels) to controll
with specific predefined sequences the On/Off commands of
relays that can be associated with these objects.
ETS text

Channel function

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Relay switching sequence

By activating the input this
determines the possibility of
performing given sequences
of On/Off of 2, 3, 4, 5 KNX
objects that can be associated with relays via the bus

Open
In operation it is an
Closed
input
[1]
2 levels
3 levels
Number of objects 4 levels
5 levels
[1]
Continues
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Determines whether an N.O.
or N.C. type contact is connected to the input
Depending on the set operation, between 2 and 5 1-bit
objects appear, for automatically controlling the On/
Off sequence of an equal
number of relays

Switching sequence parameters (relays)

Comment

Activation of this parameter
brings up a 1-bit "Telegr.
Status/ackn." object, It provides an object detected to
the LED status on the bus.
Determines LED control
after power supply is back
to bus
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Continued

ETS text

Continued

Available values
[Default value]

Sequentially On/Off (1
push button)

Type of switching
sequence

Sequentially On/Off
(multiple buttons)

All combinations (Grey
code)

Comment
Determines the activation
sequence of the 2, 3, 4, 5
levels. The "1 push button"
mode activates all levels
in sequence and then
deactivates them one by
one in reverse (increasing/
decreasing).
"Several push buttons"
mode performs one activation sequence and then a
simultaneous deactivation
(increasing or decreasing
according to the parameter
"Function on operation").
"Grey code" mode performs
a sequence consisting of
just one on/off at a time,
covering all possible activation/deactivation combinations of the 2, 3, 4, 5
involved levels

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Switching up

Function in operation

Switching down

[0]

Comment
If the type of switching
sequence is activated in
"Sequentially On/Off (Several
push buttons)" mode.
Determines whether the
relay activation sequence is
in increasing or decreasing
order considering the 2, 3,
4, 5 objects associated with
the levels

Continues

Button parameters with multiple operation
It is possible to activate 1, 2, 3, 4 objects if the input is activated
1, 2, 3, 4 times within an established time limit - possibly all of
them in sequence.
ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Button with multiple
operation
Closed
In operation it is an Open
input
[0]

Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
0.3... 10

Comment

Long operation
after [s]

Determines whether the
contact connected to the
device input is N.O. or N.C.
type

Transmitted value
("Long operation"
object)

[0.5 s]

Channel function

Single operation
2-fold operation
Max. number of
3-fold operation
operations (= number of objects)
4-fold operation
[2]
On
Transmitted value Off
("Operation... numSwitching
ber")
[2]
Yes
Transmit value on
every operation

No
[1]

0.3... 10
Maximum time
between two operations [s]
[1 s]
Yes
Additional object
for long operation

No
[1]

Depending on the set value,
1, 2, 3, 4 corresponding
1-bit "Operation telegram"
objects appear and with
the corresponding number
of presses on a button
connected to the input "On"
will be sent to "Operation
N" object

On
Off
Switching
[2]
Debounce time
[ms]

10... 150
[50 ms]

Comment
If the additional long operation object is activated, this
determines the activation
time of the input contact to
be associated with the operation set for long operation
If the additional long operation object is activated, this
determines whether to send
an "On", "Off" or "Toggle
On/Off" to the object dedicated to the long operation
Sets the minimum input
activation time that is interpreted as an Operation/
Short operation

Determines whether to send
an "On", "Off" or "Toggle
On/Off" to the object dedicated to the operation
If activated, an "On" is
transmitted to all objects up
to the number of presses
performed: for example 2
presses of the input button
will send an "On" to the
"Single operation" object
and to the "2-fold operation"
object
Time interval within which
a multiple input activation
sequence is accepted
If activated, a 1 bit object
devoted to the long operation on the device input
appears, along with a
parameter for defining the
input activation time interpreted as a long operation

Button parameters with multiple operation

Continues
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Counter parameters
Enables activation of a pulse count function on activation of the
device input channel, with various additional count options to
determine the type of countable values and the characteristics
of data transmission to the bus according to the count in
progress - see "X-counter parameters" section relating to this
function. Following a power failure, the device does not
save the counter and resets the count, although it may
send a "counter reset" warning.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Channel function

Counter

To activate the device input
activation pulse count

Closes (rising edge)
The input pulse is
recognised, if the
input contact

Opens (falling edge)

Counter width

8 bit (0... 255)
16 bit (-32768...
+32768
16 bit (0... 65535)
32 bit
(-2,147,483,648...
+2,147,483,647)
[0]

Counter starts at

Depending on the type of
counter range selected, it
A numerical value that
is possible to set the value
depends on the counter
within that selected range at
range
which the input pulse count
begins

[0]

Determines whether the
contact connected to the
input is N.O. or N.C. type

Continued

ETS text

Debounce time
[ms]

Available values
[Default value]
10... 150 minimum
operation time
[50 ms]
Yes

Transmit counter
values after bus
voltage recovery

No
[1]

Enable additional
options (factor/
divider, cyclical
transmission)

Yes
No
[1]

Counter parameters

X-counter parameters
If the additional parameter and counter options are activated,
the counted values can be transmitted only after they have
undergone a few checks to limit the number of messages.

Continued

Divider: number
of input pulses for
one counter step
(1... 32767)

Available values
[Default value]
1... 32767
[1]

Factor: one coun- -32768... +32767
ter step change
counter value by
(-32768... +32767) [1]
Yes
Transmit counter
values cyclically

No
[1]

The counter value 1 s... 1 h
is being transmitted
every: base
[1 s]
Factor (1... 255)

1... 255
[30]

Comment
Determines the number of
input pulses to be considered as a single counter
increment
Multiplication factor for the
above-mentioned divisor
factor

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]
Yes

Enable differential
counter

No
[1]

1... 255 (values that
Over-/under-run of change according to
differential counter the type of counter)
at (1... 255)
[10]

To activate cyclic value
transmission. Activating
this option brings up the
parameters "Counter values
are being transmitted every
(base)" and then "Factor
(1... 255)"
If cyclic transmission of the
counter values is activated,
this sets the cyclic transmission time interval
Multiplication factor for the
above-mentioned counter
value parameter

Continues

X-counter parameters
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Sets the minimum input
activation time that is interpreted as a pulse to be
counted, although this minimum time can be eliminated
The device does not save
the counter after a power
failure. By setting this
parameter it is possible to
send a 1 bit count reset
warning message to the bus
Enables a further series
of parameters to be set
("parameters: X-counter").
See below for details

Sets the range of the counter with and without sign, to
propose the relevant 1, 2, 4
byte "Counter value" object
and possibly to propose the
1, 2 byte "Differential counter" object, selecting 8 bit or
16 bit with sign

Continues

ETS text

Comment

Comment
If enabled, the "Over-/underrun of differential counter at"
parameter appears and the
differential counter can be
reset by means of the reset
object that appears
If the "Differential counter"
parameter is enabled. On
reaching the limit, the counter is reset but the overflow
object that appears is set
to "On"
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Actuator with 12 relay outputs NO for fluorescent lamps 10 A 250 V~, 50/60 Hz, KNX standard, installation on DIN rails (60715
TH35), occupies 12 modules size 17.5 mm.
The actuator 01521 is able to activate electrical applications (alternating or three-phase current) via 12 independent potential-free contacts; control is via the bus or via the dedicated
manually operated switches. The devices are powered by the KNX bus and do not require an external power supply.

Features
• BUS output voltage: 30 V d.c. SELV.
• Consumption on the bus: 12 mA
• Power outputs: 12 Floating contacts
• Switch voltage: 250/440 V ~
• Rated current: 10AX EN 60669; 10A (AC1) EN 60947-4
• Operating temperature: -5 °C - + 45 °C (inside)
• Protection rating: IP20
• 12 modules of 17.5 mm.

Connections
The connection to the bus and to the applications is made directly from the terminals on the front of the actuator 01521.

FRONT VIEW AND CONNECTIONS

VIMAR 01521

250/440 V
10 AX

1: Label carrier
2: Programming key
3: Programming LED, red
4: Connecting terminal KNX
5: Switch position display and ON/OFF operation
6: Load current circuit, each with 2 screw terminals

Operation
The physical address and the parameter settings are set using the Engineering Tool Software ETS
Programming LED Lights up red when the device is operated in programming mode (after pressing the Programming button).

Manual management
The actuator enables manual control of applications via the switch associated with each of the relay outputs.
Position 0 = Load deactivated and relay contact open.
Position I = Load activated and relay contact closed.
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Overview of switching performance
The following table shows the switching capacities, lamp loads and/or the number of lamps that can be connected to each contact.

In rated current (A)

10 AX

Un rated voltage (V)

250/440 V AC

AC1 operation (cos φ = 0.8) EN 60 947-4-1

10 A

AC3 operation (cos φ = 0.45) EN 60 947-4-1

8A

C-load switching capacity

-

Fluorescent lighting load AX to EN 60 669-1

10 AX (140 μF)2)

Minimum switching capacity

100 mA/12 V

DC current switching capacity (ohmic load)

10 A/24 V =

Mechanical lifetime

> 3 x 106

Electrical endurance to IEC 60947-4-1:
– Rated current AC1 (240V/0.8)
– Rated current AC3 (240V/0.45)
– Rated current AC5a (240V/0.45)

100.000
30.000
30.000

Incandescent lamp load at 230 V AC

2500 W

Fluorescent lamps T5/T8:
– Uncompensated
– Parallel compensated
– DUO circuit

2500 W
1500 W
1500 W

Low-voltage halogen lamps
– inductive transformer
– electronic transformer

1200 W
1500 W

Halogen lamps 230 V

2500 W

Dulux lamps (energy-saving lamps):
– Uncompensated
– Parallel compensated

1100 W
1100 W

Mercury-vapor lamps:
– Uncompensated
– Parallel compensated

2000 W
2000 W

Sodium vapor lamps:
– Uncompensated
– Parallel compensated

2000 W
2000 W

Max. peak inrush current Ip (150 μs)
Max. peak inrush current Ip (250 μs)
Max. peak inrush current Ip (600 μs)

400A
320A
200A

Number of electronic ballasts (T5/T8, single element)1) :
18 W (ABB EVG 1 x 18 CF)
24 W (ABB EVG 1 x 24 CY)
36 W (ABB EVG 1 x 36 CF)
58 W (ABB EVG 1 x 58 CF)
80 W (Helvar EL 1 x 80 SC)

23 EBUs
23 EBUs
14 EBUs
11 EBUs
10 EBUs

1)

For multiple element lamps or other types the number of electronic ballasts must be determined using the peak inrush current of the ballasts.

2)

The maximum inrush current peak may not be exceeded.
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1. Communication objects, operating mode Switch Actuator
1.1 Communication objects, General

No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

0

In Operation

General

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

To regularly monitor the presence of the Switch Actuator on the KNX bus, a monitoring telegram can be sent cyclically via the bus.
This communication object is always enabled.
Telegram value:
1 = system in operation
0 = send inactive
1

Safety Priority 1

General

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, W, U

This communication object is enabled if in the General parameter window, parameter Function Safety Priority 1 is set to enabled by object value "0" or
enabled by object value "1".
The Switch Actuator can receive a 1 bit telegram via this communication object, which another KNX device, e.g. diagnostics module or wind sensor, sends
cyclically. On receipt of the telegram, the communication capability of the bus or the sensor (signaling device) can be monitored. If the Switch Actuator does
not receive a telegram on the communication object Safety Priority 1 within a certain time (value can be parameterized), a fault is assumed and a response, as
parameterized in parameter window A: Safety, is implemented. The Switch Actuator output goes into a safety state and does not process any telegrams. Only
after communication object Safety Priority 1 receives a 1 or 0 again (depending on the parameterization) will incoming telegrams be processed again and the
contact position changed.
The monitoring period can be adjusted in the parameter Monitoring time in seconds in the A: General parameter window.
Safety Priority 1 is also triggered if a telegram with the parameterizable trigger value is received.
With the exception of the reaction on bus voltage failure and recovery, the Safety Priority 1 function takes highest priority in the Switch Actuator.
2

Safety Priority 2

General

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, W, U

General

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, W, U

See communication object 1
3

Safety Priority 3

See communication object 1
4...
9
Not assigned.
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1.2 Communication objects, Output A

No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

10

Switch

Output A

1 Bit
DPT 1.001

C, W

This communication object is used for switching the output ON/OFF.
The device receives a switch telegram via the switch object.
N/O:
Telegram value:
N/C:
Telegram value:

1 = switch ON
0 = switch OFF
1 = switch ON
0 = switch OFF

Please note
With logical connections or forced operations, modifying communication object Switch does not necessarily result in a changed contact position.
The Switch Actuator does not monitor manual actuation electrically, and therefore cannot react discretely to a manual operation.
From a power engineering point of view, the relay is only actuated with a switching pulse if the last known relay position set by the bus has changed. As
a consequence, after a one-off manual switching operation, a switch telegram received via the bus triggers no contact changeover because the switch
actuator assumes that no changeover has taken place and that the correct contact position is still set.
An exception to this situation is after bus voltage failure and recovery. In both cases, the relay position is recalculated based on the parameterization and
set independently of the contact position.
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

11

Permanent ON

Output A

1 Bit
DPT 1.001

C, W

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable time functions in the A: Function parameter window.
The output can be forcibly switched on with this communication object.
If communication object Permanent ON is assigned the value 1, the output is switched on irrespective of the value of communication object Switch and
remains switched on until Permanent ON has the value 0. After ending the permanent ON state, the state of Switch is used.
Permanent ON only switches ON and “masks” the other functions. This means that the other functions, e.g. Staircase lighting, continue to run in the
background but do not initiate a switching action. When permanent ON ends, the contact position which would result without the permanent ON function
becomes active. For the Staircase lighting function, the response after permanent ON can be parameterized in Parameter window A: Time.
This communication object can be used, for example, to allow service or maintenance and cleaning personnel to initiate a permanent ON. The device receives
a switch telegram via the switch object.
Permanent ON becomes inactive after a download or bus voltage recovery.
Telegram value:

12

1 = activates Permanent ON mode
0 = deactivates permanent ON mode

Disable time function

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable time functions in the A: Function parameter window.
In parameter window A: Function, after bus voltage recovery you can set the parameter Value for object "Disable time function" on bus voltage recovery.
If the Time function is disabled, the output can only be switched on or off; the functions Staircase lighting, Delay and Flashing are not triggered.
Telegram value:

1 = time function disabled
0 = time function enabled

The contact position at the time of disabling and enabling is retained and will only be changed with the next switch telegram to communication object Switch.
13

Duration of staircase lighting

Output A

2 byte
DPT 7.005

C, R, W

This communication object is enabled if the option yes has been selected for parameter Duration of staircase lighting can be changed by object in parameter
window A: Time.
The duration of staircase lighting is set here. The time is entered in seconds. After bus voltage recovery, the communication object value is set by the parameterized value, and the value set via the bus is overwritten.
14

Warning stair lighting

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, T

This communication object is enabled if the Staircase lighting function is selected in parameter window A: Time and if via object or via object and switching
ON/OFF have been selected in parameter Warning before end of staircase lighting.

15

Call preset 1/2

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.022

C, W,

This communication object recalls a stored contact position.
Through a recall of Preset 1/2 with the corresponding parameterization, you can restore the contact position before the recall of Preset 2 or reset it to the
parameterized value before Preset 2.
Telegram value:

16

0 = Recalls the parameterized value (contact position) of Preset 1.
1 = Recalls the parameterized value (contact position) of Preset 2.

Set preset 1/2

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.022

C, W

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable function "presets" in the A: Function parameter window.
Using this communication object, the current contact position can be stored as the new preset value.
Telegram value:

0 = Stores the current contact position as Preset 1.
1 = Stores the current contact position as Preset 2.
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

17

8 bit scene

Output A

1 byte
DPT 18.001

C, W

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable function "scene (8 bit)" in the A: Function parameter window.
Using this 8 bit communication object, a scene telegram can be sent using a coded telegram. The telegram contains the number of the scene concerned as
well as the information on whether the scene is to be recalled or if the current contact position is to be assigned to the scene.
Telegram format (1 byte):

MXSSSSSS
(MSB) (LSB)
M:
0 – Recalls the scene
		
1 – Stores the scene (if allowed)
X:
Not used
S:
Scene number (1-64: 00000000 … 00111111)
KNX 1 byte telegram value
Decimal

18

Meaning

Hexadecimal

00 or 64
01 or 65
02 or 66
…
63 or 127

00h or 40h
01h or 41h
02h or 42h
…
3Fh or 7Fh

Recall scene 1
Recall scene 2
Recall scene 3
…
Recall scene 64

128 or 192
129 or 193
130 or 194
…
191 or 255

80h or B0h
81h or B1h
82h or B2h
…
AFh or FFh

Store scene 1
Store scene 2
Store scene 3
…
Store scene 64

Logical connection 1

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, W

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable function "logic" in parameter window A: Function.
Using this communication object, the output of the first of two logic objects can be assigned. The logical connection is defined in the parameter window A:
Logic.
Initially this links the switch object logically with communication object Logical connection 1. The result of this is then linked with communication object Logical connection 2.
Please note
The values of communication objects Logical connection 1/2 are stored on bus voltage failure. The values are set again after bus voltage recovery
If values are not assigned for the communication objects Logical Connection 1/2, they will be deactivated.
On reset via the bus, the values of communication objects Logical Connection 1/2 remain unchanged.

19

Logical connection 2

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, W

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

See communication object 18.
20

Forced operation

This communication object is enabled if in parameter window A: Function the yes option has been selected for parameter Enable functions "priority and
safety operation" and 1 bit object is selected for parameter Contact position if forced operation.
If the communication object receives the value 1, the output is forcibly set to the parameterized contact position, which has been set in the A: Safety parameter window. The forced positioning of the contact remains until forced operation is ended when communication object Forced operation receives a 0.
Please note that the function Safety Priority 1 and a bus failure have a higher priority on the contact position.
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

20

Forced Positioning

Output A

2 bit
DPT 2.001

C, W

This communication object is enabled if in parameter window A: Function the yes option has been selected for parameter Enable functions "priority and
safety operation" and 2 bit object is selected for parameter Contact position if forced operation.
The output can be forcibly operated via this communication object (e.g. by a higher-level control). The communication object value directly defines the forced
position of the contact:
0 or 1 = The output is not forcibly operated.
2 = The output is forcibly switched off.
3 = The output is forcibly switched on.
At the end of the forced operation, a check is performed to see if one of the three Safety Priority x functions (x = 1, 2 and 3) is active. If necessary, the contact
position is set by the active safety priorities. If no Safety Priority x is active, the parameter used is the one set in parameter window A: Safety, for parameter
Reaction when forced operation and all Safety Priority x end.
Please note that the function Safety Priority 1 and a bus failure have a higher priority on the contact position.

21

Threshold input

Output A

1 byte
2 byte
DPT 5.010
DPT 7.001

C, W

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable function "threshold" in the A: Function parameter window.
Depending on the selection made in parameter window A: Threshold, a 1 byte (integer value) or 2 byte (counter value) communication object is enabled.
If the threshold value parameterized in window A: Threshold is overshot, a switching action can be performed.

22

Change Threshold value 1

Output A

1 byte
2 byte)
DPT 5.010
DPT 7.001

C, W

This communication object is enabled if the yes option has been selected for parameter Change Threshold 1 over bus in parameter window A: Threshold.
Depending on the selection made in parameter window A: Threshold, a 1 byte (integer value) or 2 byte (counter value) communication object is enabled.
If the communication object Change Threshold value 1 is enabled, the threshold value can be changed via the bus.
23...
28
Not assigned.
29

Status Switch

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, R, T

This communication object is enabled if the options only after changing or always are selected for parameter Status response of switching state Object
"Status Switch" response in parameter window A: General.
The communication object value directly indicates the current contact position of the switching relay.
The status value can be inverted.
Telegram value:

1 = relay ON or OFF depending on the parameterization
0 = relay OFF or ON depending on the parameterization
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2. Communications objects, operating mode Heating Actuator
2.1 Communication objects, General

No.
0

Function
In Operation

Object name

Data type

Flags

General

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

To regularly monitor the presence of the Switch Actuator on the KNX bus a monitoring telegram can be sent cyclically via the bus.
This communication object is always enabled.
Telegram value: 1 = system in operation
0 = send inactive
1

Safety Priority 1

General

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, W, U

This communication object is enabled if the option enabled by object value "0" or enabled by object value "1" is selected for parameter Function Safety
Priority 1 in the General parameter window.
The Switch Actuator can receive a 1 bit telegram via this communication object, which another KNX device, e.g. diagnostics module or wind sensor, sends
cyclically. On receipt of the telegram, the communication capability of the bus or the sensor (signaling device) can be monitored. If the Switch Actuator does
not receive a telegram on the communication object Safety Priority 1 within a certain time (value can be parameterized), a fault is assumed and a response,
as parameterized in parameter window A: Safety, is implemented. The output of the Switch Actuator goes into a safety state and does not process any telegrams. Only after communication object Safety Priority 1 receives a 1 or 0 again (depending on the parameterization) will incoming telegrams be processed
again and the contact position changed.
The monitoring period can be adjusted in the parameter Monitoring time in seconds.
Safety Priority 1 is also triggered if a telegram with the parameterizable trigger value is received.

2

Safety Priority 2

General

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, W, U

General

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, W, U

See communication object 1
3

Safety Priority 3

See communication object 1
4...
9
Not assigned.
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2.2 Communication objects, Output A
Parameter options for outputs A…X are described in Parameter window A: General.

No.
10

Function
Switch

Object name

Data type

Flags

Output A

1 Bit
DPT 1.001

C, W

This communication object is visible if control of the heating actuator is implemented via a 1 bit communication object. The heating valve is controlled directly
using it.
The device receives a switch telegram via the Switch object.
N/O:
Telegram value: 1 = valve open
0 = valve closed
N/C:
Telegram value: 1 = valve closed
0 = valve open
10

Control value (PWM)

Output A

1 byte
DPT 5.010

C, W

This communication object is visible if the control of the heating actuator is implemented via a 1 byte communication object, e.g. within a continuous control.
The communication object value [0…255] is determined by the variable mark-to-space ratio of the valve.
Telegram value: 1 = valve closed
0 = valve open
11

Trigger valve purge

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, W

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable function "valve purge" in the A: Function parameter window.
The valve purge is triggered using this communication object.
Telegram value 0 = end valve purge, valve will be closed
1 = start valve purge, valve will be opened
12

Status valve purge

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, T

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable function "valve purge" in the A: Function parameter window.
The status of the valve purge is visible via this communication object.
Telegram value: 0 = valve purge not active
1 = valve purge active
Please note
The status is displayed as soon as a purge has been activated. The status remains active even when the purge has been interrupted, e.g. by a
priority.
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

13

RTR fault

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, T

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable monitoring of the controller in the A: Function parameter window.
Using this communication object, communication objects Switch and Control value (PWM) can be cyclically monitored. If the room thermostat (RTR) values
are missing, the device assumes that the thermostat is malfunctioning and signals a fault.
Telegram value: 1 = fault
0 = no fault
14

Forced operation

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

This communication object is enabled if the yes option is selected for parameter Enable function "forced operation" in the A: Function parameter window.
If the communication object receives the value 1, the valve is forcibly moved to the parameterized position set in parameter window A: Forced Operation. The
forced positioning of the valve continues until forced operation is ended, which happens when a telegram with value 0 is received via communication object
Forced operation.
Please note that the Forced operation function and a bus voltage failure have a higher priority on the contact position.
15

Status heating

Output A

1 byte
DPT 5.010

C, W

This communication object is visible if control of the heating actuator is implemented via a 1 bit communication object, e.g. within a continuous control, and
feedback of the control value is parameterized with a 1 byte value.
The current 1 byte control value of the output is sent via this communication object.
15

Status heating

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, T

This communication object is visible if control of the heating actuator is implemented via a 1 bit communication object, e.g. within a continuous control, and
feedback of the control value is also parameterized with a 1 bit value.
The current 1 bit control value of the output is sent via this communication object when there is a change.
With selection of the option 0% = "0" otherwise "1", the following applies:
Telegram value: 1 = control value is not equal to 0 %
0 = control value is equal to 0 %
Telegram value: 1 = control value is equal to 0 %
0 = control value is not equal to 0 %
16...
28
Not assigned.
29

Status Switch

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, R, T

This communication object is enabled if the options only after changing or always are selected for parameter Status response of switching state Object
"Status Switch" in parameter window A: General.
The communication object value directly indicates the current contact position of the switching relay.
The status value can be inverted.
Telegram value:
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3. Parameters
The Switch Actuator is parameterized using Engineering Tool Software (ETS), version ETS2 V1.3 or higher.
In ETS2/ETS3 the application program can be found under ABB/Output/Binary output/Switch xf.
The following sections describe the parameters of the Switch Actuators by their parameter windows. Parameter windows are structured dynamically so that further
parameters may be enabled depending on the settings and the function.
The default values of the parameters are underlined, e.g.:
Options: yes
no

3.1 Parameter window General
Higher level parameters can be set in the General parameter window.

Transmission and switching delay
time after recovery of bus voltage [2…255s]
Options:

2…255

During the transmission and switching delay, telegrams are received only. The telegrams are not processed, however, and the outputs remain unchanged. No
telegrams are sent via the bus.
After the transmission and switching delay, telegrams are sent and the state of the outputs is set to correspond with the parameterization or the communication
object values.
If communication objects are read during the sending and switching delay, e.g. by a visualization system, these read requests are stored, and a response is sent,
after the sending and switching delay has been completed.
An initialization time of about two seconds is included in the delay time. The initialization time is the time that the processor requires to be ready to function.
How does the device react on bus voltage recovery?
After bus voltage recovery, the device always waits for the transmission delay time to elapse before sending telegrams via the bus.
Rate of telegrams
Options: not limited
1 Telegram / Second
2 Telegram / Second
3 Telegram / Second
5 Telegram / Second
10 Telegram / Second
20 Telegram / Second
The load on the bus generated by the device can be limited by the telegram rate. This limit relates to all telegrams sent by the device.
• x* Telegrams / Second: within a second, x telegrams are sent as quickly as possible via the bus.
Please note
The device counts the number of telegrams sent within a second. As soon as the maximum number of sent telegrams is reached, no further telegrams are
sent via KNX until the end of the second. The telegram counter is reset to zero, and sending is allowed again after the second has timed-out. The current
communication object value is always sent at the time of transmission.
Example
Maximum number of sent telegrams = 5,
20 telegrams are ready to send. The device immediately sends 5 telegrams. The next 5 telegrams are sent after a maximum of 1 second. From this point, a
further 5 telegrams are sent via KNX every second.
x = 1,2,3,5,10 or 20
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Send cyclical "In operation" telegram
(0...65,535s, 0 = inactive)
Options:

0…65,535

The communication object In Operation indicates that the device on the bus is working properly. This cyclic telegram can be monitored by an external device.
Please note
After bus voltage recovery, the communication object sends its value after the set sending and switching delay.
To keep the bus load to a minimum, the longest possible transmission time interval should be selected, based on the application.

Enable Safety Object for operating mode
"Switch Actuator"
Options: no
yes
• yes: Three further parameters appear:
Function Safety Priority 1
Function Safety Priority 2
Function Safety Priority 3
Options:

inactive
enabled by object value “0”
enabled by object value “1”

Please note
The functions and setting options for parameters Function Safety Priority 2 and Function Safety Priority 3 are the same as those for parameter Function
Safety Priority 1.
In Switch Actuator operating mode there are three Function Safety Priority x* parameters available. For each priority, you can define your own trigger condition
(enabling condition) here. With safety activation, the relevant Safety Priority x* communication object becomes visible. These communication objects relate to the
entire device. However, every output can react differently to the receipt of a telegram. The reaction of the output is parameterized in parameter window X: Safety
of the respective output.
*x = 1, 2 or 3

• inactive: The Safety Priority x function is not used.
• e nabled by object value "0": Safety activation is triggered if communication object Safety Priority x* receives a telegram with the value 0. The following parameter appears.
• e nabled by object value "1": Safety activation is triggered if communication object Safety Priority x receives a telegram with the value 1 . The following parameter appears:
Control period in seconds
(0...65,535s, 0 = inactive)
Options:

0…65,535

This parameter defines the monitoring period of the Safety Priority x function. If during this time communication object Safety Priority x* receives a telegram with
the triggering condition defined in parameter Function Safety Priority x, it will be triggered. Should the communication object Safety Priority x* receive a telegram
that does not fulfill the trigger conditions, the control period is reset and restarted.
•0
 : No monitoring is taking place. However, the Safety Priority x is triggered if communication object Safety Priority x receives a telegram with the triggering
condition as defined in parameter Function Safety Priority x.
*x = 1, 2 or 3

Please note
The monitoring period in the Switch Actuator should be at least twice as long as the cyclical transmission time of the sensor, so that the absence of an individual signal, e.g. due to a high bus load, does not immediately trigger an alarm.
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3.2 Parameter window A: General

Operating mode of output A
Options: Switch Actuator
Heating Actuator
This parameter defines the operating mode of the output. As the parameters and possible functions as well as other parameter windows are different for each
operating mode, we will describe them separately here for each mode:
• Operating mode Switch Actuator
• Operating mode Heating Actuator

3.3 Operating mode Switch Actuator
The Switch Actuator operating mode is used for normal switching, e.g. of lighting. The output is controlled via various logic, time and safety functions. The input
signal for the function is received via communication object Switch. The Switch Actuator carries out the function independently and controls the corresponding
relay.
The comprehensive range of additional functions available are described in this section.

Status response of switching state
Object "Status Switch"
Options: no
only after changing
always
This parameter can enable the communication object Status Switch. This contains the current switch state i.e. contact position.
• no: The contact position is updated but the status is not actively sent via the bus.
• only after changing: if the contact position changes the status is actively sent via the bus by communication object Status Switch.
• a lways: The status of the contact position is always actively sent via the bus via communication object Status Switch, even when a change in status has not
occurred. Transmission is triggered as soon as the communication objects Switch, Threshold input or Permanent ON receive a telegram. Even a scene or a
preset recall triggers transmission of the switch state. The status is also sent if logic objects Logical connection 1 or Logical connection 2 receive a telegram.
However, status is not repeated or resent due to a safety change (forced operation, priority) and this applies to all types. This can have a major effect on the bus
load on a Switch Actuator with multiple outputs.
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Please note
After parameterization changes or subsequently switching off the status object, the existing assignment of group addresses to the Switch communication object is lost and needs to be re-allocated.
The status value to be sent is defined using the parameter Object value switching status (Object “Status Switch”).
Please note
The contact position is determined by a sequence of priorities and logical connections.
The contact position can only be correctly evaluated if the switching actions occur via KNX. The 01521 cannot differentiate between manual switching and a
cable break or device fault.
Object value switching status
(Object “Status Switch”)
Options: 1=closed, 0=open
0=closed, 1=open
• 1=closed, 0=open: In communication object Status Switch, the value 1 is written for a closed contact, and the value 0 for an open contact.
• 0=closed, 1=open: In communication object Status Switch the value 0 is written for a closed contact, and the value 1 for an open contact.
Reaction on bus voltage failure
Options: Contact open
Contact closed
Contact unchanged
The output can adopt a defined state on bus voltage failure with this parameter.
Value object "Switch" on
bus voltage recovery
Options: not write
to write with 0
to write with 1
With this parameter, the output can be influenced after bus voltage recovery. As standard the communication object Switch receives the value 0.
•n
 ot write: After bus voltage recovery, communication object Switch retains the value 0. The contact position is not re-determined.
Please note
Before the very first download (device fresh from the factory), the value before bus voltage failure is not defined. For this reason, the communication object
Switch is written with 0 and the contact is open.
If opening of the contact at bus voltage recovery before the first download (installation phase) is not desired, this can be prevented by temporarily removing the
KNX voltage.
• to write with 0: The communication object Switch is written with a 0 on bus voltage recovery. The contact position is redefined and set based on the set device
parameterization.
• to write with 1: The communication object Switch is written with a 1 on bus voltage recovery. The contact position is redefined and set based on the set device
parameterization.
Please note
Provided that no manual switching action has occurred, the communication object Status Switch indicates the correct status of the contact position independently of the value of communication object Switch.
The Switch Actuator draws the energy for switching the contact from the bus. Depending on the type of Switch Actuator, about 10 to 30 seconds is required
after bus voltage is applied before sufficient energy is available to switch all contacts simultaneously.
Depending on the set delay time in the parameter Transmission and switching delay after recovery of bus voltage in the General parameter window, the
individual outputs assume the desired contact position only after this delay has elapsed. If a shorter delay time is set, the Switch Actuator will only switch the
first contact when sufficient energy is stored in the Switch Actuator to immediately bring all outputs safely to the required position should another bus voltage
failure occur.
Overwrite scene, preset and
threshold value 1 with download
Options: no
yes
This parameter determines whether the preset and scene values and threshold value 1 of the output modified via the bus are overwritten in the Switch Actuator
by the values set in parameter windows A: Scene, A: Preset or A: Threshold.
• y es: The values set in Parameter windows A: Scene, A: Preset or A: Threshold are transferred to the Switch Actuator when a download occurs, overwriting
the existing values. Reprogramming of these values via the bus is still possible at any time.
•n
 o: The values set in Parameter windows A: Scene, A: Preset or A: Threshold value are not transferred to the Switch Actuator when a download occurs. The
values can only be changed and set via the bus.
For further information see: Parameter window A: Scene, Parameter window A: Preset and Parameter window A: Threshold.
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3.3.1 Parameter window A: Function
In this parameter window you determine the response (reaction) of the output and can enable different functions, which makes further parameter windows
available.

Reaction of output A
Options: Normally closed contact
Normally open contact
This parameter determines the reaction of the output as a normally open or normally closed contact.
• Normally closed contact: An ON telegram (1) opens the contact and an OFF telegram (0) closes it.
• Normally open contact: An ON telegram (1) closes the contact and an OFF telegram (0) opens it.
Enable time functions "delay, staircase lighting, flashing"
Options: no
yes
• no: Parameter window A: Time is not enabled for output A.
• yes: Parameter window A: Time for output A, and communication object Disable time function, are enabled.
Using this communication object, the Time function can be enabled (telegram with value 0) or disabled (telegram with value 1) via the bus.
As long as the Time function is disabled, the output can be switched on and off only without delay via the communication object Switch.
Please note
The Time function is only disabled when the ongoing Time function has ended.
While the output is disabled, the higher switching priorities, e.g. Safety functions, are undertaken.
Enabling the Time function enables the communication object Permanent ON. The output is switched on via this communication object. It remains switched
on until communication object Permanent ON receives a telegram with the value 0.
Functions continue to operate in the background during the Permanent ON phase. The contact position at the end of the Permanent ON phase results from
the functions operating in the background.
With the selection yes a new parameter appears:
Value object "Disable time function" after bus voltage recovery
Options: "1", disable time functions
"0", enable time functions
• "1", disable time functions: The Time function is disabled by a telegram with the value 1.
Please note
They can only be re-enabled via the communication object Disable time function.

• 0, enable time functions: The Time function is enabled by a telegram with the value 0.
Please note
Should the staircase light on the 01521 be disabled while the Time function is running, the time sequence stops and the light remains ON until switched
off by an OFF telegram.
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How does the staircase lighting react on bus voltage failure?
Reaction in the event of bus voltage failure is specified by the parameter Reaction on bus voltage failure in parameter window A: General.
How does the staircase lighting react on bus voltage recovery?
Reaction on bus voltage recovery is defined by two conditions:
A B
 y the communication object Disable time function. If staircase lighting is disabled after bus voltage recovery, it can only be switched on or off via
the communication object Switch.
B B
 y parameterization of the communication object Switch. Whether the light is switched on or off on bus voltage recovery depends on the settings
of Switch.
Enable function "presets"
Options: no
yes
• no: Parameter window A: Preset is not enabled for output A.
• yes: Parameter window A: Preset is enabled for output A.
Enable function "scene (8 bit)"
Options: no
yes
• no: Parameter window A: Scene is not enabled for output A.
• yes: Parameter window A: Scene is enabled for output A.
Enable function "logic"
Options: no
yes
• no: Parameter window A: Logic is not enabled for output A.
• yes: Parameter window A: Logic is enabled for output A.
Enable functions "priority and safety operation"
Options: no
yes
• no: Parameter window A: Safety is not enabled for output A.
• yes: Parameter window A: Safety is enabled for output A. This parameter window is used for parameterizing Safety Priorities 1, 2, 3 and Forced operation.
Enable function "threshold"
Options: no
yes
• no: Parameter window A: Threshold is not enabled for output A.
• yes: Parameter window A: Threshold is enabled for output A.
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3.3.2 Parameter window A: Time
All settings for the Time function are undertaken in this parameter window: ON/OFF delay, Staircase lighting function and Flashing.
This parameter window is visible if the Enable time function parameter has been enabled in Parameter window A: Function.

Time function
Options: Staircase lighting function
ON/OFF delay
Flashing
This parameter defines the type of Time function for each output.
• Staircase lighting function: The value that switches the staircase lighting on and off can be parameterized. The staircase lighting time starts when the
function is switched on. It is switched off immediately after the staircase lighting time ends.
Please note
Switch on means the closing of a normally open contact or opening of a normally closed contact.
The staircase lighting function can also be recalled via communication object Switch, Logical Connection x (x = 1, 2) or via a light scene recall.
The staircase lighting function can be disabled by a telegram to the communication object Disable time function.
Parameterization is undertaken in parameter window Parameter window A: Function, with the parameter Value object "Disable time function" on bus
voltage recovery.
• ON/OFF delay: The output can be switched on or off with a delay via this function.
•F
 lashing: The output starts to flash as soon as communication object Switch receives the parameterized value. The flashing period can be adjusted via the
duration set for ON or OFF. At the start of the flashing period, the output is switched on with a normally open contact and off with a normally closed contact. When communication object Switch receives a new value, the flashing period will restart. Relay state is parameterizable after flashing. Flashing can be
inverted when the output is used as a normally closed contact. The communication object Status Switch indicates the current relay state during flashing.
Please note
The Flashing function can be disabled by a telegram to communication object Disable time function.
Parameterization is undertaken in parameter window Parameter window A: Function, with the parameter Value object "Disable time function" on bus
voltage recovery.
The following parameters appear when Staircase lighting is selected:
Duration of staircase lighting Minutes
Options: 0…5…1,000
Seconds
Options: 0…59
The staircase lighting time defines how long the staircase lighting is switched on after an ON telegram. The input is made in minutes and seconds. The
staircase lighting time may extend depending on the value set in the parameter Warning before end of staircase lighting.
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Extending staircase lighting by multiple operation ("pumping up")
Options: no (not retriggerable)
yes (retriggerable)
up to max. 2 x staircase lighting time
up to max. 3 x staircase lighting time
up to max. 4 x staircase lighting time
up to max. 5 x staircase lighting time
If a further ON telegram is received during the staircase lighting time sequence, the remaining staircase lighting time can be extended by a further period.
This is possible by repeated operation of the button (“pumping up“) until the maximum parameterized number of retriggering operations is reached. The
maximum time can be set to 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 times the staircase lighting time.
Let's say the staircase lighting time has been extended by “pumping up” to the maximum time. If some of the time has already timed out, the staircase
lighting time can be re-extended to the maximum time by “pumping up”.
However the parameterized maximum time may not be exceeded.
• no (not retriggerable): The receipt of an ON telegram is ignored. The staircase lighting time continues without modification to completion.
• y es (retriggerable): New ON telegrams reset the staircase lighting time and starts to count again. This process can be repeated as often as desired
using this selection.
•u
 p to max. 2/3/4/5 x staircase lighting time: New ON telegrams extend the staircase lighting time by 2/3/4/5 times the staircase lighting time.
Staircase lighting can be switched off
Options: ON with "1" and OFF with "0"
ON with "1" no action with "0"
ON with "0" or "1", switch OFF not possible
This parameter defines the telegram value used for switching the staircase lighting on and off prematurely.
•O
 N with "0" or "1" switch OFF not possible: The staircase lighting function is switched on independently of the value of the incoming telegram.
Premature switch off is not possible.
Please note
After enabling the Time function via communication object Disable time function, the contact position of the enabled output remains unchanged.
The Time function is only triggered after the next switching telegram. However this means that if set to the option ON with "1" no action with "0",
the output is simultaneously switched on when enabled. Switch off via the bus is thus not possible. Only after e.g. the staircase lighting function is
started does the output switch off, after the staircase lighting time has elapsed.

Warning before end of staircase lighting
Options: no
via object
via quick switching OFF/ON
via object and switching OFF/ON
Before the staircase lighting time elapse, the user can be informed of the imminent lighting switch of by a warning. If the warning time is not 0, the
staircase lighting time is extended by the warning time. The warning time is not modified by “pumping up”.
•n
 o: No warning is given, the staircase lighting switches off immediately after the staircase lighting time elapses. If the staircase lighting is ended prematurely, e.g. by a switching telegram, no warning is given.
There are two types of warning:
1. The communication object warning stair lighting is set to the value 1 when the warning time starts, and remains until it has elapsed. The communication
object can be used, for example, to switch a warning light.
2. Switching the output (briefly OFF and ON again).
Both options can be used together or separately. The time duration between the OFF and ON process is about 1 second. If the warning time is not 0, the
staircase lighting time is extended by the warning time.
Please note
When dealing with the warning time it is important to remember that the 01521 draws its switching energy exclusively from the KNX. Furthermore, the
01521 collects enough energy before the first switch to ensure that all outputs can safely go to the required position should the bus voltage fail. Under
these conditions, only a certain number of switching actions are possible per minute.
Warning time in sec. [0...65,535] add
to duration of staircase lighting
Options: 0…45…65,535
This parameter is visible if you have set a warning before the staircase lighting time ends. The warning time must be entered in seconds. The staircase
lighting time is extended by the warning time. The warning is triggered at the start of the warning time.
The warning time is not modified by “pumping up”.
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Duration of staircase lighting can be changed by object
“Staircase lighting time”
Options: no
yes
• y es: A 2 byte Duration of stair lighting communication object is enabled. This can be used to change the staircase lighting time via the bus. The value
defines the staircase lighting time in seconds. The staircase lighting function that has already started is completed first. A change is applied to the staircase
lighting time next time it is recalled.
• no: The staircase lighting time cannot be changed via the bus.
Please note
On bus voltage failure, the staircase lighting time changed via the bus is lost and must be reset.
Until a new value is set, the staircase lighting time set via ETS applies.
How does the staircase lighting react on bus voltage failure?
Reaction in the event of bus voltage failure is specified by the parameter Reaction on bus voltage failure in parameter window A: General.
How does the staircase lighting react on bus voltage recovery?
Reaction on bus voltage recovery is defined by two conditions.
A

B
 y the communication object Disable time function. If staircase lighting is disabled after bus voltage recovery, it can only be switched on or off via the
communication object Switch.

B

 y the parameterization of the communication object Switch. Whether the light is switched on or off on bus voltage recovery depends on the settings
B
of Switch.

Restart of staircase time after
end of permanent ON
Options: no
yes
• no: The lighting switches off if Permanent ON is ended.
• yes: The lighting remains on and the staircase lighting time restarts.
The function of Permanent ON is controlled via the communication object value Permanent ON. If the communication object receives a telegram with the
value 1, the output is switched on regardless of the value of the communication object Switch and remains switched on until the communication object
Permanent ON has the value 0.
Please note
Permanent ON only switches ON and “masks” the other functions. This means that the other functions, e.g. Staircase lighting time or “Pumping up”,
continue to run in the background but do not initiate any action. After Permanent ON ends, the contact position which would result without the Permanent ON function becomes active.
The following parameters appear with ON/OFF delay:

The output can be switched on or off with a delay via this function.
Delay for switching on: Min. [0…65,535]
Delay for switching on: Sec. [0…59]
Options: 0…65,535
0…59
Here you set the time by which an ON telegram is delayed after switch on.
Delay for switching OFF: Min. [0…65,535]
Delay for switching OFF: Sec.. [0…59]
Options: 0…65,535
0…59
Here, you set the amount of time by which switch OFF is delayed after a switch OFF telegram.
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The following parameters appear when Flashing is selected:

The output starts to flash as soon as communication object Switch receives the parameterized value. The flashing period can be adjusted via the parameterized time duration for ON or OFF. At the start of the flashing period, the output is switched on with a normally open contact and off with a normally
closed contact. When communication object Switch receives a new value, the flashing period will restart. The relay state after flashing can be parameterized.
Flashing can be inverted when the output is used as a normally closed contact.
The communication object Status Switch indicates the current relay state during flashing.
Please note
Only a certain number of switching actions are possible per minute and Switch Actuator. This means that frequent switching may cause a switching
delay. The same applies directly after bus voltage recovery.
When the flashing function is selected, the service life of the switching contacts must be considered
The Flashing function can be disabled by a telegram to the communication object Disable time function. The parameterization is undertaken in parameter window Parameter window A: Function, with the parameter Value object "Disable time function" on bus voltage recovery.

Flashing if object "Switching" is
Options: ON (1)
OFF (0)
always flashing, ON (1) or OFF (0)
Here you set the value of the communication object Switch at which the output flashes. Flashing is not retriggerable.
•O
 N (1): Flashing starts when communication object Switch receives a telegram with the value 1. A telegram with the value 0 ends flashing.
• OFF (0): Flashing starts when communication object Switch receives a telegram with the value 0. A telegram with the value 1 ends flashing.
• always flashing, ON (1) or OFF (0): A telegram with the value 1 or 0 triggers flashing. Suspension of flashing is not possible in this case.
Time for ON: Min. [0…65,535]
Time for ON: Sec. [0…59]
Options: 0…65,535
1…5…59
Time for ON defines how long the output is switched on during a flashing period. The smallest value is 1 second.
Please note
Only a certain number of switching actions are possible per minute and Switch Actuator. This means that frequent switching may cause a switching
delay. The same applies directly after bus voltage recovery.
Time for OFF: Min. [0…65,535]
Time for OFF: Sec. [0…59]
Options: 0…65,535
1…5…59
The time for OFF defines how long the output is switched off during a flashing period. The smallest value is 1 second.
Please note
Only a certain number of switching actions are possible per minute and Switch Actuator. This means that frequent switching may cause a switching
delay. The same applies directly after bus voltage recovery.
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Number of ON impulses: [1...100]
Options: 1…5…100
This parameter defines the maximum number of pulses. This is useful to prevent flashing causing unnecessary wear of the contacts.
Contact position after flashing
This parameter defines the state that the parameter should assume after flashing.
• ON: The output is switched on after flashing.
• OFF: The output is switched off after flashing.
• calculate present contact position: The output assumes the contact position which it had before flashing commenced.
Please note
Observe the contact life span and switching cycles per minute.
Please note
Only a certain number of switching actions are possible per minute and Switch Actuator. This means that frequent switching may cause a switching
delay. The same applies directly after bus voltage recovery.

3.3.3 Parameter window A: Preset
Preset settings can be made in this parameter window.
This parameter window is visible if Enable function "presets" has been enabled in Parameter window A: Function.

What is a preset?
Presets are used to recall a parameterized switch value, e.g. in order to implement light scenes. In addition, the output value that is currently set can be
saved as a new preset value.
The preset values can be set (stored) via the bus. In parameter window A: General you define whether the values set in ETS are transferred to the Switch
Actuator with a download. This is how the values saved in the actuator are overwritten.
Two presets are available per output. Preset 1 is recalled by a telegram with the value 1, Preset 2 is recalled by a telegram with the value 0. Separate
communication objects are available for recalling and for saving/setting a preset.
Preset telegrams continue to be executed when the Staircase lighting function is set. The Staircase lighting function is triggered by a preset recall (ON
telegram).
Reaction on preset 1 (telegr. value 0)
Options: no reaction
ON
OFF
Restore old value before preset 2
Restore parameterized value of preset 2
This parameter determines the contact position that the output assumes when preset 1 is recalled, i.e., communication object Call Preset 1/2 receives a
telegram with the value 0.
The following functions can be selected as further selection options:
•n
 o reaction: No switching action is undertaken with a preset recall. The preset is ignored. The preset is also ignored on storage via the bus, i.e., no value
is saved, the preset remains inactive.
• restore old value before preset 2: The current relay contact position is stored when preset 2 is first recalled. This stored value (switch state) is retained
until it is set again by the recall of preset 1. The current contact position is stored again next time preset 2 is recalled.
Example
With preset 2, the lighting in a conference room is recalled for a presentation. When the presentation is finished, the lighting is restored via preset 1 to
the state it was in previously.
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• restore parameterized value of preset 2: resets preset 2 to the parameterized value. This can be advisable if preset 2 can be stored via the bus, see below.
Please note
With options restore old value before preset 2 or restore parameterized value of preset 2, saving the preset concerned has no effect. The saved value
is not recalled, but rather the parameterized function is undertaken.

Reaction on preset 2 (telegr. value 1)
Options: no reaction
ON
OFF
This parameter determines the contact position that the output assumes when preset 2 is recalled, i.e., communication object Recall Preset 1/2 receives
a telegram with the value 1.
At the same time, on the first call up of preset 2, the state of the output is saved so that the value before preset 2 can be restored if the setting is changed
accordingly.
Preset can be set via the bus
Options: no
yes
This parameter enables the communication object Set preset 1/2. It is thus possible to store the current contact position as the new preset value.
Telegram value 0 saves preset 1, whereas telegram value 1 saves preset 2.
If the option no reaction, restore old value before preset 2 or restore parameterized value of preset 2 has been selected in parameter Reaction on preset
1 (telegr. value 0), no new communication object value is saved.
Using the parameter Overwrite scene, preset and threshold value 1 with download in parameter window A: General, it is possible not to overwrite the
scene values set via the bus during a download and thus to protect them.
If a mains voltage failure occurs the stored preset values are lost. They are overwritten by the parameterized default values.

3.3.4 Parameter window A: Scene
All settings for the Scene function are undertaken in this parameter window.
This parameter window is visible if the parameter Enable function "scene" has been enabled in Parameter window A: Function.

Using the parameter Overwrite scene, preset and threshold value 1 with download in parameter window A: General, it is possible not to overwrite the scene
values set via the bus during a download and thus to protect them.
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Output is assigned to
[Scene 1…64]
Options:

no allocation
Scene 1
…
Scene 64

The Scene function manages up to 64 scenes using one single group address. With this group address, all slaves integrated into a scene are linked via a 1 byte
communication object. The following information is contained in a telegram:
• Scene number (1…64) and
• Telegram: Recall scene or store scene.
The output can be integrated in up to five scenes. So for example, the output can be switched on by a scene in the morning and switched off in the evening,
or it can be integrated into light scenes.
Standard value
Options: ON
OFF
By storing a scene, the user has the opportunity to change the parameterized value stored in ETS. After a bus voltage failure, the value saved via KNX is retained.
Please note
When a scene is recalled:
- the Time function is restarted.
- the logical connections are re-evaluated.

3.3.5 Parameter window A: Logic
All settings for the Logic function are undertaken in this parameter window.
This parameter window is visible if Enable function "logic" has been enabled in Parameter window A: Function.

The Logic function provides up to two logic objects for each output, which can be logically connected via the communication object Switch.
The logic is always re-calculated when an object value is received. First, the communication object Logical connection 1 is evaluated with communication object
Switch. The result is then logically linked with communication object Logical connection 2.
Logical Connection 1
Options: disable
enable
These parameters enable the communication object Logical connection 1.
• enable: The following parameters appear:
Function of object "Logical Connection 1"
Options: AND
OR
XOR
GATE
The logical function of the communication object Logical Connection 1 is determined with the switch telegram.
All three standard operations (AND, OR, XOR) are possible. In addition, the GATE operation can be used to inhibit switch commands.
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Result is inverted
Options: no
yes
• yes: The result of the logical connection can be inverted.
• no: There is no inversion.
Object value "Logical connection 1"
after bus voltage recovery
Options: 1
0
This parameter defines the value allocated to the communication object Logical connection 1 on bus voltage recovery.
Please note
The values of communication objects Logical connection 1/2 are stored on bus voltage failure. The values are set again on bus voltage recovery
On reset via the bus, the values of communication objects Logical Connection 1/2 remain unchanged.
If GATE is selected with the parameter Function of logical connection, a further parameter appears:
Gate disabled, if Object value "Logical
Connection 1" is
Options: 1
0
This parameter defines the value at which communication object Logical Connection 1 disables the GATE.
While it is disabled, telegrams received on communication object Switch are ignored. As long as GATE is active, the last value sent to the GATE input
remains on the output's logic gate. When disabled, the value that was on the output beforehand remains.
After the GATE is enabled, this value will be retained until a new value is received.
The GATE is deactivated on bus voltage failure and remains so on bus voltage recovery.
Logical Connection 2
The same programming options exist as those for parameter Logical Connection 1.

3.3.6 Parameter window A: Safety
All settings for the Safety function are undertaken in this parameter window.
This parameter window is visible if the parameter Enable functions "priority and safety operation" has been enabled in Parameter window A: Function.

The forced operation (a 1 or 2 bit communication object per output) or safety priority (three independent 1 bit communication objects per Switch Actuator) sets
the output in a defined state which can no longer be changed as long as forced operation or safety priority is active. The parameterized reaction on bus voltage
failure and recovery has a higher priority.
Enabling of the three communication objects Safety Priority x (x = 1, 2, 3) is undertaken in the General parameter window. Monitoring time and the telegram
value to be monitored are set in this window. If a telegram is not received within this monitoring time, the output will assume the safety position. This is determined
in parameter window A: Safety, described below.
In contrast to the three safety priorities, each output has a communication object Forced operation.
Forced operation can be activated or deactivated via a 1 or 2 bit communication object. Using the 2 bit communication object, the output state is defined
directly via the value.
The contact position after the safety function ends can be set using the parameter Reaction when forced operation and all Safety Priority x end.
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If multiple demands occur, the priority is defined as follows in accordance with the sequence in parameter window A: Safety:
• Safety Priority 1 (highest priority)
• Forced operation
• Safety Priority 2
• Safety Priority 3 (lowest priority)
With the option inactive, Safety Priority x or Forced operation and the associated communication object are not considered and are omitted from the priority
sequence.
Contact position if Safety Priority 1
Options: unchanged
inactive
ON
OFF
This parameter determines the contact position of the output if the safety condition Safety Priority 1 (setting undertaken in parameter window Parameter
window General) has been met.
The 1 bit communication object Safety Priority 1 is used as a master for the safety position. The contact positions ON, OFF and unchanged are available.
• inactive: The state of communication object Safety Priority 1 has no effect on the output.
Contact position if forced operation
Options: inactive
unchanged via 1 bit object
on, via 1 bit object
off, via 1 bit object
switch position via 2 bit object
Forced operation relates to the 1 or 2 bit Forced operation communication object available on every output.
• inactive: The state of the communication object Forced operation has no effect on the output.
•u
 nchanged (via 1 bit object), on (via 1 bit object) and off (via 1 bit object): The 1 bit communication object Forced operation determines the contact position
of the output during forced operation.
• Switch position via 2 bit object: The 2 bit Forced operation communication object is enabled. The value of the telegram sent via the 2 bit object determines
the contact position, see the following table:
Value

Bit 1

Bit 0

State

0

0

0

Enabled

1

0

1

Enabled

2

1

0

Forced
OFF

Description
If the communication object Forced operation receives a telegram with the value 0 (binary 00) or 1
(binary 01), the output is enabled and can be actuated via different communication objects.
If the communication object Forced operation receives a telegram with the value 2 (binary 10), the
output of the Switch Actuator is switched off and remains disabled until forced operation is switched
off again.
Actuation via another communication object is not possible as long as forced operation is activated.
The state of the output at the end of forced operation can be parameterized.

3

1

1

Forced
ON

If the communication object Forced operation receives a telegram with the value 3 (binary 11), the
output of the Switch Actuator is switched on and remains disabled until forced operation is switched
off again.
Actuation via another communication object is not possible as long as forced operation is activated.
The state of the output at the end of forced operation can be parameterized.

Object value "Forced positioning"
on bus voltage recovery
This parameter is only visible if forced operation is activated.
Depending on whether the forced operation object is a 1 bit or 2 bit communication object, there are two different parameterization possibilities available:
1 bit communication object:
Options: inactive
active
• inactive: Forced operation is switched off, and the output behaves in the same way as with parameter Reaction when forced operation and all safety Priority
x end.
• a ctive: Forced operation is active again after bus voltage recovery. The contact position of the output is determined by the parameterization of Contact position
if forced operation.
2 bit communication object:
Options: "0" inactive
"2" OFF
"3" ON
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• " 0" inactive: Forced operation is switched off and the output behaves in the same way as with parameter Reaction when forced operation and all safety
Priority x end.
• "2" OFF: The communication object Forced operation is written with the value 2 and the output is switched off.
• " 3" ON: The communication object Forced operation is written with the value 3 and the output is switched on.
Contact position if Safety Priority 2
Contact position if Safety Priority 3
The same setting options exist as those for parameter Contact position if Safety Priority 1.
Reaction when forced operation
and all Safety Priority x end
Options: calculate present contact position
ON
OFF
unchanged
This parameter is only visible if forced operation or a Safety Priority x (x = 1, 2 or 3) function is activated.
The contact position of the relay at the end of forced operation and safety priorities is defined here.
• calculate present contact position: After forced operation has ended, the switch value is recalculated and immediately initiated, i.e., the output continues to
operate normally in the background during forced operation, the output is not changed and is only set after safety priorities end.
• unchanged: The contact position is retained during forced operation or safety priority. The contact position only changes when a new calculated switch value
is received.

3.3.7 Parameter window A: Threshold
All settings for the Threshold function are undertaken in this parameter window.
This parameter window is visible if the Enable function threshold parameter has been enabled in Parameter window A: Function.

The threshold function facilitates the evaluation of a 1 or 2 byte communication object, Threshold input. A switching action can be triggered as soon as the
value of the communication object undershoots or overshoots a threshold value. Two independent threshold values are available. Threshold 1 can be modified
via the bus.
When the threshold function is active, the Switch Actuator continues to receive switching telegrams. In this way, the contact position determined by the threshold
function can be changed. The threshold function generates a switching telegram as soon as a new threshold telegram is received and a new switching condition
exists simultaneously due to undershoot or overshoot of the switching criterion.
Data type of object "Threshold input"
Options: 1 byte [0…255]
2 byte [0…65,635]
The data type for the threshold input received via the communication object Threshold input can be determined here.
You can choose between a 1 byte integer value or a 2 byte counter value.
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Change Threshold 1 over bus
Options: no
yes
This parameter defines whether threshold value 1 can or cannot be changed via the bus.
• y es: Communication object Threshold value 1 can be changed via the bus. This can be a 1 or 2 byte communication object depending on the parameterization of the threshold value input.
• no: The communication object Threshold value 1 cannot be changed via the bus.
With the parameter Overwrite scene, preset and threshold value 1 with download in parameter window A: General, it is possible during a download to not
overwrite the threshold values set via the bus and thus to protect them.
Threshold value 1 [0...255]
The value range is dependent on the selection made in the parameter Data type of object "Threshold input".
1 byte [0…255]:
Options: 0…80…255
2 byte [0…65.535]:
Options: 0…20,000…65,535
Threshold value 2 [0...255]
The value range is dependent on the selection made in the parameter Data type of object "Threshold input".
1 byte [0…255]:
Options: 0…160…255
2 byte [0…65.535]:
Options: 0…40,000…65,535
Threshold values define hysteresis
Options: no
yes
This parameter defines whether Threshold values 1 and 2 should be interpreted as hysteresis limits.
The hysteresis can reduce continuous threshold value messages if the input value fluctuates around one of the threshold values.
With option yes, the following parameters appear:
Behaviour
Falling below lower threshold
Exceeding upper threshold
Options:

no reaction
ON
OFF

This parameter determines the contact position of the output based on the value of communication object Threshold input if this value exceeds or falls
below the upper or lower threshold respectively.
A reaction only occurs if the communication object value was previously smaller or larger than Threshold 1 or Threshold 2.
With option no, the following parameters appear:
Object value < lower threshold
Lower thrsh. <= object <= upper thrsh.
Object value > lower threshold
Options: unchanged
ON
OFF
This parameter determines the contact position of the output (ON, OFF, unchanged) based on the threshold (communication object) value.
Object "threshold input" value
on bus voltage recovery [0...255]
Object "threshold input" value
on bus voltage recovery [0...65,535]
The value range is dependent on the selection made in the parameter Data type of object "Threshold input".
1 byte [0…255]:
Options:

0…255

2 byte [0…65,535]:
Options:

0…65,535

This parameter determines the value of communication object Threshold input after bus voltage recovery.
Threshold value evaluation is carried out after bus voltage recovery using the threshold parameterized here, whereby the last Status Threshold value detected
in operation is used for comparison. Should no Status Threshold value exist before bus voltage failure, the factory-set status (hysteresis limit undershoot) is
assumed.
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3.4. Operating mode Heating Actuator
In Heating Actuator operating mode the Switch Actuators are generally used as setting elements for electro-thermal valve drives. Room temperature can be controlled
in conjunction with a room thermostat or room thermometer which controls the Switch Actuator.
Various types of control are possible, e.g. PWM, 2-point control (1 bit) or continuous control (1 byte).
Every individual output of a Switch Actuator can be controlled via a 1 bit control value. For this purpose, the Switch communication objects for the outputs have to
be connected with the Control value communication objects of the room thermostats/temperature controllers.
Please note
The parameters of the room thermostat must be set to continuous 2-point control or switching 2-point control.
With so-called continuous control, a 1 byte value [0...255] is used as an input signal. This input signal is used in the Switch Actuator in accordance with the parameterizable cycle time in the ON and OFF command of the switch relay. At 0 %, the valve is closed, and at 100 % it is fully open. Intermediate values are calculated via
pulse width modulation (PWM).

Status response of switching state
Object "Status Switch"
Options:

no
only after changing
always

This parameter enables the communication object Status Switch. This contains the current switch state i.e. contact position.
• no: The contact position is updated but the status is not actively sent via the bus.
•o
 nly after changing: When the contact position changes, communication object Status Switch actively sends the status via the bus. This can have a major effect
on the bus load on a Switch Actuator with multiple outputs.
• a lways: The status of the contact position is always actively sent via the bus via communication object Status Switch, even when no status change has occurred.
Transmission is triggered as soon as communication objects Control value (PWM) or Valve purge receive a telegram.
Please note
After parameterization changes or subsequently switching off the status object, the existing assignment of group addresses to the Switch communication object is
lost and needs to be re-allocated.
The status value to be sent is defined using the parameter Object value switching status (Object “Status Switch”).
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Please note
The contact position is determined by a sequence of priorities and logical connections.
The contact position can only be correctly evaluated if the switching actions occur via KNX. The 01521 cannot differentiate between manual switching and a cable
break or device fault.
Object value switching status
(Object "Status Switch")
Options:

1=closed, 0=open
0=closed, 1=open

• 1=closed, 0=open: The value 1 is written to communication object Status Switch for a closed contact, 0 for an open contact.
• 0=closed, 1=open: The value 0 is written to communication object Status Switch for a closed contact, 1 for an open contact.
The reaction of the heating valve is dependent on the position of the Switch Actuator relay and the valve type (normally open or normally closed).
Reaction on bus voltage failure
Options:

Contact open
Contact closed
Contact unchanged

This parameter defines how the contacts and accordingly the valve drives are controlled on bus voltage failure.
Only enough energy for a switching action is available when the bus voltage fails.
If a normally closed valve is used, a closed contact means an open valve (100 %) or a closed valve (0 %) if the contact is open.
If a normally open valve is used, a closed contact means a closed valve (100 %) or an open valve (0 %) if the contact is open.
A middle position cannot be set for the valve on bus voltage failure. It moves either to its closed (0%) or open (100%) end position.
Connected valve type
Options:

normally closed
normally open

This parameter sets the valve type for the connected valve.
How does a de-energized closed (normally closed) valve react?
If no current is flowing in the control circuit, the valve closes.
The valve opens as soon as current is flowing in the control circuit.
How does a de-energized opened (normally open) valve react?
If no current is flowing in the control circuit, the valve opens.
The valve closes as soon as current is flowing in the control circuit.
Control telegram is received as
The heating actuator can either be controlled via the 1 bit communication object Switch or the 1 byte communication object Control value (PWM).
Options:

1 bit (PWM or on-off control)
1 byte (continuous)

•1
 bit (PWM or on-off control): The room thermostat controls the heating actuator via standard switching telegrams. This enables on-off control of the control value.
The 1 bit value can also originate from pulse width modulation (PWM) calculated by a room thermostat. During a malfunction when the control signal is not received
by the room thermostat, the Switch Actuator will undertake an autonomous PWM calculation. The 01521 uses the parameterizable PWM cycle time for this.
•1
 byte (continuous): A value of 0…255 (corresponds to 0 %…100 %) is preset by the room thermostat. This process is also known as “continuous-action control”.
At 0 % the valve is closed and at 100 %, fully open. The heating actuator controls intermediate values via pulse width modulation.
With 1 byte (continuous) selected, an additional parameter appears:
Transmit status response
Object "Status heating"
Options: no
yes, 0% = "0" otherwise "1" (1 bit)
yes, 0% = "1" otherwise "0" (1 bit)
yes, continuous control value (1 byte)
This parameter is only visible with continuous control with a 1 byte value.
For 2-step control the current control value is synonymous with communication object Status Switch.
• no: A control value is not reported back.
• yes, 0% = "0" otherwise "1" (1 bit) and 0% = "1" otherwise "0" (1 bit): enables communication object Status heating (1 bit). The current control value is sent.
• yes, continuous control value (1 byte): enables communication object Status heating (1 byte). The current control value is sent.
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PWM-cycle time for continuous control
Minutes [3...65,535]
Options:

3...10…65,535

PWM-cycle time for continuous control
Seconds [0...59]
Options:

0...59

With 1 bit control this time setting is only used during control of the actuator in fault mode, with the Forced operation function and directly after bus voltage recovery.
With 1 byte control (continuous control), this setting determines the duration of the control signals. This corresponds with the cycle time tCYC.
The time has been limited to three minutes to suit the endurance of the switch relay, as the number of relay switching operations is limited.
Position of the valve drive on
bus voltage recovery
Options:

0% (closed)
10% (26)
...
90% (230)
100% (open)

This parameter sets how the valve drive is set after bus voltage recovery until the first switching or positioning telegram is received from the room thermostat. The
Switch Actuator uses PWM control with the parameterized PWM cycle time until the room thermostat sends a signal.
The value in brackets corresponds to the 1 byte value.

3.4.1 Parameter window A: Function
In this parameter window you determine the response (reaction) of the output and can enable different functions, which makes further parameter windows available.

Enable monitoring of the controller
Options: no
yes
• no: Parameter window A: Monitoring is not enabled for output A.
• y es: Parameter window A: Monitoring is enabled for output A. There the communication object RTR fault can be enabled for monitoring. Thus a failure of the
room thermostat can be detected, the output changed to fault mode and a parameterized valve position can be set.
Enable function "forced operation"
Options: no
yes
With forced operation, the output can assume a determined position, e.g. for inspection purposes.
• no: Parameter window A: Forced Operation is not enabled for output A.
• yes: Parameter window A: Forced Operation and communication object Forced Operation are enabled for output A.
Enable function "valve purge"
Options: no
yes
Cyclic valve purge prevents deposits from forming in the valves.
• no: Parameter window A: Valve Purge is not enabled for output A.
• yes: Parameter window A: Valve Purge and communication objects Trigger valve purge and Status valve purge are enabled for output A.
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3.4.2 Parameter window A: Monitoring
All settings for the Monitoring function are undertaken in this parameter window.
This parameter is visible if parameter Enable monitoring of the controller has been enabled in Parameter window A: Function.

Cyclic monitoring time of room thermostat
in seconds [0...59]
Options: 0...59
in minutes [0...65,535]
0...60...65,535
Telegrams from the room thermostat are transferred to the Switch Actuator at specific intervals. If one or more of the consecutive telegrams is omitted, this may
indicate a communications fault or a room thermostat malfunction.
If communication objects Switch or Control value (PWM) receive no telegrams during the period defined in this parameter, the output switches to fault mode
and triggers a safety position. Fault mode ends as soon as a telegram is received as a control value.
Please note
If this parameter window is visible, the room thermostat must send the control value cyclically, otherwise no monitoring function is possible.
The monitoring time should be twice as long as the sending cycle time, to ensure that a one-time absent signal does not immediately trigger an error.
Position of the valve drive during
fault of room thermostat
Options: unchanged
0% (closed)
10% (26)
...
90% (230)
100% (open)
This parameter determines the safety position that the 01521 controls in error mode. The value in brackets corresponds to the 1 byte value.
The switch cycle time tCYC used for control should be set via the parameter PWM-cycle time for continuous control in parameter window A: General.
Enable object "RTR fault"
Options: no
yes
This parameter enables communication object RTR fault. In fault mode the communication object has the value 1, if there is no fault the value is 0.
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2.1.2 Parameter window A: Forced Operation
All settings for the function are undertaken in this parameter window.
This parameter window is visible if the Enable function "forced operation" parameter has been enabled in Parameter window A: Function.

During a forced operation, the Switch Actuator triggers a freely adjustable forced position. This has the highest priority, i.e. it is not modified by a valve purge
or safety position.
Forced operation can be activated via communication object
Forced operation = "1" and deactivated via
Forced operation = "0".
Valve position during forced positioning
Options: unchanged
0% (closed)
10% (26)
...
90% (230)
100% (open)
The valve position triggered by the actuator during the forced operation is determined by this parameter. The value in brackets corresponds to the 1 byte value.
The switch cycle time tCYC used for control should be set in the parameter cycle time for continuous control in parameter window A: General.
When forced operation ends the Switch Actuator returns to its normal method of operation and calculates its next contact position value from the incoming
values on communication objects Switch or Control value (PWM).

2.1.3 Parameter window A: Valve Purge
All settings for the Valve Purge function are undertaken in this parameter window.
This parameter window is visible if the Enable function "valve purge" parameter has been enabled in Parameter window A: Function.

Regular purging of a heating valve can prevent deposits from forming in the valve area and restricting the valve function. This is particularly important at times
when the valve position does not change very much. The valve is opened to the maximum during a valve purge. It can be triggered via the communication object
Trigger valve purge and/or automatically at adjustable intervals.
Time of valve purge in minutes
[0...255]
Options: 1…10…255
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This parameter sets the duration of the valve purge.
During this time, the valve is fully opened. When the time has elapsed, the state before the purge is re-established.
Please note
The opening time of the valve must be considered when entering the purge time.
Automatic valve purge
Options: disable
one times per day
one times per week
one times per month
The counter for automatic purging starts to run when the parameter is downloaded. The time is reset each time it is downloaded.
The time is reset as soon as purging is completed. This can occur either through automatic purging or via communication object Trigger valve purge.
Please note
Purging can also be triggered via the bus, with the communication object Trigger valve purge.
After bus voltage recovery and download the purge cycle continues, the bus failure time – the time for which the bus actually failed – is not considered.
An intermediate switching operation of the Switch Actuator relay does not affect the time, as there is no assurance that the valve stroke required for purging
has been carried out.
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Actuator for 8 roller shutters with relay outputs 6 A 230 V~, 50/60 Hz, KNX standard, installation on DIN rails (60715 TH35), occupies 8 modules size 17.5 mm.
The actuator 01525 for shutters/Venetian blinds controls independent drives at 230 V ~ for sunblind applications via the KNX bus and it is also possible to control ventilators, doors and windows. The devices are bus-powered and do not require an external auxiliary power supply; the output contacts are electro-mechanically interlocked
in such a way as to protect the drives from any damage.

Features
• BUS output voltage BUS: 30 V d.c. SELV.
• Consumption on the bus: 12 mA
• Independent outputs
• Rated voltage UN: 230 V ~ 50/60 Hz
• Rated current IN: 6 A
• Operating temperature: -5 °C - + 45 °C (inside)
• Protection rating: IP20
• 8 modules of 17.5 mm.

Connections
The connection to the bus and to the roller shutter control devices is made directly from the terminals on the front of the actuator 01525.

FRONT VIEW

1: Bus connecting terminal
2: Programming key
3: Programming LED (red)
4: Label carrier
5: Connection terminals  and 
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1 - CONNECTION FOR ROLLING SHUTTER AND VENETIAN BLIND DRIVES
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2 - CONNECTION FOR VENTILATORS/SWITCH FUNCTION

Operation
The physical address and the parameter settings are set using the Engineering Tool Software ETS.
Programming LED Lights up red when the device is operated in programming mode (after pressing the Programming button).
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1. Communication objects
The parameters as well as the communication objects, which are not available or are exclusively available in the operation mode Control without slat adjustment, are
specially marked.
Note
The device possesses several outputs. However, as the functions for all outputs are identical, only the functions of output A will be described.

1.1 Summary of communication objects
Function

Name

Data Point Type
(DPT)

Length

0

In operation

General

DPT 1.002

1

Request status values

General

DPT 1.017

2

Not assigned.

3

Not assigned.

4

Wind alarm no. 1

Output A-X

5

Wind alarm no. 2

6

Wind alarm no. 3

7
8

No. CO

Flags
C

R

W

T

U

1 bit

•

•

1 bit

•

•

DPT 1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

•

Output A-X

DPT 1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

•

Output A-X

DPT 1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

•

Rain alarm

Output A-X

DPT 1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

•

Frost alarm

Output A-X

DPT 1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

•

•

9

Not assigned

10

Move blinds/shutter up-down

Output A

DPT 1.008

1 bit

•

•

11

Slat adjustm./stop up-down

Output A

DPT 1.007

1 bit

•

•

12

Blinds/shutter up-down limited Enable
limitation

Output A

DPT 1.008
DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

13

Move to pos. height [0...255]

Output A

DPT 5.001

1 byte

•

•

14

Move slats [0...255]

Output A

DPT 5.001

1 byte

•

•

15

Move to position 1, 2

Output A

DPT 1.022

1 bit

•

•

16

Move to position 3, 4

Output A

DPT 1.022

1 bit

•

•

17

Set position 1, 2

Output A

DPT 1.022

1 bit

•

•

18

Set position 3, 4

Output A

DPT 1.022

1 bit

•

•

19

Trigger reference movement

Output A

DPT 1.008

1 bit

•

•

20

8-bit scene

Output A

DPT 18.001

1 byte

•

•

21

Activation of autom. control

Output A

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

•

•

22

Sun

Output A

DPT 1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

•

23

Move to height for sun [0...255]

Output A

DPT 5.001

1 byte

•

•

•

•

24

Adjust slat for sun [0...255]

Output A

DPT 5.001

1 byte

•

•

•

•

25

Presence

Output A

DPT 1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

•

26

Heating

Output A

DPT 1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

•

27

Cooling

Output A

DPT 1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

•

28

Receive room temperature

Output A

DPT 9.001

2 byte

•

•

•

•

29

Disable/enable autom. control

Output A

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

•

•

30

Disable/enable direct control

Output A

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

•

•

31

Disable

Output A

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

•

•

32

Forced operation (1 bit)
Forced operation (2 bit)

Output A

DPT 1.003
DPT 2.002

1 bit
2 bit

•
•

•
•

•

•

33

Status Height [0...255]

Output A

DPT 5.001

1 byte

•

•

•

34

Status Slat [0...255]

Output A

DPT 5.001

1 byte

•

•

•

35

Status Upper end position

Output A

DPT 1.011

1 bit

•

•

•
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Flags

Function

Name

Data Point Type
(DPT)

Length

C

R

36

Status Lower end position

Output A

DPT 1.011

1 bit

•

•

•

37

Status Operability

Output A

DPT 1.011

1 bit

•

•

•

38

Status Automatic

Output A

DPT 1.011

1 bit

•

•

•

39

Status information

Output A

Non DPT

2 byte

•

•

•

No. CO

W

T

U

* CO = communication object

1.2 Communication objects General
These communication objects are only available once per device for all operation modes and serve the interdisciplinary functions.
No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

0

In operation

General

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

The communication object is enabled if the parameter Send communication object "In operation" in the General parameter window was selected as Yes.
In order to monitor the operation of the blind/roller shutter actuator at regular intervals, an In operation telegram can be sent cyclically to the bus.
As long as the communication object is activated, it sends a parameterizable In operation telegram.
1

Request status values

General

1 bit
DPT 1.017

C, W

If a telegram with the value x (x = 0/1/0 or 1) is received at this communication object, all the status objects are sent to the bus, as long as they were not
programmed with the option On change or request.
Option x = 1 produces the following function:
Telegram value:
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2

Not assigned

3

Not assigned
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

4
5
6
7
8

Wind alarm no. 1
Wind alarm no. 2
Wind alarm no. 3
Rain alarm
Frost alarm

Output A…X

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, W, T, U

These communication objects can be monitored cyclically. The interval is determined by the monitoring time. If a telegram with the value 0 is received within
the monitoring time, then operation of the blinds/shutters is enabled.
If a telegram with the value 1 is received or no telegram is received during the monitoring period, then the blinds/shutters are moved to the parameterized
Position on wind alarm (or Rain alarm or Frost alarm). Operation via direct telegrams and automatic telegrams is disabled.
The first time a telegram with the value 0 is received again after a weather alarm or after the monitoring period has been exceeded, the blinds/shutters are
moved to the parameterizable Position on reset of weather alarm and operation is enabled again.
The monitoring period is restarted after each telegram is received as well as after programming of the actuator and on bus voltage recovery. The three wWind
alarm communication objects are logically connected via an OR gate, i.e. if a wind alarm is present for one of the three communication objects or a telegram is
not received within the monitoring period, the blind/shutter moves to the parameterized Position on wind alarm.
Telegram value:

9

0 = No alarm
1 = Alarm (operation disabled)

Not assigned

1.3 Communication objects, output A…X Control with and without slat adjustment
These communication objects are available to each output and are used for channel-specific functions. The following section describes the communication objects
for the operation modes Control with slat adjustment and Control without slat adjustment.
No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

10

Move blinds/shutter up-down

Output

1 bit
DPT 1.008

C, W

If a telegram with the value 0 is received at this communication object, the blind/shutter is moved upwards to the rest position or to the upper end position. If a
telegram with the value 1 is received, the blind/shutter is moved downwards.
Telegram value:

11

0 = UP
1 = DOWN

Slat adjustm./stop up-down1
Stop Up-Down2

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.007

C, W

When a telegram is received (irrespective of whether the value is 0 or 1) at this communication object, the movement is stopped.
1

 peration mode Control with slat adjustment: When the blind/shutter is at rest and a telegram is received at this communication object, a slat adjustment
O
upwards (0 = OPEN) or downwards (1 = CLOSE) is carried out.

2

Operation mode Control without slat adjustment: When the blind/shutter is at rest and a telegram is received, no action is undertaken.

Telegram value:

12

0 = STOP/open slat adjustment
1 = STOP/slat adjustment close

Blinds/shutter up-down limited

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.008

C, W

This communication object is enabled if in the parameter window Blinds/shutter, the option Via object "Blinds/shutter up-down limited" was selected
under the parameter Limit traveling range. If a telegram with the value 0 is received at this communication object, the blind/shutter will move upwards to the
parameterized limit. If a telegram with the value 1 is received, the blind/shutter will move downwards to the parameterized limit. The blind/shutter is stopped
automatically if the parameterized upper or lower limit is reached.
Telegram value:

12

0 = Limited UP
1 = Limited DOWN

Enable limitation

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

This communication object is enabled if, in the parameter window Blinds/shutter, the option Via object "Enable limitation" was selected under the parameter
Limit travelling range. The parameters can be used to set whether the limitation should be executed for a direct telegram or an automatic telegram.
Telegram value:

0 = Limitation inactive
1 = Limitation active
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

13

Move to pos. height [0...255]

Output A

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, W

This communication object is enabled if, in the parameter window A: Positions/presets, the parameter Enable communication objects "Move to height/slat
position [0...255]" was selected with option Yes.
If a telegram is received at this communication object, the blind/shutter is moved to the height corresponding to the received value.
After the target position is reached, the slats will assume the same position which they had before the movement started. If a telegram is received during
movement at the communication object Move slats [0...255], then the slat are set according to the received value after the target position has been reached.
Telegram value:

14

0 = Upper
... = Intermediate position
255 = Lower

Move slats [0...255]

Output A

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, W

This communication object is enabled if, in the parameter window A: Positions/presets, the parameter Enable communication objects "Move to height/slat
position [0...255]" was selected with option Yes.
Note
This communication object is only available in the Control with slat adjustment operation mode.
If a telegram is received at this communications object, the slats are then positioned in accordance with the received value. If the blind/shutter is currently
moving, the movement will continue to the target position and only then are the slats positioned.
Telegram value:

15
16

0 = OPEN slats
… = Intermediate position
255 = CLOSE slats

Move to position 1, 2
Move to position 3, 4

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.022

C, W

This communication object is enabled if, in the parameter window A: Positions/presets, the parameter Enable communication objects "Move to/set positions 1-4" 1 bit was selected with option Yes.
If a telegram is received at this communication object, then the blind/shutter is moved to the saved preset position. In the Control with slat adjustment operation mode, slat positioning is undertaken according to the saved preset value after the position has been reached. If a telegram with the value 0 is received,
the blind/shutter moves to the parameterized position 1 (or position 3). If a telegram with the value 1 is received, the blind/shutter moves to the parameterized
position 2 (or position 4).
Telegram value:

17
18

0 = Move to position 1 or position 3
1 = Move to position 2 or position 4

Set position 1, 2
Set position 3, 4

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.022

C, W

This communication object is enabled if, in the parameter window A: Positions/presets, the parameter Enable communication objects "Move to/set positions 1-4" 1 bit was selected with option Yes.
If a telegram is received at this communications object, then the current position of the blind/shutter is accepted as the new preset value. If the telegram value
0 is received, then the current position is saved as the preset value for position 1 (or position 3). If the telegram value 1 is received, then the current position is
saved as the preset value for position 2 (or position 4).
The changed preset values are retained on a bus voltage failure. When the device is reprogrammed, it is possible to set via a parameter if the values parameterized in advance should be overwritten.
Telegram value:
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

19

Trigger reference movement

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.008

C, W

This communication object is enabled if, in the parameter window A: Drive, the parameter Enable communication object "Trigger reference movement" 1 bit
is selected with the option Yes.
Note
This communication object is only available in the Control with or without slat adjustment operation modes.
A reference movement is triggered using this communication object. On reception of a telegram, the blind/shutter is moved to the very top or very bottom. The
saved position is updated and the blind/shutter then moved to the parameterized position after the reference movement.
If automatic control is activated, the reference movement interrupts automatic control until the reference position has been reached. However, it is not activated but continues to receive automatic telegrams. These are executed after the reference movement has been completed.
If, during a reference movement, a direct or automatic movement or position telegram is received, then the reference movement is performed first and only
then is the received target position approached.
STOP or step telegrams are ignored during a reference movement. No referencing can be performed if a safety function is activated. A currently active reference movement is interrupted by:
• Safety telegrams, e.g. Weather alarm, Forced operation, e.g.
• Activation of manual operation
A reference movement can also be performed when direct operation is disabled.
Telegram value:

20

0 = Reference movement fully upwards
1 = Reference movement fully downwards

8-bit scene

Output A

1 byte
DPT 18.001

C, W

This communication is enabled when, in the parameter window A: Functions, the parameter Activate 8-bit scene was selected with the option Yes.
This communication can be used to allocate each output to up to 18 scenes using a pre-parameterizable position.
If there is a bus voltage failure, then the saved scene values remain intact, as is also the case when the No option in the parameter Overwrite scene on download was selected.
21

Activation of autom. control

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W, T, U

If a telegram with the value 1 is received at this communication object, automatic control is activated for the corresponding output. This means that the output
can be controlled via the automatic communication objects Sun, Presence, Heating,Cooling, Receive room temperature as well as Move to height for sun
[0...255] and Adjust slat for sun [0...255].
If a telegram with the value 0 is received, then the output no longer reacts to incoming telegrams at the automatic communication objects. If the output is
currently executing an automatic travel telegram, then the movement is completed first.
If automatic control is activated, then the output updates using the saved values of the communication objects in the automatic communication objects.
If there is a reference movement, active automatic control is interrupted until the reference position has been reached. However, it is not activated but continues to receive automatic telegrams. These are executed after the reference movement has been completed.
Telegram value:

22

0 = Automatic control deactivated
1 = Automatic control activated

Sun

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, W, T, U

Incoming telegrams at this communication object are only considered if automatic control is activated. If a telegram with the value 1 is received at the communications object Sun, the blind/shutter moves to the parameterized Position for sun = 1. If a telegram with the value 0 is received, the blind/shutter moves to
the parameterized Position for sun = 0.
The reaction to incoming telegrams can be delayed in its execution via the parameter Delay for sun= X, in order to prevent the blinds/shutters from continuously moving up and down in changeable weather. If a telegram with the opposing value is received within the delay time, the Position for sun = 1 is not
executed. The blind/shutter remains in the Position for sun = 0 or vice versa.
If, for Position for sun = X, the option Receive position via object (8-bit) is set, then, after the delay time has elapsed, the output moves to the position most
recently received on the communication objects Move to height for sun [0...255] (operation mode Control with slat adjustment and operation mode Control
without slat adjustment), as well as Adjust slat for sun [0...255] (only operation mode Control with slat adjustment).
Telegram value:

0 = No sun
1 = Sun
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No.
23

Function
Move to height for sun [0...255]

Object name

Data type

Flags

Output A

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, W, T, U

Incoming telegrams at this communication object are only executed if automatic control is activated and if a telegram with the value 1 has been received at the
communication object Sun. The blind/shutter is then positioned to correspond with the received value.
Telegram value:

0 = Upper
… = Intermediate position
255 = Lower

After the target position is reached, the slats will assume the same position which they had before the movement started. If a telegram is received during
movement at the communication object Adjust slat for sun [0...255], then the slats are set to the corresponding received value after the target position has
been reached.
24

Adjust slat for sun [0...255]

Output A

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, W, T, U

Incoming telegrams at this communication object are only executed if automatic control is activated and if a telegram with the value 1 has been received at the
communication object Sun. The slats are then positioned to correspond with the received value.
Note
This communication object is only available in the Control with slat adjustment operation mode.
Telegram value:

0 = OPEN slats
… = Intermediate position
255 = CLOSE slats

If the blind/shutter is currently moving, the movement will continue to the target position and the positioning of the slats is then undertaken.
25

Presence

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, W, T, U

Incoming telegrams at this communication object are only considered if automatic control is activated. If a telegram with the value 1 is received at this communication object, the automatic sun protection is activated and the blind/shutter is controlled in accordance with the parameterized Position for sun = X.
If a telegram with the value 0 is received at this communication object, then automatic heating/cooling is activated and the blind/shutter is controlled in accordance with the parameterized Position for HEATING = 1 and sun = X or Position for COOLING = 1 and sun = X.
The reaction to incoming telegrams can be delayed in its execution via the parameter Delay for presence = X, in order to prevent the blinds/shutters continuously moving up and down when people enter and leave the room frequently. If a telegram with the opposing value is received within the delay time, then the
heating/cooling target position is not moved to and the blind/shutter remains in the automatic sun protection target position or vice versa.
Telegram value:

0 = e.g. no-one present (> Automatic heating/cooling active)
1 = e.g. persons present (> Automatic sun protection active)

Observe the telegram values for communication objects 26/27 and possibly 28 (heating/cooling)!
Note
If automatic heating/cooling is to be programmed, but no automatic sun protection is to be programmed, then the communication object
Presence has to remain without logical linking. Accordingly, the value 0 is automatically present in this communication object. Thus automatic heating/cooling is immediately activated, as soon as automatic control has been activated via the communication object Activation of
autom. control.
26
27

Heating
Cooling

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, W, T, U

Incoming telegrams to these communication objects are only executed if automatic control is activated and if a 0 has been received on the Presence communication object.
If a telegram with the value 1 is received at the communication object Heating, then the output will move to the parameterized Position for HEATING = 1 and
sun = 1 or Position for HEATING = 1 and sun = 0.
If a telegram with the value 1 is received at the communication object Cooling, then the output will move to the parameterized Position for COOLING = 1 and
sun = 1 or Position for COOLING = 1 and sun = 0.
If both communication objects have most recently received a 0 or if both have received a 1, then automatic heating/cooling is deactivated and the output is
controlled via automatic sun protection.
Telegram value:
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No.
28

Function
Receive room temperature

Object name

Data type

Flags

Output A

2 byte
DPT 9.001

C, W, T, U

Incoming telegrams at this communication object are only executed if automatic control is activated and if a 0 was received at the Presence communications
object and Overheat control was activated.
The room temperature, for example from a room thermostat, can be received via this communication object. The blind/shutter moves to the parameterized position as soon as the parameterized threshold value has been exceeded and the value 1 was received on the communication objects Heating and Sun. Thus,
for example, during the heating period (winter), overheating of the room can be avoided during periods of sunshine and simultaneous absence.
29

Disable/enable autom. control

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, W, T, U

This communication object is enabled when automatic control is active and in the parameter window A: Automatic sun protection, the parameter Toggling to
automatic control was selected with the option Disable/enable via object.
If a telegram with the value 1 is received at this communication object, automatic control is disabled and the output can only be controlled directly via communication objects. Automatic control can no longer be activated via the communication object Activation of autom. control.
If a telegram with the value 0 is received at this communication object, automatic control can be reactivated again for the corresponding output.
Telegram value:

30

0 = Automatic control enabled
1 = Automatic control disabled

Disable/enable direct control

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W, T, U

This communication object is enabled when automatic control is active and in the parameter window A: Automatic sun protection, the parameter Toggling to
direct control was selected with the option Disable/enable via object.
If a telegram with the value 1 is received on this communication object, the incoming telegrams will not be executed directly at the communication objects
(with the exception of Travel detection/Trigger reference movement).
If a telegram with the value 0 is received at this communication object, direct operation is enabled. However, direct telegrams (UP, DOWN, etc.) are only executed when automatic control is deactivated. Otherwise, automatic control has a higher priority and direct telegrams are not taken into account.
Telegram value:

31

0 = Direct operation enabled
1 = Direct operation disabled

Block

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W, T, U

If a telegram with the value 1 is received, the output can be moved to a parameterized position. Operation of the output via direct automatic communication
objects is disabled. When the disabling is lifted, the blind/shutter is moved to the parameterized position for the removal of Wind alarm, Block and Forced
operation. Operation via the direct and automatic communication objects is enabled again.
Telegram value:

32

0 = Operation enabled
1 = Operation disabled

Forced operation 1 bit

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W, T, U

If a telegram with the value 1 is received, the output can be moved to a parameterized position. Operation of the output via direct automatic communication
objects is disabled. When the disabling is lifted, the blind/shutter is moved to the parameterized position for the removal of Wind alarm, Block and Forced
operation. Operation via the direct and automatic communication objects is enabled again.
Telegram value:

32

0 = Operation enabled
1 = Operation disabled/Forced operation active

Forced operation 2 bit

Output A

2 bit
DPT 2.002

C, W, T, U

If a telegram with the value 2 (binary 10) is received at this communication object, then the blind/shutter is raised. Operation via direct and automatic communication objects is disabled.
If a telegram with the value 3 (binary 11) is received, then the blind/shutter is lowered. Operation via direct and automatic communication objects is disabled.
Forced operation is rescinded by the values 0 (binary 00) or 1 (binary 01). The blind/shutter then moves to the parameterized position for the removal of Wind
alarm, Block and Forced operation. Operation via the direct and automatic communication objects is enabled again.
Telegram value:

0 (binary 00) = Operation enabled
1 (binary 01) = Operation enabled
2 (binary 10) = OPEN/Operation disabled
3 (binary 11) = CLOSED/Operation disabled
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No.
33

Function
Status Height [0...255]

Object name

Data type

Flags

Output A

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, R, T

The output sends the current positioned height of the blind/shutter to this communication object. The current position is sent after completion of a movement.
Telegram value:

34

0 = Top
… = Intermediate position
255 = Bottom

Status Slat [0...255]

Output A

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, R, T

The output sends the current position of the slat setting to this communication object. The current position is sent after completion of a movement.
Note
This communication object is only available in the Control with slat adjustment operation mode.
Telegram value:

35
36

0 = OPEN slats
… = Intermediate position
255 = CLOSE slats

Status Upper end position
Status Lower end position

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.008

C, R, T

The output sends information to this communication object as to whether the blind/shutter is, or is not, in the upper or lower end limit position.
Telegram value:

0 = Blind/shutter not in upper or lower end position
1 = Blind/shutter in upper or lower end position

The upper/lower status position is sent after the upper/lower end position is reached or exited.
37

Status Operability

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

The output sends information to this communication object if the output operation is enabled or blocked. Operation is blocked is either one of the safety functions has been activated, e.g. wind alarm, or if the device is in manual operation.
Example: An LED on the push button can display to the user that the operation of the output is not possible via push buttons and the automatic control also
cannot be activated.
Telegram value:

38

0 = Operation enabled
1 = Operation disabled

Status Automatic

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

The device sends information to this communication on whether automatic control has been activated or deactivated.
Telegram value:
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

39

Status information

Output A

2 byte
Non DPT

C, R, T

The device uses this communication object to send the status information to each output.
The Low Byte (Bit no. 0…7) contains the information on the current operating state. Only one status can ever be active.
The High Byte (Bit no. 8…15) is not assigned in the operation mode Ventilation flaps, switch mode.
The current status or communication object value is sent after a change or request by the communication object Request status values.
Low Byte
Bit 0:

Manual operation
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 1:

Block active
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 2:

Forced operation
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 3:

Frost alarm
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 4:

Rain alarm
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 5:

Wind alarm
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 6:

Automatic sun protection
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 7:

Automatic heating/cooling
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

High Byte
Bit 8:

Drive error (no current detection on activated drive)
Telegram value 0: No error
Telegram value 1: Error

Bit 9:

Drive in motion or relays activate drive
Telegram value 0: No
Telegram value 1: Yes

Bit 10:

Drive turns to CLOSED or relays control drive in the CLOSED direction
Telegram value 0: No
Telegram value 1: Yes

Bit 11:

Drive turns to OPEN or relays control drive in the OPEN direction
Telegram value 0: No
Telegram value 1: Yes

Bit 12:

Send and receive delay active
Telegram value 0: No
Telegram value 1: Yes

Bit 13...15:

Not assigned
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1.4 Communication objects Output A…X Operation mode Ventilation flaps, switch mode
N.
10

Function
Flaps open-closed/on-off

Object name

Data type

Flags

Output

1 bit
DPT 1.009

C, W

If a telegram with the value 1 is received at this communication object, then the output contact closes. The connected ventilation flaps are thus opened and
connected consumers are switched on. If a telegram with the value 0 is received, then the ventilation flaps or the consumers are switched off. The output
contact returns to the neutral middle position. The polarity of the communication object can be changed via the parameter Invert output.
Telegram value:

31

0 = CLOSED/OFF
1 = OPEN/ON

Block

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W, T, U

If a telegram with the value 1 is received the output will move to a parameterized position. Operation of the output via direct automatic communication objects
is disabled. When the disabling is lifted, the blind/shutter moves to the parameterized position for the removal of Wind alarm, Block and Forced operation.
Operation via the direct and automatic communication objects is enabled again.
Telegram value:

32

0 = Operation enabled
1 = Operation disabled

Forced operation 1 bit

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W, T, U

If a telegram with the value 1 is received the output will move to a parameterized position. Operation of the output via direct automatic communication objects
is disabled. When the disabling is lifted, the blind/shutter moves to the parameterized position for the removal of Wind alarm, Block and Forced operation.
Operation via the direct and automatic communication objects is enabled again.
Telegram value:

32

0 = Operation enabled
1 = Operation disabled/Forced operation active

Forced operation 2 bit

Output A

2 bit
DPT 2.001

C, W, T, U

If a telegram with the value 2 (binary 10) is received at this communication object, then the output contact closes. The connected ventilation flaps are thus
opened and connected consumers are switched on. Operation via direct communication objects is disabled.
If a telegram with the value 3 (binary 11) is received, then the ventilation flaps or the consumers are switched off. Operation via direct communication objects is
disabled.
Forced operation is rescinded by the values 0 (binary 00) or 1 (binary 01). The output then activates the position on rescinding of Wind alarm, Block and
Forced operation. Operation via the direct communication objects is enabled again.
Telegram value:

33

0 (binary 00) = Operation enabled
1 (binary 01) = Operation enabled
2 (binary 10) = OPEN/ON - Operation disabled
3 (binary 11) = CLOSED/OFF - Operation disabled

Status Open-closed/on-off

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.011

C, R, T

The output sends information to this communication object on whether the ventilation flap is opened or closed or whether connected consumers are switched
on or switched off. The current status is sent after a telegram is executed. If a new telegram is received in the interim, then the current status is only sent after
the execution of the last telegram.
Telegram value:

37

0 = Ventilation flaps CLOSED or switching contact OFF
1 = Ventilation flaps OPEN or switching contact ON

Status Operability

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

The output sends information to this communication object if the output operation is enabled or blocked. Operation is blocked is either one of the safety functions has been activated, e.g. wind alarm, or if the device is in manual operation.
Example
An LED on the push button can display to the user that the operation of the blind/shutter is not possible via push buttons.
Telegram value:
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N.
39

Function
Status information

Object name

Data type

Flags

Output A

2 byte
Non DPT

C, R, T

The device uses this communication object to send the status information to each output.
The Low Byte (Bit no. 0…7) contains the information on the current operating state.
High Byte (Bit no. 8...15) contains additional information, specially for the connected drive.
The current status or communication object value is sent after a change or request by the communication object Request status values.
Low Byte
Bit 0:

Manual operation
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 1:

Block active
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 2:

Forced operation
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 3:

Frost alarm
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 4:

Rain alarm
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 5:

Wind alarm
Telegram value 0: Inactive
Telegram value 1: Active

Bit 6:

Not used

Bit 7:

Not used

High Byte
Bit 8...15:

Not used
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2. Parameters
The parameterization of the devices is performed using the Engineering Tool Software ETS.
The default values of the parameters are underlined,
e.g.:
Options: Yes
No
Possible notes, e.g.:

Note
The device features several outputs. However, as the functions for all outputs are identical, only the functions of output A will be described.

2.1 Parameter window General
The higher-level parameters can be set in this parameter window.

Time-delayed switching of drives
Options: Deactivated
Activated
In larger KNX systems, a high starting current peak is generated if all drives start simultaneously due to central telegrams. The starting current peak can be limited
by a time delayed switching of the outputs. The central travel telegrams are executed with a delay. The time delay when implementing a travel movement applies
for the following communication objects or states (even for activated automatic control):
• Move to height for sun [0...255], Adjust slat for sun [0...255] Block, Forced operation
• Wind alarm, Rain alarm, Frost alarm
• Move to height position [0...255]
• Move slats [0...255]
• Programming, Reset
• Bus voltage failure
• Bus voltage recovery
• Position on reset of weather alarm, blocking and forced operation
The time delay when undertaking a movement action is not considered for the following communication objects:
• Move blinds/shutter up-down, blinds/shutter up-down limited
• Slat adjustment/stop up/down, stop
• Move to position 1, 2, Move to position 3, 4
This ensures that the direct operation function, e.g. via a push button, is not time delayed.
• Activated: The parameter Time delay in s appears.
Time delay in s [1...15]
Options: 1…15
This parameter determines the time delay used by the outputs when they switch successively. The set time delay applies for all outputs or connected drives
of the actuator.
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Caution
The parameterized time delay also applies for automatic control, weather alarms and forced operations. Therefore, the time delay should only be used in
large systems if a mains voltage failure is to be expected when all the drives start-up simultaneously.
Sending and switching delay after bus
voltage recovery in s [2…255]
Options:

2…255

During the sending and switching delay, telegrams are only received. The telegrams are not processed, however, and the outputs remain unchanged. No telegrams
are sent via the bus.
After the sending and switching delay, telegrams are sent and the state of the outputs is set to correspond with the parameterization or the communication object
values.
If communication objects are read out via the bus during the sending and switching delay, e.g. by a visualization system, these read requests are stored, and a
response is sent, after the sending and switching delay has been completed.
An initialization time of about two seconds is included in the delay time. The initialization time is the time that the processor requires to be ready to function.
How does the device react on bus voltage recovery?
After bus voltage recovery, the device always waits for the transmission delay time to elapse before sending telegrams via the bus. The parameterized positions are moved to immediately after bus voltage recovery. Incoming telegrams are updated during the switching delay. The most recently received telegram
of the highest priority is executed. Manual operation can be executed immediately.
Send object "In operation"
Options: No
Yes
The communication object In operation indicates the presence of the device on the bus. This cyclic telegram can be monitored by an external device. If a telegram
is not received, the device may be defective or the bus cable to the transmitting device may be interrupted.
• No: The communication object In operation is not enabled.
• Yes: The communication object In operation and the following parameters are enabled:
Sending cycle time in s [1...65.535]
Options: 1...60...65.535
Here, the time interval, at which the communication object In operation (No. 0) cyclically sends a telegram, is sent.
Object value
Options:

1
0

The polarity of the object value is set here.
Note
After bus voltage recovery, the communication object sends its value after the set sending and switching delay.

Limit number of telegrams
Options: No
Yes
The load on the bus generated by the device is limited by the telegram rate. This limit relates to all telegrams sent by the device.
• Yes: The following parameters appear:
Max. number of sent telegrams
Options: 1…255
In period
Options: 50 ms/100 ms…1 s…30 s/1 min
These parameters defines the number of telegrams sent by the device within a period. The telegrams are sent as quickly as possible at the start of a period.
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Note
The device counts the number of telegrams sent within the parameterized period. As soon as the maximum number of sent telegrams is reached, no further telegrams are sent to the KNX until the end of the period. A new period commences at the end of the previous period. The telegram counter is reset
to zero, and sending of telegrams is allowed again. The current communication object value is always sent at the time of sending.
The first period (break time) is not predefined exactly. The period can be between zero seconds and the parameterized time. The subsequent sending
times correspond with the parameterized time.
Example:
Maximum number of sent telegrams = 5, in period = 5 s. 20 telegrams are ready to be sent. The device immediately sends 5 telegrams. The next 5 telegrams are sent after maximum 5 seconds. From this point, a further 5 telegrams are sent on the KNX every 5 seconds.

Enable communication object
"Request status values" 1 bit
Options: No
Yes
• Yes: The 1 bit communication object Request status values is enabled.
Using this communication object, all the status messages can be requested, provided that they have been parameterized with the option On change or request.
With the option Yes, the following parameters appear:
Request with object value
Options:

0
1
0 or 1

• 0: Sending status messages is requested with the value 0.
• 1: Sending status messages is requested with the value 1.
• 0 or 1: Sending status messages is requested with the values 0 or 1.

2.2 Parameter window Weather alarms
All higher level settings affecting the weather alarms are undertaken in this parameter window.
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Parameter settings
Options:

Standard
User-defined

Settings on the scope of parameterization can be made here.
•S
 tandard: In this setting, there is the option of allocating the output to a communication object for wind alarm. The communication object Wind alarm No. 1
and the parameter Monitoring period wind alarm in s are shown.
•U
 ser-defined: In this setting, complete parameter access is possible for complex applications. Additional parameters for editing appear.
Order of priority for weather alarm functions
Options:

1.Wind alarm – 2.Rain alarm – 3.Frost alarm
1.Wind alarm - 2.Frost alarm - 3.Rain alarm
1.Rain alarm - 2.Wind alarm - 3.Frost alarm
1.Rain alarm - 2.Frost alarm - 3.Wind alarm
1.Frost alarm - 2.Rain alarm - 3.Wind alarm
1.Frost alarm - 2.Wind alarm - 3.Rain alarm

This parameter defines the priority between the weather alarm functions. If more than one weather alarm occurs simultaneously, then only one weather alarm with
the highest priority is carried out.
Communication object no. 1 for wind alarm
Communication object no. 2 for wind alarm
Communication object no. 3 for wind alarm
Communication object for rain alarm
Communication object for frost alarm
Options:

Deactivated
Activated

These parameters activate the weather alarm functions and the corresponding communication objects.
• Activated: The parameters for the monitoring times of the weather alarms appear.
Note
Wind, rain and frost alarms are only activated when a position for the weather alarm was activated in parameter window A: Safety/Weather:
Example:
Position on wind alarm
Option: Activated - Op
Monitoring period wind alarm in s
Monitoring period rain alarm in s
Monitoring period frost alarm in s
[0...1,000] (0 = monitoring deact.)
Options: 0…1,000
These parameters determine the cyclic monitoring time for wind, rain and frost alarms in seconds.
The weather alarms of the weather sensors are cyclically monitored by the 01525.
If the weather sensor sends the telegram value 0, there is no weather alarm. The 01525 expects this signal. If the signal is not received within the parameterized
monitoring period, it can be assumed that the sensor is defective or the bus line has been interrupted. The blind/shutter is moved to the parameterized alarm
position. The operation is inhibited.
If the weather sensors send the telegram value 1 (weather alarm), the blind/shutter immediately moves to the parameterized alarm position. The parameter
Monitoring period rain alarm in s or Monitoring period frost alarm in s is displayed, as soon as the parameters Communication object for rain alarm or
Communication object for frost alarm have been set with the option Activated.
• 0: Cyclic monitoring is deactivated.
Note
The monitoring period in the 01525 should be selected to be at least three to four times as large as the cyclic transmission time of the sensor. In this way, the
immediate absence of a signal, e.g. due to a high bus load, does not immediately result in the blinds/shutters being moved to the alarm position.
Read activated weather alarm objects
after bus voltage recovery
Options:

Yes
No

•Y
 es: The values of the communication objects Wind alarm 1…3, Rain alarm and Frost alarm are - if activated - read after bus voltage recovery. Should a weather
alarm be pending, then the position for the weather alarm is moved to.
Note
Read flags must be set in the sending device.
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2.3 Parameter window A: General
The general settings for output A are undertaken in this parameter window.

Operation mode
Options:

Control with slat adjustment
Control without slat adjustment
Ventilation flaps, switch mode

This parameter defines the operation mode of the output. The communication objects and the parameters for the respective output differ slightly depending on
the operation mode. The operation modes Control with slat adjustment and Control without slat adjustment only differ slightly on account of the slat adjustment
functions. For this reason, these are described using the Control with slat adjustment operation mode. The parameters as well as the communication objects,
which are not available or are exclusively available in the operation mode Control without slat adjustment, are specially marked.

2.4 Parameter Operation mode control with and without slat adjustment
The parameters as well as the communication objects, which are not available or are exclusively available in the operation mode Control without slat adjustment, are specially marked.

Reaction on bus voltage failure
Options: No reaction
Up
Down
Stop
The reaction of the output on bus voltage failure is set using this parameter.
• No reaction: The output contacts remain in their current position.
• Up/Down: The blind/shutter moves upwards or downwards.
• Stop: If the blind/shutter is performing a movement, this movement stops immediately. If the blind/shutter is at rest, it will remain unchanged in its position.
Reaction after bus voltage recovery
Reaction after programming
or after ETS reset
Options: No reaction
Up
Down
Stop
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Position 1…4
Individual position
Enable automatic sun protection
This parameter determines the response of the output on bus voltage recovery or after a download and ETS reset.
• No reaction: The output contacts remain in their current position.
• Up/Down: The blind/shutter moves up or down.
• Stop: If the blind/shutter is performing a movement, this movement stops immediately. If the blind/shutter is at rest, it will remain unchanged in its position.
•P
 osition 1…4: If one of these positions are selected, the blind/shutter moves to a preset position. The blind/shutter height and slat setting of the corresponding
position can be set in parameter window A: Positions/Presets.
• Individual position: A freely-definable position is moved to. The following parameters appear.
Position height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Note
The parameters for slat adjustment are available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Options:

0…100

These parameters specify the height or the slat position of the blind/shutter.
• Enable automatic sun protection: Automatic sun protection is switched on after a bus voltage recovery or after a download and ETS reset.

2.4.1 Parameter window A: Safety/weather
In this parameter window, the settings affecting the function Safety/weather are undertaken.

Parameter settings
Options: Standard
User-defined
This parameter defines the scope of parameterization.
• Standard: In the case of a wind alarm, the blind/shutter moves to a preset position using the parameter Position on wind alarm. This setting is usually sufficient
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in smaller projects. In this setting, the output only reacts to the communication object Wind alarm No.1.
• User-defined: Complete parameter access for complex applications and safety settings of the output are possible. Other parameters appear.
Output reacts on communication object
for wind alarm no.
Options: Output does not react to wind alarm
1/ 2/ 3/ 1+2/ 1+3/ 2+3/ 1+2+3
This parameter determines the wind alarm communication objects to which the output reacts. The values of the assigned communication objects are linked by
a logic OR.
Position on wind alarm
Position on rain alarm
Position on frost alarm
Options: Activated - no reaction
Activated – up
Activated – down
Activated – stop
Activated - Position 1…4
Activated - individual position
Deactivated
These parameters define the position of the blind/shutter when a weather alarm (wind, rain, frost) is received. The blind/shutter can no longer be operated via
other communication objects or by manual operation until the weather alarm has been rescinded. Traveling range limits are not taken into account with weather
alarms.
•A
 ctivated - no reaction: If the blind/shutter is performing a movement, this movement action to the target position is carried out. If the blind/shutter is at rest,
it will remain unchanged in its position.
• Activated - up: The blind/shutter moves UP after a weather alarm is received.
• Activated - down: The blind/shutter moves DOWN after a weather alarm is received.
•A
 ctivated - stop: If the blind/shutter is performing a movement, this movement stops immediately. If the blind/shutter is at rest, it will remain unchanged in
its position.
•A
 ctivated - Position 1...4: If one of these positions are selected, the blind/shutter moves to a preset position. The blind/shutter height and slat setting of the
corresponding position can be set in parameter window A: Positions/Presets.
• Activated - individual position: A freely-definable position can be moved to. The following parameters appear:
Position Height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Note
The parameters for slat adjustment are available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Options: 0…100
These parameters specify the height or the slat position of the blind/shutter.
• Deactivated: In the case of a weather alarm, there is no reaction.
Block
Options: Deactivated
Activated
This parameter enables the function Disable. The blind/shutter moves, for example, to a parameterized position or the operation is blocked. Example: The
operation of an internal blind/shutter (internal blind or roller blind) is inhibited if the window is open.
• Activated: The communication object Block is enabled. The following parameter appears.
Position during blocking
Options:

No reaction
Up
Down
Stop
Position 1…4
Individual position

This parameter determines the position to be traveled to for the Block function.
•N
 o reaction: If the blind/shutter is performing a movement, this movement to the target position is carried out. If the blind/shutter is at rest, it will remain
unchanged in its position.
• Up or Down: The blind/shutter moves UP or DOWN.
• Stop: If the blind/shutter is performing a movement, this movement stops immediately. The outputs are disconnected from the voltage supply. If the blind/
shutter is at rest, it will remain unchanged in its position.
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• Position 1...4: If one of these positions are selected, the blind/shutter moves to a preset position. The blind/shutter height and slat setting of the corresponding position can be set in parameter window A: Positions/Presets.
• Individual position: A freely-definable position is moved to. The following parameters appear.
Position Height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Note
The parameters for slat adjustment are available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Options: 0…100
These parameters specify the height or the slat position of the blind/shutter.
• Deactivated: In the case of a weather alarm, there is no reaction.
Forced operation (1 bit/2 bit)
Options:

Deactivated
Activated (1 bit)
Activated (2 bit)

With the Forced operation function, the blind/shutter can be moved in a specific direction via a 1-bit telegram or up or down via 2-bit telegrams and the
operation can be disabled. For example, the Forced operation function can be used to move blinds upwards if the windows are being cleaned or downwards
if the slats are being cleaned. At the same time, the operation of the blind/shutter is disabled to ensure that the cleaning personnel are not endangered by
an unexpected movement.
• Activated (1 bit): The communication object Forced operation 1 bit is enabled. The following parameters appear:
Position Height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Note
The parameters for slat adjustment are available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Options:

0…100

These parameters specify the height or the slat position of the blind/shutter.
With this parameter, the position (position and slat setting) is set which is moved to as soon as Forced operation (1 bit) has been activated. Operation is
disabled. If a telegram with the value 0 is received at this communication object, operation is enabled again.
• Activated (2 bit): The communication object Forced operation 2 Bit is enabled.
Position on reset of weather alarm,
blocking and forced operation
Options:

No reaction
Up
Down
Stop
Position 1…4
Individual position
According to object value

This parameter determines the blind/shutter position when rescinding a Weather alarm, Block or Forced operation.
•N
 o reaction: If the blind/shutter is performing a movement, this movement to the target position is carried out. If the blind/shutter is at rest, it will remain
unchanged in its position.
• Up: The blind/shutter moves UP after a safety function is rescinded.
• Down: The shutter/blind moves DOWN after a safety function is rescinded.
• Stop: If the blind/shutter is performing a movement, this movement stops immediately. If the shutter/blind is at rest, it will remain unchanged in its position.
•P
 osition 1...4: If one of these positions are selected, the blind/shutter moves to a preset position. The blind/shutter height and slat setting of the corresponding position can be set in parameter window A: Positions/Presets.
• Individual position: A freely-definable position is moved to. The following parameters appear:
Position Height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Note
The parameters for slat adjustment are available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
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These two parameters specify the height or the slat position of the blind/shutter.
Options: 0…100
According to object value: During a safety alarm, incoming KNX telegrams are saved to the following communication objects.
Move to height position [0...255]
Move slats [0...255]
Move to position 1, 2
Move to position 3, 4
Scenes
The status of the output is updated to correspond to the current values of the communication objects, e.g. automatic control is activated after the lifting of a
safety alarm. If no new telegrams have been received in the meantime, then the blind/shutter is moved to the position in which it was when the safety alarm
occurred.
Note
The set position for reset is only moved to when automatic sun protection is deactivated.
Disable automatic sun protection
on reset of safety function
Options: Yes
No
• No: After rescinding of a safety function (e.g. wind alarm), automatic sun protection is reactivated.
• Yes: After rescinding of a safety function (e.g. wind alarm), automatic sun protection is deactivated.
Order of priority for safety alarm
functions
Options:

1. Weather alarm – 2. Block – 3. Forced operation
1.Weather alarm - 2. Forced operation - 3. Block
1.Block - 2. Weather alarm - 3. Forced operation
1.Block - 2. Forced operation - 3. Weather alarm
1.Forced operation - 2. Block - 3. Weather alarm
1.Forced operation - 2. Weather alarm - 3. Block

This parameter determines the sequence of priorities for the safety functions Weather alarms (wind, rain, frost), Block and Forced operation. These functions
have a higher priority than all other functions. If one of these functions is activated, the operation of the blind/shutter is disabled. This also applies during manual
operation.
A priority must also be defined for safety functions among one another. In this way, the blind/shutter is correctly controlled if more than one security function
is activated simultaneously. Forced operation, for example, has priority over a wind alarm when cleaning the windows, so that the cleaning personnel are not
hindered by an UP telegram resulting from a wind alarm.
Note
Wind, rain and frost alarms are only activated if in parameter window Weather alarms, the communication objects are enabled and linked to the group
addresses!

2.4.2 Parameter window A: Drive
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UP time in s [0...6,000]
DOWN time in s [0...6,000]
Options: 0…60…6,000 s
These parameters are used to input the previously measured times, which the blind/shutter requires for a complete movement from the lower end position to the upper end position (UP travel time) and from the upper end position to the lower end position (DOWN travel time). Physical and weathering
conditions (frost, UV radiation, long-term use or use of heavy blind/shutter types) mean that, under certain circumstances, differing total travel times may
result for a complete movement from the lower end position to the upper end position (UP) and from the upper end position to the lower end position
(DOWN). The total travel times (UP/DOWN) can be set separately, allowing accurate positioning of the blind/shutter.
Disconnect output from power after
Options:

End position, no overflow
End position + 2 % overflow
End position + 5 % overflow
End position + 10 % overflow
End position + 20 % overflow
Total travel time + 10 % overflow
After the end position has been reached (as the very top or bottom), the drive will switch off independently. A so-called overflow travel time can be set
to ensure that the output safely reaches the end position. The voltage still remains applied for a short time to move the drive to a defined end position in
a controlled manner. The basis for the detection of the end position is the position calculated internally in the device.
Enable communication object
"Trigger reference movement" 1 bit
Options: Yes
No
Reference movements are triggered using this communication object.
•Y
 es: The communication object Trigger reference movement is enabled. Slight inaccuracies can occur over longer periods in position detection due
to temperature variants and aging processes. For this reason, the upper and the lower end position can be used for clear specification of the current
position during position detection. Every time the blind/shutter is in the upper or the lower end position, the position is updated in the memory of the
device. If the end positions are not reached in normal operation, a reference movement to the very top or very bottom can be performed via a telegram. After a reference movement, the blind/shutter remains in the reference position or moves back to the position before the reference movement,
according to the parameterization. The following parameter appears:
Position after reference movement
Options: No reaction, remain in reference position
Move to position before reference movement
This parameter defines how the output should respond after a reference movement.
• No reaction, remain in reference position: The blind/shutter remains in the reference position at the very top or very bottom.
•M
 ove to position before reference movement: The blind/shutter moves to the position it had before the reference movement. During the reference
movement, incoming STOP or step telegrams are ignored and not executed after the reference position has been reached. If automatic control
was activated for the blind/shutter before the reference movement, then this will be continued after the reference position has been reached.
Note
A reference movement is also triggered during active automatic control and interrupts this for the duration of the reference movement.
After completion of the reference movement, the parameterized Position after reference movement is executed first. When a new automatic
telegram is received, the blind/shutter moves to the automatic position.
Pause on change in direct. in ms
(see technical data of drive!) 50...10,000
Options:

50…500…10,000

This parameter defines the pause to change direction of the drive in milliseconds.

Caution
The technical data of the drive manufacturer must always be observed!
Delay times for drive
Options: Standard
User-defined
Some drives do not provide the full power immediately but only after a start-up delay of a few milliseconds. Other drives continue to run on for a few milliseconds (coasting delay). For some applications, it may be necessary to compensate delay times when starting and stopping the drive, e.g. blinds/shutters must
be positioned exactly.
Note
These parameters must only be entered if you require en even more exact positioning of the blind/shutter. Generally, the basic parameters are adequate to
ensure correct operation.
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• Standard: In this setting, the delay time (0 ms) cannot be changed.
• User-defined: The following parameters appear:
Difference between coasting delay
and start-up delay in ms [- 128..127]
Options: -128…0…127
This parameter defines the coasting delay and start-up delay times of the drive in milliseconds. If the values for the start-up and coasting delays of the drive
are known or have been determined, then the difference can be calculated. The difference is calculated as follows:
Difference = Coasting delay - start-up delay

Caution
The technical data of the drive manufacturer must always be observed!
Minimum run time for drive
in ms [10...255]
Options: 10…50…255
This parameter defines the minimum run time of the drive.

Caution
The technical data of the drive manufacturer must always be observed!

2.4.3 Parameter window A: Blinds/shutter
In this parameter window, specific settings for the blind/shutter to be controlled are undertaken.
Note
All the functions and parameters, which relate to settings for slats in the following section, are only available in the operation mode Control with slat
adjustment.

Determine times for slat
Options:

Via duration of slat adjustment (step)
Via total duration for slat turning

• Via duration of slat adjustment (step): The following parameters appear:
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Duration of slat adjustment
(step) in ms [50...1,000]
Options: 50…200…1,000 ms
This parameter specifies the time during which the slats of the blind/shutter, e.g. blind, open or close in each slat adjustment.
Number of slat adjustments
(from 0% = open to 100% = closed)
Options: 1…7…60
This parameter defines the number of slat adjustments (steps) which are required to tilt the slats from fully closed to fully open. The appropriate adjustment
angle for each slat adjustment is calculated from the duration, slat adjustment and the number of the slat adjustments.
•V
 ia total duration for slat turning: This method for determining the slat adjustment times is particularly suitable when high blind/shutter control accuracy is
required, e.g. for slat adjustment. Firstly, the time must be determined which the slat requires to tilt from fully closed (100 %) to fully open (0 %). When the total
slat turning duration has been determined, only the number required slat adjustments for a complete slat tilt from closed to open must be input. The device
calculates the slat adjustment duration automatically.
Example
Total duration for slat turning:

1500 ms

Number of slat adjustments:

7

Time for slat adjustment (stepped) =

1500 ms / 7 passi ~ 214 ms

Note
As times under 50 ms cannot be processed, the calculated time (quotient of the total duration for slat turning and the number of slat adjustments) must
always be greater than 50 ms.
The following parameters appear:
Duration to turn slat from 0% - 100% in ms
[50...60,000]
Options: 50…1500…60,000
The measured total duration for slat turning is entered here. The time must be determined as precisely as possible to achieve the best possible result for slat
position.
Number of slat adjustments
(from 0% = open to 100% = closed)
Options: 1…7…60
This parameter defines the number of slat adjustments which are required to tilt the slats from fully closed to fully open. The appropriate duration for a slat
adjustment is calculated from the duration of a complete slat turn and the desired number of slat adjustments.
Limit step commands to
number of slat adjustments
Options:

Yes
No

This parameter specifies whether step commands are limited to a set number of slat adjustments or whether than can always be executed.
• Yes: Only that number of slat adjustments or step commands can be executed as were set in the parameter Number of slat adjustments [1…60].
• No: The slat adjustments and step commands of the blind/shutter can be controlled without restriction.
Total turning of slats after move DOWN
Options: Yes
No
This parameter can be used to release slats which have become stuck or got caught during movement. This functions is primarily used for slats in the pane
cavity of a window.
• Yes: After a DOWN movement, the slats are turned fully once (CLOSED – OPEN – CLOSED). If a DOWN movement is interrupted by a STOP command, no
turn is executed.
• No: No action occurs after a DOWN movement.
Position of slat after arriving on
lower end position (100% = disabled)
Options: 100 %
…
0%
This parameter specifies the slat position the blind/shutter is to assume on reaching the lower end position.
When blind/shutter has reached to the lower end position, the slats are normally closed.
• 100 %: The slats are CLOSED.
• …%: The slats are moved to the appropriate intermediate position.
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• 0 %: The slats are completely OPEN.
Limit travelling range
Options: No
Via object "Blinds/shutter up-down limited"
Via object "Enable limitation"
For certain applications, the traveling range of the blind/shutter can be limited for the user.
Note
The restriction only works with a telegram to the communication object Blinds/shutter up-down limited and with a scene telegram.
The restriction does not apply to:
• Reaction on bus voltage failure, recovery, download and ETS reset
• Safety functions (Weather alarms, Block and Forced operation)
• Manual operation
• Automatic telegrams
• Parameter setting Move to position via lower/upper end position
• Reference movement or travel detection
• Via object "Blinds/shutter up-down limited": The communication object Blinds/shutter up-down limited is enabled. The following parameters appear:
Upper limit in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Lower limit in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Options: 0…100
These parameters define the upper and lower limit of the travel range.
•V
 ia object "Enable limitation": The communication object Enable limitation is enabled. If the restriction was activated via the communication object, then the
blind/shutter will move within the specified limits. The following parameters appear:
Upper limit in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Options: 0…100 %
This parameter specifies the upper limit of the travel range.
Upper limit valid for
automatic commands
Options: Yes
No
• Yes: The input upper limit of the blind/shutter is taken into account and also executed in the case of automatic telegrams.
• No: The upper limit of the blind/shutter is not taken into account in the case of automatic telegrams. The blind/shutter moves to the calculated position.
Upper limit valid for
direct commands
Options: Yes
No
• Yes: The input upper limit of the blind/shutter is taken into account and also executed in the case of direct telegrams.
• No: The upper limit of the blind/shutter is not taken into account in the case of direct telegrams.
Lower limit in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Options: 0…100
The lower limit of the travel range is specified here.
Lower limit valid for
automatic commands
Options:

Yes
No

• Yes: The input lower limit of the blind/shutter is taken into account and also executed in the case of automatic telegrams.
• No: The lower limit of the blind/shutter is not taken into account in the case of automatic telegrams. The blind/shutter moves to the calculated position.
Lower limit valid for
direct commands
Options: Yes
No
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• Yes: The input lower limit of the blind/shutter is taken into account and also executed in the case of direct telegrams.
• No: The lower limit of the blind/shutter is not taken into account in the case of direct telegrams.
Set dead times
Options:

Standard
User-defined

• Standard: The dead times are deactivated.
• User-defined: On some sun protection systems, dead times of the blind/shutter mechanics may occur. They can be caused by aging processes of the blind/
shutter, e.g. mechanical load. In such cases, it may no longer be possible to adjust the blind/shutter to precise positions. The following parameters appear for
the compensation of various dead times of the blind/shutter.
Dead time blinds/shutter from bottom
until moving up in ms [0...5,000]
Options: 0…5,000
This parameter specifies the compensation time which the blind/shutter requires after a travel telegram until the first upward movement.
Examples
The slatted curtain is in the lower end position (= 100 % down). The travel telegram UP is received. The motor shaft begins turning. However, the slatted
curtain remains in its lower end position until the slatted curtain begins the UP movement after a time X ( = dead time).

Dead time of slat from 100% closed
until slat turn in ms [0...5,000]
Note
This parameter is available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Options: 0…5,000
This parameter specifies the compensation time, which is required after a slat adjustment telegram from completely closed (= 100 %) to the first tilt/adjustment of the slat.
Examples
The slats are completely closed (= 100 %). The telegram Slat adjustment OPEN is received. The motor shaft begins turning. However, the slat remains
closed until the slat begins the tilt/adjustment after a time X (= dead time).
Slippage of slat on change of
direction in ms [0...5,000]
Options: 0…5,000 ms
This parameters specifies the time period required for the slat slippage on changing direction, in order to position the slats exactly.
Note
This parameter is available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Examples
The slats are in the horizontal position (50 %). The telegram Slat adjustment CLOSE is received. The slat closes to the 60 % position. After this, a Slat
adjustment OPEN (= change of direction) telegram arrives. The slats position themselves in the 55 % position, but should be in an exactly horizontal
position (50 %). Thus, adjusting the parameter compensates for the slat slippage on changing direction, in order to position the slats exactly.

Slippage of blinds/shutter on change
of direction in ms [0...5,000]
Note
This parameter is available exclusively in the operation mode Control without slat adjustment.
Options: 0…5,000
This parameters specifies the time period required for the slippage of the blind/shutter after a change of direction.
Tensioning blinds/shutter or slot positioning
Note
This parameter is available exclusively in the operation mode Control without slat adjustment.
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Options:

No
After each DOWN movement
Only after reaching lower end position

This function is used to tauten or tension textile blinds/shutters (e.g. sheet of an articulated arm awning) or to adjust the slot position (e.g. light or ventilation
slots) in slatted curtains. In so doing, the blind/shutter is stopped after the end of a DOWN movement and moved in the opposite direction for a parameterizable
period of time.
• No: The function is deactivated.
•A
 fter each DOWN movement: The tensioning or slot positioning is executed after each downward movement, also during position movements. A further
parameter appears.
•O
 nly after reaching lower end position: The tensioning or slot positioning is only executed when the blind/shutter is moving to the lower end position. The
following parameter appears:
Time for tensioning/slot positioning
in ms [0...5,000]
Options: 0…5,000
This parameter is used to set the time during which the blind/shutter is to be moved in the opposite direction after a DOWN movement.
Note
Tensioning only takes place after a DOWN telegram. When it is activated, then tensioning/slot positioning is triggered by the following types of travel
telegrams:
• Direct telegrams (DOWN, Position, Scene...)
• Automatic telegrams
• Manual telegrams via the manual operation buttons
• Safety telegram, e.g. Weather alarm, Forced operation
Here, the above-mentioned travel telegrams must last longer than the time set for tensioning/slot positioning.
The length of tensioning/slot positioning must be shorter than the determined or parameterized total travel time for the DOWN movement.
The tensioning/slot positioning time influences the position calculation and the status communication objects. The value for the current position after
tensioning/slot positioning is fed back. Thus, in the case of a travel telegram during active cloth tensioning/slot positioning, a position value smaller than
the length of the tensioning is fed back.
Example:
Total travel time DOWN in s

60 s

100 %

Position telegram in %

50%

30 s

Time for tensioning/slot positioning in s

0,5 s

[(100 % x 0,5 s / 60 s)] = 0,8 %

Position feedback in %

= 50 % - 0,8 = 49.2 %

2.4.4 Parameter window A: Functions
In this parameter window, the functions Positions/presets, Automatic sun protection and 8-bit scene are enabled for each output. A separate parameter window
appears for each function.

Enable positions/presets
Options: Yes
No
• Yes: The parameter window A: Position/presets, is enabled.
Enable automatic sun protection
Options: Yes
No
• Yes: The parameter window A: Automatic sun protection, and the following communication objects are enabled:
• Activation of autom. control
• Sun
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• Move to height for sun [0...255]
• Adjust slat for sun [0...255]
Enable 8 bit scene
Options: Yes
No
• Yes: The parameter window A: Scene, and the communication object 8 bit scene are enabled.

2.4.4.1 Parameter window A: Positions/Presets
The preset positions are set in this parameter window. In addition, the way in which the positions are to be moved to are also set here.

Enable communication objects
"Move to pos. height/Move slat [0...255]"
Options: Yes
No
The blind/shutter can be moved in a targeted manner to any desired position and the slats positioned in any slat position via two separate communication objects. Both communication objects are 1-byte communication objects [0...255].
The following applies to the position of the blind/shutter: The value 0 corresponds to the top position (0 %). The value 255 corresponds to the bottom
position (100 %).
The following applies to the slat position: The value 0 corresponds to the open slat position (0 %). The value 255 corresponds to the slat position
closed (100 %).
Some of these positions are dependent on the appropriate setting of the drive.
The calculation of the slat position is based on the duration and number of steps.
The calculation of the height is based on the total travel time (via manual measurement and input or via automatic travel detection) of the blind/shutter.
• Yes: The communication objects Move to pos. height [0...255] and Move slats [0...255] are enabled.
Enable communication objects
"Move to/set position 1-4" 1 bit
Options: Yes
No
Up to 4 preset positions can be set for each output. 2 preset positions (1, 2 or 3, 4) are each moved to using a group address with the values 0 or 1.
This function is particularly suitable for repeated movements to preferred blind/shutter positions, in conjunction with 1 bit telegrams.
The saved preset positions can be very easily changed without programming the device via the KNX. The blinds/shutters must be brought to the new
required target position. This new position is applies to the device memory via the communication objects Set position 1, 2 and 3, 4 with the values 0
and 1.
Recall and saving of a preset position can be executed with a single push button. For example, a position is recalled with a short button push and the
current position is saved as the new preset position with a long button push.
• Yes: The communication objects Move to position 1, 2, Move to position 3, 4, Set position 1, 2 and Set position 3, 4 are enabled. The following
parameters also appear:
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Overwrite position values (presets)
during download
Options: Yes
No
• Yes: The preset positions are overwritten on downloading with the settings in the application.
• No: The preset positions previously saved (see above) remain intact on redownloading the application and are not overwritten with the preset
values.
Note
If individual preset values have been set during current operation by a user, the parameter should then be set to No to ensure that the individual
positions are retained!
Position 1: Height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position 2: Height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position 3: Height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position 4: Height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Options: 0..20..40..60..80..100
These parameters specify the blind/shutter heights for traveling to a preset position.
Position 1: Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Position 2: Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Position 3: Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Position 4: Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Note
The parameters for slat adjustment are available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Options: 0…20…40…60…80…100
These parameters specify the slat settings for traveling to a preset position.
Move to position
Options:

Directly
Indirectly via upper end position
Indirectly via lower end position
Indirectly via shortest way

• Directly: The blind/shutter moves from the current position directly to the new target position.
• Indirectly via upper or lower end position: The blind/shutter firstly moves to the very top or the very bottom and only then to the target position.
• Indirectly via shortest path: The blind/shutter firstly moves to the very top or very bottom, depending on which of the two paths is the shorter between the current position and the target position, and then moves to the target position.
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2.4.4.2 Parameter window A: Automatic Sun Protection
In this parameter window, all the settings for the automatic sun protection are undertaken.

Together with other KNX components (in particular with the Shutter Control Unit JSB/S), the blind and roller shutter actuator can be used to establish
easy-to-use automatic sun protection control. Automatic control can be activated individually for each output.
Note
These are direct communication objects:
- Move blinds/shutter up-down
- Slat adjustment/Stop up-down
- Blinds/shutter up-down limited
- Move to position [0...255]
- Move slat [0...255]
- Move to position 1, 2
- Move to position 3, 4
- Scene
If travel detection or a reference movement is triggered during active automatic control, it will be undertaken.

Deactivation of automatic control
Options:

Via object "Activation"
Via object "Activation" and move command

•V
 ia object "Activation": The automatic control is activated = 1 and deactivated = 0 exclusively by a telegram to the communication object Activation
of autom. control. If automatic control is activated, the incoming telegrams to the direct communication objects are not executed. After deactivation
of automatic control, the blind/shutter remains in its current position and can be controlled again via the direct communication objects.
• Via object "Activation" and move command: Incoming telegrams to direct communication objects also lead to deactivation of automatic control.
The following parameter appears:
Automatic reactivation of
automatic control
Options

Deactivated
Activated

If automatic control was deactivated via one of the direct communication objects, it is possible to reactivate automatic control automatically after a
parameterized time.
• Activated: The following parameter appears.
Time to reactivate autom. control automatically in min. [10...6,000]
Options: 10…300…6.000
Note
A change of the parameter value will only become active after the next deactivation of automatic control by a direct communication object.
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Toggling to automatic control
Toggling to direct control
Options:

Enabled
Disable/enable via object

This parameter determines how the switchover to automatic control or direct control is enabled or whether it should be enabled/disabled via an additional communication object.
• Disable/enable via object: The communication objects Disable/enable autom. control and Disable/enable direct control are enabled.
Position for sun = 1 (sun)
Position for sun = 0 (no sun)
Options: No reaction
Up
Down
Stop
Position 1-4
Individual position
Receive position via object
Receive height and slat via object1
Receive only slat via object1
Receive position via object2
Deactivated
1

Only in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment

2

Only in the operation mode Control without slat adjustment

These parameters are used to set the reaction for the communication object Sun = 1 (sun) or for the communication object 0 (no sun) in automatic
operation.
• No reaction: Any movement currently being undertaken is completed.
• Up or Down: The blind/shutter moves up or down.
• Stop: Any movement currently being undertaken by the blind/shutter is stopped immediately. The outputs are disconnected from the voltage supply.
•P
 osition 1-4: If one of these positions are selected, the blind/shutter moves to a preset position. The blind/shutter height and slat setting of the corresponding position can be set in parameter window A: Positions/Presets.
• Individual position: A freely-definable position is set on Sun = 1 or 0. The following parameters appear:
Position height in %
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Note
The parameters for slat adjustment are available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
These parameters specify the height or the slat position of the blind/shutter.
Options: 0…100
• Receive position and slat via object: This option is suitable particularly in conjunction with the Shutter Control Unit KNX.
Note
This parameter is available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
• Receive only slat via object: With activated automatic function and Sun = 1, only the value on the communication object Adjust slat for sun [0...255]
is evaluated.
Note
This parameter is available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Note
A slat adjustment is not carried out if the blind/shutter is in its upper end position.
• Receive position via object: The position of the blind/shutter is received via the communication object Adjust slat for sun [0...255].
Note
This parameter is available exclusively in the operation mode Control without slat adjustment.
Delay for sun = 1
in s [0...6,000]
Delay for sun = 0
in s [0...6,000]
Options: 0…6,000
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This parameter defines the reaction to the communication object Sun.
Note
If, in the parameter window General, a time has been entered in the parameter Time-delayed switching of drives, this time must be added to the
delay times for Sun = 1 or 0.
The delay times can also be set in the brightness sensor and in the Shutter Control Unit. It must be noted that the delay times can add up in this
way.
Read activated automatic objects after bus voltage recovery
Options: Yes
No
• Yes: After bus voltage recovery, the values required for automatic control can be read out via the KNX. This updates the values of the communication
objects.
Note
The Read flags must be set on the communication objects to be read.
Enable automatic heating/cooling
Options:

Yes
No

This parameter enables the automatic HEATING/COOLING control.
• Yes: The communication objects Heating, Cooling, Presence and Receive room temperature are enabled. The following parameters appear.
Delay for presence = 1 in s [0...6,000]
Delay for presence = 0 in s [0...6,000]
Options: 0…6,000
Automatic heating / cooling is an extension of sun protection control and can only be activated together with automatic control. Automatic sun
protection and automatic heating/cooling is toggled via the communication object Presence, e.g. via a presence detector.
To prevent the blind/shutter from continuously moving up and down as soon as a person enters or leaves the room, the reaction of the communication object Presence can be delayed. Thus the blind/shutter moves, for example, to the sun protection position when the room is entered and
automatic HEATING/COOLING is only activated after a delay when the room is left.
Position for heating = 1 and sun = 1
Position for heating = 1 and sun = 0
Position for cooling = 1 and sun = 1
Position for cooling = 1 and sun = 0
Options:

No reaction
Up
Down
Stop
Position 1…4
Individual position

This parameter sets the response for Sun = 1 (sun) or for Sun = 0 (no sun) during the heating/cooling phase.
The phases HEATING = 1 or COOLING = 1 can, for example, be triggered by an external temperature sensor, room thermostat or by a yearly clock
timer.
If both the HEATING and COOLING operations are activated simultaneously or neither operation mode is activated, this is an undefined operating
condition. The blind/shutter is automatically controlled until then using automatic sun protection.
Note
If the system should only use automatic heating/cooling, the communication object Presence may not be linked to a group address. This means
that the communication object automatically has the default value 0. Automatic heating/cooling is immediately activated when automatic control
is activated via the communication object Activation of autom. control.
• No reaction: If the blind/shutter is performing a movement, this movement to the target position is carried out. If the blind/shutter is at rest, it will
remain unchanged in its position.
• Up: The blind/shutter moves up.
• Down: The blind/shutter moves down.
• Stop: Any movement currently being undertaken by the blind/shutter is stopped immediately. The outputs are disconnected from the voltage supply.
• Position 1...4: If one of these positions are selected, the blind/shutter moves to a preset position. The blind/shutter height and slat setting of the
corresponding position can be set in parameter window A: Positions/Presets.
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• Individual position: A freely definable position is set for Sun = 1. The following parameters appear:
Position height in %
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Note
The parameters for slat adjustment are available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Options: 0…100
These parameters specify the height or the slat position of the blind/shutter.
Use overheat control
Options:

Yes
No

Overheat control prevents the heating up of a room during an absence. During the heating period, rooms with large glass windows can heat up
quickly in strong sunlight, even if the external temperature is low. Overheat control is used to prevent this and save possible cooling energy.
• Yes: The communication object Receive room temperature and the following parameters appear:
Upper threshold value
room temperature in °C [21...50]
Options:

21…24…50

If the temperature value set here is reached or exceeded, then the blind/shutter moves to a parameterizable position, e.g. DOWN. If the
temperature value is undershot by minus 3 Kelvin, then overheat control is terminated. The blind/shutter is the moved to the parameterized
position, according to the values of the communication objects Heating and Sun.
Position at upper threshold value
and sun = 1
Options:

Down
Position 1...4
Individual position

The blind/shutter moves to the position input here as soon as the specified threshold value has been exceeded.
• Down: If the upper room temperature threshold value is exceeded or if Sun = 1, the blind/shutter will move down.
•P
 osition 1…4: If the upper room temperature threshold value is exceeded or if Sun = 1, the blind/shutter will move to the position which
can be set in the parameter window A: Positions/presets.
• Individual position: A freely definable position can be set for when the upper room temperature threshold value is exceeded or for when
Sun = 1. The following parameters appear:
Position height in % [0…100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position slat in % [0…100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Options: 0…100
These parameters specify the height or the slat position of the blind/shutter.
Important
If HEATING/COOLING = 1 or HEATING/COOLING = 0 (undefined operating condition), then the output is only controlled by the automatic sun
protection.
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2.4.4.3 Parameter window A: Scene
In this parameter window, all settings for the 8 bit scene are undertaken. Each output can be allocated to up to 18 different scenes

Overwrite scenes on download
Options: Yes
No
This parameter specifies the reaction of the set scenes to a download.
• Yes: During a download, the scenes are overwritten with the parameterized scene values.
• No: The parameterized scene values are not applied during a download.
Use 1st assignment
…
Use 18th assignment
Options:

Yes
No

With the scene function, up to 64 different scenes are managed via a single group address. With this group address, all the devices integrated into a
scene are linked via a 1-byte communication object. The following information is contained in a telegram:
• Number of the scene (1…64)
• Telegram: Recall scene or Save scene
Each blind/shutter can be integrated in up to 18 scenes. Thus, for example, all the roller shutters can be raised in the morning via a scene and lowered
in the evenings or blinds/shutters can be integrated into lighting scenes.
If a telegram is received at the communication object Scene, then the saved scene position is moved to by all the outputs assigned to the sent scene
number, or the current position saved as the new scene position.
• Yes: The following parameters appear.
Assignment to scene number 1...64
Options: Scene No. 1…Scene No. 64
In this parameter, the output is assigned to a scene number (1...64). As soon as the device a telegram with this scene number at the communication object 8 bit scene (No. x), it will recall the corresponding scene.
• Scene No. A: This parameter assigns the output to a scene number.
Position height in % [0...100]
(0% = top; 100% = bottom)
Position Slat in % [0...100]
(0% = open; 100% = closed)
Note
The parameters for slat adjustment are available exclusively in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment.
Options: 0…100
These parameters specify the height or the slat position to which the blind/shutter should move when the appropriate scene is recalled.
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2.4.5 Parameter window A: Status messages
Settings for the status messages and their send reaction are undertaken in this parameter window.

Enable communication object
"Status Height/slat [0...255]" 1 byte
Options: Yes
No
The output sends the relative position of the blind/shutter and the slat position to two separate communication objects, each as a 1-byte value (0...255). The following applies to the position of the blind/shutter: The value 0 corresponds to the top position (0 %). The value 255 corresponds to the bottom position (100 %).
The following applies to the slat position: The value 0 corresponds to the open slat position (0 %). The value 255 corresponds to the slat position closed (100 %).
• Yes: The communication objects Status Height [0...255] and Status Slat [0...255] (only in the operation mode Control with slat adjustment) are enabled. The
following parameter appears:
Send object value
Options:

No, update only
On change
On request
On change or on request

• No, only update: The status is updated but not sent (the status can be read via the communication object).
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• On change or on request: The status is sent on a change or a request.
Enable communication object
"Status Upper/Lower end pos." 1 bit
Options: Yes
No
The output sends the information as to whether the blind/shutter is in the upper or lower end position to two separate communication objects. If the information is sent to both communication objects stating that the respective end position has not been reached, the blind/shutter is in an intermediate position.
This function is particularly suitable for an additional logic operation, in order to mutually interlock individual outputs. For example, an awning may not move if
the window is opened and, in turn, the window may also not be opened by a drive if the awning is extended.
• Yes: The communication objects Status Upper end position and Status Lower end position are enabled. The following parameter appears:
Send object value
Options:

No, update only
On change
On request
On change or on request

• No, only update: The status is updated but not sent (the status can be read via the communication object).
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• On change or on request: The status is sent on a change or a request.
Enable communication object
"Status Operability" 1 bit
Options:

Yes
No

This function is particularly suitable to indicate to the user via an LED on the push button that the blind/shutter cannot currently be operated via the direct
communication objects (e.g. UP, DOWN...) and that automatic control cannot be activated.
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Operation is blocked if
• a safety function was activated, e.g. Weather alarm, Disable or Forced operation
• manual operation is active
• direct and automatic operation are disabled via communication objects
• Yes: The communication object Status Operability is enabled. The following parameter appears:
Send object value
Options:

No, update only
On change
On request
On change or on request

• No, only update: The status is updated but not sent (the status can be read via the communication object).
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• On change or on request: The status is sent on a change or a request.
Enable communication object
"Status information" 16 bit
Options:

Yes
No

This parameter enables a 16-bit communication object, which can be used to read out, send or poll additional status information.
• Yes: The communication object Status information is enabled. The following parameter appears:
Send object value
Options:

No, update only
On change
On request
On change or on request

• No, only update: The status is updated but not sent (the status can be read via the communication object).
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• On change or on request: The status is sent on a change or a request.

2.4.6 Parameter Operation mode: Ventilation flaps, switch mode

Operation mode
Options: Control with slat adjustment
Control without slat adjustment
Ventilation flaps, switch mode
This parameter defines the operating mode of the output. The communication objects and the parameters for the respective outputs differ slightly depending
on the operation mode.
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Note
In the operation mode Ventilation flaps, switch mode, there is a fixed pause on changing direction of 100 ms on each output for switch operations.
Observe the technical data of the drive manufacturer!
• Ventilation flaps, switch mode: The following parameters appear:
Reaction on bus voltage failure
Reaction after bus voltage recovery
Reaction after programming
or after ETS reset
Options:

No reaction
Open/on
Close/off

These parameters determine the response to a bus voltage failure, bus voltage recovery or after a download and ETS reset.
• No reaction: The output contacts remain in their current position.
• Open/on: The output contact (terminal 1, 3, 6, 8 or 11, 13, 16, 18) closes. The ventilation flap is opened and connected consumers switched on.
Note
If there is a bus voltage failure, the output remains switched on, even if the function Staircase lighting is activated.
After bus voltage recovery and during an active Staircase lighting function, the output switches off after the parameterized duration or opening time has
elapsed.
• Closed/off: The output contact (terminal 1, 3, 6, 8 or 11, 13, 16, 18) opens (neutral middle position). The ventilation flap is closed and connected consumers
switched off.
Invert output
Options:

Yes
No

This parameter inverts the reaction of the output.
• Yes: If a telegram with the value 1 is received at the communication object Flaps open-closed/on-off, then the ventilation flap is closed or the consumer is
switched off. If a telegram with the value 0 is received, then the ventilation flap is opened or the consumer is switched on. In addition, all the settings made for
the output, e.g. OPEN/ON or CLOSED/OFF are inverted for weather alarms, bus voltage recovery, etc.
Staircase lighting function
Options:

Deactivated
Activated

This parameter enables the function Staircase lighting.
• Activated: The following parameter appears.
Duration/opening time for staircase
lighting function in s [0...30,000]
Options: 0…60…30,000
This parameter specifies the duration or opening time of the staircase lighting.
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2.4.6.1 Parameter window A: Safety/weather
In this parameter window, the settings affecting the function Safety/weather are undertaken.

Parameter settings
Options:

Standard
User-defined

This parameter defines the scope of parameterization.
•S
 tandard: In the case of a wind alarm, the blind/shutter moves to a preset position using the parameter Position on wind alarm. This setting is usually sufficient in smaller projects. In this setting, the output only reacts to the communication object Wind alarm No.1.
• User-defined: Complete parameter access for complex applications or safety settings of the output are possible. Other parameters appear.
Output reacts on communication object
for wind alarm no.
Options:

Output does not react to wind alarm
1/ 2/ 3/ 1+2/ 1+3/ 2+3/ 1+2+3

This parameter determines the Wind alarm communication objects to which the output reacts. The values of the assigned communication objects are
linked by a logic OR.
Position on wind alarm
Position on rain alarm
Position on frost alarm
Options: Activated - no reaction
Activated - open/on
Activated - close/off
Deactivated
These parameters define the position of the output when a weather alarm (wind, rain, frost) is received. The output can no longer be operated via other
communication objects or by manual operation until the weather alarm has been rescinded.
•A
 ctivated - no reaction: If the output is currently performing a movement, this action is terminated. If the output is at rest, it will remain unchanged in
its position.
• Activated- open/on: The output contact is activated. The ventilation flap opens or the consumer is switched on.
• Activated - closed/off: The output contact is disconnected from the voltage supply. The ventilation flap closes or the consumer is switched off.
• Deactivated: The output does not react to an alarm, nor to the monitoring time. No setting can be made for a weather alarm.
Block
Options:

Deactivated
Activated

This parameter enables the function Block. The output moves, e.g. to a parameterized position, or operation is disabled.
• Activated: The communication object Block is enabled. The following parameter appears.
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Position during blocking
Options:

No reaction
Open/on
Close/off

This parameter specifies the reaction of the output for the function Block.
• No reaction: If the output is performing a movement, this movement action to the target position is carried out. If the blind/shutter is at rest, it will
remain unchanged in its position.
• Open/on: The output contact is activated. The ventilation flap opens or the consumer is switched on.
• Closed/off: The output contact is disconnected from the voltage supply. The ventilation flap closes or the consumer is switched off.
Forced operation
Options:

Deactivated
Activated (1 bit)
Activated (2 bit)

With the Forced operation function, the output can be moved in a specific direction via a 1-bit telegram or be opened/closed or switched on/off via
2-bit telegrams and the operation can be disabled.
• Activated (1 bit): The communication object Forced operation 1 bit is enabled. The following parameter appears:
Position during forced operation
Options:

No reaction
Open/on
Close/off

The reaction on Forced operation is set here.
• No reaction: If the output is currently execution a movement telegram, this action is terminated. If the output is at rest, it will remain unchanged in
its position.
• Open/on: The output contact is activated. The ventilation flap opens or the consumer is switched on.
• Closed/off: The output contact is disconnected from the voltage supply. The ventilation flap closes or the consumer is switched off.
• Activated (2 bit): The communication object Forced operation 2 bit is enabled.
Position on reset of weather alarm,
blocking and forced operation
Options:

No reaction
Open/on
Close/off

This parameter determines the reaction when rescinding a weather alarm, block or a forced operation.
• No reaction: If the output is currently execution a movement telegram, this action is terminated. If the output is at rest, it will remain unchanged in its
position. If, during a Weather alarm, Block or Forced operation, the output was parameterized or switched with Open/on, the staircase lighting time is
restarted after the rescinding of a safety telegram (e.g. Wind alarm).
• Open/on: The output contact is activated. The ventilation flap opens or the consumer is switched on.
• Closed/off: The output contact is disconnected from the voltage supply. The ventilation flap closes or the consumer is switched off.
Order of priority for safety alarm
functions
Options:

1.Weather alarm - 2. Block - 3. Forced operation
1. Weather alarm - 2. Forced operation - 3. Block
1. Block - 2. Weather alarm - 3. Forced operation
1. Block - 2. Forced operation - 3. Weather alarm
1. Forced operation - 2. Block - 3. Weather alarm
1. Forced operation - 2. Weather alarm - 3. Block
This parameter determines the sequence of priorities for the safety functions Weather alarms (wind, rain, frost), Block and Forced operation. These
functions have a higher priority than all other functions. If one of these functions is activated, the operation of the output is disabled. This also applies
during manual operation.
A priority must also be defined for safety functions among one another. In this way, the output is correctly controlled if more than one security function
is activated simultaneously.
Note
Wind, rain and frost alarm are only activated if, on the page Weather alarms, the communication objects are enabled and linked to the group
addresses!
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2.4.6.2 Parameter window A: Status messages
Settings for the status messages and their send reaction are undertaken in this parameter window.

Enable communication object
"Status Open-Closed/On-Off" 1 bit
Options

Yes
No

• Yes: The communication object Status Open-Closed/On-Off is enabled. The following parameter appears:
Send object value
Options:

No, update only
On change
On request
On change or on request

• No, only update: The status is updated but not sent (the status can be read via the communication object).
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• On change or on request: The status is sent on a change or a request.
Enable communication object
"Status Operability" 1 bit
Options:

Yes
No

This function is particularly suitable to indicate to the user via an LED that the output cannot currently be operated via the direct communication objects
(e.g. UP, DOWN...).
Operation is blocked if
• a safety function was activated, e.g. Weather alarm, Disable or Forced operation
• manual operation is active
• Yes: The communication object Status Operability is enabled. The following parameter appears: Send object value
Options:

No, update only
On change
On request
On change or on request

• No, only update: The status is updated but not sent (the status can be read via the communication object).
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• On change or on request: The status is sent on a change or a request.
Enable communication object
"Status information" 16 bit
Options:

Yes
No

This parameter enables a 16-bit communication object, which can be used to read out, send or poll additional status information.
• Yes: The communication object Status information is enabled. The following parameter appears:
Send object value
Options:

No, update only
On change
On request
On change or on request

• No, only update: The status is updated but not sent (the status can be read via the communication object).
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• On change or on request: The status is sent on a change or a request.
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1. Safety
The device has been constructed according to the latest valid regulations governing technology and is operationally reliable. It has been tested and left the factory
in a technically safe and reliable state.
However, residual hazards remain. Read and adhere to the safety instructions to prevent such hazards.
VIMAR accepts no liability for failure to observe the safety instructions.

1.1 Used symbols
The following symbols point to particular dangers involved in the use of the device and provide practical instructions.
Warning
This symbol in connection with the signal word "Warning" indicates a dangerous situation which could lead to immediate death or to
serious injury.
Attention - damage to property
This symbol indicates a possibly damaging situation for the product. Non-observance can lead to damage or destruction of the product.

This symbol indicates information on the protection of the environment.

The following symbols are used in the manual to draw attention to special dangers:
This symbol indicates a dangerous situation due to electric current.
If such a sign is ignored, it can lead to serious injuries or even death.

1.2 Intended use
The presence/movement detector is designed only for interior areas of buildings. The devices serve for switching and regulating lighting systems and/or HKL
(HVAC) systems in dependence of brightness and/or movement.
The devices are not suitable for use as an intrusion or attack alarm since they lack the required security against sabotage in accordance with the German VdS
(Authority on Safety and Security) regulations.
The device is intended for the following:
- operation according to the listed technical data,
- installation in dry interior rooms,
- installation on the ceiling and can be concealed "Flush-mounted" (e.g. in suspended ceilings), or "Surface-mounted" (optional housing, article no. 6131/x09).
- use with the connecting options available on the device.
The intended use also includes adherence to all specifications in this manual.

1.3 Improper use
Each use not listed in chapter 2.2 is deemed improper use and can lead to personal injury and damage to property.
VIMAR is not liable for damages caused by use deemed contrary to the intended use of the device. The associated risk is borne exclusively by the user/operator.
The device is not intended for the following:
- unauthorized structural changes,
- repairs,
- use outdoors or in bathroom areas,
- use with an additional bus coupler,
- installation in the BS and VDE flush-mounted box.

1.4 Target group / qualification of personnel
Installation, commissioning and maintenance of the product must only be carried out by trained and properly qualified electrical installers.
The electrical installer must have read and understood the manual and follow the instructions provided.
The electrical installers must adhere to the valid national regulations in their country governing the installation, functional test, repair and maintenance of electrical products.
The electrical installers must be familiar with and correctly apply the "Five safety regulations" (DIN VDE 0105, EN 50110):
1. Disconnect the power;
2. Secure against being reconnected;
3. Ensure there is no voltage;
4. Connect to earth and short-circuit;
5. Cover or barricade adjacent live parts.
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1.5 Safety instructions
Warning
Electric voltage! Risk of death and fire due to electric voltage of 230 V.
Dangerous currents flow through the body when coming into direct or indirect contact with live components. This can result in electric
shock, burns or even death.
- Work on the 230 V supply system may only be performed by authorised and qualified electricians!
- Disconnect the mains power supply before installation / disassembly.
- Never use the device with damaged connecting cables.
- Do not open covers firmly bolted to the housing of the device.
- Use the device only in a technically faultless state.
- Do not make changes to or perform repairs on the device, on its components or its accessories.
- Keep the device away from water and wet surroundings.

Attention - damage to property
Risk of damaging the device due to external factors! Moisture and contamination can damage the device.
- Protect the device against humidity, dirt and damage during transport, storage and operation.

2. Information on protection of the environment
All packaging materials and devices bear the markings and test seals for proper disposal.
The products meet the legal requirements, in particular the laws governing electronic and electrical devices and the REACH ordinance (EU Directive 2002/96/EG
WEEE and 2002/95/EG RoHS), (EU-REACH Directive and Law for the Execution of the Directive (EG) No.1907/2006).
The device contains valuable raw materials which can be recycled. Used electric and electronic devices must not be disposed of with domestic waste.
- Always dispose of the packaging material and electric devices and their components via the authorized collecting depots and disposal
companies.
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3. Product description
3.1 Device overview

1

2

1

2
24V

4

B

3

C
A
4
A
B
C

3

Programming button
Sensor for brightness detection
Programming LED

1, 2, 3, 4

Individual sectors with switch-off function (via parameter setting).
For numbering see the rear of the device

Fig. 1: Product overview
This device is a presence or movement detector which is designed only for interior areas of buildings. The devices serve for switching and regulating lighting
systems and/or HKL (HVAC) systems in dependence of brightness and/or movement. It makes possible the specific deactivation and activation of light rows in
dependence of the brightness of the room. Also dimming/regulating the brightness to a defined value in a designated detection range with the corresponding
device is possible.
The integrated bus coupler makes possible the connection of a KNX bus line.
The device can be mounted either in the ceiling via hollow-wall mounting or on the ceiling via the optionally available surface-mounted housing (article 01529.1.S
and 01527.S). The mounting instructions are enclosed with the surface-mounted housing. The overall function of the device also depends on the mounting
height.
Note
The device does not fit in the BS and VDE flush-mounted box.
Recommendation:
• HaloX-O flush-mounted box from Kaiser (article no. 1290-40) with corresponding cover (article no. 1290-47 or article no. 1290-85 for exposed concrete)
• IBTronic H120-68 from Spelsberg (article no. 97600501)
The detection range can additionally be adapted via individual sectors with switch-off function (via parameter setting).
Note
The unit contains highly sensitive sensors and lens systems.
- Do not cover or mask lens segments since this will interfere with the function of the device.
- Do not clean the device and the lens system with abrasive or aggressive cleaning agents.

3.2 Overview of types
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Article no.

Detection range

Usage

Mounting height

01527

Circular
(details under 'Technical Data')

For detection range of up to 8 m individual rooms (e.g. office, living
room, etc.).
Wherever increased functionality is required.

2,5 m, 3 m and 4 m

01529.1

Circular
(details under 'Technical Data')

For detection range of up to 12 m large rooms (e.g. large-scale office,
classrooms, etc.). Wherever functionality is not greatly in demand.

2,5 m, 3 m and 4 m
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3.3 Table1: Function overview
The following tables provide an overview of the possible functions and applications of the devices.
Presence detector
01527

01529.1

Detector incl. monitoring 1)

Detector incl. monitoring 1)

HVAC (Heating, air-conditioning, ventilation) 2)

––

Constant light switch 3)

Constant light switch 3)

Constant light controller 4)

––

Brightness detection 5)

Brightness detection 5)

Room temperature controller object 6)

––

Logics (5 logic functions) 9 7)

––

Table 2: Function overview of presence detector
1) Detector application with 2-stage switch-off function or with integrated monitoring function.
2) HVAC function for activating heating and/or cooling systems as well as ventilation systems in the designated detection range.
3)	Constant light switch with up to 2 independent channels or with a maximum of 2 outputs for brightness-dependent switching of 2 light rows in the room.
4)	Constant light controller with up to 2 independent channels or with a maximum of 2 outputs for brightness-dependent dimming/regulating of 2 light rows in a room.
5) For dimming/regulating the brightness to a defined value in a designated detection range.
6) Integrated room temperature controller object with temperature sensor
7) Logic gate, gate, delay and staircase lighting

3.4 Description of functions
The devices described here can, depending on the device type, be used either as presence and/or movement detector.
The difference between movement detector and presence detector:
The main application of the movement detector is the switching of light when persons are moving toward something. The main application of the presence
detector serves for presence monitoring and makes it possible to switch lighting, heating or similar.
In a deactivated state the movement detector also switches without brightness. In an activated state it operates independent of the brightness.
Both movement detector and presence detector are based on the same detection principle.
However, the detection segments of the presence detector have a finer mesh and can therefore also detect persons that are seated as being present and
respond accordingly. In addition, a presence detector, different to the movement detector, can distinguish between artificial light (which has been activated
by it) and natural light; this makes functions such as constant light control possible, for which the amount of artificial light is added to obtain a certain overall
brightness.
Main applications:
• BW: Movement, detection range, detection of walking persons.
• PM: Also activities while seated.
01527 does not only switch lamps but can also dim them. This makes constant light control much more precise and maintains the brightness level in the room
at the desired level. The integrated HVAC function makes it possible to control heating, ventilation and air-conditioning in the respective detection range when
someone is present. This additionally saves energy. Two channels are available for this function. Special comfort is made possible with the integration of the IR
remote control (6010/25-500). The device receives the signals and converts them on the KNX bus. The device also contains an integrated room temperature
controller object with temperature sensor. In addition, the device has numerous general functions (see Description of parameters and objects).
01529.1 offers movement detection with 2 channels, as well as constant light switching. Constant light switching adds light when persons move within the
detection range and the daylight does not meet the required brightness level in the room. For this the device detects the luminosity of the lamps used. As soon
as the natural light is adequate, the connected light sources are deactivated.
The combination of these two functions results in two advantages:
• Energy is being saved since the lamps are deactivated as soon as the natural light has reached sufficient brightness.
• Additional energy is saved since the lights are only switched on when persons are inside the room.
Constant light
Depending on the version, the devices offer various options to ensure that the brightness in the room is maintained at a more pleasant level. There is a difference
between the functions of the constant light switch and the constant light controller. Both functions ensure that the brightness does not drop below a certain level
when persons are in the room. The use of a presence detector is especially practical for work stations in an office, since even small movements are detected.
The constant light switch can switch lamps on and off. The constant light controller can additionally dim lights, to maintain a level that is as constant as possible. Both functions work in dependence of light conditions and movement in the detection range. The devices can operate either in "Automatic" or "Automatic
switch-off" mode. If automatic switch-off is selected, for example, the light must be switched on manually via a control element. The light remains on as long as
movement is detected and daylight is not sufficient. If no movement is detected, the switch-off delay expires. Only then is an OFF telegram sent to the bus via
the output. In automatic mode the movement sensor also takes over the switch-on function as soon as someone enters the room.
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- Constant light switch
The constant light switch switches on lamps in the room as soon as movement of a person is detected and the desired brightness value is not attained by
the entering daylight alone. The programmed setpoint minus hysteresis is maintained as long as people are in the detection range. The application detects
when the entering daylight is sufficient. The lamps are then switched off again to save energy.

A

B

3

500 Lux

1

2
06:00

07:00

08:00

09:00

10:00

11:00

A : Artificial light curve
B : Sunlight curve
Control parameters:
1 : Setpoint (lx)
2 : Delay time after switch-on up to measurement of the artificial light component
3 : Minimum time above the switch-off threshold (minutes)
Fig. 2: Control parameters of constant light switch for one light row
To set up a constant light switch function certain parameters settings must be made which lead to dependencies. These dependencies are displayed in the
above diagram. A switch-off delay can be set. This time expires when the presence detector no longer senses movement.
After expiry, an OFF telegram is sent on the output. Connected lamps are switched off. The switch-off delay should always be higher than the "Delay after
switch-on up to measurement of the artificial light component" (2). In the worst case the light sensor would measure the artificial light component when
the lamps are switched off. This should be avoided since the entire constant light switching function is based on this value. The "Delay after switch-on up
to measurement of the artificial light component" (2) is to be used especially with lamps that take a few seconds to reach their full brightness. Fluorescent
lamps require up to around 250 seconds, whereas incandescent lamps reach their full brightness almost immediately. The "Minimum time above the
switch-off threshold" (3) ensures that the natural light component attains a stable value before the artificial light is switched off. If this time is too short, this
could lead to an unwanted activation and deactivation of the lamps in the room.
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Lux

#1

#2

#2

#1

A

3
1

B
C

2

12:00

A : Artificial light curve of light row 1
B : Artificial light curve of light row 2
C : Sunlight curve
Control parameters:
1 : Setpoint (lx)
2 : Delay time after switch-on up to measurement of the artificial light component
3 : Minimum time above the switch-off threshold (minutes)
Fig. 3: Control parameters of constant light switch for two light rows
Note: Also the hysteresis must be taken into account. However, this is not displayed for reasons of simplicity.

Here the special parameter settings for 2 light rows must be observed.

- Constant light controller
In contrast to the constant light switch, there is the possibility of switching in several stages. Both the constant light controller and the constant light
switch ensure that the level of brightness in the room does not drop below the desired level. However, the brightness controller is additionally able to send
telegrams for dimming lamps to the KNX bus. This enables a constant level to be attained due to the dimming of lights brighter and darker, always in dependence of the natural light in the room. And the accuracy of the control increases with the operating time. The constant light controller remembers the
luminosity of the lamps used, it measures this continuously (see also chapter 7.2.6, 'Information on calibrating the internal light controller). That is why the
lights used later must also be used during commissioning of the presence detector with the constant light controller function. The artificial light component
relative to daylight is also determined
during commissioning. Next to the brightness the constant light controller also responds to the presence of persons in the room. This function can also be
operated with 2 light rows.

2

Ix

1
3

4
1:
2:
3:
4:

Natuaral light
Brightness in the room
Programmed brightness-value threshold
Artificial light

12:00

t

Fig. 4: Influences of the constant light controller
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3.5 Detection range
The detection range of the KNX presence detector depends on the movement of persons and the mounting height in the room. The movement sensor detects
the smallest of movements, e.g. at PC work stations, at desks, etc. Here it must be distinguished between the inner and outer detection range and the mounting
height of the presence detector.
- Inner detection range (seated persons)
Seated persons must be completely within the detection range. The shorter the distance between the person to be detected and the presence detector,
the smaller the movement can be that is still detected. The reference level for the detection of seated activities is approx. 0.8 m. At this height, the detection
range, such as for the 01527 detector is 6.5 m in diameter (mounting height of the presence detector = 3 m).
At a higher mounting height, the detection range becomes larger, but the precision of detection gets smaller.

3m

0,8 m

6,5 m

Fig. 5: Inner detection range
- Outer detection range (walking persons)
For the detection of walking persons, a larger detection range is available. The reference level for detection is the floor. A mounting height of 3 m results,
as example for the 01527, in a diameter of approx. 8 m for the detection range.

8m

Fig. 6: Outer detection range
Note
Limited detection
The detection range of the presence detector can be restricted. The device does not need to be covered mechanically for this. Individual sectors can be
deactivated in the application.
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4. Technical data
4.1 General overview
01527 and 01529.1
Parameters

Value

Supply voltage

24 V

Max. current consumption

< 12 mA

KNX connection

Bus connection terminal, screwless

Switch-on time after switch-off (programmable)

Approx. 1 second

Adjustable brightness range

Approx. 1 - 1000 lux

Opening angle for brightness measurement

Approx. 20°

Mounting height

01527: 16 mm
01529.1: 23 mm

Temperature range

-5° C...+45 °C

Protection

IP 20

Storage temperature

-20 °C...+70 °C

Table 5: Technical data

4.2 Dimensions
01527

01529.1

All dimensions are in mm.

All dimensions are in mm.

22

91
16

91

29

80

80

23

FIg. 7: 01527 and 01529.1 presence detectors

4.3 Connection

Fig. 8: Electrical connection
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5. Mounting
5.1 Safety instructions for mounting
Warning – Risk of death due to electrical voltage
Dangerous currents flow through the body when coming into direct or indirect contact with live components. This results in electric
shock, burns or even death.
Work improperly carried out on electrical systems is a hazard to one's own life and that of the user. Also fires and serious damage to
property can result.
• Install the device only if you have the necessary electrical engineering knowledge and experience (see chapter 1.4)
• Use suitable personal protective clothing.
• Use only suitable tools and measuring devices.
• Check the type of supply network (TN system, IT system, TT system) to secure the following power supply conditions (classic connection to ground, protective earthing, necessary additional measures, etc.).

5.2 Detection ranges
Note:
If the height of installation is greater than 2.5 m, the detection range is extended while the precision of detection and the sensitivity are reduced.

B

0,8 m

B1
B2
B : Mounting height
B1 : Wide inner detection range (seated person)
B2 : Wide outer detection range (walking person)
Fig. 9: Detection ranges

Detection ranges

01527

01529.1
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Mounting height
(B)

Wide inner detection range (B1)
(seated person)

Wide outer detection range
(B2) (walking person)

2,5 m

5 m max.

6,5 m max.

3m

6,5 m max.

8 m max.

4m

9 m max.

10,5 m max.

2,5 m

8 m max.

10 m max.

3m

10 m max.

12 m max.

4m

14 m max.

16 m max.
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5.3 Sources of interference
The presence detector detects the movement of heat sources. If a foreign heat source is in close proximity, this can cause false triggering. Here a distinction
must be made between foreign heat sources and limited visibility as a source of interference.
- Limited view of the device
The detection range of the device may be obstructed by various objects, e.g.:
- Lamp strip that have been installed lower than the device.
- Large plants
- Partitions
- Glass panes

Fig. 10: Limited view of the device
- Foreign heat sources
Rapid changes in temperature surrounding the device can also trigger unwanted switching, E.g.:
- Additional fan
- Switching on/off of lamps in the direct vicinity (< 1.5 m) of the device, in particular incandescent lamps and halogen lamps
- Moving machines, printers, etc.

Fig. 11: Foreign heat sources
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- Heat sources without interference effect
If the temperature changes only slowly, this will not affect the switching behaviour of the device, e.g. on:
- Radiators (distance > 1.5 m)
- Surfaces heated by the sun
- EDP systems (computers, monitors)
- Ventilation systems, when warm air does not flow directly into the device

Fig. 12: Heat sources without interference effect

5.4 Mounting / Installation
The device is designed for mounting on ceilings. The overall function of the device also depends on the mounting height (see chapter 5.2).
Note:
The device does not fit in the BS and VDE flush-mounted box.
Recommendation:
• HaloX-O flush-mounted box from Kaiser (article no. 1290-40) with corresponding cover (article no. 1290-47 or article no. 1290-85 for exposed concrete)
• IBTronic H120-68 from Spelsberg (article no. 97600501)
"Flush-mounted" ceiling mounting (e.g. suspended ceilings)
• First a recess with a diameter of approx. 68 mm must drilled into the ceiling.
Ø 68 mm

• A sufficient length of KNX bus line must project from the hole.

• Connection of the integrated KNX bus coupler (rear of the device):

1

- Connect the KNX bus line with the enclosed 2-pole bus connection terminal (see connection diagram
in chapter 4.3).
The connection is reverse polarity protected!
2

V

24

4
3

Figg. 13: "Flush-mounted" ceiling mounting
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as an option.
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Carefully slide the connected device into the recess. The clamps must be pressed toward the top.

Ø 68 mm

• After the insertion the clamps fold down automatically and hold the device in the correct position.
• A subsequent alignment is still possible!

Figg. 14: Coupling device

"Surface-mounted" ceiling mounting with surface -mounted housing (optional housing, article no. 6131/x9)
• Slide the KNX bus line into the surface-mounted housing via one of the specified openings. A sufficient
length of KNX bus line must project from the hole.
• Fasten the surface-mounting housing with screws.

• Remove the two clamps on the device with the aid of a screwdriver and dispose of them.

2x

• Connection of the integrated KNX bus coupler (rear of the device):
- Connect the KNX bus line with the enclosed 2-pole bus connection terminal (see connection diagram in
chapter 4.3). The connection is reverse polarity protected!
- Slide the bus connection terminal into the push-on fixture provided.

Figg. 15: "Surface-mounted" ceiling mounting with
surface -mounted housing
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• Now slide the connected device into the surface mounted housing according to the illustration shown
opposite. Take note of the guide rails. This is the only way the device can be inserted!

• Now turn the device in a clock-wise direction until it is aligned with the surface-mounted housing.
Note:
Dismantling is carried out in the reverse order!

Figg. 16: Mounting device on the outer box
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6. Commissioning
6.1 Software
To start the device a physical address must be assigned first. The assignment of a physical address and setting of parameters is carried out with the ETS
commissioning software (ETS 4/ only native application; ETS 5/ only native application).

6.1.1 Preparatory steps
1. Connect a PC via the KNX interface. The ETS commissioning software (ETS 4/ only native application; ETS 5/ only native application) must have been
installed..
2. Switch on the bus voltage.

6.1.2 Assigning a physical address
1. Press the programming button (see the illustration opposite) The red (programming) LED goes on.
2. After the physical address has been programmed, the red (programming) LED goes off.

6.1.3 Assigning the group address(es)
The group addresses are assigned in connection with the ETS.

C
A

6.1.4 Selection of software application
Please contact our Internet support unit. The application is loaded into the device via the ETS.

Fig. 17: Position of the programming button
and the (programming) LED

6.1.5 Description of software applications
Various functions can be implemented via the ETS commissioning software. The function of the device is dependent on the parameters selected via the
respective software application. Detailed description of applications with explanation of parameters see starting from chapter 11.

6.1.6 Instructions on the calibration of the internal light controller
To commission the presence detector with a constant light function you have various parameters available in the ETS. These parameters allow numerous
options for setting, in order to adapt the working mode of the device to individual requirements and circumstances.
Therefore, the type of furniture, floor coverings or sources of interference in the room is of significance. The value to be set in a room with dark furniture
will be less than in a room with a light-coloured floor and light-coloured furniture. Also the effect of the size of the interference, such as heat sources or
short-term changes in brightness, such as passing clouds, can be taken into consideration.
For an optimum function of the constant light control a calibration of the sensor for the brightness detection is required. The following needs to be observed:
• The detection range of the sensor for brightness detection (see the following graphics.
• Reflection characteristics of the ground material within the detection range.

2,5 m

0,8 m
Fig. 18: Detection range of the sensor for brightness detection
The sensor is calibrated via the respective software application. Observe the following applicable explanations.
There are two options for adjusting the brightness via the brightness detection application (see parameter "Correcting process to internal brightness"):
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• Use objects for brightness adjustment
There is the option of carrying out a brightness adjustment for daylight and artificial light via the brightness detection application with the aid of the following
three objects:
(a) Brightness adjustment (daylight)
(b) Brightness adjustment (output 1)
(c) Brightness adjustment (output 2)
In the event that artificial light and daylight are perceived similarly by the sensor, or the movement detector application is used exclusively, only the
absolute brightness value need be corrected. For this the brightness value can be sent via the brightness adjustment object (daylight), which is to
be displayed by the actual brightness measured by the device. This is then used to internally calculate a correcting factor, which will then be used for
scaling / adjusting the internally measured brightness. This adjustment is sufficient for the movement detector application. For constant light controller
and switch further step may be necessary, which are described in the following.
For the event that daylight and artificial light must be corrected separately, the following procedure is recommended:
(a) Daylight adjustment
- Carry out the measurement during sufficient daylight (> 1/2 * Setpoint)
- Switch of the artificial light
- Carry out the measurement of brightness at a defined location with a luxmeter - for example, lying down at the workplace with a view toward the
ceiling - and wait until the light is close to being constant.
Send the value to the device via the brightness adjustment (daylight) object. As little time as possible should pass between measuring and sending,
to keep the probability of a change in light conditions at a minimum.
(b) Adjustment for channel 1
- Darken the room
- Switch on channel 1 (max. brightness) and wait until the brightness is virtually constant.
- Measure the brightness with the luxmeter as previously. Send the value to the device via the "Brightness adjustment" object (output 1).
(c) Adjustment for channel 2
Repeat measurement (b) for channel 2. Switch off channel 1.
To complete the adjustment for the constant light controller, a further step is required during which the characteristic of the connected lamp is automatically measured in dependence of the output value of the controller.
To be able to carry out the brightness calibration, the device must have been already programmed in such a way that aside from the "Start brightness
calibration" object, also the output object(s) is/are connected with the corresponding actuators. Also the actuators should be programmed in such a
way that the values received are set immediately, to ensure that the calibration process runs properly.
Here too, as in item (b), the room is to be darkened, to minimize the effect of changing daylight conditions during the measurement. If this is not possible, the adjustment should be carried out in the dark or at night. To obtain excellent results, the lamps should be turned on prior to the calibration. The
calibration can start when the measured brightness is constant, i.e. the heat-up of the lamps has been completed.
The process of calibration now proceeds as follows:
1. Brightness calibration is started by sending a "1" to the Brightness calibration object (in the constant light application under extended parameters).
2. The lamps are switched on at 100%. Then comes a waiting period of 60 seconds for the lamps to warm up and reach their full brightness. Then the
brightness is checked to see how much it has changed since the last measurement. If the change drops below a certain percentage in comparison
to the measured value, it is assumed that the brightness is stable and the actual calibration can begin. Otherwise a new measurement is carried
out after a certain time to again determine the percentage of change. This process is repeated until a stable brightness value has been reached.
However, only up to a maximum of ten times.
3. Then the output values are reduced separately into steps of 10% and the corresponding brightness is determined for each value; and here, too, a
waiting period is necessary until the brightness values have become stable:
• A1: 100%

A2: 100%

• A1: 100%

A2: 90%

• A1: 90%

A2: 90%

•……
• A1: 0%

A2: 0%

4. After completion of the measurement the output characteristics are calculated and stored in the device. Then a successful measurement is confirmed in form of a "1" on the Start brightness calibration object.
5. If the calibration cannot be completed within a period of 6 minutes due to unfavourable light conditions (extremely fluctuating brightness values), the
measurement is interrupted and a "0" is sent via the Start brightness calibration object.
Note:
The calibration can be terminated by sending a "0" via the "Start brightness calibration" object. The calibration is similar if only one output is used, but
only with the A1 output values.
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6.1.7 Additional comments
Setpoint
Note:
The following information is relevant only if no adjustment of brightness has been carried out.
Please note that the lux value to be set in the parameters does not correspond to the value required at the height of the desk. The light sensor is installed
on the ceiling and can only measure the luminosity that is reflected from the opposite surfaces. The setpoint to be entered is therefore lower than the light
value at the height of the work station. Dim the lights to the desired intensity. Then save the measured light value via the memory object of the presence
detector. The stored value can also be read via the object for the setpoint.
Outputs
The presence detector can also regulate two independent light circuits per channel via the two outputs. The value of output 2 results from the value of
output 1 and the respective proportionality factor. If the required setpoint is not reached, control continues beyond the factor.
For example:
An office is fitted with two light rows. Output 1 controls the light row in the darker part of the room. Light row 2 in the front window area is connected
to output 2. For the maximum brightness during the day a proportional factor of 70% is sufficient for output 2. During the night the full brightness in the
room is not sufficient for output 1 and output 2. Output 2 would now control beyond the proportional factor until the setpoint or the full brightness of the
lamp has been reached.
Switch-off delay
The presence detector will switch off or dim the lamps in the room if no movement is detected. A switch-off delay can be set to prevent the lamp from
being switched off immediately. This time starts as soon as movement is no longer detected. If movement is detected again within this period, the switchoff delay is reset.
Hysteresis
The hysteresis is a percentage value (+/-) that is related to the setpoint in lux. The hysteresis is a tolerance for maintaining the setpoint. The preset value
is sufficient for most applications.
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7. Updating options
Always use the latest firmware. The latest download files for the firmware update are contained in the electronic catalogue. They are also available via the KNX online
shop. A firmware update is carried by means of an ETS application via the bus.
Note:
Please adhere to the current information about the download files. These also contain instructions for the installation of the firmware update.

8. Maintenance
The device is maintenance-free. In case of damage (e.g., during transport or storage), do not perform repairs. Once the device is opened, the warranty is void!
Access to the device must be guaranteed for operation, testing, inspection, maintenance and repairs (according to DIN VDE 0100-520).

8.1 Cleaning
Dirty devices can be cleaned with a dry cloth. If this is not sufficient, a cloth slightly moistened with a soap solution can be used. Caustic/aggressive or scouring
cleaning agents or solvents must not be used.
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9. Description of application and parameters
9.1 Applications program
The following applications program is available:
• Presence detector xxx KNX TP/1

9.2 Overview of applications
The application program for the devices contains the KNX applications listed in the following:
• Detector
• Constant light switch
• Constant light controller
• Heating, air conditioning, ventilation
• Brightness detection
• Objekt RTC

9.3 "Detector" application
9.3.1 General parameters - Type of output
Options:

Master
Slave

- Master: In master mode On and Off telegrams are sent (to an actuator) dependent on movement.
- Slave: In slave mode On telegrams are sent cyclically (to the extension unit input of a master detector) when movement is detected.

9.3.2 General parameters - Slave input
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The option of receiving telegrams from a slave is not available.
- Yes: A 1-bit slave communication object (input) is being enabled. Via this input the master detector receives the (On) telegrams of the connected slaves
or of a push-button. An On telegram from a slave is comparable with a detected movement.

9.3.3 General parameters - Output is of type
Options:

1 Bit
1 Byte 0 - 100%
1 Byte (0 - 255)
Light scene number 1 - 64
RTC operating mode switchover (1 byte)

- 1 Bit: Intended for switch actuators.
- 1 Byte 0...100%: For activating dimmers.
- 1 Byte 0...255: For actuators, which are activated with a value of between 0 and 255.
- Light scene number 1..64: For activating light scenes.
- RTC operating mode switchover (1 Byte): To directly switch room temperature controllers into a specific operating mode.
› Auto
› Comfort
› Standby
› ECO
› Frost/heat protection
Note:
If the type of output is changed, also the options for setting the parameters change.
› Value for switching on
› Value for switching off
In this manual only values for the 1-bit setting are described.
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9.3.4 General parameters - Output object sends at
Options:

Switching on/off
Switching on
Switching off

- Switch-on/switch-off: Sends a telegram at the start of movement and at the end of switch-off delay.
- Switch-on: Only sends a telegram at the start of movement.
- Switch-off: Only sends a telegram at the end of switch-off delay.
Note:
If switch-on or switch-off has been selected, the following parameters are not displayed:
› Value for switching on
› Cyclic sending of value for switch-on
› Value for switching off
› Cyclic sending of value for switch-off

9.3.5 General parameters - Value for switch-on
Options:

On
Off

- On: When the detector detects movement, value 1 is sent via the bus.
- Off: When the detector detects movement, value 0 is sent via the bus.

9.3.6 General parameters - Cyclic sending of value for switch-on
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The set value is sent only once via the bus.
- Yes: The set value is sent cyclic via the bus.
- Parameter "cyclic repeat time" is also displayed.

Cyclic repeat time (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 ... 0.00.30 ... 18.12.15

- Here the time which lies between the sending of two telegrams (no change in value) is set.

9.3.7 General parameters - Value for switch-off
Options:

Off
On

- Off: If movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 0 is sent via the bus.
- On: If movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 1 is sent via the bus.

9.3.8 General parameters - Cyclic sending of value for switch-off
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The set value is sent only once via the bus.
- Yes: The set value is sent cyclic via the bus.
- Parameter "cyclic repeat time" is also displayed.

Cyclic repeat time (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 ... 0.00.30 ... 18.12.15

- Here the time which lies between the sending of two telegrams is set.
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9.3.9 General parameters - Switch-off delay (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 .. 0.05.00 .. 18.12.15

- The switch-off delay is the time period between the last movement detected and the sending of the telegram "Value for switch-off". If movement is
detected again within this period, the switch-off delay timer is started again.

9.3.10 General parameters - Brightness-value threshold internal (lux)
Options:

1 ... 400 ... 1000

- The brightness-value threshold is used to specify the lux value at which the detector is to start to respond. If the detector does not switch on and the
measured brightness lies above the set threshold, no telegram is sent during movement.

9.3.11 General parameters - Sensitivity of the watchdog
Options:

High
Medium
Low

- High: Standard - intended for indoor use.
- Medium: To be used when there are small interfering heat sources within the detection area.
- Low: To be used when there are large interfering heat sources within the detection area.
Note
The transmission range can NOT be changed via the sensitivity.

9.3.12 General parameters - Fade in extended parameters
Options:

No
Yes

- No: Only the most important parameters for setting the detector are displayed
- Yes: All parameters are displayed, also those that are not required in most cases. Examples:
› Extended parameter settings
› Status display parameter
› Brightness parameter
› External button parameter

9.3.13 Extended parameter settings - Operating mode
Options:

Automatic mode
Automatic switch-off
Automatic switch-on
Monitoring

- Automatic: automatic switch-on and switch-off
- Automatic switch-off: manual switch-on and automatic switch-off
- Automatic switch-on: automatic switch-on and manual switch-off
-M
 onitoring: automatic switch-on when there is sufficient movement within a specific time period and automatic switch-off after a fixed switch-off delay
of 2 seconds
›A
 utomatic: In "Automatic" mode the detector switches on automatically when detecting a movement. The switch-off is effected after the set switch-off
delay beginning from the most recent detection.
›A
 utomatic switch-off: In "Automatic switch-off" mode the detector must be switched on manually via object "External push-button (input)". The switchoff is effected automatically under consideration of the switch-off delay.
›A
 utomatic switch-on: In "Automatic switch-on" mode the detector switches on automatically when detecting a movement. The switch-off is effected
by the receipt of an Off telegram on object "External push-button (input)". Note: The detector switches off automatically after 6 hours.
›M
 onitoring: In "Monitoring" mode the detector switches on brightness-dependent if an adjustable component of movement has been recorded within
the time period set. The switch-off occurs 2 seconds after switch-on and the last detection of movement.
Note:
Manual switch-on and switch-off is possible in operating modes automatic, automatic switch-on and automatic switch-off via the external push-button
(input). This external push-button is activated under the "External push-button" parameter. During manual switch-off the detection of movement is
suppressed for the pause time. The purpose of pause time is to prevent an immediate reactivation. Example: The person switches the light off manually
when leaving the room. Without the pause time the detected movement would cause a renewed switch-on during exiting.
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9.3.14 Extended parameter settings - Use of a two-stage switch-off
Note:
This parameter is only displayed when "Output is of type" is set on 1 byte 0 - 100% or 1 byte 0 - 255.
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The detector has a switch-off delay and, following the switch-off delay, transmits what has been set under the "Value for switch-off" parameter.
-Y
 es: After the switch-off delay the detector first switches to the set reduced brightness and only then sends the value set under the "Value for switchoff" parameter after brightness reduced according to switch-off delay.
Example: Switch-off delay = 5 minutes
› Value for switching off = 0%
› Value for reduced brightness = 20%
› Brightness reduced according to switch-off delay = 3 minutes
If movement is now no longer detected, the light is dimmed to 20% after 5 minutes and then to 0% after a further 3 minutes (switch-off).

9.3.15 Extended parameter settings - Value for reduced brightness (%)
Options:

0 .. 20 .. 100

- Here the value for the reduced brightness is set. After the switch-off delay has expired the detector is to dimm the light to this value.

9.3.16 Extended parameter settings - Brightness reduced according to switch-off delay (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 .. 0.05.00 .. 18.12.15

- Here the value for the switch-off delay of the reduced brightness is set. The total switch-off delay then consists of the switch-off delay + brightness
reduced according to switch-off delay

9.3.17 Extended parameter settings - Use of forced switch-off
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The detector does not switch off after a specific time to carry out a new brightness measurement
-Y
 es: The detector switches off once after 3x switch-off delay or at a minimum of 90 minutes or a maximum of 24 hours to carry out a new brightness
measurement
If the presence detector is switched on, it operates independent of brightness. Problem: When movement is detected the light remains on even though
the brightness may be sufficient. This effect can be prevented by activating this parameter.

9.3.18 Extended parameter settings - Use of object for switch-off delay
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The only option available is to change the switch-off delay via the switch-off delay parameter setting
-Y
 es: There is a separate 2-byte switch-off delay object (input) for changing the switch-off delay of the detector. The time entered is in seconds. A switchoff delay of 4 minutes, for example, has a value of 240 seconds.
Note:
The values which can be sent are between 10 and 65535 seconds. If a value that is too small or too large is sent, the value is automatically adjusted to
the limit value:
› Value < 10 -> Value = 10
› Value > 65535-> Value = 65535

9.3.19 Extended parameter settings - Use of object for brightness reduced according to switch-off delay
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The only option available is to change the switch-off delay via the "Brightness reduced according to switch-off delay" parameter setting.
-Y
 es: There is a separate 2-byte brightness reduced according to switch-off delay object (input) for changing the switch-off delay for the reduced brightness of the detector. The time entered is in seconds. A switch-off delay of 4 minutes, for example, has a value of 240 seconds.
Note:
The values which can be sent are between 10 and 65535 seconds. If a value that is too small or too large is sent, the value is automatically adjusted to
the limit value:
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› Value < 10 -> Value = 10
› Value > 65535-> Value = 65535

9.3.20 Extended parameter settings - Use of object for test mode
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no possibility to set the detector to test mode to test the detection range.
-Y
 es: There is a separate 1-bit test mode activation object (input) for activating the test mode with a 1. The function is reset again with the receipt of a 0
on this object or automatically after 10 minutes. During the test mode the LED functions as movement detection indicator.

9.3.21 Extended parameter settings - Use of the actuator status object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate actuator status object for connecting with the status of an actuator.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit actuator status communication object (input) is being enabled. This connected with the status of a switch actuator, for example. When this
actuator is switched off via a central command, the detector is informed and is ready again for switch-on after the pause time.

9.3.22 Extended parameter settings - Use of the status manually on/off object
Note:
This parameter is displayed only when automatic switch-on/switch-off has been activated and/or when the external push-button has been activated.
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The is no separate status manual on/off object for monitoring the status of the control.
- Yes: A 1-bit status manual on/off communication object (output) is being enabled. This object sends an On telegram when the movement detector is
deactivated and only one manual operation is possible via the external push-button input. If this object sends an Off telegram, the movement detector
switches back to automatic mode.

9.3.23 Extended parameter settings - Pause time (ss.fff)
Options:

00.100 .. 01.250 .. 59.999

- The set pause time is started after the detector has been switched off due to expiry of the switch-off delay or when a switch-off telegram is received on
objects external push-button or actuator status.
If movement is detected during this time, the detector is not switched on immediately. The pause time is first extended by 7 seconds. If there is still
movement after these 7 seconds, the detector switches back on.
If no movement is detected during the pause time, the detector is ready for activation again after the pause time.
This behaviour can, for example, be important when the lamp cools down drastically and is located within the detection range of the detector. Without a
blockage there would be an unintentional switch-on. The purpose of pause time is to prevent an immediate re-activation.
Example: The person switches the light off manually when leaving the room. Without the pause time the detected movement would cause a renewed
switch-on during exiting.
Note:
› The external push-button object is activated under the "External push-button" parameter.
› The actuator status object is activated under the status display parameter.

9.3.24 Extended parameter settings — Overwriting settings during a download
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are overwritten with the parameterized values of the ETS
application.
- No: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are not overwritten with the parameterized values of the ETS
application.
Values:
• Switch-off delays
• External/internal brightness threshold
• Brightness correction (daylight), see "Brightness detection" application
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9.3.25 Brightness parameter - Use of object for detection independent of brightness
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate object for detection independent of brightness.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit communication object for brightness-independent detection (input) is being enabled. This object allows the detector to be switched independent of brightness.

9.3.26 Brightness parameter - Activating detection independent of brightness with
Options:

On telegram
Off telegram

- On telegram: Detection independent of brightness is activated with a 1 telegram and deactivated with a 0 telegram.
- Off telegram: Detection independent of brightness is activated with a 0 telegram and deactivated with a 1 telegram.

9.3.27 Brightness parameter - Detection independent of brightness after bus voltage recovery
Options:

No
Yes

- No: Detection independent of brightness is deactivated after a bus voltage recovery, reprogramming or a reset.
- Yes: Detection independent of brightness is activated after a bus voltage recovery, reprogramming or a reset.

9.3.28 Brightness parameter - Input Slave takes the brightness into consideration
Options:

No
Yes

-N
 o: Every ON telegram to the input slave object ensures that the detector is switched on or the switch-off delay is reset. This is independent of whether
the actual brightness is below or above the brightness-value threshold.
- Yes: The detector is switched on or the switch-off delay is reset only when the actual brightness is below the brightness-value threshold.

9.3.29 Brightness parameter - Used brightness
Options:

Brightness-independent
Only internal
Only external
Internal or external

- Brightness-independent: The detector functions independent of brightness and will switch during each movement.
-O
 nly internal: The detector uses its own measured brightness and brightness-value threshold internally to decide whether to switch on during movement.
-O
 nly external: A 2-byte external brightness (input) communication object is enabled. The detector uses this externally measured brightness and the
external brightness-value threshold parameter (lux) to decide whether to switch on during movement.
- Internal or external: The detector is activated only when the internally measured brightness drops below the internal brightness-value threshold or the
externally measured brightness drops below the external brightness-value threshold.

9.3.30 Brightness parameter - Use object for internal brightness-value threshold
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate internal brightness-value threshold object.
-Y
 es: A 2-byte internal brightness-value threshold communication object (input) is being enabled. This can be used to change the switching threshold
at which the detector is activated. The value is sent to this object in lux.
Note:
The range of values lies between 0.5 – 1100 lux.
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9.3.31 Brightness parameter - Use object for external brightness-value threshold
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate external brightness-value threshold object.
-Y
 es: A 2-byte external brightness-value threshold communication object (input) is being enabled. This can be used to change the switching threshold
at which the detector is activated. The value is sent to this object in lux.
Note:
The range of values lies between 0.5 – 1100 lux.

9.3.32 Brightness parameters - Brightness-value threshold external (lux)
Options:

1 .. 500 .. 1000

- The brightness-value threshold is used to specify the lux value at which the detector is to start to respond. If the detector does not switch on and
the measured brightness lies above the set threshold, no telegram is sent during movement. The threshold applies only to the external brightness.

9.3.33 External push-button parameter - Use of external push-button object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate external push-button object.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit external push-button communication object (input) is being enabled. Via this object it is possible to manually change the (output) status
of the detector with the aid of a 1- bit telegram. It is used especially in the "Automatic switch-on" mode for switching off and in "Automatic switch-off"
mode for switching on.

9.3.34 External push-button parameter - Use of external push-button switches on with
Options:

On telegram
Off telegram

- On telegram: The detector is activated with a 1 telegram and deactivated with a 0 telegram.
- Off telegram: The detector is activated with a 0 telegram and deactivated with a 1 telegram.

9.3.35 External push-button parameter — Use of switchover to manual mode object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate switchover to manual mode object.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit switchover to manual mode communication object (input) is being enabled. If an ON telegram is received on this input, the detector is
deactivated. In this case only manual operation is possible via the "External push-button input". The receipt of an OFF telegram resets the detector to
detector mode.

9.3.36 External push-button parameter - Manual mode is activated with
Options:

On telegram
Off telegram

- On telegram: The detector is deactivated with a 1 telegram and activated with a 0 telegram.
- Off telegram: The detector is deactivated with a 0 telegram and activated with a 1 telegram.

9.3.37 Sensor selection - Use of sensors 1 - 4
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: This sensor is active and detects movement.
- No: This sensor is switched off and movement is no longer detected in this area.
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9.3.38 Enable - Use of enable detector object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no object with which the detector can be blocked or enabled.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit enable movement communication object (input) is being enabled. This object allows the detector to be enabled or blocked. No telegrams
are sent by the detector during blockage.

9.3.39 Enable - Enable with
Options:

ON telegram
OFF telegram

-O
 N telegram: With the receipt of value 1 on the enable movement (input) object the detector is enabled and blocked with value 0.
-O
 FF telegram: With the receipt of value 0 on the enable movement (input) object the detector is enabled and blocked with value 1.

9.3.40 Enable - After bus voltage recovery detector is
Options:

Enabled
Blocked

-E
 nabled: The device is enabled and functions normally when the bus voltage is interrupted or the device has been re-programmed, as well as after a
reset.
-B
 locked: The device is blocked and must be enabled for normal function when the bus voltage is interrupted or the device has been re-programmed,
as well as after a reset.

9.3.41 Enable - Output sends at enable
Options:

No telegram
Current status
Single value for switching on
Single value for switching off

- No telegram: no telegram is sent during enable.
-C
 urrent status: During enable the detector checks whether a movement has occurred and the brightness is below the brightness-value threshold. If
yes, the single value for switch-on is sent. Otherwise the single value for switch-off is sent.
-S
 ingle value for switch-on: During enable the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-on parameter is sent.
- Single value for switch-off: During enable the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter is sent.

9.3.42 Enable - Output sends at blockage
Options:

No telegram
Off after expiry of switch-off delay
Single value for switching off
Single value for switching on

- No telegram: no telegram is sent during blockage.
-O
 ff after expiry of switch-off delay: During blockage the switch-off delay is started anew and the detector sends the value that has been parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter only after this time has expired.
-S
 ingle value for switching off: During blockage the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter is sent.
- Single value for switching on: During blockage the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-on parameter is sent.
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9.3.43 Extended parameter settings (monitoring) - Monitoring time window
Options:

0.00.01 .. 0.00.30 .. 00:10:00 hh:mm:ss

- The monitoring time window correlates with minimum activity in the monitoring time window. The telegram is only sent when a movement is detected
within the monitoring time window, e.g. 50% minimum activity.
Example:
› Monitoring time window = 30 seconds
› Minimum activity in the monitoring time window = 50%
If someone now moves for 15 seconds within the 30 seconds, the value for switch-on is sent to the bus. Warning!: Depending on the strength of the
signal, the sensor will post-oscillate more or less.

9.3.44 Extended parameter settings (monitoring) - Minimum activity in the monitoring time window
Options:

10% .. 50% .. 100%

- See parameter "Monitoring time window".

9.3.45 Extended parameter settings (monitoring) - Pause time (ss.fff)
Options:

00.100 .. 01.250 .. 59.999

- The set pause time is started after the detector has been switched off due to expiry of the switch-off delay or when a switch-off telegram is received
on objects external push-button or actuator status.
If movement is detected during this time, the detector is not switched on immediately. The pause time is first extended by 7 seconds. If there is still
movement after these 7 seconds, the detector switches back on.
If no movement is detected during the pause time, the detector is ready for activation again after the pause time.
This behaviour can, for example, be important when the lamp cools down drastically and is located within the detection range of the detector. Without a
blockage there would be an unintentional switch-on. The purpose of pause time is to prevent an immediate re-activation.
Example: The person switches the light off manually when leaving the room. Without the pause time the detected movement would cause a renewed
switch-on during exiting.
Note:
› The external push-button object is activated under the "External push-button" parameter.
› The actuator status object is activated under the status display parameter.

9.3.46 Extended parameter settings (monitoring) — Overwriting settings during a download
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are overwritten with the parameterized values of the ETS
application.
- No: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are not overwritten with the parameterized values of the ETS
application.
Values:
› Switch-off delays
› External/internal brightness-value threshold
› Brightness correction (daylight), see "Brightness detection" application
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9.4 Constant light switch application
9.4.1 General parameters - Output is of type
Options:

1 bit
1 byte 0...100%
1 byte 0...255
Light scene number (1-64)
RTC operating mode switchover (1 byte)
2-byte float

- 1 bit: Intended for switch actuators.
- 1 byte 0...100%: For activating dimmers.
- 1 byte 0...255: For actuators, which are activated with a value of between 0 and 255.
- Light scene number (1-64): For activating light scenes.
- RTC operating mode switchover (1 byte): To directly switch room temperature controllers into a specific operating mode.
› Auto
› Comfort
› Standby
› ECO
› Frost/heat protection
- 2-byte float: To send a specific temperature for example.
Note:
If the type of output is changed, also the options for setting the parameters change.
› Value for switching on output 1
› Value for switching off output 1 and when they are activated also for:
› Value for switching on output 2
› Value for switching off output 2
In this manual only values for the 1-bit setting are described.

9.4.2 General parameters - Cyclic sending of value for switch-on
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The set value is sent only once via the bus.
- Yes: The set value is sent cyclic via the bus.
- Parameter "cyclic repeat time" is also displayed.

9.4.3 General parameters - Cyclic repeat time (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 .. 0.00.30 .. 18.12.15

- Here the time which lies between the sending of two telegrams is set.

9.4.4 General parameters - Value for switching on output 1
Options:

On
Off

- On: When the presence detector detects movement, value 1 is sent via the bus.
- Off: When the presence detector detects movement, value 0 is sent via the bus.

9.4.5 General parameters - Value for switching off output 1
Options:

Off
On

- Off: If movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 0 is sent via the bus.
- On: If movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 1 is sent via the bus.
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9.4.6 General parameters - Brightness-value threshold internal (lux)
Options:

1 .. 20 .. 1000

- This is used to set the desired brightness of the room. Below this threshold - hysteresis the presence detector switched at movement. The presence
detector switches off again when the measured brightness - artificial light component = brightness-value threshold + hysteresis.
Note:
The value entered here is smaller than the control value set in the room via the luxmeter. This depends on the calibration of the brightness sensor for
brightness detection settings. When the brightness adjustment is used there, the desired brightness must be set here for the working area.
Example:
The brightness at the top of the desk is to be 500 lux. The presence detector, however, measures the required brightness at the position it is mounted(
e.g. on the ceiling it only measures 20 lux). This means that there is a difference between the brightness of light at the desk and the ceiling.
If the object is now used for brightness adjustment (daylight) or the objects brightness adjustment (output 1 / 2), one can enter 500 lux here (after calibration of the brightness sensor).

9.4.7 General parameters - Hysteresis (%)
Options:

10 .. 12 .. 100

- Switching threshold = brightness threshold ± hysteresis
The hysteresis prevents excessive switching when the current ambient brightness is close to the brightness threshold.

9.4.8 General parameters - Switch-off delay (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 .. 0.03.00 .. 18.12.15

- The switch-off delay is slightly different here than for the movement detector. Here the switch-off delay is started when the sensors no longer detect
movement. When the presence detector detects movement after the switch-off delay, the switch-off delay timer is re-triggered.

9.4.9 General parameters - Fade in extended parameters
Options:

No
Yes

- No: One only sees the most important parameters for setting the presence detector.
- Yes: One sees all parameters, also those one may not need in most cases, e.g.:
› Extended parameters
› Sensor selection
› Enable
- No: Only the most important parameters for setting the presence detector are displayed.
- Yes: All parameters are displayed, also those that are not required in most cases.
Examples:
› Extended parameters
› Sensor selection
› Enable

9.4.10 Extended parameters - Operating mode
Options:

Automatic mode
Automatic switch-off
Movement-dependent operation

- Automatic: automatic switch-on and switch-off
- Automatic switch-off: manual switch-on and automatic switch-off
- Operation independent of movement: switch-on and switch-off independent of brightness
-A
 utomatic: In "Automatic" mode, in case it is too dark, the presence detector switches on automatically when detecting a movement. The switch-off is
effected after the set switch-off delay beginning from the most recent detection.
– Automatic switch-off: In "Automatic switch-off" mode the presence detector must be switched on manually via the automatic/manual object. The
switch-off is effected automatically under consideration of the switch-off delay.
– Operation independent of movement: In operating mode "Operation independent of movement" the presence detector switches On and Off only on
the basis of brightness ± hysteresis. Activation / deactivation via object automatic/manual off.
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Used movement detection
Options:

Only internal
Only external
Internal and external

- Only internal: The presence detector responds only to movement measured internally.
- Only external: The presence detector responds only to telegrams that are received via the slave object (input).
- Internal and external: The presence detector responds to movements measured internally and to external telegrams that are received via the slave
object (input).
Slave sends
Options:

Cyclic On telegram
On/off telegram

- Cyclic On telegram: The presence detector, which is connected to the master as slave, sends only On telegrams cyclically.
- On/off telegram: The presence detector, which is connected to the master as slave, sends only On/Off telegrams.
Use output 2
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is only output 1, which sends its telegrams to an actuator.
-Y
 es: An output 2 communication object (output) is being enabled. The lighting can be now switched on and off in two stages. First, output 1 is switched
on, and when the artificial light is then not sufficient, also output 2 is switched on. When the outside brightness increases, output 2 is switched off, and
when the outside light is sufficient, also output 1 is switched off.

Inside light

Outside light

Output 1

Output 2

Constant light switch
1000

1

900
800
700

Lux

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

s

0

Fig. 19: Time sequence of the constant light switch.
[ Outside light (here yellow) ]
The outside light (here yellow) in this situation has a sinusoidal path with an amplitude of 1000 lux. The magenta-coloured curve is the resulting inside
light in lux. The brightness-value threshold is 400 lux with a hysteresis of 10%.
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Value for switching on output 2
Options:

On
Off

- On: When the presence detector detects movement, value 1 is sent via the bus.
- Off: When the presence detector detects movement, value 0 is sent via the bus.
Value for switching off output 2
Options:

Off
On

- Off: If movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 0 is sent via the bus.
- On: If movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 1 is sent via the bus.
Used brightness
Options:

Internal
External

- Internal: The presence detector uses its own measured brightness and brightness-value threshold to decide whether the presence detector is to be
activated or deactivated.
-E
 xternal: A 2-byte external brightness (input) communication object is enabled. The presence detector uses this external measured brightness and the
brightness-value threshold (lux) parameter to decide whether the presence detector is to be activated or deactivated.

9.4.11 Extended parameters - Use of object for switch-off delay
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The only option available is to change the switch-off delay via the switch-off delay parameter setting.
-Y
 es: There is a separate 2-byte switch-off delay object (input) for changing the switch-off delay of the presence detector. The time entered is in seconds. A switch-off delay of 4 minutes, for example, has a value of 240 seconds.
Note:
The values which can be sent are between 10 and 65535 seconds. If a value that is too small or too large is sent, the value is automatically adjusted to
the limit
value:
› Value < 10 -> Value = 10
› Value > 65535-> Value = 65535

9.4.12 Extended parameters - Use of object for brightness-value threshold
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate brightness-value threshold object.
-Y
 es: A 2-byte brightness-value threshold communication object (input/output) is being enabled. This can be used to change the switching threshold,
while the presence detector is activated or deactivated. The value is sent to this object in lux.

9.4.13 Extended parameters - Use of object for saving brightness-value threshold
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no extra saving brightness-value threshold object.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit saving brightness-value threshold communication object (input) is being enabled. This can be used to save the current measured brightness with a 1 telegram as new switching threshold.
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9.4.14 Extended parameters - Use of actual brightness object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no extra actual brightness object
-Y
 es: A 2-byte actual brightness (output) communication object is being enabled. This object outputs the corrected measured brightness (corrected
daylight + corrected artificial light) which is used by the constant light switch.

9.4.15 Extended parameters - Cyclic sending of actual brightness
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The actual brightness is only made available for reading. The value is not sent automatically.
- Yes: The actual brightness is sent each time to the "Actual brightness is sent every (hh:mm:ss)" parameter. The value can also be read.

9.4.16 Extended parameters - Actual brightness is sent every (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 .. 0.05.00 .. 0.30.00

- Here the time which lies between the sending of two telegrams is set.

9.4.17 Extended parameters - Start measurement of artificial light component after (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.40 .. 0.04.00 .. 0.05.00

- Here the time is set for when the constant light switch starts to subtract the artificial light component. This time is determined from the lamps used.
Some lamps require a lot of time to reach maximum brightness, e.g. fluorescent lamps.
Measuring….switching..time...measuring; artificial light = Δ brightness

9.4.18 Extended parameters - Minimum time above the switch-off threshold (hh:mm)
Options:

0.01 .. 0.04 .. 1.00

- To prevent the light from switching off immediately after switching on (when the outside brightness has increased), a minimum switch-on time can be
entered here. When the outside brightness drops below the brightness-value threshold within this time period, the time is set back.

9.4.19 Extended parameters - Use of object for automatic / manual off
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate automatic/manual off object.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit automatic/manual off communication object (input) is being enabled. With this object one has the option of manually switching off the constant light switch with a 0 telegram for the time "Exiting manual off mode after (hh:mm)". The constant light switch will function again automatically after
this time period. The constant light switch can be set on automatic again with a 1 telegram. This also important for regulating and automatic switchoff
independent of movement.

9.4.20 Extended parameters - Exiting manual off mode after (hh:mm)
Options:

0.05 .. 1.00 .. 12.00

- Here the time is set for when the constant light switch switches again to automatic mode after a manual switch-off.
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9.4.21 Extended parameters - Pause time (ss.fff)
Options:

00.100 .. 01.250 .. 59.999

- The set pause time is started after the detector has been switched off due to expiry of the switch-off delay or when a switch-off telegram is received on
objects external push-button or actuator status.
If movement is detected during this time, the detector is not switched on immediately. The pause time is first extended by 7 seconds. If there is still
movement after these 7 seconds, the detector switches back on.
If no movement is detected during the pause time, the detector is ready for activation again after the pause time.
This behaviour can, for example, be important when the lamp cools down drastically and is located within the detection range of the detector. Without a
blockage there would be an unintentional switch-on. The purpose of pause time is to prevent an immediate re-activation.
Example: The person switches the light off manually when leaving the room. Without the pause time the detected movement would cause a renewed
switch-on during exiting.
Note:
› The external push-button object is activated under the "External push-button" parameter.
› The actuator status object is activated under the status display parameter.

9.4.22 Extended parameters - Use of status of control object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate status of control object.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit status of control communication object (output) is being enabled. This object sends a 1 telegram when the constant light switch functions
automatically. The object sends a 0 telegram when manual action takes place, e.g. if a manual switch-off has taken place.

9.4.23 Extended parameters — Overwriting settings during a download
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are overwritten with the parameterized values in the ETS application.
-N
 o: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are not overwritten with the parameterized values in the ETS
application.
Values:
• Set value
• Switch-off delay
• Determined brightness of the luminous rows/lamps
• Brightness correcting factors

9.4.24 Sensor selection - Use of sensors 1 - 4
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: This sensor is active and detects movement.
- No: This sensor is switched off and movement is no longer detected in this area.

9.4.25 Enable - Use of presence detector enable object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no object with which the constant light switch can be blocked or enabled.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit enable presence communication object (input) is being enabled. This object allows the constant light switch to be enabled or blocked. No
telegrams are sent by the detector during blockage.
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9.4.26 Enable - Enable with
Options:

ON telegram
OFF telegram

- ON telegram: With the receipt of value 1 on the enable movement (input) object the detector is enabled and blocked with value 0.
- OFF telegram: With the receipt of value 0 on the enable movement (input) object the detector is enabled and blocked with value 1.

9.4.27 Enable - After bus voltage recovery the device is
Options:

Enabled
Blocked

- Enabled: The device is enabled and functions normally when the bus voltage is interrupted or the device has been re-programmed, as well as after
a reset.
- Blocked: The device is blocked and must be enabled for normal function when the bus voltage is interrupted or the device has been re-programmed,
as well as after a reset.

9.4.28 Enable - Behaviour of output during enable
Options:

Control starts with current output value
Control starts with switch-off value

-C
 ontrol starts with current output value: during enable it is checked whether a movement has taken place. If yes, the lighting is switched on. If no,
the lighting is switched off.
- Control starts with switch-off value: during enable the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter is sent.

9.4.29 Enable - Output sends at blockage
Options:

No telegram
Off after expiry of switch-off delay
Single value for switching off
Single value for switching on

- No telegram: no telegram is sent during blockage.
-O
 ff after expiry of switch-off delay: During blockage the switch-off delay is started anew and the detector sends the value that has been parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter only after this time has expired.
- Single value for switching off: During blockage the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter is sent.
- Single value for switching on: During blockage the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-on parameter is sent.
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9.5 "Constant light controller" application
9.5.1 General parameters - Output is of type
Options:

1 byte 0...100 %
1 byte 0...255

- 1 byte 0...100 %: For activating dimmers.
- 1 byte 0...255: For actuators, which are activated with a value of between 0 and 255.
Note:
If the type of output is changed, also the options for setting the parameters change:
› Bottom limit output 1
› Upper limit output 1
› Control starts at
› Value for switching off
In this manual only values for the 1-byte 0 - 100% setting are described.

9.5.2 General parameters - Bottom limit output 1 (%)
Options:

0 .. 100

- Here the bottom control limit is specified and up to which minimum value a dimmer is controlled.

9.5.3 General parameters - Upper limit output 1 (%)
Options:

0 .. 100

- Here the upper control limit is specified and up to which maximum value a dimmer is controlled.

9.5.4 General parameters - Control starts at (%)
Options:

1 .. 50 .. 100

- Here the value is specified at which the control starts and the lighting is switched on.

9.5.5 General parameters - Control speed (mm:ss)
Options:

2.30 .. 10.00 .. 20.00

- Here the time is specified which the control requires to get from 0 to the upper limit output value. Example: If the control speed is on 10:00 and the
lighting is switched on with 50% and the upper limit is 100%, the control requires 5 minutes to get from 50% to 100%. Vice versa, the control requires
10 minutes to regulate from 100% to 0%.

9.5.6 General parameters - Setpoint brightness (lux)
Options:

1 .. 400 .. 1000

- Here the desired brightness of the room is to be set. Below this threshold - hysteresis the presence detector starts the control and starts to adjust the
light until the setpoint has been reached again. The presence detector will not switch off but regulate against the bottom control limit. A switch-off takes
place only when the limit = 0 or the switch-off delay has expired.
Note:
For a well-functioning constant light controller it is absolutely essential to calibrate the brightness sensors. The calibration is carried out via the brightness
detection parameter. Here it is to be noted that the presence detector does not measure the brightness of the luxmeter on the working area (table), but
the reflected brightness, which can, depending on the reflecting area, can be lower.
Procedure:
• Switch of the artificial light/shield out the daylight
• Send the value measured with the luxmeter via the object
Similar procedure for daylight
Example:
The brightness at the top of the desk is to be 500 lux. The presence detector, however, measures the required brightness at the position it is mounted(
e.g. on the ceiling it only measures 20 lux). This means that there is a difference between the brightness of light at the desk and the ceiling. If the object
is now used for brightness adjustment, one can (after calibration of the brightness sensor) enter 500 lux here.
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9.5.7 General parameters - Hysteresis (%)
Options:

10 .. 12 .. 100

- Switching threshold = setpoint ± hysteresis
The hysteresis prevents excessive switching when the current ambient brightness is close to the brightness threshold.

9.5.8 General parameters - Switch-off delay (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 .. 0.05.00 .. 18.12.15

- The switch-off delay is the time period between the last movement detected and the sending of the telegram "Value for switch-off". If movement is
detected again within this period, the switch-off delay is reset to the set value.

9.5.9 General parameters - Value for switch-off (%)
Options:

0 .. 100

- If movement is now no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, the value is sent via the bus.

9.5.10 General parameters - Sensitivity of the watchdog
Options:

High
Medium
Low

- High: Standard - intended for indoor use.
- Medium: To be used when there are small interfering heat sources within the detection area.
- Low: To be used when there are large interfering heat sources within the detection area.
Note:
The transmission range can NOT be changed via the sensitivity.

9.5.11 General parameters - Fade in extended parameters
Options:

No
Yes

- No: Only the most important parameters for setting the presence detector are displayed.
- Yes: All parameters are displayed, also those that are not required in most cases.
Examples:
› Extended parameters
› Sensor selection
› Enable

9.5.12 Extended parameters - Operating mode
Options:

Automatic mode
Automatic switch-off
Light controller (independent of movement)

- Automatic mode: automatic switch-on and switch-off.
- Automatic switch-off: amanual switch-on and automatic switch-off.
- Light controller (independent of movement): control dependent on brightness.
›A
 utomatic: In "Automatic" mode the presence detector switches on automatically when detecting movement. The switch-off is effected after the set
switch-off delay beginning from the most recent detection.
›A
 utomatic switch-off: In "Automatic switch-off" mode the presence detector must be switched on manually via the switching (dimmer) object. The
switch-off is effected automatically under consideration of the switch-off delay.
› L ight controller (independent of movement): In "Light controller" mode the presence detector only switches On or Off on the basis of brightness ±
hysteresis. Activation/deactivation via the switching (dimmer) object.
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9.5.13 Extended parameters - Use of a two-stage switch-off
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The detector has a switch-off delay and, following the switch-off delay, transmits what has been set under the "Value for switch-off" parameter.
-Y
 es: After the switch-off delay the detector first switches to the set reduced brightness and only then sends the value set under the "Value for switchoff" parameter after brightness reduced according to switch-off delay.
Example: Switch-off delay = 5 minutes
› Value for switching off = 0%
› Value for reduced brightness = 20%
› Brightness reduced according to switch-off delay = 3 minutes
If movement is now no longer detected, the light is dimmed to 20% after 5 minutes and then to 0% after a further 3 minutes (switch-off).

9.5.14 Extended parameters - Value for reduced brightness (%)
Options:

0 .. 20 .. 100

- Here the intermediate stage value where the detector is to control the light after the switchoff delay has expired.
- Here the value for the reduced brightness is set. After the switch-off delay has expired the detector is to dimm the light to this value.
Switch-off value ≤ bottom control limit ≤ reduced brightness < upper control or dimming limit.

9.5.15 Extended parameters - Brightness reduced according to switch-off delay (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 .. 0.05.00 .. 18.12.15

- Here the value for the switch-off delay of the reduced brightness is set. The total switch-off delay then consists of the switch-off delay + brightness
reduced according to switch-off delay
Used movement detection
Options:

Only internal
Only external
Internal and external

- Only internal: The presence detector responds only to movement measured internally.
- Only external: The presence detector responds only to telegrams that are received via the slave object (input).
- Internal and external: The presence detector responds to movements measured internally and to external telegrams that are received via the slave
object (input).
Slave sends
Options:

Cyclic On telegram
On/off telegram

- Cyclic On telegram: The presence detector, which is connected to the master as slave, sends only On telegrams cyclically.
- On/off telegram: The presence detector, which is connected to the master as slave, sends only On/Off telegrams.
Used brightness
Options:

Internal
External

- Internal: The presence detector uses its own measured brightness and brightness-value threshold to decide whether the presence detector is to be
activated or deactivated.
-E
 xternal: A 2-byte external brightness (input) communication object is enabled. The presence detector uses this external measured brightness and
the brightness-value threshold (lux) parameter to decide whether the presence detector is to be activated or deactivated.

9.5.16 Extended parameters — Dimming step size brighter (1 - 15)
Options:

1 .. 2 .. 15

- Here the step size for increasing the dimming value during dimming brighter is specified. The step size is relative to the value range of 1 - 255.
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9.5.17 Extended parameters - Dimming step size darker (1 to 15)
Options:

1 .. 2 .. 15

- Here the step size for reducing the dimming value during dimming darker is specified.
Note:
If the dimming step size is set too high, the dimming steps will be clearly visible in the lighting.

9.5.18 Extended parameters - Use of output 2
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is only output 1, which sends its telegrams to an actuator.
-Y
 es: An output 2 communication object (output) is being enabled. The constant light controller now regulates the brightness with two outputs (while the
second output is used proportional to the first out) in dependence of brightness. If the measured brightness is less than the setpoint, the value of the
first output is increased up to the upper limit of output 1. During this control phase the second output is controlled proportional. If the setpoint still has
not been reached, the value of the second output is increased up to the upper limit of output 2.
If the measured brightness is higher than the setpoint, the value of the second output is reduced first up the upper limit of output 1 x proportional factor.
If the setpoint still has not been reached, output 1 is lowered up to reaching the lower limit of output 1. During this control phase the second output is
controlled proportional. The bottom value of the second output is limited by the lower limit output 2 parameter. When appropriately parameterized the
constant light controller can also switch off the associated dimming actuator.

9.5.19 Extended parameters - Bottom limit output 2 (%)
Options:

0 .. 100

- Here the bottom control limit is specified and up to which minimum value a dimmer is controlled.

9.5.20 Extended parameters - Upper limit output 2 (%)
Options:

0 .. 100

- Here the upper control limit is specified and up to which maximum value a dimmer is controlled.

9.5.21 Extended parameters - Proportionality factor output 2 to output 1 (%)
Options:

0 .. 100

- Here it is specified how output 2 behaves proportional in comparison to output 1.
For example:
If a factor of 20% is set here, output 2 will always be 20% behind output 1 or when output 1 is dimmed to 30%, output 2 will be dimmed to 10%. Only
when output 1 is on its maximum value and the setpoint has not been reached, output 2 will leave this factor and dim higher until output 2 has also
reached its maximum value.

9.5.22 Extended parameters - Use of object for switch-off delay
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The only option available is to change the switch-off delay via the switch-off delay parameter setting.
-Y
 es: There is a separate 2-byte switch-off delay object (input) for changing the switch-off delay of the presence detector. The time entered is in seconds.
A switch-off delay of 4 minutes, for example, has a value of 240 seconds. This applies to switch-off delay and reduced switch-off delay.
Note:
The values which can be sent are between 10 and 65535 seconds. If a value that is too small or too large is sent, the value is automatically adjusted to
the limit value:
› Value < 10 -> Value = 10
› Value > 65535-> Value = 65535
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9.5.23 Extended parameters - Use of object for setpoint brightness
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate brightness object.
-Y
 es: A 2-byte setpoint brightness (input/output) communication object is being enabled. This can be used to change the switching threshold, while the
presence detector is activated or deactivated. The value is sent to this object in lux.
Note:
The value which can be sent lie between 1 and 1000 lux. If a value is sent that is too small or too large, this value is adjusted to the limit value automatically:
Value < 1 -> Value = 1
Value > 1000 -> Value = 1000

9.5.24 Extended parameters - Use of object for saving setpoint brightness
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate save setpoint brightness object.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit save setpoint brightness (input) communication object is being enabled. This can be used to save the current measured brightness with
a 1 telegram as new control threshold.

9.5.25 Extended parameters - Use of actual brightness object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate actual brightness object.
-Y
 es: A 2-byte actual brightness (output) communication object is being enabled. This object outputs the corrected measured brightness which is used
by the constant light switch.

9.5.26 Extended parameters - Cyclic sending of actual brightness
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The actual brightness is only made available for reading. The value is not sent automatically.
- Yes: The actual brightness is sent each time to the "Actual brightness is sent every (hh:mm:ss)" parameter. The value can also be read.

9.5.27 Extended parameters - Sending of actual brightness every (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.05 .. 0.05.00 .. 0.30.00

- Here the time which lies between the sending of two telegrams is set.

9.5.28 Extended parameters - Use of brightness calibration object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate brightness calibration object.
-Y
 es: A 1-byte brightness calibration communication object (input/output) is being enabled. If a 1 telegram is sent to this object, the calibration of artificial
light starts. This means that the constant light controller sends the maximum value to output 1 and 2 and then the light slightly each time to record the
measured values for a reference table.
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9.5.29 Extended parameters - Control speed adjustment through blind inputs
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There are no separate settings for adjusting the control speed when a Venetian blind control unit is available.
-Y
 es: There are separate settings: control parameters for the movement of blinds. If a blind now moves up or down, the control speed is adjusted by the
constant light controller during the travel time.

9.5.30 Extended parameters - Total movement time of blind / roller blind (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.01 .. 0.03.00 .. 1.40.00

- Here the time is specified how long it takes until the shading has been carried out completely (blind/roller blind closed).

9.5.31 Extended parameters - Dimming step size brighter (1 to 15)
Options:

1 .. 15

- Here the step size for increasing the dimming value during blind movement is specified.
Note:
If the dimming step size is set too high, the dimming steps will be clearly visible in the lighting.

9.5.32 Extended parameters — Dimming step size darker (1 - 15)
Options:

1 .. 4 .. 15

- Here the step size for reducing the dimming value during blind movement is specified.
Note:
If the dimming step size is set too high, the dimming steps will be clearly visible in the lighting.

9.5.33 Extended parameters - Control speed (mm:ss)
Options:

0.45 .. 2.30 .. 20.00

- Here the time is specified which the control requires to get from 0 to the upper limit output value.
Example: If the control speed is on 10:00 and the lighting is switched on with 50% and the upper limit is 100%, the control requires 5 minutes to get from
50% to 100%. Vice versa, the control requires 10 minutes to regulate from 100% to 0%.

9.5.34 Extended parameters - Actual brightness filter
Options:

rFast, approx. 15 seconds
Normal, approx. 40 seconds
Slow, approx. 75 seconds

- The application reacts to brightness fluctuations (e.g. clouds). The more inactive the filter is set, the slower the lighting will respond to such fluctuations.

9.5.35 Extended parameters - Exiting manual off dimming mode after (hh:mm)
Options:

0.05 .. 1.00 .. 12.00

- When the presence detector receives a value via the relative dimming (dimmer) object or a value > 0 via the value (dimmer) object, the presence detector
will no longer function automatically. The presence detector is switched back to automatic mode only after the movement detected last and the expiry
of the set time.

9.5.36 Extended parameters - Exiting manual off mode after (hh:mm)
Options:

0.05 .. 1.00 .. 12.00

- When the presence detector receives a switch-off value via the switching (dimmer) object or a value = 0 via the value (dimmer) object, the presence
detector is switched off and will no longer switch on automatically. The presence detector will function again automatically only after the receipt of value
1 on the switching (dimmer) object or after the movement detected last and the expiry of the set time.
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9.5.37 Extended parameters - Pause time (ss.fff)
Options:

00.100 .. 01.250 .. 59.999

- The set pause time is started after the detector has been switched off due to expiry of the switch-off delay or when a switch-off telegram is received
on objects external push-button or actuator status.
If movement is detected during this time, the detector is not switched on immediately. The pause time is first extended by 7 seconds. If there is still
movement after these 7 seconds, the detector switches back on.
If no movement is detected during the pause time, the detector is ready for activation again after the pause time.
This behaviour can, for example, be important when the lamp cools down drastically and is located within the detection range of the detector. Without
a blockage there would be an unintentional switch-on. The purpose of pause time is to prevent an immediate re-activation.
Example: The person switches the light off manually when leaving the room. Without the pause time the detected movement would cause a renewed
switch-on during exiting.
Note:
› The external push-button object is activated under the "External push-button" parameter.
› The actuator status object is activated under the status display parameter.

9.5.38 Extended parameters - Use of status of control object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate status of control object.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit status of control communication object (output) is being enabled. This object sends a 1 telegram when the constant light controller functions automatically. The object sends a 0 telegram when manual action takes place, e.g. if a manual switch-off has taken place.

9.5.39 Extended parameters — Overwriting settings during a download
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are overwritten with the parameterized values of the ETS
application.
-N
 o: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are not overwritten with the parameterized values of the ETS
application.
Values:
• Set value
• Switch-off delays
• Brightness correcting values

9.5.40 Sensor selection - Use of sensors 1 - 4
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: This sensor is active and detects movement.
- No: This sensor is switched off and movement is no longer detected in this area.

9.5.41 Enable - Use of presence detector enable object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no object with which the constant light controller can be blocked or enabled.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit enable presence communication object (input) is being enabled. This object allows the constant light controller to be enabled or blocked.
No telegrams are sent by the detector during blockage.
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9.5.42 Enable - Enable with
Options:

ON telegram
OFF telegram

-O
 N telegram: With the receipt of value 1 on the enable movement (input) object the detector is enabled and blocked with value 0.
-O
 FF telegram: With the receipt of value 0 on the enable movement (input) object the detector is enabled and blocked with value 1.

9.5.43 Enable - After bus voltage recovery the device is
Options:

Enabled
Blocked

-E
 nabled: The device is enabled and functions normally when the bus voltage is interrupted or the device has been re-programmed, as well as after a
reset.
-B
 locked: The device is blocked and must be enabled for normal function when the bus voltage is interrupted or the device has been re-programmed,
as well as after a reset.

9.5.44 Enable - Behaviour of output during enable
Options:

Current output value
The start value

-C
 urrent output value: During enable it is checked whether a movement has taken place. If yes, the lighting is switched on. If no, the lighting is switched
off.
- Control starts with switch-off value: during enable the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter is sent.

9.5.45 Enable - Output sends at blockage
Options:

No telegram
Off after expiry of switch-off delay
Single value for switching off

- No telegram: no telegram is sent during blockage.
-O
 ff after expiry of switch-off delay: During blockage the switch-off delay is started anew and the detector sends the value that has been parameterized
under the value for switch-off parameter only after this time has expired.
- Single value for switching off: During blockage the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter is sent.
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9.6 Application "HVAC" (Heating, ventilation, air-conditioning)
9.6.1 General parameters - Output is of type
Options:

1 bit
1 byte 0...100%
1 byte 0...255
Light scene number (1-64)
RTC operating mode switchover (1 byte)
2-byte float

- 1 bit: Intended for switch actuators.
- 1 byte 0...100%: For activating dimmers.
- 1 byte 0...255: For actuators, which are activated with a value of between 0 and 255.
- Light scene number (1-64): For activating light scenes.
- RTC operating mode switchover (1 byte): To directly switch room temperature controllers into a specific operating mode:
› Auto
› Comfort
› Standby
› ECO
› Frost/heat protection
- 2-byte float: To send a specific temperature for example.
Note:
If the type of output is changed, also the options for setting the parameters change:
› Value for switching on
› Value for switching off
› Value for force-position
In this manual only values for setting the RTC operating mode switchover (1-byte) are described.

9.6.2 General parameters - Use of slave input
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The option of receiving telegrams from a slave is not available.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit slave communication object (input) is being enabled. Via this input the master detector receives the (On) telegrams of the connected slaves
or of a push-button.
Slave sends
Options:

Cyclic On telegram
On/off telegram

- Cyclic On telegram: The presence detector, which is connected to this master as slave, sends only On telegrams cyclically.
- On/off telegram: The presence detector, which is connected to this master as slave, sends only On/Off telegrams.

9.6.3 General parameters - Value for switch-on
Options:

Auto
Comfort
Standby
ECO
Frost/heat protection

-A
 uto: When movement is detected, value 0 (auto) is sent superimposed via the HVAC object on the bus to the operating mode object, to reset the RTC
into automatic mode.
- Comfort: When movement is detected, value 1 (comfort) is sent via the HVAC object on the bus.
- Standby: When movement is detected, value 2 (standby) is sent via the HVAC object on the bus.
- ECO: When movement is detected, value 3 (ECO) is sent via the HVAC object on the bus.
- Frost/heat protection: When movement is detected, value 4 (ECO) is sent via the HVAC object on the bus.
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9.6.4 General parameters - Value for switch-off
Options:

Auto
Comfort
Standby
ECO
Frost/heat protection

-A
 uto: When movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 0 (auto) is sent superimposed via the HVAC object on the bus
to the operating mode object, to reset the RTC into automatic mode.
- Comfort: When movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 1 (comfort) is sent via the HVAC object on the bus.
- Standby: When movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 2 (standby) is sent via the HVAC object on the bus.
- ECO: When movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 3 (ECO) is sent via the HVAC object on the bus.
-F
 rost/heat protection: When movement is no longer detected and the switch-off delay has expired, value 4 (ECO) is sent via the HVAC object on the bus.

9.6.5 General parameters - Switch-on delay time (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 .. 0.03.00 .. 18.12.15

- The switch-on delay time is a waiting period before the presence detector sends something on the bus. In the standard setting the time is reset if movement is no longer detected during this period. In fan mode (which can be set via the extended parameters) the time is not reset and the HVAC object
will always switch on.

9.6.6 General parameters - Switch-off delay (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.10 .. 0.03.00 .. 18.12.15

- The switch-off delay is the time period between the last movement detected and the sending of the telegram "Value for switch-off". If movement is
detected again within this period, the switch-off delay timer is started again.

9.6.7 General parameters - Sensitivity of the watchdog
Options:

High
Medium
Low

- High: Standard - intended for indoor use.
- Medium: To be used when there are small interfering heat sources within the detection area.
- Low: To be used when there are large interfering heat sources within the detection area.
Note:
The transmission range can NOT be changed via the sensitivity.

9.6.8 General parameters - Fade in extended parameters
Options:

No
Yes

- No: Only the most important parameters for setting the detector are displayed
- Yes: All parameters are displayed, also those that are not required in most cases.
Examples:
› Extended parameters
› Sensor selection
› Enable
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9.6.9 Extended parameters - Operating mode
Options:

Heating/air-conditioning
Ventilation

- Heating/air-conditioning: The switch-on delay time starts with a movement. If movement is no longer detected during the switch-on delay time, the
switch-on delay time is reset. If movement continues and the switch-on delay time has expired, the output is activated with the programmed switch-on
value. As soon as movement is no longer detected, the switchoff delay starts. The switch-off delay is re-triggered by each movement within the detection
range. After the switch-off delay has expired the output is activated with the programmed switch-off value.
- Ventilation: A movement in the detection range starts the switch-on delay time. After the switch-on delay time has expired the output is activated with
the programmed switch-on value. As soon as movement is no longer detected, the switch-off delay starts. The switchoff delay is re-triggered by each
movement within the detection range. After the switch-off delay has expired the output is activated with the programmed switch-off value.

9.6.10 Extended parameters - Switch-on sensitivity
Options:

High
Medium
Minimal

-H
 igh: During the switch-on delay time the presence detector checks whether there is still movement in the room. With setting "High" this test interval
is very high.
-M
 edium: During the switch-on delay time the presence detector checks whether there is still movement in the room. With setting "Medium" this test
interval is high.
-M
 inimal: During the switch-on delay time the presence detector checks whether there is still movement in the room. With setting "Minimal" this test
interval is not high.

9.6.11 Extended parameters - Object for switch-on delay time
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is only the option of changing the switch-on delay time via the switch-on delay time parameter.
-Y
 es: There is a separate 2-byte switch-on delay time (input) object for changing the delay time of the presence detector. The time entered is in seconds.
A switch-off delay of 4 minutes, for example, has a value of 240 seconds.
Note:
The values which can be sent are between 10 and 65535 seconds. If a value that is too small or too large is sent, the value is automatically adjusted to
the limit value:
› Value < 10 -> Value = 10
› Value > 65535-> Value = 65535

9.6.12 Extended parameters - Use of object for switch-off delay
Options:

No
Yes

- No: The only option available is to change the switch-off delay via the switch-off delay parameter setting
-Y
 es: There is a separate 2-byte switch-off delay object (input) for changing the switch-off delay of the detector. The time entered is in seconds. A switchoff delay of 4 minutes, for example, has a value of 240 seconds.
Note:
The values which can be sent are between 10 and 65535 seconds. If a value that is too small or too large is sent, the value is automatically adjusted to
the limit value:
› Value < 10 -> Value = 10
› Value > 65535-> Value = 65535
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9.6.13 Extended parameters - Use of object for force-position
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate force-position object.
-Y
 es: There is a separate 1-bit force-position object (input). When an On telegram is received via the object, the presence detector is blocked and the
value under force-position is sent via the HVAC object. If an Off telegram is received via the object, the presence detector is enabled again. If a movement is then detected, the value for switch-on is sent. If no movement occurs, the value for switch-off is sent.
Value for force-position
Options:

Auto
Comfort
Standby
ECO
Frost/heat protection

- Here it is specified what is to be sent when the force-position object receives an On telegram.

9.6.14 Extended parameters — Overwriting settings during a download
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are overwritten with the parameterized values of the ETS
application.
- No: When the application is reloaded into the detector, the values changed via the bus are not overwritten with the parameterized values of the ETS
application.
Values:
• Switch-on delay
• Switch-off delay

9.6.15 Sensor selection - Use of sensors 1 - 4
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: This sensor is active and detects movement.
- No: This sensor is switched off and movement is no longer detected in this area.

9.6.16 Enable - Use of enable object
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no object with which the HVAC control can be blocked or enabled.
-Y
 es: A 1-bit enable heating, ventilation and air-conditioning communication object (input) is being enabled. This object allows the HVAC control to be
enabled or blocked. No telegrams are sent by the detector during blockage.

9.6.17 Enable - Enable with
Options:

ON telegram
OFF telegram

-O
 N telegram: With the receipt of value 1 on the enable movement (input) object the detector is enabled and blocked with value 0.
-O
 FF telegram: With the receipt of value 0 on the enable movement (input) object the detector is enabled and blocked with value 1.
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9.6.18 Enable - After bus voltage recovery the device is
Options:

Enabled
Blocked

-E
 nabled: The device is enabled and functions normally when the bus voltage is interrupted or the device has been re-programmed, as well as after
a reset.
-B
 locked: The device is blocked and must be enabled for normal function when the bus voltage is interrupted or the device has been re-programmed,
as well as after a reset.

9.6.19 Enable - Output sends at enable
Options:

No telegram
Current status
Single value for switching on
Single value for switching off

- No telegram: No telegram is sent during enable.
-C
 urrent status: During enable the detector checks whether a movement exists. If yes, the single value for switch-on is sent. Otherwise the single value
for switch-off is sent.
- Single value for switching on: During enable the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-on parameter is sent.
-S
 ingle value for switching off: During enable the single value which has been parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter is sent.

9.6.20 Enable - Output sends at blockage
Options:

No telegram
Off after expiry of switch-off delay
Single value for switching off

- No telegram: No telegram is sent during blockage.
-O
 ff after expiry of switch-off delay: During blockage the switch-off delay is started anew and the detector sends the value that is parameterized under
the value for switch-off parameter only after this time has expired.
- Single value for switching off: During blockage the single value which is parameterized under the value for switch-off parameter is sent.
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9.7 "Brightness detection" application
9.7.1 General parameters - Sending of brightness every (hh:mm:ss)
Options:

0.00.05 .. 0.00.30 .. 18.12.15

- Here it is specified how often the brightness is sent on the bus.

9.7.2 General parameters - Use of object for LED
Options:

No
Yes

- No: There is no separate LED object.
-Y
 es: There is a separate 1-bit LED object (input) for the option of switching on the LED via an On telegram and to switch it off with an Off telegram.
Note:
Only the LED has been switched. This does NOT place the device into programming mode.

9.7.3 General parameters - Correction of internal brightness
Options:

No
with daylight adjustment
with daylight and artificial light adjustment (1 output)
with daylight and artificial light adjustment (2 outputs)

- No: It is not necessary to calibrate the internal brightness sensor.
- with daylight adjustment: This adjustment is used mainly for the detector application.
-w
 ith daylight and artificial light adjustment (1 output): This adjustment is used for the constant light switch and constant light controller and only for one
light row. It starts with the daylight adjustment, and only if the control then does not function optimally can the artificial light adjustment be carried out.
-w
 ith daylight and artificial light adjustment (2 outputs): This adjustment is used for the constant light switch and constant light controller and for two
light rows. It starts with the daylight adjustment, and only if the control then does not function optimally can the artificial light adjustment be carried out.
Note:
How the adjustment is carried out is explained in chapter 7.2.6 " Instructions on the calibration of the internal light controller".

9.7.4 General parameters - Fade in extended parameters
Options:

No
Yes

- No: Only the most important parameters for setting the detector are displayed.
- Yes: All parameters are displayed, also those that are not required in most cases.
Examples:
› Extended parameters

9.7.5 Extended parameters - Use of internal brightness
Options:

Yes
No

- Yes: The internal brightness sensor is used as encoder for the different detector applications.
- No: The internal brightness sensor is not used. The brightness values must then be sent from the external brightness sensors.

9.7.6 Extended parameters - Number of external brightness measurement objects
Options:

0
1
2

- 0: There are no separate 2-byte external brightness 1 and 2 (input) objects to link the external brightness sensors with the presence detector.
-1
 : There is a separate external brightness 1 (input) object with which the internal brightness sensor is not used. The brightness values must then be sent
from the external brightness sensors.
-2
 : There is a separate external brightness 2 (input) object with which the internal brightness sensor is not used. The brightness values must then be sent
from the external brightness sensors.
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9.8 "RTC object" application
9.8.1 General - Device function
Options:

Single device
Master device
Slave device

- Single device: The device is used singly in a room as room temperature controller.
-M
 aster device: At least two room temperature controllers are located in one room. One device is to be set up as a master device, while the others
are to be programmed as slave devices / temperature sensors. The master device is to be linked to the slave devices using the appropriately labelled
communication objects. The master device regulates the temperature.
-S
 lave device/temperature sensor: At least two room temperature controllers are located in one room. One device is to be set up as a master device,
while the others are to be programmed as slave devices / temperature sensors. The slave devices are to be linked to the master device with the appropriately labelled communication objects. The slave device serves the room temperature control functions of the master.

9.8.2 General - Control function
Options:

Heating
Heating with additional stage
Cooling
Cooling with additional stage
Heating and cooling
Heating and cooling with additional stages

-H
 eating: For operating a heat-based automatic single-room control. The temperature is regulated to the setpoint value defined in the parameter. The
"Controller type" and "Heating type" can be programmed for optimal control.
-H
 eating with additional stage: In addition to the control function described under heating, the additional stage enables the activation of an additional
heating circuit. This type of additional stage is used, for example, to quickly heat up a bathroom with floor heating via a heated towel rack.
-C
 ooling: For operating a cooling-based automatic single-room control. The temperature is regulated to the setpoint value defined in the parameter. The
"Controller type" and "Cooling type" can be programmed for optimal control.
-C
 ooling with additional stage: In addition to the control function described under cooling, the additional stage enables the activation of an additional
cooling device. This type of additional stage is used, for example, to quickly cool a room via an added cooling device.
-H
 eating and cooling: For operating a two-wire or four-wire system used to heat or cool a room. Switching between heating and cooling takes place
using a central switch (two-wire system) or is carried out manually and / or automatically via the single room thermostat (four-wire system).
-H
 eating and cooling with additional stages: In addition to the heating and cooling functions, one additional stage each with an autonomous controller
type can be programmed.
Note
This parameter is only available if the "Device function" parameter is set on "Single device" or "Master device".

9.8.3 General - Operating mode after reset
Options:

Comfort
Standby
Eco mode
Cooling with additional stage
Frost/heat protection

After a reset the device will run in the operating mode after a restart until a new operating mode is set as the result of device operation or by communication objects, as the case may be. This operating mode should be defined during the planning phase. An improperly defined operating mode can result
in a loss of comfort or increased energy consumption.
-C
 omfort: If the room temperature is not automatically lowered and the room is therefore controlled independent of its use.
-S
 tandby: If the room is controlled automatically, e.g. by a presence detector, as a function of its use.
-E
 co mode: If the room is controlled automatically or manually as a function of it use.
-C
 ooling with additional stage:
-F
 rost/heat protection: If only the building protection function is necessary in the room after a reset.
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Device function" parameter is set on "Single device" or "Master device".
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9.8.4 General - Additional functions
Options:

No
Yes

- This parameter enables additional functions and communication objects, e.g. window contact and presence detector.

9.8.5 General - Send cyclic "In operation" (min)
Options:

Setting option between 5 - 3000 minutes

- The "In operation" communication object serves to inform that the controller still operates. Value "1" is sent cyclic. This parameter is used to set the cycle
for sending. If the cyclic telegram fails, the function of the device is faulty and the air-conditioning of the room can be maintained with a forced operation.
However, for this the system and/or actuator must have "Forced operation" function.
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Additional function" parameter is set to "Yes".

9.8.6 Heating control
Note:
Only available when the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device" and the control function parameter is set on either
"Heating", "Heating with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.7 Heating control - Control value type
Options:

2-point 1 bit, Off/On
2-point 1 byte, (0/100%)
PI continuous, 0-100%
PI PWM, On/Off
Fan coil

The actuation of the control valve is determined by the selection of the controller type.
-2
 -Point 1 Bit, Off/On: The 2-point control is the simplest type of control. The controller switches on when the room temperature drops below a certain level
(setpoint temperature value minus hysteresis) and switches off when a particular value (setpoint temperature value plus hysteresis) is exceeded. The switchon and switch-off commands are transmitted as 1-bit commands.
-2
 -Point 1 Byte, 0/100%: This is another two-point control as described above. In this case, however, the switch-on and switch-off commands are transmitted
as 1-byte values (0% / 100%).
-P
 I continuous, 0-100%: The PI controller adjusts its output value between 0% and 100% to match the difference between the actual value and the setpoint
value and enables a precise regulation of the room temperature to the setpoint value. It sends the control value to the bus as a 1-byte value (0% - 100%).
To reduce the bus load, the control value is only transmitted if it has changed by a predefined percentage in relation to the previous sent value. The control
value can also be transmitted cyclically.
-P
 I PWM, On/Off: This also is a PI controller. Here, the output is a 1-bit command. For this to occur, the calculated control value is converted into a pulse-interval signal.
-F
 an coil: The fan coil controller operates like the PI continuous controller. In addition, it allows the separate activation of the fan in the fan coil unit (e.g. fan
speed levels 1 - 3).

9.8.8 Heating control - Heating type
Options:

PI continuous, 0 – 100% and PI PWM, On/Off:
• Area (e.g. floor heating) 4°C 200 min
• Convector (e.g. heater) 1.5°C 100 min
• Free configuration
Fan coil
• Fan coil 4°C 90 min
• Free configuration

Multiple heating types (panel heating, convector heating or fan coil) with preset parameters are available to the user.
- If the required heating type is not available, individual parameters can be specified in free configuration.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".
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9.8.9 Heating control - P-component (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 10 - 100

- The P-component refers to the proportional band of a control. It fluctuates around the setpoint value and can be used to influence control speed with a
PI controller. The smaller the set value, the faster it reacts to the control. However, to avoid the risk of an overshoot, this value should not be set too low. A
P-component from 0.1 to 25.5 K can be set.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil". In addition, the
"Heating type" parameter must set on "Free configuration".

9.8.10 Heating control - I-component (min.)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

- The I-component refers to the reset time of a control. The integral component has the effect of moving the room temperature slowly toward, and ultimately
reaching, the setpoint value. Depending on the type of system used, the reset time has to have different values. In general, the more inactive the overall
system, the greater the reset time.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil". In addition,
the "Heating type" parameter must set on "Free configuration".

9.8.11 Heating control - Extended settings
Options:

No
Yes

- This parameter enables additional functions and communication objects, e.g. "Basic stage heating".

9.8.12 Basic stage heating
Note:
Only available when the "Extended settings" parameter under "Heating control" is set on "Yes".

9.8.13 Basic stage heating - Status object heating
Options:

No
Yes

- This parameter enables the "Status heating" communication object.

9.8.14 Basic stage heating - Mode of the control value
Options:

Normal
Inverse

The mode of the control value can be used to adapt the control value to de-energised opened (normal) or de-energised closed (inverse) valves.
- Normal: Value 0 means "Valve closed".
- Inverse: Value 0 means "Valve open".

9.8.15 Basic stage heating - Hysteresis (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 3 - 255

- The hysteresis of the two-point controller specifies the fluctuation range of the controller around the setpoint value. The lower switching point is located at
"Setpoint value minus hysteresis" and the upper point is at "Setpoint value plus hysteresis".
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set either on "2-point 1 Bit, Off/On" or 2-point 1 Byte, 0/100%".
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9.8.16 Basic stage heating - Control value difference for sending of heating control value
Options:

2%
5%
10 %
Send cyclic only

The control values of the 0 - 100% PI continuous controller are not transmitted after every calculation. Instead, they are transmitted when the calculation results in a value that is different enough to the previous sent value to make a transmission meaningful. This value difference can be entered here.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.17 Basic stage heating - Cyclic sending of the control value (min)
Options:

Setting option between 1 - 60 minutes

The current control value used by the device can be cyclically transmitted to the bus.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set either on "2-point 1 Byte, 0/100%", "PI continuous, 0-100%" or "Fan coil".

9.8.18 Basic stage heating - PWM cycle heating (min)
Options:

Setting option between 1 - 60 minutes

In PI PWM, On/off the control value percentage values are converted into a pulse-interval signal. This means that a selected PWM cycle will be divided
into an on-phase and an off-phase based on the control value. Accordingly, a control value output of 33% in a PWM cycle of 15 min. results in an "Onphase" of five minutes and an "Off-phase" of 10 min. The time for a PWM cycle can be specified here.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set on "PI PWM, On/Off“.

9.8.19 Basic stage heating - Maximum control value (0 - 255)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The maximum control value of the PI controller defines the maximum value outputted by the controller. If a maximum value under 255 is chosen, the
value will not be exceeded, even if the controller calculates a higher control value.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.20 Basic stage heating - Minimum control value for basic load (0 to 255)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The minimum control value of the PI controller defines the minimum value output by the controller. If a minimum value greater than zero is chosen, the
controller will not output a lower value, even if it calculates a value that is lower. This parameter can be used to set a basic load, e.g. for operating floor
heating. Even if the controller calculates the control value zero, a heating medium will flow through the floor heating system to prevent the floor from
cooling down. Under "Settings of basic load", it is also possible to define whether this basic load will be permanently active or whether it will be switched
by the "Basic load" object.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.21 Control of additional heating stage
Note:
Only available when the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device" and the control function parameter is set on either
"Heating with additional stage" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".
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9.8.22 Control of additional heating stage - Control value type
Options:

2-point 1 bit, Off/On
2-point 1 byte, (0/100%)
PI continuous, 0-100%
PI PWM, On/Off
Fan coil

The actuation of the control valve is determined by the selection of the controller type.
-2
 -Point 1 Bit, Off/On: The 2-point control is the simplest type of control. The controlle switches on when the room temperature drops below a certain
level (setpoint temperature value minus hysteresis) and switches off when a particular value (setpoint temperature value plus hysteresis) is exceeded.
The switch-on and switch-off commands are transmitted as 1-bit commands.
-2
 -Point 1 Byte, 0/100%: This is another two-point control as described above. In this case, however, the switch-on and switch-off commands are
transmitted as 1-byte values (0% / 100%).
-P
 I continuous, 0-100%: The PI controller adjusts its output value between 0% and 100% to match the difference between the actual value and the
setpoint value and enables a precise regulation of the room temperature to the setpoint value. It sends the control value to the bus as a 1-byte value
(0% - 100%). To reduce the bus load, the control value is only transmitted if it has changed by a predefined percentage in relation to the previous sent
value. The control value can also be transmitted cyclically.
-P
 I PWM, On/Off: This also is a PI controller. Here, the output is a 1-bit command. For this to occur, the calculated control value is converted into a
pulse-interval signal.
-F
 an coil: The fan coil controller operates like the PI continuous controller. In addition, it allows the separate activation of the fan in the fan coil unit (e.g.
fan speed levels 1 - 3).

9.8.23 Control of additional heating stage - Additional heating type
Options:

PI continuous, 0 – 100% and PI PWM, On/Off:
• Area (e.g. floor heating) 4°C 200 min
• Convector (e.g. heater) 1.5°C 100 min
• Free configuration
Fan coil
• Fan coil 4 °C 90 min
• Free configuration

Multiple heating types (panel heating, convector heating or fan coil) with preset parameters are available to the user.
- If the required heating type is not available, individual parameters can be specified in free configuration.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.24 Control of additional heating stage - P-component (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 10 - 100

The P-component refers to the proportional band of a control. It fluctuates around the setpoint value and can be used to influence control speed with a
PI controller. The smaller the set value, the faster it reacts to the control. However, to avoid the risk of an overshoot, this value should not be set too low.
A P-component from 0.1 to 25.5 K can be set.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil". In addition,
the "Additional heating type" parameter must set on "Free configuration".

9.8.25 Control of additional heating stage - P-component (min)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The I-component refers to the reset time of a control. The integral component has the effect of moving the room temperature slowly toward, and ultimately reaching, the setpoint value. Depending on the type of system used, the reset time has to have different values. In general, the more inactive the
overall system, the greater the reset time.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil". In addition,
the "Additional heating type" parameter must set on "Free configuration".
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9.8.26 Control of additional heating stage - Temperature difference to basic stage (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The setpoint temperature of the additional stage is defined as a function of the current setpoint temperature of the base stage and is expressed as a
difference. The value represents the setpoint value starting at which the additional stage will operate.

9.8.27 Control of additional heating stage - Extended settings
Options:

No
Yes

- This parameter enables additional functions and communication objects, e.g. "Additional heating stage".

9.8.28 Additional Heating Stage
Note:
Only available when the "Extended settings" parameter under "Control of additional heating stage" is set on "Yes".

9.8.29 Additional heating stage - Mode of the control value
Options:

Normal
Inverse

The mode of the control value can be used to adapt the control value to de-energised opened (normal) or de-energised closed (inverse) valves.
- Normal: Value 0 means "Valve closed".
- Inverse: Value 0 means "Valve open".

9.8.30 Additional Heating Stage - Hysteresis (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 3 - 255

The hysteresis of the two-point controller specifies the fluctuation range of the controller around the setpoint value. The lower switching point is located
at "Setpoint value minus hysteresis" and the upper point is at "Setpoint value plus hysteresis".
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set either on "2-point 1 Bit, Off/On" or 2-point 1 Byte, 0/100%".

9.8.31 Additional heating stage - Control value difference for sending of heating control value
Options:

2%
5%
10 %
Send cyclic only

The control values of the 0 - 100% PI continuous controller are not transmitted after every calculation. Instead, they are transmitted when the calculation
results in a value that is different enough to the previous sent value to make a transmission meaningful. This value difference can be entered here.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".
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9.8.32 Additional heating stage - Cyclic sending of the control value (min)
Options:

Setting option between 1 - 60 minutes

The current control value used by the device can be cyclically transmitted to the bus.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set either on "2-point 1 Byte, 0/100%", "PI continuous, 0-100%" or "Fan coil".
Additional heating stage - Maximum control value (0 - 255)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The maximum control value of the PI controller defines the maximum value outputted by the controller. If a maximum value under 255 is chosen, the value
will not be exceeded, even if the controller calculates a higher control value.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.33 Basic heating stage - Minimum control value for basic load (0 - 255)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The minimum control value of the PI controller defines the minimum value output by the controller. If a minimum value greater than zero is chosen, the
controller will not output a lower value, even if it calculates a value that is lower. This parameter can be used to set a basic load, e.g. for operating floor
heating. Even if the controller calculates the control value zero, a heating medium will flow through the floor heating system to prevent the floor from
cooling down. Under "Settings of basic load", it is also possible to define whether this basic load will be permanently active or whether it will be switched
by the "Basic load" object.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.34 Cooling control
Note:
Only available when the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device" and the control function parameter is set on either
"Cooling", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.35 Cooling control - Control value type
Options:

2-point 1 bit, Off/On
2-point 1 byte, (0/100%)
PI continuous, 0-100%
PI PWM, On/Off
Fan coil

The actuation of the control valve is determined by the selection of the controller type.
- 2-Point 1 Bit, Off/On: The 2-point control is the simplest type of control. The controller switches on when the room temperature drops below a certain
level (setpoint temperature value minus hysteresis) and switches off when a particular value (setpoint temperature value plus hysteresis) is exceeded.
The switch-on and switch-off commands are transmitted as 1-bit commands.
- 2-Point 1 Byte, 0/100%: This is another two-point control as described above. In this case, however, the switch-on and switch-off commands are
transmitted as 1-byte values (0% / 100%).
- PI continuous, 0-100%: The PI controller adjusts its output value between 0% and 100% to match the difference between the actual value and the
setpoint value and enables a precise regulation of the room temperature to the setpoint value. It sends the control value to the bus as a 1-byte value
(0% - 100%). To reduce the bus load, the control value is only transmitted if it has changed by a predefined percentage in relation to the previous sent
value. The control value can also be transmitted cyclically.
- PI PWM, On/Off: This also is a PI controller. Here, the output is a 1-bit command. For this to occur, the calculated control value is converted into a
pulse-interval signal.
- Fan coil: The fan coil controller operates like the PI continuous controller. In addition, it allows the separate activation of the fan in the fan coil unit (e.g.
fan speed levels 1 - 3).
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9.8.36 Cooling control - Cooling type
Options:

PI continuous, 0 – 100% and PI PWM, On/Off:
• Area (e.g. cooling ceiling) 5°C 240 min
• Free configuration
Fan coil
• Fan coil 4 °C 90 min
• Free configuration

Two cooling types (area or fan coil) with preset parameters are available to the user.
- If the required cooling type is not available, individual parameters can be specified in free configuration.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.37 Cooling control - P-component (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 10 - 100

The P-component refers to the proportional band of a control. It fluctuates around the setpoint value and can be used to influence control speed with a
PI controller. The smaller the set value, the faster it reacts to the control. However, to avoid the risk of an overshoot, this value should not be set too low.
A P-component from 0.1 to 25.5 K can be set.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil". In addition,
the "Cooling type" parameter must set on "Free configuration".

9.8.38 Cooling control - I-component (min.)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The I-component refers to the reset time of a control. The integral component has the effect of moving the room temperature slowly toward, and ultimately reaching, the setpoint value. Depending on the type of system used, the reset time has to have different values. In general, the more inactive the
overall system, the greater the reset time.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil". In addition,
the "Cooling type" parameter must set on "Free configuration".

9.8.39 Cooling control - Extended settings
Options:

No
Yes

- This parameter enables additional functions and communication objects, e.g. "Basic stage cooling".

9.8.40 Basic stage cooling
Note:
Only available when the "Extended settings" parameter under "Cooling control" is set on "Yes".

9.8.41 Basic stage cooling - Status object cooling
Options:

No
Yes

- This parameter enables the "Status cooling" communication object.

9.8.42 Basic stage cooling - Mode of the control value
Options:

Normal
Inverse

The mode of the control value can be used to adapt the control value to de-energised opened (normal) or de-energised closed (inverse) valves.
- Normal: Value 0 means "Valve closed".
- Inverse: Value 0 means "Valve open".
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9.8.43 Basic stage cooling - Hysteresis (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 3 - 255

The hysteresis of the two-point controller specifies the fluctuation range of the controller around the setpoint value. The lower switching point is located
at "Setpoint value minus hysteresis" and the upper point is at "Setpoint value plus hysteresis".
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set either on "2-point 1 Bit, Off/On" or 2-point 1 Byte, 0/100%".
Basic stage cooling - Control value difference for sending of cooling control value
Options:

2%
5%
10 %
Send cyclic only

The control values of the 0 - 100% PI continuous controller are not transmitted after every calculation. Instead, they are transmitted when the calculation results in a value that is different enough to the previous sent value to make a transmission meaningful. This value difference can be entered here.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.44 Basic stage cooling - Cyclic sending of the control value (min)
Options:

Setting option between 1 - 60 minutes

The current control value used by the device can be cyclically transmitted to the bus.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set either on "2-point 1 Byte, 0/100%", "PI continuous, 0-100%" or "Fan coil".

9.8.45 Basic stage cooling - PWM cycle cooling (min)
Options:

Setting option between 1 - 60 minutes

In PI PWM, On/off the control value percentage values are converted into a pulse-interval signal. This means that a selected PWM cycle will be divided
into an on-phase and an off-phase based on the control value. Accordingly, a control value output of 33% in a PWM cycle of 15 min. results in an "Onphase" of five minutes and an "Off-phase" of 10 min. The time for a PWM cycle can be specified here.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set on "PI PWM, On/Off“.

9.8.46 Basic stage cooling - Maximum control value (0 - 255)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The maximum control value of the PI controller defines the maximum value outputted by the controller. If a maximum value under 255 is chosen, the
value will not be exceeded, even if the controller calculates a higher control value.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.47 Basic stage cooling - Minimum control value for basic load (0 to 255)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The minimum control value of the PI controller defines the minimum value output by the controller. If a minimum value greater than zero is chosen, the
controller will not output a lower value, even if it calculates a value that is lower. This parameter can be used to set a basic load, e.g. for operating surface
cooling. Even if the controller calculates the control value zero, a cooling medium will flow through the cooling area to prevent the floor from heating up.
Under "Settings of basic load", it is also possible to define whether this basic load will be permanently active or whether it will be switched by the "Basic
load" object.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".
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9.8.48 Control of additional cooling stage
Note:
Only available when the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device" and the control function parameter is set on either
"Cooling with additional stage" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".
Options:

2-point 1 bit, Off/On
2-point 1 byte, (0/100%)
PI continuous, 0-100%
PI PWM, On/Off
Fan coil

The actuation of the control valve is determined by the selection of the controller type.
-2
 -point 1 bit, Off/On: The 2-point control is the simplest type of control. The controller switches on when the room temperature drops below a certain
level (setpoint temperature value minus hysteresis) and switches off when a particular value (setpoint temperature value plus hysteresis) is exceeded.
The switch-on and switch-off commands are transmitted as 1-bit commands.
-2
 -point 1 byte, (0/100%): This is another two-point control as described above. In this case, however, the switch-on and switch-off commands are
transmitted as 1-byte values (0% / 100%).
-P
 I continuous, 0-100%: The PI controller adjusts its output value between 0% and 100% to match the difference between the actual value and the
setpoint value and enables a precise regulation of the room temperature to the setpoint value. It sends the control value to the bus as a 1-byte value
(0% - 100%). To reduce the bus load, the control value is only transmitted if it has changed by a predefined percentage in relation to the previous sent
value. The control value can also be transmitted cyclically.
-P
 I PWM, On/Off: This also is a PI controller. Here, the output is a 1-bit command. For this to occur, the calculated control value is converted into a
pulse-interval signal.
-F
 an coil: The fan coil controller operates like the PI continuous controller. In addition, it allows the separate activation of the fan in the fan coil unit (e.g.
fan speed levels 1 - 3).

9.8.49 Control of cooling additional stage - Cooling type
Options:

PI continuous, 0 – 100% and PI PWM, On/Off:
• Area (e.g. cooling ceiling) 5°C 240 min
• Free configuration
Fan coil
• Fan coil 4 °C 90 min
• Free configuration

Two cooling types (area or fan coil) with preset parameters are available to the user.
- If the required cooling type is not available, individual parameters can be specified in free configuration.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.50 Control of cooling additional stage - P-component (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 10 - 100

The P-component refers to the proportional band of a control. It fluctuates around the setpoint value and can be used to influence control speed with a
PI controller. The smaller the set value, the faster it reacts to the control. However, to avoid the risk of an overshoot, this value should not be set too low.
A P-component from 0.1 to 25.5 K can be set.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil". In addition,
the "Cooling type" parameter must set on "Free configuration".

9.8.51 Control of additional cooling stage - P-component (min)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The I-component refers to the reset time of a control. The integral component has the effect of moving the room temperature slowly toward, and ultimately reaching, the setpoint value. Depending on the type of system used, the reset time has to have different values. In general, the more inactive the
overall system, the greater the reset time.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil". In addition,
the "Cooling type" parameter must set on "Free configuration".
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9.8.52 Control of additional cooling stage - Extended settings
Options:

No
Yes

- This parameter enables additional functions and communication objects, e.g. "Additional cooling stage".

9.8.53 Additional cooling stage
Note:
Only available when the "Extended settings" parameter under "Control of additional cooling stage" is set on "Yes".

9.8.54 Additional cooling stage - Mode of the control value
Options:

Normal
Inverse

The mode of the control value can be used to adapt the control value to de-energised opened (normal) or de-energised closed (inverse) valves.
- Normal: Value 0 means "Valve closed".
- Inverse: Value 0 means "Valve open".

9.8.55 Additional cooling Stage - Hysteresis (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 3 - 255

The hysteresis of the two-point controller specifies the fluctuation range of the controller around the setpoint value. The lower switching point is located
at "Setpoint value minus hysteresis" and the upper point is at "Setpoint value plus hysteresis".
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set either on "2-point 1 Bit, Off/On" or 2-point 1 Byte, 0/100%".

9.8.56 Additional cooling stage - Control value difference for sending of cooling control value
Options:

2%
5%
10 %

The control values of the 0 - 100% PI continuous controller are not transmitted after every calculation. Instead, they are transmitted when the calculation results in a value that is different enough to the previous sent value to make a transmission meaningful. This value difference can be entered here.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.57 Additional cooling stage - Cyclic sending of the control value (min)
Options:

Setting option between 1 - 60 minutes

The current control value used by the device can be cyclically transmitted to the bus.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control value type" parameter is set either on "2-point 1 Byte, 0/100%", "PI continuous, 0-100%" or "Fan coil".

9.8.58 Additional cooling stage - Maximum control value (0 - 255)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The maximum control value of the PI controller defines the maximum value outputted by the controller. If a maximum value under 255 is chosen, the
value will not be exceeded, even if the controller calculates a higher control value.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".
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9.8.59 Basic cooling stage - Minimum control value for basic load (0 - 255)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

The minimum control value of the PI controller defines the minimum value output by the controller. If a minimum value greater than zero is chosen, the
controller will not output a lower value, even if it calculates a value that is lower. This parameter can be used to set a basic load, e.g. for operating surface
cooling. Even if the controller calculates the control value zero, a cooling medium will flow through the cooling area to prevent the floor from heating up.
Under "Settings of basic load", it is also possible to define whether this basic load will be permanently active or whether it will be switched by the "Basic
load" object.
Note:
This parameter is only available when "Control value type" parameter is set either on "PI continuous, 0 – 100%", "PI PWM, On/Off“ or "Fan coil".

9.8.60 Settings of basic load
Note:
Only available when the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device" and the control function parameter is set on either
"Heating with additional stage", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.61 Settings of basic load - Minimum control value for basic load > 0
Options:

Always active
Activate via object

The function finds application when in the desired area, e.g. with floor heating, the floor is to have a basic warmth The size of the minimum control value
specifies the volume of heating medium that flows through the controlled area, even when the calculation of the control value of the controller would
indicate a lower value.
-A
 lways active: Here it is possible to define whether this basic load will be permanently active or whether it will be switched via the "Basic load" object.
-A
 ctivate via object: When this parameter is selected, the basic load function, which means the minimum control value with a value higher than zero,
can be activated (1) or deactivated (2). If it is activated, then the heating medium will always be fed through the system with at least the minimum control
value. If it is deactivated, the control value can be reduced to zero with the controller.

9.8.62 Combined heating and cooling modes
Note:
Only available when the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device" and the control function parameter is set on either
"Heating and cooling" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.63 Combined heating and cooling modes - Switchover of heating/cooling
Options:

Automatic
Only via object
On-site/via extension unit and via object

This function makes it possible to switch between the heating and cooling mode of the device.
-A
 utomatic: E.g. for four-conductor systems which allow the switchover between heating and cooling at all times. The device switches automatically
between heating and cooling and to the associated setpoint. "Switchover heating/cooling" is a transmitting object.
-O
 nly via object: E.g. for two-conductor systems which are operated in heating mode in the winter and cooling mode in the summer. The switchover
between heating and cooling and to the associated setpoint is carried out via the corresponding communication object. This function is used when a
central switchover of the single room controllers is required. "Switchover heating/cooling" is a receiving object.
-L
 ocal/ via extension unit and via object: E.g. for four-conductor systems which allow the switchover between heating and cooling at all times. The
switchover between heating and cooling and to the associated setpoint is carried out manually on the device by the user of the room or via the
"Switchover heating/cooling" object via the bus. "Switchover heating/cooling" is a transmitting and receiving object.

9.8.64 Combined heating and cooling modes - Operating mode after reset
Options:

Cooling
Heating

After a bus voltage failure, a system reset, or the attachment of a device to the bus coupler, the device starts in the parameterized "Operating mode after
reset". The operating mode can be changed when the system is running using the options set under "Switchover heating/cooling".
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9.8.65 Combined heating and cooling modes - Heating/cooling control value output
Options:

Via 1 object
Via 2 objects

This parameter is used to define whether the control value is transmitted to the climate control actuator using one or two objects. If the climate control
actuator has separate control value inputs for heating and cooling, or if separate actuators are used, then the option "Via 2 objects" must be selected.
Select the option "Via 1 object" if a single actuator only has one object that receives both the heating and the cooling control values.

9.8.66 C
 ombined heating and cooling modes - Additional heating/cooling stage control value output
Options:

Via 1 object
Via 2 objects

This parameter is used to define whether the control value is transmitted to the climate control actuator using one or two objects. If the climate control
actuator has separate control value inputs for heating and cooling, or if separate actuators are used, then the option "Via 2 objects" must be selected.
Select the option "Via 1 object" if a single actuator only has one object that receives both the heating and the cooling control values.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.67 S
 et value settings
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device".

9.8.68 Setpoint settings - Setpoint for heating comfort = setpoint for cooling comfort
Options:

No
Yes

This parameter is used to configure the manner in which the setpoint adjustment functions.
-Y
 es: The device has the same setpoint for heating and cooling in the comfort mode. The system switches to heating when the temperature drops below
the setpoint minus hysteresis. It switches to cooling when the temperature exceeds the setpoint plus hysteresis. The hysteresis is parameterizable.
-N
 o: The function has two separate setpoints for heating and cooling in the comfort mode. The device will display the currently active setpoint value.
Switching between heating and cooling occurs via the "Switchover heating/cooling" parameter setting.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Heating and cooling" or "heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.69 Setpoint settings - Hysteresis for switchover heating/cooling (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 5 - 100

This parameter specifies the one-sided hysteresis for switching between heating and cooling when "Setpoint heating comfort = Setpoint cooling comfort" is active. If the room temperature exceeds the setpoint temperature value plus hysteresis, the system switches to cooling. If the room temperature
falls below the setpoint temperature value minus hysteresis, the system switches to heating.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Setpoint heating comfort = Setpoint cooling comfort" parameter is set on "Yes".

9.8.70 Setpoint settings - Setpoint temperature for heating and cooling (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 10 - 40

Specifies the comfort temperature for heating and cooling when people are present.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Heating and cooling" or "heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.71 Setpoint settings - Setpoint temperature for heating comfort (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 10 - 40

Specifies the comfort temperature for heating when people are present.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Heating" or "Heating with additional stage".
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9.8.72 Setpoint settings - Reduction for standby heating (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 10 - 40

Specifies the temperature in heating mode when nobody is present. On devices with a display, this mode is indicated by the standby icon.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Heating", "Heating with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or
"Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.73 Setpoint settings - Reduction for ECO heating (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

Specifies the temperature in heating mode when nobody is present. On devices with a display, this mode is indicated by the eco icon.

9.8.74 Setpoint settings - Set-point temperature for frost protection (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 5 - 15

Function for protecting the building against the cold. On devices with a display, this mode is indicated by the frost protection icon. Manual operation is
blocked.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Heating", "Heating with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or
"Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.75 Setpoint settings - Setpoint temperature for cooling comfort (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 10 - 40

Specifies the comfort temperature for cooling when people are present.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Cooling" or "Cooling with additional stage".

9.8.76 Setpoint settings - Increase for standby cooling (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

Specifies the temperature in cooling mode when nobody is present. On devices with a display, this mode is indicated by the standby icon.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Cooling", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.77 Setpoint settings - Increase for ECO cooling (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

Specifies the temperature in cooling mode when nobody is present. On devices with a display, this mode is indicated by the eco icon.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Cooling", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.78 Setpoint settings - Set-point temperature for heat protection (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 27 - 45

Function for protecting the building against heat. On devices with a display, this mode is indicated by the heat protection icon. Manual operation is
blocked..
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Cooling", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or
"Heating and cooling with additional stages".
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9.8.79 Setpoint settings - Display indicates
Options:

Current set value
Relative set value

The display can indicate either the absolute or relative setpoint value.
-C
 urrent set value: On devices with a display, the setpoint is shown as an absolute temperature, e.g. 21.0°C.
-R
 elative set value: On devices with display, the setpoint is indicated as a relative value, e.g. - 5°C .. + 5°C.

9.8.80 Setpoint settings - Send current setpoint
Options:

Cyclic and during change
Only for change

The current setpoint value can be sent to the bus either cyclically and after a change, or only after a change.

9.8.81 Setpoint settings - Cyclic sending of the current set-point temperature (min)
Options:

Setting option between 5 - 240

This parameter is used to specify the amount of time that will elapse before the current setpoint value is automatically transmitted.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Send current setpoint" is set on "Only during change".

9.8.82 Setpoint adjustment
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device".

9.8.83 Setpoint adjustment — Maximum manual increase during heating mode (0 - 15°C)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

This preset can be used to limit the manual increase during heating.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Heating", "Heating with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or
"Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.84 Setpoint adjustment — Maximum manual reduction during heating mode (0 - 15°C)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

This preset can be used to limit the manual decrease during heating.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Heating", "Heating with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or
"Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.85 Setpoint adjustment — Maximum manual increase during cooling mode (0 - 15°C)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

This preset can be used to limit the manual increase during cooling.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Cooling", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or
"Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.86 Setpoint adjustment — Maximum manual reduction during cooling mode (0 - 15°C)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

This preset can be used to limit the manual decrease during cooling.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Cooling", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and cooling" or
"Heating and cooling with additional stages".
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9.8.87 Setpoint adjustment - Resetting of the manual adjustment for receipt of a basic set value
Options:

No
Yes

Activating this parameter will cause the manual adjustment to be deleted and the new setpoint value to be provided when a new value is received via
the "Basic setpoint" object.
If the parameter is deactivated, the manual adjustment is added to the new base setpoint value.
Example: Previous base setpoint value of 21 °C + manual adjustment of 1.5°C = 22.5°C. The object receives a new basic setpoint of 18°C plus the
previous manual adjustment of 1.5°C for a total of 19.5°C.

9.8.88 Setpoint adjustment - Resetting the manual adjustment for change of operating mode
Options:

No
Yes

If the device switches to a new operating mode, the manual adjustment is deleted and the parameterized setpoint temperature for the operating mode
plus any change by the base setpoint value object will be applied if this parameter is activated. Example: Comfort temperature of 21°C plus manual
adjustment of 1.5°C = 22.5°C. Change to Eco with programmed temperature 17°C. The device regulates the temperature to 17°C, since the manual
adjustment is deleted.
If the parameter is deactivated, the manual setpoint adjustment will be added to the temperature in the new operating mode. Example: Comfort temperature of 21°C plus manual adjustment of 1.5°C = 22.5°C. If the system switches to Eco with a parameterized temperature of 17°C, the device regulates
the temperature to 18.5°C, since the manual adjustment is added.

9.8.89 Setpoint adjustment - Resetting the manual adjustment via object
Options:

No
Yes

If this parameter is activated, a separate object can be used to delete the manual adjustment at any time. Example of application: Resetting the manual
adjustment on all devices located in a building using a system clock.

9.8.90 Setpoint adjustment - Permanent storage of on-site operation
Options:

No
Yes

If this parameter is activated, the manual settings for setpoint and, where applicable, fan speed level, as well as the value of the "Basic load" object, will
be stored in the device and re-activated after a reset. If the device is re-programmed, the stored setpoint values will also be deleted.

9.8.91 Temperature reading - Inputs of temperature reading
Options:

Internal measurement
External measurement
Weighted measurement

The room temperature can be measured at the device or fed to the device by an object via the bus. In addition, weighted measuring is also available, in
which the weighted average of up to three temperature values (1 x internal, 2 x external) is calculated and used as an input value for control.

9.8.92 Temperature reading - Inputs of weighted temperature reading
Options:

Internal and external measurement
2 x external measurement
Internal and 2x external measurement

Specifies the temperature reading inputs for the weighted measurement, in which the calculated weighted average of the inputs is used as an input
value for control
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Inputs of temperature reading" parameter is set on "Weighted measurement".
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9.8.93 Temperature reading - Weighting of internal measurement (0 to 100%)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

Specifies the weighting of the internal measurement at a level between 0% and 100%.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Inputs of weighted temperature reading" parameter is set on "Internal and external measurement" or "Internal
and 2x external measurement".

9.8.94 Temperature reading - Weighting of external measurement (0 to 100%)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

Specifies the weighting of the external measurement at a level between 0% and 100%.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Inputs of weighted temperature reading" parameter is set on "Internal and external measurement","2x external
measurement" or "Internal and 2x external measurement".

9.8.95 Temperature reading - Weighting of external measurement 2 (0 to 100%)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

Specifies the weighting of the external measurement 2 at a level between 0% and 100%. When added together with the (0%...100%) weighting of the
external measurement, the result must be 100%.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Inputs of weighted temperature reading" parameter is set on "2x external measurement" or "Internal and 2x
external measurement".

9.8.96 Temperature reading - Cyclic sending of the actual temperature (min)
Options:

Setting option between 5 - 240

The current actual temperature used by the device can be cyclically transmitted to the bus.

9.8.97 Temperature reading - Difference of value for sending the actual temperature (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 1 - 100

If the change in temperature exceeds the parameterized difference between the measured actual temperature and the previous actual temperature that
was sent, the changed value will be transmitted.

9.8.98 Temperature reading - Adjustment value for internal temperature measurement (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between 1 - 100

Every installation location has different physical conditions (interior or exterior wall, lightweight or solid wall, etc.). In order to use the actual temperature at
the installation location as a measured value for the device, a temperature measurement must be performed by an external equalised and / or calibrated
thermometer at the installation location. The difference between the actual temperature displayed on the device and the actual temperature determined
by the external measurement device must be entered in the parameter field as an "Adjustment value".
Note:
›T
 he calibration measurement should not be carried out immediately after the device has been installed. The device should first adjust to the ambient
temperature before calibration is carried out. The calibration measurement should be repeated shortly before or after the room is occupied.
›T
 his parameter is only available when the "Inputs of temperature reading" parameter is set on "Internal measurement" or "Weighted measurement".

9.8.99 Temperature reading - Monitoring time for temperature reading (0 = no monitoring) (min)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 120

If no temperature is read within the parameterized time period, the device switches to error mode. It transmits a telegram to the bus via the "Actual temperature error" object and applies the operating mode and control value for error settings.
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9.8.100 Temperature reading — Operating mode for fault
Options:

Cooling
Heating

In the event of a failure of the actual temperature measurement, the device will no longer be able to independently specify the heating/cooling operating
type. As a result, the operating type best suited to protecting the building will be selected.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set on "Heating and cooling" or "heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.101 Temperature reading - Control value for fault (0 - 255)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

In the event of a failure of the actual temperature measurement, the device will no longer be able to independently determine the control value. Therefore, a control value which is suitable for protecting the building will be selected.

9.8.102 Alarm functions
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device".

9.8.103 Alarm functions - Condensate water alarm
Options:

No
Yes

If a fan coil is used, condensation may form during operation as a result of excessive cooling and/or humidity. The associated condensate is typically
collected in a container. To protect the container against overflowing, and thus prevent potential damage to devices and/or the building, the container
alerts the "Condensation alarm" object (receiving only) that the maximum fill level has been exceeded. This causes the controller to switch to a protective mode. This status is indicated by the corresponding icon on devices that have a display. Local operation is blocked.
Operation is only possible again after the alarm has been deactivated.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set either on "Cooling", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and cooling"
or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.104 Alarm function — Dew point alarm
Options:

No
Yes

When refrigerating machines are used, dew may appear on the refrigerant supply lines during operation as a result of excessive cooling and/or humidity. The dew indicator reports the dew formation via the "Dew point alarm" object (receiving only). This causes the controller to switch to a protective
mode. This status is indicated by the corresponding icon on devices that have a display. Local operation is blocked. Operation is only possible again
after the alarm has been deactivated.
Note:
This parameter is only available when the "Control function" parameter is set either on "Cooling", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and cooling"
or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.105 Alarm functions - Frost alarm temperature for HVAC and RHCC status (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 15

The RHCC status and HVAC objects have a frost alarm bit. It the input temperature of the controller drops below the temperature set in this parameter,
then the frost alarm bit is set in the status objects. It is reset when the temperature is exceeded.

9.8.106 Alarm functions - Heat alarm temperature for RHCC status (°C)
Options:

Setting option between 25 - 70

The RHCC status object has a heat alarm bit. If the input temperature of the controller exceeds the temperature set in this parameter, then the heat
alarm bit is set in the status object. It is reset when the temperature falls below the set temperature.
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9.8.107 Fan coil settings - Fan speed levels
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device" and the "Control value type" parameter is set on "Fan coil".

9.8.108 Fan coil settings - Fan speed levels Number of fan speed levels
Options:

3 levels
5 levels

This parameter is used to specify the number of fan speed levels the actuator will use to control the fan of the fan coil.

9.8.109 Fan coil settings - Fan speed levels - Format of the level output
Options:

0..5
0..255
1 bit m Off n
1 bit 1 Off n

-0
 ..5: The level values (0..3 or 0..5) are output in the 1-byte format as the counter values 0..3 or 0..5.
-0
 ..255: The level values (0..3 or 0..5) are output as percentage values. Example 5-stage fan: The level value 1 is output as 20%, and 5 is output as
100%.
-1
 Bit m from n: The level values (0..3 or 0..5) are output using 1-bit objects. The number of objects available is the same as the number of fan speed
levels. For level 2, for example, the 1-bit fan speed level objects 1 and 2 are output as the value 1, while the other fan speed level objects use the
value 0.
-1
 Bit 1 from n: The level values (0..3 or 0..5) are output using 1-bit objects. The number of objects available is the same as the number of fan speed
levels. For the level 2, for example, only the 1-bit fan speed level object 2 is output as the value 1. The other fan speed level objects use the value 0.

9.8.110 Fan coil settings - Fan speed levels - Level output
Options:

For manual operation and automatic
Only for manual operation

This parameter is used to specify when the output of the fan speed level values will occur: either only when the fan speed levels are manually adjusted
or also in automatic mode. This setting depends on the options for the fan coil actuator. If the actuator itself controls the fan speed levels in automatic
mode based on a derivative of the control value, than the "Only for manual operation" option must be selected. Otherwise, the other option should be
selected.

9.8.111 Fan coil settings - Fan speed levels - Lowest manually adjustable level
Options:

Level 0
Level 1

This parameter is used to preselect the lowest fan speed level that can be set by an operation performed at the device. When level 0 is selected, the
heating/cooling system will not be in operation (fan speed level and valve control 0) as long as the current operating mode and operation type are
maintained. To avoid damage to the building, level 0 is deactivated after 18 hours and the device is returned to automatic mode.

9.8.112 Fan coil settings - Fan speed levels - Level status evaluation
Options:

No
Yes

The controller obtains the current fan speed level for controlling a fan coil actuator either by calculating it from the table of level values under "Fan coil
settings for heating" or "Fan coil settings for cooling", or by receiving feedback from the fan coil actuator. If the "Yes" option is selected, the "Fan coil
step status" object is activated for receiving the fan speed level from the fan coil actuator.

9.8.113 Fan coil settings heating
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device" and the "Control value type" parameter is set on "Fan coil". In addition, the "Control function" parameter must be set on either "Heating", "Heating with additional stage", "Heating and
cooling" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".
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9.8.114 Fan coil settings for heating - Speed level 1 to 5 up to control value (0 to 255) heating
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

In this parameter, the control values of the controller are assigned to fan speed levels. This assignment is used if the fan speed levels are transmitted
together with the control values.
Note:
›T
 hese level settings should be adjusted to match the settings in the fan coil actuator.
›S
 etting the "Control value type" to "Fan coil" in the control parameters is only useful for one of either the basic stage or the additional stage. Setting the
basic and additional stage parameters to fan coil is not useful, since the control of only one fan coil actuator each for heating and cooling is supported.
›T
 he "Fan speed level 4 - 5 up to control value (0 - 255) heating“ parameters are available only when the "Number of fan speed levels" is set on "5
steps".

9.8.115 Fan coil settings for heating - Fan speed level limit heating in eco mode
Options:

No
Yes

This parameter limits the fan speed level when the system is switched to eco mode.

9.8.116 Fan coil settings for heating - Maximum speed level heating for eco mode
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 5

Specifies the maximum possible fan speed level when the system is switched to eco mode.

9.8.117 Fan coil settings cooling
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device" and the "Control value type" parameter is set on "Fan coil". In addition, the "Control function" parameter must be set on either "Cooling", "Cooling with additional stage", "Heating and
cooling" or "Heating and cooling with additional stages".

9.8.118 Fan coil settings for cooling - Speed level 1 to 5 up to control value (0 to 255) cooling
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 255

In this parameter, the control values of the controller are assigned to fan speed levels. This assignment is used if the fan speed levels are transmitted
together with the control values.
Note:
• These level settings should be adjusted to match the settings in the fan coil actuator.
•S
 etting the "Control value type" to "Fan coil" in the control parameters is only useful for one of either the basic stage or the additional stage. Setting the
basic and additional stage parameters to fan coil is not useful, since the control of only one fan coil actuator each for heating and cooling is supported
•T
 he "Fan speed level 4 - 5 up to control value (0 - 255) cooling“ parameters are available only when the "Number of fan speed levels" is set on "5
steps".

9.8.119 Fan coil settings for cooling - Fan speed level limit cooling in eco mode
Options:

No
Yes

This parameter limits the fan speed level when the system is switched to eco mode.

9.8.120 Fan coil settings for cooling - Maximum speed level cooling for eco mode
Options:

Setting option between 0 - 5

Specifies the maximum possible fan speed level when the system is switched to eco mode.

9.8.121 Summer compensation
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Device function" parameter is set on either "Single device" or "Master device".
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9.8.122 Summer compensation - Summer compensation
Options:

No
Yes

In order to save energy, and to ensure that the temperature difference occurring during entry and exit of a climate-controlled building stays within comfortable limits, the excessive reduction of room temperature should be prevented during high temperatures in the summer ( Summer compensation
according to DIN 1946). The room temperature is increased by adjusting the setpoint temperature for cooling.
Raising the room temperature does not, however, mean that you heat up the room. Rather, the adjustment is intended to allow the room temperature
to increase to a certain set value without cooling. This, for example, prevents the air-conditioning system from further reducing the room temperature
to 24 °C with an outside temperature of 35°C.
However, activation of the summer compensation requires an outside temperature sensor that transmits its measured value to the bus and can be
evaluated by the room temperature controller.
The following parameters are available for summer compensation:
• "Lower outside temperature value for summer compensation",
• "Upper outside temperature value for summer compensation",
• “Lower setpoint offset for summer compensation",
• “Upper setpoint offset for summer compensation"
Above the "Upper outside temperature value", the minimum setpoint temperature for cooling is the outside temperature minus the "Upper setpoint
offset". The outside temperature has no effect on the minimum setpoint temperature for cooling below the "Lower outside temperature value". Between
the "Lower" and "Upper outside temperature value", the minimum setpoint temperature for cooling undergoes floating adjustment by the parameterized
setpoint temperature equal to the outside temperature minus the "Lower offset" to a value equal to the outside temperature minus the "Upper setpoint
offset" as a function of the outside temperature.
Typical values for summer compensation are:
• 21°C: lower outside temperature value
• 32°C: upper outside temperature value
• 0 K: lower setpoint offset
• 6 K: upper setpoint offset
This means that a continuous increase of the minimum setpoint value for cooling occurs to a value equal to the outside temperature minus a setpoint
offset of 0 to 6 K if the outside temperature increases to 32°C from 21°C.
For example:
For an increasing outside temperature, the minimum setpoint value for cooling will be increased starting at an outside temperature of 21°C. The
minimum setpoint temperature for cooling is 25.1°C at an outside temperature of 30°C; 25.5°C at an outside temperature of 31°C; 26°C at an outside
temperature of 32°C; and 27°C at an outside temperature of 33°C.

9.8.123 Summer compensation - (Lower) Starting temperature for summer compensation (°C)
Options:

Setting option between -127 - 127

The parameter defines the lower outside temperature value up to which temperature value the set value correction (summer compensation) is performed based on too high an outside temperature.
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Summer compensation" parameter is set to "Yes".

9.8.124 Summer compensation - Offset of the set-point temperature for the entry into summer compensation (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between -127 - 127

The parameter is used to define how many degrees Kelvin the setpoint value will be increased by during summer compensation when the lower temperature value is reached.
Typical values for summer compensation are:
• 20°C: lower outside temperature value
• 32°C: upper outside temperature value
• 0 K: lower setpoint offset
• 4 K: upper setpoint offset
That means that a flowing set value increase of 0 to 4 K occurs if the outside temperature increases from 20°C to 32°C.
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Summer compensation" parameter is set to "Yes".
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9.8.125 Summer compensation - (Upper) exit temperature for summer compensation (°C)
Options:

Setting option between -127 - 127

The parameter defines the upper outside temperature value up to which temperature value the setpoint correction (summer compensation) is performed based on too high an outside temperature.
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Summer compensation" parameter is set to "Yes".

9.8.126 Summer compensation - Offset of the set-point temperature for the exit from summer compensation (x 0.1°C)
Options:

Setting option between -127 - 127

The parameter is used to define how many degrees Kelvin the setpoint value will be increased by during summer compensation when the upper temperature value is reached.
Typical values for summer compensation are:
• 20°C: lower outside temperature value
• 32°C: upper outside temperature value
• 0 K: lower setpoint offset
• 4 K: upper setpoint offset
That means that a flowing set value increase of 0 to 4 K occurs if the outside temperature increases from 20°C to 32°C.
Note:
This parameter is only available if the "Summer compensation" parameter is set to "Yes".
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9.9 Communication objects — Presence detector — Master
9.9.1 Px: switchover of manual operation
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

12 | 30 | 48 | 64

Px: Switchover of manual operation

Input

1.001 switch

This object is used to switch over from automatic mode to manual mode (default: 0 = automatic, 1 = manual).

9.9.2 Px: external push-button
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

13 | 31 | 49 | 65

Px: external push-button

Input

1.001 switch

The detector switches on if a 1 (default) is received via this object. The detector switches off if a 0 (default) is received via this object.
- Manual mode inactive: Movement detector is back on automatic.
-M
 anual mode active: The movement detector remains switched off until the detector is switched on manually or manual mode is deactivated.
Note:
The movement detector is inactive in manual mode and to switch it on or off is only possible only via the external push-button. In automatic mode the
switch-on
via the external push-button simulates a movement.

9.9.3 Px: Activate test mode
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

14 | 32 | 50 | 66

Px: Activate test mode

Input

1.001 switch

The test mode is activated via this object (1 = activated, 0 = deactivated). It is automatically deactivated after 10 minutes.

9.9.4 Px: Brightness reduced according to switch-off delay
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

16 | 34 | 52 | 68

Px: Brightness reduced according to switch-off delay

Input

7.005 time (s)

If no movement is detected after the switch-off delay has expired, the function enters the programmed switch-off delay and then switches off. The switchoff delay can be reprogrammed at all times via this object from a different control element without the aid of ETS. If this value is not to be overwritten during
each download, the parameter "Overwrite setting during download" is to be programmed accordingly.
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9.10 Communication objects — Presence detector — Slave
9.10.1 Px: Enable movement
Number

Name

1 | 19 | 37 | 53

Px: Enable movement

Object function

Data type
1.001 switch

The detector can be blocked or enabled via the object. Enabling has priority over all other objects.

9.10.2 Px: Actuator status
Number

Name

4 | 22 | 40 | 56

Px: Actuator status

Object function

Data type
1.001 switch

Actuators controlled by the detector can send their status to this input (1 bit). Upon the receipt of an Off telegram on the object the detection of movement is suppressed for the specified pause time and the switch-off delay is reset.

9.10.3 Px: Detection independent of brightness
Number

Name

5 | 23 | 41 | 57

Px: Detection independent of brightness

Object function

Data type
1.001 switch

If a 1 is received on this object, the detector switches at every movement independent of brightness. However, if a 0 is received, the detector switches
on only when the brightness drops below the programmed brightness-value threshold and during movement.

9.10.4 Px: External brightness
Number

Name

6 | 24 | 42 | 58

Px: External brightness

Object function

Data type
9.* 2-byte float value

The brightness value of an external brightness sensor is sent to this object.

9.10.5 Px: External brightness-value threshold
Number

Name

7 | 25 | 43 | 59

Px: External brightness-value threshold

Object function

Data type
9.* 2-byte float value

The external brightness-value threshold can be adjusted via this object. If this value is not to be overwritten during each download, the parameter
"Overwrite setting during download" is to be programmed accordingly.

9.10.6 Internal brightness-value threshold
Number

Name

8 | 26 | 44 | 60

Internal brightness-value threshold

Object function

Data type
9.* 2-byte float value

The internal brightness-value threshold can be adjusted via this object. If this value is not to be overwritten during each download, the parameter "Overwrite setting during download" is to be programmed accordingly.

9.10.7 Px: Movement (slave)
Number

Name

11 | 29 | 47 | 63

Px: Movement (slave)

Object function

To retrigger the master, this object sends (Default: independent of brightness) a 1 telegram.
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9.11 Communication objects — Presence detector — Monitoring
9.11.1 Px: Enable movement
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

1 | 19 | 37 | 53

Px: Enable movement

Input

1.001 switch

The detector can be blocked or enabled via the object. Enabling has priority over all other objects.

9.11.2 Px: Monitoring
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

15 | 33 | 51 | 67

Px: Monitoring

Output

1.001 switch

The programmed value is sent to the actuator via the output during movement and after expiry of the switch-off delay (2 seconds).

9.12 Communication objects — Presence detector — Constant light switch
9.12.1 P1: Output 1
Number

Name

Object function

P1: Output 1

Data type
1.001 switch
5.001 percentage (0...100%)
5.010 counter pulses (0...255)
18.001 scene control
20.102 HAVC mode
9.* 2-byte float value

The parameterized value during movement is sent to the actuator via the output when the parameterized brightness threshold including the hysteresis
is exceeded or falls short. When output 2 is active, output 1 is to activated the light row with the largest distance to the window and output 2 with the
smallest distance to the window.

9.12.2 Px: Output 2
Number

Name

Object function

Px: Output 2

Data type
1.001 switch
5.001 percentage (0...100%)
5.010 counter pulses (0...255)
18.001 scene control
20.102 HAVC mode
9.* 2-byte float value

The parameterized value during movement is sent to the actuator via the output when the parameterized brightness threshold including the hysteresis
is exceeded or falls short. When output 2 is active, output 1 is to activated the light row with the largest distance to the window and output 2 with the
smallest distance to the window.

9.12.3 Px: Automatic / manual off
Number

Name
Px: Automatic / manual off

Object function

Data type
1.001 switch

The control can be activated (automatic) or deactivated (manual) via the object. If the object is connected to a control element, the device is switched
off with a 0 and the control is deactivated.
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9.12.4 Px: Slave
Number

Name

Object function

Px: Slave

Data type
1.001 switch

The constant light switch can be switched on with a 1 from a different movement or presence detector via the object.

9.12.5 Px: External brightness
Number

Name

Object function

Px: External brightness

Data type
9.* 2-byte float value

Via this object it is possible to link an external value from a different brightness sensor with the constant light switch.

9.12.6 Px: Enable presence
Number

Name

Object function

Px: Enable presence

Data type
1.001 switch

The constant light switch can be blocked or enabled via the object. Enabling has priority over all other objects.

9.12.7 Px: Switch-off delay
Number

Name

Object function

Px: Switch-off delay

Data type
7.005 time (s)

If no movement is detected, the function enters the programmed switch-off and then switches off. The switch-off delay can be reprogrammed at all
times via this object from a different control element without the aid of ETS. If this value is not to be overwritten during each download, the parameter
"Overwrite setting during download" is to be programmed accordingly.

9.12.8 Px: Brightness-value threshold
Number

Name

Object function

Px: Brightness-value threshold

Data type
9.* 2-byte float value

This communication object can be used to specify values from outside. This value is used as the new switching threshold. The current switching
threshold can be read via this communication object. If this value is not to be overwritten during each download, the parameter "Overwrite setting during
download" is to be programmed accordingly.

9.12.9 Px: Saving brightness-value threshold
Number

Name

Object function

Px: Saving brightness-value threshold

Data type
1.001 switch

If value = 1 is sent on this communication object, the current measured brightness value is saved as the new switching threshold of the control.

9.12.10 Px: Actual brightness
Number

Name

Object function

Px: Actual brightness

Data type
9.* 2-byte float value

The current (filtered) brightness value is made available via the "Actual brightness" communication object under consideration of the daylight and
artificial light correction.

9.12.11 Px: Status of control
Number

Name

Object function

Px: Status of control
The object indicates the status of the control, as to whether the control is active (value = 1) or inactive (value = 0).
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9.13 Communication objects — Presence detector — Constant light controller
9.13.1 Px: Output 1
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

1 | 19

Px: Output 1

Output

5.001 percentage (0...100%)
5.010 counter pulses (0...255)

The respective control value is sent to the actuator via the output. When output 2 is active, output 1 is to activated the light row with the largest distance
to the window and output 2 with the smallest distance to the window.

9.13.2 Px: Output 2
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

2 | 20

Px: Output 2

Output

5.001 percentage (0...100%)
5.010 counter pulses (0...255)

The respective control value is sent to the actuator via the output. When output 2 is active, output 1 is to activate the light row with the largest distance
to the window and output 2 with the smallest distance to the window.

9.13.3 Px: Automatic / manual off
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

3 | 21

Px: Automatic / manual off

Input

1.001 switch

The control can be activated (automatic) or deactivated (manual) via the object. If the object is connected to a control element, the control is deactivated
with a 0 and activated with a 1. (0 = manual off, 1 = automatic).

9.13.4 Px: Relative dimming (dimmer)
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

4 | 22

Px: Relative dimming (dimmer)

Input

3.007 dimming control

The object can be connected to a control element. This makes it possible to dim the lights brighter / darker in the room. The constant light controller
is deactivated.

9.13.5 Px: Value (dimmer)
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

5 | 23

Px: Value (dimmer)

Input

5.001 percentage (0...100%)

The object can be connected to a value sender. This makes it possible to regulate the lighting in the room manually. The constant light controller is
deactivated.

9.13.6 Px: Slave
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

6 | 24

Px: Slave

Input

1.001 switch

The constant light controller can be switched on with a 1 from a different movement or presence detector via the object.

9.13.7 Px: External brightness
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

7 | 25

Px: External brightness

Input

9.* 2-byte float value

Via this object it is possible to link an external value from a different external brightness sensor with the constant light controller. The internal brightness
sensor is inactive for the constant light controller.
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9.13.8 Px: Enable presence
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

8 | 26

Px: Enable presence

Input

1.001 switch

The constant light controller can be blocked or enabled via the object. Enabling has priority over all other objects.

9.13.9 Px: Switch-off delay
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

10 | 28

Px: Switch-off delay

Input

7.005 time (s)

If no movement is detected, the function enters the programmed switch-off and then switches off. The switch-off delay can be reprogrammed at all
times via this object from a different control element without the aid of ETS. If this value is not to be overwritten during each download, the parameter
"Overwrite setting during download" is to be programmed accordingly.

9.13.10 Px: Setpoint brightness
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

11 | 29

Px: Setpoint brightness

Input / output

9.* 2-byte float value

This communication object can be used to specify values from outside. This value is used as the new setpoint. The current setpoint can be read via
this communication object. If this value is not to be overwritten during each download, the parameter "Overwrite setting during download" is to be
programmed accordingly.

9.13.11 Px: Saving setpoint brightness
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

12 | 30

Px: Saving setpoint brightness

Input

1.001 switch

The desired brightness value is set with a control element via communication objects automatic / manual off, relative dimming (dimmer) and / or value
(dimmer). If, for example, the luxmeter shows the value 500 lx, this brightness value with the sending of a 1 will be stored on this communication object
as new setpoint of the control. Note: When setting the desired brightness, e.g. 500 lx, the lamp's light-up time is to be taken into account.

9.13.12 Px: Actual brightness
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

13 | 31

Px: Actual brightness

Output

9.* 2-byte float value

The current (filtered and corrected with daylight and artificial light correction) brightness value is made available via the "Actual brightness" communication object.

9.13.13 Px: Move/adjust blind
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

14 | 32

Px: Move/adjust blind

Input

1.008 up/down

The object is connected with the move command of the control element. When a value 1 (moving up) or 0 (moving down) is received, the parameters
set under "Control parameters for blind movement" become active. The switch mode is deactivated after a programmed time and the normal control
algorithm is reactivated.

9.13.14 Px: Move blind into position
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

15 | 33

Px: Move blind into position

Input

5.001 percentage (0...100%)

The object is connected with a 1-byte position command of the control element / actuator. When a value is received, the parameters set under "Control parameters for blind movement" become active. The switch mode is deactivated after a programmed time and the normal control algorithm is
reactivated.
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9.13.15 Px: Brightness reduced according to switch-off delay
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

16 | 34

Px: Brightness reduced according to switch-off delay

Input

7.005 time (s)

If no movement is detected after the switch-off delay has expired, the function enters the programmed switch-off delay and then switches off. The
switch-off delay can be reprogrammed at all times via this object from a different control element without the aid of ETS. If this value is not to be
overwritten during each download, the parameter "Overwrite setting during download" is to be programmed accordingly.

9.13.16 Px: Status of control
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

17 | 35

Px: Status of control

Output

1.001 switch

The object indicates the status of the control, as to whether the control is active (value = 1) or inactive (value = 0).

9.13.17 Px: Brightness calibration
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

18 | 36

Px: Brightness calibration

Input / output

1.001 switch

The calibration of the lamps can be started with value = 1 of this communication object. The lamps are then switched on with 100% and then dimmed
darker in steps of 10%. The detector then knows what the dimming curves of the lamps look like. This object sends value = 1 when the calibration has
been completed. If an error occurs during calibration, this object sends value = 0.
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9.14 Communication objects — Presence detector — HVAC
9.14.1 P3: HVAC
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

37

P3: HVAC

Output

1.001 switch
5.001 percentage (0...100%)
5.010 counter pulses (0...255)
18.001 scene control
20.102 HAVC mode
9.* 2-byte float value

" The value for switching on is sent to the actuator via the output during movement and after expiry of the switch-on delay.
The value for switch-off is sent to the actuator after expiry of the switch-off delay.

9.14.2 P3: Slave
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

38

P3: Slave

Input

1.001 switch

The constant light controller can be switched on with a 1 from a different movement or presence detector via the object.

9.14.3 P3: Enable HVAC
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

39

P3: Enable HVAC

Input

1.001 switch

The detector can be blocked or enabled via the object. Enabling has priority over all other objects.

9.14.4 P3: Switch-off delay
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

40

P3: Switch-off delay

Input

7.005 time (s)

If no movement is detected, the function enters the programmed switch-off and then switches off. The switch-off delay can be reprogrammed at all
times via this object from a different control element without the aid of ETS. If this value is not to be overwritten during each download, the parameter
"Overwrite setting during download" is to be programmed accordingly.

9.14.5 P3: Switch-on delay
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

41

P3: Switch-on delay

Input

7.005 time (s)

The switch-on delay can be reprogrammed at all times via this object from a different control element without the aid of ETS. If this value is not to be
overwritten during each download, the parameter "Overwrite setting during download" is to be programmed accordingly.

9.14.6 P3: Force-position
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

42

P3: Force-position

Input

1.001 switch

By means of function force-position the control function is deactivated (value = 1) and the device switches to a parameterized value until the force-position is deactivated again (value = 0). The force-position has a lower priority than enable.
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9.15 Communication objects — Presence detector — Brightness detection
9.15.1 BR: Brightness
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

69

BR: Brightness

Output

9.* 2-byte float value

This object sends the brightness value calibrated via the daylight correction.

9.15.2 BR: Alarm
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

70

BR: Alarm

Output

1.005 alarm

If a brightness value is not received within the programmed time, the object sends value = 1.

9.15.3 BR: External brightness 1
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

71

BR: External brightness 1

Input

9.* 2-byte float value

Via this object it is possible to combine an external value from a different brightness sensor with the internal brightness.

9.15.4 BR: External brightness 2
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

72

BR: External brightness 2

Input

9.* 2-byte float value

Via this object it is possible to combine an external value from a different brightness sensor with the internal brightness.

9.15.5 BR: Brightness adjustment (daylight)
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

73

BR: Brightness adjustment (daylight)

Input

9.* 2-byte float value

The measured value for daylight is sent to this object during the brightness adjustment.

9.15.6 BR: Brightness adjustment (output 1)
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

74

BR: Brightness adjustment (output 1)

Input

9.* 2-byte float value

The measured value for output 1 (light row 1) is sent to this object during the brightness adjustment.

9.15.7 BR: Brightness adjustment (output 2)
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

75

BR: Brightness adjustment (output 2)

Input

9.* 2-byte float value

The measured value for output 2 (light row 2) is sent to this object during the brightness adjustment.

9.15.8 BR: LED
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

76

BR: LED

Input

1.001 switch

The LED located in the device can be switched on and off via this object (1= switch-on, 0 = switch-off).
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9.16 Communication objects - Object RTC
9.16.1 Heating control value
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

1

Heating control value
(control value heating/cooling)

Output

1. Switching
2. Percent (0...100%)

Description:
1. This object is used to operate a switching actuating drive, e.g. a thermoelectric positioner, that is controlled by a switching/heating actuator.
2. This object is used to control an actuating drive with a continuous input value (0%..100%), e.g. an electromotive actuating drive.

9.16.2 Additional Heating Stage
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

2

Additional heating stage
(additional stage heating/cooling)

Output

1. Switching
2. Percent (0...100%)

Description:
1. This object is used to operate a switching actuating drive, e.g. a thermoelectric positioner, that is controlled by a switching/heating actuator.
2. This object is used to control an actuating drive with a continuous input value (0%..100%), e.g. an electromotive actuating drive.
Note:
The additional stage can also be used as a parallel second heating stage. To do this, set the parameter for the temperature difference to the basic stage
to 0°C.

9.16.3 Cooling control value
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

3

Cooling control value

Output

1. Switching
2. Percent (0...100%)

Description:
1. This object is used to operate a switching actuating drive, e.g. a thermoelectric positioner, that is controlled by a switching/heating actuator.
2. This object is used to control an actuating drive with a continuous input value (0%..100%), e.g. an electromotive actuating drive.

9.16.4 Additional cooling stage
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

4

Additional cooling stage

Output

1. Switching
2. Percent (0...100%)

Description:
1. This object is used to operate a switching actuating drive, e.g. a thermoelectric positioner, that is controlled by a switching/heating actuator.
2. This object is used to control an actuating drive with a continuous input value (0%..100%), e.g. an electromotive actuating drive.
Note:
The additional stage can also be used as a parallel second cooling stage. To do this, set the parameter for the temperature difference to the basic stage
to 0°C.
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9.16.5 Control On/Off
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

5

1. Control On/Off

Output

Switching

2. Control On/Off (master)

Output

Switching

3. Control On/Off (slave)

Output

Switching

If a 0 telegram is received, the controller switches to OFF mode and regulates the temperature to the setpoint value for frost/heat protection. When the
controller is switched on again, the remaining operating mode objects are queried in order to determine the new operating mode.
Note:
About item 2:
During active ON/OFF controller function in master/slave mode the ON/OFF (master) control object is to be linked with this object.
About item 3:
During active ON/OFF controller function in master/slave mode the ON/OFF (slave) control object is to be linked with this object.

9.16.6 Actual temperature
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

6

1. Actual temperature

Output

2-byte floating point value

2. Actual temperature weighted

Output

2-byte floating point value

1. The object outputs the measured (room) temperature, adjusted by the calibration value.
2. The object outputs the temperature value which is calculated from the recording and weighting of internal and up to two external temperatures.
Note:
An external temperature measurement for room control may be practical for larger rooms and/or floor heating.

9.16.7 External actual temperature
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

7

External actual temperature

Input

2-byte floating point value

2-byte communication object for reading an external temperature value provided via the KNX bus.

9.16.8 External actual temperature 2
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

8

External actual temperature 2

Input

2-byte floating point value

2-byte communication object for reading an additional external temperature value provided via the KNX bus.

9.16.9 Fault, actual temperature
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

9

1. Fault, actual temperature

Output

Switching

2. Fault, actual temperature (master)

Output

Switching

3. Fault, actual temperature (slave)

Output

Switching

If one of the parameterized input temperatures is unavailable to the controller for a period longer than the monitoring time, the controller enters the error
mode. The error mode is sent to the bus as the value 1.
Note:
About item 2:
This object must be connected to the "Fault, actual temperature (slave)" object in order to indicate the error mode.
About item 3:
This object must be connected to the "Fault, actual temperature (slave) object in order to indicate the error mode.
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9.16.10 Local actual temperature
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

10

Local actual temperature

Output

Switching

Number

Name

Object function

Data type

11

Current setpoint

Output

2-byte floating point value

Not visible!

9.16.11 Current setpoint

The object outputs the current setpoint temperature resulting from the following: the parameterized setpoint temperature of the current operation type
and operating mode, the manual setpoint temperature adjustment, a change in the base setpoint temperature via the base setpoint value object. This
is purely a transmitting object.

9.16.12 Operating mode
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

12

1. Operating mode

Input / output

HVAC mode

2. Operating mode (master)

Input / output

HVAC mode

3. Operating mode (slave)

Input / output

HVAC mode

The "Operating mode" object receives, as a 1-byte value, the operating mode that is to be set. Here value 1 means "Comfort", value 2 "Standby", value
3 "Economy" and value 4 "Frost/heat protection".
In addition to manual setpoint adjustment and the adjustment of the basic setpoint value, the setpoint temperature of the controller can also be defined
by objects "Superimposed operating mode", "Condensate ware alarm", "Dew alarm", "Window contact", "Control On/Off", "Presence detector" and
"Operating mode (listed in decreasing order of priority).
Note:
Item 2:
If the master/slave mode is the active operating mode, the Operating mode (slave) object must be connected to this object.
Item 3:
If the master/slave mode is the active operating mode, the Operating mode (slave) object must be connected to this object.

9.16.13 Superimposed operating mode
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

13

1. Superimposed operating mode

Input

HVAC mode

2. Superimposed operating mode (master/slave)

Input

HVAC mode

The "Superimposed operating mode" object receives the operating mode that is to be set as 1- byte value. Here value 0 means "Superimposition
inactive", value 1 "Comfort", value 2 "Standby", value 3 "Economy" and value 4 "Frost/heat protection".
In addition to manual setpoint adjustment and the adjustment of the basic setpoint value, the setpoint temperature of the controller can also be defined
by objects "Superimposed operating mode", "Condensate ware alarm", "Dew alarm", "Window contact", "Control On/Off", "Presence detector" and
"Operating mode (listed in decreasing order of priority).
Note:
Item 2:
If the master/slave mode is active, the "Superimposed operating mode" object of the master and the slave must be connected to the group address
of the transmitter.

9.16.14 Window contact
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

14

1. Window contact

Input

Switching

2. Window contact (master/slave)

Input

Switching

The object uses the value 1 to signal an open window to the controller. If no other object with a higher priority is present, then the "Window contact"
message causes the controller to be set to the setpoint value for frost/heat protection. In addition to manual setpoint adjustment and the adjustment
of the basic setpoint value, the setpoint temperature of the controller can also be defined by objects "Superimposed operating mode", "Condensate
ware alarm", "Dew alarm", "Window contact", "Control On/Off", "Presence detector" and "Operating mode (listed in decreasing order of priority).
Note:
Item 2:
If the master/slave mode is active, the "Window contact (master/slave)" object of the master and the slave must be connected to the group address of
the transmitter.
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9.16.15 Presence watchdog
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

15

1. Presence detector

Input

Switching

2. Presence detector (master/slave)

Input

Switching

This object transmits the value 1 to the controller to signal that there are people in the room. If not other object with a higher priority is present, then
the "Presence detector" causes the controller to be set to the comfort setpoint value. In addition to manual setpoint adjustment and the adjustment of
the basic setpoint value, the setpoint temperature of the controller can also be defined by objects "Superimposed operating mode", "Condensate ware
alarm", "Dew alarm", "Window contact", "Control On/Off", "Presence detector" and "Operating mode (listed in decreasing order of priority).
Note:
Item 2:
If the master/slave mode is active, the "Presence detector (master/slave)" object of the master and the slave must be connected to the group address
of the transmitter.

9.16.16 Status heating
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

16

Status heating

Output

Switching

The room temperature controller sends an ON telegram via the "Status heating" object as soon as it is active in the heating mode. If the controller is
in the inactive zone between heating and cooling or is in cooling mode, the room temperature controller transmits an OFF telegram on the "Status
heating" object.

9.16.17 Status cooling
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

17

Status cooling

Output

Switching

The room temperature controller sends an ON telegram via the "Status cooling" object as soon as it is active in the cooling mode. If the controller is
in the inactive zone between heating and cooling or is in heating mode, the room temperature controller transmits an OFF telegram on the "Status
cooling" object.

9.16.18 Basic load
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

16

Basic load

Input / output

Switching

This object uses the value 1 to activate a parameterized base load, i.e. a minimum control value greater than zero. The value 0 deactivates the base
load. When the base load is deactivated, the control value can be lowered all the way to zero if necessary when the setpoint temperature is reached,
despite the minimum value set in the parameter.
Note:
Deactivating the basic load for a floor heating system is always useful in the summer, since it saves heating energy.

9.16.19 Switchover heating/cooling
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

17

Switchover heating/cooling

Input / output

Switching

1. A
 utomatic: If the switchover between heating and cooling is performed automatically by the room temperature controller, then this object is used to
provide information on the current heating (0) or cooling (1) status to the KNX bus. It is a transmitting object.
2. O
 nly via object: The switchover between heating and cooling on the room temperature controller occurs solely via this 1-bit communication object.
The value (0) activates the heating mode, and the value (1) activates the cooling mode. This is a receiving object.
3. Manual or via object: The switchover between heating and cooling on the room temperature controller occurs by user interaction or via the 1-bit
communication object. The information on the respective heating (0) or cooling (1) status is available to the KNX bus. This is a receiving and sending
object.
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9.16.20 Fan coil manual
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

18

1. Fan coil manual

Output

Switching

2. Fan coil manual (master))

Output

Switching

3. Fan coil manual (slave)

Output

Switching

Using this 1-bit communication object, a fan coil actuator can be placed in manual fan mode or returned to automatic fan mode. In the automatic fan
mode of the fan coil actuator, the fan's rotational speed is defined in the fan coil actuator using the control value. In manual fan operation, the user of
the room temperature controller can set the fan's rotational speed as needed. This setting will remain active until it is reset. The fan speed level 0 is an
exception: to avoid damage to the building, automatic mode is activated again 18 hours after fan speed level 0 is selected.
Note:
Item 2:
If fan coil manual is active in the master/slave mode, the fan coil manual (slave) object must be connected to this object.
Item 3:
If fan coil manual is active in the master/slave mode, the fan coil manual (master) object must be connected to this object.

9.16.21 Fan coil step
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

19

1. Fan coil step

Output

2-byte floating point value

2. Fan coil step (master)

Output

2-byte floating point value

3. Fan coil step (slave)

Output

2-byte floating point value

The fan speed level in the fan coil actuator is selected via the 1-byte communication object. Whether the fan speed level information is transmitted in
manual or also in automatic fan speed level mode can be set. The formats that can be selected for the 1-byte communication object are the fan speed
level (0..5) or a percentage value (0..100%) which is calculated back to a fan speed level in the fan coil actuator.
Note:
Item 2:
If fan coil step is active in the master/slave mode, the fan coil step (slave) object must be connected to this object.
Item 3:
If fan coil step is active in the master/slave mode, the fan coil step (slave) object must be connected to this object.

9.16.22 Fan coil step status
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

20

Fan coil step status

Input / output

2-byte floating point value

Using the "Fan coil step status" object, the room temperature controller receives the current fan speed level of the fan coil actuator.

9.16.23 Fan speed level 1
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

21

Fan speed level 1

Output

Switching

This 1-bit communication object is used to output the active status (1) of the fan speed level, while the other fan speed levels are deactivated (0),
depending on the parameter setting. If the fan speed level is inactive, the object has a value of (0).

9.16.24 Fan speed level 2
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

22

Fan speed level 2

Output

Switching

This 1-bit communication object is used to output the active status (1) of the fan speed level, while the other fan speed levels are deactivated (0),
depending on the parameter setting. If the fan speed level is inactive, the object has a value of (0).

9.16.25 Fan speed level 3
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

23

Fan speed level 3

Output

Switching

This 1-bit communication object is used to output the active status (1) of the fan speed level, while the other fan speed levels are deactivated (0),
depending on the parameter setting. If the fan speed level is inactive, the object has a value of (0).
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9.16.26 Fan speed level 4
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

24

Fan speed level 4

Output

Switching

This 1-bit communication object is used to output the active status (1) of the fan speed level, while the other fan speed levels are deactivated (0), depending on the parameter setting. If the fan speed level is inactive, the object has a value of (0).

9.16.27 Fan speed level 5
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

25

Fan speed level 5

Output

Switching

This 1-bit communication object is used to output the active status (1) of the fan speed level, while the other fan speed levels are deactivated (0), depending on the parameter setting. If the fan speed level is inactive, the object has a value of (0).

9.16.28 Basic set value
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

26

Basic set value

Input

2-byte floating point value

This 2-byte communication object can be used to change/adjust the parameterized basic setpoint value via the KNX bus. Parameters can be used
to define whether the value received by this object is interpreted as "Setpoint heating comfort", "Setpoint cooling comfort" or an average between
heating and cooling comfort.

9.16.29 Resetting manual set values
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

27

Resetting manual set values

Input

Switching

This 1-bit communication object is used to reset the manual setpoint adjustment that was set on the device.

9.16.30 Dew point alarm
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

28

Dew point alarm

Input

Switching

This 1-bit communication object is used to place the controller in the dew point alarm mode. This causes the current setpoint value to be set to the
heat protection setpoint value in order to keep the structure from being damaged by dew.
Note:
This protective mechanism is only active in the cooling mode. It remains in place until it is cancelled by the value (0). When an alarm is active, manual
operation of the controller is blocked. This information is indicated by a corresponding icon on the control unit.

9.16.31 Condensate water alarm
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

29

1. Condensate water alarm

Input

Switching

2. Condensate water alarm (master/slave)

Input

Switching

This 1-bit communication object is used to place the controller in the condensation alarm mode. This causes the current setpoint value to be set to the
heat protection setpoint value in order to keep the structure from being damaged by an overflowing condensation container.
Note:
Item 1:
This protective mechanism is only active in the cooling mode. It remains in place until it is cancelled by the value (0). When an alarm is active, manual
operation of the controller is blocked. This information is indicated by a corresponding icon on the device.
Item 2:
• This protective mechanism is only active in the cooling mode. It remains in place until it is cancelled by the value (0). When an alarm is active, manual
operation of the controller is blocked. This information is indicated by a corresponding icon on the device.
• When the master/slave mode is active, the condensate water alarm (master/slave) objects must be connected to the alarm transmitter.
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9.16.32 Outside temperature for summer compensation
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

30

Outside temperature for summer compensation

Input

2-byte floating point value

In order to save energy, and to ensure that the temperature difference occurring during entry and exit of a climate-controlled building stays within comfortable limits, the reduction of room temperature by cooling devices should be limited as a function of the outside temperature (summer compensation). This, for example, prevents the air-conditioning system from further reducing the room temperature to 24°C with an outside temperature of 35°C.
This function can only be used with an outside temperature sensor. This 2-byte communication object must then be used to provide the controller
with the current outside temperature.

9.16.33 Summer compensation active
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

31

Summer compensation active

Output

Switching

This 1-bit communication object is used to indicate via the bus whether the summer compensation is active (1) or inactive (0). If it is active, the setpoint
value configured for the cooling mode is increased by the summer compensation function. A decrease of the cooling mode setpoint temperature
below the value calculated by the parameterized summer compensation function is not possible. An increase of the setpoint temperature for the
cooling mode is always possible.

9.16.34 Set value reached
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

32

Set value reached

Output

Switching

When the setpoint set on the device in comfort mode has been reached it is sent by means of value (1) as information to the KNX bus via the 1-bit
communication object. The function is started by activating the comfort or presence mode. If the reaching of the setpoint temperature is interfered
with by the preselection of a different operating mode or by adjustment to a new setpoint, value (0) is sent.

9.16.35 Fahrenheit
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

33

1. Fahrenheit

Input / output

Switching

2. Fahrenheit (master)

Input / output

Switching

3. Fahrenheit (slave)

Input / output

Switching

The temperature indication on the display can be changed from Celsius (°C) to Fahrenheit (°F). The conversion from Celsius to Fahrenheit always
takes place in the display unit, since only Celsius values are sent over the KNX bus. The value (0) results in a temperature indication in Celsius, while
the value (1) results in Fahrenheit.
Note:
Item 2:
If the Fahrenheit object is active in the master/slave mode, the Fahrenheit (slave) object must be connected to this object.
Item 3:
If the Fahrenheit object is active in the master/slave mode, the Fahrenheit (master) object must be connected to this object..

9.16.36 Display backlighting
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

34

Display backlighting

Input / output

Switching

The display backlighting is activated with value (1) and deactivated with value (0) via the 1-bit communication object.
Note:
This function is mainly used in rooms where backlighting during the night is considered to be a disturbing factor, such as in hotel rooms and bedrooms.

9.16.37 On/off request
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

35

1. On/off request (master)

Input

Switching

2. On/off request (slave)

Input

Switching

This 1-bit communication object must be connected to the respective slave communication object in order to synchronise the devices in the master/
slave configuration.
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9.16.38 Setpoint display
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

36

1. Setpoint display (master)

Input / output

2-byte floating point value

2. Setpoint display (slave)

Input / output

2-byte floating point value

This 2-byte communication object must be connected to the respective slave communication object in order to synchronise the devices in the master/
slave configuration.

9.16.39 Request setpoint (slave)
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

37

1. Request setpoint (master)

Input

Percent (0...100%)

2. Request setpoint (slave)

Input

Percent (0...100%)

This 1-byte communication object must be connected to the respective slave communication object in order to synchronise the devices in the master/
slave configuration.

9.16.40 Confirm setpoint (slave)
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

38

1. Confirm setpoint (master)

Input / output

Percent (0...100%)

2. Confirm setpoint (slave)

Input / output

Percent (0...100%)

This 1-byte communication object must be connected to the respective slave communication object in order to synchronise the devices in the master/
slave configuration.

9.16.41 Heating/cooling request
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

39

1. Heating/cooling request (master)

Input

Switching

2. Heating/cooling request (slave)

Input

Switching

This 1-bit communication object must be connected to the respective slave communication object in order to synchronise the devices in the master/
slave configuration.

9.16.42 Request fan speed level manual
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

40

1. Request fan speed level manual (master)

Input

Switching

2. Request fan speed level manual (slave)

Input

Switching

This 1-bit communication object must be connected to the respective slave communication object in order to synchronise the devices in the master/
slave configuration.

9.16.43 Request fan speed level
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

41

1. Request fan speed level (master)

Input

Percent (0...100%)

2. Request fan speed level (slave)

Input

Percent (0...100%)

This 1-byte communication object must be connected to the respective slave communication object in order to synchronise the devices in the master/
slave configuration.
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9.16.44 Confirm fan speed level
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

42

1. Confirm fan speed level (master)

Input / output

Percent (0...100%)

2. Confirm fan speed level (slave)

Input / output

Percent (0...100%)

This 1-byte communication object must be connected to the respective slave communication object in order to synchronise the devices in the master/
slave configuration.

9.16.45 Controller status RHCC
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

43

Controller status RHCC

Output

2-byte floating point value

This communication object outputs the heating/cooling operation type, active/inactive operation, the frost and heat alarm, and the error (actual temperature reading failure) in accordance with the specification for the RHCC (Room Heating Cooling Controller) status.

9.16.46 Controller status HVAC
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

44

1. Controller status HVAC

Output

Percent (0...100%)

2. Controller status HVAC (master)

Output

Percent (0...100%)

3. Controller status HVAC (slave)

Output

Percent (0...100%)

This communication object outputs the current operating mode, the heating/cooling mode, active/inactive mode, the frost alarm and the dew point
alarm in accordance with the specification for the HVAC (Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning) status.
Note:
Item 2:
If the master/slave mode is active, the HVAC status (slave) object must be connected to this object.
Item 3:
If the master/slave mode is active, the HVAC status (master) object must be connected to this object.

9.16.47 Commissioned
Number

Name

Object function

Data type

45

Commissioned

Output

Switching

The controller uses this 1-bit communication object to send a cyclical "Sign of life". This signal can be used to monitor the device, e.g. by means of a
visualisation.
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1. General
Modern building installation enables a high degree of functionality and simultaneously complies with increased security requirements. Due to the structured installation of the electrical components, it is possible to carry out rapid planning, installation and commissioning as well as achieve cost benefits during operation. With
individual room control, potential savings of up to 25 % of the energy consumption can be achieved.
The technical systems for control of the room temperature and air quality consume the largest share of energy in a building. Accordingly, the largest savings can
be made here. Mistaken or incorrect operation can lead to expensive waste of energy. High levels of energy consumption are greatly reduced or avoided by optimisation of a building with regard to the architecture, construction and installation engineering.
On a room level, the KNX intelligent installation systems support the user in optimisation of the energy consumption and provide information to the installation
engineering or the building control engineering for optimisation of the setting parameters. By detecting the actual temperature value and specifying a respective
temperature setpoint with a control algorithm, the thermostat sends a control value to the actuator, e.g. the Valve Drive Actuator 01535. This controls an Electrothermal Valve Drive. This on the other hand opens or closes a value of a heating or cooling unit, e.g. underfloor heating. This then changes the room temperature.
An additional presence detector used for control of the room lighting can simultaneously switch the room thermostat to absent mode as soon as the room is unoccupied for an extended period. Heating or cooling energy can be conserved in this way.
Practical experience has shown that the reduction of the room temperature by 1 °C can reduce the consumption of heating energy by 6 %. If the room temperature is reduced by 3 °C during absence, 18 % of the heating energy can be saved in a non-occupied room.

1.1 Using the product manual
This manual provides you with detailed technical information relating to the function, installation and programming of the 01535. The application of the device is
explained using examples.
This manual is divided into the following sections:
• Chapter 1 General
• Chapter 2 Device technology
• Chapter 3 Commissioning
• Chapter 4 Planning and application
• Chapter A Appendix
1.1.1 Structure of the product manual

All parameters are initially described in chapter 3. Directly following the parameter descriptions you can find descriptions for the communication objects.
Note
A Valve Drive Actuator features 6 or 12 outputs. However, as the functions and communication objects for all outputs are identical, only the functions of
output A will be described.

1.1.2 Note

Notes and safety instructions are represented as follows in this manual:
Note
Tips for usage and operation.
Examples
Application examples, installation examples, programming examples.
Important
These safety instructions are used as soon as there is danger of a malfunction without risk of damage or injury.

Caution
These safety instructions are used as soon as there is danger of a malfunction without risk of damage or injury.

Danger
These safety instructions are used if there is a danger for life and limb with inappropriate use.

Danger
These safety instructions are used if there is a danger to life with inappropriate use.
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1.2 Product and functional overview
The Valve Drive Actuators are modular installation devices in Pro M Design or installation in the distribution board.
The devices are used for control of valves via Electrothermal Valve Drives for room temperature control.
Hardware

01535

Number of outputs

6

Nominal voltage

24…230 V AC

Rated current (per output)

160 mA

Short-circuit and overload monitoring

•

Mounting width in space units

4

Manual operation

•

• = property applies

2. Device Technology
The Valve Drive Actuators are modular installation devices for installation in the distribution board on 35 mm mounting rails. The devices feature six or twelve semiconductor outputs for control of Thermoelectric Valve Drives in heating and cooling systems. The outputs can be operated at 24…230 V AC.
The outputs are short-circuit and overload protected.
The outputs can be directly controlled using the manual buttons. The LEDs on the front of the device signal the status of the outputs.
The connection to the KNX is implemented via a bus connection terminal. The devices do not require an additional auxiliary power supply.

2.1 Technical data
Supply

Operating and display elements

Bus voltage

21…32 V DC

Current consumption, bus

< 12 mA

Leakage loss, bus

maximum 250 mW

Leakage loss of the device at max. load

maximum 2 W

6 semiconductor outputs

for every 3 non-isolated outputs in the group. Short circuit
and overload protected

Rated voltage Un

24…230 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Rated current In per output

160 mA resistive load at Tamb up to 45 °C

Inrush current per output

maximum 300 mA for 2 min at TA up to 60 °C

Caution:
When valve drives are connected in parallel, the technical data of the respective valve drive must be observed! The
inrush current (300 mA) or rated current (160 mA) of the output may not be exceeded.
Connections

Operating and display elements

KNX

via bus connection terminals

Output terminals

via universal head screw terminals
0.2... 4 mm2 stranded, 2 x 0.2…2.5 mm2,
0.2...6 mm2 single core, 2 x 0.2…4 mm2

Button/LED

for assignment of the physical address

Button
One button
One button
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for toggling between manual operation/operation via KNX
bus and displays

and LED
and LED
RESET

and LED

per output
for every 3 outputs

for control (ON/OFF) of the output and display of the
status
for reset and indication of a fault e.g. short circuit and
overload

Enclosure

IP 20

to EN 60 529

Safety class

II

to EN 61 140

Isolation category

overvoltage category

III to DIN EN 60 664-1

pollution degree

2 to EN 60 664-1
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KNX safety extra low voltage

SELV 30 V DC

Temperature range

Operation

-5 °C…+45 °C

Storage

-25 °C…+55 °C

Transport

-25 °C…+70 °C

Ambient conditions

Maximum air humidity

93 %, no condensation allowed

Design

Modular installation device

modular installation device

Dimensions

90 x 72 x 64.5 mm (H x W x D)

Mounting width in space units (modules at 18 mm)

4

Mounting depth

64.5 mm

Installation

On 35 mm mounting rail

to EN 60 715

Mounting position

As required

Weight (without batteries)

01535

Housing/colour

Plastic housing, grey

Approvals

KNX to EN 50 090-1, -2

CE mark

In accordance with the EMC guideline and low voltage
guideline

approx. 0.16 kg
certification

Device type

Application program

Maximum number of
communication objects

Maximum number of group
addresses

Maximum number of
associations

01535

Valve Drive 6f 230V/…*

59

255

255

* … = current version number of the application program. Please observe the software information on our homepage for this purpose.

Note
The ETS and the current version of the device application program are required for programming.
The current version of the application program is available for download on the internet. After import it is available in the ETS under Heating,
Ventilation, Air conditioning/Valve Drive Actuator.
The device does not support the closing function of a KNX device in the ETS. If you inhibit access to all devices of the project with a BCU
code, it has no effect on this device. Reading out data and programming is still possible.
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2.2 Connection schematics

7
8

6
5
RESET

4
01535

RESET

9
1
2
3

1 Label carrier
2 Button/LED Programming

(red)

3 Bus connection terminal
4 Button/LED Manual Operation
5 Button ON/OFF
6 LED ON/OFF

…

(yellow)

per output

(yellow) per output

7 Connection terminals for outputs
8 LED Overload/Short Circuit

…
(red)

9 Button Reset Overload/Short Circuit
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2.3 Assembly and installation
The KNX Valve Drive Actuator 01535 is a modular installation device for quick installation in the distribution board on 35 mm mounting rails to EN 60 715.
The mounting position can be selected as required.
The electrical connection is implemented using screw terminals. The connection to the bus is implemented using the supplied bus connection terminal. The
terminal assignment is located on the housing.
The device is ready for operation after connection to the bus voltage.
Accessibility to the device for the purpose of operation, testing, visual inspection, maintenance and repair must be provided compliant to VDE 0100-520.
Commissioning requirements
In order to commission the device, a PC with ETS and a KNX interface, e.g. USB or IP, are required. The device is ready for operation after connection to the
bus voltage.
The installation and commissioning may only be carried out by qualified electrical specialists. The appropriate norms, guidelines, regulations and specifications
for your country should be observed when planning and setting up electrical installations and security systems for intrusion and fire detection.
Protect the device from damp, dirt and damage during transport, storage and operation.
Only operate the device within the specified technical data limits!
The device should only be operated in an enclosed housing (distribution board)!
The voltage supply to the device must be switched off, before mounting work is performed.

Danger
In order to avoid dangerous touch voltages, which originate through feedback from differing phase conductors, all-pole disconnection must be observed when
extending or modifying the electrical connections.
Manual operation
The device incorporates manual operating features. Special device functions can be undertaken using the operating keys on the foil keypad.
The foil keypad may not be operated with pointed or sharp-edged objects, e.g. screwdrivers or pens. This may damage the keypad.
Supplied state
The device is supplied with the physical address 15.15.255. The application program is preloaded. It is therefore only necessary to load group addresses and
parameters during commissioning.
However, the complete application program can be reloaded if required. A longer downtime may result if the application program is changed or after a discharge.
Assignment of the physical address
The assignment and programming of the physical address is carried out in the ETS.
The device features a
button for assignment of the physical device address. The red LED lights up, after the button has been pushed. It switches off
as soon as the ETS has assigned the physical address or the
button is pressed again.
Download response
Depending on the PC, which is used, the progress bar for the download may take up to one and a half minutes, before it appears, due to the complexity of the
device.
Cleaning
If devices become dirty, they can be cleaned using a dry cloth or a cloth dampened with a soapy solution. Corrosive agents or solutions should never be used.
Maintenance
The device is maintenance-free. No repairs should be carried out by unauthorised personnel if damage occurs, e.g. during transport and/or storage.
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2.4 Manual operation
General
The outputs can be directly controlled using the buttons in manual operation.
Accordingly, the wiring of the loads connected to the outputs can be verified during commissioning. You can, for example, ensure that the connected valve
drives open or close the valves correctly.
Function of manual operation
Manual operation facilitates on-location operation of the device. As standard the button
using it.
Switch on of manual operation:
Press button
until the yellow LED

Manual operation is enabled and can be switched on and off

lights continuously.

Switch off of manual operation:
Press button
until the yellow LED switches off.
The yellow LED flashes during the switchover process.
After connection to the KNX, an ETS download or ETS reset, the device is in KNX operation. The LED

is off. All LEDs indicate the actual input state.

Note
If the Manual operation is generally disabled or disabled via communication object Disable/enable man. operation, the LED
A switchover from KNX operation to the Manual operation mode does not occur.

flashes during a button push.

Important
If manual mode is activated, it has a higher priority than other functions, e.g. safety. As soon as the output state is modified in manual mode via button Output,
active functions, such as blocking, forced operation and valve purge are interrupted and values of the characteristic curve are not considered.
Manual operation is inactive after bus voltage recovery, download or ETS reset.
Supplied state
Manual operation is enabled by default in the supplied state. The device is in KNX operation after connection to the bus. The yellow LED
the outputs indicate the actual state. The buttons for the outputs are non-functional.

is off. All LEDs for

Telegram processing with active manual operation
Incoming telegrams will continue to be received and saved during active manual operation. After manual operation is deactivated, the device will update.
If a telegram with the value 1 is received via communication object Enable/block manual operation, active manual operation is deactivated and then blocked.
Manual operation can no longer by activated by the manual buttons.

2.4.1 Display elements
Indicator LEDs are located on the front of the device.
All LEDs Output X indicate the actual state. In KNX operation the LED

is off.

The response of the display elements is described in the following table:
LED

Function/operation
On: Manual operation
Flashing: Switchover process
Off: KNX operation

Output
A...X

Fault
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On: Output active, control value > 0, normal operation
Flashes slowly (1 Hz): Safety function (blocking or forced operation) active
Flashes quickly (5 Hz):Output blocked (short-circuit or overload on the output group)
Off: Output inactive
Every three outputs form an output group. Each output group features an LED fault.
On: Overload of at least one output of an output group
Slow flash (1 Hz): Short-circuit testing of the output group
Fast flash (5 Hz): At least one output of an output group is blocked
Off: Normal operation, no fault
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2.4.2 Operating controls
Buttons for manual operation are located on the front of the device.
If manual operation is activated, the current control value of the respective output is retained and the yellow LEDs on the outputs indicate the current
status (ON/OFF). A target position, which may not have yet been achieved, is approached. The outputs can now only be operated via the manual buttons
for the outputs. The first button push switches on the output if the control value = 0. If the control value > 0, the output is switched off. Every subsequent
button push toggles the output.
The behaviour of the operating elements dependent on the operating states, KNX operation and Manual operation is described in the following table:
Button

Manual
operation

KNX operation

Manual operation

Long button operation (about 3 sec.): Switch to Manual
operation, provided that Manual operation is not blocked by a
parameter setting.
Short button push: LED Manual operation flashes and
switches off again. The device is once again in Manual operation

Long button operation (about 3 sec.): Changeover to the KNX
operation. The inputs are queried again, and the input states are
updated accordingly.
The reset of Manual operation to KNX operation can be be undertaken in a programmable time, depending on the parameterization.

No reaction

output A is switched on or off. A connectBy pressing button
ed valve drive opens/closes the valve.

Output A...X
RESET

Reset

The display
For resetting a fault, e.g. short-circuit or overload of an output
must be pushed until the red LED
group. The button
switches off, for this purpose.
The button function is inactive during an ongoing short-circuit
test.
RESET

indicates the current switching state of the output.

For resetting a fault, e.g. short-circuit or overload of an output
must be pushed until the red LED
group. The button
switches off, for this purpose.
The button function is inactive during an ongoing short-circuit test.
RESET
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3. Commissioning
The KNX Valve Drive Actuators 01535 are actuators for control of electrothermal valve drives for room temperature control. The outputs each feature the same
range of functions, whereby each output can be parameterized individually.
A short overview of all functions of the Valve Drive Actuators can be found in the next chapter.

3.1 Overview
The following table provides an overview of the functions with the Valve Drive Actuators 01535 and their application program:
General

01535

Cyclic monitoring telegram (In operation)

•

Limit number of sent telegrams

•

Sending and switching delay after bus voltage recovery

•

Limit rate of telegrams

•

Reset error messages for all outputs

•

Request status values via object

•

Manual operation
Disable/enable via object

•

Automatic reset in KNX operation after a time

•

Manual operating status

•

Output X General
Error messages (short-circuit/overload)

•

Reaction on bus voltage recovery

•

Type of valve drive

•

Control
- Control value 1 bit (on/off)
- Control value 1 bit (PWM or on/off)
- Status control 1 bit/1 byte

•

Cyclic monitoring of control value

•

Output X Functions
Block

•

Forced operation

•

Valve purge
- Activate via object
- Adjustable purge duration
- Cyclic purge
- Status valve purge

•

Characteristic curve correction

•

Status byte

•

• = property applies
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3.1.1 Conversion
For KNX devices from ETS3 or higher, it is possible to assume the parameter settings and group addresses from earlier application program versions.
Furthermore, conversion can be applied to transfer the existing parameterization of a device to another device.
Note
When the term “channels” is used in the ETS, inputs and/or outputs are meant. In order to ensure that the ETS language generally applies for as many
devices as possible, the word channels is used here.

3.1.1.1 Procedure
• Insert the required device into the project.
• Import the current application program into the ETS.
• Perform parameterization and program the device.
• After you have parameterized a device, you can transfer the settings to a second device.
• Right click on the product and select Plug-in > Convert in the context menu for this purpose.

• Thereafter undertake the required settings in the Convert dialog.
• Finally, exchange the physical address and delete the old device.
Should you wish to only copy individual channels within a device, use the function Copy and exchange.
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3.1.2 Copying and exchanging parameter settings
Parameterization of devices can take a lot of time depending on the complexity of the application and the number of device inputs/outputs. To keep the
commissioning work to the shortest time possible, using the function Copy/exchange channels, parameter settings of an input/output can be copied or
exchanged with freely selectable inputs/outputs. Optionally, the group addresses can be retained, copied or deleted in the target input/output.
Note
When the term “channels” is used in the ETS, inputs and/or outputs are meant. In order to ensure that the ETS language generally applies for as many
devices as possible, the word channels is used here.
The copy function for inputs/outputs is particularly useful with devices having the same parameter settings for several outputs, inputs or groups. For
example, lighting in a room is frequently controlled in an identical manner. In this case, the parameter settings from input/output X can be copied to all
other inputs/outputs or to a special input/output of the device. Thus the parameters for this input/output must not be set separately, which significantly
shortens the commissioning time.
The exchange of parameter settings is useful, e.g. should the inputs/outputs be swapped when wiring the terminals. The parameter settings of the
incorrectly wired inputs/outputs can be simply exchanged saving the requirement for time-consuming rewiring.

3.1.3 Procedure
• Insert the required device into the project.
• Import the current application program into the ETS.
• Click with the right mouse button on the product, whose outputs you wish to copy or exchange, and select the context menu
Plug-in > Copy/exchange channels.

Thereafter undertake the required settings in the Copy/exchange channel dialog.
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3.1.4 Copy/exchange channel dialog

At the top left, you will see the source channel selection window for marking the source channel. Beside is located the selection window for the target
channel or channels for marking the target channel or channels.
Source channel
With the selection of the source channel, you define which parameter settings should be copied or exchanged. Only one source channel can be selected at a time.
Target channels
With the selection of the target channels, you define which channel/channels are to assume the parameter settings of the source channel.
• For the function Exchange only one target output can be selected at a time.
• For the function Copy, different target channels can be selected simultaneously. For this purpose, press the Ctrl key and mark the required channels
with the mouse cursor, e.g. channels B and C.
With this button, you select all available target channels, e.g. A…C.
Reset the selection of the target channel with this button.

Copy
The following options can be selected before copying the parameter settings:
• Leave the group addresses unchanged (if possible) in the target channel
• Copy group addresses
• Delete group addresses in the target channel
With this button, copy the settings of the source channel into the target channel or channels.

Exchange
The following options can be selected before exchanging the parameter settings:
• Retain group addresses
• Exchange of group addresses
• Deletion of group addresses
With this button, exchange the settings of the source channel with the target channel.
Confirm your selection with this button, and the window closes.
Using this button, the window closes without accepting the changes.
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3.2 Parameters
Programming of the Valve Drive Actuator is implemented with the Engineering Tool Software (ETS).
The application program is available in the ETS3 at Heating, Ventilation, Air conditioning/Valve Drive Actuator.
The following chapter describes the parameters of the device using the parameter window. The parameter window features a dynamic structure, so that
further parameters may be enabled depending on the parameterization and the function.
The default values of the parameters are underlined, e.g.
Options: yes
no

3.2.1 Parameter window General
In this parameter, the parameters are defined that determine the overall behaviour of the device.

Send communication object “In operation”
Options: no
send value 0 cyclically
send value 1 cyclically
The communication object In operation (no. 0) indicates the presence of the device on the bus. This cyclic telegram can be monitored by an external
device. If a telegram is not received, the device may be defective or the bus cable to the transmitting device may be interrupted.
• no: The communication object In operation is not enabled.
• send value 0/1 cyclically: The communication object In operation (no. 0) is sent cyclically on the KNX.
The following parameter appears:
Sending cycle time
in s [1...65,535],
Options: 1…60…65,535
Here the time interval is set, at which the communication object In operation (no. 0) cyclically sends a telegram.
Note
After bus voltage recovery, the communication object sends its value after the set sending and switching delay.
Sending and switching delay after
bus voltage recovery in s (2…255)
Options: 2…255
Telegrams are only received during the send and switching delay. The telegrams are not processed, however, and the outputs remain unchanged.
No telegrams are sent on the bus.
After the sending and switching delay, telegrams are sent, and the state of the outputs is set to correspond to the parameterization or the communication object values.
If communication objects are read during the sending and switching delay, e.g. by a visualisation system, these read requests are stored and a
response is sent, after the send and switching delay has been completed.
An initialisation time of about two seconds is included in the delay time. The initialisation time is the time that the processor requires to be functional.
How does the device behave with bus voltage recovery?
After bus voltage recovery, the device always waits for the send delay time to elapse before sending telegrams on the bus.
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Limit number of telegrams
Options: no
yes
The load on the KNX generated by the device can be limited with the limitation on the number of telegrams sent. This limit relates to all telegrams
sent by the device.
• yes: The following parameters appear:
Max. number of sent telegrams
[1…255]
Options:

1…20…255

in period
Options:

50 ms / 100 ms …1 s…30 s / 1 min

This parameter defines the number of telegrams sent by the device within a period. The telegrams are sent as quickly as possible at the start
of a period.

Enable communication object
"Request status values" 1 bit
Options: no
yes
Via this communication object, all status messages can be requested provided that they have been parameterized with the option after a change
or request.
• yes: The 1 bit communication object Request status values is enabled. The following parameter appears:
Request with object value
Options: 0
1
0 or 1
• 0: Sending status messages is requested with the value 0.
• 1: Sending status messages is requested with the value 1.
• 0 or 1: Sending status messages is requested with the values 0 or 1.

3.2.2 Parameter window Manual operation
In this parameter window all the settings for manual operation can be made. For a detailed description of manual operation.

Manual operation
Options: enabled
disabled
disable/enable via communication object
This parameter defines if the switch over between the operating states Manual operation and KNX operation is enabled or disabled via the button
on the device or via a communication object.
• enabled: The operating states Manual operation and KNX operation can be toggled via button

.

• disabled: Manual operation is generally disabled.
• disable/enable via communication object: The communication object Disable /enable man. operation appears.
Telegram value:

0 = button

enabled

1 = button

disabled

If manual operation has been selected with the option enabled or the option disable/enable via communication object, two further parameters appear:
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Reset manual operation to KNX operation
Options: no
after 1/3/10/30 minutes
This parameter determines how long manual operation remains activated or after how long switch over to KNX operation occurs.
• no: Manual operation remains activated until it is deactivated again using the manual operation button
object.

or using the communication

• after X minutes: Manual operation remains activated after the last operation of the button until the parameterized time has timed out or it is
deactivated again using the manual button
.

Enable communication object
"Request status values" 1 bit
Options: no
yes
• yes: The 1 bit communication object Status manual operation (no. 2) is enabled. An additional parameter appears:
Send object value
Options: no, update only
after a change
after request
after a change or request
• no, update only: The status is updated but not sent.
• after a change: The status is sent after a change.
• after request: The status is sent after a request.
• after a change or request: The status is sent after a change or a request.

3.2.3 Parameter window A: General
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Type of valve drive
Options: de-energised opened
de-energised closed
This parameter defines the additional functions of the electrothermal valve drive output.
Note
De-energised closed valve drives (N.C. = normally closed)
If no current flows in the valve drive, the valve is closed. If current flows in the valve drive, the valve opens.
De-energised opened valve drives (N.O. = normally opened)
If no current flows in the valve drive, the valve opens. If current flows in the valve drive, the valve then closes.

Reaction after bus voltage recovery
Options: unchanged
select
This parameter determines the response of the output at bus voltage recovery.
• unchanged: The last control value received before bus voltage failure is set. This also applies if a function with a higher priority, e.g. Block, was active
before bus voltage failure. If a value for control in % at bus voltage failure is predefined, this will be reactivated at bus voltage recovery.
• select: The following parameter appears:

Control value
in % [0...100]
Options: 0…100
This parameter determines the control of the output after bus voltage recovery in %.
If a control value is received via a 1 bit value, on parameter Cycle time of PWM in s [10…6,000], a value must be entered. This value is used as
the basis for calculation of the output control at bus voltage recovery in %
Note
Control value in %
The actual valve setting in % may diverge from the set value for control in % depending on the ambient conditions, e.g. room temperature, valve
drive used, water pressure in the heating/cooling system, valve, etc.
The set value in the parameter Control value in % is based on the parameter Cycle time of PWM. The output is controlled accordingly depending
on the setting.
Example parameter settings:
Control value in % [0...100]:
70 %
Cycle time of the PWM in s [10...6,000] 60 s
With these settings, the output switches ON for 42 s and OFF for 18 s (60 s x 0.7 = 42 s).
Quick heat up/cool down
An additional time is determined that is dependent on the change in the control value and the closing and opening times of the valve drive. This
additional time extends the switch on and off duration after a change in the control value. Accordingly, the new control value is achieved quickly.
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Control value is received as
Options: 1 bit
1 byte
This parameter defines how the sent control value is received by the thermostat. Depending on the selection made, the communication object for the
Control value, (1 bit or 1 byte) is displayed.
• 1 bit: The control value is sent by the thermostat as a PWM signal or a two-step signal (ON/OFF). The parameter for setting the PWM-cycle time and
the communication object Control value, switch 1 bit appear.
*PWM = pulse width modulation
Note
Pulse width modulation
With pulse width modulation, the valve is operated as with 2-point control exclusively in the positions fully opened and fully closed. In contrast to a
2-point control, the position is not controlled via limit values, but rather by calculated control values similar to continuous control.
The control value is fixed for a timed cycle and recalculated for the switch on duration of the output. The control value 20 % at a cycle time of 15 minutes, for example, will be recalculated for a switch on duration of three minutes.
The control value 50 % results in a switch on duration of 7.5 minutes.
Using pulse width modulation, a relatively exact control of the temperature is achieved without high levels of overshoot. Simple, attractively-priced
thermoelectric valve drives can be used.
• 1 byte: The control value is sent by the thermostat as a continuous positioning telegram (0…255). The communication object Control value, continuous (PWM) 1 byte and further parameters appear.
Note
1 byte control
For 1 byte control, a value of 0…255 (corresponds to 0…100 %) is preset by the room thermostat. This process is also known as continuous control.
At 0 %, the output switches off (the valve is closed); at 100 %, the output switches on (the valve is fully opened).

Convert control value to
Options: PWM (pulse width modulation)
OPEN/CLOSE-Signal
This parameter determines how the received control value (0…255) can be processed. The control value can be converted to a PWM signal or an ON/
OFF signal.
• PWM (pulse width modulation): The continuous control value is converter to a PWM signal. The PWM cycle time must be defined in the parameter
Cycle time of PWM.
• OPEN/CLOSE-Signal: The continuous control value is converted into an OPENING or CLOSING signal from a parameterizable value. The parameter
for entering the threshold value appears.
OPEN at control value
greater or equal in % [1...100]
Options: 1…100
This parameter determines the threshold value for the ON/OFF signal. The output switches ON continuously if the value parameterized here is
greater than or equal to the received control value. If a control value that is less than the parameterized value is received, the output switches OFF.

Cycle time of PWM
in s [10...6,000]
Options: 10…180…6,000
This parameter sets the cycle time for pulse width modulation.
If the control value is received via a 1 bit value, this parameter serves as the basis for calculation of the control of the output with
• bus voltage failure/recovery,
• forced operation,
• fault of the control value (control fault) and
• characteristic curve correction.
Opening time of valve drive
in s [10...6,000]
Options: 10…180…10,000
This parameter determines the time, which the connected valve drive requires for a complete motion (from closed = 0 % to fully opened = 100 %).
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Closing time of valve drive
in s [10...6,000]
Options: 10…180…10,000
This parameter determines the time, which the connected valve drive requires for a complete motion (from fully opened = 100 % to fully closed = 0 %).
Note
The closing and opening times should be taken from the technical data of the valve drive or should be determined during set-up and commissioning.

Monitoring control values
e.g. thermostat
Options: no
yes
This function is used for monitoring cyclic sending of the control value of the thermostat. The absence of a control value, e.g. due to malfunction of the
thermostat, can cause a previously parameterized control value to be used to continue with heating and cooling operation on an emergency basis.
• yes: The communication object Fault control value, is enabled. The following parameters appear:
Monitoring time
in s [30…65,535]
Options: 30…120…65,535
This parameter sets the time used to monitor the telegrams on the input control values: Communication objects Control value, switch 1 bit or
Control value, continuous (PWM) 1 byte.
If a setting variable is not received within the parameterized time, a malfunction or a defective thermostat is the cause.
The reaction of the output to a control value not received can be defined in the following parameters.

Send object value
(Object "Fault control value" 1 bit)
Options: no, update only
after a change
after request
after a change or request
• no, update only: The status is updated but not sent.
• after a change: The status is sent after a change.
• after request: The status is sent after a request.
• after a change or request: The status is sent after a change or a request

Control value after controller fault
in % [0…100]
Options: 0…30…100
The value for the control of the output in percent is determined here when the control value is not displayed.
If a control value is received via a 1 bit value, on parameter Cycle time of PWM in s [10…6,000], a value must be entered. This value is used as
the basis for calculation of the output control at control fault in %.
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3.2.4 Parameter window A: Functions
Functions, various functions for each output can be activated.

Enable communication object
"Block" 1 bit
Options: no
yes
• yes: The 1 bit communication object Block, is enabled. The following parameter appears:
Block on object value
Options: 1
0
This parameter determines the value of the communication object used to block the output.

Enable communication object
"Forced operation" 1 bit
Options: no
yes
• yes: The 1 bit communication object Forced operation, is enabled. The operation of the output is blocked via the forced operation. The output assumes a
defined state. The following parameters appear:
Forced operation on object value
Options: 1
0
This parameter determines the value of the communication object used to forcibly operate the output.
Control value on forced operation
in % [0…100]
Options: 0…30…100
This parameter determines the control value that the output should assume at forced operation.
If a control value is received via a 1 bit value, a value must be entered on parameter Cycle time of PWM in s [10…6,000]. This value is used as the
basis for calculation of the output control at forced operation in %.
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Enable communication object
"Status control value" 1 byte/1 bit
Options: no
1 bit
1 byte
The control status of the output is sent via this communication object.
• 1 bit: The communication object Status control value, (1 bit) and the following parameter appears:
Send object value
Options: no, update only
after a change
after request
after a change or request
• no, update only: The status is updated but not sent.
• after a change: The status is sent after a change.
• after request: The status is sent after a request.
• after a change or request: The status is sent after a change or a request. This parameter determines the value of the communication object
used to forcibly operate the output.
Object value at control value > 0
Options: 1
0
If the communication object value is greater than 0, a telegram with the value 1 or 0 can be sent via this parameter.
• 1 byte: The communication object Status control value, (1 byte) and the following parameters are displayed:

Enable valve purge
Options: no
yes
• yes: The communication object Trigger valve purge, appears.
Note
Functions with higher priority are executed and interrupt valve purging. If the interruption duration is longer than the period of valve purge, the valve
purge will no longer be executed after, the higher priority has been rescinded.
The control for valve purging is always the control value 100 %. A correspondingly matched correction curve is taken into consideration.
With the option yes the following parameters appear:
Enable communication object
"Status valve purge" 1 bit
Options: no
yes
The status of the valve purge is visible via this communication object.
• yes: The 1 bit communication object Status valve purge, and further parameters appear:
Send object value
Options: no, update only
after a change
after request
after a change or request
• no, update only: The status is updated but not sent.
• after a change: The status is sent after a change.
• after request: The status is sent after a request.
• after a change or request: The status is sent after a change or a request.
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Duration of valve purge
in min. [1…255]
Options: 1…10…255
This parameter sets the length of time, for which the valve is to be purged. The valve is fully opened during a valve purge. When the time for duration of valve purge has elapsed, the last control value received is set.
Automatic valve purge
Options: no
yes
• yes: The following parameters appear:
Purge cycle in
weeks [1…12]
Options: 1…6…12
The internal automatic purge timer starts directly after a download. The time is reset each time it is downloaded.
The time is reset as soon as purging is completed. This can occur either through automatic purging or via the communication object Trigger
valve purge.
Note
Purging can also be triggered via the bus using the communication object Trigger valve purge.
After bus voltage recovery and download, the automatic purging cycle is restarted. The time before bus voltage failure is not considered.
The purging cycle will automatically restart if Purge cycle in weeks [1…12] is changed after the download.

Reset purge cycle
from control value in % [1...99]
Options: 1…99
This parameter determines when the purge cycle is to be reset after the set control value
Note
The purging cycle time is restarted if automatic valve purge has been activated at start-up of the device.
The purging cycle time will be restarted at the end of the actual purging period. The parameterized period of valve purging is included here.
The entry of the opening time for the valve drive must be considered when entering the period for valve purge.
The purging cycle with an active automatic valve purge is reset and restarted if:
• A manual valve purge is triggered via the communication object Trigger valve purge.
• A parameterized value is received on the communication object Control value (Resetpurge cycle from control value in % [1...99]).

Enable characteristic curve
Options: no
yes
• yes: Parameter window Characteristic Curve appears.

3.2.5 Parameter window A: Characteristic curve correction
This parameter window is enabled if in Parameter window A: Functions, the parameter Enable characteristic curve has been parameterized with the
option yes. In this parameter window, an adaptation of the valve drive to the valve that is employed can be undertaken using the characteristic curve correction. A characteristic correction optimizes the control behaviour of the system if required.
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Important
A characteristic correction should only be undertaken in exceptional cases, and extensive knowledge in heating, air-conditioning and ventilation systems is a prerequisite.
The following must be considered with the characteristic curve correction:
• The value pairs can be entered in any sequence. They are sorted in ascending order of the control value in the device, and intermediate values are
interpolated.
• If no value pair has been entered for the control value 0 %, the valve position of the first value pair applies for all control from 0 to the first value pair.
• If no value pair has been entered for the control value 100 %, the control values from the last value pair up to 100 % applies for the last value pair.
• The parameter Cycle time of PWM in s [10…6,000], serves as the basis for calculation of the control of the output for the characteristic curve correction, even if control value is processed via a 1 bit value.

Caution
Value pairs with the same control value can cause a non-defined characteristic curve. This fact must be considered during parameterization.

Example:
Value pair 1 (VP1)
Control value in % [0…100]
Valve position in % [0…100]

Value pair 2 (VP2)
10
40

Control value in % [0…100]
Valve position in % [0…100]

80
20

Implemented characteristic curve correction:
Control value

Valve position

0...10%

40%

20%

37%

30%

34%

40%

31%

50%

29%

60%

26%

70%

23%

80...100%

20%

Valve position
in %

40

VP1
VP2

20

10

80

100

Control value
in %
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Value pair 1
Control value in % [0...100]
Valve position in % [0...100]
Options: 0…100

Value pair 2
Control value in % [0...100]
Valve position in % [0...100]
Options: 0…100
The possibility of activating other value pairs allows different curve characteristics to be realised.
A total of four value pairs can be set.

Enable value pair 3
Options: no
yes
• yes: Value pair 3 appears.

Value pair 3
Control value in % [0...100]
Valve position in % [0...100]
Options: 0…50…100

Enable value pair 4
Options: no
yes
• yes: Value pair 4 appears.

Value pair 4
Control value in % [0...100]
Valve position in % [0...100]
Options: 0…50…100
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3.3 Communication objects
3.3.1 Brief overview of the communication objects
CO*
No.

Function

Name

Data Point
Type (DPT)

Length

Flags
C

R
•

W

0

In operation

General

DPT 1.002

1 bit

•

1

Request status values

General

DPT 1.017

1 bit

•

2

Status manual Operation

General

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

3

Disable/enable man. operation

General

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

4

Reset overload/short circuit

General

DPT 1.015

1 bit

•

•

Control value, switch

Output A

DPT 1.001

1 bit

•

•

Control value, continuous (PWM)

Output A

DPT 5.001

1 byte

•

Overload/short circuit

Output A

DPT 1.005

1 bit

•

•
•

5...9
10
11

T
•

•

•
•

•
•

Not assigned

•
•

12

Not assigned

13

Fault control value

Output A

DPT 1.005

1 bit

•

14

Block

Output A

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

15

Forced operation

Output A

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

16

Trigger valve purge

Output A

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

17

Status valve purge

Output A

DPT 1.003

1 bit

•

•

•

Status control value

Output A

DPT 5.001

1 byte

•

•

•

Status control value

Output A

DPT 1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

Status byte

Output A

NON-DPT

1 byte

•

•

•

18
19

A

20…29

Output B, the same CO as output A

B: see output A

30…39

Output C, the same CO as output A

C: see output A

40…49

Output D, the same CO as output A

D: see output A

50…59

Output E, the same CO as output A

E: see output A

60…69

Output F, the same CO as output A

F: see output A

•
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3.3.2 Communication objects General
These communication objects are only available once per device and serve the interdisciplinary (interoperable) functions.
No.
0

Function
In operation

Object name

Data type

Flags

General

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

This communication object is enabled if in Parameter window General, the parameter Send communication object "In operation" is set with the
option yes.
In order to regularly monitor the presence of the device on the KNX, an in operation monitoring telegram can be sent cyclically on the bus.
As long as the communication object is activated, it sends a programmable in operation telegram.
1

Request status values

General

1 bit
DPT 1.017

C, W, T

The communication object is enabled, if in Parameter window General, the parameter Enable communication object "Request status values" 1 bit is
parameterized with the option yes.
If a telegram with the value x (x = 0/1/0 or 1) is received on the communication object, all status communication objects are sent on the bus, as long
as these have not been programmed with the option after a change or request.
The following function results for the option x = 1:
Telegram value:
1 = all status messages, provided they are programmed with the option after a change or request, are sent.
0 = no reaction.
2

Status manual operation

General

1 byte
DPT 1.011

C, R, T

This communication object is enabled, if in Parameter window Manual operation, the parameter Enable communication object: "Status man. operation" 1 bit has been parameterized with the option yes.
Telegram value:

0 = manual operation not active
1 = manual operation active

The status of manual operation is sent after a change, after request or after a change and request as programmed.
3

Disable/enable man. operation

General

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, R, W

This communication object is enabled if in Parameter window Manual operation, the parameter Manual operation has been programmed with the
option disable/enable via communication object.
Manual operation of the device is blocked or enabled via this communication object.
Using the value 0, the button

is blocked on the device. If the device is in manual operation mode, immediate switchover to KNX operation occurs.

Using the value 1, the button

is enabled on the device.

Telegram value:

4

0 = button
1 = button

enabled
disabled

Reset overload/short circuit

All active error messages are reset using this communication object.
• Communication object Overload/short circuit
• Bit no. 1 Short circuit in status byte
• Bit no. 2 Overload test active in status byte
Telegram value:

5…9
Not assigned
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3.3.3 Communication objects Output A
No.
10

Function
Control value, switch

Object name

Data type

Flags

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, W

This communication object is enabled if in Parameter window A: General, the parameter Control value is received as is set with the option 1 bit.
The VAS/S receives ON or OFF telegrams from the thermostat.
Telegram value

10

0 = OFF
1 = ON
Control value, continuous (PWM)

1 byte
DPT 5.001

Output A

C, W

This communication object is enabled if in Parameter window A: General, the parameter Control value is received as is set with the option 1 byte.
The communication object value [0…255] determines the variable mark-to-space ratio of the valve drive. With communication object value 0 the output switches OFF (valve is closed with normally closed valve drive). With communication object value 255 the output switches ON permanently (valve is
fully open with normally open valve drive).
Telegram value

11

0 = OFF (valve drive closed)
x = intermediate values
255 = ON (valve drive opened)
Overload/short circuit

1 bit
DPT 1.005

Output A

C, R, T

If there is a fault on an output, e.g. due to a short circuit or an overload, the yellow LED of the corresponding output will flash (5 Hz). At the same time,
the communication object sends a telegram with the value 1. After the fault has been rectified with the button
, the fault is reset on the output concerned and the communication object has the value 0. If the fault still persists, the LED will flash again, and the communication object has the value 1.
As an alternative to button
, the fault can be reset via communication object Reset overload/short function by a telegram with value 1.
RESET

RESET

Telegram value:

0 = no overload/short circuit on the output
1 = overload/short circuit on the output

12
Not assigned
13

Fault control value

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

This communication object is enabled if in Parameter window A: General, the parameter Monitoring control values e.g. thermostat is parameterized
with the option yes.
This communication object indicates a possible fault in the room thermostat. The communication objects Control value, switch or Control value,
continuous (PWM) can be cyclically monitored. Should the control value not be received by the transmitting thermostat within a parameterizable time,
a telegram with the value 1 is sent. The communication object value is sent – depending on the parameterization – after a change and/or on request
via the communication object Request status values.
Telegram value

14

0 = no fault
1 = fault
Block

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

The communication object is enabled, if in Parameter window A: Functions, the parameter Enable communication object “Block” 1 bit is parameterized with the option yes.
The output is inhibited (blocked) and the current control value is retained via this communication object. Blocking of the output is implemented in
accordance with the Priorities. Telegrams are still received during the block. The telegram last received is carried out after the block is removed.
Telegram value:

15

0 = output not blocked
1 = output blocked

Forced operation

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

The communication object is enabled, if in Parameter window A: Functions, the parameter Enable communication object “Forced operation” 1 bit
is parameterized with the option yes.
This communication object sets the output in a defined state and blocks it. If a telegram with the value 1 is received, forced operation is activated and
the output implements the programmed control value in %. Telegrams are still received during the forced operation. If the value 0 is received, forced
operation ends. The telegram last received is carried out, after forced operation has ended.
Telegram value:

0 = end forced operation
1 = start forced operation
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No.
16

Function
Trigger valve purge

Object name

Data type

Flags

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

This communication object is enabled if in Parameter window A: Functions, the parameter Enable valve purge is set with the option yes.
Valve purge is triggered using this communication object.
Telegram value:

0 = end valve purge, valve will be closed
1 = start valve purge, valve will be opened

The purging cycle time is restarted if automatic valve purge has been activated at start-up of the device.
The purging cycle time will be restarted at the end of the actual purging period. The parameterized valve purging duration is included here.
If the valve purge currently active is interrupted by a manual valve purge or a set value that achieves the parameterized purge value, the purge cycle
time is restarted.
If the active purge duration was less that the parameterized purge duration, this will not be taken into consideration. In this case, the actual purge cycle
time is shorter in duration by the active purge duration.
Note
A valve purge not undertaken due to a higher priority will no longer be undertaken.
The following functions are executed with telegram value 0.
• A valve purge currently under way is interrupted.
• The purge cycle with automatic valve purge will be restarted.

17

Status valve purge

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, R, T

This communication object is enabled if in Parameter window A: Functions, the parameter Enable valve purge has been parameterized with the
option yes and the parameter Enable communication object\ “Status valve purge” 1 bit has been parameterized with the option yes.
This communication object indicates the status of valve purge.
The status is sent if
• a request is received via the communication object Request status values and the parameter on request or after achange or request: is present.
• the communication object value has changed, and the parameter on request or after a change or request is present.
• a read request is carried out on this communication object.
Telegram value:

0 = valve purge inactive
1 = valve purge active

Note
The status is displayed as soon as a valve purge has been activated. The status remains active, even when the valve purge has been
interrupted, e.g. by a priority.

18

Status control value

Output A

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, R, T

This communication object is enabled if in Parameter window A: Functions, the parameter Enable communication object “Status control value” is
set with the option 1 byte.
The control status of the output is sent via this communication object. Hereby, the limit position that the valve should assume is transferred.
The LED of the corresponding output indicates the same value as the status.
The status is sent if
• a request is received via the communication object Request status values and the parameter on request or after achange or request: is present.
• the communication object value has changed and the parameter on request or after a change or request: is present.
• a read request is carried out on this communication object.
Telegram value:

0…255
At 0
At > 0

= control is displayed directly as a figure value
= LED
off
= LED
on

If in parameter window General under parameter Control value is received as the option 1 bit is selected, the following applies for the communication
object Status control value 1 byte:
Telegram value:
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0
255

= control value 0; LED
= control value 1; LED

off
on
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No.
18

Function
Status control value

Object name

Data type

Flags

Output A

1 bit:
DPT 1.011

C, R, T

This communication object is enabled if in Parameter window A: Functions, the parameter Enable communication object “Status control value” is
set with the option 1 bit.
The control status of the output is sent via this communication object.
The LED of the corresponding outputs indicates the same value as the status.
The status is sent if
• a request is received via the communication object Request status values and the parameter on request or after achange or request is present.
• the communication object value has changed and the parameter on request or after a change or request is present.
• a read request is carried out on this communication object.
Telegram value:
19

0 = control equal to zero; LED
off
1 = control not equal to zero; LED
on

Status byte

Output A

1 byte
(NON DPT)

C, R, T

Using the status byte, status information for diagnostic purposes can be read for each output. The current status or communication object value is
sent after a request by the communication object Request status values. The communication object is always displayed.
The value of the status byte can be decoded using the Code table.
Bit 0:

Control > 0
Telegram value 0: Control = 0
Telegram value 1: Control > 0

Bit 1:

Short-circuit
Telegram value: 0 = no short circuit
Telegram value 1: Short circuit

Bit 2:

Overload test
Telegram value 0: no overload
Telegram value 1: Overload

Bit 3:

Purging
Telegram value 0: Valve purge inactive
Telegram value 1: Valve purge active

Bit 4:

Not assigned

Bit 5:

Manual operation
Telegram value 0: manual operation inactive
Telegram value 1: manual operation active

Bit 6:

Forced operation active
Telegram value 0: forced operation inactive
Telegram value 1: forced operation active

Bit 7:

Blocking active
Telegram value 0: Blocking inactive
Telegram value 1: Blocking active

20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69

See Output A
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4. Planning and Application
In this section, you will find useful instructions concerning the planning and application of the Valve Drive Actuator. Application examples and practical tips on the
topic of temperature control etc. can be found in the Application manual Heating/Ventilation/Air-Conditioning.

4.1 Behaviour during a malfunction
Fuse
Three outputs each (e.g. A, B, C) are internally protected in the device with a fuse. The fuse trips as soon as a fault (short-circuit or overload) has been detected. All outputs of a group (e.g. A, B, C) are switched off and sent a telegram with the value 1 via the communication object Overload/Short circuit by. An
active PWM control is interrupted.
Note
The response at short circuit and overload has the highest priority and deactivates an active manual operation as well as an active safety function (forced
operation or blocking) of an output in the respective output group.
In case of a short circuit or overload the installation must be inspected and the fault remedied.
Test
After a fuse cooling time (about 25 seconds), the test of the outputs commences. For this purpose, the outputs are switched on consecutively for about
4 seconds (LED on the output to be tested is on) and tested for a short circuit. During the test, the red LED flashes slowly (SF = 1 Hz). The test is also
performed on the outputs of a group, which are not parameterized or at which a Forced operation or function Blocking is active. The test for the outputs of a
group can take up to 60 seconds. The duration is dependent on the temperature and the current flow in the event of a short circuit or an overload.
Reaction of the output after positive short circuit test
If the test has ended for all three outputs of a group, and at least one of the outputs has a short circuit, the other outputs are enabled again and continue to
operate normally.
The output that has the short circuit is switched off or blocked.
The bit no. 1 Short circuit in the status byte of the output or outputs concerned is set to 1.
The communication objects Overload/short circuit of the outputs not concerned send a telegram with the value 0.
Reaction of the output after negative short-circuit test (no short circuit test)
If a short circuit could not be determined after the fuse trips and the three outputs are tested, after about 40 seconds the 3 outputs of a group are checked
for a possible overload. A 7 day test cycle commences. Should the fuse trip 3 times within a period of 7 days, but a short circuit is not determined on any of
the outputs, an overload is assumed. Then all 3 outputs of a group are switched off or blocked. The red LED and the output LEDs of the output group concerned flash quickly (5 Hz). The bit no. 2 Overload in the status byte of the output or outputs concerned is set to 1.
For all outputs of the group, the communication objects Overload/short circuit are written with a 1. In this case, the reason for the overload, e.g. to many
valve drives, must be remedied. Subsequently, on the corresponding group of outputs, the outputs will need to be reset via the button
or via the device
communication object no. 4 Reset overload/short circuit. The red LED
goes off. The outputs operate in normal operation, and the LEDs indicate the
respective status.
RESET

If a fault does not re-occur within a 7 day period, the test cycle is automatically reset. The communication objects Overload/short circuit and bit no. 2 in the
status byte of the output or outputs concerned is set to 0.

X

Y

Z

X-Z

Remark FF = Fast flashing (5 Hz). SF = Slow flashing (1 Hz):

FF

FF

FF

On

Overload detected. All outputs of the group concerned are blocked or switched off.

4.2 Bus voltage recovery
General
• A control value can be predefined at bus voltage recovery.
• Time-dependent functions are non-functional and must be restarted, e.g. valve purge.
• Status communication objects are sent as long as the option after a change or after a change orrequest has been set.
• The send delay is only active at bus voltage recovery!
• Forced operation is re-established and executed as a priority. All other priorities, e.g. blocking andvalve purge are reset.
Control of valve drives
• The purge cycle restarts (if activated).
• The value parameterized for bus voltage recovery is set with the control value priority and will bereplaced if a new control value is received.
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4.3 ETS reset
What is an ETS reset?
Generally an ETS reset is defined as a reset of the device via the ETS. The ETS Reset is initiated in the ETS3 under the menu point Commissioning with the
function Reset device. The application program is stopped and restarted, i.e. all the states set beforehand are lost. The device is reset to the original state
(control value 0 % and timer are restarted).

4.4 Download (DL)
The communication object value of the control value remains unchanged with a download. During the download, the output behaves just as it would at bus
voltage failure. After a download, the value active before the download with be set again. Timers remain stationary and will be restarted. Status values of the
control values are updated and sent.
Note
After a download with a change, the parameter complies in behaviour to a reset of the device in the ETS.
If a download of the application is again undertaken (full download) after a full discharge, the behaviour is the same as after an ETS reset.
After the application is removed or after an interrupted download, manual operation no longer functions.

4.5 Bus voltage failure
The device can no longer be controlled at a bus voltage failure. The outputs switch off and the valve drives assume their position in a no-current state (open
or closed). Manual operation is not possible during a bus voltage failure.

4.6 Reaction at bus voltage recovery, download and reset
Behaviour

At bus voltage recovery

At download (DL)

At reset

Output control

Parameterizable preferred position at
bus voltage recovery is set

Control with the communication
object value before download

Off

Monitoring control value

Monitoring time will be restarted

Monitoring time will be restarted.
Communication object value unchanged

Monitoring time will be restarted.
Communication object value is reset

Forced operation

Active, provided that forced operation was also active before bus
voltage failure

Inactive, communication object value
is reset

Inactive, communication object
value is reset

Block

Inactive, communication object value
is reset

Inactive, communication object value
is reset

Inactive, communication object
value is reset

Valve purge

Valve purge is inactive. Communication object value Status valve purge
= 0. Injection cycle time restarts (provided that automatic valve purging is
activated)

Valve purge is inactive. Communication object value Status valve purge
= 0. Injection cycle time restarts (provided that automatic valve purging is
activated)

Valve purge is inactive. Communication object value Status valve purge
= 0. Injection cycle time restarts
(provided that automatic valve purging is activated)

Manual operation

Can be parameterized

Can be parameterized

Can be parameterized

4.7 Priorities
The priorities for telegram processing are defined as follows:
1. Overload/short circuit current
2. Bus voltage failure/recovery
3. Manual operation
4. Block
5. Forced operation
6. Valve purge
7. Control value after control fault
8. Control values (1 bit/byte)
Note
1 corresponds to the highest priority.
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5

4

3

2

1

0

Overload test
active

Short circuit

Control value > 0

AC
AD
AE
AF
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
D0
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
DA
DB
DC
DD
DE
DF
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
EA
EB
EC
ED
EE
EF
F0
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
FA
FB
FC
FD
FE
FF

6

Valve purge active

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
246
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

7

Not assigned

Bit no.

Man. Operation
active

0

Forced operation
active

1

Blocking active

2

Hexadecimal

3

8 bit value

4

Control value > 0

Control value > 0

5

Short circuit

Short circuit

56
57
58
59
5A
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
8A
8B
8C
8D
8E
8F
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
9A
9B
9C
9D
9E
9F
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
AA
AB

6

Overload test
active

Overload test
active

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

7

Valve purge active

Valve purge active

Bit no.

Not assigned

0

Man. Operation
active

1

Forced operation
active

2

Blocking active

3

Hexadecimal

4

8 bit value

5

Not assigned

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F
50
51
52
53
54
55

6

Man. Operation
active

Hexadecimal

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

7

Forced operation
active

8 bit value

Bit no.

Blocking active
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1. General
The Analogue Actuator converts telegrams received via KNX into analog output signals. These signals allow terminal devices in the heating, air-conditioning and
ventilation technology or lighting technology to adapt their output variables using bus information and participate in control processes.

1.1 Using the product manual
This manual provides detailed technical information on the function, installation and programming of the KNX device. The application is explained using examples.
This manual is divided into the following chapters:
• Chapter 1 General
• Chapter 2 Device technology
• Chapter 3 Commissioning
• Chapter A Appendix
1.1.1 Notes

Notes and safety instructions are represented as follows in this manual:
Note
Tips for usage and operation
Examples
Application examples, installation examples, programming examples
Important
These safety instructions are used as soon as there is danger of a malfunction without risk of damage or injury.

Attention
These safety instructions are used as soon as there is danger of a malfunction without risk of damage or injury.

Danger
These safety instructions are used if there is a danger to life and limb with inappropriate use.

Danger
These safety instructions are used if there is an extreme danger to life with inappropriate use.

1.2 Product and functional overview
The Analogue Actuator has four or two analog outputs, which can be defined as voltage or current outputs (not applicable to AA/A) and can be parameterized
in one of the following formats using software. Outputs that are not required can be deactivated.
In the process, various signal outputs are pre-configured to react (respond) in a particular way.
Voltage signals:
Output

Reaction

Application

0…1 V

No special reaction

Control signal, e.g. in HVAC

0…5 V

No special reaction

Control signal

0…10 V

No special reaction

Control signal; most frequently used control signal in HVAC

1…10 V

Can be used to actuate ballasts of up to 1 mA

Control signal often used in lighting

Current signals (not applicable to AA/A):
Output

Reaction

Application

0…20 mA

No special reaction

Control signal

4…20 mA

No special reaction

Supply control signal for active parts

The output variables can be forcibly operated by a higher-level control system.
In addition, specific processes can be predefined for the outputs using the function Characteristic.
Each channel can be assigned up to 16 scenes.
Note
Analogue Actuator AA/S requires an external 100…240 V AC 50/60 Hz power supply.
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2. Device technology
2.1 01536 analogue Actuator, 4-fold
The Analogue Actuator converts telegrams received via KNX into analog output signals. The device has four outputs. The analog outputs can be used independently of one another as current or voltage outputs with adjustable output signals.
The Analogue Actuator is a modular installation device for installation in the distribution board. It connects to the KNX via a bus connection terminal. The device
requires an external 100…240 V AC auxiliary voltage. The device is parameterized and programmed using ETS.
2.1.1 Technical data

Supply

Analog outputs

Output current

Operating and display elements

Connections

Auxiliary voltage

100…240 V AC +10%/-15%, 50/60 Hz

Power supply

Via KNX

KNX current consumption

Max. 12 mA

KNX power loss

Max. 250 mW

Power loss P

0,8 W

4, A…D
Voltage signals

0…1 V DC
0…5 V DC
0…10 V DC
1…10 V DC

Current signal

0…20 mA DC
4…20 mA DC
Depending on parameterization

Output signal load

Voltage signal:
Current signal:

Dielectric strength

24 V AC
34 V DC

Voltage signal

Max. 10 mA per channel

For 1…10 V output and ballasts

Max. 1 mA per channel

Current signal

Max. 20 mA per channel

Programming button/LED (red)

For assignment of the physical address

A…D status LED (yellow)

Channel A...D status display

KNX status LED (green)

KNX status display

Power LED (green)

Auxiliary voltage display

KNX connection

Bus connection terminal, screwless

Analog outputs A...D

Screw terminals

≥ 1 kOhm
≤ 500 ohm

0,2…4,0 mm2 rigid/flexible with/without ferrules
0,2…4,0 mm2 solid-core
Tightening torque

Max. 0,6 Nm

Degree of protection

IP 20

To DIN EN 60 529

Protection class

II

To DIN EN 61 140

Isolation category

Overvoltage category

III to DIN EN 60 664-1

Pollution degree

II to DIN EN 60 664-1

KNX safety voltage

SELV 24 V DC

Temperature range

Operation

-25 °C…+55 °C

Transport

-25 °C…+70 °C

Maximum air humidity

93 %, no condensation allowed

Atmospheric pressure

Atmosphere up to 2,000 m

Modular installation device (MDRC)

Modular installation device, Pro M

Dimensions

90 x 70 x 64.5 mm (H x W x D)

Mounting width in space units

4x 18 mm modules

Mounting depth

70 mm

Mounting

On 35 mm mounting rail

To DIN EN 60 715

Mounting position

Any

Ambient conditions
Design
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Weight

0.17 kg

Housing/color

Plastic housing, gray

Approvals

KNX to EN 50 090-1, -2

CE mark

In accordance with the EMC guideline and low
voltage guideline

Certification

Device type

Application

Max. number of
group objects

Max. number of
group addresses

Max. number of
assignments

01536

Analog output 4f/*

57

254

254

* … = Current version number of the application. Please refer to the software information on our website for this purpose.

Note
ETS and the current version of the device application are required for programming.
The current application and corresponding software information can be downloaded at Vimar site.
The device does not support the locking function of a KNX device in ETS. If you use a BCU code to inhibit access to all the project devices,
this has no effect on this device. Data can still be read and programmed.
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2.2 Connection diagram

24 V AC

M

24 V AC

10 V 0 V

A

B

C

6
01536

Status A

Status B

Status C

Status D

Power

Status KNX
A...D:

7
8

0-10 V DC
0(4)-20 mA

1
2
3
5
100-240 V AC

1 Label carrier
2 Programming button
3 Programming LED (red)
4 Bus connection terminal
5 Power supply connection Us
6 Analog output A
7 Channels A...D status LED (yellow)
8 Device status LED (green)
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2.3 Mounting and installation
The 01536 is a modular installation device for quick installation in the distribution board on 35 mm mounting rails to DIN EN 60 715.
The installation position can be selected as required.
It connects to the electrical supply using screw terminals and to the bus using the supplied bus connection terminal. The pin assignments are located on the
housing.
The device is ready for operation once the auxiliary and bus voltages (for 01536) have been applied.
The device must be accessible for operation, testing, visual inspection, maintenance and repair in compliance with DIN VDE 0100-520.
Commissioning requirement
In order to commission the device, a PC with ETS, as well as a connection to the bus, e.g. via a KNX interface, is required.
The device is ready for operation after the bus voltage is applied. An auxiliary voltage is required
Important
• The maximum permissible current of a KNX line must not be exceeded.
• During planning and installation ensure that the KNX line is correctly dimensioned.
• The device has a maximum current draw of 12 mA.
• Do not feed the outputs with any external voltage. Connected components must be reliably isolated from other voltages.
• The 0 V terminals on the outputs are connected with each other internally.
Mounting and commissioning may be carried out only by electrical specialists. The applicable standards, directives, regulations and specifications for the
country in question should be observed when planning and setting up electrical installations and security systems for intrusion and fire detection.
• Protect the device from damp, dirt and damage during transport, storage and operation.
• Only operate the device within the specified technical data!
• The device should only be operated in an enclosed housing (distribution board)!
• The voltage supply to the device must be switched off before mounting.

Danger
All poles must be disconnected when expanding or modifying the electrical connections.
Supplied state
The device is supplied with the physical address 15.15.255. The application is pre-installed. Therefore, all that is necessary is to load group addresses and
parameters during commissioning.
The complete application can be reloaded if required. Downloads may take longer after a change of application or a discharge.
Assignment of the physical address
The assignment and programming of the physical address are carried out in ETS.
The device features a Programming button for assignment of the physical address. The red Programming LED lights up after the button has been pressed. It
goes off as soon as ETS has assigned the physical address or the Programming button is pressed again.
Download response
Depending on the PC that is used, the progress bar for the download may take up to one and a half minutes to appear, due to the complexity of the device.
Cleaning
The voltage supply to the device must be switched off before cleaning. If devices become dirty, they can be cleaned using a dry cloth or a cloth dampened
with a soapy solution. Do not use corrosive agents or solutions.
Maintenance
The device is maintenance-free. In the event of damage (e.g. during transport and/or storage), do not carry out any repairs.
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2.4 Display elements
Indicator LEDs are located on the front of the device.
The response of the display elements is described in the following table:
LED

Function

Programming button

Press

Programming LED

A…D status LED

Description
Assignment of the physical address

ON

The LED comes on when the Programming button is pressed, in order to assign a physical address to
the bus subscriber.

OFF

The LED does not come on unless the Programming button is pressed.

ON

Channel output signal not 0

OFF

Channel output signal is 0 or output is deactivated

FLASHING

Channel output fault:
e.g. current mode: load too high (idling) or
voltage mode: load too low (short circuit) or
output stays active and LED flashes if control variable is not reached

ON

KNX voltage on, device ok

KNX status LED

OFF

Bus voltage failure

ON

Auxiliary voltage present

Power LED

OFF

Auxiliary voltage not present

Note
For the LEDs to function, the device must be ready for operation.
This requires the KNX voltage to be on and the application to be running.
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3. Commissioning
The Analogue Actuator is used to convert physical values (2 bytes, 4 bytes) or relative values (1 byte) into analog voltages (0…1 V, 0…5 V, 0…10 V, 1…10 V) or
currents (0…20 mA, 4…20 mA). This enables HVAC components such as ventilation flap or other device actuators to be integrated into the KNX system.
The parameter Type of output can be used separately to select the required voltage or current signal. Activating an output launches a display of additional parameters and group objects in ETS. Active outputs have a group object Input value, a group object Status Actual value and other group objects depending on the
output parameters.
The required input format (1…4 bytes) and how the output reacts to a reset, bus voltage recovery, etc., can be specified for each active output.
There are other parameters that enable the use of forced operation objects to raise actuation priority, monitor input objects for a period of time, and set a dimming
function.

3.1 Overview
HVAC applications
The Analogue Actuator is suitable for actuating ventilation flaps, vents and frequency converters in HVAC applications.
A 0…10 V signal is normally used as a control variable for this (corresponding to, e.g., 0...100%).
This control signal can be used to open or close valves or flaps by activating a motor or frequency converter that moves the valve or flap in the relevant direction.
It can also be used to specify setpoints via the 0…10 V output, for example to set the target temperature for a boiler.
Example: Possible temperature range 30 °C to 80 °C; here, a 5 V signal would correspond to an output temperature of 55 °C.
The application allows you to create a characteristic, which means that the system can also control complex variables such as those for 6-way valves (attention, the Analogue Actuator has only one control value input!) or valves with an operating range of 2…10 V.

Lighting applications
An Analogue Actuator, especially the 0…10 V interface, can also be used as a control signal for a lighting circuit (e.g. LED), to control brightness or lamp/LED
color.
When the actuator is used as a 1…10 V output it can also actuate ballasts of up to 4 mA (per output).

3.2 Parameters
The ETS Engineering Tool Software is used to parameterize the device.
In ETS, the application is located in the Catalogs window under Manufacturers/ABB/Output/Analog Output.
The following chapters describe the device parameters using the parameter windows. Parameter windows are structured dynamically so that further parameters may be enabled depending on the parameterization and the function.
The default values of the parameters are underlined, e.g.:
Opzioni:

Yes
No.

Note
The device has several channels. However, as the functions for all the channels are identical, all the descriptive examples show the functions for Channel A.
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3.2.1 Parameter window General
Higher-level parameters can be set in the parameter window General.

Send., swi. delay after volt. recov.,
download and ETS reset in s [2...255]
Options: 2…255
During the sending and switching delay, telegrams are only received. However, the telegrams are not processed and the outputs remain unchanged.
No telegrams are sent on the bus.
After the sending and switching delay time, telegrams are sent and the state of the outputs is set to correspond to the parameterization or the group
object values.
If group objects are read out via the bus during the sending and switching delay, e.g. by a visual display system, these requests are stored and a
response is sent once the delay time has expired.
An initialization time of about two seconds is included in the delay time. The initialization time is the time that the processor requires before it is ready to
function.
How does the device react on bus voltage recovery?
After bus voltage recovery, the device always waits for the sending and switching delay time to expire before sending telegrams on the bus.

State after expiration of sending and
switching delay
Options: Last value received
Ignore received values
• Last value received: During the sending and switching delay, the inputs and outputs continue reading. They send the current value after the delay has
expired.
• Ignore received values: No new values are accepted during the sending and switching delay. The first value received continues to apply.
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Limit number of telegrams
Options: No
Yes
This parameter limits the device-generated bus load. This limit relates to all telegrams sent by the device.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Max. number of telegrams [1...255]
Options: 1…20…255
In period
Options: 50/100/200/500 ms…1/2/5/10/30 s…1 min
This parameter defines the number of telegrams sent by the device within a period. The telegrams are sent as quickly as possible at the start of a
period.
Note
The device counts the number of telegrams sent within the parameterized period. As soon as the maximum number of sent telegrams is reached,
no further telegrams are sent on the KNX until the end of the period. A new period commences at the end of the previous period. The telegram
counter is reset to zero, and sending of telegrams is allowed again. The current group object value at the time of sending is always sent.
The first period (break time) is not predefined exactly. It can be between zero seconds and the parameterized time. The subsequent sending times
correspond to the parameterized time.
Example:
Maximum number of sent telegrams = 5, period = 5 s. 20 telegrams are ready to send. The device immediately sends 5 telegrams. The next 5
telegrams are sent after a maximum of 5 seconds. From this point, a further 5 telegrams are sent on the KNX every 5 seconds.

Enable group object
"In operation", 1 bit
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

In operation

• Yes: The group object is enabled.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Send
Options:

Value 0
Value 1

Sending cycle time
in s [1…65.535]
Options:

1…60…65.535

The time interval at which the group object In operation cyclically sends a telegram is set here.
Note
After bus voltage recovery, the group object sends its value after the set sending and switching delay time.

Enable group object
"Request status values" 1 bit
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Request status values

This parameter enables a group object that can trigger sending for all device and channel status objects with a single 1-bit group object. The request
can be made via object value 0, 1 or 0 or 1.
All status messages can be requested using this group object, provided the parameter Send status values is set to After a change or request in
Parameter window A: General.
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• Yes: The group object is enabled.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Request with object value
Options: 0
1
0 or 1
• 0: Sending status messages is requested with the value 0.
• 1: Sending status messages is requested with the value 1.
• 0 or 1: Sending status messages is requested with the values 0 or 1.

Enable group object
"Status Auxiliary voltage" 1 bit
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Status Auxiliary voltage

The group object indicates whether the auxiliary voltage (supply voltage) is present. If it fails, all outputs are deactivated but bus communication remains
operational.
Note
If the auxiliary voltage fails, the group object sends the value 0.
• Yes:: The group object is enabled.
• No: The group object is not enabled.

Enable group object
"Status byte device" 2 x 8 bits
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Status byte channel A/B
Status byte channel C/D

This parameter enables two group objects that compile the device status in two bytes. The bytes are broken down in such a way that four bits always
indicate the status of a channel. The statuses displayed are Normal status, Forced operation active, Cyclical monitoring active and Fault at output.
Fault at output depends upon whether there is too high or too low (voltage) a load in current or voltage mode, respectively.
• Yes: The group object is enabled.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
The table below shows the status breakdown:
Channel A
Bit 7

Bit 6

Bit 5

Bit 4

Channel B
Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

Bit 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Normal status

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Not assigned

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Not assigned

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

Forced operation active on channel A

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Cyclical monitoring active on channel A

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Fault at output on channel A

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Forced operation active on channel B

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

Cyclical monitoring active on channel B

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Fault at output on channel B

All bits = 0: The output has no particular status
For further information see:: Value table of group object Status byte channel A/B.
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3.2.2 Parameter window A: General
This parameter window is used to define the general settings for a channel.
Note
The device has several channels. However, as the functions for all the channels are identical, all the descriptive examples show the functions for Channel A..

Type of output
Options: Deactivated
0…1 V
0…5 V
0…10 V
1…10 V
0…20 mA
4…20 mA
Linked group object:

Input value
Status Actual value

This parameter defines the output type (current/voltage with upper and lower limits) or deactivates the output.
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Input format
Options: 1 byte [0…255] DPT 5.005
1 byte [0…100] % DPT 5.001
1 byte [-128…127] DPT 6.010
2 bytes [0…65,535] DPT 7.001
2 bytes [-32,768…32,767] DPT 8.001
2 bytes (floating point) DPT 9.0XX
4 bytes (IEEE float. point) DPT 14.0XX
Linked group object:

Status Actual value

This parameter defines the input format. The available input range varies depending on the input format.

Create own characteristic
Options: Yes
No
• Yes: This opens a new parameter window, A: Characteristic, in which it is possible to specify a particular output progression based on the input
signal by using a specific number of support points.
• No: No own characteristic specified.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Parameterize supports and limits on the page "Characteristic"
For further information on setting the parameters, see Parameter window A: Characteristic.

Definition of the output range:
Note
The options available for input values depend on the selection made in the parameter Input format.

Input value for 0% output value
Options: 0…100 %
0…255
-128…127
0…65.535
-32.768…32.767
-1.000…1.000
-1.000…1.000
Linked group object:

Input value

The lower limit is assigned here based on the selected input format. If the function Create own characteristic has been selected, this parameter does
not appear.

Input value for 100% output value
Options: 0…100 %
0…255
-128…127
0…65.535
-32.768…32.767
-1.000…1.000
-1.000…1.000
Linked group object:

Input value

The upper limit is assigned here based on the selected input format. If the function Create own characteristic has been selected, this parameter does
not appear.
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Enable function Dimming
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Switch
Dimming
Status Switch

• Yes: This opens a new parameter window, A: Dimming.
• No: The function is not available.
For further information on setting the parameters, see Parameter window A: Dimming.

Enable function 8-bit scene
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

8-bit scene

Activating this parameter allows you to assign scenes to specific output values.
• Yes: This opens a new parameter window, A: Scenes.
• No: The function is not available.
For further information on setting the parameters, see Parameter window A: Scenes.

Enable function Forced operation
Options: Yes
No
Activating this parameter allows you to create two forced operations.
• Yes: This opens a new parameter window, A: Forced operation.
• No: The function is not available.
For further information on setting the parameters, see Parameter window A: Forced operation.

Activate cyclical monitoring
Options: No
Object Input value
Object Forced operation
Object Input value and object Forced operation
Linked group object:

Alarm

This parameter enables you to monitor one or both objects when they receive a value, to detect failure on the device sending the value. If the monitoring time is exceeded, an Alarm object is sent on the bus. In addition, there is a predefined output value that is activated if the time is exceeded.
• No: No monitoring takes place.
• Object Input value: The system monitors whether the group object Input value has received a value within the defined time.
• Object Forced operation: The system monitors whether one of the group objects Forced operation has received a value within the defined time.
• Object Input value and object Forced operation: The system monitors whether one of the group objects Forced operation or a group object Input
value has received a value within the defined time.
Note
In case of an alarm, the object is sent with value 1.
Dependent parameters:
Time interval for cyclical
monitoring in s [1...65,535]
Options:

1…180…65.635

This parameter defines the time within which a new signal must be received. When it expires, the Alarm object is automatically sent,
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Output after exceeding the
monitoring time in % [0...100]
Options:

0…100

This parameter defines the output value that applies if the monitoring time is exceeded.
Note
If you choose to use cyclical monitoring for the group object Forced operation, this object must also be activated and parameterized, otherwise monitoring will switch on and you will not be able to switch it off.
Note
If forced operation is active and cyclical monitoring is triggered, the output value does not change. Forced operation always takes priority.

Reaction on bus voltage failure
or ETS programming
Options: Retain current output value
Adopt user-defined output value
This parameter defines how the output reacts to a bus voltage failure or ETS programming.
•R
 etain current output value: The current output value is retained
• Adopt user-defined output value: A user-defined value may be entered.
Selection of the option Adopt user-defined output value:
Dependent parameters:
Output in % [0...100]
Options:

0…100

This parameter specifies the output value that applies during a bus voltage failure or ETS programming.
The value for this is entered directly as a percentage of the output type, e.g. 0…10 V.
Note
After ETS programming (device download) the device starts with the lowest output value. If the function Characteristic is activated, the system takes
into account the parameterized values for this.
Example:
• 0…10 V output:
• 4…20 mA output:
• Characteristic limited to 3…10 V:

The start value after download is 0 V
The start value after download is 4 mA
The start value after download is 3 V

The value used is always the one assigned to the smallest input value.
Example
• The characteristic assigns an output value of 10 V to the input value 0 % and an output value of 0 V to the input value 100 %. In this scenario, the
device will start at 10 V after the download.

Reaction on bus voltage recovery
Options: As before bus voltage failure
Adopt user-defined output value
This parameter determines how the output reacts after bus voltage recovery.
•A
 s before bus voltage failure: the value before the bus voltage failure continues to apply.
• Adopt user-defined output value: A user-defined value may be entered..
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Selection of the option Adopt user-defined output value:
Dependent parameters:
Output in % [0...100]
Options:

0…100

This parameter specifies the output value that applies after bus voltage recovery.

Attention
The value set here is affected by the characteristic!
If the characteristic defines the highest and lowest possible input values, the output range that can be actuated will be limited.
Example:
• 2-byte input format [DPT 9.0xx]; the characteristic is defined as 0 = 0 V and 1,000 = 10 V.
This results in the following assignment:
0% = 0 V
50% = 0 V
51% = 0,2 V
75% = 5 V
100% = 10 V
See also the example in 3.2.3 Parameter window A: Characteristic.

Object value request on new start and
bus voltage recovery
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines whether an object value request (Value Read) is sent on the bus after a device restart and after bus voltage recovery.
The request includes the channel’s group objects Input value and Switch.

Send status values
Options: No, update only
On change
After a change or request
Cyclically and on change
• No, update only: The status is updated but not sent.
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• After a change or request: The status is sent when a change or request occurs.
• Cyclically and on change: The status is sent cyclically and when a change occurs.
Selection of option Cyclically and on change:
Dependent parameters:
Sending cycle time
in s [1...65,535]
Options:

1…600…65.535

This parameter allows all status values connected with the channel to be sent cyclically within the set time range.
The group objects sent are Voltage/Current output value, Status Actual value, Status Switch and Fault at output.
Note
This setting is made in the parameter window General for all channels, i.e. if the parameter Enable group object "Request status values" 1 bit is set to
Yes, then only the two status bytes are sent.
If the channel’s parameter Send status values is set to the option After a change or request, then the channel status (output value) is also sent when a
request (or change) occurs.
If the internal value that corresponds to the output value changes due to an external value change, a forced operation or a scene recall, this constitutes
a change.
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3.2.3 Parameter window A: Characteristic
This parameter window is shown if the corresponding function was enabled in Parameter window A: General.
Using the function Characteristic you can specify a particular reaction for each output by setting up your own characteristic. You can enter between
2 and 11 support points for this. Each support point assigns a specific output value to an input value. The reaction between these values will be linear.
Along with the characteristic you can also prescribe a minimum or maximum output value limit by parameterizing the minimum and maximum values of
the characteristic accordingly.

No of support points
Options: 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
This parameter enables you to select the number of support points to create the characteristic

Attention! Observe selected input format!
Charact. affects device scene and voltage recovery reaction. Check manual.
Input values must be specified in ascending order.
Note
If the input values are not specified in ascending order, the device sorts them into the correct order:
Note
It is not allowed to assign more than one output value to one input value, as this could result in failures in the processing of the characteristic.
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Example:
Values before sorting:
Value

Input value

Output value [ V ]

1

10 %

1

2

30 %

3

3

40 %

1

4

20 %

3,5

5

60 %

3,5

6

50 %

3

7

90 %

1,75

8

80 %

2,5

9

70 %

3

Output value [ V ]

4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Values after sorting:
Value

Input value

Output value [ V ]

1

10 %

1

2

20 %

3,5

3

30 %

3

4

40 %

1

5

50 %

3

6

60 %

3,5

7

70 %

3

8

80 %

2,5

9

90 %

1,75

Output value [ V ]

4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%
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The input and output values available depend on the input format selected in Parameter window A: General.
Note
Using a characteristic to set limits can result in differences between the values entered and the values output.
For example, if you enter 95 % as an input value, the system will reset it to the nearest valid value (90 %; 1.75 V). As the output value 1.75 V appears
four times, the lowest value is adopted as the return value (group object Status Actual value), in this case 13 %, and written to the output object.

Support X input value,
value between [0…100] %
value between [0…255]
value between [-128…127]
value between [0…65,535]
value between [-32,768…32,767]
value between [-1,000…1,000]
Options: 0…100 %
0…255
-128…127
0…65.535
-32,768…32,767
-1,000…1.000
-1,000…1.000
Linked group object:

Input value

This parameter is used to enter the input value assigned to support point X (X = 1...11) depending on the selected input format (Parameter window
A: General).

Support X output value,
value in mV [0…100] %
value in mV [0…1,000]
value in mV [0…10,000]
value in mV [1,000…10,000]
value in mV [0…5,000]
value in μA [0…20,000]
value in μA [4,000…20,000]
Options: 0…100 %
0…1,000
0…10,000
1,000…10,000
0…5,000
0…20,000
4,000…20,000
Linked group object:

Status Actual value

This parameter is used to enter the output value assigned to support point X (X = 1...11) depending on the selected output type (Parameter window
A: General).
Note
If the characteristic is in use, its maximum input and output values apply as limits at the same time. If you enter a higher value, this will automatically be
limited to the nearest valid value.
As shown by the example on input value sorting, the characteristic ends at 90 %; 1.75 V. So if an input value of 100 % is sent to the device, it is limited
to the nearest valid value (1.75 V). If a different reaction is required, the characteristic must be defined for the whole input range (in this case 0 %–100
%).
These limits also apply when using scenes.
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The example below shows how a characteristic is used to limit the input range.
The screenshots show the settings selected in order to do this.

Settings in Parameter window A: General:

Settings in Parameter window A: Characteristic:

Note
If you create your own characteristic, the percentages entered for Reaction on bus voltage recovery and Scenes must always be considered for the whole
range of the selected input format.

The table below shows an example with the different input formats for output type 0…10 V, with those values highlighted in orange that will change the
output value.
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Input format

Input value
[%]

DPT 5.001

DPT 5.005

DPT 6.010

DPT 7.001

DPT 8.001

DPT 9.0xx

DPT 14.0xx

Voltage
[V]

0%

0

0

-128

0

-32,768

-1000.00

-1,000.0000

0

50 %

50

128

0

32,768

0

0.00

0

0

60 %

60

153

25

39,321

6,553

200,00

200,0000

10

100 %

100

255

127

65,535

32,767

1000.00

1,000.0000

10

Input
value [DPT]

The example below is for DPT 9.0xx.

Caracteristics: Limitation of input range
10
9
8

Output voltage [ V ]

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1000
0%

-800
10%

-800

-400

20%

-200

30%

40%

0

200

400

600

800

1000

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Input
value [%]

…

75

…

100

The assignment is as follows:
Input value [%]

0

…

25

…

50

…

55

…

60

-1000

…

-500

…

0

…

100

…

200

…

500

…

1000

Resulting output value [V]

0

0

0

0

0

…

5

…

10

10

10

10

10

Resulting output value [V]
inverted characteristic

10

10

10

10

10

…

5

…

0

0

0

0

0

Input value [DPT]

The table shows the reaction of the output with the above characteristic, depending on the input values entered (via group object) or set (via parameters).
The valid value range that may be used with the functions Scene and Reaction on bus voltage recovery is highlighted in orange.

3.2.4 Parameter window A: Dimming
This parameter window is shown if the corresponding function was enabled in Parameter window A: General.
The function Dimming enables you to use additional options that are primarily used to dim output voltages. To set these additional options, use the
parameters below.
If the function Characteristic is in use at the same time, certain values are also dimmed by means of the parameterized characteristic.
In addition, when the function Dimming is in use, it activates the 4-bit input group object Dimming and the 1-bit input group object Switch plus the 1-bit
output group object Status Switch.
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Rel. dimming speed for [0...100] and
input value in s [0...255]
Options: 0…5…255
The value selected indicates the dimming speed required to dim from 0 to 100 %. If dimming between other values, the duration is calculated based on
this value.
Note
The dimming range can be limited only absolutely using the characteristics, whereby the upper and lower limits serve as the upper and lower dimming
limits.
Note
The lower dimming limit should be set to a value at which the lamps can still be operated. Some lamps switch off or start to flicker at a value below
around 10% (please observe the manufacturer's technical data).

Switch on at
Options: User-defined value
Last output value
This parameter allows you to choose a switch-on value of between 0...100 % or to switch back on at the last output value before switching off.
In order to switch on, the group object that switches the load (e.g. via Switch Actuator SA/S) is also linked to the group object Switch for the associated
Analogue Actuator channel. Alternatively, the switch actuator status response (Status Switch) can be linked with the input object Switch of the Analogue Actuator. Or in reverse order, the group object Status Switch of the Analogue Actuator can be linked with the group object Switch of the Switch
Actuator.
Selection of the option User-defined value::
Dependent parameters:
User-defined value
in defined input range in % [0...100]
Options:

0…80…100

This can be entered in 1 % increments.
Note
After a device download, the upper dimming limit is used as the last brightness value.

Dimming speed for [0...100%] while
switching in s [0...255]
Options: 0…100
The value selected indicates the speed required to switch the lamp from 0 to 100 %. If switching between other values, the duration is calculated based
on this value.
Note
The group object Status Switch will change the status from "Off" to "On" if the input value is higher than the smallest defined input value.
This will also apply with the Characteristic function if an output value higher than the smallest physical value has been assigned to the smallest input
value.

3.2.5 Parameter window A: Scenes
This parameter window is shown if the corresponding function is enabled in Parameter window A: General.
The function Scenes can be used for direct activation of certain predefined input values (as a percentage and depending on the output range). These
output values are then used to output the associated output value (according to the characteristic, if applicable) at the output.
Note
Scene values are always affected by the characteristic.
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Overwrite scenes on download
Options: Yes
No
This parameter specifies whether the scenes should be overwritten as well after a device download.

Attention! Observe input form., upp./
low. limits. See ch. A or A: Charact.
< --- Note

Assignment X to scene number
(No. 1...64, 0 = no assignment)
Options: 0…64
This parameter specifies which scene number (1…64) assignment X (X = 1…16) is assigned to.
Note
If a scene assignment is duplicated, the first assignment in the assignment table is output (in ascending order).
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Assignment X input value in % [0...100]
Options: 0…100
This parameter specifies the input value that the system should approach when scene X (X = 1…16) is switched on. The setting is 0…100 % of the
input range, depending on the upper and lower limits selected.
The scene value is written to the group object Status Actual value.
Important
The input format set in Parameter window A: General, and the upper and lower limits must be observed. If a value outside this range is entered, it will
automatically be limited to the nearest valid value.

3.2.6 Parameter window A: Forced operation
This parameter window is shown if the corresponding function was enabled in Parameter window A: General.
The function Forced operation allows you to adopt a specific output value that overrides the input value, by sending a 1- or 2-bit command that applies
predefined parameters. This output value can also be exited again only after withdrawal of the forced operation command.
The difference between 1- and 2 bit-forced operations is that the latter allows you to assign two different values: one for the forced Off status, e.g. 0 V,
and another for the forced On status, e.g. 10 V.
Forced operation 1 takes priority over forced operation 2. But both must be canceled in order to continue in normal mode.
Note
Forced operation is not affected by the characteristic. It is output directly.

Attention! Observe output range
< --- Note
Note
The output type set in Parameter window A: General must be observed..

Use forced operation 1
Options: No
Forced operation objects, 1 bit; 0 active
Forced operation objects, 1 bit; 1 active
Forced operation objects, 2 bits
Linked group object:

Forced operation 1, 1 bit
Forced operation 1, 2 bits

Depending on the selected type of forced operation, activating forced operation enables the corresponding parameters below for setting a forced
operation.
Selection of option Forced operation objects, 1 bit:
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Output value with forced operat. 1
in % of output range [0...100]
Options: 0…100
This parameter specifies the output value when forced operation 1 is activated.
Selection of option Forced operation objects, 2 bits:

Output value with forced operat. 1 ON
in % of output range [0...100]
Options: 0…100
This parameter specifies the output value when forced operation 1 ON is activated.

Output value with forced operat. 1 OFF
in % of output range [0...100]
Options: 0…100
This parameter specifies the output value when forced operation 1 OFF is activated.

Use forced operation 2
Options: No
Forced operation objects, 1 bit; 0 active
Forced operation objects, 1 bit; 1 active
Forced operation objects, 2 bits
Linked group object:

Forced operation 2, 1 bit
Forced operation 2, 2 bits

Depending on the selected type of forced operation, activating forced operation enables the corresponding parameters below for setting a forced
operation.
Selection of option Forced operation objects, 1 bit:

Output value with forced operat. 2
in % of output range [0...100]
Options: 0…100
This parameter specifies the output value when forced operation 2 is activated.
Selection of option Forced operation objects, 2 bits:

Output value with forced operat. 2 ON
in % of output range [0...100]
Options: 0…100
This parameter specifies the output value when forced operation 2 ON is activated.

Output value with forced operat. 2 OFF
in % of output range [0...100]
Options: 0…100
This parameter specifies the output value when forced operation 2 OFF is activated.
Note
The reaction and parameters of forced operation 2 are identical to those for forced operation 1. However, forced operation 1 takes priority.

Output value after cancellation of
forced operation
Options: Value before forced operation
Current input value
Retain forced operation value
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This parameter determines the reaction when forced operation is canceled. This will apply once there is no longer an active forced operation.
Note
The specified reaction applies to forced operations 1 and 2.
•V
 alue before forced operation: The last value received before forced operation applies. In the interim the input object accepts no new input values, but
sends an acknowledgment telegram anyway. Once forced operation has been deactivated, the last value before activating forced operation applies, and
the input object starts accepting new values again.
•C
 urrent input value: The value received during or before forced operation is retained until a new input value is received. During forced operation, the input
object can still be written. Once forced operation is canceled, the existing value in the input object applies.
• Retain forced operation value: The value activated by forced operation is retained. Once a new input value is received, it is activated.

Priorities
Scene
input value

Output value

Safety
functions
Forced
operation 1

Yes

Forced
operation 2

Yes

No

Cyclical
monitoring

Yes

Forced/safety operation

Yes

No

Bus voltage failure

Yes

No
No

Output
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3.3 Group objects
3.3.1 Summary of group objects
Note
The overview includes the group objects for the 4-fold Analogue Actuator 01536.

No.

Name

Data Point
Type (DPT)

Length

Flags
C

R

W

T

0

Request status values

General

1.017

1 bit

•

1

In operation

General

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

2

Status Auxiliary voltage

General

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

3

Status byte channel A/B

General

Non DPT

•

•

•

4

Status byte channel C/D

General

Non DPT

•

•

•

5...9

•

U
•

Not assigned

10

Status Actual value

Channel A

Variable

Variable

•

•

•

11

Status Switch

Channel A

1.001

1 bit

•

•

•

12

Input value

Channel A

Variable

Variable

•

•

13

Switch

Channel A

1.001

1 bit

•

•

14

Dimming

Channel A

3.007

4 bits

•

•

15

Forced operation 1, 1 bit

Channel A

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

16

Forced operation 1, 2 bits

Channel A

2.001

2 bits

•

•

•

17

Forced operation 2, 1 bit

Channel A

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

18

Forced operation 2, 2 bits

Channel A

2.001

2 bits

•

•

•

19

8-bit scene

Channel A

18.001

1 bytes

•

20

Alarm

Channel A

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

21

Fault at output

Channel A

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

9.020

2 bytes

9.021

2 bytes

•

•

•

22
23…29

Voltage output value
Current output value

Channel A

•

•

•

Not assigned

30

Status Actual value

Channel B

Variable

Variable

•

•

•

31

Status Switch

Channel B

1.001

1 bit

•

•

•

32

Input value

Channel B

Variable

Variable

•

•

33

Switch

Channel B

1.001

1 bit

•

•

34

Dimming

Channel B

3.007

4 bits

•

•

35

Forced operation 1, 1 bit

Channel B

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

36

Forced operation 1, 2 bits

Channel B

2.001

2 bits

•

•

•

37

Forced operation 2, 1 bit

Channel B

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

38

Forced operation 2, 2 bits

Channel B

2.001

2 bits

•

•

•

39

8-bit scene

Channel B

18.001

1 bytes

•

40

Alarm

Channel B

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

41

Fault at output

Channel B

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

9.020

2 bytes

9.021

2 bytes

•

•

•

42
43…49
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Voltage output value
Current output value
Not assigned

Channel B

•

•

•
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No.

Function

Name

Data Point
Type (DPT)

Length

Flags
C

R

W

T

U

50

Status Actual value

Channel C

Variable

Variable

•

•

•

51

Status Switch

Channel C

1.001

1 bit

•

•

•

52

Input value

Channel C

Variable

Variable

•

•

53

Switch

Channel C

1.001

1 bit

•

•

54

Dimming

Channel C

3.007

4 bits

•

•

55

Forced operation 1, 1 bit

Channel C

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

56

Forced operation 1, 2 bits

Channel C

2.001

2 bits

•

•

•

57

Forced operation 2, 1 bit

Channel C

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

58

Forced operation 2, 2 bits

Channel C

2.001

2 bits

•

•

•

59

8-bit scene

Channel C

18.001

1 bytes

•

60

Alarm

Channel C

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

61

Fault at output

Channel C

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

9.020

2 bytes

9.021

2 bytes

•

•

•

•

62
63…69

Voltage output value
Current output value

Channel C

•

•

•

Not assigned

70

Status Actual value

Channel D

Variable

Variable

•

•

71

Status Switch

Channel D

1.001

1 bit

•

•

72

Input value

Channel D

Variable

Variable

•

•

73

Switch

Channel D

1.001

1 bit

•

•

74

Dimming

Channel D

3.007

4 bits

•

•

75

Forced operation 1, 1 bit

Channel D

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

76

Forced operation 1, 2 bits

Channel D

2.001

2 bits

•

•

•

77

Forced operation 2, 1 bit

Channel D

1.002

1 bit

•

•

•

78

Forced operation 2, 2 bits

Channel D

2.001

2 bits

•

•

•

79

8-bit scene

Channel D

18.001

1 bytes

•

•

•

80

Alarm

Channel D

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

81

Fault at output

Channel D

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

9.020

2 bytes

9.021

2 bytes

•

•

•

82

Voltage output value
Current output value

Channel D

•
•
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3.3.2 Input objects
3.3.2.1 Group objects General
No.
0

Function
Request status values

Object name

Data type

Flags

General

1 bit
DPT 1.017

C, W, U

This parameter is enabled if the parameter Enable group object "Request status values" 1 bit in Parameter window General, is set to Yes.
If this group object receives a telegram with the value x (x = 0/1/0 or 1), all group objects Status are sent on the bus, provided that the parameter Send
status values in Parameter window A: General, is set to On change or After a change or request or Cyclically and on change.
Option x = 1 produces the following function:
Telegram value:

1 = All status messages are sent
0 = No reaction

3.3.2.2 Group objects Channel A
No.
12

Function
Input value

Object name

Data type

Flags

Channel A

Variable
DPT variable

C, W, U

This group object is enabled if there is an output type set in Parameter window A: General. This then allows you to set the input format.
The following values can be sent:

13

1-byte value [0…100] %

DPT

5.001

1-byte value [0...+255]

DPT

5.005

1-byte value [-128...+127]

DPT

6.010

2-byte value [0...+65,535]

DPT

7.001

2-byte value [-32,768...+32,767]

DPT

8.001

2-byte value (floating point)

DPT

9.0xx

4-byte value (IEEE float. point)

DPT

14.0xx

Switch

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the parameter Enable function Dimming in Parameter window A: General, is set to Yes.
This group object switches the output on (100 % or parameterized brightness value) or off. It can, for example, be linked with the 1-bit group object of
a dimmer button.
If cyclical monitoring of the input value is active, the switching object is not monitored.
14

Dimming

Channel A

4 bits
DPT 3.007

C, W

This group object is enabled if the parameter Enable function Dimming in Parameter window A: General, is set to Yes.
This group object steplessly dims the output up or down, e.g. with a dimmer button. The dimming speed is adjustable.
Switch-on and switch-off is also possible via relative dimming.
If cyclical monitoring of the input value is active, the dimming object is not monitored.
15

Forced operation 1, 1 bit

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, W, U

This group object is enabled if the parameter Enable function Forced operation in Parameter window A: General, is set to Yes.
This group object allows you to adopt a specific output value that overrides the input values, by sending a 1- or 2-bit command that applies predefined
parameters.
This output value can also be exited again only after withdrawal of the forced-operation command.
The difference between 1- and 2-bit forced operations is that the latter allows you to assign two different values: one for the forced Off status, e.g. 0 V,
and another for the forced On status, e.g. 10 V.
Forced operation 1 takes priority over forced operation 2. But both must be canceled in order to continue in normal mode.
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No.
16

Function
Forced operation 1, 2 bits

Object name

Data type

Flags

Channel A

2 bits
DPT 2.001

C, W, U

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, W, U

Channel A

2 bits
DPT 2.001

C, W, U

Channel A

1 byte
DPT 18.001

C, W, U

See group object 15
17

Forced operation 2, 1 bit

See group object 15
18

Forced operation 2, 2 bits

See group object 15
19

8-bit scene

This group object is enabled if the parameter Enable function 8-bit scene in Parameter window A: General, is set to Yes.
The function Scenes can be used for direct activation of certain predefined input values. These input values are then used to output the associated
output value (according to the characteristic, if applicable) at the output.
The telegram contains the number of the addressed scene, as well as the information on whether the scene is to be recalled or if the current output
value is to be re-assigned to the scene.
Telegram values (1 byte):

M0SS SSSSi

(MSB) (LSB)
M:
0 = Scene is recalled
		
1 = Scene is stored
S:
Scene number (1… 16: 0000 0000…0000 1111)
KNX 8-bit telegram value
Decimal

Hexadecimal

00
01
02
…
15

00h
01h
02h
…
Fh

128
129
130
…
143

80h
81h
82h
…
8Fh

Meaning

Other numeric values do not affect the group objects.

3.3.2.3 Group objects Channel B, C and D
No.

Function

Object name

32…39

See group objects 12...29

Channel B

52…59

See group objects 12...29

Channel C

72…79

See group objects 12...29

Channel D

Data type

Flags
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3.3.3 Output objects
3.3.3.1 Group objects General
No.
1

Function
In operation

Object name

Data type

Flags

General

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the parameter Enable group object "In operation", 1 bit in Parameter window General, is set to Yes and the dependent
parameter Send is set to Value 0 or Value 1.
In order to regularly monitor the presence of the device on the KNX, a telegram In operation can be sent cyclically on the bus. As long as the group
object is activated, it sends a telegram In operation.
Telegram value:

2

1 = Send system in operation with option Value 1
0 = Send system in operation with option Value 0

Status Auxiliary voltage

General

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the parameter Enable group object "Status Auxiliary voltage" 1 bit in Parameter window General, is set to Yes.
Telegram value:

3

1 = Auxiliary voltage failure, all outputs = 0 V/mA
0 = Auxiliary voltage is active

Status byte channel A/B

General

The status byte reflects the current status of channel A/B.
Different statuses are indicated here, e.g.
• Status Channel A – forced operation active
• Status Channel B – fault at output
Bit sequence:			

76543210

Bit 7:

Not assigned

Always 0

Bit 6:

Not assigned

Always 0

Bit 5:

Channel A: Forced operation

			

0: Forced operation is not active (channel A)

			

1: Forced operation is active (channel A)

Bit 4:

Channel A: Cyclical monitoring

			

0: Cyclical monitoring is not active (channel A)

			

1: Cyclical monitoring is active (channel A)

Bit 3:

Channel A: Fault at output

			

0: No fault at output (channel A)

			

1: Fault at output (channel A)

Bit 2:

Channel B: Forced operation

			

0: Forced operation is not active (channel B)

			

1: Forced operation is active (channel B)

Bit 1:

Channel B: Cyclical monitoring

			

0: Cyclical monitoring is not active (channel B)

			

1: Cyclical monitoring is active (channel B)

Bit 0:

Channel B: Fault at output

			

0: No fault at output (channel B)

			

1: Fault at output (channel B)

For further information see: Value table of group object Status byte channel A/B.
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No.
4

Function
Status byte channel C/D

Object name

Data type

Flags

General

Non DPT

C, R, T

Object name

Data type

Flags

Channel A

Variable
DPT variable

C, R, T

The status byte reflects the current status of channel C/D.
Different statuses are indicated here, e.g.
• Status Channel C – forced operation active
• Status Channel D – fault at output
Bit sequence:			

76543210

Bit 7:

Not assigned

Always 0

Bit 6:

Not assigned

Always 0

Bit 5:

Channel C: Forced operation

			

0: Forced operation is not active (channel C)

			

1: Forced operation is active (channel C)

Bit 4:

Channel C: Cyclical monitoring

			

0: Cyclical monitoring is not active (channel C)

			

1: Cyclical monitoring is active (channel C)

Bit 3:

Channel C: Fault at output

			

0: No fault at output (channel C)

			

1: Fault at output (channel C)

Bit 2:

Channel D: Forced operation

			

0: Forced operation is not active (channel D)

			

1: Forced operation is active (channel D)

Bit 1:

Channel D: Cyclical monitoring

			

0: Cyclical monitoring is not active (channel D)

			

1: Cyclical monitoring is active (channel D)

Bit 0:

Channel D: Fault at output

			

0: No fault at output (channel D)

			

1: Fault at output (channel D)

For further information see: Value table of group object Status byte channel C/D.

3.3.3.2 Oggetti di comunicazione Canale A
No.
10

Function
Status Actual value

This group object is always enabled if the parameter Type of output in Parameter window A: General, is not deactivated.
It reflects the status of the output (output value) in the form of the user-selected input value format.
The following values can be sent:

11

1-byte value [0…100] %

DPT

5.001

1-byte value [0...+255]

DPT

5.005

1-byte value [-128...+127]

DPT

6.010

2-byte value [0...+65,535]

DPT

7.001

2-byte value [-32,768...+32,767]

DPT

8.001

2-byte value (floating point)

DPT

9.0xx

4-byte value (IEEE float. point)

DPT

14.0xx

Status Switch

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the parameter Enable function Dimming in Parameter window A: General, is set to Yes.
For the group object to be sent, the parameter Send status values in Parameter window A: General, must be set to On change.
It shows whether the input value has a higher value than the lowest threshold in the defined input range. The value is set to "On" (1) if a new value
is written via the group object Input value, or if the output is switched on using the object Dimming, or if the output is switched on using the object
Switch.
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No.
20

Function
Alarm

Object name

Data type

Flags

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

This group object is enabled unless the parameter Activate cyclical parameter in Parameter window A: General, is set to No.
It shows whether the monitoring time for cyclical monitoring has expired and if the output has therefore been switched to the value set for this eventuality.
Telegram value:

21

0 = Cyclical monitoring time has not been exceeded
1 = Cyclical monitoring time has been exceeded

Fault at output

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

Channel A

2 bytes
DPT 9.02x

C, R, T

Object name

Data type

Flags

Channel A

This group object is enabled unless the parameter Type of output in Parameter window A: General, is deactivated.
It shows whether there is a fault at the output.
Telegram value:

22

0 = No fault at output
1 = Errore all'uscita

Valore uscita tensione
Fault at output

3.3.3.3 Group objects Channel B, C and D
No.

Function

This group object is enabled unless the parameter Type of output in Parameter window A: General, is deactivated.
Depending on the output type (voltage or current) the DPT is set accordingly: voltage, DPT 9.020/current, DPT 9.021.
The group object contains the physical output value for the channel present at the output.
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30…31

See group objects 10...11

Channel B

40…41

See group objects 20...21

Channel B

50…51

See group objects 10...11

Channel C

60…61

See group objects 20...21

Channel C

70…71

See group objects 10...11

Channel D

80…81

See group objects 20...21

Channel D
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A Appendix
A.1 Scope of delivery
The device is supplied together with the following components. Please check the items received using the following list:
• 1 pcs. 01536 Analogue Actuator, 4-fold, MDRC
• 1 pcs. installation and operating instructions

Attention
Degree of protection IP54 can be guaranteed only if the supplied blanking plugs are used.
If the plugs are not used, condensation and/or water can penetrate the housing and damage the device.
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5

4

3

2

1

0

Channel B:
Forced operation

Channel B:
Cyclical monitoring

Channel B:
Fault at output

AC
AD
AE
AF
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
D0
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
DA
DB
DC
DD
DE
DF
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
EA
EB
EC
ED
EE
EF
F0
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
FA
FB
FC
FD
FE
FF

6

Channel A:
Fault at output

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
246
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

7

Channel A:
Cyclical monitoring

Bit No.

Channel A:
Forced operation

0

Not assigned

1

Not assigned

2

Hexadecimal

3

8-bit value

4

Channel B:
Fault at output

Channel B:
Fault at output

5

Channel B:
Cyclical monitoring

Channel B:
Cyclical monitoring

56
57
58
59
5A
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
8A
8B
8C
8D
8E
8F
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
9A
9B
9C
9D
9E
9F
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
AA
AB

6

Channel B:
Forced operation

Channel B:
Forced operation

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

7

Channel A:
Fault at output

Channel A:
Fault at output

Bit No.

Channel A:
Cyclical monitoring

0

Channel A:
Forced operation

1

Not assigned

2

Not assigned

3

Hexadecimal

4

8-bit value

5

Channel A:
Cyclical monitoring

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F
50
51
52
53
54
55

6

Channel A:
Forced operation

Hexadecimal

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

7

Not assigned

8-bit value

Bit No.

Not assigned

A.2 Value table of group object Status byte channel A/B

Empty = Value 0 ; = Value 1, applicable
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4

3

2

1
Channel D:
Cyclical monitoring

0

Channel D:
Fault at output

5

Channel D:
Forced operation

AC
AD
AE
AF
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
D0
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
DA
DB
DC
DD
DE
DF
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
EA
EB
EC
ED
EE
EF
F0
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
FA
FB
FC
FD
FE
FF

6

Channel C:
Fault at output

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
246
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

7

Channel C:
Cyclical monitoring

N. bit

Channel C:
Forced operation

0

Not assigned

1

Not assigned

2

Hexadecimal

3

8-bit value

4

Channel D:
Fault at output

Channel D:
Fault at output

5

Channel D:
Cyclical monitoring

Channel D:
Cyclical monitoring

56
57
58
59
5A
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
8A
8B
8C
8D
8E
8F
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
9A
9B
9C
9D
9E
9F
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
AA
AB

6

Channel D:
Forced operation

Channel D:
Forced operation

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

7

Channel C:
Fault at output

Channel C:
Fault at output

N. bit

Channel C:
Cyclical monitoring

0

Channel C:
Forced operation

1

Not assigned

2

Not assigned

3

Hexadecimal

4

8-bit value

5

Channel C:
Cyclical monitoring

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F
50
51
52
53
54
55

6

Channel C:
Forced operation

Hexadecimal

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

7

Not assigned

8-bit value

N. bit

Not assigned

A.3 Value table of group object Status byte channel C/D

Empty = Value 0 ; = Value 1, applicable
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KNX DALI Gateway, 1 channel, installation on DIN rail (60715 TH35), occupies 4 modules size 17.5 mm

1. General
This manual provides detailed technical information concerning the KNX DALI Gateway. They can be used to control a variety of DALI lamps individually or in
groups on a DALI output via KNX bus. Lots of small groups in individual offices as well as large lights for area lighting can be combined in a gateway as required.
The installation, programming, commissioning and use of the device are described using examples.
The DALI gateways are used to control DALI equipment such as ballasts, transformers or LED converters with device type 0 DALI interfaces to DIN EN 62386, via
KNX. DALI self-contained emergency lights with individual batteries (device type 1) to EN 62386 (Part 202) can also be integrated.
The DALI gateways themselves provide no functionality in terms of the emergency lighting regulations, e.g. logging functions or other associated stipulated functions. They serve as an intelligent mediator between KNX and DALI.
Using group objects, the various mandatory emergency lighting tests, e.g. function or duration tests, can be triggered via KNX bus and the results provided in the
same way. This information can then be used for higher-level management of the emergency lighting, which triggers at prescribed times and captures, saves or
logs the result provided via KNX on the gateway.
The DALI gateways combine both the internationally standardized and open standards in the DALI standard (EN 62386) and the KNX home and building electronic

systems standards (ISO/IEC 14543-3 and EN 50090).

1.1 Using the product manual
This manual is divided into the following chapters:
• Chapter 1 General
• Chapter 2 Device technology
• Section 3 Commissioning
• Section 4 Planning and application
• Chapter A Appendix
1.1.1 Structure of the product manual

All parameters are described in section 3.
1.1.2 Notes

Notes and safety instructions are represented as follows in this manual:
Note
Tips for usage and operation
Examples
Application examples, installation examples, programming examples
Important
These safety instructions are used as soon as there is danger of a malfunction without risk of damage or injury.

Attention
These safety instructions are used as soon as there is danger of a malfunction without risk of damage or injury.

Danger
These safety instructions are used if there is a danger to life and limb with inappropriate use.

Danger
These safety instructions are used if there is an extreme danger to life with inappropriate use.
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1.2 Product and functional overview
The KNX DALI Gateway are modular installation devices Single-Master Controllers to DALI standard EN 62386 ed/1 and ed/2. A DALI gateway provides the
interface between the KNX installation and the DALI lighting control.
Up to 64 DALI devices can be connected to each output. These 64 devices can be controlled in broadcast, individually or in a DALI group. Individual and group
control can be combined on the same output. Each device or group can be independently switched, dimmed and assigned a brightness value via the KNX.
The gateways have group objects which can be programmed to signal lamp, ballast or combined lamp/ballast faults on the KNX. The fault status of an individual device can also be signaled or queried via coded group objects. The gateways also have a Scene function (16 per output), a Staircase Lighting function,
and Slave, Block and Forced operation functions.
The gateways support type 0 and type 1 DALI devices (self-contained emergency lights) to DIN EN 62386. A self-contained emergency light, or more precisely,
a type 1 emergency lighting converter, is a DALI device which monitors and tests the state of the individual battery on an emergency lighting device and provides the information via standardized DALI telegrams to EN 62386-202. The DALI gateways evaluate this information and send it on the KNX.
The basic DALI gateways do not support overlapping DALI groups, i.e. a device can only be assigned to one group. If a device is controlled individually, it cannot be controlled via DALI groups as well. KNX addressing can be used to set up a mix of individual DALI devices and DALI groups. It is also possible to jointly
control all DALI devices connected to a DALI output using DALI output telegrams (DALI broadcast control).
The basic DALI gateways are Single-Master DALI controllers, i.e. they dispense with the need to connect another DALI master such as DALI sensors, presence
detectors or DALI lighting controllers to the output. These functions can be executed with KNX; the DALI gateway functions as a 64-fold actuator/dimmer.
The DALI power supply for the 64 DALI devices on each output is integrated in the gateway.
DALI device readdressing and assignment to DALI groups is undertaken in ETS independent Vimar software, so that for example, a facility manger without
ETS knowledge is capable of exchanging and reassigning DALI devices if maintenance is required. In addition, the error states of the individual DALI devices
(ballasts and emergency lighting converters) are represented graphically with the Vimar software. The tool can also be used for function checks during commissioning.
Parameter setting and group address allocation is undertaken with the Engineering Tool Software, ETS versions 4.2.0, 5.5.3 or later.

The application program has a wide range of functions:
• Switching, dimming, brightness value setting
• Status signaling via common or separate group objects
• Status signaling for a lamp and/or ballast malfunction
• Programming of individual maximum brightness/minimal dimming values (dimming thresholds)
• Different dimming speeds for switching, brightness setting and dimming
• Reaction on DALI and KNX bus voltage failure and recovery
• Programming of the brightness value (Power-On Level) after a ballast supply voltage recovery
• KNX control of all connected DALI devices without prior commissioning (DALI group assignment)
• Triggering of emergency lighting tests via a DALI emergency lighting converter
- Function test
- Duration test
- Partial duration test
- Battery charge state
• Sending emergency lighting test results on the KNX
Various operating modes, e.g.:
• A Slave function which integrates the groups in an energy efficient lighting control configuration
• Light scenes which are recalled or saved via KNX
• A Staircase lighting function including advance warning
• A Block and Forced operation function
• A Partial failure function, so as to switch on other devices to compensate for brightness loss in the event of a failure
• DALI QUERY variation so as to optimize interaction with an emergency lighting switch.
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1.2.1 Emergency lighting tests

The art. 01542 acts as a gateway between self-contained emergency lighting systems and a KNX building automation system. This allows DALI-based
emergency lighting to IEC 62386-202 to be controlled and monitored with a KNX control panel.
A DALI device to IEC 62386-202 (device type 1), for self-contained emergency lights, is described in this manual in shortened form as an emergency
lighting converter.
The gateway itself provides no functionality in terms of the emergency lighting regulations, e.g. logging or other associated stipulated functions. It is used
exclusively as a gateway between KNX group objects and DALI commands.
The various mandatory tests for emergency lighting are controlled by KNX group objects. The test sequence is subsequently monitored by KNX group
objects, and the results are signaled by further group objects on the KNX.
A further option for emergency lighting tests is the use of an automated test interval controlled by the DALI emergency lighting converter itself. The interval duration is defined by KNX parameters. KNX group objects transmit the results.
Function test

The function test is implemented by the emergency lighting converter itself. The test is requested at a parametrizable interval in the emergency lighting
converter or by a KNX group object. The test covers the functional security of the emergency lighting converter electronics and correct operation of a
lamp and a switch-over device for an individual battery.
Duration test

The duration test is implemented on the basis of IEC 62386-202 and is used to determine whether the individual battery supplies the system within the
limits of the rated operating duration in emergency lighting operation.
Partial duration test

The gateway controls the partial duration test with the aid of the DALI device duration test. This is possible because a partial duration test is not stipulated or described by the standards. It is just an additional option to improve the operation readiness of emergency lighting simply and quickly without fully
discharging the battery.
The partial duration test is a duration test which is terminated by the gateway after a set time. Therefore, for the test to run there must be a connection
between the gateway and the emergency lighting converter. If the gateway is unable to stop the test, it runs for the full duration.
Inhibit/rest mode

Rest mode is a state in which the emergency light is switched off during its emergency lighting operation.
Inhibit mode is a timed emergency lighting converter state in which the emergency light does not switch to emergency operation in the event of a mains
voltage failure.

Danger
In both cases, the emergency light no longer fulfils its safety function and remains off.
For this reason, use this function with great care. It can be helpful to use Inhibit/rest mode during the construction phase when the power supply is often
switched off, to prevent the emergency lighting battery from constantly charging/discharging and thus conserve the emergency light.

1.3 General information on DALI and standards
The requirements for modern lighting technology are extremely varied. Historically, lighting was only required for
visual tasks, but nowadays there is a focus on factors such as comfort, ambience, functionality and energy saving.
Furthermore, modern lighting systems are increasingly being incorporated into building installation facility management to monitor the status of the entire lighting system. The requirement is often for a complex lighting management
system which meets the uses of the premises. All these requirements cannot be adequately met by traditional 1–10
V electrical installations, or only at considerable effort and cost. The DALI standard (EN 62386, formerly EN 60929) has emerged against this background in
conjunction with leading manufacturers of lamp ballasts. It describes and defines the DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Interface) digital interface for lighting
technology equipment.
DALI has become established as an independent standard in the field of lighting technology. The range of ballasts, transformers, dimmers and relays with DALI
interfaces has decisively influenced modern lighting technology.
Part 202 of DALI standard 62386 standardizes telegrams, which communicate with emergency lighting units (converters) in self-contained emergency lighting
with individual batteries. These standardized DALI telegrams can be used to trigger emergency lighting tests (e.g. function or duration tests). The test results
are provided on the DALI by the DALI emergency lighting converter.
This DALI technology allows cyclically required emergency lighting tests to be triggered via a higher-level building management control system and can also
document the result.
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2. Device technology
The KNX DALI Gateway is a KNX modular installation device (MDRC) for installation in the distribution board on a 35 mm mounting rail.
It is a DALI Single-Master controller to DALI standard DIN EN 62386 Parts 101ed2 and 103ed1.
It supports type 0 and type 1 DALI operating devices with DALI interfaces to DIN EN 62386 and these can be integrated into a KNX building installation. The
gateway connects to the bus via a KNX connection terminal on the device shoulders.
The DALI Gateways differ in the number of DALI outputs. They are equivalent, and each of them has the same technical properties and functions.
Up to 64 DALI devices can be connected to each DALI output. Both "normal" lamps (DALI type 0) and battery operated emergency lighting (DALI type 1) can be
connected to the DALI output in a mixed configuration.
The lamps are variably controlled via KNX per DALI output via
- Broadcast (all lamps jointly)
- 16 lighting groups
- 64 individual lamps
- 16 scenes
- 64 self-contained emergency lights
The fault status (lamps, ballasts or emergency lighting converters) of each DALI device or of the lighting group is sent on the KNX by a variety of KNX group
objects.
In addition to the standard functions, e.g. switching, dimming and brightness value setting with the corresponding feedback, the DALI gateway has Staircase
lighting, Scene, Slave, Forced operation and Block functions. The lighting groups or individual lamps can be integrated into an energy-efficient building automation
system via a KNX presence detector or light controller.
Function, duration and partial duration tests and battery tests for emergency lighting systems with individual batteries to DIN EN 62386-202 can be triggered and
stopped via KNX. The results are provided on the KNX.
The DALI gateway has a wide-range power supply input. No separate DALI power supply is required. The DALI power supply for 64 DALI devices per output is
integrated into the DALI gateway.
The Vimar software permits commissioning (DALI) and diagnostics without the ETS.

2.1 Technical data
KNX DALI gateway

DALI Single-Master Controller

DIN EN 62386 Parts 101ed2 and 103ed1

Supply

Gateway supply voltage

100 – 240 V AC

Voltage range

85…265 V AC, 50/60 Hz
110…240 V DC

Power consumption total via mains*)

maximum 6 W

Current consumption total via mains*)

maximum 25 mA

Leakage loss total for device*)

maximum 2 W

KNX current consumption

Maximum 10 mA

Power consumption via KNX

Maximum 210 mW

*) at 230 V AC and max. load
DALI outputs (channels)

Number of outputs

1

Voltage proof, short circuit proof
Number of DALI devices

230 V AC
Maximum 64 per output to DIN EN 62386; DALI devices for
emergency lighting with individual battery to DIN EN 62386202 are supported.2)

Distance between gateway and last DALI device

Connections

Operating and display elements

Cable cross-section 0,5 mm2
0,75 mm2
1,0 mm2
1,5 mm2

100 m1)
150 m1)
200 m1)
300 m1)

KNX

KNX connection terminal, 0,8 mm Ø, single core

DALI outputs and
Mains voltage

Screw terminal, universal head
0,2…4 mm2 fine stranded
0,2…6 mm2 single core

Tightening torque

Max. 0,6 Nm

Button

DALI output test

Push button/LED

For allocation of the physical KNX address

LED

, green

Operation readiness indicator

LED

, yellow

Display of DALI fault
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KNX DALI gateway

DALI Single-Master Controller

DIN EN 62386 Parts 101ed2 and 103ed1

Protection degree

IP 20

To EN 60529

Protection class

II

To EN 61140

Isolation category

Overvoltage category

III according to DIN EN 60664-1

Pollution degree

2 to DIN EN 60664-1

KNX safety extra low voltage

SELV 24 V DC

DALI voltage

Typical 16 V DC (9.5…22.5 V DC)

to DIN EN 60929 and DIN EN 62386

No-load voltage

16 V DC

Lowest supply current at 11.5 V DC

160 mA

Highest supply current

250 mA

Operation

-5 °C…+45 °C

Storage

-25 °C…+55 °C

Transport

-25 °C…+70 °C

Humidity

Maximum 93%, moisture condensation should be excluded

Atmospheric pressure

Atmosphere up to 2,000 m

Modular installation device (MDRC)

Modular installation device

Dimensions

90 x 70 x 63.5 mm (H x W x D)

Mounting width

4 x 18 mm modules

Temperature range

Environmental conditions
Design

Mounting depth

68 mm

Installation

On 35 mm mounting rail

To EN 60715

Mounting position

any
0,13 kg

Weight
Housing, color

Plastic housing, gray

Halogen-free

Approvals

KNX to DIN EN 50 090-1, -2
DIN EN 50 491-5-2

CE mark

In accordance with the EMC directive and low
voltage directive

Flammability V-0 as per UL94
Certification

1)

 he length refers to the entire routed DALI control cable. The maximum values are rounded and refer to the resistance value. EMC influences are not taken
T
into account and therefore the values should be considered as absolute maximum values.
2) Both "normal" lamps and battery operated emergency lighting can be connected in a mixed configuration to the DALI output. However, the maximum number
of DALI devices may not exceed 64.

Device type

Application

Maximum number of
Group objects

Maximum number of
Group addresses

Maximum number of
assignments

Art. 01542

DALI Basic 1f /…*

1.119

2.000

2.000

* … = Current version number of the application. Please refer to the software information on our website for this purpose.

Note
The gateways are compliant with SELV properties to IEC 60364-4-41 (DIN VDE 0100-410).
The DALI does not need to feature SELV properties, and it is possible to route the DALI control line together with the mains voltage in a
multi-core cable.

Note
ETS and the current version of the device application program are required for programming.

Note
Together with the ETS 5, the Gateways support programming with long frames to permit rapid data transfer between the ETS and Gateway.
The programming time is more than halved, particularly in case of a full download.
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2.2 Connection diagram

L1
L2
L3
N
PE

D A L I

D A L I

D A L I

7

11

1
10
01542

A

9
8

ON
KNX

KNX
DALI

DALI
1 x 64

1
2
3
6

4

KNX

5

1 Label carrier
2 KNX programming push button
3 KNX programming LED (red)
4 KNX connection
5 Cover cap
6 Gateway supply voltage
7 DALI output
8 Operation LED (green)
9 Manual operation

A

10 DALI status LED A (yellow)
11 DALI devices (DALI device type 0 and 1)
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2.3 Mounting and installation
The gateways are modular installation devices for installation in the distribution board on 35 mm mounting rails to EN 60715. They can be installed in any
mounting position.
Electrical connection is via screw terminals. Connection to the KNX is via the supplied KNX connection terminal. The terminal assignment is located on the
housing.
The devices are ready to operate when the KNX voltage and gateway supply voltage are applied.
The devices must be accessible for the purposes of operation, testing, visual inspection, maintenance and repair in compliance with VDE 0100-520.
Commissioning requirement
Gateway commissioning requires a PC with ETS and a KNX interface, e.g. USB or IP.
DALI device group assignment and emergency lighting converter configuration are carried out with the Vimar software.
The emergency lighting battery must be charged in order to commission the DALI emergency lighting converter. Commissioning is not possible during emergency lighting operation.
Important
Acceptance of the emergency lighting monitoring must be discussed with the relevant approval agency.
Mounting and commissioning may only be carried out by electrical specialists. The applicable standards, directives, regulations and specifications for the
country in question must be observed when planning and setting up electrical installations and security systems for intrusion and fire detection.
• Protect the device from moisture, dirt and damage during transport, storage and operation.
• Do not operate the device outside the specified technical data.
• Only operate the device in a closed housing (distribution board).
• Switch off the device supply voltage before mounting.

Danger
To avoid dangerous touch voltages which originate through feedback from differing phase conductors, all poles must be disconnected when extending or
modifying the electrical connections.

Danger
DALI is not a SELV (Safety Extra Low Voltage) system, therefore DALI control cables and the 230 V power supply cable must be routed into a single cable.
Observe the corresponding installation regulations.
Manual operation
The gateways have a manual operation option to switch DALI lamps on and off at the outputs. However this excludes DALI single battery lamps, which cannot
be manually operated.
Supplied state
The device is supplied with the physical address 15.15.255. The application program is preloaded. It is therefore only necessary to load group addresses and
parameters during commissioning.
However, the complete application program can be reloaded if required. Longer downtime may result if the application program is changed or after a discharge.
Allocation of the physical address
The physical address is assigned and programmed in ETS.
The device shoulder features a push button for allocation of the physical device address. The red LED
es off as soon as ETS has assigned the physical address or the button is pressed again.

lights up after the button has been pushed. It switch-

Download response
Because of the complexity of the device, the progress bar for download may take up to 90 seconds to appear depending on the PC used.
Cleaning
If devices become dirty, they can be cleaned using a dry cloth or a cloth dampened with a soapy solution. Corrosive agents or solutions must never be used.
Maintenance
The device is maintenance-free. In the event of damage, e.g. during transport and/or storage, do not carry out any repairs.
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2.4 Description of inputs and outputs
Up to 64 devices with a DALI interface can be connected to the DALI output. The DALI gateway is a DALI master with integrated DALI power supply.
Important
Other DALI masters must not be connected to the gateway output.
Connecting another master to the Single-Master system can cause communication malfunctions.

Caution
Other DALI power supplies must not be connected to the gateway output.
Connecting another DALI power supply can add to the DALI currents which in turn may irreparably damage the DALI input stages on the ballasts.
Inadvertently connecting 230 V mains voltage to the DALI output will not destroy the DALI output stage as the output has built-in protection.

A control cable – maximum length below – can be used on the DALI output:
Cable length [mm2]
Max. cable length [m] from DG/S to DALI device

2 x 0,5

2 x 0,75

2 x 1,0

2 x 1,5

100

150

200

300

These values are rounded resistance values. EMC influences are not considered. For this reason, the values should be considered as absolute maximum
values.
It is possible to assemble the DALI control cable with conventional installation material for mains cables. The two cores of the five-core NYM 5x1.5 mm2 which
are not required can be used regardless of polarity. It is not mandatory to lay a separate control cable.
DALI control cables are isolated from the power supply by basic insulation properties according to EN 410. SELV properties do not feature.
The device is ready for operation after connection of the gateway supply voltage. The green operating LED on the front of the device lights up.
Note
The initialization phase will terminate if more than 64 DALI devices are connected and the information will be displayed by group objects on the KNX or in the
Vimar software.
The initialization phase starts automatically after download, gateway supply voltage recovery and KNX bus voltage recovery. In this phase, the gateway checks
the system and addresses new, non-addressed DALI devices if addressing is enabled. Initially the gateway assumes that the DALI system is unchanged and
immediately sends incoming KNX commands to the DALI, so that if the system has not changed, the lighting can still be controlled during the initialization
phase. Meanwhile, analysis of the DALI installation runs in the background.
The initialization phase also runs if Enable automatic DALI addressing has been deactivated.

2.5 Manual operation
The device has one
push buttons for manual switching of the DALI outputs. For manual operation to work properly, the KNX and the gateway must be
supplied with power. Manual operation is mainly used to check that the wiring of the DALI line is correct and to detect faulty DALI devices which are not
responding to broadcast commands.
Switching on manual operation:
• Press push button
for longer than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds. The green ON LED flashes. You are in manual operation. When you release the
button, the brightness value of the DALI devices initially stays unchanged.
After the first manual switching command the yellow DALI LED no longer indicates a DALI fault. Instead it indicates the switch status of the DALI output.
No DALI QUERY commands (cyclical DALI device queries) are sent. This means that new DALI devices are not detected in manual mode. As triggered
switching commands can only be sent to the DALI by pressing push button
, the actual DALI voltage can be measured.
Since only manually triggered DALI telegrams are sent from the gateway in manual mode, a third-party DALI tool such as the Tridonic master CONFIGURATOR can be connected in order to read the DALI devices.
Switching the DALI output during manual operation:
• Press push button
briefly (< 2 seconds). All DALI devices on the DALI output change their brightness state from ON to OFF or from OFF to ON. This
switching command is a DALI broadcast command, which means that it applies even to DALI devices without a DALI address.
In manual mode the yellow DALI LED no longer indicates a DALI fault. Instead it indicates the switch status of the DALI output.
Switching off manual operation:
• You are in manual operation. Press push button
for longer than 2 seconds and less than 5 seconds. The green ON LED lights up again and stays on.
Manual operation has now ended.
Using ETS programming it is possible to retain the DALI output brightness value set during manual operation or set an updated value.
The yellow DALI LED indicates DALI fault status again.
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Triggering DALI addressing via the
push button:
• Press push button
for longer than five seconds. This will not exit the current mode but will trigger DALI addressing. The yellow DALI LED flashes. DALI
devices without addresses are assigned the first free address. If the system detects devices with duplicate DALI addresses, it deduplicates them.
Manual operation including triggering DALI addressing can be enabled or disabled via the Disable manual operation/Status group object (no. 2). The status
of whether manual operation is disabled can be requested via the same group object. After a KNX voltage failure, the system reinstates the state prior to the
failure. The timeout for manual operation before automatic exit is parametrizable. This time is retriggered after every manual operation.
Note
Vimar software functions are carried out during manual operation in order to ensure consistent commissioning.
We recommend that you do not use the Vimar software and manual operation at the same time as the functions can have a mutual influence.
Note
KNX commands incoming during manual operation are not executed, but are processed in the background. Scene implementation and interim dimming values
are not taken into consideration in the background in the simulation.
Depending on the parametrization (see General parameter window), the system sets either the updated brightness value or the brightness value set in manual
mode.
Note
The Forced operation and Block function of a group has a higher priority than manual operation, i.e. if a ballast or group with a particular brightness value is
forcibly operated or blocked, it cannot be manually switched or dimmed. If the forced operation or block is reset in manual mode, the ballast or group stays at
the current brightness value regardless of what it is programmed to do when forced operation ends, and only follows the next control command.

2.5.1 Display elements
On the front of the DALI gateway there is a green operation LED (ON) and a yellow DALI LED for each output. The LEDs indicate the following:
ON

DALI

ON
• Lights up green if the gateway supply voltage and KNX voltage is available and the device is ready for operation.
• Flashes quickly (5 Hz) if KNX voltage is available but the gateway supply voltage is not.
• Flashes slowly (1 Hz) in manual mode.
• Goes off if there is no KNX voltage and/or the gateway supply voltage fails.
DALI
• Off if the gateway is in normal mode.
In manual operation it indicates the switch status of the DALI output instead of a DALI fault. If the LED is off this means the output is switched off.
• Lights up if there is a DALI fault, e.g., a short circuit, a lamp fault or a ballast fault.
• Flashes quickly (5 Hz) during the initialization phase, which starts after download, KNX bus voltage recovery or after elimination of a DALI short circuit.
If more than 64 DALI devices are connected to a DALI output, the device will not exit the initialization phase. The yellow LED will continuously flash.
Note
In manual operation the yellow DALI LED indicates the switch status of the DALI output instead of a DALI fault.
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3. Commissioning
The application program used to parametrize the KNX DALI gateway are:
Gateway DALI configurator software
and the Engineering Tool Software ETS, version 4.2.0, 5.5.3 or later.
The following work must be carried out:
• Assignment of the physical KNX device address (ETS)
• Optional re-addressing of DALI devices (Vimar software)
• Assignment of the DALI devices to groups represented in the KNX. The Vimar software is used for this.
• Parametrization of the 01542 (ETS)
Parametrization requires a PC or laptop with ETS4 or higher and a connection to the KNX, e.g. via a USB or IP interface.
The DG/S assigns the first free DALI address to each connected DALI device without one. This automatic addressing can be prevented using a parameter in ETS,
see General parameter window. DALI devices can also be readdressed or assigned to any group with the Vimar software without ETS, in which case the DALI
devices must already have a DALI address (0…63).
Note
The gateway can control the lamps that have a DALI address or are assigned to a group or scene. DALI lamps can also be controlled in broadcast (all together).
This requires no DALI address.
Note
With ETS 5, the gateways support programming with long frames to permit rapid data transfer between ETS and the gateway. This cuts programming time by
more than half, particularly in the case of a full download. Corresponding system devices such as line couplers and interfaces must also support long frames.

3.1 Overview
In addition to the KNX voltage the KNX DALI gateway requires a gateway supply voltage to generate the DALI voltage for full function capability. For the gateway supply voltage range, please refer to Technical data. The KNX voltage is sufficient for KNX programming with ETS.
Thus in an office environment it is possible to pre-program the 01542 exclusively using the KNX voltage without having to resort to a gateway supply voltage
(a 230 V AC/DC supply). As the Vimar software is responsible for the group compilation and directly accesses the DALI devices via the 01542, the gateway
supply voltage is required for the task.
The properties of the groups and ballasts are mutually independent and can be programmed individually. So it is possible, depending on the application, to
freely define every group and to parametrize them accordingly.
Up to 64 EN 62386-202-compliant DALI emergency lighting converters can be connected to the 01542 with one DALI output. The emergency lighting
converter forms a DALI device pair with a normal DALI device (ballast) in a lamp with an emergency lighting function. In this case, two DALI devices must be
considered.
Emergency lights with LEDs often only feature one emergency lighting converter that combines battery monitoring and LED control in a single device. In this
case, only one DALI device must be considered.
On the 01542, it is possible to connect both normal DALI devices (ballasts) and DALI emergency lighting converters (with/without integrated lighting equipment control). However, the total number of 64 DALI devices may not be exceeded.
The following table provides an overview of the functions of the 01542 and Gateway DALI configurator software application program.
Properties/Parametrization possibilities
Installation type

MDRC

New housing (labeling field, tool-free disassembly)
DALI power supply integrated
DALI output 230 V fixed
Number of outputs

1

Module width (units)

4

DALI devices (normal and emergency lighting converters to EN 62386-202)

1x64

Lighting groups

1x16

Scenes

1x16

Manual test function
DALI fault display
= Property applies
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Group

Ballast

-

-

Parametrization options
Minimal dimming/maximum brightness values (dimming thresholds)
Switch functions
Turn on brightness
Dimming speed for turn on/off
Switch telegram and status
Dimming
Dimming speed for 0…100%
Allow switch on via relative dimming
Brightness value
Dimming speed for transition brightness values
Permit set switch on and off brightness via value
Brightness value and status
Fault messages
Gateway supply voltage fault
DALI voltage fault
DALI device fault (ballast)
Lamp fault
Coded error message via 2-byte group object
Number of devices or groups with a fault
Number of devices or group with a fault
Acknowledge fault messages
Disable fault message via KNX group object
Other functions
Reaction on KNX voltage failure/recovery
Reaction on DALI voltage failure/recovery
Power-On level
Characteristic correction
Partial failure function
Forced operation (1 bit/2 bit) function
Block function
Slave function with offset
Staircase lighting function (multi-stage switch-off)
Burn-in function including remaining burn-in time
Turn off brightness function (nighttime operation)
Color control via RGB (3 brightness values)
Colored light/tunable white (DALI type 8)
General functions
Request status values via 1-bit group object
Disable automatic DALI addressing
Cyclic monitoring telegram (In operation)
Limit KNX status telegrams
Limit rate of DALI telegrams (interval between query commands)
Component mode (manual operation without programming)
Ballast change without software
16 Scenes
Recall and save via KNX with 8-bit telegram
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Group

Ballast

Vimar software diagnostics and test functions
Testing and status of single ballasts
Testing and status of group assignment
Testing and status of additional functions Slave/Staircase lighting
Testing and status of emergency lights with individual batteries
System status display (ballast/lamp fault/framing error)
= Property applies

3.2 Parameters
This chapter describes the parameters of the KNX DALI Gateways using the parameter windows. The parameter windows feature a dynamic structure which
means that further parameters or entire parameter windows are enabled depending on the parametrization and function of the groups.
In the descriptions below, Group x stands for a group, which can consist of up to 64 ballasts. The term "ballast" refers to a DALI device which can be individually
controlled via the gateway. The term "emergency lighting converter" or "converter" for short stands for a type 1 DALI emergency light with an individual battery.
The default values of the parameters are underlined, e.g.:
Options:

Yes
No.

Indented parameter descriptions indicate that this parameter is only visible when the main (parent) parameter is parametrized accordingly.
Note
Where the group objects Switch or Brightness value are mentioned in the rest of this document, the same information applies to the group objects Switch/
Status or Brightness value/Status.
Note
If a DALI device is controlled individually, it cannot also be assigned to a DALI group. A DALI device can be controlled either individually via ballast commands or
in a group via group commands. Overlapping DALI groups are not supported.
Initially the DALI gateway assumes that group control is in use. If a ballast is to be individually controlled, it must be specifically parametrized in ETS. The ballast
concerned must be enabled in the A ballasts parameter window, which is enabled by selecting individual control in the A DALI configuration parameter window.
If a ballast is assigned to a group but is set to individual control in ETS, or is not set to individual control but is not assigned to a group, this is referred to as a
ballast-group conflict.
A ballast-group conflict is indicated as an incorrect state by a yellow caution field in the Vimar software. Depending on which type of control is required (group G
or individual S), the device must be assigned to a DALI group or removed from its existing group.
To control individual DALI devices and groups together, a joint KNX group assignment is required.
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3.2.1 General parameter window
Global parameter settings for the whole device are made in this window.

Inactive wait state on KNX recovery
Options: 2…255
When in wait state, the gateway does not send any KNX telegrams. Incoming telegrams are received, and updated in the background. In other words,
switching, brightness value and scene commands are updated in the background, immediately memorizing the end brightness value without transition
time. Dimming commands are ignored. The updated values are only executed when wait state ends and then sent according to the parametrization.

Send status values on
inactive wait state
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines whether or not the KNX commands that arrive during wait state are sent once wait state is inactive. It is the updated KNX value
which is sent.

Limit number of KNX telegrams
Options: Yes
No
This parameter limits the device generated bus load. This limit relates to all telegrams sent by the device.
• Yes: Limits the number of telegrams.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Maximum number
of sent telegrams
Options: 1…20…255
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In period
Options: 50, 100, 200, 500 ms
1, 2, 5, 10, 30 s
1 min
This parameter defines the number of telegrams sent by the device within a certain period of time. The telegrams are sent as quickly as possible at
the start of a period.
Note
The device counts the number of telegrams sent within the parametrized period. As soon as the maximum number of sent telegrams is reached,
no further telegrams are sent on the KNX until the end of the period. A new period commences at the end of the previous period. The telegram
counter is reset to zero, and sending of telegrams is allowed again. The current group object value at the time of sending is always sent.
The first period (break time) is not precisely predefined. It can be between zero seconds and the parametrized time. The subsequent sending times
correspond with the parametrized time.

Enable manual operation.
Obj "Disable manual operation/Status"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object: Disable manual operation/Status
This parameter disables or enables the
button.
If manual operation is enabled, it can be disabled or enabled by the Disable manual operation/Status group object. Its disabled status is also displayed.
• Yes: Manual
is enabled. Pressing the
push button for 2-5 seconds activates test mode. In this mode, all DALI devices can be switched on
and off to check the cable connections and verify that they are correct. Pressing the button for more than 5 seconds triggers DALI addressing which
assigns a DALI address to any DALI devices without one.
• No: The

push button is disabled. No manual action is possible on the device.

Brightness value on exiting
manual operation
Options: Manual brightness setting retained
Refreshed KNX state
These parameters define the brightness value of DALI devices on the output on exiting manual operation.
• Manual brightness setting retained: the last brightness value set during manual operation is retained on exiting manual operation.
• Refreshed KNX state: The brightness value set before manual operation is updated and set when manual operation ends. Therefore KNX any incoming commands during manual operation are updated in the background.

Reset from manual operation to
KNX operation
Options: Via buttons and automatically
Via push button
These parameters define how and when the system exits manual operation.
• Via buttons and automatically: You can exit manual mode by pressing
parametrized time.
• Via push button: You can only exit manual mode by pressing

(> 2 sec.< 5 sec.). If you do not press

, manual mode will end after the

(> 2 sec.< 5 sec.). The system does not end manual mode automatically.

Time for automatic reset
Options:

2…60…255 min

This sets the interval after which manual mode automatically ends if no manual operations have been performed. This interval restarts whenever a
manual operation is performed.
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Enable Group object
"In operation"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object: In operation
The In operation group object indicates the presence of the device on the KNX. This cyclic telegram can be monitored by an external device. If a telegram is not received, the device may be defective or the KNX cable to the transmitting device may be interrupted.
• Yes: The group object is enabled.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Sending
Options: Value 0
Value 1
The In operation group object is sent cyclically on the KNX.
Sending cycle time
Options: 1…60…65.535 s
The time interval at which the In operation group object cyclically sends a telegram is set here.
Note
After a bus voltage recovery the group object sends its value after the set inactive wait state defined in the General parameter window has elapsed.

Enable Group object
"Request status values"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Request status values

All status messages can be requested via this group object provided that they are set to After a change or on request or On request.
• Yes: The group object and function are enabled.
• No: The group object and function are not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Request with object value
Options: 0
1
0 or 1
• 0: Sending status messages is requested with the value 0.
• 1: Sending status messages is requested with the value 1.
• 0 or 1: Sending status messages is requested with the values 0 or 1.
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Enable Group object
"Gateway supply voltage fault"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Gateway supply voltage fault

• Yes: The Gateway supply voltage fault group object is enabled. As soon as the device supply voltage is interrupted, the Gateway supply voltage fault
group object sends a telegram with the value 1 on the KNX. The time at which a telegram is sent can be adjusted using the parameter below.
• No: The gateway supply voltage failure is not signaled to the KNX.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
Enable acknowledgement via object
"Acknowledge gateway supply
voltage fault"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object: Acknowledge gateway supply voltage fault
• Yes: The Acknowledge Gateway supply voltage fault group object is enabled. The fault is only reset by an acknowledgment (a telegram with the
value 1) via this group object, or via the Vimar software.
• No: The Gateway supply voltage fault group object requires no acknowledgement. The group object value is updated when a change occurs.

3.2.2 DALI output X parameter window
General parameter settings for output X are made in this window.

3.2.2.1 A DALI configuration parameter window
The main parameter settings defining the entire DALI output are made in this window. Various control options for the DALI devices are enabled
from this page.
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Enable automatic DALI addressing
Options: Yes
No
This parameter switches off the DG/S automatic DALI addressing process.
• Yes: If the 01542 locates a DALI device without a DALI address, the 01542 automatically allocates it the first free DALI address.
Advantage
DALI addressing without gaps makes it possible to replace a defective DALI device without additional addressing or commissioning. All that is
required is to connect a new DALI device without a DALI address.
The 01542 addresses the new device with the first free DALI address of the removed failed device, and transfers its properties to the new
device. If this DALI device does not yet have a group address (it is new from the factory), it will also receive the group assignment. If another
group assignment exists in the DALI device, a conflict will be indicated in the Vimar software. This can be remedied with the Vimar software by
applying the 01542 or ballast information.
If the 01542 detects several DALI devices with the same DALI address, it deletes these addresses and automatically assigns them the first free
DALI addresses in the address range.
• No: The 01542 does not assign DALI addresses, either in normal mode or on gateway supply voltage recovery. If a DALI device without an
address has been installed, the 01542 can only control it using a broadcast telegram (manual operation). A DALI address is not necessary for
this purpose. If a DALI device with an existing address has been installed, the 01542 will not change it.

Pause between two DALI QUERY polls
Options: 0…2…255 x 100 ms
This parameter sets the interval between DALI QUERY polls. The gateway automatically and cyclically sends a brightness value query on the
DALI to each possible DALI device (Actual Level DALI query).
A 0 setting runs the QUERY poll as quickly as possible. The interval between QUERY telegrams is around 30...40 ms.
The gateway uses this poll to establish whether a DALI device with a DALI address is present. If it does not receive a response from the monitored DALI device, the gateway interprets this as a device fault. If it does receive a response, it polls other properties of the DALI device (e.g.
lamp faults and DALI device type).
This time setting has a direct impact on the DALI telegram bus load. A long interval reduces the load significantly. However, the disadvantage of
this is that a fault on a DALI device may not be detected straight away. Likewise, it takes longer to detect a new or recovered device.
Other than this, the setting has no influence on DALI telegram rate. DALI commands (e.g. switching, dimming and brightness value settings
etc.) and status signals (e.g. brightness values, emergency lighting information etc.) or functions in progress (e.g. staircase lighting, forced
operation etc.) are neither influenced nor delayed.
Note
We recommend that you keep the default settings. The only time that it makes sense to increase the interval between DALI QUERY polls is for
example if an emergency lighting switch is installed in the DALI line, so as to allow more time for switching.

Enable DALI groups
(group control)
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Various "Output X group Y" group objects

• Yes: DALI group control is supported on the DALI output. Corresponding parameter windows and group objects are enabled. DALI groups
are compiled with DALI devices via the Vimar software. There are 16 DALI groups available per DALI output. Individual DALI groups can be
selected in the Group x parameter window..
DALI devices which are assigned to a group cannot be used for individual control. This configuration is shown in the Vimar software and
needs to be removed.
• No: DALI group control is not supported on the DALI output. No corresponding parameter windows and group objects are enabled, so the
ETS parameter structure here is very concise.
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Enable DALI ballasts
(individual control)
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Various "Output X ballast Y" group objects

• Yes: Individual device control is supported on the DALI output. Corresponding parameter windows and group objects are enabled. DALI
addressing can be flexibly handled in the Vimar software. Up to 64 DALI devices can be connected to each output. Individual DALI devices
can be hidden in the A ballasts parameter window to provide a clear, compact parameter structure.
DALI devices which are assigned to a group cannot be used for individual control. This configuration is shown in the Vimar software
(yellow field) and needs to be removed.
• No: Individual device control is supported on the DALI output. No corresponding parameter windows and group objects are enabled, so the
ETS parameter structure here is very concise.
Note
If a DALI device is controlled individually, it cannot also be assigned to a DALI group. A DALI device can be controlled either individually via
ballast commands or in a group via group commands. Overlapping DALI groups are not supported.
Initially the DALI gateway assumes that group control is in use. If a ballast is to be individually controlled, it must be specifically parametrized in
ETS. The ballast concerned must be enabled in the A ballasts parameter window, which is enabled by selecting individual control in the A DALI
configuration parameter window.
If a ballast is assigned to a group but is set to individual control in ETS, or is not set to individual control but is not assigned to a group, this is
referred to as a ballast-group conflict.
A ballast-group conflict is indicated as an incorrect state by a yellow caution field in the Vimar software. Depending on which type of control is
required (group G or individual S), the device must be assigned to a DALI group or removed from its existing group.
To control individual DALI devices and groups together, a joint KNX group assignment is required.

Enable DALI emergency lighting
converter (emergency lighting control)
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Various "Output X ballast Y" group objects

• Yes: The DALI output supports control of DALI emergency lighting converters (type 1 DALI devices, emergency lights with individual batteries
to DIN EN 62386-202). Corresponding parameter windows and group objects are enabled. DALI addressing for the emergency lighting
converters can be flexibly handled in the Vimar software. Up to 64 DALI emergency lighting converters can be connected to each output.
Individual DALI emergency lighting converters can be hidden in the A lighting converter parameter window to provide a clear, compact
parameter structure.
DALI emergency lighting converters can also be assigned to a DALI group for a clearer overview. Again, in such cases the converters can
only be controlled individually. They have no group function.
• No: Emergency lighting converter control is not supported on the DALI output. No corresponding parameter windows and group objects are
enabled, so the ETS parameter structure here is very concise.

Enable DALI scenes
(scene control)
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Scenes 1…16

• Yes: The DALI output supports control for up to 16 DALI scenes. The corresponding parameter window A scenes and the Scenes 1…16
group object are enabled.
There are 16 DALI light scenes available on each DALI output; these can be assigned to any of the 16 KNX scenes. So for example, DALI
scene 8, which is parametrized in the DALI gateway, can be assigned to KNX scene 35 and recalled or saved using the KNX scene commands for scene 35.
• No: The DALI output does not support the Scenes function. No corresponding parameter windows and group objects are enabled, so the
ETS parameter structure here is very concise.
Note
Scene numbers 1 to 16 shown in the gateway are mapped to scenes 0 to 15 on the DALI.
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3.2.3 A Output parameter window
Parameter settings for the DALI output are made in this window.

Note
The DALI output is usually controlled by broadcast commands, i.e. a DALI command controls all the DALI devices at once. This requires no DALI
device/group address.
Note that it is not possible to use broadcast commands when individual DALI devices or a group are subject to a forced operation or block, or are
in active partial failure state, as these safety functions take priority over broadcast commands. In such cases the devices and groups are individually
controlled. Due to the relatively slow DALI telegram rate, there may be a visible difference between the brightness of the devices if more than 6 control
commands are in process. Also, with relative dimming, the status value may differ from the actual brightness value. The faster the dimming time, the
greater the difference. This is only equalized on the next switching or brightness value command, which may cause a visible jump in brightness.
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Name (max 40 characters)
Options: Channel A
The output can be assigned a name with a maximum of 40 characters.
The name is stored in the ETS database, and also stored in the gateway by downloading the application.

Brightness value when turned on
output Switch fct)
Options: Previous value
100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
This parameter defines the brightness value used when the DALI output switches on after receiving an ON telegram.
The dimming thresholds set for the group or ballast apply to the individual ballasts and groups.
• Previous value: The output switches on at the brightness value it was switched off at by the Switch group object. The brightness value of each ballast and group are saved when they are switched off, and restored when they are switched back on.
If a ballast or group is OFF when switched off, the previous brightness value is saved as 0% (OFF) and is switched back on in the same state. This
means that the group or ballast will be switched off unless it has a brightness value other than 0 when switched back on.
Note
The previous brightness value is saved with every OFF telegram on the output unless the output is already switched off. If this is the case, the OFF state
is not saved as the last brightness value on receipt of another OFF telegram. The output is not switched off if every group or ballast is already switched
off.
If a new OFF telegram is received during dimming down, the current brightness value is saved as the last brightness value.
In the event of a KNX voltage failure, download or restart, the previous brightness value is lost and is set to the parametrized turn on brightness value
when the gateway supply voltage is restored.
Separate previous brightness values are saved for the ballast/group and the output.
This means that if the output is dimmed or switched on or off by a central telegram, the previous brightness value for the ballast/group remains unchanged.

Dim period to reach turn on brightness
Options: Fixed fade time
Can be changed via object "Flexible
time for dimming/fade time"
This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX.
• Fixed fade time: Dimming time is permanently set and cannot be changed via the KNX.
• Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time": Dimming time can be changed via the KNX using the Flexible time for dimming/
fade time group object.
Note
Flexible dimming time is received via the Output A Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object and affects various output functions:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
To use the Flexible dimming time function you first need to enable the output's Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object in the A Output/
Functions parameter window. You also need to select the function for the parameter that can be changed via KNX. We recommend that you only
change one time via KNX. Otherwise the dimming time has to be rewritten on the ballast every time a function is called, which impairs function
performance.
Selection of Fixed fade time option:
Dependent parameters:
Dimming time (0 = jump to)
Options: 0…2…65.535 s
This parameter can be used to set a soft start by defining how long the output takes to dim up from 0% brightness to the turn on brightness when
it receives an ON telegram. This time period refers to ON telegrams only (1 bit).
• 0 s: jump to: The output switches ON immediately (DALI ON command).
• 1…65.535 s: During this time, the output is dimmed from 0% brightness to the turn on brightness.
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Note
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.

Selection of Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time":
Note – dependency:
Object enabled on "Output functions" page

Allow switch on via dimming
(Output relative dimming fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines the output's behavior when switching on with dimming via the Relative dimming group object.
• Yes: Switching on using the Dim telegram is allowed.
• No: Switching on using the Dim telegram is not allowed. The output must be switched on in order to be dimmed.

Allow switching ON via brightness value
(output Brightness value fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines the output's behavior when switching on with a brightness value set via the Brightness value group object.
• Yes: Switching on using the Brightness telegram is allowed.
• No: Switching on using the brightness telegram is not allowed. The output must be switched on in order for a brightness value to be set.
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Switch off at turn off brightness
(Switch output fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines whether receipt of an OFF telegram turns off the lighting immediately or whether it must first reach a turn off brightness.
• Yes: A parametrizable brightness value, the turn off brightness, triggers switch-off, while a value of 0 does not.
• No: The lighting switches off at the parametrized dimming time (OFF, brightness value 0%).
Note
The Turn off brightness function can be used e.g. to prevent the lighting from switching off completely at night in retirement homes or hospitals, so that
there is always a basic brightness – the turn off brightness.

Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Turn off brightness
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
30% (77)
…
2% (5)
1% (3)
This parameter defines the brightness value for the Turn off brightness function, i.e. the brightness at which the output switches off when it
receives an OFF telegram.
Values set outside the thresholds (maximum brightness/minimal dimming value) are automatically adjusted to the maximum or minimum.

Group object
"Activate fct Turn off brightness"
(enable in "Output functions")
Options: Yes
No
Turn off brightness can be activated/deactivated via the KNX using the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object. This means a timer can be
used, for example, to set the lighting to a parametrizable turn off brightness at night instead of switching it off.
• Yes: The output evaluates the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object. If the gateway receives a telegram via this group object on the output,
the system reacts as follows:
1: T
 he turn off brightness is set to the parametrized brightness value. The Turn off brightness function is activated. An OFF command will then
apply this brightness value instead of OFF, 0%.
0: The brightness value is set to 0. The Turn off brightness function is not activated and an OFF command switches the system off via the Switch
group object, applying a brightness value of OFF, 0%.
• No: The output does not evaluate the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object. The system always switches off at the parametrized turn off
brightness.
Note
The Turn off brightness function can be applied to the whole DALI output, all ballasts and all groups. It must first be enabled in the A Output functions parameter window along with the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object.
To define whether the output, a ballast or a group reacts to the Turn off brightness function on the output, make the settings in the relevant parameter window: A Output, Ballast x or Group x.
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Dim period to reach turn off
brightness
Options: Fixed fade time
Can be changed via object "Flexible
time for dimming/fade time"
This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX.
•F
 ixed fade time: Dimming time is permanently set and cannot be changed via the KNX.
•C
 an be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time": Dimming time can be changed via the KNX using the Flexible time for dimming/
fade time group object.
Note
Flexible dimming time is received via the Output A Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object and affects various output functions:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
To use the Flexible dimming time function you first need to enable the output's Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object in the A Output/Functions parameter window. You also need to select the function for the parameter that can be changed via KNX. We recommend that you only change
one time via KNX. Otherwise the dimming time has to be rewritten on the ballast every time a function is called, which impairs function performance.
Selection of Fixed fade time option:
Dependent parameters:
Dimming time (0 = jump to)
Options: 0…2…65.535 s
This parameter can be used to set a soft stop. This defines how long it takes for the output to switch off from the current brightness on receipt of
an OFF telegram. The dimming time still applies even if the Turn off brightness function is parametrized.
•0
 s: Jump to. The output switches immediately, either OFF or to the turn off value.
•1
 …65.535 s: During this time, the output is dimmed to OFF or to the turn off value.
Note
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
Selection of Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time":
Note – dependency:
Object enabled on "Output functions" page
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Allow switching off via dimming
(output Relative dimming fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines the behavior of the output when switching off during dimming.
•Y
 es: Switch off using the Dim telegram is allowed.
•N
 o: Switch off using the Dim telegram is not allowed. The output dims to the minimal dimming value and stops there. The output must be switched off
using the Switch group object, or if allowed, via the Brightness value group object.

Allow switching OFF via brightness
value (output Brightness value fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines the output's behavior when switching off with a brightness value set via the Brightness value group object.
• Yes: Switch off using the brightness telegram is allowed.
• No: Switch off using the brightness telegram is not allowed. The output must be switched off using the Switch group object, or if allowed, dimmed
down.

Dim period to reach brightness value
(output Brightness value fct)
Options: Fixed fade time
Can be changed via object "Flexible
time for dimming/fade time"
This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX.
• Fixed fade time: Dimming time is permanently set and cannot be changed via the KNX.
• Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time": Dimming time can be changed via the KNX using the Flexible time for dimming/
fade time group object.
Note
Flexible dimming time is received via the Output A Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object and affects various output functions:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
To use the Flexible dimming time function you first need to enable the output's Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object in the A Output/
Functions parameter window. You also need to select the function for the parameter that can be changed via KNX. We recommend that you only
change one time via KNX. Otherwise the dimming time has to be rewritten on the ballast every time a function is called, which impairs function
performance.
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Selection of Fixed fade time option:
Dependent parameters:
Dimming time (0 = jump to)
Options: 0…2…65.535 s
This parameter defines how long it takes to dim up to the set brightness value. This time only relates to the output's Brightness value telegram
(8-bit).
• 0 s: Jump to. The output immediately switches to the brightness value.
• 1…65.535 s: During this time, the output is dimmed up to the brightness value.
Note
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
Selection of Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time":
Note – dependency:
Object enabled on "Output functions" page

Dimming time for rel dimming 0...100%
(Relative dimming fct)
Options: 0,7 s
1s
1,4 s
…
5,7 s
…
64 s
90,5 s
This parameter defines the time in which a dimming process goes from 0...100%. This dimming time only affects dimming actions received via the
Relative dimming group object.
The dimming times correspond to the DALI fade times stored in the ballast.
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3.2.3.1 A Output: State parameter window
Settings for the status response of output A are made in this window.

The status response of the individual ballast and group can be set in the respective ballast/group in the Group x status and Ballast x status
parameter windows. The ballast/group template window does not apply to the output.
Note
If a ballast stops signaling on the DALI or has a lamp fault, its switch status changes to OFF and its brightness value status to 0. This is also
taken into account when the system calculates the status values for the DALI output.

Enable Group object
"Output x status byte"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Output X status byte

This group object sends collective status signals to the output.
• Yes: The (DALI output X) Status byte group object is enabled. It displays specific DALI output statuses, which can be helpful e.g. for error
diagnostics. For information on which statuses are displayed, please see the description of the (DALI output x) Status byte group object.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
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Enable Group object
"Status switch"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Status switch

• Yes: The (DALI output X) Status switch group object is enabled. It sends a 1-bit telegram on the KNX, signaling the current switch status.
• No: The status of the switch state is not actively sent on the KNX.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

Value for different switching
states at DALI output
Options: ON
OFF
This parameter defines the status to be sent if DALI devices with different states are present on the output.
• ON: The switch status is sent as ON (telegram value 1) if at least one DALI device is switched on.
• OFF: The switch status is only sent as ON (telegram value 1) if all DALI devices are switched on.

Enable Group object
"Status brightness value"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Status brightness value

The parameter defines how the current status of the DALI output brightness value is sent on the KNX.
• Yes: The (DALI output X) Status brightness value group object is enabled for the brightness value.
• No: The brightness value is not actively sent on the KNX.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
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Send interim values on transfers
(e.g. Dim up, scene transfer)
Options: No
Yes
This parameter defines whether the brightness value status is only sent at the end of the brightness value transition or whether interim
values are sent.
• No: The brightness status is sent on the KNX once the final brightness value has been reached.
• Yes: The brightness value status is also sent during a brightness value transition.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send interval
Options:

0…2…65.535 s

This parameter defines the send interval for the brightness value status during a brightness value transition (e.g. dimming up, scene
transition).

Value for different brightness
states at DALI output
Options: Average brightness of all lamps in the output
Highest brightness of all lamps in the output
Lowest brightness of all lamps in the output
This parameter defines the status to be sent if DALI devices with different states are present on the output.
•A
 verage brightness of all lamps in the output: The average brightness of all the DALI devices is sent on the KNX as the status of the
DALI output.
•H
 ighest brightness of all lamps in the output: The highest brightness value of the DALI devices is sent on the KNX as the status of the
DALI output.
•L
 owest brightness of all lamps on the output: The lowest brightness value of the DALI devices is sent on the KNX as the status of the
DALI output.

Enable Group object
"Status switch addressed"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Status switch addressed

• Yes: The coded group object Status switch addressed is enabled. This coded 2-byte group object (address plus status) sends the switching
state of a ballast or group on the KNX.
• No: The addressed status of the switch state of a ballast or group is not actively sent on the KNX.
The object value is only sent on request with the ballast or group number.

Enable Group object
"Status brightness addressed"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Status brightness addressed

• Yes: The coded group object Status brightness addressed is enabled. This coded 2-byte group object (address plus status) sends the
switching state of a ballast or group on the KNX.
• No: The addressed status of the brightness value of a ballast or group is not actively sent on the KNX.
The object value is only sent on request with the ballast or group number.
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3.2.3.2 A Output: Fault parameter window
This parameter window is used to define how output A reacts in the event of a fault.

The status response of the individual ballast and group can be set in the respective ballast/group in the Group x fault and Ballast x fault
parameter windows. The ballast/group template window does not apply to the output.
Note
A ballast with a fault (ballast fault or lamp fault) receives OFF status and a brightness value of 0.
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Acknowledge fault messages
Enable Group object
"Acknowledge fault messages/Status"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Acknowledge fault messages/Status

This parameter enables the Acknowledge faults function and its required group object.
• Yes: The Acknowledge faults function and its required group object are enabled.
• No: The Acknowledge faults function and group object are not enabled.
Fault messages are usually automatically reset once the fault has been corrected. With the Acknowledge faults function, the message is only
cleared by acknowledgment. Only then is a telegram with the value 0 sent via the group object for the corresponding fault type. This function
can be very helpful when detecting sporadic faults or events which take place during unmanned monitoring periods.
Note
The Acknowledge faults function relates to the whole DALI output and fault messages for ballasts and groups, with the exception of the gateway supply voltage fault, which can be acknowledged separately.

Enable Group object
"Disable fault messages/Status"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Disable fault messages/Status

This parameter enables the Disable fault messages/Status group object. At the same time, it makes the Disable fault messages function
available. When messages are disabled, the faults are evaluated but not sent on the KNX bus. Nor are the values of the group objects updated.
The Disable fault messages/Status group object not only activates and deactivates the function but also sends or reads its status.
Disabling fault messages minimizes system latency by reducing the KNX load.
When fault messages are enabled, all faults are sent in accordance with their parametrization. If a fault still exists after fault messages are
enabled, this fault is recorded and the information is sent on the KNX in accordance with the parametrization.
• Yes: The Disable fault messages function and group object are enabled.
• No: The Disable fault messages function and group object are not enabled.

Enable Group object
"DALI voltage fault"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

DALI voltage fault

This group object indicates a DALI voltage fault. The fault may be a surge, overload or short circuit. For more detailed information please see
the Output X Status byte group object.
• Yes: The group object is enabled.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
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Enable Group object
"Lamp fault"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Lamp fault

This group object indicates a fault on a lamp for the DALI output.
• Yes: The group object is enabled.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Note
A ballast fault takes priority over a lamp fault. The ballast fault masks and hides the lamp fault.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

Enable Group object
"Ballast fault"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Ballast fault

This group object indicates a fault on a ballast for the DALI output.
• Yes: The group object is enabled.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Note
A ballast fault takes priority over a lamp fault. The ballast fault masks and hides the lamp fault.
Note
To detect a ballast fault correctly the gateway needs to monitor all connected DALI devices. Monitoring can be triggered either via the Monitor
DALI addresses group object or via the commissioning tool. There is no automatic detection, e.g. after a KNX bus voltage recovery or gateway
supply voltage recovery.
Activation should be carried out straight after commissioning or when adding or removing DALI devices.
The DALI devices are continually monitored regardless of whether the lamp is active or not. The DALI devices must be properly installed and have
a supply voltage.
Any existing lamp fault is reset, as it is no longer possible to state information about the group or ballast.
At what point a ballast fault is detected depends on when the gateway polls the DALI devices. This interval can be set via the Pause between
two DALI QUERY polls parameter in the Output A – A DALI configuration parameter window.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
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Enable Group object
"Fault addressed"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Fault addressed

Depending on parametrization, this group object sends the status of a group or ballast fault in the 2-byte coded group object Fault addressed.
However, the parameters can also be queried.
• Yes: The group object is enabled. As soon as there is a ballast, lamp or other fault on a DALI device on the output, this is indicated by a value
of 1 in the corresponding bit.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

Enable Group object
"Number of faults statistic"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Number of faults statistic

This group object consists of 4 bytes. The individual bytes contain the number of faults for the DALI output as a whole.
• Yes: The group object is enabled. This coded 4-byte group object indicates the number of ballast, lamp and emergency lighting converter
faults as well as the error state.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
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Enable Group object
"No of ballast faults"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Number of ballast faults

• Yes: The group object is enabled. This group object indicates the number of faulty DALI devices on the output. In this case a fault means
lamp or a ballast fault.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

Enable Group objects for additional
fault message displays
"Ballast number fault"
"Switch up next ballast fault"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Ballast number fault
Switch up next ballast fault

This parameter enables two group objects. The first indicates the number of the faulty ballast. If there are several faults, the address of the next
device with a fault can be displayed via the Switch up next ballast fault group object. Here, a fault means a lamp or ballast fault.
• Yes: The expanded ballast fault message display is enabled.
• No: The additional group objects for number-dependent device fault display are not enabled.

Enable Group object
"No of group faults"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Number of group faults

• Yes: The group object is enabled. This group object indicates the number of faulty groups on the output. Here, a fault means a lamp or ballast
fault.
• No: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
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Enable Group objects for additional
fault message displays
"Group number fault"
"Switch up next group fault"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Group number fault
Switch up next group fault

This parameter enables two group objects. The first indicates the number of the faulty group. If there are several faults, the address of the next
group with a fault can be displayed via the Switch up next group fault group object. Here, a fault means a lamp or ballast fault.
• Yes: The expanded group fault message display is enabled.
• No: The additional group objects for number-dependent group fault display are not enabled.

3.2.3.3 A Output: Functions
(Turn off brightness/Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window
Settings for output A functions are made in this window.

The functions have a priority order:
• Forced operation/Block function
• Partial failure function
• Manual operation
• Slave/Staircase lighting, Scenes function and normal KNX commands
For instance, this means that if a ballast or the group is in burn-in mode, a forced operation is mapped from 50% to 100%.
If either the Forced operation/Block or Partial failure function is activated, the gateway only executes incoming KNX commands in the background. The system reacts as follows in this case:
Switching, brightness value and scene commands are invisibly updated in the background, memorizing the end brightness values immediately
without transition times. Dimming commands are ignored.
Once the higher-level function ends, the ballast or group adopts the brightness value that would have occurred if the higher-level function had
not been executed. This also applies to the operating state for the Slave and Staircase lighting functions. As long as a Staircase lighting
function is activated it remains in standby. If Slave mode is active, it responds to its master again as soon as the higher-level function ends.
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Enable Group object "Flexible time
for dimming/fade time ..."
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Flexible time for dimming/fade time ...

This group object changes various dimming times via the KNX. It can affect various ballasts, groups and the output. Whether the ballast, group
or output evaluates this group object is defined in the corresponding ballast, group or output. This group object can influence the following
functions.
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
Note
To use the Flexible dimming time function you first need to enable the output's Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object in the A
Output parameter window. You also need to select the function for the parameter that can be changed via KNX. We recommend that you only
change one time via KNX. Otherwise the dimming time has to be rewritten on the ballast every time a function is called, which impairs function
performance.
• Yes: The Flexible time for dimming/fade time ... group object is enabled. It can be used to change the dimming time for various functions.
• No: The group object is not enabled.

Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Object format of flexible time for
dimming/fade time
Options: DALI format (1...15)
KNX format time 100 ms
KNX format time 1 s
Linked group object:

Dimming/fade time (DALI format (0…15))
Dimming/fade time (time 100 ms))
Dimming/fade time (time 1 s)

• DALI format (1...15): The values received via the group object are interpreted by the gateway as a discreet numeric value, which is
directly converted to the DALI value for the fade time. These values comply with the specified transition times according to the DALI
standard. For example, the value 0 means immediate activation of the value, and 15 corresponds to 90.5 seconds. For details, please
refer to the description of the Dimming/fade time (DALI format (0...15)) group object.
• KNX format time 100 ms: The gateway interprets the values received via the group object as a 100 ms value and directly rounds it to the
nearest DALI value if required (see description of Flexible dimming time group object). For details, please refer to the description of the
Dimming/fade time (time 100 ms) group object.
• KNX format time 1 ms: The gateway interprets the values received via the group object as a 1 s value and directly rounds it to the
nearest DALI value if required (see description of Flexible dimming time group object). For details, please refer to the description of the
Dimming/fade time (time 1 s) group object.
The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness. If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
If the gateway supply voltage fails, the set dimming time is retained.
If the KNX bus voltage fails, the dimming time is lost and must be reset.
The default value is set at 2.0 s until a new value is received.
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Enable Group object
"Activate fct Turn off brightness"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Activate fct Turn off brightness

On receipt of an OFF command from the Switch group object, the Turn off brightness function sets the lighting to a turn off brightness instead
of switching it off (brightness value 0).
•Y
 es: The group object is enabled. The group object is evaluated in the output, group or ballast in order to switch to the turn off brightness on
receipt of an OFF command.
•N
 o: The group object is not enabled.
Whether a ballast or group evaluates this group object is defined for each ballast/group in the corresponding Ballast x or Group x parameter
window.
Note
The Relative dimming function via the Dimming group object and the Set brightness value function via the Brightness value group object are
unaffected.
Note
Whether the group or ballast evaluates the telegram received is defined in the corresponding group or ballast parameter windows. The Activate
fct Turn off brightness group object can therefore influence any or all of the ballasts or groups on the output.
Note
The function can be used e.g. to prevent the lighting from switching off completely at night in retirement homes or hospitals, so that there is
always a basic brightness – the turn off brightness.

Enable Group object
"Rem burn-in time"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Rem burn-in time

• Yes: The group object is enabled. It can send the remaining burn-in time for a group or ballast on the KNX. This is a coded group object
which includes a ballast number and remaining burn-in time.
• No: The group object is not enabled. It is not possible to send the remaining burn-in time on the KNX.
Note
The Burn-in function itself is enabled in the group or ballast in the Functions parameter window. If the function is not enabled, the remaining
burn-in time is 0.
Note
The remaining burn-in time can also be read by the Vimar software diagnostics and commissioning tool.
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Enable Group object
"Burn-in lamps/Status"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Burn-in lamps/Status

This parameter enables a group object which triggers burn-in for the whole output. However, burn-in must first be enabled in the ballast and
group in the Functions parameter window. This group object also detects the burn-in status of the output provided at least one ballast is in
burn-in mode, as this sets the status.
•Y
 es: The group object is enabled. The group object is evaluated in the output, group or ballast in order to trigger burn-in.
•N
 o: The group object is not enabled.
Whether a ballast or group evaluates this group object is defined for each ballast/group in the corresponding Ballast x or Group x parameter
window.
Note
However, burn-in can also be triggered for individual ballasts or groups via a corresponding Burn-in lamps group object or via the Vimar software.
Note
Continuous dimming of lamps which are not burnt in can prevent the lamp from reaching its maximum defined brightness, making the required
brightness value in the area unachievable.
To guarantee maximum lamp life and correct lamp function in the dimmed state, vapor filled lamps must be operated for a certain number of
hours at 100% brightness during initial operation before they can be permanently dimmed.
For details, please see the technical data for the lamps.

Enable Group object
"Slave offset/Status"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Activate Slave offset/Status

•Y
 es: The group object is required in order to activate or deactivate the offset for the Slave function via the KNX. The group object affects all
groups and ballasts on the output if they are set to Evaluate Group object "Activate Slave offset" Yes in the Slave parameter window.
•N
 o: The group object for the Slave offset function on the output is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Function Slave offset on
KNX recovery and download
Options: Not activated
Activated
This parameter defines the state of the Slave offset function after a KNX recovery or a download.
•N
 ot activated: The Slave offset function is not activated after a download or after KNX bus voltage recovery. The Activate slave offset
group object receives a value of 0.
•A
 ctivated: The Slave offset function is activated after a download or after KNX bus voltage recovery. In other words, an offset is applied
to the slave. The Activate slave offset or Activate Slave offset/Status group object receives a value of 1.
Whether a ballast or group evaluates this group object is defined for each ballast/group in the corresponding Ballast x or Group x parameter
window.
Note
Whether the group or ballast evaluates the telegram received is defined in the corresponding group or ballast parameter windows. The Activate
Slave offset/Status group object can therefore influence any or all of the ballasts or groups on the output.
Note
The Active offset function can be used e.g. to deactivate the offset between two office lighting strips when it gets dark. During the day, if the
offset is active, the lighting strip nearest the window provides a brightness value reduced by the offset, thus saving energy.
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Enable function "Partial failure"
Options: Yes
No
The Partial failure function allows lighting to be controlled regardless of a failed component.
• Yes: The Partial failure function is enabled. Based on a defined number of failed lamps, other ballasts or groups can still be controlled via an
external group object, Activate Partial failure/Status, or directly in the DALI output. How the lamp reacts on partial failure is defined in the
Functions parameter window in the group or ballast.
• No: The Partial failure function is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Partial failure criterion:
The following parameters define what is counted as partial failure. The whole DALI output is taken into consideration. The criteria are ORlinked. The reaction to a partial failure is triggered as soon as one criterion is met.

DALI voltage fault
Options: Yes
No
•Y
 es: A DALI voltage fault will trigger the reaction to partial failure. A DALI voltage fault is e.g. a gateway supply voltage failure or a DALI
short circuit. Note that in this case it is not possible to communicate with ballasts or groups on the DALI output which is down. However, the partial failure can be forwarded via the Activate partial failure/Status group object.
•N
 o: A DALI voltage fault is not counted as a partial failure.

Active em lighting event
reported by em lighting converter
Options: Yes
No
•Y
 es: An emergency lighting event will trigger the reaction to partial failure. The number of emergency lighting events is defined by the
next parameter.
•N
 o: An emergency lighting event is not counted as a partial failure.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

No. of detected em lighting events
must be greater than or equal to
Options: 1…64
If the number of emergency lighting events reaches the number defined here, this meets a criterion for partial failure and the set
actions are executed.

Lamp/ballast fault
Options: Yes
No
•Y
 es: A lamp or ballast fault will trigger the reaction to partial failure. The number of faults is defined by the next parameter. Note: the
DALI output must be monitored in order to detect a ballast fault.
•N
 o: A lamp or ballast fault is not counted as a partial failure.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

No. of detect. lamp/ballast faults
must be greater than or equal to
Options: 1…64
If the number of lamp/ballast faults reaches the number defined here, this meets a criterion for partial failure and the set actions are
executed..
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Forward partial failure information
The Partial failure function allows lighting to be controlled regardless of a failed component. The information can be forwarded internally
or via an external group object.

Internal to DALI output
Options: Yes
No
• Yes: The information from the Partial failure function is forwarded internally on the DALI output. No group object is required.
• No: The information from the Partial failure function is not forwarded internally on the DALI output.

Externally via object
"Activate partial failure/Status"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Activate partial failure/Status

• Yes: The group object is enabled. It sends information on the KNX indicating that a partial lighting failure has been detected. The
status of the partial failure is also indicated.
• No: The information from the Partial failure function is not forwarded on the KNX.
Whether a ballast or group evaluates this group object is defined for each ballast/group in the corresponding Ballast x or Group x parameter window.
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3.2.4 A template group x/ballast x parameter window)
The group x/ballast x template parameter tab provides access to template parameter windows which can relate to any group or ballast on the DALI
output. Whether they relate to the parametrization of a group or ballast in the template window or in an individual parameter window is selected when
first parametrizing the groups or ballasts.
The template windows have a major advantage in that the settings made here relate to all groups or ballasts, so each group or ballast on the DALI
output reacts in the same way.
Using the template windows also considerably reduces the amount of parametrization work involved and provides a clearer overview. As a parameter
change in the template window affects every group or ballast, the programmer only needs to change one parameter rather than up to 16 group and
64 ballast parameters. For example, if the maximum brightness value for the system needs to be limited to 90%, making this setting in the template
window applies it to all groups and ballasts.
The template parameter windows are illustrated and described below. They are the same as the individual parameter windows except for the fact that
they relate to all groups and ballasts while the individual windows relate only to a particular group or specific ballast.
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Basic settings such as the dimming range and switching and dimming reaction of the DALI output or a group or ballast are made in this parameter
window.
Note
References to a central telegram below mean a telegram received via one of the Output A group objects. The function of the group object relates to the
whole DALI output including all the connected DALI devices and groups.
References to a group telegram below mean a telegram received via one of the Output A – group y group objects. The function of the group object
relates to a DALI group.
References to a ballast or a DALI device below mean a telegram received via one of the Output A – ballast y group objects. The function of the group
object relates to a single DALI device or ballast.
Note
If an individual group or ballast telegram is in progress when a central telegram comes in, the former is immediately interrupted and the central telegram
for the DALI output is executed. Ballasts or groups which are blocked or under forced operation are not controlled as part of the central telegram, as
these two functions have a higher priority. Note that broadcast commands cannot be used under these circumstances, which can cause brightness
differences on the output.
If all groups and ballasts are controlled with a central telegram and a telegram for a group or ballast then comes in, this group/ballast is immediately
controlled by the group/individual command and no longer follows the central command.
The last incoming telegram takes priority and is executed.
Note
If a DALI device is controlled individually, it cannot also be assigned to a DALI group. A DALI device can be controlled either individually via ballast commands or in a group via group commands. Overlapping DALI groups are not supported.
Initially the DALI gateway assumes that group control is in use. If a ballast is to be individually controlled, it must be specifically parametrized in ETS. The
ballast concerned must be enabled in the A ballasts parameter window, which is enabled by selecting individual control in the A DALI configuration
parameter window.
If a ballast is assigned to a group but is set to individual control in ETS, or is not set to individual control but is not assigned to a group, this is referred to
as a ballast-group conflict.
A ballast-group conflict is indicated as an incorrect state by a yellow caution field in the Vimar software. Depending on which type of control is required
(group G or individual S), the device must be assigned to a DALI group or removed from its existing group.
To control individual DALI devices and groups together, a joint KNX group assignment is required.

Selected dimming curve
Options: DALI (logarithmic)
KNX (linear)
The dimming curve is the basis for the logarithmic DALI characteristic. You can define whether the KNX setpoint and KNX status value refer to the DALI
control value (x-axis) or luminous flux (y-axis).
• DALI: The KNX value refers to the DALI control value (logarithmic).
• KNX: The KNX value refers to the luminous flux (linear).
For more information on dimming curves, see 4.5. DALI dimming curve.
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Minimal dimming value
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
This parameter defines the minimal dimming value adopted by the ballast or group. This value is stored in the DALI devices and thus applies for all
functions. If the defined minimal dimming value exceeds the maximum brightness value, the 01542 sets it at the maximum.
If the Burn-in lamps function is activated, the group or ballast is operated at 0% (OFF) or 100% brightness, regardless of the minimal dimming/maximum brightness setting.
If a brightness value below the defined minimal dimming value is received via one of the Brightness value group objects, the minimum value is
adopted.
The minimal dimming value also applies with dimming and with the Staircase lighting, Slave and Scenes functions.
The DALI output itself has no separate minimal dimming value. The minimal dimming values defined for the group or ballast apply.
Note
When setting brightness values in the individual gateway functions, make sure that they are actually feasible in relation to the basic settings made here
for minimal dimming/maximum brightness value. The same applies to the forced operation brightness values and to the parameters set in the Fault
parameter window, such as Power-On Level.
Important
The DALI output itself has no separate minimal dimming value. The minimal dimming/maximum brightness values defined for the group or ballast
remain applicable even on receipt of a central telegram via the Output A group objects.
Example: Group 1 is assigned a minimal dimming value of 20%, Group 2 10% and a ballast, 15%. If the 01542 receives a central telegram Set brightness value at 5% in this configuration, these group and ballast settings will not change.

Maximum brightness value
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
This parameter defines the maximum brightness value that the ballast or group can adopt. This value is stored in the DALI devices and thus applies for
all functions. If a maximum brightness value is set which is below the minimal dimming value, the 01542 sets it to the minimum.
If the Burn-in lamps function is activated, the group, ballast or output is operated at 0% (OFF) or 100% brightness, regardless of the minimal dimming/
maximum brightness setting.
If a brightness value above the defined maximum brightness value is received via one of the Brightness value group objects, the maximum value is
adopted.
The maximum brightness value also applies with dimming and with the Staircase lighting, Slave and Scenes functions.
Note
The DALI output itself has no separate maximum brightness value. The minimal dimming/maximum brightness values defined for the group or ballast
remain applicable even on receipt of a central telegram via the Output A group objects.
Example: Group 1 is assigned a Maximum brightness value of 80%, Group 2 90% and a ballast, 85%. If the 01542 receives a central telegram Set
brightness value at 100%, these group and ballast settings will not change.
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Turn on brightness (Switch fct)
Options: Previous value
100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
This parameter defines the brightness value used to switch on the ballast, group or DALI output when an ON telegram is received.
Values set outside the thresholds (maximum brightness/minimal dimming value) are automatically adjusted to the maximum or minimum.
If the ballast, group or DALI output receives an ON telegram while at a brightness value other than the turn on brightness – e.g. due to dimming – it
adopts the turn on brightness.
• Previous value: The ballast, group or output switches on at the brightness value it was switched off at by the Switch group object.
Note
The previous brightness value is saved with every OFF telegram unless the ballast, group or output is already switched off. If this is the case, the OFF
state is not saved as the last brightness value on receipt of another OFF telegram.
If a new OFF telegram is received during dimming down, the current brightness value is saved as the last brightness value.
In the event of a KNX voltage failure, download or restart, the previous brightness value is lost, and set to a turn on brightness of 100%.
Separate previous brightness values are saved for the ballast/group and the output.
This means that if the output is dimmed or switched on/off by a central telegram, the previous brightness value for the ballast/group remains unchanged.

Dim period to reach turn on brightness
Options: Fixed fade time
Can be changed via object "Flexible
time for dimming/fade time"
This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX.
• Fixed fade time: Dimming time is permanently set and cannot be changed via the KNX.
• Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time": Dimming time can be changed via the KNX using the Flexible time for dimming/
fade time group object.
Note
Flexible dimming time is received via the Output A Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object and affects various output functions:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
To use the Flexible dimming time function you first need to enable the output's Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object in the A Output/
Functions parameter window. You also need to select the function for the parameter that can be changed via KNX. We recommend that you only
change one time via KNX. Otherwise the dimming time has to be rewritten on the ballast every time a function is called, which impairs function performance.
Selection of Fixed fade time option:
Dependent parameters:
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Dimming time (0 = jump to)
Options:

0…2…65.535 s

This parameter can be used to set a soft start by defining how long the output takes to dim up from 0% brightness to the turn on brightness when
it receives an ON telegram. This time period refers to ON telegrams only (1 bit).
• 0 s: Jump to. The output switches ON immediately (DALI ON command).
• 1…65.535 s: During this time, the output is dimmed from 0% brightness to the turn on brightness.
Note
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
Selection of Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time":
Note – dependency:
Object enabled on "Output functions" page

Allow switch on via dimming
(Relative dimming fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines the ballast, group or output's behavior when switching on with dimming via the Relative dimming group object.
•Y
 es: Switching on using the Dim telegram is allowed.
•N
 o: Switching on using the Dim telegram is not allowed. The ballast, group or output must be switched on in order to be dimmed.

Allow switching ON via brightness
value (Brightness value fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines the ballast, group or output's behavior when switching on with a brightness value set via the Brightness value group object.
•Y
 es: Switching on using the Brightness telegram is allowed.
•N
 o: Switching on using the brightness telegram is not allowed. The ballast, group or output must be switched on in order for a brightness value
to be set.
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Switch off at turn off brightness
(Switch fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines whether receipt of an OFF telegram turns off the lighting immediately or whether it must first reach a turn off brightness.
•Y
 es: A parametrizable brightness value, the turn off brightness, triggers switch-off, while a value of 0 does not.
•N
 o: The lighting switches off at the parametrized dimming time (OFF, brightness value 0%).
Note
The Turn off brightness function can be used e.g. to prevent the lighting from switching off completely at night in retirement homes or hospitals, so
that there is always a basic brightness – the turn off brightness.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Turn off brightness
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
30% (77)
…
2% (5)
1% (3)
This parameter defines the brightness value for the Turn off brightness function, i.e. the brightness at which the ballast, group or output switches off when it receives an OFF telegram.
Values set outside the thresholds (maximum brightness/minimal dimming value) are automatically adjusted to the maximum or minimum.

Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Activate fct Turn off brightness via
Group object
"Activate fct Turn off brightness"
(enable in "Output functions")
Options: Yes
No
Turn off brightness can be activated/deactivated via the KNX using the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object. This means a timer can
be used, for example, to set the lamp to a parametrizable turn off brightness at night instead of switching it off.
• Yes: The ballast, group or output evaluates the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object. If the gateway receives a telegram via this
group object on the output, the system reacts as follows:
1: T
 he turn off brightness is set to the parametrized brightness value. The Turn off brightness function is activated. An OFF command will
then apply this brightness value instead of OFF, 0%.
0: The turn off brightness is set to 0. The Turn off brightness function is not activated and an OFF command switches the system off via the
Switch group object, applying a brightness value of OFF, 0%.
• No: The ballast, group or output does not evaluate the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object. The system always switches off at the
parametrized turn off brightness.
For more information see group object Activate fct Turn off brightness/Status.
Note
The Turn off brightness function can be applied to the whole DALI output, all ballasts and all groups. It must first be enabled in the A Output x
functions parameter window along with the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object.
To define whether a ballast or a group reacts to the Turn off brightness function on the output, make the settings in the relevant Ballast x or
Group x parameter window.
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Dim period to reach turn off
brightness
Options: Fixed fade time
Can be changed via object "Flexible
time for dimming/fade time"
This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX.
• Fixed fade time: Dimming time is permanently set and cannot be changed via the KNX.
• Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time": Dimming time can be changed via the KNX using the Flexible time for
dimming/fade time group object.
Note
Flexible dimming time is received via the Output A Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object and affects various output functions:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
To use the Flexible dimming time function you first need to enable the output's Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object in the A Output/
Functions parameter window. You also need to select the function for the parameter that can be changed via KNX. We recommend that you only
change one time via KNX. Otherwise the dimming time has to be rewritten on the ballast every time a function is called, which impairs function
performance.
Selection of Fixed fade time option:
Dependent parameters:

Dimming time (0 = jump to)
Options:

0…2…65.535 s

This parameter can be used to set a soft stop. This defines how long it takes for the ballast or group to switch off from the current brightness on
receipt of an OFF telegram. The dimming time still applies even if the Turn off brightness function is parametrized.
• 0 s: Jump to. The ballast or group switches immediately, either OFF or to the turn off value.
• 1…65.535 s: During this time, the ballast or group is dimmed to OFF or to the turn off value.
Note
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
Selection of Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time":
Note – dependency:
Object enabled on "Output functions" page
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Allow switching off via dimming
(Relative dimming fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines the behavior of the ballast or group when switching off during dimming.
• Yes: Switch off using the Dim telegram is allowed.
• No: Switch off using the Dim telegram is not allowed. The ballast or group dims to the minimal dimming value and stops there. It must be
switched off using the Switch group object, or if allowed, via the Brightness value group object.

Allow switching OFF via brightness
value (Brightness value fct)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines the ballast or group's behavior when switching off with a brightness value set via the Brightness value group object.
• Yes: Switch off using the brightness telegram is allowed.
• No: Switch off using the brightness telegram is not allowed. The ballast or group must be switched off using the Switch group object, or if
allowed, dimmed down.

Dim period to reach brightness value
(Brightness value fct.)
Options: Fixed fade time
Can be changed via object "Flexible
time for dimming/fade time"
This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX. The dim period to reach brightness value is the time required to
transition from the current brightness value to the new one.
• Fixed fade time: Dimming time is permanently set and cannot be changed via the KNX.
• Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time": Dimming time can be changed via the KNX using the Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object.
Note
Flexible dimming time is received via the Output A Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object and affects various output functions:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
To use the Flexible dimming time function you first need to enable the output's Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object in the A Output/
Functions parameter window. You also need to select the function for the parameter that can be changed via KNX. We recommend that you only
change one time via KNX. Otherwise the dimming time has to be rewritten on the ballast every time a function is called, which impairs function
performance.
Selection of Fixed fade time option:
Dependent parameters:

Dimming time (0 = jump to)
Options: 0…2…65.535 s
This parameter defines how long it takes to dim up to the set brightness value. This time only relates to the output's Brightness value telegram
(8-bit).
• 0 s: Jump to. The output immediately switches to the brightness value.
• 1…65.535 s: During this time, the output is dimmed up to the brightness value.
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Note
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
Selection of Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time":
Note – dependency:
Object enabled on "Output functions" page

Dimming time for rel dimming 0...100%
(Relative dimming fct)
Options: 0,7 s
1s
1,4 s
…
5,7 s
…
64 s
90,5 s
This parameter defines the time in which a dimming process goes from 0...100%. This dimming time only affects dimming actions received via the
Relative dimming group object.
The dimming times correspond to the DALI fade times stored in the ballast.
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3.2.4.1 A Status template (group x/ballast x) parameter window
This parameter window is a template for all ballasts or groups. If required, each ballast and group can also be individually parametrized. In this
case, the parameter windows are the same as the template window but the parameter settings are applied to the individual ballast or group.

The status response of the individual ballast and group can be set in the respective ballast/group in the Group x status and Ballast x status
parameter windows. The ballast/group template window does not apply to the output.
Note
SIf a ballast stops signaling on the DALI or has a lamp fault, its switch status changes to OFF and its brightness value status to 0. This is also
taken into account when the system calculates the status values for the DALI output.

Enable Group object
"Status byte"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object: Output A status byte
All ballast or group status messages can be requested via this group object provided that they have been set to After a change or on request
or On request.
• Yes: The (DALI output A) Status byte group object is enabled. It displays specific DALI output statuses, which can be helpful e.g. for error
diagnostics. For information on which statuses are displayed, please refer to the description of the (DALI output A) Status byte group object.
•N
 o: The group object is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
•O
 n request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
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Enable Group object
"Status switch"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Status Switch

•Y
 es: The (DALI output A) Status switch group object is enabled. It sends a 1-bit telegram on the KNX, signaling the current switch
status.
•N
 o: The status of the switch state is not actively sent on the KNX.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

Enable Group object
"Status brightness value"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Status brightness value

The parameter defines how the current status of the DALI output brightness value is sent on the KNX.
•Y
 es: The (DALI output A) Status brightness value group object is enabled for the brightness value.
•N
 o: The brightness value is not actively sent on the KNX.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

Send interim values on transfers
(e.g. Dim up, scene transfer)
Options: No
Yes
This parameter defines whether the brightness value status is only sent at the end of the brightness value transition or whether interim
values are sent.
•N
 o: The brightness status is sent on the KNX once the final brightness value has been reached.
•Y
 es: The brightness value status is also sent during a brightness value transition.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send interval
Options: 0…2…65.535 s
This parameter defines the send interval for the brightness value status during a brightness value transition (e.g. dimming up, scene
transition).
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3.2.4.2 X Fault template (group x/ballast x) parameter window
Settings for the reaction of the ballast or group to KNX/DALI voltage or gateway supply voltage failure and recovery are made in this parameter
window.

Note
The minimal dimming value and maximum brightness value (dimming thresholds) set for the DALI devices in the Ballast x and Group x parameter windows apply as basic settings for the ballast. Certain of these thresholds are stored in the ballast and also apply to the setting in the Fault
parameter window.

Brightness on ballast voltage recovery
(DALI Power-On Level)
Options: Current KNX value
100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
0% (OFF)
This parameter determines the reaction of a ballast, or all the ballasts in a group, on ballast supply voltage recovery. A storage location is provided in the ballast for this purpose. The brightness value (DALI Power-On Level) that the ballast uses to switch on the lamp when the ballast
supply voltage recovers is stored in this location.
The brightness value of the ballast is factory set at the maximum brightness (100%). This has the advantage that without any DALI programming or commissioning requirement, the ballast is switched on and off normally via its ballast supply voltage. This can be especially helpful
during the commissioning phase. If no DALI commissioning has been undertaken, the lighting can be switched on and off via the ballast
supply voltage using a normal circuit-breaker.
In "normal" operation, this reaction may not be desirable: If there is a ballast supply voltage failure and recovery, all the ballasts switch on at
maximum brightness. This can lead to increased inrush currents and, in the worst case, can cause a circuit-breaker to trip. Moreover, the
entire building is fully illuminated and must be switched off manually.
So that users can override the factory-set behavior when switching on after the ballast supply voltage recovers, this parameter can be used
to set any brightness value between 0% (OFF) and 100% (maximum brightness). It can also be set to restore the last brightness before the
voltage failure.
•C
 urrent KNX value: The DALI device (ballast) is switched on using the last (previous) set brightness value used before ballast voltage failure.
This function must be supported by the DALI devices. Since the end of 2009, this property has been defined in the standard for DALI devices. Please contact the ballast manufacturer in case of doubt. The DALI gateway writes the "MASK" command to the ballast for the DALI
Power-On Level.
Important
This parameter changes the factory setting of the ballast.
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Brightness on KNX or DALI voltage
failure (DALI System Failure Level)
Options: Maximum brightness value (100%)
Min. brightness value (1%)
OFF
No change
This parameter defines how the ballast or group ballasts react if the gateway cannot communicate via the KNX due to a KNX voltage failure, or
if there is a DALI voltage failure (e.g. a DALI short circuit or a gateway supply voltage failure).
• No change: The brightness of the ballast/group ballasts does not change. DALI devices that are switched off remain off. The timer functions,
e.g. Staircase lighting and Burn-in are discontinued.
• Maximum brightness value (100%): The ballast/group ballasts switch on at or dim to the maximum brightness value.
• Min. brightness value (1%): The ballast/group ballasts switch on at or dim to the minimum brightness value.
• OFF: The ballast/group ballasts switch off.
Note
The factory default setting of the ballast is changed with this parameter (system failure level).
Note
Reaction between (ballast) power on and absent DALI voltage (interface failure/system failure)
According to the DALI standard, no exact priority has been defined between these two functions. The reaction depends on when the ballast is
ready to receive again and when it detects that there is no DALI voltage. Both depend on the electronics and firmware of the ballast.
In most cases, the following behavior is expected:
After the ballast supply voltage is applied, the power-on level is started by the ballast. However, a few hundred ms later, the ballast will detect
that there is no DALI voltage. This in turn triggers the system fault Level (no DALI voltage). Therefore visually, the user will only detect the system fault (the parametrized reaction on a DALI voltage failure).

Brightness on ballast recovery
in operation
Options: Actual KNX target state
Maximum brightness value (100%)
Min. brightness value (1%)
OFF
No change
This parameter defines how a failed ballast reacts if it is has already been detected by the gateway and does not respond (has failed) and is
detected by the gateway again.
• Actual KNX target state: The ballast adopts the brightness value it would have adopted on receiving a KNX telegram had it not failed.
• No change: The ballast does not change its current brightness value after recovery.
•M
 aximum brightness value (100%): After recovery, the ballast switches on at or is dimmed to the maximum brightness value.
• Min. brightness value (1%): After recovery, the ballast switches on at or is dimmed to the minimum brightness value.
• OFF (0%): The ballast switches off after recovery.
Note
The minimum and maximum dimming values (dimming thresholds) still remain valid.
The Scene, Staircase lighting, Block and Forced operation functions as well as dimming processes are interrupted. The state of the timer
functions after a download or after KNX bus voltage recovery must be set separately in the appropriate timer function parameter window.
The supply voltage applied to DALI equipment, e.g. ballasts, is a prerequisite for the equipment to respond correctly.
Note
Interaction between Power-On and DALI voltage recovery (interface failure):
After the supply voltage is restored to the DALI ballast, its Power-On level is set. This brightness value is stored in the ballast and is set by the
DALI device (ballast) once its supply voltage recovers.
Simultaneously, the gateway starts to receive responses from the DALI device (ballast) again on the DALI. The Brightness on ballast recovery
in operation parameter takes effect at this point, setting the brightness value parametrized here.
If one setting has a higher priority than the other, the other must be set to No change.
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Brightness on KNX bus voltage recovery
and download
Options: Last value before failure
Maximum brightness value (100%)
Min. brightness value (1%)
OFF
No change
This parameter defines how the ballast/group ballasts react after a download, on KNX bus voltage recovery, or after light controller supply
voltage recovery.
• No change: The brightness of the ballast/group does not change. Ballasts or groups that are switched off remain off.
•L
 ast value before failure: The ballast/group is restored to its pre-failure state. To be reinstated after KNX bus voltage recovery the brightness
value must have been set for at least two seconds before a KNX voltage failure or a download.
• Maximum brightness value (100%): The ballast/group switches on at or dims to the maximum brightness value.
• Min. brightness value (1%): The ballast/group switches on at or dims to the minimum brightness value.
• OFF (0%): The ballast/group switches off.
Note
The minimal dimming/maximum brightness values (dimming thresholds) still remain valid. If the set brightness values are outside the dimming
thresholds, the threshold value is adopted.
The Scene, Staircase lighting, Block and Forced operation functions as well as dimming processes are interrupted. The state of the functions
after a download or after KNX bus voltage recovery must be set separately in the appropriate function parameter window.
For the correct response to trigger, the DALI equipment must have a voltage applied and must be operated according to the standard.

Enable Group object
"Lamp/ballast fault"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Lamp/ballast fault

This group object indicates a fault in the ballast or group. The fault type (lamp or ballast) is parametrizable.
• Yes: The group object is enabled.
•N
 o: The group object is not enabled.
The following parameter is used to select the fault type that the Fault group object will indicate.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Content of Group object
Options: Lamp/ballast fault
Lamp fault
Ballast fault
This parameter determines which fault is provided on the Fault group object.
• Lamp fault: The Fault group object sends information on the KNX indicating whether the ballast/a group ballast has a lamp fault.
• Ballast fault: The Fault group object sends information on the KNX indicating whether the ballast/a group ballast has a ballast fault.
• Lamp or ballast fault: The Fault group object sends information on the KNX indicating whether the ballast/a group ballast has a lamp or
ballast fault.
Note
To detect a ballast fault correctly the gateway needs to monitor all DALI devices. Monitoring can be triggered either via the Detect ballasts
group object or via the commissioning tool. There is no automatic detection, e.g. after a KNX bus voltage recovery or gateway supply
voltage recovery.
Activation should be carried out straight after commissioning or when adding or removing DALI devices.
The DALI devices must be properly installed and have a supply voltage.
At what point a ballast fault is detected depends on when the gateway polls the DALI devices. This interval can be set via the Pause
between two DALI QUERY polls parameter in the Output A – A DALI configuration parameter window.
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Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

3.2.4.3 A Functions template (group x/ballast x) (Forced operation/
Block/Burn-in/Partial failure) parameter window
Settings for ballast and DALI group functions are made in this window.

Enable function Forced operation/Block
Options: No
Forced operation 1 bit
Forced operation 2 bit
Block 1 bit
Linked group object:

Forced operation 1 bit
Forced operation 2 bit
Block

Note
Note that it is not possible to use broadcast commands when individual DALI devices or groups are subject to a forced operation or block, or
are in active partial failure state, as these safety functions take priority over broadcast commands. In such cases the devices and groups are
individually controlled. Due to the relatively slow DALI telegram rate, there may be a visible difference between the brightness of the devices if
more than 6 control commands are in process.
• No: The Forced operation/Block function for the ballast and group is not enabled.
•F
 orced operation 1 bit: The Forced operation 1 bit group object is enabled. If the gateway receives a telegram with the value 1 via this group
object, the ballast/group is forcibly operated. When it receives a telegram with the value 0 the forced operation is lifted and the ballast/group
re-enabled.
•F
 orced operation 2 bit: The Forced operation 2 bit group object is enabled. If the gateway receives a telegram with the value 2 or 3 via this
group object, the ballast/group is forcibly operated. The reaction to another telegram value is described in the table below:
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Value

Bit 1

Bit 0

Status

Description

0

0

0

Enabled

1

0

1

Enabled

If the Forced operation group object receives a telegram with the value 0 (binary 00)
or 1 (binary 01), the group/ballast is enabled and can be controlled via various group
objects.
If the Forced operation group object receives a telegram with the value 2 (binary 10),
the group/ballast is forced OFF and remains inhibited until Forced operation is deactivated.

2

1

0

Forced OFF

Control via another group object is ignored as long as Forced operation is active. Telegrams are updated in the background and the end values are saved.
When Forced operation is deactivated the brightness value, which is continuously
updated in the background, is set.
If the Forced operation group object receives a telegram with the value 3 (binary 11),
the group/ballast is forced ON at the parametrized brightness value and remains inhibited until Forced operation is deactivated.

3

1

1

Forced ON

Control via another group object is ignored as long as Forced operation is active. Telegrams are updated in the background and the end values are saved.
When Forced operation is deactivated the brightness value, which is continuously
updated in the background, is set.

The transition to forced operation is a jump at the DALI fade time of 0.7 s.
• Block 1 bit: The Block function for the ballast/group is enabled. The Block function is activated by a telegram with the value 1 and deactivated with the value 0. The ballast/group can be blocked using this group object so that it cannot be changed via the bus.
The current brightness value of the ballast/group is frozen. Incoming telegrams are processed in the background. Dimming processes are
not simulated in the background; with time sequences the end brightness value is immediately memorized. When the block is removed, the
value updated in the background is set.
A block during a dimming up or down process or scene operation interrupts the dimming process and freezes the current brightness
value. A block during the Staircase lighting or Slave function immediately blocks the ballast/group and freezes the brightness value. After
unblocking, the Staircase lighting function continues in standby.
If Slave mode was active before the block, it will be re-established.
Forced operation and Block have a higher priority than manual operation.
During DALI commissioning, the Block and Forced operation functions are deactivated if the Vimar software is in configuration mode.
Selection of Forced operation 1 bit:
Dependent parameters:

Brightness value when switched on
by force
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
0% (OFF)
This parameter defines the brightness value used to switch on the ballast or group during activated forced operation. Forced switch off of
the or the group or ballast is also parametrizable..
Note
The minimal dimming value and maximum brightness value (dimming thresholds) set for the DALI devices in the Ballast x and Group x
parameter windows apply as basic settings for the ballast. Certain of these thresholds are stored in the ballast and also apply to all functions.
Therefore, when setting the brightness value that will apply during forced operation, make sure that it is feasible given the basic ballast settings.

Selection of Forced operation 2 bit:
Dependent parameters:
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Brightness value when switched on
by force
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
0% (OFF)
This parameter defines the brightness value used to switch on the ballast or group during activated forced operation. Forced switch off of
the or the group or ballast is also parametrizable.

How does forced operation work?
The active Forced operation, irrespective of whether it is 1 bit or 2 bit control, has an influence on the overall reaction of the ballast. When
Forced operation is recalled, the brightness value parametrized in ETS is set. Any Dim telegrams or slave or staircase lighting functions
etc. in progress are interrupted.
Brightness values received during Forced operation are not set, although they are processed in the background and saved. Switch
telegrams and slave values are also saved in the background. Relative dimming telegrams and dimming ramps are ignored. With time
sequences (e.g. Staircase lighting or Scene), the end brightness value is immediately memorized. When the block is removed, the value
updated in the background is set.
When Forced operation ends, the brightness value updated in the background is set. The ballast or group returns to the state it was in
before forced operation. If an additional function was active, e.g. Staircase lighting or Slave, it will also be active after Forced operation.
If the Staircase lighting function was activated before Forced operation, it goes into standby when Forced operation/Block is removed.
If the Slave function was activated before Forced operation, it continues once forced operation is removed and responds to the master
again.

State of forced operation
on bus voltage recovery
Options: Inactive
Switch on by force
State before KNX voltage failure
This parameter defines the state of a forced operation after bus voltage recovery.
• Inactive: The ballast/group is enabled after bus voltage recovery and is no longer subject to Forced operation. Any parametrized
Staircase lighting functions will be active in standby if they were activated before Forced operation. A slave will start responding to the
master again if it was activated before Forced operation.
•S
 witch on by force: The ballast/group is forcibly operated and switched on at the brightness parametrized in Brightness value when
switched on by force.
•S
 tate before KNX voltage failure: The ballast/group is restored to the state it was in before the voltage failure.
Selection of Block 1 bit option:
Dependent parameters:

Disable state on
KNX bus voltage recovery
Options: Not disabled
Disabled
State before KNX voltage failure
This parameter defines the disable state after a KNX bus voltage recovery.
•N
 ot disabled: The ballast/group is enabled after KNX bus voltage recovery and is no longer subject to the Block. Any parametrized
Staircase lighting or Slave functions will be active if they were activated before the Block.
•D
 isabled:: The group/ballast is disabled after KNX bus voltage recovery and retains the brightness value parametrized for this event.
•S
 tate before KNX voltage failure: The ballast/group retains the state it was in before the KNX voltage failure.
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Enable Lamp burn-in function
object "Burn-in lamps"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Burn-in lamp

This parameter enables the Burn-in function for a ballast or group. The function itself can be activated by ballast or group via the ballast x/
group x Burn-in lamp group object, or for all ballast/groups together via the Output x group object Burn-in lamp/Status. This group object is
enabled in the Output A Functions parameter window. The Output A Burn-in lamps/Status group object only affects the ballasts and groups
which are set to respond to it. This property is parametrized for groups and ballasts in the Group x functions or Ballast x functions parameter
window.
Note
Continuous dimming of vapor filled lamps which are not burnt in can prevent the lamp from reaching its maximum defined brightness, making
the required brightness value in the area unachievable.
To guarantee maximum lamp life and correct lamp function in the dimmed state, many vapor filled lamps must be operated for a certain number of hours at 100% brightness during initial operation before they can be permanently dimmed.
For detailed information please see the technical data for the lamps.

•Y
 es: The Burn-in function for the ballast/group and the Burn-in lamp group object are enabled. Burn-in is started with the Burn-in lamp
group object or the Vimar software (not download). Alternatively it can be started via the Output A Burn-in lamp/Status group object.
•N
 o: The Burn-in function for the ballast/group is not enabled.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Lamp burn-in time in hours [1…255]
Options: 1…100…255
This parameter defines the time period for the Burn-in function. Until this time has elapsed, the ballast/group can only be operated at
100% and OFF on the DALI output, i.e. at every set brightness value other than 0%, the lamp is switched on at 100% brightness.
Once the burn-in time has run or the Burn-in function is deactivated, e.g. if a telegram with the value 0 is received via the Burn-in lamp
group object, the lamp can be dimmed as usual.
The burn-in time is only counted if a DALI device is connected to the output, ready for operation with a supply voltage, and switched on.
The burn-in time function remains activated in the event of a KNX bus voltage failure. The time is not lost but stops counting during the
failure.
With a gateway supply voltage failure, the remaining burn-in time is saved and reused after gateway supply voltage recovery. This also
applies after an ETS download.

Reaction with activated Burn-in function
If a telegram with the value 1 is received via the Burn-in lamp group object, the gateway activates the Burn-in function and sets the
programmed burn-in time. The function can also be activated with the Vimar software or via a channel group object.
During the Burn-in function, the lamp can only adopt the state 0% (OFF) or 100% (ON). Every device has its own "burn-in counter",
which decrements when the device is switched on. The counter has a counting interval of five minutes, i.e. if the lamp has been
switched on for five minutes, the burn-in time is reduced by five minutes. As soon as a device has completed its burn-in time, it is
enabled for normal dimming operation.
The internal burn-in counter has a timer with five-minute intervals and a maximum value of 255 hours.

Reaction on KNX bus voltage failure
and gateway supply voltage failure
The elapsed burn-in time is retained and continues to count down after KNX bus voltage recovery and gateway supply voltage recovery.
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Status of burn-in
Options: No
Yes
Linked group object:

Burn-in lamp/Status

The gateway features an option to send the status of the Burn-in function on the KNX with the Burn-in lamp/Status group object.
• No: No status message is sent for the Burn-in function.
• Yes: The Burn-in lamps group object changes to the Burn-in lamp/Status group object. If this group object receives an ON telegram,
the Burn-in function starts and the status is sent on the KNX.
Selection of Yes:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

Factor in function Partial failure"
Options: Yes
No
•Y
 es: The Reaction on partial failure function is taken into account for the ballast or group.
•N
 o: The Reaction on partial failure function is not taken into account for the ballast or group.
Partial failure can be sent and received internally on the DALI output or externally via the Activate partial failure/Status group object. The
relevant settings are made in the A Output functions parameter window. Properties in the event of a partial failure are also set here. Partial failure is dependent on the number of lamp/ballast faults, on whether emergency lighting is activated (emergency lighting converter in emergency
mode) and on DALI voltage faults.

Brightness value
during partial failure
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
0% (0)
This parameter defines the brightness value that controls the ballast or group during partial failure.
Note
Note that it is not possible to use broadcast commands when individual DALI devices or groups are subject to a forced operation or block, or
are in active partial failure state, as these safety functions take priority over broadcast commands. In such cases the devices and groups are
individually controlled. Due to the relatively slow DALI telegram rate, there may be a visible difference between the brightness of the devices if
more than 6 control commands are in process.
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3.2.4.4 A Slave template (group x/ballast x) parameter window
The parameter window is enabled if the Enable additional function parameter in Parameter_window_x_group_group_x has been set to Slave.

When the Slave function is operational, the group follows the brightness value provided by a master via the Brightness value of slave group
object. Alternatively, the master can be a ballast or group connected to the same gateway output, in which case the brightness value of the
slave can be sent direct to the slave internally.
Reaction to Switch on, Dim, Brightness value, Relative dimming or Recall scene telegrams can be individually parametrized.
As the function and the parameter window for the group and the ballast are identical, only the group is referred to below. Group can be substituted with ballast.
Using the Slave function, each individual group on the gateway can be integrated into constant lighting control implemented for example by an
light controller or KNX presence detector as a master.
The operating state of the slave after a download or KNX bus voltage recovery can be parametrized.
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Note
If the gateway receives a central switch, relative dimming or Brightness value telegram via a group object for the DALI output while Slave mode
is running, the telegram is executed. The slave goes to standby. To respond to the master again the group has to receive an ON telegram via
the Switch group object or be reactivated by the Activate fct Slave group object
Note
The additional function Slave can adopt three operating states:
Additional function Slave is not active: The additional function is deactivated via its Activate fct Slave group object if a telegram with the
value 0 is received. In the deactivated state the group reacts like a normal group. The properties set in the Group x parameter window apply.
In this state, an ON telegram does not start the additional function. The group only switches to slave state after a telegram with the value 1 is
received on the Activate fct Slave group object.
Additional function is active in standby: The additional function is active but has been interrupted, e.g. by an OFF telegram. The group is in
standby. An ON telegram (telegram on the Switch group object) retriggers the additional function and the slave starts responding to the Brightness value of slave group object or internally to its master again.
Additional function running: The Slave function receives its brightness value from the master. This can be direct, internally from a ballast or
group on the output without a KNX connection, or via the Brightness value of slave group object. The master is assigned in the Group x Slave
parameter window using the Source (slave is controlled via) parameter.
Depending on individual parametrization, the active Slave function can be put on standby by a Switch-on, Brightness value, Relative dimming or
Recall scene command.
For more information on dependencies with other functions, see: Function circuit diagrams and priorities.

Dim period to reach brightness value of slave
Options:

Fixed fade time
Can be changed via object "Flexible
time for dimming/fade time"

This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX.
• Fixed fade time: Dimming time is permanently set and cannot be changed via the KNX.
• Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time": Dimming time can be changed via the KNX using the Flexible time for
dimming/fade time group object.
Note
Flexible dimming time is received via the Output A Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object and affects various output functions:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
To use the Flexible dimming time function you first need to enable the output's Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object in the A Output/Functions parameter window. You also need to select the function for the parameter that can be changed via KNX. We recommend that
you only change one time via KNX. Otherwise the dimming time has to be rewritten on the ballast every time a function is called, which impairs
function performance.

Selection of Fixed fade time option:
Dependent parameters:

Dimming time (0 = jump to)
Options: 0…2…65.535 s
This parameter defines the transition between the current and slave brightness, by setting how long it takes for the slave to dim to slave brightness.
• 0 s: Jump to. The output immediately switches to the slave brightness value.
• 1…65.535 s: During this time, the slave is dimmed from the current brightness value to the slave brightness value.
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Note
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
Selection of Can be changed via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time":
Note – dependency:
Object enabled on "Output functions" page

Offset between slave and master
Options: Yes
No
A brightness offset can be factored in between the master and slave.
• Yes: An offset from the specified master brightness is taken into account for the slave. The Activate offset group object is also enabled. This
allows the offset to be switched off e.g. in darkness to restore uniform lighting levels in the room.
• No: No brightness value offset is taken into account for the slave; it is controlled by the master brightness value.

Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Offset between slave and master
(% difference from master value)
Options: -99%
-98%
…
0%
…
+98%
+99%
This parameter defines the offset that controls the slave relative to the master. The setting is expressed as a percentage difference from the
master brightness value.
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Evaluate Group object
"Activate Slave offset"
Enable object on "Output functions"
Options: No
Yes
• No: The Slave offset function is always active.
• Yes: The Slave offset function can be activated/deactivated via the group object for the output. This means that e.g. in darkness the offset
can be switched off so that the master and slave are the same brightness. The Activate Slave offset group object must be enabled in the A
Output: Functions (Turn off brightness/Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window. The reaction of the slave offset on KNX recovery and after a download is also parametrized in this window.
Note
To use the Slave offset function you first need to enable the output's Activate Slave offset group object in the A Output Functions parameter
window. You also need to select the function for group x. Group x is enabled in the Group x Slave parameter window for the group in question. The Activate Slave offset information affects all groups on the output. Depending on the parametrization, the group decides whether to
respond to the Activate Slave offset group object.

With active additional function.
Reaction on...
...Switch on
Options:

No reaction
Function switches to standby

When the Slave function is activated, this parameter defines the reaction to an ON telegram on the Switch group object..
• No reaction: An ON telegram on the Switch group object is ignored.
•F
 unction switches to standby: An ON telegram on the Switch group object puts slave mode in standby. The group executes the Brightness
value telegram via the Brightness value group object. The Slave function is latent and waits for reactivation via the Activate fct Slave group object
or via an ON telegram on the Switch group object.
Note
The reaction to an OFF telegram on the Switch group object cannot be parametrized.
An OFF telegram always interrupts the Slave function. The Slave function switches to standby mode, in which the brightness values on the Brightness value of Slave group object are ignored.
The Slave function is reactivated when an ON telegram is received on the Switch group object.
The reaction to a telegram with the value 1 received on the Activate fct Slave group object can be parametrized (see A Slave template (group x/
ballast x) parameter window.)

...Brightness value
Options:

No reaction
Function switches to standby

When the Slave function is activated, this parameter defines the reaction to a Brightness value telegram on the Brightness value group object.
• No reaction: A Brightness value telegram is ignored.
• Function switches to standby: A Brightness value telegram ends the Slave function; the group executes the telegram via the Brightness value
group object. The Slave function switches to standby and waits for reactivation via the Activate fct Slave group object or via an ON telegram on
the Switch group object.

...Relative dimming
Options:

No reaction
Function switches to standby

When the Slave function is activated, this parameter can be used to define the reaction to dimming telegram to the group object Relative dimming.
• No reaction: A Dim telegram is ignored.
• Function switches to standby: A Dim telegram ends the Slave function; the group executes the telegram. The Slave function switches to standby and waits for reactivation via the Activate fct Slave group object or via an ON telegram on the Switch group object.
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...Recall scene
Options:

No reaction
Function switches to standby

When the Slave function is activated, this parameter defines the reaction to a scene recall.
• No reaction: A scene recall is ignored.
•F
 unction switches to standby: A scene recall ends the Slave function; the group executes the recall. The Slave function switches to standby and
waits for reactivation via the Activate fct Slave group object or via an ON telegram on the Switch group object.

Reaction on KNX bus voltage recovery
and download
Options: Not activated
Activated and in standby
Activate and ON
State before failure
This parameter defines the state of the Slave function after a KNX bus voltage recovery or a download.
The Slave function can be parametrized with the following states:
• Not activated: The Slave function is not activated after KNX bus voltage recovery. The group reacts like a normal group without an additional
function.
• Activated and in standby: The Slave function is activated after a download or KNX bus voltage recovery and is in standby. The group can be
reactivated by an ON telegram or via the Activate fct Slave group object.
• Activate and ON: After a download or KNX bus voltage recovery, the Slave function is activated, i.e. it immediately responds to the master.
• State before failure: The Slave function retains the operating state (standby or not active) that it had before download or KNX bus voltage recovery.

Reaction on activation via object
"Activate fct Slave"
Options: Activated and in standby
Activate and ON
This parameter defines the state of the Slave function after it has been activated by the Activate fct Slave group object.
• Activated and in standby: The Slave function switches to standby when activated via the Activate fct Slave group object. In other words the
slave does not respond direct to the master. It responds to the master if it receives an ON command via the Switch group object.
• Activate and ON: The Slave function switches on immediately when activated via the Activate fct Slave group object. In other words the slave
immediately responds to the master.

Send status via object
"Activate fct Slave/Status"
Options: No
Yes
Linked group object:

Activate fct Slave/Status

• No: The status of the Activate Slave function is not transmitted on the KNX.
• Yes: The Activate fct Slave/Status group object does not just activate or deactivate the Slave function. It also transmits the activation status on
the KNX.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
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3.2.4.5 A Staircase lighting template (group A/ballast A) parameter window
This parameter window is enabled if the Enable additional function parameter in X groups or X ballasts is set to Staircase lighting.

The gateway has a Staircase lighting function which can trigger or stop individual groups or ballasts via individual Switch telegrams.
As the function and the parameter window for the group and the ballast are identical, only the group is referred to below. Group can be substituted with ballast.
Each group can be parametrized with its own individual staircase lighting sequence. This can have two switch-off levels – a basic brightness
and a turn off brightness. The lighting can switch to or from the turn off brightness via KNX, e.g. depending on the time (day/night). This makes
it possible to program a nighttime mode in retirement homes or hospitals so that the lighting does not switch off completely at night.
When staircase lighting mode is active, the effects of other KNX telegrams on the staircase lighting, such as brightness value, relative dimming
or scene recall, are parametrizable. The reaction on KNX bus voltage recovery can be parametrized, as can staircase lighting triggering and
extension (pumping up).
Note
If the gateway receives a central Switch, Relative dimming or Brightness value telegram via a group object for the DALI output while Staircase
lighting mode is running, the telegram is executed. The staircase lighting goes to standby and its sequence is re-executed by the next ON
command on the Switch group object.
The staircase lighting can also be completely deactivated via the Activate fct Staircase lighting group object or a forced operation.

Note:
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Note
The additional function Staircase lighting can adopt three operating states:
Additional function Staircase lighting is not active: The additional function is deactivated via its Activate fct Staircase lighting group object
if a telegram with the value 0 is received. In the deactivated state the group reacts like a normal group. The properties set in the Group x
parameter window apply. In this state, an ON telegram does not start the additional function. The group only switches to staircase lighting state
after a telegram with the value 1 is received on the Activate fct Staircase lighting group object.
Additional function is active in standby: The additional function is active but has been interrupted, e.g. by an OFF telegram. The group is in
standby. The additional function is retriggered by an ON telegram (a telegram on the Switch group object), i.e. Staircase lighting is running.
Additional function active and running: The Staircase lighting function is running and processes the timer program.
State on download and KNX recovery: This can be programmed in the Staircase lighting parameter window for the group.
Depending on individual parametrization, the active Staircase lighting function can be put on standby by a Brightness value, Relative dimming
or Recall scene command.
For more information on dependencies with other functions, see: Function circuit diagrams and priorities.

Brightness value of staircase lighting
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
0% (0)
This parameter defines brightness when the Staircase lighting function is running. This is the brightness value which is set after a dimming up
phase and before dimming down (advance warning phase).
•1
 00% (255)...0% (OFF): Brightness value to which the group is set when the Staircase lighting function is running after dimming up.

Dimming time to reach staircase
lighting (0 = jump to)
Options: 0…2…65.535 s
This parameter defines the transition to the staircase lighting brightness value via a dimming up phase.
•0
 s: jump to: The group immediately switches on the staircase lighting brightness.
•1
 …65.535 s: During this time the staircase lighting is dimmed up to its brightness value.
Note
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as
follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s)
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
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Staircase lighting time
Options: 0…300…65.535 s
This parameter sets the staircase lighting time, i.e. how long the group is controlled with the staircase lighting brightness. The dimming up and
dimming down times are not included.
• 0…65.535 s: During this time the group is controlled at the staircase lighting brightness.

Staircase lighting will switch off after
reaching basic brightness (advance warning)
Options: Yes
No
This parameter defines whether the staircase lighting switches off at the turn off brightness or via a basic brightness.
• Yes: Before switching off the lighting dims to the basic brightness over a parametrized dimming time. Only at this point does it switch off at
the turn off brightness. If no turn off brightness has been set, it switches OFF (0% brightness value).
• No: The lighting switches to the turn off brightness over a parametrized dimming time. If there is no turn off brightness set for the group, the
lighting switches off (0% brightness value).
Selection of No option:
Dependent parameters:
Dim period to reach turn off
brightness
Options: 0…2…65.535 s
This parameter can be used to set a soft stop for the staircase lighting by defining how long it takes for the group to set the staircase
lighting to the turn off value. The turn off value must not be 0.
Note
The turn off brightness applies to the group, including the additional function. Therefore it is parametrized in the A group Group x parameter window.
There is also an option to activate or deactivate the turn off brightness for the whole output using the Activate fct turn off brightness
group object.
Whether the group evaluates the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object is parametrizable for each group..
Nota
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as
follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
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Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Basic brightness for staircase lighting
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
30% (77)
…
1% (3)
0% (0)
This parameter defines the basic brightness at which the group switches off when the staircase lighting time has elapsed.
Values set outside the thresholds (maximum brightness/minimal dimming value) are automatically adjusted to the maximum or minimum.

Dim period to reach basic brightness
Options: 0…2…65.535 s
This parameter is used to set a dimming transition to the basic brightness for the staircase lighting.
Note
When setting dimming times of less than 32 seconds, note that they will be mapped to the nearest DALI fade time. The conversion is as
follows:
Turn on brightness
in 1 s

Fade time in s
acc. to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5 and 6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.

Basic brightness hold time
(0 = infinite)
Options: 0…10…65.535 s
This parameter defines how long the group is maintained at the basic staircase lighting brightness before it is finally switched off or set to
the turn off brightness. This time can be indefinite.
• 1…65.535 s: During this time, the group maintains the basic brightness before finally switching off.
• 0 s: The hold time is indefinite, i.e. the group does not switch off and remains at the basic brightness.
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Extend staircase lighting on
repeated switch on
Options: No
Yes - restart staircase lighting time (retrigger)
Yes - Extend staircase lighting time up to max 2 x (pumping up)
Yes - Extend staircase lighting time up to max 3 x (pumping up)
Yes - Extend staircase lighting time up to max 4 x (pumping up)
Yes - Extend staircase lighting time up to max 5 x (pumping up)
If a further ON telegram is received via the Switch object during the staircase lighting sequence (including dimming down/advance warning), the
remaining staircase lighting time can be extended. This is possible by repeated operation of the push button (“pumping up“) until the maximum
parametrized number of retriggering operations is reached. The maximum time can be set to 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 times the staircase lighting time.
Let's say the staircase lighting time has been extended to the maximum time by pumping up. If some of the time has already elapsed, the
staircase lighting time can be extended to the maximum time again by pumping up.
However, the parametrized maximum time may not be exceeded.
• No: Incoming ON telegrams are ignored. The staircase lighting time continues unmodified to completion.
• Yes - restart staircase lighting time (retrigger): The staircase light time is reset with each new ON telegram and starts to count again. This
option allows the process to be repeated as often as desired.
•Y
 es - Extend staircase lighting time up to max 2/3/4/5 x (pumping up): New ON telegrams extend the staircase lighting time by 2/3/4/5
times.

Factor in turn off brightness when
switching off
Enable par. "Switch off at turn off
brightness" on "Group x/ballast x"
Options: Yes
No
Turn off brightness can be activated/deactivated via the KNX using the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object. This means a timer can be
used, for example, to set the lighting to a parametrizable turn off brightness at night instead of switching it off.
•Y
 es: The ballast, group or output evaluates the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object. If the gateway receives a telegram via this group
object on the output, the system reacts as follows:
1: T
 he turn off brightness is set to the parametrized brightness value. The Turn off brightness function is activated. An OFF command will then
apply this brightness value instead of OFF, 0%
0: The Turn off brightness function is not activated and an OFF command switches the system off via the Switch group object, applying a
brightness value of OFF, 0%.
•N
 o: The ballast, group or output does not evaluate the Activate fct Turn off brightness group object. The system always switches off at the
parametrized turn off brightness.
For more information see group object Activate fct Turn off brightness/Status.

Note
The Turn off brightness function can be applied to the whole DALI output, all ballasts and all groups. It must first be enabled in the A Output
functions parameter window along with Activate fct Turn off brightness group object.
To define whether a ballast or a group reacts to the output's Turn off brightness function, make the settings in the relevant Ballast x or Group
x parameter window.
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With active additional function.
Reaction on...
...Brightness value
Options: No reaction
Function switches to standby
When the Staircase lighting function is activated, this parameter defines the reaction to a Brightness value telegram on the Brightness value
group object.
•N
 o reaction: A Brightness value telegram is ignored.
•F
 unction switches to standby: A Brightness value telegram ends the Staircase lighting function; the group executes the telegram via the
Brightness value group object. The Staircase lighting function switches to standby and waits for reactivation via the Activate fct Staircase
lighting group object or via an ON telegram on the Switch group object.

...Relative dimming
Options: No reaction
Function switches to standby
When the Staircase lighting function is activated, this parameter determines the reaction to a Dim telegram on the Relative dimming group
object.
• No reaction: A Dim telegram is ignored.
• Function switches to standby: A Dim telegram ends the Staircase lighting function; the group executes the telegram. The Staircase lighting
function switches to standby and waits for reactivation via the Activate fct Staircase lighting group object via an ON telegram on the Switch
group object.

...Recall scene
Options: No reaction
Function switches to standby
When the Slave function is activated, this parameter defines the reaction to a scene recall.
• No reaction: A scene recall is ignored.
• Function switches to standby: A scene recall ends the Staircase lighting function; the group executes the recall. The Staircase lighting
function switches to standby and waits for reactivation via the Activate fct Staircase lighting group object or via an ON telegram on the
Switch group object.

Reaction on KNX bus voltage recovery
and download
Options: Not activated
Activated and in standby
Activate and ON
State before failure
This parameter defines the state of the Staircase lighting function after a KNX bus voltage recovery or a download.
The Staircase lighting function can be parametrized with the following states:
• Not activated: The Staircase lighting function is not activated after KNX bus voltage recovery. The group reacts like a normal group without
an additional function.
•A
 ctivated and in standby: The Staircase lighting function is activated after a download or KNX bus voltage recovery and is in standby. The
group can be reactivated by an ON telegram or via the Activate fct Staircase lighting group object.
• Activate and ON: The Staircase lighting function is activated and started after a download or after KNX bus voltage recovery, i.e. the staircase lighting starts the time sequence.
• State before failure: The Staircase lighting function retains the operating state (standby or not active) that it had before download or KNX
bus voltage recovery.
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Reaction on activation via object
"Activate fct Staircase lighting"
Options: Activated and in standby
Activate and ON
This parameter defines the state of the Staircase lighting function after it has been activated by the Activate fct Staircase lighting group object.
•A
 ctivated and in standby: The Staircase lighting function switches to standby when activated via the Activate fct Staircase lighting group
object. In other words, the staircase lighting waits for an ON telegram which triggers it.
• Activate and ON: The Staircase lighting function switches on immediately when activated via the Activate fct Staircase lighting group object.
In other words the staircase lighting starts the time sequence.
Note
The ON function via the Activate fct Staircase lighting group object has no effect on the extension (pumping up) of the staircase lighting time.

Send status via object "Activate
fct Staircase lighting/Status"
Options: No
Yes
Linked group object:

Activate fct Staircase lighting/Status

• No: The status of the Activate staircase lighting function is not transmitted on the KNX.
• Yes: The Activate fct Staircase lighting/Status group object does not just activate or deactivate the Staircase lighting function. It also transmits the activation status on the KNX.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Send object value
Options: On change
On request
After a change or on request
• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

3.2.5 A groups or A ballasts parameter window
This window is where groups or ballasts are enabled for use on the DALI output. As a group and a ballast are equivalents on the DALI output, they have
the same functions and parameter windows. The group parameter window and its properties are described below. The corresponding parameter window
for the ballast looks exactly the same, except with the word ballast instead of group.
Selecting the Yes option under Enable DALI groups (group control) or Enable DALI ballasts (individual control) in the A DALI configuration parameter
window enables the X groups and X ballasts parameter windows.
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Use group x
Options: Yes
No
This parameter specifies which group(s) or ballast(s) the gateway output controls.
• Yes: Group x is enabled for the output. This in turn enables further parameter windows and group objects for that group.
• No: Group x is not enabled for the output. The corresponding parameter windows and group objects are hidden. This produces a clear, concise
ETS view.
Note
Enabling a ballast in the A ballasts parameter window makes it an individual DALI device. It has been specified for individual control and cannot be
assigned to a group.
Note
DALI groups are assigned in the Vimar software.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameter window:
A groups Group x parameter window

Name (max 40 characters)
Options: Gx
Each group or ballast can be assigned a name consisting of up to 40 characters.
The name is stored in the ETS database, and also stored in the gateway by downloading the application. Thus, the name is also available in the
Vimar software.
Unambiguous, consistent naming simplifies project planning.
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Enable additional function
Options: None
Slave
Staircase lighting
Linked group object:

Activate fct Slave
Activate fct Staircase lighting

This parameter defines an additional function for the group or ballast. At the same time, it enables a corresponding parameter window where
the additional function can be parametrized.
• None: This group/ballast operates as "normal", without an additional function.
•S
 lave: This group/ballast is defined as a slave. The slave is forcibly controlled by a master. The Group x Slave parameter window is enabled.
This is where the properties of the slave are parametrized. The slave receives the required brightness value from a master ballast or group via
the Brightness value of slave group object or internally via the gateway itself.
•S
 taircase lighting: When the Staircase lighting function is activated, the group/ballast is switched on, and after a defined time it is automatically switched off or dimmed down slowly as an advance warning. The staircase lighting function has two levels. The turn off brightness can
be activated/deactivated via the KNX for nighttime operation.
Note
The additional functions Slave and Staircase lighting can adopt three operating states:
Additional function is not active: The additional function has been deactivated via a telegram with value 0 received on the function's Enable
additional function group object. In this state, the group/ballast behaves normally. Accordingly, the group or ballast settings apply.
In this state, an ON telegram does not start the additional function. The additional function can only be started after a telegram with the value 1
has been received on the Enable additional function group object.
Additional function is in standby: The additional function is active but has been interrupted, e.g. by an OFF telegram. The group/ballast is in
standby. An ON telegram (telegram on the Switch group object) retriggers the additional function, i.e. the staircase lighting runs and the slave
starts responding to the Brightness value of slave group object or internally to its master group or ballast again..
Additional function running: Staircase lighting runs; the Slave function receives brightness values from the master. With corresponding
parametrization of the switching telegrams, the additional functions can be set to standby mode.
State on download and KNX recovery: This can be programmed in the Slave or Staircase lighting parameter window for the group/ballast.
When the corresponding group object for the status message of the additional function is enabled via the settings, the status of the additional
function (activated/deactivated) is sent via the respective Activate additional function/Status group object.

Parameter settings
Options: Individual
Apply from template
This parameter defines whether the group/ballast settings are taken from the template or individually set.
• Individual: The group/ballast is individually parametrized. Corresponding parameters for the group/ballast are shown. The content of the
individual parameters is the same as that in the template parameters.
• Apply from template: The group/ballast takes its parameters from the template.
Note
The advantages of using the template for parametrization are:
• A clearly organized, compact ETS parameter interface (one template parameter window rather than 64 individual ones)
• All groups and ballasts react in the same way (the same properties apply to all groups/ballasts, e.g. dimming thresholds)
• Fast parameter changes (changes need only be made in the template rather than 64 times, for each ballast)
The individual parameter windows and parameters are identical to those in the templates, therefore the individual parameters are not covered
separately here – please see A template group x/ballast x parameter window.
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3.2.5.1 A groups/Group x or A ballasts/Ballast x / status parameter window
Settings for the status response of the ballast or group are made in this parameter window.

Users can choose to parametrize the Status function individually by group/ballast or to adopt the parameters from the Status template.
The individual parameter window (A groups/Group x / status) is the same as the template parameter window (A template/Status template).
Therefore the description below applies to both the template and the Group x and Ballast x parameter windows.

Parameter settings
Options: Individual
Apply from template
This parameter defines whether the group/ballast settings are taken from the template or individually set.
• Individual: The group/ballast is individually parametrized. Corresponding parameters for the group/ballast are shown. The content of the
individual parameters is the same as that in the Status template parameters.
• Apply from template: The group/ballast takes its parameters from the Status template.
The individual parameter windows and parameters are identical to those in the templates, therefore the individual parameters are not covered
separately here – please see A Status template (group x/ballast x) parameter window.
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3.2.5.2 A groups/Group x or A ballasts/Ballast x / fault parameter window
Settings for the reaction of the ballast or group to KNX/DALI voltage or gateway supply voltage failure and recovery are made in this parameter
window.

Users can choose to parametrize the Fault function individually by group/ballast or to adopt the parameters from the Fault template.
The individual parameter window (A groups/Group x / fault) is the same as the template parameter window (A template/Fault template).
Therefore the description below applies to both the template and the Group x and Ballast x parameter windows.

Parameter settings
Options: Individual
Apply from template
This parameter defines whether the group/ballast settings are taken from the template or individually set.
• Individual: The group/ballast is individually parametrized. Corresponding parameters for the group/ballast are shown. The content of the
individual parameters is the same as that in the Fault template parameters.
• Apply from template: The group/ballast takes its parameters from the Fault template.
The individual parameter windows and parameters are identical to those in the templates, therefore the individual parameters are not covered
separately here – please see A Fault template (group x/ballast x) parameter window.
Note
The minimal dimming value and maximum brightness value (dimming thresholds) set for the DALI devices in the Ballast x and Group x parameter
windows apply as basic settings for the ballast. Certain of these thresholds are stored in the ballast and also apply to the setting in the Fault parameter window.
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3.2.5.3 A groups/Group x or A ballasts//ballast x / functions (Forced operation/Block/Burn-in/Partial failure) parameter window
Settings for ballast and group functions are made in this window.

Users can choose to parametrize the Functions function individually by group/ballast or to adopt the parameters from the Functions template.
The individual parameter window (A groups/Group x / functions) is the same as the template parameter window (A template/Functions template). Therefore the description below applies to both the template and the Group x and Ballast x parameter windows.

Parameter settings
Options: Individual
Apply from template
This parameter defines whether the group/ballast settings are taken from the template or individually set.
• Individual: The group/ballast is individually parametrized. Corresponding parameters for the group/ballast are shown. The content of the
individual parameters is the same as that in the Functions template parameters.
• Apply from template: The group/ballast takes its parameters from the Functions template.
The individual parameter windows and parameters are identical to those in the templates, therefore the individual parameters are not covered
separately here – please see A Functions template (group x/ballast x) (Forced operation/Block/Burn-in/Partial failure).
Note
The minimal dimming value and maximum brightness value (dimming thresholds) set for the DALI devices in the Ballast x and Group x parameter
windows apply as basic settings for the ballast. Certain of these thresholds are stored in the ballast and also apply to all functions. Therefore, when
setting the brightness value for the function, make sure that it is feasible given the basic ballast settings.
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3.2.5.4 A groups/Group x or A ballasts/Ballast x / slave parameter window
This parameter window is visible if the additional function Slave has been enabled in A Slave template (group x/ballast x) parameter window.
Settings for the ballast and group Slave function are made in this window.

Users can choose to parametrize the Slave function individually by group/ballast or to adopt the parameters from the Slave template.
The individual parameter window (A groups/Group x / slave) is the same as the template parameter window (A template/Slave template).
Therefore the description below applies to both the template and the Group x and Ballast x parameter windows.

Source (slave is controlled via)
Options: Object "slave brightness value"
Group 1
…
Group 16
Ballast 1
…
Ballast 64
This parameter defines whether the Slave receives its brightness value via the Brightness value of slave group object via KNX from another
KNX device (e.g. a presence detector with a controller function) or internally, directly from a ballast or group on the output.
• Object "slave brightness value“: The slave group/ballast receives its brightness value via the Brightness value of slave group object. In
this case, the master is another KNX device. This allows groups or ballasts on the gateway to be integrated into constant light control for
example.
• Group x: The slave group/ballast receives its brightness value internally from group x. No KNX communication connection is required for
this.
• Ballast x: The slave group/ballast receives its brightness value internally from ballast x. No KNX communication connection is required for
this.
Note
Note that any ballast or group number can be used as a master. Programmers must ensure that the group or ballast is correctly connected to
the output.
If a ballast is assigned to a DALI group, it cannot be individually controlled and therefore nor can it be used as a master. In this case, the corresponding DALI group must be selected as the master.
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Parameter settings
Options: Individual
Apply from template
This parameter defines whether the group/ballast settings are taken from the template or individually set.
• Individual: The group/ballast is individually parametrized. Corresponding parameters for the group/ballast are shown. The content of the
individual parameters is the same as that in the group x/ballast x template parameters.
•A
 pply from template: The group/ballast takes its parameters from the group x/ballast x template.
The individual parameter windows and parameters are identical to those in the templates, therefore the individual parameters are not covered
separately here – please see A Slave template (group x/ballast x) parameter window.

3.2.5.5 A groups/Group x or A ballasts/Ballast x / staircase lighting parameter window
This parameter window is visible if the additional function Staircase lighting has been enabled in A Staircase lighting template (group x/ballast x)
parameter window.
Settings for the ballast and group Staircase lighting function are made in this window.

Users can choose to parametrize the Staircase lighting function individually by group/ballast or to adopt the parameters from the Slave template.
The individual parameter window (A groups/Group x / staircase lighting) is the same as the template parameter window (A template/Staircase lighting template). Therefore the description below applies to both the template and the Group x and Ballast x parameter windows.

Parameter settings
Options: Individual
Apply from template
This parameter defines whether the group/ballast settings are taken from the template or individually set.
• IIndividual: The group/ballast is individually parametrized. Corresponding parameters for the group/ballast are shown. The content of the
individual parameters is the same as that in the group x/ballast x template parameters.
•A
 pply from template: The group/ballast takes its parameters from the group x/ballast x template.
The individual parameter windows and parameters are identical to those in the templates, therefore the individual parameters are not covered
separately here – please see A Staircase lighting template (group x/ballast x) parameter window.
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3.2.6 A lighting converter parameter window
This window is where the emergency lighting converters are enabled for use on the DALI output. It is also used to set the emergency lighting properties
and tests which affect all the emergency lighting converters on the output.
• Automatic emergency lighting test
• Inhibit/rest mode function
• Enable emergency lighting converter
Selecting the Yes option under Enable DALI emergency lighting converter (emergency lighting control) in the A DALI configuration parameter window enables the A lighting converter parameter window.

Allow emergency lighting tests (em
lighting converters must support this)
Options: Yes
No
•Y
 es: The automatic emergency lighting test function is enabled. In the Emergency light x parameter window for each emergency lighting converter you can define whether that converter is included in the test.
Due to the different and sometimes very large tolerances of emergency lighting converters, it is preferable to control the automatic emergency
lighting test with a higher level emergency lighting controller.
Note
The automatic emergency lighting test (test sequence) is an optional function of the DALI standard for emergency lighting converters to EN 62386202. Therefore, check in advance whether the emergency lighting converter has the capability to run an automatic test. Otherwise the test can only
be triggered via the higher-level controller.
•N
 o: The automatic emergency lighting test function is not enabled for the output.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
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Offset time between
testing two consecutive
emergency lighting converters
Options: 0…1…255 x 15 min
This parameter defines an offset at 15 minute intervals between automatic test starts for two neighboring emergency lighting converters. This offset can be used to avoid a situation where all the emergency lighting converters at once are being tested or in the post-test
recharging cycle.
The formula used for the offset is the DALI short address multiplied by the offset. In other words, an offset of 1 (= 15 minutes) means
that converter 1 is offset by 15 minutes, converter 2 by 30 minutes, and so on.
The gateway can set this time but is not responsible for the timing tolerances that the emergency lighting converter uses to implement it.
Also note that a test will not run immediately if an emergency light is in the post-test recharging cycle.
As soon as a time for automatic testing is written to the converter, it must trigger the emergency lighting test..

Enable fct Automatic emergency
lighting test
Object "Synch auto emergency
lighting tests"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Synchronize auto emergency lighting tests

•Y
 es: The gateway sends the start request for the automatic emergency lighting test to the emergency lighting converter. The request is
only sent to those converters to be included. Settings for this are made in the Emergency light x parameter window using the parameters Include in automatic function test or Include in automatic duration/partial duration test.
The automatic emergency lighting test is a standalone function on an emergency lighting converter. The converter runs the tests cyclically based on its own stipulated timing. There is no need for additional triggering via the gateway or an emergency lighting controller
when automatic testing is active. The test result is provided by the converter in the converter, read by the gateway and sent on the KNX.
Note that there is a Pause between two DALI QUERY polls parameter in the A DALI configuration parameter window. The longer the
pause selected, the later the gateway will read the test result from the converter.
• No: The automatic emergency lighting test function is not enabled.

Enable function Inhibit/rest mode
object "Activate Inhibit/rest mode"
Options:

Yes
No

Linked group object:

Activate Inhibit/rest mode

•Y
 es: The Inhibit/rest mode function and the Activate Inhibit/rest mode group object on the output are enabled.
Whether or not an emergency lighting converter evaluates the group object and executes the Inhibit/rest mode function is defined in the
Emergency light x parameter window.
This means it is possible to deactivate the emergency lighting function so as to conserve the battery charge e.g. during a construction/commissioning phase.
Note
Rest mode is a state in which the emergency light is switched off during its emergency lighting operation.
Inhibit mode is a timed state in which the emergency light does not switch to emergency operation in the event of a mains voltage failure.

Danger
In both cases, the emergency light no longer fulfils its safety function and remains off.
For this reason, use this function with great care. It can be helpful to use Inhibit/rest mode during the construction phase when the power
supply is often switched off, to prevent the emergency lighting battery from constantly charging/discharging and thus conserve the emergency light.
• No: The Inhibit/rest mode function is not enabled for the output.
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Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:

Automatically exit
Inhibit/rest mode after
Options: 0…8…48 h
This parameter defines how long the emergency lighting converter stays in Inhibit/rest mode. There will be no emergency lighting function
during this time. The emergency lighting converter does not switch on the emergency lighting in the event of a mains voltage failure.
Note
The time interval is 15 minutes. The gateway repeats the DALI Inhibit and Rest command for the emergency lighting converter approximately every 5 minutesi.

Send status Inhibit/rest mode
Options: No
Yes
Linked group object:

Activate emergency lighting Inhibit/rest mode/Status

•Y
 es: The Activate emergency lighting Inhibit/rest mode/Status group object not only activates the mode but also displays the status,
i.e. whether at least one emergency lighting converter on the output is in Inhibit/rest mode. Information on individual emergency lighting
converters is determined by the Emergency lighting converter status group object.
• No: No Inhibit/rest mode activation status is sent on the KNX.

Enable addressed Group objects
"Trigger em lighting test (addr)"
Options: No
Yes, KNX format DPT_CTC
Yes, 01542 format
Linked group object:

Trigger em lighting test addr (CTC)
Trigger em lighting test addr (01542)

•N
 o: No addressed group object for the output is enabled to start an emergency lighting test. Regardless of this, a test can be started
via the group object for the individual emergency lighting converters.
•Y
 es, KNX DTP_CTC format: This enables an addressed group object for the output which triggers and stops an emergency lighting
test. The coding of the group object corresponds to the KNX DPT specification for interworking between KNX devices.
•Y
 es, DGN/S1.16.1 format: This enables an addressed group object for the output which triggers and stops an emergency lighting test.
The coding for the group object corresponds to the predecessor device DGN/S1.16.1 ABB. This means that an existing KNX emergency
lighting controller that has already operated with the DGN/S1.16.1 can still be used, without the need for new decoding.

"Em lighting test status (addr)"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Em lighting test status (addr) (4 byte)

•Y
 es: The Em lighting test status (addr) addressed group object for the output is enabled. This sends the status of the emergency
lighting test (pending, running, finished) on the KNX.
• No: The status of the emergency lighting test is not sent on the KNX in an addressed group object for the output.
The status is sent whenever a change occurs, so no status is lost provided there is a connection between the emergency lighting converter and the gateway.
On KNX recovery the latest status values are sent if they are different from the previous ones sent.
The last status of the currently selected emergency lighting converter is sent on request.
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"Em lighting test result (addr)"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Em lighting test result (addr) (2 byte)

•Y
 es: The Em lighting test status (addr) group object is enabled. This sends the test result for the emergency lighting test on the KNX.
• No: The result of the emergency lighting test is not sent for the output on the KNX.
The result is sent whenever a change occurs, so no result is lost provided there is a connection between the emergency lighting converter and the gateway.
On KNX recovery the latest results are sent if they are different from the previous ones sent.
The last result of the currently selected emergency lighting converter is sent on request.

"Stop all em lighting tests"
Options: Yes
No
Linked group object:

Stop all em lighting tests

•Y
 es: The Stop all em lighting tests group object is enabled. This object is used to stop all emergency lighting tests. Running tests are
interrupted. Pending tests are canceled.
• No: The Stop all em lighting tests group object is not enabled.
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3.2.6.1 A lighting converter/Emergency light template parameter window
This parameter window is enabled if the Enable DALI emergency lighting converter parameter is set to Yes in the A DALI configuration
parameter window.
The template window has a major advantage in that the settings made here relate to all emergency lighting converters, so each converter on
the DALI output reacts in the same way.
The template parameter window is illustrated and described below. It is the same as the individual parameter window except for the fact that it
relate to all emergency lighting converters while the individual window relates only to a particular converter.

The basic settings for the individual emergency lighting converters and the settings for their tests are made in this window. In addition, group
objects to start the test and feed back the result can be parametrized with various codes, again by individual converter. These objects are
alternatives to the addressed group objects parametrized in the A lighting converter parameter window. The function is redundant.
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Brightness value in emergency mode
Options: 100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
This parameter defines the brightness value adopted in emergency mode.
The value set by this parameter is stored in the emergency lighting converter and therefore remains available even if there is no connection to
the gateway.
• 100% (255)...1%: Brightness value adopted by the emergency light in the event of a mains voltage failure.
This setting cannot be lower than the minimal dimming value for the emergency lighting converter, which is stored in the converter and
cannot be changed by the gateway.
Note
The emergency lighting converters must support brightness value parametrization. Most converters have a fixed emergency brightness in
order to ensure an emergency mode compatible with the battery and the lamp power.
For an emergency lighting converter, DALI value 255 is specified as an undefined brightness value. Therefore the maximum brightness value
setting of 255 is mapped to DALI 254.

Prolong Time at end of
emergency lighting operation
Options: 0…127 min
This parameter defines in minutes how long the emergency light remains on at this brightness value when emergency mode ends, before it is
re-enabled for KNX telegrams.

Time limit for triggering
emergency lighting test
Options: 0…7…255 d
A converter may not always be able to implement a requested emergency lighting test immediately – for example because the battery charge
is low.
This parameter defines a time span (TEST EXECUTION TIME TIMEOUT) in days, within which the test must be run. This time is stored in the
emergency lighting converter and evaluated.
A setting of 0 means that the emergency lighting test must be run within 15 minutesi.
Note
The state indicating whether an emergency lighting test is pending, running or complete is sent via group objects (e.g. Emergency lighting
converter status or Em lighting test status (addr)), or can be queried if necessary.

Automatically calculate period of
partial duration test with rated time
Options: Yes
No
The period for the partial duration test is independent of whether the test is triggered automatically, or manually via a group object.
• Yes: The gateway reads the rated duration of the battery from the emergency lighting converter and uses this to calculate how long the
partial duration test should run for (test time = 10% of rated duration).
• No: The partial duration test period must be set manually.

Selection of No option:
Dependent parameters:
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Period for partial duration test
Options:

2…35…255

This parameter defines the runtime for the partial duration test. The value set here is multiplied by 2 to obtain a time in minutes.
For example, if the default value is 35, the partial duration test will run for 70 minutes.
Note
The partial duration test is a duration test which is terminated by the gateway after the partial duration test period. If there is no connection between the gateway and the emergency lighting converter, it cannot stop the test once it has started. In such cases, the emergency
lighting battery fully discharges. The partial duration test then shows as failed.

Emergency lighting converter reacts on
object "Inhibit/rest mode"
Options:

Yes
No

•Y
 es: The Activate emergency lighting Inhibit/rest mode group object is evaluated so that the emergency lighting converter receives
the rest/inhibit command via the gateway.
This means it is possible to deactivate the emergency lighting function so as to conserve the battery charge e.g. during a construction/
commissioning phase.
•N
 o: The Activate emergency lighting Inhibit/rest mode group object is not evaluated for the converter. The mode functions cannot be
influenced by the gateway.
Note
To use the Rest/inhibit function you first need to enable the output's Activate emergency lighting Inhibit/rest mode group object in the A
lighting converter parameter window. You also need to select the function for the individual emergency lighting converters.
Note
Rest mode is a state in which the emergency light is switched off during its emergency lighting operation.
Inhibit mode is a timed state in which the emergency light does not switch to emergency operation in the event of a mains voltage failure.

Danger
In both cases, the emergency light no longer fulfils its safety function and remains off.
For this reason, use this function with great care. It can be helpful to use Inhibit/rest mode during the construction phase when the power
supply is often switched off, to prevent the emergency lighting battery from constantly charging/discharging and thus conserve the
emergency light.

Automatic emergency lighting test
Note
The automatic emergency lighting test (test sequence) is an optional function of the DALI standard for emergency lighting converters to
EN 62386-202. Therefore, check in advance whether the emergency lighting converter has the capability to run an automatic test. Otherwise the test can only be triggered via the higher-level controller
The automatic emergency lighting test is controlled by the emergency lighting converter itself. It is possible to specify which tests run
(duration or function) at what intervals and whether there is a time offset between tests for individual converters.
There is no longer any need to trigger emergency lighting tests via the gateway. The test result is provided by the converter itself, and on
request it can be sent via DALI and forwarded to the KNX by the gateway.
It is preferable to trigger emergency lighting tests via a central emergency lighting controller managed by building automation. The advantage of this is precise triggering, logging, monitoring and saved results. The same controller handles the control and registration. In the
case of automatic emergency lighting tests, the test is triggered by the emergency lighting converters, and only the logging is handled by
the controller. Another reason for using a controller is the sometimes very large tolerances on converter timers, which make time-based
logging imprecise.
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Include in automatic functional
test
Options:

Yes
No

•Y
 es: the emergency lighting converter runs the automatic function test. The cycle time for repeating the test can be set in the next
parameter.
•N
 o: The emergency lighting converter does not run an automatic function test. The test can be explicitly triggered by an emergency
lighting controller via one of the Trigger em lighting test... group objects.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Test cycle
Options:

1…7…255 d

This parameter defines the time interval that the emergency lighting converter uses to automatically and cyclically run the function
test. The default value of 7 days corresponds to the default factory setting on the converter.

Include in automatic duration/partial
duration test
Options:

Yes
No

•Y
 es: The emergency lighting converter runs the automatic duration/partial duration test. The cycle time for repeating the test can be set
in the next parameter.
•N
 o: The emergency lighting converter does not run any automatic duration/partial duration tests. The test can be explicitly triggered by
an emergency lighting controller via one of the Trigger em lighting test... group objects.

Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Test cycle
Options:

1…52…97 weeks

This parameter defines the time interval that the emergency lighting converter uses to automatically and cyclically run the duration/
partial duration test.

Test mode
Options: Duration test
Partial duration test
Duration and partial duration test
This parameter defines the type of emergency lighting test.
•D
 uration test: The emergency lighting converter automatically starts a duration test. The start of the test is executed at a fixed
interval. The Test cycle parameter in this parameter window is used to set the test cycle.
•P
 artial duration test: The emergency lighting converter automatically starts a partial duration test. The start of the test is executed
at a fixed interval. The Test cycle parameter in this parameter window is used to set the test cycle.
Note
The partial duration test is a duration test which is terminated by the gateway after the partial duration test period. If there is no
connection between the gateway and the emergency lighting converter, it cannot stop the test once it has started. In such cases, the
emergency lighting battery fully discharges. The partial test becomes a full duration test.
•D
 uration and partial duration test: The emergency lighting converter automatically starts a partial duration or duration test. The
start of the test is executed at a fixed interval. The Test cycle parameter in this parameter window is used to set the test cycle.
There is also a further parameter that determines how often the test is a full duration test.
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Selection of Duration and partial duration test:
Dependent parameters:
Duration test every
n tests
Options: 2…12…100
With alternating duration and partial duration tests, this parameter defines how often the test is a duration test.

There are three parameters below which can be used to enable group objects for each emergency lighting converter; the group objects
are used to start an emergency lighting test, to obtain the test result, or to transmit converter status. These group objects relate to one
converter only. The addressed emergency lighting group objects for the output (e.g. numbers 40 to 42 for output A) receive equivalent information. But there is only one addressed group object for all the converters. The information indicating which converter the group object
concerns is stored in the first byte of the object – the address byte.

Enable Group objects
"Trigger em lighting test"
Options:

No
Yes, KNX format DPT_CTC
Yes, 01542 format
Yes, 01542 format with status

Linked group object:

Trigger em lighting test (CTC)
Trigger em lighting test (01542)
Trigger em lighting test/Status (01542)

•N
 o: No group object is enabled for the emergency lighting converters to start an emergency lighting test. Regardless of this, a test can
be started for the converters via the addressed group object.
•Y
 es, KNX DTP_CTC format: This enables a group object for the individual emergency lighting converters which triggers and stops
an emergency lighting test. The coding of the group object corresponds to the KNX DPT specification for interworking between KNX
devices.
•Y
 es, DGN/S1.16.1 format: This enables a group object for the individual emergency lighting converters which triggers and stops an
emergency lighting test. The coding for the group object corresponds to the predecessor device DGN/S1.16.1 ABB. This means that an
existing KNX emergency lighting controller that has already operated with the DGN/S1.16.1 ABB can still be used, without the need for
new decoding.
•Y
 es, DGN/S1.16.1 format with status: This enables a group object for the individual emergency lighting converters which triggers and
stops an emergency lighting test. This object not only controls the test but can also provide its status. The coding for the group object
corresponds to the predecessor device DGN/S1.16.1 ABB. This means that an existing KNX emergency lighting controller that has
already operated with the DGN/S1.16.1 ABB can still be used, without the need for new decoding.

Selection of Yes, DGN/S1.16.1 format with status:
Dependent parameters:
Send object value
Options:

On change
On request
After a change or on request

• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs
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"Em lighting test result"
Options:

Yes
No

Linked group object:

Em lighting test result (6 byte)

•Y
 es: The Em lighting test result group object is enabled for the individual emergency lighting converters. This sends the test result for
the emergency lighting test on the KNX.
•N
 o: The status of the emergency lighting test is not sent on the KNX in a group object for each emergency lighting converter.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Send object value
Options:

On change
On request
After a change or on request

• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.

"Emergency lighting
converter status"
Options:

Yes
No

Linked group object:

"Emergency lighting converter status" (2 byte)

•Y
 es: The Emergency lighting converter status group object is enabled. This sends the status of the emergency lighting converter on
the KNX.
•N
 o: The status of the emergency lighting converter is not sent on the KNX in a group object for each converter.
Selection of Yes option:
Dependent parameters:
Send object value
Options:

On change
On request
After a change or on request

• On change: The status is sent when a change occurs.
• On request: The status is sent when a request occurs.
• After a change or on request: The status is sent when either a change or request occurs.
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3.2.6.2 A lighting converter/Emergency light x parameter window
Settings for an emergency lighting converter test on emergency lights with individual batteries are made in this window. Tests are automatically
triggered by the converter, or by a higher level controller via the KNX and the gateway. The tests themselves are run by the converter. The converter sends the test results on the DALI. The gateway sends them to the KNX, where they can be stored and documented by a controller.

Parameter settings
Options: Individual
Apply from template
This parameter defines whether the emergency lighting converter settings are taken from the template or set for each converter individually.
• Individual: The emergency lighting converter is individually parametrized. Corresponding parameters for the converter are shown. The individual parameters are the same as on the emergency light template, but only apply to the emergency lighting converter Emergency light x..
• Apply from template: The emergency lighting converter takes its parameters from the Emergency light template.
The individual parameter windows and parameters are identical to those in the templates, therefore the individual parameters are not covered separately here – please see A lighting converter/Emergency light template parameter window.
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3.2.7 A scenes parameter window
The DALI gateway has 16 scenes per output. These correspond to DALI scenes. Each scene can be assigned to any ballasts and/or groups on the output. These are referred to as scene members below. A scene member can be a member of several scenes.
This parameter window is visible if DALI scenes are enabled in the A DALI configuration parameter window.
DALI scenes are assigned to KNX scenes in this window. This makes it possible to integrate any of the 64 KNX scenes into the DALI.

Note
Scenes can only include members from the same output. A scene with ballasts and groups from both outputs requires two scenes linked by a common KNX
group address.

DALI scene x: KNX scene number
Options: 1…64
Scene not in use
Linked parameter window:

A scenes/Scene x

This parameter links a DALI scene to a KNX scene. This allows all 64 possible KNX scene numbers to be used for the 16 DALI scenes.
• 1…64: KNX scene y (1…64) is assigned to DALI scene x. This enables the A scenes/Scene x parameter window.
• Scene not in use: DALI scene x is not in use.
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3.2.7.1 A scenes/Scene x parameter window
This parameter window is visible if DALI scene x is assigned to a KNX scene in the A scenes parameter window.
The properties of the scenes and their members are parametrized in this window. A scene member can be any ballast or group on the DALI
output.

Note
All the theoretically possible groups and ballasts are shown in this parameter window. The person commissioning the system must ensure that
the required members are also connected to the output. ETS and the gateway do not check this.

Transition time for scene
Options: Jump to
0,7 s
2,0 s
…
90,5 s
Via object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time"
This parameter defines how long it takes for scene members to reach their scene value (brightness value) after a scene is recalled. If the dimming process is complete, the scene members have reached the set brightness for the scene. These times are specified by the DALI standard
and are stored in the ballast.
Example
Group 1, which is dimmed from 10% to 100%, and ballast 2, which is dimmed from 90% to 100%, reach the set brightness value of the scene
simultaneously.
• Jump to: When a scene is recalled, the scene members are switched on immediately at the set brightness value of the scene.
• 0,7 s…90,5 s: When a scene is recalled, all the lighting scene members are dimmed from their current brightness value to the set brightness
value within this time.
•V
 ia object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time": When a scene is recalled, all the scene members are dimmed from their current brightness value to the parametrized brightness value using flexible dimming time which can be adjusted via the KNX. The value can be changed
via the Flexible time for dimming/fade time (...) group object..
For further information see Group object Flexible time for dimming.

Note:
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Note
Flexible dimming time is received via the Output A Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object and affects various output functions:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
To use the Flexible dimming time function you first need to enable the output's Flexible time for dimming/fade time group object in the A
Output/Functions parameter window. You also need to select the function for the parameter that can be changed via KNX. We recommend
that you only change one time via KNX. Otherwise the dimming time has to be rewritten on the ballast every time a function is called, which
impairs function performance.

Overwrite scene on download
Options: Yes
No
When a download occurs, the parametrized scene values are usually transferred to the gateway. This parameter can prohibit the transfer so as to
prevent manually set scene values from being overwritten. Instead, the scene values saved via KNX are retained.
•Y
 es: After a download or KNX bus voltage recovery, the scene values for the scene members are overwritten with the values set in ETS.
•N
 o: After a download or KNX bus voltage recovery, the scene values for the scene members are not overwritten with the values set in ETS. If no
scene values have been stored, the gateway sets them to the maximum brightness.
Note
When a scene is recalled or stored, only the ballasts or groups in that scene are taken into consideration.
Note
Even if the scene values are not overwritten after a download, the scene members have to be selected in order to tell the gateway which
ballasts or groups are members of the scene.
Note
When a download occurs, the parametrized scene values are usually transferred to the gateway. Note that if no change has been made in the
ETS application, ETS does not transfer these values again when a partial ETS download occurs. To transfer the values to the gateway even
when no parameters have been changed, run a normal download using "Program application program".

Group x brightness value of scene or
Ballast x brightness value of scene
Options: No change (not a member in this scene))
100% (255)
99% (252)
…
1% (3)
0% (OFF)
This parameter defines the brightness value to which scene members are set when a scene is recalled.
•N
 o change (not a member in this scene): The ballast or group is not part of this scene and is not affected by a scene recall. The current brightness value of remains unchanged and even when the scene is stored via the KNX, the brightness value is not stored in the ballast.
•1
 00 % (255)…0 % (OFF): The ballast or group is part of the scene. During a scene recall, the scene member is set to the brightness value parametrized here. If the set brightness value is above or below the maximum brightness or minimal dimming value defined for the scene member in
question, the corresponding dimming value is stored in the scene.
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3.3 Group objects
This chapter covers the group objects featured in the DALI Gateway art. 01542.
The description is divided into blocks which relate to the name of the group object.
• General - Group objects for the entire DALI gateway
• Output A - Group objects which relate to the DALI output as a whole
• Output A - Group x - Group objects for a group x
• Output A - ballast x - Group objects for a single lamp x
• Output A - lighting converter - Group objects for an emergency lighting converter x
To provide a rapid overview of the DALI gateways' functional capability, all the group objects are listed in an overview table. The function can be examined in
more detail in the subsequent description of the individual group objects.
Note
Some group objects are dynamic and are only visible if the corresponding parameters are activated in the application program. In the following description,
Group x represents a group, Ballast x an individual lamp, Lighting converter x an emergency lighting converter and Scene x a scene.

3.3.1 Summary of group objects
GO No.
A

Function

Name

Datapoint
Type (DPT)

Length

Flags
C

R

W

T

1

In operation

General

1.002

1 bit

•

•

2

Disable manual operation/Status

General

1.003

1 bit

•

•

3

Gateway supply voltage fault

General

1.005

1 bit

•

•

4

Acknowledge gateway supply voltage fault

General

1.015

1 bit

•

•

5

Request status values

General

1.017

1 bit

•

•

6

Status byte

Output A

Non DPT

2 byte

•

7

Trigger DALI addressing

Output A

1.003

1 bit

•

•

8

Monitor DALI addresses

Output A

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Flexible time for dimming/fade time
(DALI format (0…15))

Output A

20.602

1 byte

•

•

•

Flexible time for dimming/fade time
(time 100 ms)

Output A

7.004

2 byte

•

•

•

Flexible time for dimming/fade time
(time 1 s)

Output A

7.005

2 byte

•

•

•

10

Switch

Output A

1.001

1 bit

•

11

Status Switch

Output A

1.001

1 bit

•

•

12

Activate fct Turn off brightness/Status

Output A

1.003

1 bit

•

•

13

Relative dimming

Output A

3.007

4 bit

•

14

Brightness value

Output A

5.001

1 byte

•

15

Status brightness value

Output A

5.001

1 byte

•

•

16

Status switch addressed

Output A

Non DPT

2 byte

•

•

•

•

17

Status brightness addressed

Output A

Non DPT

2 byte

•

•

•

•

18

DALI voltage fault

Output A

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

19

Lamp fault

Output A

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

20

Ballast fault

Output A

1.005

1 bit

•

•

21

Fault addressed

Output A

237.600

2 byte

•

•

22

Number of faults statistic

Output A

Non DPT

4 byte

•

•

•

23

Number of ballast faults

Output A

5.010

1 byte

•

•

•

24

Ballast number fault

Output A

5.010

1 byte

•

•

•

9

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
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GO No.
A

Name

Datapoint
Type (DPT)

Length

Flags
C

R

25

Switch up next ballast fault

Output A

1.008

1 bit

•

26

Number of group faults

Output A

5.010

1 byte

•

•

27

Group number fault

Output A

5.010

1 byte

•

•

28

Switch up next group fault

Output A

1.008

1 bit

•

29

Acknowledge fault messages/Status

Output A

1.015

1 bit

•

30

Disable fault messages

Output A

1.003

1 bit

•

W

T

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Activate partial failure

Output A

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Activate partial failure/Status

Output A

1.010

1 bit

•

•

32

Not assigned

Output A

33

Scenes 1…16

Output A

18.001

1 byte

•

34

Burn-in lamps/Status

Output A

1.010

1 bit

•

•

•

•

Output A

Non DPT

3 byte

•

•

•

•

•

31

•
•

•
•

35

Rem burn-in time

36/
37

Not assigned

38

Activate Slave offset/Status

Output A

1.010

1 bit

•

39

Synchronize auto emergency lighting tests

Output A

1.010

1 bit

•

Trigger em lighting test addr (01542)

Output A

Non DPT

2 byte

•

Trigger em lighting test (addr)

Output A

Non DPT

2 byte

•

•

41

Em lighting test status (addr)

Output A

Non DPT

2 byte

•

•

•

•

42

Em lighting test result (addr)

Output A

Non DPT

4 byte

•

•

•

•

43

Stop all em lighting tests

Output A

1.010

1 bit

•

•

•

44

Activate emergency lighting Inhibit/rest
mode

Output A

1.010

1 bit

•

•

•

48,
59…

Status byte

Output A - Group x

Non DPT

2 byte

•

49,
60…

Switch

Output A - Group x

1.001

1 bit

•

50,
61…

Status switch

Output A - Group x

1.001

1 bit

•

51,
62…

Relative dimming

Output A - Group x

3.007

4 bit

•

•

52,
63…

Brightness value

Output A - Group x

5.001

1 byte

•

•

53,
64…

Status brightness value

Output A - Group x

5.001

1 byte

•

•

•

54,
65…

Lamp/ballast fault

Output A - Group x

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

Forced operation 1 bit

Output A - Group x

1.003

1 bit

•

•

•

Forced operation 2 bit

Output A - Group x

2.001

2 bit

•

•

•

Block

Output A - Group x

1.003

1 bit

•

•

Burn-in lamp

Output A - Group x

1.010

1 bit

•

Burn-in lamp/Status

Output A - Group x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Activate fct Staircase lighting

Output A - Group x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Activate fct Staircase lighting/Status

Output A - Group x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Activate fct Slave

Output A - Group x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Activate fct Slave/Status

Output A - Group x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Brightness value of slave

Output A - Group x

5.001

1 byte

•

40

55,
66…
56,
67…

57,
68…

58,
69…
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•
•
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•
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GO No.
A

Name

Datapoint
Type (DPT)

Length

Status byte

Output A - Ballast x

Non DTP

Switch

Output A - Ballast x

Switch/Status

Output A - Ballast x

226
237

Status switch

227,
238…

224,
235,,,
225,
236…

228,
239…

Function

Flags
C

R

W

2 byte

•

•

1.001

1 bit

•

1.001

1 bit

•

•

Output A - Ballast x

1.001

1 bit

•

•

Relative dimming

Output A - Ballast x

3.007

4 bit

•

•

Brightness value

Output A - Ballast x

5.001

1 byte

•

•

T
•

•
•

•
•

Brightness value/Status

Output A - Ballast x

5.001

1 byte

•

•

229,
240…

Status brightness value

Output A - Ballast x

5.001

1 byte

•

•

•

230,
241…

Lamp/ballast fault

Output A - Ballast x

1.005

1 bit

•

•

•

Forced operation 1 bit

Output A - Ballast x

1.003

1 bit

•

•

•

Forced operation 2 bit

Output A - Ballast x

2.001

2 bit

•

•

•

Block

Output A - Ballast x

1.003

1 bit

•

•

•

Burn-in lamp

Output A - Ballast x

1.010

1 bit

•

Burn-in lamp/Status

Output A - Ballast x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Activate fct Staircase lighting

Output A - Ballast x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Activate fct Staircase lighting/Status

Output A - Ballast x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Activate fct Slave

Output A - Ballast x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Activate fct Slave/Status

Output A - Ballast x

1.010

1 bit

•

•

Brightness value of slave

Output A - Ballast x

5.001

1 byte

Trigger em lighting test (CTC)

Output A Emergency light x

DPT_CTC

Trigger em lighting test (01542)

Output A Emergency light x

Trigger em lighting test/Status (01542)
929,
932…
930,
933…

231,
242…
232,
243…

233,
244…

234,
245

928,
931…

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1 byte

•

•

LEGACY CTT
2.8.2.8

1 byte

•

•

Output A Emergency light x

LEGACY CTTS
2.8.2.5

1 byte

•

•

Em lighting test result

Output A Emergency light x

DPT_CTR

6 byte

•

•

•

Emergency lighting converter status

Output A Emergency light x

DPT_CS

2 byte

•

•

•

•

* GO = group object
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3.3.2 Oggetti di comunicazione Generale
No.
1

Function

Group object name

In operation

General

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"In operation"

Data type

Flags

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "In operation" parameter is set to Yes in the General parameter window.
In order to regularly monitor the presence of the device on the KNX, an In operation monitoring telegram can be sent cyclically on the bus.
As long as the group object is activated, it sends a parametrizable In operation telegram.
2

Disable manual operation/Status

General

Dependent on parameter

Enable manual operation.
Obj "Disable manual operation/Status"

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, R, W, T

This group object disables manual operation.
When manual operation is disabled, connected DALI devices cannot be manually switched via the DALI gateway. Activating the Trigger DALI addressing
function by pressing and holding the
push button (> 5 s) is also disabled.
However, the status of manual operation – disabled (1) and enabled (0) – can be queried and/or sent via KNX with this group object.
Valore telegramma:

3

0 = Telegram value/
1 = manual operation/

push button is enabled.
push button is disabled.

Gateway supply voltage fault

General

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Gateway supply voltage fault"

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Gateway supply voltage fault" parameter is set to Yes in the General parameter window.
If the gateway supply voltage fails for more than five seconds, a Fault message telegram is sent immediately.
The time depends on the DALI load: it is < 5 seconds when idling and < 1 second at full load.
Telegram value:

4

0 = No fault
1 = Fault

Acknowledge gateway supply voltage fault

General

Dependent on parameter

Enable acknowledgement via object
"Acknowledge gateway supply
voltage fault"

1 bit
DPT 1.015

C, W

This group object is enabled if the Enable acknowledgement via object "Acknowledge gateway supply voltage fault" parameter is set to Yes in the
General parameter window.
This group object is used to reset the Gateway supply voltage fault. The fault is only reset after acknowledgement if it has been corrected.
Telegram value:

5

0 = No function
1 = Reset fault messages

Request status values

General

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Request status values"

1 bit
DPT 1.017

C, W

This group object is enabled if the Request status values parameter is set to Yes in the General parameter window.
It triggers the sending of status values on the KNX. A prerequisite for this is that the After a change or On request option for the relevant group object
must be set to On request.
Telegram value:
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0 = No status values sent, no function
1 = All status messages are sent, provided set to On request.
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3.3.3 Output A group objects
This section describes the group objects for DALI output A.
No.
6

Function

Group object name

Status byte

Output A

Dependent on parameter

None

Data type

Flags

2 byte
Non DPT

C, R, T

This group object is always enabled.
This group object consists of two bytes. Each bit contains a DALI output status.
The following numbering applies to the list below:
High byte

Low byte

215 214 213 212 211 210

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0:

1 = DALI controller failure in gateway, which occurs when the gateway supply voltage fails.
0 = There is communication with the DALI controller in the gateway.

Bit 1:

1 = DALI fault. This may be a DALI short circuit or overload, but a DALI fault also occurs when the gateway supply voltage fails (see bit 0).
0 = DALI voltage present

Bit 2:

1 = DALI overvoltage (>30 V)
0 = no DALI overvoltage

Bit 3:

1 = DALI overcurrent/short circuit (> 160 mA)
0 = no DALI overcurrent

Bit 4:

1 = More than 64 DALI devices are connected to the DALI output.
0 = No more than 64 DALI devices are connected to the DALI output.

Bit 5:

1 = DALI groups conflict. A group conflict occurs if a DALI device is parametrized as an individual device in ETS but also assigned to a DALI
group.
0 = No DALI group conflict.

Bit 6:

1 = DALI device type conflict. This occurs if the device type setting in ETS does not match the DALI device. For example, DALI device 37 is
enabled as an emergency lighting converter (DALI type 1) in ETS, but the device with DALI address 37 is not a converter (type 1).
0 = No DALI device type conflict.

Bit 7:

1 = Overlapping DALI groups. This occurs if a DALI device is a member of two different DALI groups. This cannot be done with the Vimar
software. But an overlapping DALI group can arise if a previously parametrized DALI device with a preprogrammed DALI group is connected to the DALI output.
0 = No overlapping DALI groups.

Bit 8 a 15

0, not in use

The telegrams are sent as soon as the status is detected.
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No.
7

Function

Group object name

Trigger DALI addressing

Output A

Dependent on parameter

None

Data type

Flags

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

This group object is always enabled.
If the gateway receives a telegram with the value 1 on this group object, one-time DALI addressing is triggered. All DALI devices without a DALI address
receive one. DALI devices with duplicate addresses are deduplicated.
This function is of particular interest when the parametrization prohibits automatic DALI addressing (see A DALI configuration parameter window).
DALI addressing can also be triggered via the Vimar software.
Telegram value:

8

0 = No reaction
1 = Trigger DALI addressing

Monitor DALI addresses

Output A

Dependent on parameter

None

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, W

This group object is always enabled.
This group object stores the current gateway status as the reference state.
In order to correctly detect a ballast fault, the gateway must have identified all connected DALI devices and thus know how many of them are to be
monitored. This identification process runs autonomously and fully automatically in the background after the gateway receives a telegram with the value
1 via this group object. The gateway notes the current system configuration as a reference state. To this end, all DALI (short) addresses are stored in the
gateway. Should a DALI address now be lost, e.g. by a ballast fault or cable break, the gateway interprets this as a ballast fault and depending on the
parametrization, sends it on the KNX as a fault.
Telegram value:

0 = Activate DALI address monitoring
1 = Activate DALI address monitoring

Note
DALI address monitoring should be carried out straight after commissioning or when adding or removing DALI devices. The DALI devices are
continually monitored, regardless of whether the lighting equipment is activated/deactivated. The DALI devices must be properly installed and
have a supply voltage if necessary.
DALI address monitoring can also be triggered via the Vimar software independently of ETS.
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No.
9

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

1 byte
DPT 20.602

C, W

Flexible time for dimming/fade time
(DALI format (0…15))

Uscita A

Dependent on parameter

Object format of flexible time for dimming/fade time

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time..." parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Functions
(Turn off brightness/Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window.
This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX.
There is only one flexible dimming time per DALI output; it affects all parametrized flexible dimming times on the output:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
Whether the group or ballast responds to flexible dimming time is defined in the Group x or Ballast x parameter window.
The transition times correspond to the fade times defined in DALI standard DIN EN 62386-102.
Telegram value:

0...15: Corresponds to the fade times according to DALI
Telegram
value

Fade time [s] to EN 62386-102

0

Jump to

1

0,7

2

1,0

3

1,4

4

2,0

5

2,8

6

4,0

7

5,7

8

8,0

9

11,3

10

16,0

11

22,6

12

32,0

13

45,3

14

64,0

15

90,5

> 15

Mapped to 15 (90.5 seconds)

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required
target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
The default value is set at 2.0 s until the first value is received.
During a KNX failure or download, the fade time received via the KNX is lost and replaced by the default value of 2.0 s.
See the next group object description for other group object formats.
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No.
9

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

2 byte
DPT 7.004

C, W

Flexible time for dimming/fade time
(time 100 ms)

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Object format of flexible time for dimming/fade time

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time..." parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Functions
(Turn off brightness/Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window.
This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX.
There is only one flexible dimming time per DALI output; it affects all parametrized flexible dimming times on the output:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
Whether the group or ballast responds to flexible dimming time is defined in the Group x or Ballast x parameter window.
Note that it is not the sent KNX value in the DALI devices which is used for the transition, but the nearest DALI value defined as a fade time in DALI
standard DIN EN 62386-102. The gateway runs a mathematical rounding operation in order to determine the most suitable DALI value.
For switching off/on and for setting brightness values, when setting times longer than 32,000 ms the exact time value is used instead of the rounded
DALI value. In this case there is a tolerance of ± 3 s. Scene transition times are an exception to this rule. For scenes, the rounded DALI times apply to the
whole range, with a maximum transition time of 90.5 s.
Telegram value:

0…65.535 x 100 ms:
Telegram value
in ms
0…340

Active fading time [s] to DIN EN 62386-102
jump to

350…840

0,7

850…1.190

1,0

1.200…1.690

1,4

1.700…2.390

2,0

2.400…3.390

2,8

3.400…4.840

4,0

4.850…6.840

5,7

6.850…9.640

8,0

9.650…13.640

11,3

13.650…19.290

16,0

19.300…27.290

22,6

27.300…32.000

32,0

> 32.000…65.535
Scene

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s
For scene transition time the rounded DALI times applies to the whole range

27.300…38.640

32,0

38.650…54.640

45,3

54.650…77.240

64,0

77.250…90.500

90,5

> 90.500

Mapped to 90.5 seconds for scene

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required
target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
The default value is set at 2.0 s until the first value is received.
During a KNX failure or download, the fade time received via the KNX is lost and replaced by the default value of 2.0 s.
See the next group object description for other group object formats.
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No.
9

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

2 byte
DPT 7.002

C, W

Flexible time for dimming/fade time
(time 1s)

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Object format of flexible time for dimming/fade time

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Flexible time for dimming/fade time..." parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Functions
(Turn off brightness/Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window.
This group object defines whether the dimming time can be changed via KNX.
There is only one flexible dimming time per DALI output; it affects all parametrized flexible dimming times on the output:
• Dimming time for turn on/off value
• Dimming time for brightness value
• Dimming time for slave brightness value
• Scene transition time
Whether the group or ballast responds to flexible dimming time is defined in the Group x or Ballast x parameter window.
Note that it is not the sent KNX value in the DALI devices which is used for scene transition, but the nearest DALI value defined as a fade time in DALI
standard DIN EN 62386-102. The gateway runs a mathematical rounding operation in order to determine the most suitable DALI value.
For switching off/on and for setting brightness values, when setting times longer than 32 s the exact time value is used instead of the rounded DALI value. In this case there is a tolerance of ± 3 s. Scene transition times are an exception to this rule. For scenes, the rounded DALI times apply to the whole
range, with a maximum transition time of 90.5 s.
Telegram value:

0…65.535 x 1 s:
Telegram value
in 1 s

Active fading time [s] to DIN EN 62386-102

0

jump to

1

1,0

2

2,0

3

2,8

4

4,0

5e6

5,7

7…9

8

10…13

11,3

14…18

16,0

19…26

22,6

27…32

32,0

> 32…65.535

Time values with an error tolerance of ±3 s

Scene

For scene transition time the rounded DALI times applies to the whole range

27…38

32,0

39…54

45,3

55…77

64,0

78…91

90,5

> 91…65.535

Mapped to 90.5 seconds for scene

The fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the required
target brightness.
If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time.
The default value is set at 2.0 s until the first value is received.
During a KNX failure or download, the fade time received via the KNX is lost and replaced by the default value of 2.0 s.
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No.
10

Function

Group object name

Switch

Output A

Dependent on parameter

None

Data type

Flags

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, W

This group object switches all the DALI devices connected to the DALI output on or off at the brightness values defined in the A Output parameter
window.
Telegram value:

0 = OFF: all lamps switched off
1 = ON: all lamps switched on

When an ON telegram is received, the parameter settings define whether a predefined brightness value or the value before switch off is set. If DALI devices are already switched on and the DALI gateway receives an ON telegram, all DALI devices are set to the parametrized switch on value.
You can define whether the DALI gateway dims up to or jumps to the brightness values. Switch-on values above or below the maximum brightness/minimal dimming values (dimming thresholds) are set to the respective threshold.
Note
The activated Burn-in function can influence the brightness of the DALI devices.
If the additional function Staircase lighting is activated, this function is triggered with an ON telegram (value 1) and the corresponding time
sequence starts.

11

Status Switch

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object "Status switch"

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Status switch" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: State parameter window.
The value of the group object indicates the current switch state of the DALI output.
Telegram value:

0 = OFF, all DALI devices are switched off
1 = ON, at least one or all DALI devices are switched on

You can define whether the ON status is indicated if at least one lamp is on, or if all lamps are on. The status can be sent when a change occurs and/or
on request.

12

Activate fct Turn off brightness/ Status

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Activate fct Turn off brightness/Status"

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, R, W, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Turn off brightness/Status" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Functions (Turn off brightness/Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window.
This group object is used to activate/deactivate turn off brightness when switching off. The function is also used with the Staircase lighting function.
Telegram value:

0 = Turn off brightness function deactivated.
1 = Turn off brightness function activated.
The turn off brightness is set to the parametrized brightness value.

Turn off brightness is a function which can be used with the following functions:
• Switch off function (output, group, ballast)
• Staircase lighting function
The Turn off brightness function defines whether the output/group/ballast is switched off completely or switched to a turn off brightness.
Turn off brightness has no influence on the Block, Forced operation, Slave or Scenes functions. Nor is it used for dimming and brightness value setting
commands.
After a download, the state of the turn off brightness is retained. If no value is recognized at this point the object is written with the value 0 and the Turn
off brightness function is deactivated.
You can define whether the output, group or ballast responds to the Activate fct Turn off brightness/Status group object.
Brightness value threshold priorities:
• Physical min (cannot be changed, predefined by the physics of the ballast)
• Min dimming value (parametrizable, written in ballast)
• Turn off brightness (parametrizable; values lower than the min. dimming value are mapped to that value)
• With staircase lighting, basic brightness is equivalent to turn off brightness.
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No.
13

Function

Group object name

Relative dimming

Output A

Dependent on parameter

None

Data type

Flags

4 bit
DPT 3.007

C, W

The Relative dimming telegram for all DALI devices connected to the DALI output is received via this group object. These are BRIGHTER, DARKER and
STOP telegrams. After a START telegram is received, the brightness value is changed in the defined direction at the parametrized speed. If a STOP telegram is received before the dimming process ends or the maximum brightness or minimal dimming value is reached, the dimming process is interrupted
and the brightness value reached is retained.
The minimum and maximum dimming thresholds apply and cannot be exceeded.
The dimming thresholds for the individual groups or ballasts also continue to apply.
Switch off via dimming is parametrizable. In other words, selecting this setting switches off the DALI lamps on the output if all the devices have reached
the minimal dimming value.
Dimming time cannot be changed via KNX.

14

Brightness value

Output A

Dependent on parameter

None

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, W

This group object receives a brightness value for all the DALI devices connected to the DALI output. Any burn-in time currently running has a higher
priority, so under certain circumstances individual devices can only adopt a brightness of 100% or OFF.
Brightness values above or below the predefined max. brightness or min. dimming values (dimming thresholds) are mapped to the threshold values.
Telegram value:

15

0 = 0% (OFF), or min. dimming threshold if parametrized
…
255 = 100%

Status brightness value

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Status brightness value"

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Status brightness value" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output parameter window.
Telegram value:

0 = 0% (OFF)
…
255 = 100%, max. brightness value

This group object signals the status of the current DALI output brightness value. If the DALI devices have different brightness values you can define
whether the gateway displays the lowest, highest or average value. You can also define whether the value of the group object is updated during a dimming process or whether the status is only sent once the final value has been reached.
You can define whether the status is sent On change and/or On request.
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No.

Function

16

Group object name

Status switch addressed

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Status switch addressed"

Data type

Flags

2 byte
Non DPT

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Status switch addressed" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: State parameter window.
This group object consists of two bytes. The High byte contains the switch status of the corresponding device or group. The Low byte contains the
device or group number, the information as to whether a device or a group is selected and whether it is a status request or a sent status.
Dest addr

Data

Destination

R

DPT

4/1/15

00 00

A Status switch
addressed

6

2-octet unsigned

High Byte

Low Byte

You will obtain the hexadecimal representation if, for example, you select DTP 7.001 2-octet unsigned. This setting is set as a data type under Properties
(select group object and right click).
The following numbering applies to the list below:
High byte

2

15

2

14

Low byte

2

13

2

12

2

11

2

10

2

9

2

8

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0…5

Corresponds to the device address (0...63) or the number of a group (0...15)

Bit 6 (26)

Determines whether the status value relates to a group (value 1) or an individual device (value 0).

Bit 7

1=S
 tatus request. If a telegram with a set bit 7 is received, it is interpreted as a status request and the switch status of the requested
group or device is sent. When the answer is returned, the value of bit 7 is reset to 0.

Bit 8

Indicates the switch status: 1 = lamp(s) switched on, 0 = lamps(s) switched off

Bit 9…15

Value = 0 with a status feedback.
These bits are not evaluated with a request (bit 7 = 1).

The object value is only sent on request
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No.

Function

Group object name

17

Status brightness addressed

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Status brightness addressed"

Data type

Flags

2 byte
non DPT

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Status brightness addressed" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: State parameter window.
This group object consists of two bytes. The High byte contains the brightness value of the corresponding device or group. The Low byte contains the
device or group number, the brightness value and the information as to whether it is a status request or a sent status.
Dest addr

Data

Destination

R

DPT

4/1/15

00 00

A Status brightness addressed

6

2-octet unsigned

High Byte

Low Byte

You will obtain the hexadecimal representation if, for example, you select DTP 7.001 2 octet unsigned. This setting is set as a data type under Properties
(select group object and right click).
The following numbering applies to the list below:
High byte

Low byte

215 214 213 212 211 210

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0…5

Corresponds to the device address (0...63) or the number of a group (0...15).

Bit 6 (26)

Determines whether the status value relates to a group (value 1) or an individual device (value 0).

Bit 7

1 = Status request. If a telegram with a set bit 7 is received, it is interpreted as a status request and the switch status of the requested
group or device is sent. When the answer is returned, the value of bit 7 is reset to 0.

Bit 8…15

Contains the brightness value of the selected group or individual device as a value between 0 and 255.

The object value is only sent on request.

18

DALI voltage fault

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"DALI voltage fault"

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "DALI voltage fault" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object sends or reads a DALI fault.
A DALI fault occurs when there is a:
• DALI failure
• DALI short-circuit (longer than 500 ms)
• DALI overload (>30 V))
Telegram value:

1 = DALI fault
0 = no DALI fault
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Function

Group object name

Lamp fault

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object "Lamp fault"

Data type

Flags

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Lamp fault" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter window.
Telegram value:

1 = Lamp fault (at least one connected DALI device has sent a lamp fault)
0 = No lamp fault

Note
This function must be supported by the DALI device and sent via DALI by the gateway on request.
Using DALI devices that do no not monitor their lamps and therefore do not provide this information on the DALI means that the gateway cannot
detect a lamp fault. The Monitor DALI addresses function need not be explicitly activated in order to monitor a lamp fault.
In most cases the gateway only determines or signals a fault when the lighting equipment should be switched on. So the gateway cannot signal
a fault in advance.

20

Ballast fault

Output A

In funzione del parametro

Abilitare ogg. di comun. "Anomalia reattore"

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Ballast fault" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object sends or reads a ballast fault.
Telegram value:

1 = ballast fault (at least one connected ballast has a fault)
0 = No ballast fault

A ballast fault can occur in one of the following situations:
• The ballast malfunctions and does not send telegrams on the DALI control line.
• The ballast has no ballast supply voltage and does not send telegrams on the DALI control line.
• The DALI control line to the ballast is interrupted and the gateway does not receive a status response.
• The ballast has lost its address and a query from the gateway remains unanswered.
Note
To ensure that ballast faults are correctly evaluated, the gateway needs to know how many DALI devices require monitoring. This is done by
one-time activation of the Monitor DALI addresses group object (no. 8). Using this function, the gateway independently determines which DALI
devices (DALI devices/DALI addresses) are connected and uses this state as a reference value. Here, not only the number but also the address
of the DALI device is registered. If the system is changed, the Monitor DALI addresses option has to be reactivated.
The process need not be repeated when exchanging one DALI device with the same address. The new DALI device contains the old DALI
address and adopts the position of the DALI device it is replacing.
The Monitor DALI addresses function can be triggered either by the group object of the same name or by the Vimar spftware via the Monitor all
DALI addresses interface in the DALI window.
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Function

Group object name

Fault addressed

Uscita A

Dependent on parameter.

Enable Group object
"Fault addressed"

Data type

Flags

2 byte
237.600

C, R, W, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Fault addressed" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object consists of two bytes. The High byte contains the fault status of the corresponding device or group. The Low byte contains the device
or group number and the information as to whether it is a status request or a sent status.
Via this group object, the gateway transmits the status of a fault on any group or any individual DALI device on the KNX.
The following numbering applies to the list below:
High byte

Low byte

215 214 213 212 211 210

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0 to 5

Corresponds to the device address (0...63) or the number of a group (0...15)

Bit 6: 	Indicates the group/device reference. The value 1 indicates that the status value relates to a group, the value 0 relates to an individual device
(value 0).
Bit 7: 	The value 1 triggers a status feedback. If a telegram with a set bit 7 is received, it is interpreted as a status request, and the switch status of
the requested group or device is sent. When the answer is returned, the value of bit 7 is reset to 0.
Bit 8

indicates a lamp fault

Bit 9

indicates a ballast fault

Bit 10

indicates a converter fault

A logical 1 indicates a fault.
The telegrams are sent as soon as the fault is detected. Should several faults occur at the same time, the telegrams are sent consecutively on the KNX. If
a fault is corrected, this is also signaled on the group object.
Note: Depending on the situation and parametrization, it can take some time to detect fault status.
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Function

Group object name

Number of faults statistic

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Number of faults statistic"

Data type

Flags

4 byte
Non DPT

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if Enable Group object "Number of faults statistic" is set to Yes in A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object consists of 4 bytes. The individual bytes contain the number of faults on output A as a whole.
The following numbering applies to the list below:

231 230 229 228 227 226 225 224

223 222 221 220 219 218 217 216

High Byte

215 214 213 212 211 210

27

Low Byte

29

28

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0 to 5:

Number of ballasts on the output which are currently signaling on the DALI (without emergency lighting converters)

Bit 6:

0 = without function

Bit 7:

0 = without function

Bit 8 to 13: Number of emergency lighting converters on the output (without ballasts) which are signaling the DALI.
Bit 14:

0 = without function

Bit 15:

0 = all emergency lighting converters are ok.
1 = at least one emergency lighting converter has a hardware fault

Bit 16 to 21: Number of lamp faults on the output
Bit 22:

0 = none of the emergency lighting converters has signaled a lamp fault
1 = at least one emergency lighting converter has signaled a lamp fault

Bit 23:

0 = none of the ballasts has signaled a lamp fault
1 = at least one of the ballasts has signaled a lamp fault

Bit 24 to 29: 	Number of malfunctioning DALI devices on the output (without ballasts and emergency lighting converters) which are no longer signaling on
the DALI. DALI device monitoring is required.
Bit 30:

0 = none of the emergency lighting converters have a ballast fault
1 = at least one emergency lighting converter has a ballast fault

Bit 31:

0 = none of the ballasts have a ballast fault.
1 = at least one normal light has a ballast fault.

The telegrams are sent as soon as the fault is detected. Should several faults occur at the same time, the telegrams are sent consecutively on the KNX. If
a fault is corrected, this is also signaled on the group object.
Note: Depending on the situation and parametrization, it can take some time to detect fault status.
23

Number of ballast faults

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"No of ballast faults"

1 byte
DPT 5.010

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Number of ballast faults" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object displays the number of individual DALI devices with at least one lamp or ballast fault (referred to on an emergency lighting converter as
a converter fault). The value of the group object is sent on the KNX whenever a change occurs.
Telegram value: 0...64 = number of individual DALI devices (ballasts or emergency lighting converters) with a fault.
If there is a ballast fault, this is not simultaneously signaled as a lamp fault.
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Function

Group object name

Ballast number fault

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object for
additional fault message displays
"Ballast number fault"
"Switch up next ballast fault"

Data type

Flags

1 byte
DPT 5.010

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object for additional fault message displays "Ballast number fault" parameter is set to Yes in the A
Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object displays the first DALI device (ballast or emergency lighting converter) with a fault as a numeric value. A correction by 1 as required for
the values in Fault addressed group objects (no. 21) is not necessary here.
Telegram value:

1...64 = number of individual ballasts (DALI devices or emergency lighting converters) with a fault.

All the DALI devices with a fault can be displayed successively in conjunction with the group object Switch up next ballast fault (no. 25). Adding the
Number of device faults group object also detects how often switch up is required in order to display all the faults.
25

1 bit
DPT 1.008

Switch up next ballast fault

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object for additional fault message displays
"Ballast number fault" "Switch up next ballast fault"

C, W

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object for additional fault message displays "Ballast number fault" "Switch up next ballast fault"
parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object should be considered in conjunction with the Ballast number fault group object (no. 24). If there are several ballast faults (ballasts or
emergency lighting converters), this group object can be used to switch to the next number on the Ballast number fault object. Value 0 switches to the
next number and value 1 to the previous number.
Telegram value:

1 = "switch up": Displays the next highest ballast number with a fault on the Ballast number fault group object (no. 24)
0 = "switch down": Displays the next lowest ballast number with a fault on the Ballast number fault group object (no. 24)

The telegram will not switch up or down any further if it encounters the highest/lowest number.
26

Number of group faults

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"No of group faults"

1 byte
DPT 5.010

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Number of group faults" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object displays the number of DALI groups with at least one lamp or ballast fault (referred to on an emergency lighting converter as a converter fault). The value of the group object is sent on the KNX whenever a change occurs.
Telegram value:

0...16 = number of DALI groups (lamps, ballasts or emergency lighting converters) with a fault

If there is a ballast fault, this is not simultaneously signaled as a lamp fault.
27

1 byte
DPT 5.010

Group number fault

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object for additional fault message displays
"Group number fault" "Switch up next group fault"

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object for additional fault messages "Group number fault" "Switch up next group fault" parameter is
set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object displays the first DALI group with a fault as a numeric value. A correction by 1 as required for the values in Fault addressed group
objects (no. 21) is not necessary here.
Telegram value:

1...16 = number of the DALI group with a fault.

All the DALI groups with a fault can be displayed successively in conjunction with the group object Switch up next group fault (no. 28). Adding the Number of group faults group object also detects how often switch up is required in order to display all the faults.
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Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

1 bit
DPT 1.008

C, W

Switch up next group fault

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object for additional fault message displays
"Group number fault" "Switch up next group fault"

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object for additional fault messages "Group number fault" "Switch up next group fault" parameter is
set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object should be considered in conjunction with the Group number fault group object (no. 27). If there are several group faults, this group
object can be used to switch to the next number on the Group number fault object. Value 0 switches to the next number and value 1 to the previous
number.
Telegram value:

1 = "switch up": Displays the next highest group number with a fault on the Group number fault group object (no. 27).)
0 = "switch down": Displays the next lowest group number with a fault on the Group number fault group object (no. 27).

The telegram will not switch up or down any further if it encounters the highest/lowest number.
29

1 bit
DPT 1.015

Acknowledge fault messages/Status

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Acknowledge fault messages Enable Group object
"Acknowledge fault messages/Status"

C, R, W, T

This group object is enabled if the Acknowledge fault messages Enable Group object "Acknowledge fault messages/Status" parameter is set to Yes in
the A Output: Fault parameter window.
This group object is used to reset a DALI output fault. The fault may be a lamp, ballast or emergency lighting converter fault relating to individual devices
or a DALI group. The fault is only reset after acknowledgement if it has been corrected.
Telegram value:

0 = No function
1 = Reset fault messages

30

640

Disable fault messages/Status

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Disable fault messages/Status"

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, R, W, T
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No.

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Acknowledge fault messages/Status" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Fault parameter
window.
This group object can be used to disable the fault messages (lamp, ballast and converter faults) for the DALI output. The gateway will continue checking
fault messages even when the messages themselves are disabled.
During the inhibit, the faults are evaluated but not sent on the KNX. The values of the group objects are also not updated.
Disabling fault messages minimizes system latency by reducing the KNX load.
When fault messages are enabled, all faults are sent in accordance with their parametrization. If a fault still exists after fault messages are enabled, this
fault is recorded and the information is sent on the KNX in accordance with the parametrization.
Telegram value:

1 = disables fault messages (lamp, ballast and converter fault)
0 = enables fault messages (lamp, ballast and converter fault)

Note
This function can be useful e.g. for systems with emergency lighting applications for daily lamp checks which disconnect the lamps from the
DALI control line, and thus from the DALI master (gateway). In this case, the gateway detects the loss of the DALI device and sends a ballast
fault even though this is a normal operating state. If fault messages are disabled before disconnection from the DALI control line, no fault is
signaled on the gateway. Operation can continue as normal. When the lamp checks are complete, normal monitoring can be reactivated via the
Disable fault messages group object.

31

Status Partial failure active

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable function "Partial failure"

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable function "Partial failure" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Functions (Turn off brightness/Burn-in/Slave
offset/Partial failure) parameter window.
This group object sends information on the KNX indicating a partial lighting failure on output A.
Telegram value:

1 = Partial failure active
0 = Partial failure inactive

Note
What constitutes a partial failure for the DALI output can be defined in the A Output Functions parameter window.
• Gateway supply voltage failure
• Emergency lights in emergency mode
• Lamp/ballast fault
• Externally signaled via the Activate partial failure/Status object
How the group or an individual ballast reacts to a partial failure is defined in the Group functions or Ballast functions parameter window.

31

Activate partial failure/Status

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Externally via object
"Activate partial failure/Status"

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, W, T
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Group object name

Data type

Flags

This group object is enabled if the Enable function "Partial failure" and Externally via object "Activate partial failure/Status" parameters are both set to
Yes in A Output: Functions (Turn off brightness/Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window.
This group object sends (status) information on the KNX from the gateway, indicating a partial lighting failure.
It also receives information via the KNX that there is a partial failure, so that the gateway triggers a partial failure on output A..
Telegram value:

1 = Activate partial failure
0 = Deactivate partial failure

Note
What constitutes a partial failure for the DALI output can be defined in the A Output Functions parameter window. The criteria are:
• Gateway supply voltage failure
• Emergency lights in emergency mode
• Lamp/ballast fault
• Externally signaled via the Activate partial failure/Status object
How the group or an individual ballast reacts to a partial failure is defined in the Group functions or Ballast functions parameter window.

32

blank

Group object is not assigned.
33

Scenario a 8 bit

Scene 1…16

Dependent on parameter

Enable DALI scenes

1 byte
DPT 18.001

C, W

This group object is enabled if the Enable DALI scenes parameter is set to Yes in the A DALI configuration parameter window.
This 8-bit group object sends a Scene telegram using a coded telegram which integrates the groups in a KNX scene. The telegram contains the number
of the scene concerned as well as the information as to whether to recall it or assign the current brightness values in the scene to the groups in the
scene.
Telegram value:

(1 byte): M0SS SSSS
(MSB) (LSB)
M: 0 = Scene is recalled
1 = Scene is stored (if allowed)
S: Scene number (1…13: 00000000…00001101)
KNX 8-bit telegram value

Meaning

Decimal

Hexadecimal

00
01
02
…

00h
01h
02h
…

Recall scene 1
Recall scene 2
Recall scene 3
…

128
129
130
…

80h
81h
82h
…

Store scene 1
Store scene 2
Store scene 3
…

Other numeric values do not affect the Scenes 1...16 group objects.
For further information see: Code table 8-bit scene.
34
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Burn-in lamps/Status

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Burn-in lamps/Status"

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, W, T
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Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Burn-in lamps/Status" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Functions (Turn off brightness/
Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window.
This group object activates or deactivates the Burn-in function. It also indicates burn-in status. If at least one ballast is executing the Burn-in function,
the value of the object is 1.
After receiving a telegram with the value 1, all ballasts intended for burn-in can only be controlled at 0% (OFF) or 100% brightness. Whether or not a
ballast or group is taken into account during burn-in is defined in the X groups or X ballasts parameter window using the Enable Lamp burn-in function
object "Burn-in lamps" group object. Incoming telegrams affect all ballasts and groups on the DALI output intended for burn-in.
Burn-in time is set individually for each ballast or group. After it has elapsed, the group/ballast can be dimmed as usual, and the programmed light scene
can be recalled.
If another telegram with the value 1 is received on the Burn-in lamps group object during the burn-in time, the time restarts from the beginning.
A telegram with the value 0 deactivates the Burn-in function and enables "normal" operation.
Telegram value:

1 = Activate function
0 = Deactivate function

The DALI values are invisibly updated in the background and set after the burn-in process.
Note
Individual groups or ballasts can also be burned in via the Burn-in lamp/Status group object for the group/ballast.

35

Rem. burn-in time addressed

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Rem burn-in time"

3 byte
Non DPT

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Rem burn-in time" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Functions (Turn off brightness/
Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window.
This group object consists of three bytes. Both of the High bytes contain the remaining burn-in time (KNX DPT 7.007) for the device. The Low byte
(address byte) contains the device and the information as to whether it is a status request or a sent status.
The following numbering applies to the list below:
High Byte

2

2

23

22

Middle Byte

2

21

2

20

2

2

23

22

19

18

2

2

21

20

17

16

215 214 213 212 211 210

29

28

Low Byte (address byte)

27

26

25

24

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0…5

Contains a binary number (0…15 or 0...63). This number is the number of the DALI device that the High byte information relates to, plus 1.

Bit 6:

0 = without function or not taken into account in the request evaluation.

Bit 7: 	1 = status request. If a telegram with a set bit 7 is received, it is interpreted as a request for the remaining burn-in time and corresponding
feedback is sent. When the answer is returned, the value of bit 7 is reset to 0.
Bit 8…23 	The numeric value (DPT 7.007) corresponds to the remaining burn-in time in hours of the DALI device set in the Low byte. The hour value
is always rounded to the next highest whole hour, e.g. 25 minutes is shown as 1 h in the group object. The internal timer has 5 minute
intervals.
36 and 37

Blank

Group objects not assigned.
38

Activate Slave offset/Status

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Activate Slave offset/Status"

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, W, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Activate Slave offset/Status" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output: Functions (Turn off
brightness/Burn-in/Slave offset/Partial failure) parameter window.
This group object activates or deactivates the Slave offset function. It also displays the status. If at least one ballast is executing the Slave offset function, the value of the object is 1.
Whether a slave evaluates telegrams via the Activate Slave offset group object and thus executes the Slave offset function can be individually defined for
each slave.
Telegram value:

0 = Offset is deactivated. The slave is directly controlled by the master brightness value.
1 = Offset is activated. The slave brightness is controlled by its offset from the master.
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39

Group object name

Data type

Flags

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, W, T

Synchronize auto emergency lighting tests

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Enable fct Automatic emergency lighting test Object
"Synch auto emergency lighting tests"

This group object is enabled if the Allow emergency lighting tests parameter and Enable fct Automatic emergency lighting test Object "Synch auto
emergency lighting tests" subparameter are set to Yes in the A lighting converter parameter window.
This group object transmits the start request for automatic emergency lighting tests from the gateway to the emergency lighting converter. The start itself
is triggered by the converter if it is ready (e.g. battery must be charged).
An automatically triggered emergency lighting test can be a function test or duration test. The test must be supported by the emergency lighting converter (device type 1 to EN 62386-202). This is only an optional requirement according to the standard.
To prevent all emergency lights being in the emergency lighting test or recharging cycle at the same time, a time offset for two neighboring converters
can be defined in the A lighting converter parameter window. The formula used for the offset is the DALI short address multiplied by the offset. In
other words, setting a delay of 1 (= 15 minutes) means that converter 1 is offset by 15 minutes, converter 2 by 30 minutes, and so on.
Telegram value:

1 = start automatic emergency lighting test
0 = stop automatic emergency lighting test

The gateway only gives this time – exactly as it is in the actual emergency lighting test trigger signal – to the converter. Whether and with which of the
timing tolerances the conditions actually start depends on the state of the emergency lighting converter and its timing tolerances. The converter may, for
example, be in the recharging cycle (20 hours is not uncommon) and the (pending) test does not start.
40

2 byte
non DPT (ACTT)

Trigger em lighting test addr (01542)

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Trigger em lighting test (addr)

C, W, T

This group object is enabled if the Trigger em lighting test (addr) parameter is set to Yes in the A lighting converter parameter window.
This group object triggers an emergency lighting test. It does not send the status or the emergency lighting test result from the gateway on the KNX.
This group object consists of two bytes.
• The High byte contains a numeric value that determines which emergency lighting test to trigger.
• The Low byte contains the number of the emergency lighting converter.
The following numbering applies to the list below:
High byte

Low byte

215 214 213 212 211 210

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0…5:	Contains the binary number (0…63). This number is the number of the DALI emergency lighting converter that the High byte information
relates to, plus 1.
Bit 6: 	0
Bit 7:

1

Bit 8 and 10
Value 0 (000)
Value 1 (001)
Value 2 (010)
Value 3 (011))
Value 4 (100)
Value 5 (101)
Value 6 (110)
Value 7 (111)

= Stops the test currently running
= Function test requested (corresponds to DALI Cmd 227)
= Partial duration test requested
= Duration test requested (corresponds to DALI Cmd 228)
= Battery query
= Without function or not taken into account in evaluation
= Without function or not taken into account in evaluation
= Without function or not taken into account in evaluation

Bit 11...15

0 = without function or the evaluation of the request is not taken into account.

Note
The result of the emergency lighting test for each converter (emergency light) can be sent via the addressed group object Em lighting test result
(no. 42) or the Em lighting test status group object (no. 929ff).
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40

Group object name

Trigger em lighting test (addr)

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Trigger em lighting test (addr)

Data type

Flags

2 byte
DPT_CTC

C, W, T

This group object is enabled if the Trigger em lighting test (addr) parameter is set to Yes in the A lighting converter parameter window.
This group object triggers an emergency lighting test. It does not send the status or the emergency lighting test result from the gateway on the KNX.
This group object consists of two bytes.
- The High byte contains a numeric value that determines which emergency lighting test to trigger.
- The Low byte contains the number of the emergency lighting converter.
Per il seguente elenco si applica la numerazione:
High byte

Low byte

215 214 213 212 211 210

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0…5:	contains the binary number (0…63). This number is the number of the DALI emergency lighting converter (Emergency light x) that the High
byte information relates to, plus 1.
Bit 6: 	0
Bit 7:

1

The value of the High byte contains the information on which emergency lighting test to trigger.
Value 0 (000)
Value 1 (001)
Value 2 (010)
Value 3 (011))
Value 4 (100)
Value 5 (101)
Value 6 (110)
Value 7...255

= Reserved, no function
= Function test requested (corresponds to DALI Cmd 227)
= Duration test requested (corresponds to DALI Cmd 228)
= Partial duration test requested
= Stops the test currently running (corresponds to DALI Cmd 229)
= Function test flag reset (corresponds to DALI Cmd 230). This means that if a function test is requested and cannot executed, a flag is
set in the emergency lighting converter indicating that the test is pending. This flag can be canceled so that a function test is no longer
pending.
= Duration test flag reset (corresponds to DALI Cmd 231). This means that if a duration test is requested and cannot executed, a flag is
set in the emergency lighting converter indicating that the test is pending. This flag can be canceled so that a duration test is no longer
pending.
Reserved, no function

Note
The result of the emergency lighting test for each converter can also be sent via the addressed group object Em lighting test result (no. 42) or
the Em lighting test status group object (no. 929ff).
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41

Em lighting test status (addr)

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Em lighting test status (addr)

Data type

Flags

2 byte
non DPT (ACTS)

C, R, W, T

QThis group object is enabled if the Em lighting test status (addr) parameter is set to Yes in the A lighting converter parameter window.
This group object consists of two bytes.
The High byte contains the emergency lighting converter test state given in the Low byte, but in coded form. Automatic status feedback is only sent for
the set DALI emergency lighting converters. The emergency lighting test itself is requested for each converter via the addressed group object Trigger em
lighting test (no. 40) or the Trigger em lighting test/Status group object (no. 928ff).
The following numbering applies to the list below:
High byte

Low byte

215 214 213 212 211 210

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0…5:	Contains the binary number (0…63). This number is the number of the DALI device that the High byte information relates to, plus 1.
Bit 6: 	0 = without function or not taken into account in the request eval.
Bit 7:
Bit 8 … 10:

1 = status value request. If a telegram with a set bit 7 is received, it is interpreted as a test state status request and corresponding feedback is sent. When the answer is returned, the value of bit 7 is reset to 0.
000 = no test
001 = function test
010 = partial duration test
011 = duration test
100 = battery query (does not require a time and therefore is not displayed)
101 and 110 = without function not taken into account in evaluation
111 = there is no valid test state or the queried DALI device does not support DALI Standard IEC 62386-202 for emergency lighting
converters. The content of bit 8…15 is invalid.

Bit 11 and 12: 00 = test finished (the Em lighting test result group object shows whether the test is a pass or fail).
01 = test pending, not yet started
10 = test running
11 = test interrupted
Bit 13:

1 = testing manually started

Bit 14:

1 = lamp fault (emergency lighting converter)

Bit 15:

1 = device (emergency lighting converter) fault

Bit 14 and 15 only relate to an emergency lighting converter. If the device is a normal DALI device, bit 6 and 7 are not evaluatedi.
42
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Em lighting test result

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Em lighting test result (addr)

4 byte
non DPT (FEOT)

C, R, W, T
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No.

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

This group object is enabled if the Em lighting test result (addr) parameter is set to Yes in the A lighting converter parameter window.
This group object consists of 4 bytes. The individual bytes contain information about a DALI emergency lighting converter.
If a normal DALI device is queried, bit 15 is set to value 1. The other bits are invalid.
The sending behavior for this group object is defined in the Emergency light parameter window.
The following numbering applies to the list below:

231 230 229 228 227 226 225 224

223 222 221 220 219 218 217 216

High Byte

2

2

Low Byte

2

15

14

2

13

2

12

2

11

2

10

2

9

2

8

7

2

2

6

5

2

4

2

3

2

2

2

1

2

0

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0…5:

Contains the binary number (0…63). This number is the number of the DALI device that the High byte information relates to, plus 1.

Bit 6:

0 = indicates that the information concerns an individual emergency lighting converter.

Bit 7:	1 = status value request. If a telegram with a set bit 7 is received, it is interpreted as a request for various status messages about the DALI
device and corresponding feedback is sent. When the answer is returned, the value of bit 7 is set to 0.
Bit 8:

1 = last test was a function test.

Bit 9:

1 = last test was a partial duration test.

Bit 10:

1 = last test was duration test.

Bit 11:

1 = if there is at least one fault in bit 16…23 or it is not possible to poll the emergency lighting converter battery.

Bit 12:

1 = battery query finished (must be supported by the converter, optional only in DALI standard).

Bit 13…14: 0 = without function
Bit 15:

1 = there is no valid test state or the queried DALI device does not support DALI Standard IEC 62386-202 for emergency lighting converters. The content of the other bits is invalid.

Bit 16…23: = correspond to DALI telegram 252 ("query failure status").
Bit 16:

1 = switching defective. The emergency lighting converter did not respond during the test.

Bit 17:

1 = battery fault (battery fully discharged before rated operating time completed)

Bit 18:

1 = battery defective, battery fault

Bit 19:

1 = emergency lighting lamp fault

Bit 20:

1 = function test was triggered but could not be started in the predefined time

Bit 21:

1 = duration test was triggered but could not be started in the predefined time

Bit 22:

1 = function test fault, fail

Bit 23:

1 = duration test fault, fail

Bit 24…31:	Depending which test has been undertaken, this highest byte contains the battery charge state (0…255 = 0…100%) or the duration of the
test until the battery was discharged. The value corresponds to the time in 2 x min.
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Stop all em lighting tests

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Stop all em lighting tests

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, W, T

This group object is enabled if the Stop all em lighting tests parameter is set to Yes in the A lighting converter parameter window.
Telegram value:

44

1 = All emergency lighting tests are stopped
0 = No function

Activate emergency lighting Inhibit/rest mode

Output A

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, W, T
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No.

Function
Dependent on parameter

Group object name

Data type

Flags

Enable function Inhibit/rest mode object
"Activate Inhibit/rest mode"

This group object is enabled if the Enable function Inhibit/rest mode object "Activate Inhibit/rest mode" parameter is set to Yes in the A lighting
converter parameter window.
This group object activates or deactivates the Inhibit/rest mode function for an emergency lighting converter.
Whether the converter evaluates and reacts to the Activate Inhibit/rest mode group object is defined for each converter in the A lighting converter/
Emergency light x parameter window.
Telegram value:

1 = Inhibit/rest mode is activated. In the event of a mains voltage failure the emergency light does not switch to emergency operation,
and if it is already in this mode when Inhibit/rest mode is activated, it exits emergency operation.
0 = Inhibit/rest mode is deactivated. The emergency light is in normal mode and switches to emergency operation in the event of a
mains voltage failure.

Caution
Note that when Inhibit/rest mode is activated, the emergency light has no emergency lighting function. In the event of a mains voltage failure the
emergency light stays dark and does not switch to emergency operation.
Note
Rest mode is a state in which the emergency light is switched off during its emergency lighting operation. The system automatically exits rest
mode in the event of a mains voltage failure. The emergency light is then in normal mode again.
Inhibit mode is a timed emergency lighting converter state in which the emergency light does not switch to emergency operation in the event
of a mains voltage failure. The emergency light remains off. If the emergency lights are not switched off within 15 minutes (of Inhibit mode being
activated), emergency operation is not activated and the light stays off. The system exits Inhibit mode:
• - after 15 minutes unless the Inhibit command is repeated.
• - if the mains voltage fails. On mains voltage recovery the emergency light is in normal mode.
• - on receipt of DALI command 226 "RE-LIGHT/RESET INHIBIT".
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Activate emergency lighting
Inhibit/rest mode/Status

Output A

Dependent on parameter

Send status
Inhibit/rest mode

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, W, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable function Inhibit/rest mode object "Activate Inhibit/rest mode" and Send status Inhibit/rest mode parameters
are both set to Yes in A lighting converter parameter window.
This group object has the same function as Activate Inhibit/rest mode. In addition, it provides the status of Inhibit/rest mode on the KNX.
Telegram value:

48, 59…
224, 235…
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1 = Inhibit/rest mode is activated.
0 = Inhibit/rest mode is deactivated.

Status byte

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

2 byte
Non DPT

C, R, T

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
KNX DALI Gateway 1 channel
3.3.4 Group x/Ballast x group objects
As the lighting groups (groups) and individual DALI devices (ballasts) have the same functions and group objects, this chapter describes them jointly. The
object names are distinguished by the term 'group' or 'ballast'.
If their functions differ, this is specified.
In the No. column (object number) the first line gives the object numbers for the first two groups and the second line those for the first two ballasts.
The group object numbers for groups 3…16 and ballasts 3…64 are multiples of the first two object numbers.
Likewise, references to a group or ballast parameter window only differ by name – group, or ballast.
References to a group in this section mean a DALI group
NOutput A group object names:
• Output A - Group x
• Output A - Ballast x
• Output A - Emergency light x

Note
Ballasts are assigned to a DALI group by means of the Vimar software. This is a diagnostics and commissioning tool which can be used to change DALI
device numbers and make group assignments. The tool can also test functions and read operating states.
If a DALI device is controlled individually, it cannot also be assigned to a DALI group. A DALI device can be controlled either individually via ballast commands, or in a group via group commands. Overlapping DALI groups are not supported.
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No.

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

Use group x
Use ballast x

Dependent on parameter
This group object is always enabled if a group or ballast is in use.

This group object consists of two bytes. Each bit contains a group or ballast status.
The following numbering applies to the list below:
High byte

Low byte

215 214 213 212 211 210

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0:	1 = Ballast switch status ON
0 = Ballast switch status OFF
For groups: the switch status is 1 if at least one device in the group is ON. 0 if all group devices are OFF.
Bit 1: 	1 = ballast monitored
0 = ballast not monitored
For groups: 1 if all devices in the group are monitored. 0 if at least 1 device is not monitored.
Bit 2: 	1 = ballast unavailable, i.e. not responding to DALI QUERY requests
0 = ballast available, i.e. responding to DALI QUERY requests
For groups: 1 if at least 1 device in the group is not available. 0 if all devices in the group are available.
Bit 3:

1 = ballast/group is in blocked state
0 = reattore disponibile, cioè risponde a una richiesta DALI QUERY

Bit 4:

1 = ballast/group is in forced operation state
0 = ballast/group is not in forced operation state

Bit 5:

1 = ballast/group has activated an additional function and is in standby or running
0 = ballast/group has not activated additional function

Bit 6:

1 = ballast/group has activated an additional function and is running
0 = ballast/group has not activated additional function

Bit 7:

1 = Ballast burn-in function active
0 = Ballast burn-in function not active
For groups: 1 if at least 1 device in the group is in burn-in state. 0 if no devices in the group are in burn-in state.

Bit 8:

1 = ballast has a lamp fault
0 = ballast has no lamp fault
	For groups: 1 if at least 1 device in the group has a lamp fault. 0 if no devices in the group have a lamp fault.
Bit 9:

1 = ballast has a ballast fault
0 = ballast has no ballast fault
	For groups: 1 if at least 1 device in the group has a ballast fault. 0 if no devices in the group have a ballast fault.
Bit 10:

1 = ballast/group turn off brightness active
0 = ballast/group turn off brightness not active

Bit 11 to 15: 0 = not in use
For groups, the group status is generated by the OR combination of the individual devices in the group.
The telegrams are sent as soon as the status is detected.
49, 60…
225, 236…
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Switch

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, W
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No.

Function
Dependent on parameter

Group object name

Data type

Flags

Use group x
Use ballast x

This group object switches the group or individual lamps (ballasts) on or off at the brightness value set in A template group x/ballast x parameter window.
Telegram value:

0 = OFF: group/ballast switched off
1 = ON: group/ballast switched on

When an ON telegram is received, the parameter settings define whether a predefined brightness value or the value before switch off is set. If DALI devices are already switched on and the DALI gateway receives an ON telegram, all DALI devices are set to the parametrized switch on value.
You can define whether the DALI gateway dims up to or jumps to the brightness values. Switch-on values above or below the maximum brightness/minimal dimming values (dimming thresholds) are set to the respective threshold.
Note
The activated Burn-in function can influence the brightness of the DALI devices.
If the additional function Staircase lighting is activated, this function is triggered with an ON telegram (value 1) and the corresponding time
sequence starts.
50, 61…
226, 237…

Status switch

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Status switch"

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Status switch" parameter is set to Yes in the A template group x/ballast x parameter window.
The value of the group object indicates the current switch state of the group or ballast.
Telegram value:

0 = OFF, OFF, ballast or all devices in the group are switched off
1 = ON, ballast or at least one of the devices in the group are switched on

The status can be sent when a change occurs and/or on request.
Note
If a DALI device is configured as an individual ballast in the DALI gateway, it can no longer be a member of a DALI group. Therefore devices in
the DALI group can only be controlled jointly via group commands. This is why the group also has a uniform switch status.
51, 62…
227, 238…

Relative dimming

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

Dependent on parameter

None

4 bit
DPT 3.007

C, W

The Relative dimming telegram for all DALI devices connected to the DALI output is received via this group object. These are BRIGHTER, DARKER
and STOP telegrams. After a START telegram is received, the brightness value is changed in the defined direction at the parametrized speed. If a STOP
telegram is received before the dimming process ends, the dimming process is interrupted and the brightness value reached is retained.
The minimum and maximum dimming thresholds apply and cannot be exceeded.
52, 63…
228, 239…

Brightness value

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

Dependent on parameter

None

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, W

This group object receives a brightness value for the corresponding group x or ballast x. Any burn-in time currently running has a higher priority, so under
certain circumstances individual devices can only adopt a brightness of 100% or OFF.
Dimming time to reach brightness value is defined in A template group x/ballast x parameter window.
Brightness values above or below the predefined maximum brightness/minimal dimming values (dimming thresholds) are not set.
Telegram value:

53, 64…
229, 240…

0 = OFF
…
255 = 100%

Status brightness value

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object
"Status brightness value"

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, R, T
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No.

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Status brightness value" parameter is set to Yes in the A template group x/ballast x parameter
window.
Telegram value:

0 = OFF
…
255 = 100%
This group object signals the status of the current brightness value of group x or ballast x.
The brightness value displayed can be limited by the minimum/maximum dimming thresholds.
You can define:
• whether the value of the group object is updated during a dimming process or whether the status is only sent once the final value has been reached.
• whether the status is sent On change and/or On request.
54, 65…
230, 241…

Lamp/ballast fault

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

Dependent on parameter

Enable Group object "Fault"

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Group object "Lamp/ballast fault" parameter is set to Yes in the Fault template (group x/ballast x) parameter
window.
In the A output, Group x/Ballast x Fault parameter window you can define whether a lamp fault, ballast fault or lamp/ballast fault is displayed.
Telegram value:

1 = Fault (depending on the setting – lamp, ballast, lamp/ballast fault).
For groups: at least one device in the group has a fault.
0 = No fault

Note
Lamp fault must be supported by the DALI device. Using DALI devices that do no not monitor their lamps and therefore do not provide this information on the DALI means that the gateway cannot detect a lamp fault. The Monitor DALI addresses function need not be explicitly activated
in order to monitor a lamp fault.
In most cases a lamp fault is only determined or signaled by the gateway when the lighting equipment should be switched on. Therefore the
gateway cannot signal a fault in advance.
Ballast fault is determined by the gateway. To ensure that ballast faults are correctly evaluated, the gateway needs to know how many DALI
devices require monitoring. This is done by one-time activation of the Monitor DALI addresses group object (no. 8). Using this function, the
gateway independently determines which DALI devices (DALI devices/DALI addresses) are connected and uses this state as a reference value,
registering not only the number of devices but also their DALI addresses. If the system is changed, the Monitor DALI addresses option must be
reactivated.
The process need not be repeated when exchanging one DALI device with the same address. The new DALI device contains the old DALI
address and adopts the position of the DALI device it is replacing.
The Monitor DALI addresses function can be triggered either by the group object of the same name or by the Vimar software via the Monitor all
DALI addresses interface in the DALI window.
A ballast fault can occur in one of the following situations:
• The ballast malfunctions and does not send telegrams on the DALI control line.
• The ballast has no ballast supply voltage and does not send telegrams on the DALI control line.
• The DALI control line to the ballast is interrupted and the gateway does not receive a status response.
• The ballast has lost its address and a query from the gateway remains unanswered.

55, 66…
231, 242…
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Forced operation 1 bit
Forced operation 2 bit
Block

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

Dependent on parameter

Enable function Forced operation/Block

1 bit DPT 1.003
2 bit DPT 2.001
1 bit DTP 1003

C, R, T
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No.

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

This group object is enabled if the Enable function Forced operation/Block parameter is set to the required option (Forced operation 1 bit/Forced
operation 2 bit/Block) in Functions template (group x/ballast x) (Forced operation/Block/Burn-in/Partial failure). Depending on the parametrization this
group object can therefore assume only one of the following functions:
• Forced operation 1 bit
• Forced operation 2 bit
• Block
The Forced operation 1 bit group object forcibly operates group x or ballast x, e.g. by higher-level control. The value of the group object directly defines
the forced position of the group.
Telegram value:

0 = The group or ballast is not forcibly operated; existing forced operations are removed.
1 = The group or ballast is forcibly operated and switched on at the parametrized brightness value. Forced operation is active.

The Forced operation 2 bit group object forcibly operates group x or ballast x, e.g. by higher-level control. The value of the group object directly defines
the forced position of the group.
Telegram value:

0 or 1= The group or ballast is not forcibly operated; existing forced operations are removed.
2 = The group or ballast is forcibly switched off. Forced operation is active.
3 = The group or ballast is forcibly operated and switched on at the parametrized brightness value. Forced operation is active.

Even during forced operation the brightness value of the group or ballast is calculated when an incoming telegram arrives, but not displayed. Dimming
speeds are not taken into account in the calculation, i.e. the immediate end values are stored in the background. When forced operation is complete the
brightness values updated in the background are set.
A dim, scene or staircase lighting recall will not be reinitiated.
After a download, the Forced operation group object has the value 0. Forced operation is not activated.
The State on bus voltage recovery is parametrizable.
The Block group object is used to block a group or ballast to prevent unwanted operation. Any further incoming telegrams are ignored but are updated in
the background. When the group is released, the updated brightness values are set and incoming telegrams immediately processed again.
Telegram value:

0 = Remove block
1 = Activate block

A block during the staircase lighting time immediately blocks the group or ballast and freezes the brightness. After unblocking, the Staircase lighting
function continues with dimming (advance warning). If the Slave function was active before the block, it is reinitiated.
After a KNX bus voltage recovery or download the block is set as it was before the failure or download. If the Block function is no longer required, the
group must be released and the object value set to 0.
56, 67…
232, 243…

Burn-in lamp

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

Dependent on parameter

Enable Lamp burn-in function object
"Burn-in lamps"

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, W, T

This group object is enabled if the Enable Lamp burn-in function object "Burn-in lamps" parameter is set to Yes in the Functions template (group x/
ballast x) (Forced operation/Block/Burn-in/Partial failure).
The Burn-in lamp group object is used to burn in group devices or individual ballasts (lamps).
Burn-in is initiated by a telegram with the value 1. The group or ballast can only be controlled at 0% (OFF) or 100% brightness.
After the burn-in time has elapsed, the group/ballast can be dimmed as usual and the programmed light scenes can be recalled. As DALI value
simulation continues to run in the background during burn-in, the actual brightness value is automatically set when burn-in ends.
If another telegram with the value 1 is received on the Burn-in lamps group object during the burn-in time, the time restarts from the beginning.
A telegram with the value 0 deactivates the Burn-in function and enables "normal" operation. The burn-in time is only counted if a ballast is connected to
the DALI output and has a supply voltage. The burn-in time counts in five minute steps.
The burn-in time is not lost in the event of KNX bus voltage failure, light controller supply voltage failure or download.
Telegram value:

1 = Activate Burn-in function
0 = Deactivate Burn-in function

Note
Alternatively, the burn-in of all the groups and ballasts on the DALI output can be triggered via the Burn-in lamps/Status group object (no. 34)
for the DALI output. The Burn-in lamps/status group objects for the DALI output and group x or ballast x are mutually independent. The group
burn-in time is triggered by a telegram with the value 1 or reset with the value 0. This is independent of whether the telegram is received via the
group x, ballast x or DALI output group object.
56, 67…
232, 243…

Burn-in lamps/status

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

Dependent on parameter

Status of burn-in

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, W, T
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No.

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

This group object is enabled if the Enable Lamp burn-in function object "Burn-in lamps" parameter and Status of burn-in subparameter are set to Yes
in Functions template (group x/ballast x) (Forced operation/Block/Burn-in/Partial failure).
The Burn-in lamps/Status group object now has two properties:
• First, the Burn-in function can be individually activated for the group or for single ballasts (lamps) (for a description see the previous group object, Burnin lamp).
• Second, the object transmits the burn-in status on the KNX.
Telegram value:

1 = Burn-in function active
0 = Burn-in function not active

You can define whether the status is sent On change and/or On request.
57, 68…
233 244

Activate fct Staircase lighting

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

1 Bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

This group object is enabled if the additional function Staircase lighting is enabled in Staircase lighting template (group x/ballast x) parameter window.
This group object is used to activate/deactivate the Staircase lighting function. On deactivation the group or ballast reacts like a "normal" gateway group
or ballast without a Staircase lighting function. The Staircase lighting function can be reactivated when the gateway receives a telegram with the value 1
via this group object.
Telegram value:

0 = Staircase lighting is deactivated
1 = Staircase lighting is activated
	Depending on the parametrization, Depending on the parametrization, staircase lighting time and staircase lighting activation can
be started simultaneously. However, the pumping up option is not supported.
Provided the Staircase lighting function is activated, it is triggered by a telegram with the value 1 on either the Switch or Status Switch group object.
In the A Output, Group x/Ballast x staircase lighting parameter window you can define whether a Brightness value, Relative dimming or Scenes telegram interrupts the Staircase lighting function.
57, 68…
233 244

Activate fct Staircase lighting/Status

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, R, W, T

This group object is enabled if the additional function Staircase lighting is enabled in Staircase lighting template (group x/ballast x) parameter window,
and simultaneously, the "Send status via object "Activate fct Staircase lighting/Status" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output, Group x/Ballast x
staircase lighting parameter window.
In this case, the status of the Staircase lighting function is sent via this group object on the KNX in addition to the functions described above.
Telegram value:

1 = Staircase lighting function active
0 = Staircase lighting function not active
	Depending on the parametrization, Depending on the parametrization, staircase lighting time and staircase lighting activation can
be started simultaneously. However, the pumping up option is not supported.
You can define whether the status is sent On change and/or On request.
57, 68…
233 244

Activate Function Slave

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

This group object is enabled if the additional function Slave is enabled in Slave template (group x/ballast x) parameter window.
This group object is used to activate/deactivate the Slave function. On deactivation the group or ballast reacts like a "normal" gateway group or ballast
without a Slave function. The Slave function can be reactivated when the gateway receives a telegram with the value 1 via this group object.
Telegram value:

0 = Slave is deactivated
1 = Slave is activated and started

In the A Output, Group x/Ballast x slave parameter window it is possible to define whether a Brightness value, Relative dimming or Scenes telegram
interrupts the Slave function.
57, 68…
233 244
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Activate fct Slave/Status

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, R, W, T
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No.

Function

Group object name

Data type

Flags

This group object is enabled if the additional function Slave is enabled in Slave template (group x/ballast x) parameter window and simultaneously, the
Send status via object "Activate fct Slave/Status" parameter is set to Yes in the A Output, Group x/Ballast x slave parameter window.
In this case, the status of the Slave function is sent via this group object on the KNX in addition to the functions described above.
Telegram value:

1 = Slave function active
0 = Slave function not active

You can define whether the status is sent On change and/or On request.
58, 69…
234 245

Output A - Group x
Output A - Ballast x

Brightness value of slave

1 byte
DPT 5.001

C, W, T

This group object is enabled if the additional function Slave is enabled in Slave template (group x/ballast x) parameter window and simultaneously, the
Source (slave is controlled via) parameter is set to Object "slave brightness value" in the A Output, Group x/Ballast x slave parameter window.
The Slave (group or ballast) receives the brightness value via this group object, e.g. from a higher-level light controller acting as the master.
If the Slave function is not active or is latent (standby) after an OFF telegram with the value 0 on the Switch or Status switch group object, telegrams on
the Brightness value of slave group object have no effect.
In the A Output, Group x/Ballast x slave parameter window you can define whether a Switch, Brightness value, Relative dimming or Scenes telegram
interrupts the Slave function.
Brightness values above or below the predefined maximum brightness/minimal dimming values (dimming thresholds) are not set; the dimming thresholds
are set instead..
Telegram value:

928, 931…

0 = 0% (OFF), the group or ballast is switched off, the Slave function remains active.
…
255 = 100%
Output A Emergency light x

Trigger em lighting test (CTC)

1 byte
DPT_CTC

C, W

This group object is enabled if an Emergency light x is enabled in A lighting converter/Emergency light template parameter window. The object can adopt
one of 3 data formats. The data format is defined in the A lighting converter, Emergency light x parameter window by setting the Enable Group Objects
"Trigger em lighting test" parameter to Yes, KNX format DPT_CTC.
This group object triggers an emergency lighting test for emergency light x. It does not send the status or the emergency lighting test result from the
gateway on the KNX.
The following numbering applies to the list below:

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
The value of the byte contains the information on which emergency lighting test to trigger or which action to execute:
Value 0
Value 1
Value 2
Value 3
Value 4
Value 5

= Reserved, no function
= Function test requested (corresponds to DALI Cmd 227)
= Duration test requested (corresponds to DALI Cmd 228)
= Partial duration test requested
= Stops the test currently running (corresponds to DALI Cmd 229)
= Function test flag reset (corresponds to DALI Cmd 230). This means that if a function test is requested and not executed, a flag is set in
the emergency lighting converter indicating that the test is pending. This flag can be canceled so that a function test is no longer pending.
Value 6
= Duration test flag reset (corresponds to DALI Cmd 231). This means that if a duration test is requested and not executed, a flag is set in
the emergency lighting converter indicating that the test is pending. This flag can be canceled so that a duration test is no longer pending.
Value 7...255 = Reserved, no function
If a new test is requested on the group object before the ongoing test has ended, this is immediately interrupted and the new test is requested. This is
also the case when the ongoing test is requested again. Only one test can be undertaken on the emergency lighting converter at any time.
Note
The result of the emergency lighting test for each converter can be sent on the KNX with the addressed group object Em lighting test result (no.
42) or the Em lighting test status group object (no. 929ff).
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3.3.5 Lighting converter x group objects
As soon as an emergency lighting test is enabled in the A lighting converter parameter window, the Trigger em lighting test group object for converter
x is enabled. The following emergency lighting tests can be triggered for the emergency lighting converter via this group object.
• Function test
• Partial duration test
• Duration test
• Battery query
The tests are described in 1.2.1, Emergency lighting tests.
No.

Function

928, 931…

Group object name

Trigger em lighting test (01542)

Output A Emergency light x

Data type

Flags

1 byte
Non DPT 1)

C, W

This group object is enabled if an Emergency light x is enabled in A lighting converter/Emergency light template parameter window. The object can adopt
one of 3 data formats. The data format is defined in the A lighting converter, Emergency light x parameter window by setting the Enable Group Objects
"Trigger em lighting test" parameter to Yes, DGN/S1.16.1 format.
This group object triggers an emergency lighting test for emergency light x. It does not send the status or the emergency lighting test result from the
gateway on the KNX.
The following numbering applies to the list below:

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0…2:

000 = stops the test currently running
001 = function test is requested
010 = partial duration test is requested
011 = duration test is requested
100 = battery is queried
101 e 110 and 111 = without function or not taken into account in the request evaluation

Bit 3...7:

0 = without function or not taken into account in the request evaluation.

If a new test is requested on the group object before the ongoing test has ended, this is immediately interrupted and the new test is requested. This is
also the case when the ongoing test is requested again. Only one test can be undertaken on the emergency lighting converter at any time.
Nota
The result of the emergency lighting test for each converter can be sent on the KNX with the addressed group object Em lighting test result (no.
42) or the Em lighting test status group object (no. 929ff).
1)
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No.

Function

928, 931…

Group object name

Trigger em lighting test/Status (01542)

Output A Emergency light x

Data type

Flags

1 byte
Non DPT 2)

C, R, W, T

This group object is enabled if an Emergency light x is enabled in A lighting converter/Emergency light template parameter window. The object can adopt
one of 3 data formats. The data format is defined in the A lighting converter, Emergency light x parameter window by setting the Enable Group Objects
"Trigger em lighting test" parameter to Yes, DGN/S1.16.1 format with status.
This group object triggers an emergency lighting test for emergency light x. At the same time, the result of the emergency lighting test can be requested
via this group object and sent on the KNX.
The test result is sent on the KNX with the following coding.
The following numbering applies to the list below:

27

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

The bit number is identical to the exponent of the bit, e.g. number 2 corresponds to 22.
Bit 0…2:

000 : stops the test currently running
001 = result relates to the function test
010 = result relates to the partial duration test
011 = result relates to the duration test
100 = result relates to the battery query
101 and 110 = without function or not taken into account in evaluation
111 = there is no valid test state or the queried DALI device does not support DALI Standard IEC 62386-202 for emergency lighting
converters. The content of the other bits is invalid

Bit 3 and 4:

00 = testing has ended positively
01 = testing pending, not yet started
10 = test running
11 = test interrupted

Bit 5:

1 = testing manually started

Bit 6:

1 = lamp fault (emergency lighting converter)

Bit 7:

1 = device (emergency lighting converter) fault

If a new test is requested on the group object before the ongoing test has ended, this is immediately interrupted and the new test is requested. This is
also the case when the ongoing test is requested again.
Bit 6 and 7 only relate to an emergency lighting converter. If the device is a normal DALI device, bit 6 and 7 are not evaluated.
2)

See Application Notes 166/14v03 para. 2.8.2.5 LEGACY CTTS.
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No.
929, 932…

Function

Group object name
Output A Emergency light x

Em lighting test result

Data type

Flags

6 byte
DPT_CTR

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if there is an Emergency light x enabled in A lighting converter/Emergency light template parameter window and the Enable
Group objects "Em lighting test result" parameter is set to Yes in the A lighting converter, Emergency light x parameter window.
This group object transmits the result of an emergency lighting test for emergency lighting converter x on the KNX.
The information is transmitted in a 6-byte group object with the following coding:
6 MSB
LT R F LT R D

5

4

3

LT R P 0 0 0 0 S F S D S P 0 0

2
LDTR

NNNNNNNN NNNN r r r r NNNNNN r r UUUUUUUU UUUUUUUU

1 LSB
LPDTR
UUUUUUUU

The coding is based on numeric values generated from bit fields of various lengths:
Il valore del byte contiene l'informazione quale controllo della luce di emergenza deve essere avviato o quale azione deve essere eseguita:
LTRF Result of last function test (4-bit numeric value 0…15)
0 = Reserved, no function
1 = Function test passed within execution time1)
2 = Function test passed but not within execution time1)
3 = Function test failed
4 = Function test failed. Result determined outside execution time1).
5 = Function test stopped manually
6 - 15 = Reserved, no function
LTRD Result of last duration test (4-bit numeric value 0…15)
0 = Reserved, no function
1 = Duration test passed within execution time1)
2 = prova di durata superata ma al di fuori del tempo di esecuzione1)
3 = Duration test failed
4 = Duration test failed. Result determined outside execution time1).
5 = Duration test stopped manually
6 - 15 = Reserved, no function
LTRP Result of last partial duration test (4-bit numeric value 0…15)
0 = Reserved, no function
1 = Partial duration test passed within execution time1)
2 = Partial duration test passed but not within execution time1)
3 = Partial duration test failed
4 = Partial duration test failed. Result determined outside execution time1).
5 = Partial duration test stopped manually
6 - 15 = Reserved, no function
SF Method used to trigger last function test (2-bit numeric value 0…3)
0 = Reserved, no function
1 = Automatically triggered by emergency lighting converter
2 = Triggered by gateway
3 = Reserved, no function
SD Method used to trigger last duration test (2-bit numeric value 0…3)
0 = Reserved, no function
1 = Automatically triggered by emergency lighting converter
2 = Triggered by gateway
3 = Reserved, no function
SP Method used to trigger last partial duration test (2-bit numeric value 0…3)
0 = Reserved, no function
1 = Automatically triggered by emergency lighting converter
2 = Triggered by gateway
3 = Reserved, no function
LDTR corresponds to the discharge time after a duration test pass (DALI 243) (2-byte DPT 7.006)
Coding corresponds to KNX DTP 7.006 (2-byte). The time is given in minutes.
Maximum time is 510 min even if a longer time is available.
LPDTR corresponds to battery charge (DALI 241) (1-byte, unsigned)
0, corresponds to discharged battery
254, corresponds to fully charged battery
255, emergency lighting converter does not support the Battery charge state status function
1)
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No.
930, 933…

Function
Emergency lighting converter status

Group object name
Output A Emergency light x

Data type

Flags

2 byte
DPT_CS

C, R, T

This group object is enabled if there is an Emergency light x enabled in the A lighting converter/Emergency light template parameter window and the
Enable Group objects "Emergency lighting converter status" parameter is set to Yes in the A lighting converter, Emergency light x parameter window.
This group object transmits the status of the emergency lighting converter on the KNX.
The information is transmitted in a 2-byte group object with the following coding:
2 MSB
CM

1 LSB
HS

FP DP PP CF

NNNNBBBB NNNNNNNN
The coding is based on numeric values generated from bit fields of various lengths:
CM provides the status of various emergency lighting converter operating states
0 = No information available
1 = Normal mode is active, all OK (emergency lighting converter switches to emergency operation if there is a mains voltage failure)
2 = Inhibit mode active
3 = Inhibit mode activated by hardware
4 = Rest mode active
5 = Emergency mode active
6 = extended emergency lighting mode active
(Emergency lighting converter is in Prolong Time. Run-on phase when emergency mode ends.)
7 = Function test running
8 = Duration test running
9 = Partial duration test running
10 - 15 = Reserved, no function
HS Emergency lighting converter hardware status (bit coded)
Bit 0 = 1 Inhibit mode active via hardware
0 Inhibit mode not active via hardware
Bit 1 = 1 Hardware switch is on (emergency light activated via hardware input)
0 Hardware switch is off
Bit 2 - 3 = Reserved, no function, has value 0
FP Status indicating whether a function test is pending (2-bit numeric value 0…3)
0 = State unknown
1 = No function test pending
2 = Function test pending
3 = Reserved, no function
DP Status indicating whether a duration test is pending (2-bit numeric value 0…3)
0 = State unknown
1 = No duration test pending
2 = Duration test pending
3 = Reserved, no function
PP Status indicating whether a partial duration test is pending (2-bit numeric value 0…3)
0 = State unknown
1 = No partial duration test pending
2 = Partial duration test pending
3 = Reserved, no function
CF general fault status (2-bit numeric value 0…3)
(fault status according to DALI Command 252 – elec/battery/lamp fault / emergency lighting test failed)
0 = State unknown
1 = No faults present
2 = At least one fault present
3 = Reserved, no function
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4. Planning and application
In this section you will find DALI Gateway Basic practical tips and application examples

4.1 DALI addressing
This chapter covers gateway addressing so as to provide a better appreciation of the gateway's functionality.
To control DALI devices individually or in groups, DALI commissioning (configuration) is required. This involves assigning DALI addresses and/or groups to
DALI devices.
The gateway executes automatic DALI addressing if the Enable automatic DALI addressing parameter is set to Yes in the A DALI configuration parameter
window. The gateway automatically detects the connected DALI equipment and assigns an address in ascending order if the device does not have one.
If automatic DALI addressing is not allowed, there are three alternative options for implementing addressing with the DALI gateway:
• Use the Vimar software
• Press and hold (> 5 seconds) the push button

on the DALI gateway

• Trigger DALI addressing group object
In order to implement DALI addressing, the gateway autonomously and automatically checks the DALI devices connected to the DALI output. If it detects
equipment with a DALI interface that has not been assigned a defined DALI address (default delivery state, DALI short address 255), it automatically assigns
one. The detected DALI device will be assigned the first free DALI address (0 to 63) on the output. If no DALI devices have yet been detected, it is assigned
the first DALI address, 0. The second device is assigned DALI address 1, and so on. The sequence in which the DALI master, e.g. the gateway, finds a device
with a DALI interface cannot be influenced. If the connected DALI device already has a DALI address, e.g. an exchange device from another system, it will not
be changed.
If the new DALI device has a DALI address which is already in use on the output, one of the two DALI devices with the same address will be assigned a new
and unused DALI address. This means that the old DALI device which is already connected to the output may receive a new address.
To control groups, the connected DALI devices must be assigned to a group. The Vimar software, which is independent of ETS, is used for this.

4.2 Lamp and ballast monitoring
The gateway can broadcast the fault state of the output's DALI lighting on the KNX bus. A control panel or control center can evaluate and display this
information. Required repair measures or corresponding maintenance cycles can be initiated. This makes it possible to integrate the lighting into a higher-level
Facility Management system.
The prerequisite for this is that the lighting equipment is connected to the output of the DALI gateway and features a DALI interface compliant with DIN EN
62386 or DIN EN 60929. There are various options for fault messages:
• For lamp and ballast faults, a fault on the DALI output is transmitted on the KNX. Two separate group objects (Lamp fault and Ballast fault) are available for
this purpose. This information indicates that at least one DALI device on the output has a fault.
• Each ballast or group has one group object available for a fault message. This group object can contain information about a lamp or ballast fault, or a
logical OR combination of lamp and ballast fault.
• The fault status of an individual DALI device can be requested via
- a coded group object (Fault addressed) on the output. This 2-byte group object contains the device or group number (this is parametrizable) and the fault
information (lamp or ballast fault).
• The number of a DALI device or group with a fault can be sent on the KNX as a numeric value via the Ballast number fault group or Group number fault
group object. If there are several faults, the number of the next/previous device or group with a fault can be displayed using the Switch up next ballast
fault or Switch up next group fault group object. The number (count) of devices or groups with a fault can be sent on the KNX using the Number of ballast
faults or Number of group faults group object.
In order to guarantee correct operation the gateway has to know how many ballasts are to be monitored. This is done by one-time activation of the Monitor
DALI addresses group object. The gateway uses this function to independently establish how many DALI devices are connected to each output and saves
this number as a reference value for the output. If devices are added to or removed from the system, the Monitor DALI addresses function has to be reactivated. This process is only necessary if the number of ballasts per output has changed and not when replacing a ballast. Monitoring can also be implemented in the Vimar software.
Note
In order to detect a lamp fault, the DALI device must make the fault available on the DALI.
This is generally supported by all DALI ballasts. DALI dimmers and DALI switch actuators often do not have this characteristic. To check for this function, refer
to the technical data for the DALI device or consult the lamp manufacturer.
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4.3 Exchange of DALI devices
If a DALI device fails in an existing DALI installation where DALI addresses are assigned without any gaps, a DALI device in the as-delivered state with factory
settings (without DALI addressing) can be used as a replacement, avoiding the need for re-commissioning. The gateway automatically assigns the new DALI
device the first free DALI output address, group assignments and scene parameters of the faulty ballast, and the new device can assume the functions of the
failed device as long as it has the same technical characteristics.
Note
The Enable automatic DALI addressing parameter must be enabled in the A DALI configuration parameter window.
If multiple DALI devices on a DALI output fail or there are gaps in the DALI addressing, it is not possible for the gateway to guarantee a unique assignment for
the replacement device.
The gateway assigns the new DALI device the first free DALI address on the output. If the new DALI device has a DALI address which is already in use on the
output, one of the two DALI devices with the same address will be assigned a new and unused DALI address.
DALI addresses and group assignments can easily be corrected or exchanged without ETS by using the Vimar software drag and drop feature.
If automatic DALI addressing is not enabled, there is no need to enable it via ETS programming. The Vimar software allows you to trigger one-time DALI
addressing.
There is also the option of using the
push button (press and hold > 5 seconds) on the gateway to trigger one-time DALI addressing which means that you
can exchange a device without using any software at all. The prerequisite for this is that the current DALI addressing has no gaps.
Note
Triggering DALI addressing via the Vimar software
or push button does not change any ETS settings. It simply triggers one-time DALI addressing which
runs until all the DALI devices have a DALI address and/or there are no duplicate DALI addresses detected. Duplicate addressing is also triggered if applicable. If the one-time DALI addressing process has finished, automatic DALI addressing remains latent if it is parametrized to do so.

4.4 Function circuit diagrams and priorities
The function tables show the effect of various KNX commands when a function is parametrized. The following should be noted here.
Note
Priorities in the gateway from highest to lowest:
1. Forced operation/Block function
2. Partial failure function
3. Manual operation
4. Slave/Staircase lighting/Scene/KNX telegrams function
Note
The Burn-in function sets the minimal dimming value on the ballast to 100%. This sets all brightness values other than 0 to 100%. The same applies for the
Forced operation und Scenes functions.
For instance, this means that if a ballast or the group is in burn-in mode, a forced operation is mapped from 50% to 100%.
Note
If the Vimar software is linked to the gateway for commissioning or diagnostics work, the system reacts as follows:
• Provided the Vimar software is in View mode (

), it has no effect via KNX functions.

• If configuration mode (
) is activated and the DALI window has been opened, all KNX functions (e.g. forced operation or staircase lighting) are deactivated or set to standby. This is the only way to carry out consistent commissioning. On exiting the Vimar software the functions must be reactivated.
Note
If either the Forced operation/Block or Partial failure function is activated, the gateway only updates incoming KNX commands in the background. The
system reacts as follows in this case:
Switch, Brightness value and Scenes commands are invisibly executed in the background, memorizing the end brightness values immediately without transition times. Dimming commands are ignored.
Operating states, e.g. inactive or standby, for the Slave and Staircase lighting functions are also memorized in the background depending on the incoming
KNX commands. If the Staircase lighting is active when the higher-level function ends, it is in standby. If slave mode is active, it responds to its master again
as soon as the higher-level function ends.
Once the higher-level function ends, the ballast or group adopts the brightness value that would have occurred if the higher-level function had not been
executed.
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The following table shows how the reaction when the Staircase lighting function is parametrized.

Staircase lighting function
Attivo

Operating situation
or
Group objects

Inactive

Standby
(turn off brightness)

Run time
Basic brightness

Such as KNX bus voltage recovery

Download (end)
voltage failure

Parametrizable brightness value – ballast: fault is set.
Staircase lighting function is discontinued.

voltage
recovery

Parametrizable:
- Mode: Group x/Ballast x Staircase lighting – Inactive/Standby/Active and on/State before failure
- Group x/Ballast x Fault – Min/Max/OFF/No change/State before failure

voltage failure

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Fault – Min/Max/OFF/No change
Staircase lighting function is discontinued

ballast
recovery

Parametrizable:
- Group x/Ballast x Fault – Min/Max/OFF/No change/Actual KNX target state

KNX bus

ON

Switch-on value

Active and starts
Staircase lighting

OFF

OFF
(turn off brightness)

OFF
(turn off brightness)

Relative dimming

Dimming

Dimming, remains in
standby

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Staircase lighting – No reaction/Dimming standby

Set Brightness Value

Brightness value

Brightness value,
remains in standby

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Staircase lighting – No reaction/Brightness value
standby

Recall scene

Scene

Scene

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Staircase lighting – No reaction/Scene and standby

No reaction

Staircase lighting time
will be restarted

Switch

Activate Staircase
lighting function

Forced operation/
Block

0

No reaction

goes to inactive

Dimming-down time starts

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x staircase lighting - Activate and ON/Activated standby

ON

Forced brightness set. Forced operation has the highest priority.

OFF

Actual KNX target
state set

Partial failure
OFF

Staircase lighting active at basic brightness
Partial failure value set. Partial failure takes priority over additional function.

Actual KNX target
state set

Staircase lighting is
restarted
No reaction if basic
brightness runtime unlimited, otherwise OFF
(Turn off brightness)

goes to inactive, brightness value is retained

1

ON
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Dimming-down time

Staircase lighting
time

Such as KNX bus voltage failure

Download (start)

DALI
or
Gateway
supply

Dimming-up
time

Staircase lighting active at basic brightness
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The following table shows the reaction to incoming telegrams when the Slave function is parametrized.

Funzione supplementare Slave
Operating situation
or
Group objects

Inactive
(Activate fct Slave = 0)

Active in standby
(Activate slave mode = 1)

Download (start)

Such as KNX bus voltage failure

Download (end)

Such as KNX bus voltage recovery

voltage failure

Parametrizable – group x/ballast x Fault – Min/Max/OFF/No change
Slave function discontinued

voltage recovery

Parametrizable:
- Mode: Group x/Ballast x Slave – Inactive/Standby/Active and on/State before failure
- Group x/Ballast x Fault – Min/Max/OFF/No change/State before failure

voltage failure

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Fault – Min/Max/OFF/No change
Slave function discontinued

ballast recovery

Parametrizable:
- Group x/Ballast x Fault – Min/Max/OFF/No change/Actual KNX target state

KNX bus

DALI
or
Gateway
supply

Active and ON (running)
(Function = 1)

ON

Switch-on value

Active,
current Brightness value of slave
is set

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Slave
- No reaction/standby turn on brightness

OFF

OFF/Turn off value

OFF/Turn off value,
remains in standby

OFF and goes to standby

Relative dimming

Dimming

Dimming, remains in standby

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Slave
- No reaction/dimming standby

Brightness value

Brightness value

Brightness value,
remains in standby

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Slave
- No reaction/brightness value standby

Recall scene

Scene

Scene

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Slave
- No reaction/scene and standby

Brightness value of slave

No reaction

No reaction

Brightness value of slave
is set

0

No reaction

Inactive

1

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Slave
- Activate and ON/standby

Switch

Slave
function
activate

ON
Forced operation/
Block

OFF
ON

Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Slave
- Activate and ON/standby

Inactive
Parametrizable:
Group x/Ballast x Slave
- Activate and ON/standby

Forced brightness set. Forced operation has the highest priority.
Actual KNX target state set

Active, actual KNX target state set (standby or ON)

Partial failure value set. Partial failure takes priority over additional function.

Partial failure
OFF

Actual KNX target state set

Active, actual KNX target state set (standby or ON)
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4.5 DALI dimming curve
4.5.1 DALI (logarithmic) curve
The DALI dimming curve does not apply for emergency lighting converters, so the curve transformation function is not used on them.
The DALI dimming curve is adjusted to the sensitivity of the human eye. This results in a logarithmic characteristic curve for the luminous flux which is
perceived by the human eye as a linear brightness sequence..
Note
Luminous flux describes the lighting power emitted from a light source in all directions. The unit is stated in lumens (lm).
Luminous flux under DALI has been defined in compliance with the DALI standard (DIN EN 6029 or IEC 62386-102) as shown in the characteristic
illustrated below:
X (n) = 10

n–1
–1
253 3

X (n) – X (n + 1)
= cost. = 2,8 %
X (n)

n = 1…254 (DALI digital control value)

Uncompensated DALI characteristic for 8 bit control value [0…254]
100

[valueY]

90
80
70

Luminous flux [%]

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

50

100

150

200

Lamp power 8-bit control value [X value]

If a DALI (logarithmic) dimming curve is selected in the gateway, the KNX value relates to the 8-bit lamp power control value, the X value.
If a KNX (linear) dimming curve is selected in the gateway, the KNX value relates directly to the luminous flux, the Y value.
Both are described in detail below.
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This produces the following DALI characteristic:
A

VKNX value

A´

KNX value [%]

B

DALI value
(lamp power)

C

Luminous flux
[%]

D

KNX status
brightness value

KNX

0

1

60

85

126

144

170

195

210

220

229

235

241

246

250

255

0

0,4

24

33

49

57

67

77

82

86

90

92

95

97

98

100

0

1

60

85

126

144

170

195

210

220

229

235

241

246

250

254

0

0.1

0.5

1

3

5

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

0

1

60

85

126

144

170

195

210

220

229

235

241

246

250

255

log.

KNX

KNX value (A) = DALI value, lamp power (B) – log. Calculation -> Luminous flux (C)
The table assumes ideal DALI equipment (DALI dimming range 0.1…100%) and in the DG/S a KNX dimming range of 0.4…100%.
Rows A and A´ are the brightness value that the gateway receives via the KNX as a digital numeric value (0…255) or in % (0…100). The gateway
converts this value to the DALI value, lamp power (row B). Finally, the luminous flux (row C) emitted by the lamp is the result of the logarithmic DALI
characteristic. The gateway then returns the brightness value status (row D) on the KNX.
The dimmable range printed on the ballast relates to the luminous flux. Typical specifications are 3% or 0.2%, which equate to KNX values of 49% (126)
or 10% (26) due to the logarithmic nature of the DALI curve.
The maximum possible dimming range can only be set with DALI equipment, which has a dimming range up to 0.1% (KNX value 1 or 100/255% =
0.4%). Other DALI equipment has a limited dimming range. This value is a physical property of the ballast and cannot be changed. This dimming limit
has nothing to do with the minimal dimming value parametrized in the application.
For example, take a ballast with a minimum physical luminous flux of 3% as shown below. This means that a dimming range of 126…254 is available
in the KNX. This in turn means that the lowest brightness value that can be set and fed back on the KNX is 126 or 50%. The ballast sets KNX values of
less than 126 or 50% to this threshold value and the gateway feeds them back on the KNX.
A

KNX value

A´

KNX value [%]

B

DALI value
(lamp power)

C

Luminous flux
[%]

D

KNX status
brightness value

KNX

0

1

8

26

60

85

126

144

229

235

241

246

250

255

250

255

0

0,4

3

10

24

33

49

57

90

92

95

97

98

100

98

100

0

1

8

26

60

85

126

144

229

235

241

246

250

254

250

254

0

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

50

60

70

80

90

100

90

100

0

126

126

126

126

126

126

144

229

235

241

246

250

255

250

255

log.

KNX

The characteristic curve and linearization described in the following section allows the brightness values on the KNX to be mapped to the usable range
of the ballast. This enables a higher resolution for the brightness values on the KNX. However, nothing changes in the physical threshold values of the
ballast and the light yield.
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4.5.2 KNX (linear) curve
Selecting the KNX (linear) curve in the gateway maps the brightness value received by the KNX directly to the lamp power (Y value). There is no linear
transformation.
Uncompensated DALI characteristic for control value [0…100%]
100
90
80
Luminous flux [%]

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Lamp power 8-bit control value [X value]

The KNX brightness value received by the gateway is mapped directly to the lamp power. The logarithmic dimming curve calculates the DALI value, so
that for the KNX there is linear mapping between the KNX value and the lamp power.
KNX value (A) = Luminous flux (B) – log. Calculation -> DALI value (C)
This produces the black curve and the following DALI characteristic:
A

KNX value

A´

KNX value [%]

B

Luminous flux
[%]

C

DALI value
(lamp power)

D

KNX status
brightness value

KNX

0

1

2

8

10

20

50

70

100

120

150

170

180

220

230

255

0

0,4

1

3,0

3,9

7,8

19

27

40

48

59

67

71

87

90

100

0

0,4

1,2

3,0

3,9

7,8

19

27

40

48

59

67

71

87

90

100

0

51

91

126

136

161

194

207

220

227

235

239

241

249

250

254

0

1

2

8

10

20

50

70

100

120

150

170

180

220

230

255

log.

KNX

The table assumes ideal DALI equipment (DALI dimming range 0.1…100%) and a KNX dimming range of 0.4…100% in the gateway.
DALI equipment with a minimum physical luminous flux of 3% therefore produces the following curve:
A

KNX value

A´

KNX value [%]

B

Luminous flux
[%]

C

DALI value
(lamp power)

D

KNX status
brightness value

KNX

0

1

2

8

10

20

50

70

100

120

150

170

180

220

230

255

0

0,4

1

3,0

3,9

7,8

19

27

40

48

59

67

71

87

90

100

0

3,0

3,0

3,0

3,9

7,8

19

27

40

48

59

67

71

87

90

100

0

126

126

126

136

161

194

207

220

227

235

239

241

249

250

254

0

8

8

8

10

20

50

70

100

120

150

170

180

220

230

255

log.

KNX

With the linear setting, the numeric value (brightness value) produces a wide dimming range. However, visually speaking, visible light perception is considerably shorter which makes the dimming range seem smaller.
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4.6 Time sequences in the gateway
4.6.1 DALI fade times
The fade time has 16 settings (0 to 15). Fade time is specified as the time required to change the lamp power from the current brightness value to the
required target brightness. If a lamp is switched off, the preheat and ignition time are excluded from the fade time. This time is used in scenes or brightness
value transitions.
The fade rate determines the speed at which the lamp power changes in steps per second. This value is used in relative dimming.
Both values are stored in the ballast.
Fade time and fade rate are defined as follows in DALI standard DIN EN 62386-102:
Setting

Fade Time (s)

Fade Rate (steps/s)

0

< 0,7

Not allowed

1

0,7

357,8

2

1,0

253,0

3

1,4

178,9

4

2,0

126,5

5

2,8

89,5

6

4,0

63,3

7

5,7

44,7

8

8,0

31,6

9

11,3

22,4

10

16,0

15,8

11

22,6

11,2

12

32,0

7,9

13

45,3

5,6

14

64,0

3,9

15

90,5

2,8
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4.6.2 Timed progression of the staircase lighting function
The DALI gateways feature the additional function Staircase lighting. This can be independently parametrized for each ballast and group. As the function is identical for groups and ballasts, only the group function is described below. Group can be substituted with ballast.
The additional function Staircase lighting is parametrized in the Group x/Staircase lighting parameter window, which is visible if the Enable additional
function parameter in the Group x parameter window is set to Staircase lighting. The time sequence can involve two-stage switch off.
If the Activate fct Staircase lighting function is e.g. deactivated via the Activate fct Staircase lighting/Status group object (telegram with the value
0), the group reacts like a “normal” group that can be switched on and off via the Switch group object. The group behaves like a normal DALI device
without a time sequence.
If the Staircase lighting function is activated there are two possible operating states:
Additional function is in standby mode: The additional function is active but has been interrupted, e.g. by an OFF telegram or the time sequence has
elapsed and in the off state (turn off value or OFF). The group is in standby mode. The additional function is retriggered by an ON telegram (a telegram
on the Switch group object).
Additional function is running: The additional function Staircase lighting has been triggered and is counting down the parametrized time sequence.
The basic brightness, which can also have an indefinite runtime, is part of the ongoing operation.
The staircase lighting timing for the individual groups is controlled by the gateway. Unlike the previous gateways, no scenes are used. So the time
sequence can only run correctly if the gateway and group can communicate with each other via DALI. The reaction on DALI failure (communication fault)
can be defined in the Group x Fault parameter window. In the event of a fault, the group adopts a fixed parametrizable brightness value. After DALI
recovery the group is in standby and can be retriggered if communication has been re-established between the ballast and the gateway.
During the staircase lighting sequence, the maximum brightness/minimal dimming values (dimming thresholds) defined in the Group x parameter
window apply.
The staircase lighting sequence is graphically represented in the following illustration:
Brightness
Brightness
after dimming

Basic brightness
Turn off brightness *)
Dimming-up time

Dimming-down time

Staircase lighting time
Triggering event: receipt of a
telegram value 1 on the
Switch group object

Time

Basic brightness
hold time
*) Can be activated via Turn off brightness
function (nighttime operation)

Reaction to Switch telegram when staircase lighting is running
If the dimming time is yet to start and the gateway receives an OFF telegram for the group, dimming down starts immediately. If the group is currently
dimming down, dimming down continues if an OFF telegram is received. An OFF telegram during basic brightness either switches off the lighting or sets
it to the turn off brightness. If the time period for the basic brightness is indefinite, the staircase lighting remains switched on at that brightness.
As long as the Staircase lighting function is active, an ON telegram initiates a restart of the staircase lighting. If the staircase lighting is already at the
switch-on value, the switch-on phase is restarted (retriggered). During dimming down or on reaching basic brightness, the staircase lighting is retriggered (restarted from the beginning). However, the dimming-up phase does not rerun. There is a parametrizable pumping up feature – see Group x/
Staircase lighting parameter window. Pumping up extends the staircase lighting time by switching it ON several times. Pumping up can be set for up to
5 x the staircase lighting time.
Reaction to Dim, Brightness value and Scene telegram when staircase lighting is running
Reaction to incoming Dim, Brightness value and Scene telegrams can be parametrized in the Group x/Staircase lighting parameter window. The
options are to ignore the telegram or to put the staircase lighting in standby and execute the command. If the staircase lighting is in standby it can be
retriggered at any time.
Reaction on block and forced operation
If during the staircase lighting sequence the group is blocked by the Block group object or forcibly operated via the Forced operation group object,
the current brightness value is frozen or the forced brightness is set and the group is blocked. When the block or forced operation ends, the Staircase
lighting function switches to standby mode and can be retriggered. If the function was inactive, it stays inactive.
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A Appendix
A.1 8-bit scene code table (group object 33)
Questa tabella di codici indica il codice di telegramma di uno scenario a 8 bit in codice esadecimale e binario per i primi 16 scenari.
Note
There are 16 scenes available in the DALI. However, the gateway makes it possible to assign a DALI scene to any KNX scene, which can then be used to
recall it via KNX. For example, DALI scene 2 could be assigned to KNX scene 53. When KNX scene 53 is recalled, this assignment automatically recalls DALI
scene 2..


















































































1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16


















192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF


















3

2

1

0

































































































1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Store scene

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
8A
8B
8C
8D
8E
8F

4

Scene No.

Not defined

128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

5

Scene binary code

6

Save






1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

7

Save














Bit No.

Recall/store

0

Hexadecimal gp object value

1

Decimal gp object value

2

Recall scene

3

Recall

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F

4

Recall

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

5

Scene No.

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F

6

Scene binary code

Hexadecimal gp object value

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

7

Not defined

Decimal gp object value

Bit No.

Recall/store

When recalling or storing a scene, the following 8-bit values are sent for scene numbers 1...16. These 16 scenes are generated if DALI scene x is also assigned to KNX scene x (x = 1...16).

= Value 1, applicable
empty = value 0, not applicable
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Binary number codes

Binary number codes

Binary number codes





–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

0

Binary number codes










–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

1

Binary number codes












2

Binary number codes












































3

Not defined

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4











172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
246
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

AC
AD
AE
AF
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
D0
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
DA
DB
DC
DD
DE
DF
E0
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
EA
EB
EC
ED
EE
EF
F0
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
FA
FB
FC
FD
FE
FF

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–




























































































































































































































































































































































= Value 1, applicable
empty = value 0, not applicable




























Recall U
Save W
No reaction –



56
57
58
59
5A
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
8A
8B
8C
8D
8E
8F
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
9A
9B
9C
9D
9E
9F
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
AA
AB

5

Scene number





86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

6

Recall 0
Store 1









A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

7

Hexadecimal







1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Bit No.

8-bit value

























0

Recall U
Save W
No reaction –




































1

Scene number






















2

Binary number codes

Binary number codes












3

Binary number codes

Binary number codes








4

Binary number codes

Binary number codes



5

Binary number codes

Binary number codes

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

6

Binary number codes

Binary number codes

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F
50
51
52
53
54
55

7

Binary number codes

Binary number codes

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

Bit No.

Not defined

0

Recall 0
Store 1

1

Hexadecimal

2

8-bit value

3

Recall U
Save W
No reaction –

4

Scene number

5

Recall 0
Store 1

6

Hexadecimal

7

8-bit value

Bit No.

Not defined

The following extended table indicates the telegram code for an 8-bit scene in hexadecimal and binary code for all 64 scenes. Normally when recalling or storing a
scene, an 8-bit value must be sent.

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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A.2 Fault addressed "Request" (no. 21) code table
The 2-byte group object Fault addressed makes all the information about a ballast or group available on the KNX. The information is requested when a
2-byte telegram with a set bit 7 in the Low byte is received on the Fault addressed group object. The bit 6 in the Low byte indicates whether the request is
for a ballast or a group.
The High byte is not relevant to the information request and is therefore simply set to 0 for the request. This produces the following telegram values for
requesting the corresponding information about the ballast or group.

























































































































1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207

A8
A9
AA
AB
CA
AD
AE
AF
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF










































5










































4

3

2

1

0


























































































































Group no.

6

DALI device no.

7

Binary code
Device/group no.

Bit No.

Ballast/group

0

For request = 1

1

Hexadecimal gp object value

2

Decimal gp object value










































3

Group no.

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
8A
8B
8C
8D
8E
8F
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
9A
9B
9C
9D
9E
9F
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

4

DALI device no.

128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167

5

Binary code
Device/group no.

For request = 1

6

Hexadecimal gp object value

7

Decimal gp object value

Bit No.

Ballast/group

To request the information, the decimal value can be sent to the gateway as DTP 7.001 via the 2-byte group object Fault addressed.

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

= Value 1, applicable
empty = value 0, not applicable
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A.3 Fault addressed "Feedback" (no. 21) code table
The 2-byte group object Fault addressed makes all the information about a ballast or group available on the KNX. The same group object is used to request the
information, see Fault addressed "Request" (no. 21) code table.
For further information see: group object no. 21.
The 2-byte Fault addressed group object can be subdivided into two 1-byte values: the Low byte (bit 0…7) and the High byte (bit 8…15).
Initially, in the Low byte the information (device or group number) is repeated. The request bit (7) is set to zero, which makes the telegram recognizable as a sent
telegram.
The High byte contains the information about the selected DALI device or group.

= Value 1, applicable
empty = value 0, not applicable
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

28
29
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

























































































































Group no.

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

7

DALI device no.

Bit No.

Binary code

0

Ballast/group

1

For request = 1

2

Hexadecimal gp object value

3

Decimal gp object value

4

Group no.

5

DALI device no.

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

6

Binary code

Hexadecimal gp object value

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

7

Ballast/group

Decimal gp object value

Bit No.

Feedback = 0

The following code table shows the relationship between the value of the High byte group object and the status of the DALI system and its ballast or group.

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
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237
238
239
240
241
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243
244
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246
247
248
249
250
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252
253
254
255














































































































































































































































































































































13

12

11

10

9

8

Lamp fault




















14

Ballast fault


















































15

Converter fault



Bit No.

Not assigned, without function


























8

Not assigned, without function





































9

Not assigned, without function

Hexadecimal gp
object value




















10

Not assigned, without function

Decimal gp object
value












11

Not assigned, without function

Lamp fault






12

Hexadecimal gp
object value

Ballast fault



13

Decimal gp object
value

Converter fault

56
57
58
59
5A
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
8A
8B
8C
8D
8E
8F
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
9A
9B
9C
9D
9E
9F
A0
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
AA
GIÙ

14

Lamp fault

Not assigned, without function

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171



15

Ballast fault

Bit No.

Converter fault

8

Not assigned, without function

9

Not assigned, without function

10

Not assigned, without function

11

Not assigned, without function

12

Not assigned, without function

13

Not assigned, without function

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
0F
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F
50
51
52
53
54
55

14

Not assigned, without function

Hexadecimal gp
object value

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

15

Not assigned, without function

Decimal gp object
value

Bit No.

Not assigned, without function
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CA
AD
AE
AF
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
CA
CB
CC
CD
CE
CF
D0
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
DA
DB
CC
DD
DE
DF
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
IO
EB
EC
ED
EE
EF
F0
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
FA
FB
FC
FD
FE
FF




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































= Value 1, applicable
empty = value 0, not applicable
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KNX DALI Gateway, 8 channels for 16 lamps per channel, installation on DIN rail (60715 TH35), occupies 6 modules size 17.5 mm
The gateway enables controlling DALI devices (eg electronic ballasts, transformers, etc.). It is equipped with 8 independent channels on which you can connect up to
16 DALI devices per channel; for individual channels or all the channels you can enable your choice of switching functions, dimming, fixed value, fault signalling, Lamp
stabilization time, and functions relating to lighting scenarios.
There is no need for separate DALI start-ups or manually assigning addresses for DALI devices.

Features
• Operating voltage: 85-265 V ~ 50/60 Hz, 110-240 V d.c.
• Consumption on the bus: 10 mA
• DALI outputs: 8 in compliance with IEC 60929
• Number DALI devices: Max. 16 per output
• Line length:Max. 300 m (line cross-section 1.5 mm2)
• Operating temperature: -5 °C - + 45 °C (inside)
• Protection rating: IP20
• 6 modules of 17.5 mm.

Connections
The connection is made directly from the terminals on the front of the gateway 01544.
FRONT VIEW AND CONNECTIONS
L3
L2
L1
N
PE

max. 16 EVG

1

A

1: Nameplate support
2: KNX Programming key
3: KNX Programming LED, red
4: KNX Connecting terminal
5: DALI LED, yellow
6: Operating LED, green
7: Operating voltage
8: DALI outputs, 2 screw terminals each
9: TEST key

max. 16 EVG

2

3

B

4

DA- DA+ DA- DA+

5

C

6

7

D

8

DA- DA+ DA- DA+

9

E

10

11

F

12

DA- DA+ DA- DA+

13

G

14

15

H

16

DA- DA+ DA- DA+

8

9
Us = 85 ... 265 V ~
110 ... 240 V

ON

L

17

Us

DALI

1
2
3

N

4

18

7

6

5

Operation
No special commissioning is necessary for the DALI devices. After connection of the operating voltage, the DALI Gateway automatically recognises the DALI operating
devices connected.
The assignment of the physical address and the setting of the parameters are performed with the ETS. Programming LED Lights up red when the device is operated in
programming mode (after pressing the Programming button).
LED indicators
• Configuration LED (3) steady red = gateway configuration phase
• DALI LED (5):
- steady yellow = DALI error
- blinking yellow = gateway in TEST mode
• ON operation LED (6) steady green = network power supply present and gateway working.
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1. Functional descriptions
1.1 Manual operation / test function
The DALI Gateway is fitted with a test button. If the device is connected to the mains voltage, each DALI output can be switched on manually in sequence and
then off again.
Once the DALI devices are connected, they can be checked through a manual test together with the wiring without bus voltage connected.
By pressing the test button (> 2 sec.), the green operating LED is extinguished and the test mode starts once the test button has been released. Channel A is
switched on first - all the other channels are switched off.
By pressing the button again (< 2 sec.), the next channel is switched on and so on. The active channel is indicated by the yellow DALI LED (1 Hz) which flashes.
If you press the test button > 2 sec., the green operating LED starts to light up and the test mode ends when the test button is released.
The device automatically exits the test mode after 5 minutes if no push button action is carried out. Once test mode has ended, the channels automatically revert
to the state that existed prior to testing.
Any active scene control, automatic dimming processes as well as timed processes in dynamic mode continue to run in the background but are not switched
through to the channels during test mode. The channels are enabled again after exiting the test mode.

1.2 Lightscene control
Up to 16 lightscenes can be set, stored and retrieved with the DALI-Gateway 01544. The lightscenes can be set and stored via the ETS or manually via push button. To prevent the manually adjusted lightscene being overwritten, each lightscene can be disabled from being overwritten in the event of an application download.
The lightscenes are composed of the 8 DALI outputs (channels). An individual brightness value can be assigned to each channel in a lightscene or be excluded
from the lightscene by the parameter selection “unchanged”.
Through setting a scene transitional period, the time can be set individually per lightscene, after which all the devices in the scene have reached their lightscene
brightness value.
If a scene is dimmed up or down by the central command*, the relative brightness variations of the individual channels are also stored once the maximum or
minimum brightness values are stored. That means that the relative brightness values of the lightscene are stored when dimming up or down.
* Caution: The central command influences all the DALI channels of the DALI Gateway, not just the channels which are compiled in a lightscene.

1.3 Dynamic mode
The dynamic mode can be set individually for each channel. Timed brightness characteristics can be set and retrieved when required.
If the operating mode is set to dynamic mode, the channel is able to implement a simple staircase lighting function as well as special lighting sequences for
a daylight simulation. Only the communication object “Channel X On / Off” is available in this operating mode. The dimming characteristic can be set with the
following parameters.

Brightness
Hold value
Starting value
Switch OFF value
0

Dimming time 1 Hold time

Dimming time 2

Time

ON telegram
Fig. 1.3: Dynamic mode - Timed progression of the dimming range
Any values can be set for the starting, hold and switch OFF values in order to implement specific dimming sequences e.g. daylight imitation for a lighting sequence
in a greenhouse or background lighting on the staircase.
This background lighting could look as follows: The corridor is always illuminated with the switch OFF value e.g. 10% (background lighting). If someone presses
the light in the corridor, the lighting is dimmed to 80% for 8 minutes and then to 10% again.
The minimal and maximal threshold cannot be parameterised in the dynamic mode. The limitation is predefined by the start value and the turn-off value. This must
be taken into consideration during the parameterisation of the dynamic course.
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1.4 Scene dimming
Scene dimming is possible with the DALI-Gateway 01544 and the central command “Relative dimming” are described as follows:
The set brightness values and the relative brightness differences of the individual channels are maintained during the central dimming process (object relative dimming, channels A... H). This information is also maintained when the maximal or minimal brightness value is reached and when all of the luminaries have reached
the maximal or minimal dimming value. When the minimal or maximal brightness values are dimmed up or down, the original brightness conditions are restored.
The following illustrations explain the principles of scenic dimming.
To make it easier to understand, the minimal and maximal dimming values of the channels were set to 0% and 100% respectively.

Starting point
80
50
10

Brightness

100
Brightness

80
50
10

A B C D E F G H
Channel
Dimming down
Starting point
Brightness

10
A B C D E F G H
Channel

50
10
A B C D E F G H
Channel
Dimming up
Starting point

100

50

80

Dimming down

100
80

100

A B C D E F G H
Channel

100
Brightness

Brightness

100

Brightness

Dimming up

Dimming up

80
50
10
A B C D E F G H
Channel

80
50
10
A B C D E F G H
Channel

Fig. 1.4: Scene dimming with central command
In detail, scenic dimming via the central dimming object (relative dimming, channels A... H) differs slightly from relative dimming in a channel. This is necessary, since
all channels are regarded as a group of luminaries. At the beginning of scenic dimming, the current brightness values of each individual channel are determined
as the starting point for dimming. Every dimming value can be dimmed up by + 50 % or down by – 50 %. This is mapped onto the actual brightness range. This
means that a brightness value of 20 % can be dimmed by + 50% (which corresponds to a range of 20 – 100 %) or by -50 % (which corresponds to a range of
0 – 20%).
Depending on the dimming intervals defined in the KNX, the ranges are split up and dimmed.
With an initial brightness of 50 %, this leads exactly to the dimming behaviour used for relative dimming in the individual channels.
If at the beginning of scenic dimming all channels (A to H) are OFF (0 % brightness) or ON (100 % brightness), the possible dimming range will be set only unilaterally. This leads to a full utilisation of the dimming range without allowing dimming into the OFF or ON direction.
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1.5 Burn-in times
In the case of lamps filled with gas, a burn-in time is recommended as solid or fluid additives in them must be evaporated before optimum operation can be
achieved and an optimum internal pressure in the lamp is enabled. This burn-in process is only necessary once before the start of the commissioning process.
Only after this burn-in time do fluorescent lamps have a stable operating value which ensures the best possible dimming behaviour and an optimum service life.
An optimum pressure level is created in the fluorescent tube.
For installations with dimmable ballasts, many lamp manufacturers give the recommendation that a burn-in time of 20 – 100 hours must be observed. The recommended values are 20 hours for T8 lamps and 100 hours for T5 lamps. During the burn-in time, the lamps are only switched on at maximum capacity. Dimming
is not possible.
The information about burn-in times can often not be found in the catalogue of the lamp manufacturer but in the descriptions of the electronic ballasts.
The reason for this is that the burn-in time is only relevant for dimmable installations. Stable operating values and reproducible brightness values are a prerequisite
in these installations. Moreover, only poor evaporation of the solid or fluid additives is possible for dimmed lamps due to the reduced capacity so that in certain
circumstances the maximum light yield is only achieved at a later date or not at all.
This can lead to the complete replacement of the lamps.
According to statements of lighting planners, if fluorescent lamps (particularly T5 lamps) are not burned in, they can even be damaged which causes them to fail
earlier.

1.6 Constant lighting control
Each DALI output (channel) of the DALI-Gateway 01544 can be priority controlled in slave mode via a 1-byte brightness value (communication object: “Channel
X - Set Brightness Value”). The “slave mode” is activated and deactivated via the 1-bit communication object “Channel X - Slave Operation On / Off”. Constant
lighting control is possible with an appropriate KNX device, which as master supplies a 1-byte brightness value as a control value.
The application data of the master device and the KNX bus load must be taken into account.

1.7 Monitoring of lamps and ballasts
With DALI, it is possible to monitor the DALI devices of a channel together (in broadcast). With the DALI Gateway, it is possible to distinguish between a lamp
and a ballast fault. A fault is detected directly and displayed on the gateway by the yellow LED. The information is simultaneously made available via the KNX
through a channel-related communication object and can be sent to a control unit or visualisation program for display purposes. From there, the necessary repair
measures or corresponding maintenance cycles can be initiated. The current status of the lighting installation in the building is always available or can be retrieved
on request. It is thus possible to integrate the lighting in a higher-order Facility Management system.
Equipment with a DALI interface can send a DALI telegram which displays a lamp fault. This information is queried by the DALI Gateway. The corresponding data
sheets of the device manufacturer state whether the DALI equipment in use reports a lamp fault.
With the DALI-Gateway 01544, it is possible to detect lamp faults per channel. It is not possible to detect how many or which of the max. 16
devices in the channel have a lamp fault.
Note: You can assume that in general all DALI ballasts support the reporting of a lamp fault. DALI dimmers and DALI switch actuators often do not have this
characteristic.
To guarantee correct operation, the gateway must know how many ballasts must be monitored. This is carried out by activating the object “Detect Ballasts”. With
this function, the DALI Gateway establishes automatically how many ballasts are connected and uses this number as a reference value. If the installation should
be extended or reduced, the option “Detect Ballasts” must be activated again. This process is only necessary if the number of ballasts per channel has changed
and not when replacing a ballast in the same channel.
The duration of the ballast detection is dependent on the number of connected DALI devices and can take approx. 1 minute with the maximum number of devices.
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2. Project design and programming
The project design and programming of the DALI-Gateway 01544 are described in this section.

2.1 Starting the application
Once the application has been imported in ETS, the communication objects described in this section are available, depending on the parameter setting. The
channel-related objects are available immediately for each DALI output with its connected DALI devices. No addressing or commissioning of the DALI devices is
required. The parameters can be modified directly and the objects can be assigned to any KNX groups.
Many communication objects are dynamic and are only visible if the corresponding parameters are activated in the application software. These communication
objects are not visible when starting the project design of the DALI Gateway.

Fig. 2.1: Device view of ETS after importing the application (Channel A only)

2.2 Overview of the communication objects
The application program controls all the functions of the DALI Gateway. The programming and parameterisation is carried out via the Engineering Tool Software.
Number
of communication objects

Max. number of
group addresses

Max. number of
associations

104

254

255

Table 2.2: Number of communication objects
2.2.1 DALI output (Channel X) communication objects
The general communication objects which are available for each DALI output are described in the following section. Many communication objects are
dynamic and are only visible if the corresponding parameters are activated in the application software. These communication objects are not visible when
starting the project design of the DALI Gateway. In the following description, Channel X represents a DALI output (channel) between A and H. The same
communication objects are available for all other channels.

Fig. 2.2.1: Communication objects “Channel X”
The corresponding communication objects 10 to 79 apply for the DALI outputs (channels) B to H.
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

0

On / Off

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, W

Channel X On / Off [1-bit switching]: The DALI devices of the channel are switched on or off via this object according to the predefined brightness
values (parameter window Channel X).
Telegram value

“1”: On
“0”: Off

On receipt of an ON telegram, the parameter settings determine whether a predefined brightness value is set or the value that was selected before the
channel was switched off. If the channel is switched on with any brightness value and receives an ON telegram “1”, the parameterised brightness value
is set as the starting value.
Starting values which lie above or below the maximum or minimum value are not set.
The parameterised minimum or maximum value is set instead. It can be set via parameters whether to dim or jump to the brightness value.
1

Relative Dimming

Channel A

4 bit
DPT 3.007

C, W

Channel X Relative Dimming [4-bit dimming]: The relative dimming telegram for the corresponding channel is received via this object. On receipt of a
starting command, the brightness is modified in the given direction and at the parameterised speed. If a stop command should be received before the
end of the dimming process, the dimming process is interrupted and the achieved brightness value is retained.
Dimming values which lie above or below the predefined maximum or minimum value are not set. The parameterised maximum or minimum value is
retained for further dimming.
2

Set Brightness Value

Channel A

8 bit DPT
5.001

C, W

Channel X Set Brightness Value [1-byte value]: The defined brightness value for the corresponding channel is received via this object. It can be set
whether the channel jumps or dims to this value. A telegram with the value “0” switches the channel off. Brightness values which lie above or below the
predefined maximum or minimum value are not set. The respective maximum or minimum value is set instead. It can further be set whether a ballast
which is switched off immediately adopts a received brightness value and then switches on or only after an ON command.
Telegram value

3

“0”: Off
“1”: Background brightness
“255” = 100%

Slave Operation On / Off

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, W, U

Channel X Slave Operation On / Off [1-bit switching]: The slave mode enables a channel to work together with a central lighting controller using the
“Set Brightness Value” object. This function can be switched on or off via the bus using the communication object “Slave Operation On / Off”.
Telegram value

“1”: Switch on slave operation
“0”: Switch off slave operation

If the slave mode is active, the telegrams on the objects (channel X) “switching” and “dimming” will be ignored. Telegrams on the object “set brightness
value” are always executed regardless of whether the slave mode is active or not.
See section 2.3.2.3 “Slave mode” for a description of the slave operating mode.
4

Burn in Lamps

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, W, U

Channel X Burn in Lamps [1-bit switching]: The function “Burn in lamps” (see General parameter window) for protecting the ballasts and the lamp
during the initial operation is activated or deactivated via this object. After receipt of a telegram (value “1”), the lamps of the channel can only be operated
at 0% (Off) or 100% brightness for the parameterised period. Afterwards, the channel can be dimmed as usual and the programmed lightscenes can be
retrieved. If another telegram (value “1”) should be received during the burn-in time, the period restarts from the beginning. A telegram with the value “0”
deactivates the function and enables normal operation. The communication object is only visible of the parameter “Burn in lamps” has been activated in
the General parameter window. The burn-in time is only counted if a DALI device is connected to the channel and is supplied with voltage.
Telegram value

5

“1”: Activate the function
“0”: Deactivate the function

Telegr. Status On / Off

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, R, T

Channel X Telegr. Status On / Off [1-bit switching]: The current switching state of the channel is sent or queried via this object (e.g. for visualisation
purposes), depending on the parameter setting (Status parameter window). The communication object is only visible if the parameter option “Send
telegram ‘Status On/Off’” has been activated in the Status parameter window.
Telegram value

“1”: On
“0”: Off
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No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

6

Telegr. Status Brightness Value

Channel A

8 bit
DPT 5.001

C, R, T

Channel X Telegr. Status Brightness Value [1-byte value]: The current brightness state of the channel is sent or read out via this object (e.g. for
visualisation purposes), depending on the parameter setting (Status parameter window). The communication object is only visible if the parameter option
“Send telegram Status Brightness Value” has been activated in the Status parameter window.
Note: The DALI brightness value 255 means that there is no brightness change of the DALI unit. For this reason, the KNX command 255 (100 %) will be
transformed into the maximum DALI value 254. Vice versa, the maximum DALI brightness value 254 will be transformed to 255 (100%) at the KNX end.
7

Telegr. Fault Ballast

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

Channel X Telegr. Fault Ballast [1-bit switching]: A fault signal which originates from one or more ballasts of the channel can be sent or read out via
this object (e.g. for maintenance purposes), depending on the parameter setting (Status parameter window).
The communication object is only visible if the parameter option “Send telegram ‘Fault Ballast’” has been activated in the Status parameter window.
Telegram value

“1”: Fault of one or more ballasts of the channel
“0”: No fault

To guarantee correct operation, the gateway must know how many ballasts need to be monitored. This is carried out by activating the object
“Detect Ballasts”. With this function, the DALI Gateway establishes automatically how many ballasts are connected and uses this number
as a reference value. If the installation should be extended or reduced, the option “Detect Ballasts” must be activated again. This process is
necessary if the number of ballasts per channel has changed and not when replacing a ballast in the same channel.
8

Telegr. Fault Lamp

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

Channel X Telegr. Fault Lamp [1-bit switching]: A lamp fault (e.g. failure) which has been caused by one or more ballasts of the channel can be sent
or read out via this object (e.g. for maintenance purposes), depending on the parameter setting (Status parameter window). The communication object
is only visible if the parameter option “Send telegram ‘Fault Lamp’” has been activated in the Status parameter window.
Telegram value

9

“1”: Fault with one or more lamps of the channel
“0”: No fault

Telegr. Fault DALI

Channel A

1 bit
DPT 1.005

C, R, T

Channel X Telegr. Fault DALI [1-bit switching]: A fault in the DALI communication of the channel (i.e. short circuit) can be sent or read out (e.g. for
maintenance purposes) via this object, depending on the parameter setting (Status parameter window). The communication object is only visible if the
parameter option “Send telegram ‘Fault DALI’” is activated in the Status parameter window.
Telegram value

“1”: Fault in the DALI communication of the channel
“0”: No fault

2.2.2 Central communication objects (Channels A...H)
The following communication objects enable the central control of all DALI outputs (channels) A...H i.e. all outputs are controlled together.

Fig. 2.2.2: Communication objects “Channels A...H”
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No.
80

Function
On / Off

Object name

Data type

Flags

Channels A … H

1 bit
DPT 1.001

C, W

Channels A ... H On / Off [1-bit switching]: All the channels are switched on or off simultaneously (central control) via this object according to the
preset brightness values (Central function parameter window). Telegrams which are received via this communication object (CO) have priority over
commands which are received by the specific channel objects. If the central control is switched off via the CO “Central Control On / Off” (Off), this setting
has temporary priority i.e. the central control can be ended by an individual object at any time.
If the central control is switched on (On) via the CO “Central Control On / Off”, the priority of the central control is retained until the central control is set to
“Off” again. This means that the communication for the individual control of the channels is inactive and any received telegrams do not have a function.
Telegram value

“1”: On
“0”: Off

The minimum and maximum dimming values set per channel in the “Channel X” parameter window retain their validity. Starting values which lie above
or below the maximum or minimum values selected for the channel are not set. The parameterised maximum or minimum value is set instead. Different
maximum or minimum brightness values can thus be set in the different channels when dimming centrally.
81

Relative Dimming

Channels A … H

4 bit
DPT 3.007

C, W

Channels A ... H Relative Dimming [4-bit dimming]: The relative dimming telegram for all the channels is received via this object (central control).
Telegrams which are received via this communication object (CO) have priority over commands which are received by the specific channel objects. If the
central control is switched off via the CO “Central Control On / Off” (Off), this setting has temporary priority i.e. the central control can be ended by an
individual object at any time. If the central control is switched on (On) via the CO “Central Control On / Off”, the priority of the central control is retained
until the central control is set to “Off” again. This means that the communication for the individual control of the channels is inactive and any received
telegrams do not have a function.
The information about the relative brightness differences of the individual channels is retained during a dimming process, even if the maximum or
minimum brightness is reached and all the lamps have achieved the maximum or minimum dimming value. When dimming up or down, the selected
brightness differences are reset.
82

Set Brightness Value

Channels A … H

8 bit
DPT 5.001

C, W

Channels A ... H Set Brightness Value [1-byte value]: The brightness value for all the channels is received via this object (central control). Telegrams
which are received via this communication object (CO) take priority over commands which are received by the specific channel objects. If the central
control is switched off via the CO “Central Control On / Off” (Off), this setting has temporary priority i.e. the central control can be ended by an individual
object at any time. If the central control is switched on (On) via the CO “Central Control On/Off”, the priority of the central control is retained until the
central control is set to “Off” again. This means that the communication for the individual control of the channels is inactive and any received telegrams
do not have a function. If the object “Burn in Lamps” is set to “1”, the lamps of the channel can only be operated at 0% or 100% during the burn-in time.
The minimum and maximum dimming values set per channel in the “Channel X” parameter window retain their validity. Brightness values which lie above
or below the maximum or minimum values selected for the channel are not set. The parameterised maximum or minimum value is set instead. Different
maximum or minimum brightness values can thus be set in the different channels when dimming centrally.
83

Central Control On / Off

Channels A...H

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, R, W, U

Channels A...H Central Control On / Off [1-bit switching]: The central control is switched on or off via this object. If the object “Central Control On /
Off” equals “1” (On), the other channel objects for object control are inactive i.e. individual telegrams which are received have no function. The central
control remains switched on until the object “Central Control On / OFF” is reset to “0” (Off). All the channels are thereby enabled. The channel values set
through the central control (brightness/switching states) are retained and can be modified individually at any time by telegrams of any of the objects. If
the object “Burn in Lamps” (see Channel X objects) is set to “1”, the lamps of the channel can only be operated at 0% or 100% during the burn-in time.
Telegram value

“1”: On
“0”: Off

Note: If the central control is active, channel-dependent commands (channel X, object no. 0 to 9) will be ignored. This also includes the burn-in function,
i.e. if the central control is active, the burn-in function cannot be activated or deactivated for a channel with the object “channel x lamps burn-in“. The
burn-in time and the function, however, remain active in the case of the central commands.
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2.2.3 Lightscene communication objects
16 lightscenes can be activated via the parameter setting. The scenes can be defined by the ETS entries or set individually by the user according to personal
requirements via the individual object. It is possible for each scene to disable the overwriting of the brightness values during an ETS download. The individually
set brightness values of the lightscene are hereby retained during an ETS download.
There are separate communication objects for recall or store the 16 lightscenes. There is a further 8-bit communication object available, with which each
one of the 16 lightscenes can be stored or retrieved via an 8-bit code.

Fig. 2.2.3A: Communication objects “Recall Lightscene x/y”
No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags

84

Recall Scene

Lightscene 1/2

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

85

Recall Scene

Lightscene 3/4

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

86

Recall Scene

Lightscene 5/6

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

87

Recall Scene

Lightscene 7/8

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

88

Recall Scene

Lightscene 9/10

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

89

Recall Scene

Lightscene 11/12

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

90

Recall Scene

Lightscene 13/14

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

91

Recall Scene

Lightscene 15/16

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

Lightscene X/Y Store Scene [1-bit switching]: The scenes are stored via this object. On receipt of a telegram, the current brightness values of all the
channels which are assig¬ned to the scene are stored. The next time the scene is recalled, all the channels which are assigned to the scene are set to
these stored brightness values. The communication objects are only visible if the scenes have been activated in the Scenes parameter window and the
parameter option “Permit storing of lightscenes” has been set to “yes”.
Telegram value
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With these communication objects, lightscenes can be stored individuall e.g. with a push button or another operating device.

Fig. 2.2.3B: Communication objects “Store Lightscene x/y”
No.

Function

Object name

Data type

Flags
C, W

92

Store Scene

Lightscene 1/2

1 bit
DPT 1.006

93

Store Scene

Lightscene 3/4

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

94

Store Scene

Lightscene 5/6

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

95

Store Scene

Lightscene 7/8

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

96

Store Scene

Lightscene 9/10

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

97

Store Scene

Lightscene 11/12

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

98

Store Scene

Lightscene 13/14

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

99

Store Scene

Lightscene 15/16

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, W

Lightscene X/Y Store Scene [1-bit switching]: The scenes are stored via this object. On receipt of a telegram, the current brightness values of all the
channels which are assigned to the scene are stored. The next time the scene is recalled, all the channels which are assigned to the scene are set to
these stored brightness values. The communication objects are only visible if the scenes have been activated in the Scenes parameter window and the
parameter option “Permit storing of lightscenes” has been set to “yes”.
Telegram value

“0”: Store scene X
“1”: Store scene Y
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With these 1-byte communication objects, the 16 lightscenes are stored and recalled via a special code.

Fig. 2.2.3C: Communication objects “Lightscenes 1...16”“
No.

Function

100
...
103

Communication objects not assigned

104

Control Scenes

Object name

Data type

Flags

Lightscenes 1 ... 16

1 byte
DPT 18.001

C, W

Lightscenes 1 ... 16 Control Scenes [8-bit coded]: All 16 scenes can be controlled via this 1-byte communication object using a
coded telegram. The number of the addressed scene is received via a telegram together with the recall or store information. The communication object is only visible if the scenes have been activated in the Scenes parameter window and the parameter option “Control
scenes via” has been set to “1-byte telegrams” or “1-bit and 1-byte telegrams”.
Telegram format (1-byte):

MOSS SSSS
(MSB) (LSB)
M: 0 – Scene is retrieved
1 – Scene is stored (if permitted)
X: Not used
S: Number of the scene (1 ... 16)
KNX 1 byte-telegram value
exadecimal

00

00h

Recall scene 1

01

01h

Recall scene 2

02

02h

Recall scene 3

...

...

...

15

0Eh

Recall scene 16

128

80h

Store scene 1

129

81h

Store scene 2

130

82h

Store scene 3

...

..

...

142

8EH

Store scene 16

Other values will ignored by the scene. A recall or storage of the scenes is not possible.
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2.2.4 General communication objects
The following communication objects are only activated and visible if the corresponding parameter setting has been carried out. The KNX can be monitored
with these communication objects. The number of DALI devices can be fixed for continuous monitoring.

Fig. 2.2.4: “General” communication objects
No.

Function

105

Communication object not assigned

106

Telegr. Fault 230 VAC

Object name

Data type

Flags

General

1 bit
DPT 1.006

C, R, T

General Fault 230 VAC [1-bit switching]: If the 230 VAC supply voltage of the DALI Gateway should fail for more than 5 seconds, a fault telegram is
sent immediately.
The communication object is only visible if the parameter “Send telegram ‘Fault 230 VAC’” is set to “yes” in the Status parameter window.
Telegram value

107

“1”: Fault
“0”: No fault

Fault Acknowledgement

General

1 bit
DPT 1.003

C, W

General Fault Acknowledgement [1-bit switching]: The 1-bit input communication object enables both the reset of the 230 V AC fault signal and the
ballast, lamp and DALI fault signals of the individual channels. The communication object is only visible if the parameter “Acknowledge faults” is activated
in the Status parameter window. The fault(s) is (are) only reset after an acknowledgement if the corresponding fault(s) has (have) been rectified.
Telegram value

108

“1”: Reset fault(s)
“0”: No function

Telegr. Communication send

General

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, R, T

General Telegr. Communication send [1-bit switching]: To regularly check the presence of the DALI Gateway on the KNX, a monitoring telegram can
be sent cyclically on the bus. The communication object is only visible if the parameter “Send/receive communication telegram cyclically” has been set to
“send telegram” or “send/receive telegram” in the Status parameter window.
Telegram value
109

“1” : Status

Telegr. Communication receive

General

1 bit
DPT 1.002

C, W

General Telegr. Communication receive [1-bit switching]: The DALI Gateway can receive a “1” telegram via this communication object which another
KNX device (e.g. diagnostics module) sends cyclically. On receipt of the telegram, the communication capability of the bus can be monitored. If the DALI
Gateway does not receive a “1” telegram at the communication object “Telegr. Communication receive” within a specific time interval, a fault in the KNX
communication path is assumed and the response defined in the General parameter window is carried out. The DALI Gateway goes into a safety state
and does not process any telegrams. Incoming telegrams are only processed again when a “1” is received again at the communication object “Telegr.
Communication receive”.
The time span of the receiving interval can be set in the Status parameter window under “Transmission / receive period”.
110

Detect Ballasts

General

1 bit
DPT 1.010

C, W

General Detect Ballasts [1-bit switching]: To be able to correctly detect a fault in a ballast, the DALI Gateway must identify all the connected DALI
devices and thereby know the number of DALI devices per channel that need to be monitored. This identification process runs independently and fully
automatically in the background if it has been initiated by this communication object. An automatic detection e.g. after a bus or mains voltage recovery
does not take place. After approx. 60 seconds, all the DALI devices are detected and the failure of a ballast can be correctly established.
The activation should be carried out directly after commissioning or when extending or reducing the DALI devices. The DALI devices are continually
monitored, independence the lamp is activated or deactivated. The DALI devices must be installed properly and supplied with operating voltage if
necessary.
Telegram value

“1”: Start ballast detection process
“0”: No function
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2.3 Description of the parameters
The parameters and parameter windows for the operation and programming of the application are described in more detail in the following section.
The number of parameter windows can vary depending on the parameter setting.
The first parameter window that is shown when the “Parameters” dialog is retrieved appears as follows:

Fig. 2.3: First parameter window when “Parameters” dialog is retrieved (default setting)
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2.3.1 Parameter window: General
The general behaviour and the behaviour in the event of a fault are defined in the General parameter window.

Fig. 2.3.1A: General parameter window
Channel setting: It is defined with this parameter whether the channels should be set individually or globally. By selecting the setting “global” for “Channel
setting”, all the other channels are automatically set with the same values. The parameter setting “individual” enables each channel to be set individually.
It should be noted that values which have been set under “global” are not transferred to all the individual channels by switching to “individual”. The
individual setting must be carried out separately for each channel.
In the setting “individual”, the parameter windows for each channel are activated.

Fig. 2.3.1B: General parameter window - Individual channel setting
Reaction on DALI or EIB / KNX bus voltage failure: It is defined with this parameter how the output channels or the connected DALI devices react if
communication with the DALI equipment is not possible due to failure of the KNX bus voltage, the AC/DC operating voltage or the DALI voltage.
A prerequisite for the correct response of the DALI devices is that they are supplied with power.
Note: If older ballasts are used and if a voltage failure occurs, a luminary that is switched off may light up briefly although the option “no change“ is set.
Reaction on DALI or EIB / KNX bus voltage recovery: It is defined with this parameter how the output channels or DALI devices react if the KNX supply
voltage, the operating voltage and the DALI control voltage are restored. (The DALI equipment must be supplied with voltage).
If the supply voltage of the DALI devices should only be available at a later time, the current brightness of the associated channel is set within 1 second
following recovery of the supply voltage.
The reset of the ballast fault is carried out after a maximum of 45 seconds. This time is dependent on the number of DALI devices that are connected to
the channel.
Reaction on communication fault: It is defined with this parameter how the DALI output channels or DALI devices are set if voltage is present but no
monitoring communication telegram with the value “1” has been received via the communication object “Telegr. Communication receive” within the defined
receiving interval. The time span of the receiving interval can be set in the Status parameter window under “Transmission / receive period”. If no “1” telegram
is received during this period, the DALI Gateway adopts a safety state. The connected DALI devices can be parameterised in the following way:
• “no change” (channels retain their brightness value, any started timer operations are continued)
• “turn on value” (all channels are set to the starting value)
• “max. brightness value” (all channels are set to the maximum dimming value)
• “min. dimming value” (all channels are set to the minimum dimming value)
• “Off” (all channels are switched off)
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The DALI Gateway does not process any telegrams until a “1” telegram is received again via the communication object “Telegr. Communication receive”.
Channel reaction on ballast or lamp failure: To enable the maintenance personnel to find the channel with the faulty lamp or ballast easily, the reaction of
the output channel or electronic ballast in the event of a fault can be defined.
Note: The fault can also be an interruption in the supply voltage to the ballast.
Burn in lamps: Continuous dimming of lamps which are not burned in can lead to the maximum indicated brightness of the lamp not being reached and
thus the required brightness level in the room cannot be set.
To guarantee the optimum life expectancy of the lamps and the correct function of the electronic ballasts and lamps in the dimming state, many lamps (filled
with gas) when they are first used must be operated for a specific number of hours at 100% brightness before they can be dimmed continuously.
If the function “Burn in lamps” is activated and a “Burn in Lamps” telegram has been received, the lamps of the channel can only be operated at 0% (Off)
or 100% brightness for the parameterised burn-in time. This applies regardless of the other dimming, ON/OFF and lightscene brightness values which have
been set. The burn-in time take priority over all other settings. Once the burn-in time has elapsed or the function has been deactivated (communication object
“Channel X Burn in Lamps” equals “0”), the channel can be dimmed as usual and the programmed lightscenes can be retrieved.
The burn-in time is only counted if a DALI device is connected to the channel and is ready for operation (supplied with power).
On KNX bus voltage failure, the burn-in time function remains activated and counts the operating time of the DALI device.
On failure of the 230 V AC/DC operating voltage, the information about the previously elapsed burn-in time is lost. After recovery of the operating voltage,
the burn-in time function is deactivated again.
Lamp burn-in period in hours (1 – 255): The burn-in time can be set in hours with this parameter.
The recommended burn-in time of the lamp must be taken from the technical data of the appropriate lamp manufacturer.

Fig. 2.3.1C: General parameter window - Burn-in time of lamps
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2.3.2 Parameter window: Channel X
In the parameter window Channel X or Channels (for global channel configuration), the settings for the individual channels or for all the channels together
are carried out.
The parameter windows Channel B to H are only visible if the setting “individual” has been selected for “Channel setting” in the General parameter window.

...

...

...

Fig. 2.3.2: Channel X – Normal operating mode

...

...

...
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2.3.2.1 “Normal” operating mode
In normal mode, the channel functions as a standard DALI dimming output.
Brightness value when turned on: This parameter indicates the brightness value with which the DALI device switches on after receipt of an ON
telegram “1”. If a value should be set which lies outside the minimum or maximum dimming values, the brightness is restricted during operation to
the minimum or maximum dimming limit values.
If the channel is already switched on at any brightness value and then receives an ON telegram “1”, the parameterised starting value is set.
Minimal brightness value: The minimum brightness value which the DALI device should adopt when dimming darker or setting brightness values
is defined via this parameter. The absolute minimal brightness value (background brightness) which the ballast/lamp combination can adopt is manufacturer-specific and typically lies between 1 % and 5% of luminous flux. This luminous flux corresponds with a digital DALI dimming value between
85 and 126 digits. On the other hand this corresponds with a Percentage brightness value between 33% and 50%.
This means that a DALI ballast with a luminous flux between 3...100% (see printing on ballast) will limited the brightness level to a minimal
dimming level of 50% brightness, independent of the parameterization of the DALI-Gateway. To avoid such a limitation, suitable ballast with
a dimming range of 1 %...100% or 0.1%...100% have to be used.
If a minimum dimming value is set which lies above the maximum dimming value, the following is set: minimum dimming value = maximum dimming
value. If the function “Burn in lamps” is activated, the lamp is only operated at 0% (Off) or 100% brightness, regardless of this setting.
If a brightness value should be received via the communication object “Set Brightness Value” which lies below the preset minimum dimming value,
the minimum dimming value is set.
The minimum dimming value set per channel continues to be valid for central commands.
Maximal brightness value: The maximum brightness value which the DALI device should adopt when dimming darker or setting brightness values is defined via this parameter. If a maximum dimming value is set which lies below the minimum dimming value, the following is set: maximum
dimming value = minimum dimming value. If the function “Burn in lamps” is activated, the lamp is only operated at 0% (Off) or 100% brightness,
regardless of this setting.
If a brightness value should be received via the communication object “Set Brightness Value” which lies above the preset maximum dimming value,
the maximum dimming value is set.
The maximum dimming value set per channel continues to be valid for central commands.
Permit channel to be turned on via dimming telegram: The channel can be switched on via dimming if “yes” is selected.
Permit channel to be turned off via dimming telegram: The channel can be switched off via dimming if “yes” is selected.
Dimming period to reach turn on brightness resp. off state (Object: On/Off): This parameter determines the period which a dimming process
requires from switching on at 0% brightness to the starting value. The same speed applies for switching off from the set brightness value to the OFF
value. This dimming period only affects dimming commands which are received via ON/OFF telegrams. A soft start or soft stop can be set with this
parameter. In the setting “constant dimming speed”, the same speed is used (adjustable under “Dimming speed, time for 0-100%”), regardless of
the set brightness value.
This means that the ON/OFF value is not achieved at the same time but there is no unnecessarily long delay until a lamp switches from e.g. 30%
brightness to the OFF state.
Setting brightness value turns channel on: If it should be possible to switch on from the OFF state via a dimming command “Set Brightness
Value”, this must be enabled with the setting “yes”.
Dimming period to reach set brightness value (Object: Set Brightness Value): This parameter indicates the period in which a dimming process
is carried out from 0% to the starting value. This dimming period only affects dimming commands which are received via the communication object
“Set Brightness Value”.
Dimming speed, time for 0...100% (Object: Relative Dimming): This parameter indicates the time for carrying out a dimming process from 0...1
00%. This dimming time only affects dimming commands which are received via the communication object “Relative Dimming”.
When selecting all the dimming periods, the following should be noted: depending on the lamp, stepwise dimming can occur when the
dimming speeds are too fast or the dimming times are too short. The reason for this is that the dimming steps are defined in the norm in
order to achieve a logarithmic dimming curve which appears as linear to the human eye.
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2.3.2.2 “Dynamic” operating mode

...

...

...

...
Fig. 2.3.2.2A: Parameter window Channel X – Dynamic operating mode

...

...

...

...
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If the operating mode is set to dynamic mode, the channel is able to implement e.g. staircase lighting functions or special lighting processes. Only the
communication object “Channel X - On / Off” is available in this operating mode. The dimming progress can be set with the parameters described
in the following section.

Brightness
Hold value
Starting value

1

2

3

4

Switch OFF value

OFF

Dimming time 1 Hold time

Dimming time 2

Time

ON telegram
Fig. 2.3.2.2B: Graphical representation of dynamic mode.
Any values can be set for the starting, hold and switch OFF values. It is therefore possible to implement very specific or special dimming processes
e.g. daylight simulation.
Initial brightness value when turned on: This parameter indicates the starting brightness value with which the DALI devices should switch on after
receipt of an ON telegram.
Brightness value when turned off: This parameter indicates the final brightness value which the DALI devices should have when they are switched
off i.e. at the end of the dimming progression.
Hold brightness value: This parameter indicates the brightness value which the DALI devices should adopt during the hold period.
Dimming period to reach hold brightness value: This parameter indicates the period during which the DALI devices should have modified their
brightness from the starting value to the hold dimming value.
Hold time: This parameter indicates the period during which the DALI devices should retain a constant brightness level (= hold dimming value).
Dimming period to reach brightness value before turned off: This parameter indicates the period during which the DALI devices should have
modified their brightness from the hold dimming value to the switch OFF value.
Behaviour on retriggering:
If a new trigger (telegram “Channel X - On / Off”) is carried out during phase , the dynamic function proceeds unchanged. In the event of an ON
telegram in phase , the hold time  is restarted. An ON telegram “1” in phase  or  causes phases  and  to restart.
In the event of an OFF telegram (“Channel X - On / Off” = “0”) in phase 1 or 2, phase 3 is started immediately. If an OFF telegram is received in phase
 or , the dynamic mode continues unchanged until the switch OFF value is reached or it is retained.
Minimal brightness value: The minimal brightness value which the DALI device should adopt when dimming darker or setting brightness values is
defined via this parameter. The minimal brightness value is not considered during the dynamic mode (e.g. staircase function). However the minimal
brightness value is almost active during the scene function. The technical features defined in the “normal” mode are further more admissible.
Maximal brightness value: The maximal brightness value which the DALI device should adopt when dimming higher or setting brightness values
is defined via this parameter. The maximal brightness value is not considered during the dynamic mode (e.g. staircase function). However the maximal brightness value is almost active during the scene function. The technical features defined in the “normal” mode are further more admissible.
2.3.2.3 “Slave” mode
The DALI Gateway can also be operated as a slave. In slave mode, the channel is priority controlled via an 8-bit communication object. This operating mode is activated and deactivated per channel (DALI output) as required via a communication object “Channel X - Slave Operation On / Off”. In
slave mode, it is possible to implement central lighting control in addition to the standard dimming functionality. A master control unit sends brightness values in an 8-bit format which controls the DALI output via the DALI Gateway. The 1-byte control value is transferred to the DALI Gateway via
the communication object “Channel X - Set Brightness Value”.
After switching on slave mode (value “1” at the communication object “Channel X - Slave Operation On / Off”), the last brightness value received by
the communication object “Channel X - Set Brightness Value” is set.
If slave mode is switched on, the brightness can only be controlled via the object “Channel X - Set Brightness Value”. The communication objects
“Channel X - On / Off” and “Channel X - Relative Dimming” are disabled i.e. telegrams received at this object are not executed.
After switching off slave mode (value “0” at the communication object “Channel X - Slave Operation On / Off”), the current brightness value is
retained. The control of the channel via the objects “Channel X - On / Off” and “Channel X - Relative Dimming” is enabled again.
Central control has a higher priority than slave mode. After switching off the central control function, operation reverts to slave mode again.
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2.3.3 Parameter window: Central function
The settings for the simultaneous control of all the channels (central control) are carried out in the parameter window Central function.

...

...

...

Fig. 2.3.3: Central function parameter window – Channels A....H

...

The functionality of the individual parameters in the central control function corresponds to the parameters in the Channel X parameter window in normal
mode. The description of the parameters should be taken from section 2.3.2.1.
One exception is the parameter “Brightness value when turned on”. In the central function, one of 16 scenes can be retrieved in addition to the values
explained in the parameter window Channel X.
On receipt of an ON/OFF, dimming or brightness value setting telegram, all the channels react in the same way and execute the command, regardless of
the previous state of the channel. This option enables the simple implementation of central control functions e.g. for security or maintenance applications.
This means that during the dimming process, the brightness differences between the channels will remain even if the maximal or minimal brightness status
is used as the starting point for dimming.
In the central function, the “minimum dimming value” and “maximum dimming value” defined in the parameter window Channels or Channel X exist as
limit values for the channels. If the minimum dimming value should be smaller than a physically possible dimming value of a DALI device, this channel is
automatically set to the minimum physically possible dimming value (background brightness).
Channels which have an active “Burn in lamps” function, continue to be operated only at 0% (Off) or 100%, regardless of the central dimming value commands.
These settings and telegrams which are received via the corresponding communication objects have priority over settings and commands which are
assigned to the specific channels.
The minimum and maximum brightness values parameterised per channel in the “Channel X” parameter window are retained in the central function and can
differ in the individual channel.
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2.3.4 Parameter window: Scenes
The general settings for the lightscenes (maximum 16) are carried out in the Scenes parameter window..

Fig. 2.3.4: Scenes parameter window - General scene parameters
Activate lightscenes: The lightscenes (max. 16) are activated with this parameter. The number of visible communication objects and parameter windows
changes accordingly.
Control scenes via: Lightscenes can be retrieved and saved via 1-bit and/or 1-byte telegrams. The number and type of the visible communication objects
changes according to the selected setting.
With 1-bit control, the telegram value has the following function:
Telegram value “0” = Recall scene 1
Telegram value “1” = Recall scene 2
With the 1-byte telegram value, the following applies:
KNX 1 byte-telegram value

Meaning

decimal

exadecimal

00

00h

Recall scene 1

01

01h

Recall scene 2

...

...

...

15

0Eh

Recall scene 16

128

80h

Store scene 1

129

81h

Store scene 2

...

..

...

142

8EH

Store scene 16

Note: The lightscene settings are also stored in the DALI Gateway after a bus voltage or supply voltage failure. If a ballast should be replaced, the lightscenes
are immediately available again without further commissioning.
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2.3.5 Parameter window: Scene X
The settings for the individual scenes are carried out in the parameter window Scene X (X = 1 to 16). The parameter window is only visible if the parameter
“Activate lightscenes” has been activated (yes) in the Scenes parameter window.

...

...
Fig. 2.3.5: Scene X parameter window – Setting scenes

Overwrite scene at download:
With the setting “no”, the current scene brightness values which are stored in the gateway and the DALI devices are not overwritten during an ETS download.
The stored scene brightness values are retained.
Note: This can mean that the brightness values which are displayed in the Scene X parameter window do not match the scene brightness values
that are actually stored in the gateway and in the DALI devices after an ETS download.
The setting “yes” mean that the scene brightness values which are stored in the DALI devices are overwritten during an ETS download by the brightness
values set in ETS.
Transition time for lightscene: This parameter sets the period for the dimming process to be concluded for all the lamps when the scene is retrieved. This
means e.g. Channel A which should dim from 10% to 100% and Channel B which should dim from 90% to 100% reach their final dimming values at the
same time. This transition time is not dependent on the dimming speeds set for the channels.
Channel X: Lightscene value: This parameter indicates the brightness value as a percentage which is adopted by the DALI output and the connected DALI
devices when the scene is retrieved. The lightscene value has the default setting of 50% brightness. In the setting “no change”, the current brightness value
of this channel is not influenced when the scene is retrieved i.e. the channel is not part of the scene. Even when a manual change is made to the channel
brightness and the lightscenes are saved again, the channel remains unchanged.
If the set scene brightness value lies above or below the set minimum or maximum value of the corresponding channel (see parameter window Channel X),
this value is stored in the scene but automatically set to the minimum or maximum brightness value of the corresponding channel when the scene is retrieved.
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2.3.6 Parameter window: Status
The behaviour of the status and fault communication objects is defined in the Status parameter window. The detection of a fault can take up to 30 seconds
depending on the number of electronic ballasts.

Fig. 2.3.6: Status parameter window – Status settings and fault signals

Send telegram “Status On/Off”: In the setting “no”, the function and the communication objects are not available. In the parameter setting “only on read
request”, the object value “Channel X - Telegr. Status On / Off” can only be read out after a read request. In the parameter setting “on change of status”,
the current switching state is sent on a change.
Send telegram “Status Brightness Value”: In the setting “no”, the function and the communication objects are not available. In the parameter setting
“only on read request”, the object value “Channel X - Telegr. Status Brightness Value” can only be read out after a read request. In the parameter setting
“on change of status”, the current value status is sent on a change. The first status value is reported back immediately after a change and not when the
final value is reached. This applies to dimming processes as well as brightness transitions via the object “set brightness value”. As a result, long brightness
transitions can be visualized particularly well.
Transmission delay time: Telegram “Status Brightness Value”: With this parameter, the sending of the brightness value telegram is delayed by the set
period after a change, in order to avoid an unnecessary bus load.
In applications in which brightness control or lighting control is implemented or several channels are operated, it is advisable to set a longer transmission
delay time so that the control speed is not influenced by an increased bus load. The period is dependent on the control speed. Once the final dimming value
has been reached, there is a delay for the set period until the brightness value is sent
Send telegram “Fault Ballast”: In the setting “no”, the function and the communication objects are not available. In the parameter setting “only on read
request”, the object value “Channel X - Telegr. Fault Ballast” can only be read out after a read request. In the setting “on change of status”, the current fault
status is sent automatically via the communication object following a change.
Send telegram “Fault Lamp”: In the setting “no”, the function and the communication objects are not available. In the parameter setting “only on read
request”, the object value “Channel X - Telegr. Fault Lamp” can only be read out after a read request. In the parameter setting “on change of status”, the
current fault status is sent after a change.
Send telegram “Fault DALI”: In the setting “no”, the function and the communication objects are not available. In the parameter setting “only on read
request”, the object value “Channel X - Telegr. Fault DALI” can only be read out after a read request. In the parameter setting “on change of status”, the
current fault status is sent after a change.
Send telegram “Fault 230 VAC”: In the setting “no”, the function and the communication objects are not available. In the parameter setting “only on read
request”, the object value “Channel X - Telegr. Fault 230 VAC” can only be read out after a read request. In the parameter setting “on change of status”, the
current fault status is sent automatically after a change.
Note: This fault affects the operating voltage of the DALI Gateway and can also be DC operating voltage.
Acknowledge faults: In the setting “no”, a telegram is sent via the KNX via the corresponding communication object when a fault occurs (ballast, lamps,
DALI, 230 VAC). As soon as the fault is rectified, a telegram is sent automatically with the value “0”. The change in the error state can last 45 seconds and
is dependent on the number of DALI devices connected.
In the setting “yes”, a telegram is also sent when a fault occurs. This fault signal remains set however until the fault is rectified and the fault signal is reset via
the communication object “Fault Acknowledgement”. Only then a telegram with the value “0” is sent via the corresponding communication object. This can
be very helpful for the detection of sporadic faults or events which take place during unmanned monitoring periods.
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Send / receive communication telegram cyclically:
In the setting “no”, the functions and the communication objects are not available. The DALI Gateway does not send a monitoring telegram and thus does
not check the KNX bus in order to monitor the communication path.
In the setting “send telegram”, a telegram is sent cyclically via the KNX to signal the presence of the DALI Gateway.
In the setting “receive telegram”, the DALI Gateway expects a cyclically transmitted telegram which indicates the communication capability of the KNX. If the
DALI Gateway does not receive a telegram within a specific time interval, a fault in the KNX communication path is assumed and a response defined in the
General parameter window (section 2.3.1) is carried out.
The time span of the receiving interval can be set in the Status parameter window under “Transmission / receive period”.
In the setting “send/receive telegram”, the DALI Gateway sends and receives a monitoring telegram cyclically with which the communication via the KNX
is monitored.
Transmission / receive period: The parameter is only visible if “Send / receive communication telegram cyclically” is not set to “no”.
The set period applies both to the time span between two telegrams which are sent by the DALI Gateway and to the time span in which a telegram should
be received for bus monitoring.
It should be ensured that the transmission period of the KNX device which sends the KNX telegram is shorter than the selected receiving time in the DALI
Gateway.
The time span selected for the transmission/receive period should be as long as possible, depending on the application, in order to keep the bus load as
low as possible.
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Weather station, KNX standard, power supply 12-32 Vdc or
12-24 Vac. Can be integrated with the By-me home automation system.

FRONT VIEW.
1

3

+ 4

2

01546

5
6

General information
The device measures quantities such as temperature, wind
speed, rainfall, and brightness whose values can

be used
for viewing on supervisors or, on exceeding a threshold, to
activate automation systems in the installation. The KNX
weather station 01546 can be integrated with the By-me home
automation system via a dedicated configuration using the
EasyTool Professional software.

1. Fast spring terminal for auxiliary power supply AUX; terminal assignment
is independent of polarity (+/- or -/+). Use a solid cable of crosssection up to 1.5 mm2 or a stranded cable.

Characteristics
• Auxiliary supply voltage AUX: 12-32 V , 12-24 V~ SELV
• AUX current draw: 100 mA max, ripple 10%
Current draw from the Bus: 10 mA
• Terminals:
- Auxiliary power supply AUX
- TP bus connector
• Configuration push-button
• Configuration LED
• Configuration LED: 254 max
• Possible associations: 255 max
• Communication objects: 109
• Rain sensor heating: approximately 1.2 W
• Temperature measurement range: -40°C to +80°C
• Definition (temperature): 0.1°C
• Accuracy (temperature):
- 1°C with -10°C - +85°C
- 1.5°C with -25°C - +150°C
• Wind measurement range: 0 - 70 m/s
• Definition (wind): <10% of the reading
• Accuracy (wind): 25% with 0 - 15 m/s with an angle of
incidence of 45° and mounting on a suitable support
• Brightness measurement range: 0 - 150,000 Lux
• Definition (brightness):
- 1 Lux with 0-120 Lux
- 2 Lux with 121-1,046 Lux
- 63 Lux with 1,047-52,363 Lux
- 423 Lux with 52,364-150,000 Lux
• Accuracy (brightness): 35%
• Operating temperature: -30°C - +50°C (outdoor use)
• Protection class: IP44
• Dimensions: 96x77x118 mm (W x H x D)
• Weight: approximately 170 g

Operation
• Brightness measurement: the current brightness is measured
by the specific sensor.
• Wind measurement: the strength of the wind is measured
electronically and is quiet and reliable even in the event of hail,
snow and sub-zero temperatures.
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2. Connector for connecting the cable of the precipitation sensor located
under the front cover of the weather station.
3. Space for feeding through the power supply cable and the Bus cable.
4. KNX TP Bus connector (-, +). We recommend using the KNX cable art.
01890 using a corrugated pipe for the outside or to protect the cable
from UV radiation.
5. Configuration button.
6. Configuration LED.

•

•
•
•

The weather station is also able to detect whirlwinds and
updraughts.
Precipitation measurement: the weather station is equipped
with a sensor with a heated surface so that only the raindrops
and snowflakes (and therefore not fog or dew) are measured
as precipitation. Once it has stopped raining or snowing, the
sensor dries quickly and the precipitation message is turned
off.
Temperature measurement: the weather station measures
the value of the current ambient temperature.
Control outputs for all values: the limit values can

be set
via the respective parameters or via the ETS communication
objects.
8 AND logic gates and 8 OR logic gates each one with
4 inputs: the control operations themselves as well as the
8 logic inputs (in the form of communication objects) can be
used as inputs for the AND and OR logic gates; the output of
each gate can be configured as 1 bit or as 2 x 8 bits.

IMPORTANT: Press the configuration button to assign
the physical address to the device.
Behaviour after switching on the Bus
Switching on the Bus: the state will be set based on the setting
of the parameters and the corresponding telegrams sent over
the Bus.

Behaviour after reset
As for Bus on.
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List of existing communication objects and standard settings
No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Type

0

Night control output

Output

Sends the command over the BUS when the "Night"
condition occurs (1 = Night | 0 = Day).

1

Rain control output

Output

Sends the command over the BUS when the "Rain"
condition occurs (1 = Rain | 0 = No Rain).

2

Logic input 1

Input

3

Logic input 2

4

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

1 bit

C R

-

T

-

- Low

1 bit

C R

-

T

-

- Low

Input that can be enabled to be used for performing the
1 bit
logic functions made available by the weather station.

C R W -

-

- Low

Input

Input that can be enabled to be used for performing the
1 bit
logic functions made available by the weather station.

C R W -

-

- Low

Logic input 3

Input

Input that can be enabled to be used for performing the
1 bit
logic functions made available by the weather station.

C R W -

-

- Low

5

Logic input 4

Input

Input that can be enabled to be used for performing the
1 bit
logic functions made available by the weather station.

C R W -

-

- Low

6

Logic input 5

Input

Input that can be enabled to be used for performing the
1 bit
logic functions made available by the weather station.

C R W -

-

- Low

7

Logic input 6

Input

Input that can be enabled to be used for performing the
1 bit
logic functions made available by the weather station.

C R W -

-

- Low

8

Logic input 7

Input

Input that can be enabled to be used for performing the
1 bit
logic functions made available by the weather station.

C R W -

-

- Low

9

Logic input 8

Input

Input that can be enabled to be used for performing the
1 bit
logic functions made available by the weather station.

C

R W

- -

-

Low

10

Temperature sensor
error

Output

Indicates malfunctioning of the weather station temper1 bit
ature sensor (0 = OK | 1 = NOT OK).

C

R -

T -

-

Low

11

Wind sensor error

Output

Indicates malfunctioning of the wind sensor
(0 = OK | 1 = NOT OK).

1 bit

C R

- T

-

- Low

12

Measured value
temperature

Output

Lets you know the temperature measured by the
weather station in °C.

2 bytes C R

- T

-

- Low

13

Min/max temperature
request

Request

Requests the weather station to send the measured
minimum and maximum temperature values over the
Bus.

1 bit

C R W -

-

- Low

14

Measured min. temperSends min. temperature
ature value

Lets you know the minimum temperature measured by
the weather station in °C.

2 bytes C

R -

T -

- Low

15

Measured max. temperature value

Sends max. temperature

Lets you know the maximum temperature measured by
2 bytes C
the weather station in °C.

R -

T -

- Low

16

Min/max temperature
reset

Temperature reset

Deletes the saved minimum and maximum temperature
1 bit
values.

R W

- -

- Low

17

Temperature 1 LV

Default value

Temperature 1 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
2 bytes C
value

R -

T -

- Low

18

Temperature 1 LV

Actual value

Temperature 1 limit value: to read the actual limit value

R W

- -

- Low

19

Temperature 2 LV

Default value

Temperature 2 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
2 bytes C
value

R -

T -

- Low

20

Temperature 2 LV

Actual value

Temperature 2 limit value: to read the actual limit value

R W

- -

- Low

Continues

C

2 bytes C

2 bytes C

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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ETS name

Function

Description

21

Temperature 3 LV

Default value

Temperature 3 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
2 bytes C
value

R -

22

Temperature 3 LV

Actual value

Temperature 3 limit value: to read the actual limit value

R W -

-

- Low

23

Temperature 4 LV

Default value

Temperature 4 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
2 bytes C
value

R

-

- Low

24

Temperature 4 LV

Actual value

Temperature 4 limit value: to read the actual limit value

2 bytes C

R W

- -

- Low

25

Control output

Temp 1 LV

Temperature 1 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R -

T -

- Low

26

Control output

Temp 2 LV

Temperature 2 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R -

T -

- Low

27

Control output

Temp 3 LV

Temperature 3 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R -

T -

- Low

28

Control output

Temp 4 LV

Temperature 4 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R -

T -

- Low

29

Measured value
wind speed

Output

Lets you know the wind speed measured by the weath2 bytes C
er station in m/s.

R -

T -

- Low

30

Request for max. wind
Request
strength

Requests the weather station to send the measured
maximum wind speed value over the Bus.

1 bit

R W

- -

- Low

31

Max. measured wind
strength value

Sends the maximum wind
strength

Lets you know the maximum wind speed measured by
the weather station in m/s.

2 bytes C

R

-

T -

- Low

32

Reset max. wind
strength

Wind strength reset

Deletes the saved maximum wind strength value.

1 bit

R W

- -

- Low

33

Wind speed 1 LV

Default value

Wind speed 1 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
value

2 bytes C

R W T U

- Low

34

Wind speed 1 LV

Actual value

Wind speed 1 limit value: to read the actual limit value

2 bytes C

R W -

-

- Low

35

Wind speed 2 LV

Default value

Wind speed 2 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
value

2 bytes C

R W T U

- Low

36

Wind speed 2 LV

Actual value

Wind speed 2 limit value: to read the actual limit value

2 bytes C

R W -

-

- Low

37

Wind speed 3 LV

Default value

Wind speed 3 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
value

2 bytes C

R W T U

- Low

38

Wind speed 3 LV

Actual value

Wind speed 3 limit value: to read the actual limit value

2 bytes C

R W -

-

- Low

39

Control output

Wind 1 LV

Wind Speed 1 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

40

Control output

Wind 2 LV

Wind Speed 2 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

41

Control output

Wind 3 LV

Wind Speed 3 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

42

Measured value
brightness

Output

Lets you know the brightness measured by the weather
2 bytes C
station in lux.

R

-

T

-

- Low

43

Limit value
brightness 1

Default value

Brightness 1 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
value

2 bytes C

R W T U

- Low

44

Limit value
brightness 1

Actual value

Brightness 1 limit value: to read the actual limit value

2 bytes C

R W -

- Low

Continues
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Type

Flag 1

No.

C R W T U

2 bytes C

C

C

-

T -

T

-

I

Priority

- Low

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Flag 1

No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Type

45

Limit value
brightness 2

Default value

Brightness 2 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
value

2 bytes C

R W T U

- Low

46

Limit value
brightness 2

Actual value

Brightness 2 limit value: to read the actual limit value

2 bytes C

R W -

-

- Low

47

Limit value
brightness 3

Default value

Brightness 3 limit value: to set the setpoint of the limit
value

2 bytes C

R W T U

- Low

48

Limit value
brightness 3

Actual value

Brightness 3 limit value: to read the actual limit value

2 bytes C

R W -

-

- Low

49

Control output

Brightness 1 LV

Brightness 1 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

50

Control output

Brightness 2 LV

Brightness 2 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

51

Control output

Brightness 3 LV

Brightness 3 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

52

Limit value
twilight 1

Default value

Twilight function 1 limit value: to set the setpoint of the
limit value

2 bytes C

R W T U

- Low

53

Limit value
twilight 1

Actual value

Twilight function 1 limit value: to read the actual limit
value

2 bytes C

R W -

-

- Low

54

Limit value
twilight 2

Default value

Twilight function 2 limit value: to set the setpoint of the
limit value

2 bytes C

R W T U

- Low

55

Limit value
twilight 2

Actual value

Twilight function 2 limit value: to read the actual limit
value

2 bytes C

R W -

-

- Low

56

Limit value
twilight 3

Default value

Twilight function 3 limit value: to set the setpoint of the
limit value

2 bytes C

R W T U

- Low

57

Limit value
twilight 3

Actual value

Twilight function 3 limit value: to read the actual limit
value

2 bytes C

R W -

-

- Low

58

Twilight 1 LV control
output

Output

Twilight 1 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

59

Twilight 2 LV control
output

Output

Twilight 2 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

60

Twilight 3 LV control
output

Output

Twilight 3 Limit Value control output.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

61

Logic AND 1

Control output

Logic output AND 1 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

62

Logic AND 1

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output AND 1.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

63

Logic AND 1

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output AND 1.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

64

Logic AND 2

Control output

Logic output AND 2 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

65

Logic AND 2

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output AND 2.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

66

Logic AND 2

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output AND 2.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

67

Logic AND 3

Control output

Logic output AND 3 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

68

Logic AND 3

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output AND 3.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

69

Logic AND 3

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output AND 3.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

70

Logic AND 4

Control output

Logic output AND 4 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

71

Logic AND 4

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output AND 4.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

Continues

C R W T U

I

Priority

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Flag 1

No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Type

72

Logic AND 4

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output AND 4.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

73

Logic AND 5

Control output

Logic output AND 5 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

74

Logic AND 5

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output AND 5.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

75

Logic AND 5

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output AND 5.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

76

Logic AND 6

Control output

Logic output AND 6 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

77

Logic AND 6

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output AND 6.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

78

Logic AND 6

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output AND 6.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

79

Logic AND 7

Control output

Logic output AND 7 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

80

Logic AND 7

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output AND 7.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

81

Logic AND 7

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output AND 7.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

82

Logic AND 8

Control output

Logic output AND 8 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

83

Logic AND 8

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output AND 8.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

84

Logic AND 8

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output AND 8.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

85

Logic OR 1

Control output

Logic output OR 1 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

86

Logic OR 1

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output OR 1.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

87

Logic OR 1

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output OR 1.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

88

Logic OR 2

Control output

Logic output OR 2 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

89

Logic OR 2

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output OR 2.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

90

Logic OR 2

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output OR 2.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

91

Logic OR 3

Control output

Logic output OR 3 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

92

Logic OR 3

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output OR 3.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

93

Logic OR 3

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output OR 3.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

94

Logic OR 4

Control output

Logic output OR 4 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

95

Logic OR 4

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output OR 4.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

96

Logic OR 4

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output OR 4.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

97

Logic OR 5

Control output

Logic output OR 5 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

98

Logic OR 5

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output OR 5.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

99

Logic OR 5

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output OR 5.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

Continues
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C R W T U

I

Priority

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update
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Continued

No.

ETS name

Function

Description

Type

100

Logic OR 6

Control output

Logic output OR 6 at 1 bit.

1 bit

101

Logic OR 6

Output A at 8 bits

102

Logic OR 6

103

Flag 1

Priority

C R W T U

I

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output OR 6.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output OR 6.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

Logic OR 7

Control output

Logic output OR 7 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

104

Logic OR 7

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output OR 7.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

105

Logic OR 7

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output OR 7.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

106

Logic OR 8

Control output

Logic output OR 8 at 1 bit.

1 bit

C

R

-

T

-

- Low

107

Logic OR 8

Output A at 8 bits

Output A at 8 bits of the logic output OR 8.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

108

Logic OR 8

Output B at 8 bits

Output B at 8 bits of the logic output OR 8.

1 bytes C

R

-

T

-

- Low

C = Communication; R = Read; W = Write; T = Transmission; U = Enable update

Number of communication objects

Max. number of group addresses

Max. number of associations

109

254

255
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Reference ETS parameters
Behaviour in the event of a power failure and when
power is restored.
Behaviour if there is no Bus voltage or auxiliary voltage:
The device transmits no data.
Behaviour if there is no Bus voltage or auxiliary voltage and
subsequent programming or restarting:
The device sends all the measured values, control outputs and
the status of the logic gates according to the behaviour set by
the parameters in the "General Settings". When powering up,
information will be sent with a settable delay.

General settings

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Send measured values
periodically all

5 s ... 2 h

Send control outputs periodically all

5 s ... 2 h

Send logic outputs
periodically all

5 s ... 2 h

Comment

[5 s]

[5 s]
[5 s]

do not enable
Logic input communication
enable
objects
[do not enable]
Do not send

General settings

Send with change

Night control output communication object

Send reversed with
change
Send with change and
cyclically
Send reversed with
change and cyclically
[Send with change]
Do not send
Send with change
Send reversed with
change

Rain control output communication object

Send with change and
cyclically
Send reversed with
change and cyclically
[Send with change]
5 s ... 2 h

Control output transmission
delay after Power up and
programm.
[10 s]

Maximum speed of the
telegram

704

1... 20 telegrams
per second
[5 telegrams per
second]

When powering up
and after programming, the weather
station waits for the
set time delay before
transmitting the
control outputs.
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Temperature

ETS text

Continued

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

ETS text

Send cyclically

Limit value 2

Temperature offset 0.1°C

[off]

Send with change or
cyclically

off

0.5 °C ... 5 °C
[0.5 °C]

Limit value 3
It is displayed when
selecting "Send
with change" for the
measured value

-50...50

Transmit and reset the min. enable
and max temperature value
on request
[do not enable]

No
Yes
[No]

on
[off]
off

Limit value 4

[0]
do not enable

Use error object

on

Send with change

[Send cyclically]
Starting from a temperature
change of

Comment

off

Do not send

Measured value

Available values
[Default value]

on
[off]

Enables/disables
the communication
objects 13-14-15
and 16.
13-Min/max temperature request.
14-Measured min.
temperature value.
15-Measured max.
temperature value.
16-Min/max temperature reset.
Enables/disables
communication
object:
10- Temperature
sensor error

off
Limit value 1

on
[off]

Temperature

Continues

Limit value 1,2,3,4
When the above parameter Limit Value is selected as on it is
necessary to set its characteristics and those of the Control
output too.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Parameter
Communication
object
The limit value will be
set by the

Communication
object saving the last
value
[Parameter]

Limit value in 0.1°C

-300 ...800

Limit value on

[200]
Hysteresis of the limit value 0..100
in 0.1°C
[30]

See par. Hysteresis

Continues
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Continued

ETS text
On delay

Off delay

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

none, 1s, 1min...2h
[none]
none, 1s, 1min...2h
[none]
LV upper = ON |
LV - lower hyst. = OFF

Output activates with

LV lower = ON |
LV + lower hyst. = OFF
[LV upper = ON |
LV - lower hyst. = OFF]

Limit value set by "Comm. object saving the last value"

Do not send

Note: If the threshold value is set by a communication object,
the threshold value must be specified during configuration
because this value remains valid until the 1st object is sent with
the new threshold value. In the case of weather stations that
have already been put into service, the last threshold value sent
by the communication object is used. If a threshold is set once
using the parameter or a communication object, the last set
threshold value remains until a new threshold value is transmitted
by a communication object. The last threshold values set by the
communication objects are saved in EEPROM memory, so as to
preserve the values during a power failure that are then available
when power is restored.

Send with change
Send reversed with
Control output communica- change
tion object LV 1
Send with change and
temperature
cyclically
Send reversed with
change and cyclically
[Do not send]

Wind

ETS text

Continued

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

ETS text

off

Do not send
Send cyclically
Measured value

Limit value 2

[off]

Send with change or
cyclically

off

1m/s...4m/s
[1m/s]
do not enable

Transmit and reset the max
wind strength value on
enable
request
[do not enable]
No
Use error object

Yes
[No]

Limit value 2
It is displayed when
selecting "Send with
change" and "Send
with change and
cyclically"
Enables/disables the
communication objects 30-31 and 32.
30- Request for max.
wind strength
31-Max. measured
wind strength value.
32-Reset max. wind
strength.
Enables/disables
communication
object:
11- Wind sensor
error.

on
[off]

Continues
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on
[off]

off
Limit value 1

on

Send with change

[Send cyclically]
Starting from a change in
wind strength of:

Available values
[Default value]

Wind

Comment
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Limit value 1,2,3
When the above parameter Limit Value is selected as on it is
necessary to set its characteristics and those of the Control
output too.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Parameter
Communication
object
The limit value will be
set by the

Communication
object saving the last
value
[Parameter]

Limit value in 0.1 m/s

0 ...350

Limit value on

[40]
Hysteresis of the limit value 0..250
in 0.1 m/s
[20]
On delay

Off delay

none, 1s, 1min...2h
[none]
none, 1s, 1min...2h
[none]
LV upper = ON |
LV - lower hyst. = OFF

Output activates with

LV lower = ON |
LV + lower hyst. = OFF
[LV upper = ON |
LV - lower hyst. = OFF]

See par. Hysteresis

Note: If the threshold value is set by a communication object,
the threshold value must be specified during configuration
because this value remains valid until the 1st object is sent with
the new threshold value.
In the case of weather stations that have already been put into
service, the last threshold value sent by the communication
object is used.
If a threshold is set once using the parameter or a communication
object, the last set threshold value remains until a new threshold
value is transmitted by a communication object.
The last threshold values set
 by the communication objects are
saved in EEPROM memory, so as to preserve the values during

a power failure that are then available when power is restored.

Do not send
Send with change

Control output communication object LV 1 wind
strength

Send reversed with
change
Send with change and
cyclically
Send reversed with
change and cyclically
[Do not send]
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Brightness

ETS text

Continued

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

ETS text

Do not send

off

Send cyclically
Measured value

Limit value 3

Send with change

[Send cyclically]

Starting from a change
in %

[10]

It is displayed when
selecting "Send with
change" and "Send
with change and
cyclically" for the
measured value

off
Limit value 1

on
[off]
off

Limit value 2

on
[off]

Brightness

Continues

Limit value 1,2,3
When the above parameter Limit Value is selected as on it is
necessary to set its characteristics and those of the Control
output too.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Parameter

The limit value will be
set by the

Communication
object
Communication
object saving the last
value
[Parameter]

Limit value in klux

1 ...99
[5]

Hysteresis of the limit value 0..99
in klux
[2]
On delay

Off delay

none, 1s, 1min...2h
[none]
none, 1s, 1min...2h
[none]
LV upper = ON |
LV - lower hyst. = OFF

Output activates with

LV lower = ON |
LV + lower hyst. = OFF
[LV upper = ON |
LV - lower hyst. = OFF]

Continues
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on
[off]

Send with change or
cyclically

1 ... 50

Available values
[Default value]

See par. Hysteresis

Limit value on

Comment
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Continued

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Do not send
Send with change
Send reversed with
change
Control output communication object LV 1 brightness Send with change and
cyclically
Send reversed with
change and cyclically

Note: If the threshold value is set by a communication object,
the threshold value must be specified during configuration
because this value remains valid until the 1st object is sent with
the new threshold value.
In the case of weather stations that have already been put into
service, the last threshold value sent by the communication
object is used.
If a threshold is set once using the parameter or a communication
object, the last set threshold value remains until a new threshold
value is transmitted by a communication object.
The last threshold values set by the communication objects are
saved in EEPROM memory, so as to preserve the values during
a power failure that are then available when power is restored.

[Do not send]

Twilight

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

off
Limit value 1

on
[off]
off

Limit value 2

Twilight

on
[off]
off

Limit value 2

on
[off]

Limit value 1,2,3
When the above parameter Limit Value is selected as on it is
necessary to set its characteristics and those of the Control
output too.

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

Parameter

The limit value will be
set by the

Communication
object
Communication
object saving the last
value
[Parameter]

Limit value in lux

1 ...1000
[200]

Hysteresis of the limit value 0..1000
in lux
[50]
On delay

Off delay

See par. Hysteresis

Limit value on

none, 1s, 1min...2h
[none]
none, 1s, 1min...2h
[none]
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ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

LV upper = ON |
LV - lower hyst. = OFF
Output activates with

LV lower = ON |
LV + lower hyst. = OFF
[LV upper = ON |
LV - lower hyst. = OFF]
Do not send
Send with change
Send reversed with
change

Note: If the threshold value is set by a communication object,
the threshold value must be specified during configuration
because this value remains valid until the 1st object is sent
with the new threshold value.
In the case of weather stations that have already been put into
service, the last threshold value sent by the communication
object is used.
If a threshold is set once using the parameter or a
communication object, the last set threshold value remains
until a new threshold value is transmitted by a communication
object.
The last threshold values set
 by the communication objects
are saved in EEPROM memory, so as to preserve the values
during a power failure that are then available when power is
restored.

Control output communicaSend with change and
tion object LV 1 twilight
cyclically
Send reversed with
change and cyclically
[Do not send]

Logics

ETS text

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

off
Logic 1

on
[off]
off

Logic 2

on
[off]
off

Logic 3

on
[off]
off

Logic 4

on
[off]
off

Logic 5

on
[off]
off

Logic 6

on
[off]
off

Logic 7

on
[off]
off

Logic 8

on
[off]
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Logic AND

ETS text

Continued

Available values
[Default value]

Comment

ETS text

Do not use

Rain Yes

Night = 1

Rain No

Night = 0

Temperature error

Limit value
twilight 1

Temperature error
reversed

Limit value
twilight 1 reversed

Wind error

Temperature 1 LV

Limit value
twilight 2 reversed

Temperature 1 LV
reversed

Limit value
twilight 3

Temperature 2 LV

Limit value
twilight 3 reversed

Temperature 2 LV
reversed

Limit value
brightness 1

1. Input

Temperature 3 LV
Temperature 3 LV
reversed

Limit value
brightness 1 reversed

Communication objects can be selected
as an input for the
logic function.

Temperature 4 LV

Limit value
brightness 2

Temperature 4 LV
reversed

Limit value
brightness 2 reversed

Wind 1 LV

Limit value
brightness 3

Wind 1 LV reversed

Limit value
brightness 3 reversed

Wind 2 LV

Logic input 1 communi- Communication objects can be selected
cation object
as an input for the
Logic input 1 rev. com- logic function.
munication object

Wind 2 LV reversed
Wind 3 LV
Wind 3 LV reversed

Logic input 2 communication object
Logic input 2 rev. communication object

Comment

Reversed wind error

Limit value
twilight 2

1. Input

Available values
[Default value]

[Do not use]
2. Input

As 1. Input

As 1. Input

Logic input 3 rev. communication object

3. Input

As 1. Input

As 1. Input

Logic input 4 communication object

4. Input

As 1. Input

As 1. Input

Logic input 3 communication object

Logic input 4 rev. communication object
Logic input 5 communication object

no
one 1-bit object
Logic output transmits

Logic input 5 rev. communication object

two 8-bit objects

Logic input 6 communication object

[no]

Logic input 6 rev. communication object
Logic input 7 communication object
Logic input 7 rev. communication object
Logic input 8 communication object
Logic input 8 rev. communication object
Continues
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Logic AND

Logic AND with Logic output transmits "one 1-bit object"

Logic AND with Logic output transmits "two 8-bit objects"

Logic OR
The parameters with which the OR logic gates are configured
are similar to those previously illustrated for the AND logic gates.
Therefore please refer to the information on the previous pages.

Logic OR
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Hysteresis of the limit value.
This section graphically illustrates the meaning of the Hysteresis parameter for the object with Limit Value 1,2,3 for Temperature, Wind,
Brightness and Twilight.

Value of the quantity
(temperature, wind speed, brightness)
Limit Value
Hysteresis of
the
limit value

1

0

0

Limit Value control
output
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KNX IP Interface, installation on DIN rail (60715 TH35), occupies 2 modules size 17.5 mm.
The IP/KNX interface 01547 is capable of converting KNX telegrams into IP telegrams over Ethernet.
The data can then be exchanged between the KNX system and the IP network.

Characteristics
• Supply voltage:
- BUS: 30 V d.c. SELV
- Additional: 12-30 V d.c., 12-24 V ~
• Power draw:
- over BUS: 5 mA
- additional power supply: 190 mA
• Dissipated power: 0.8 W
• Terminals:
- TP Bus
- Additional power supply
- IP 10/100 BaseT RJ45 connector, IEEE 802.3
• Operating temperature: -5 °C - + 45 °C (inside).
• IP20 protection rating
• 2 modules of 17.5 mm.

Connections
The connection to the bus and to the applications is made directly from the terminals on the front of the interface 01547.
FRONT VIEW AND TERMINALS
A: Bus State IP LED
B: Traffic IP LED
C: Additional power supply 12-30 V d.c., 12-24 V~

01547

D: Configuration LED

KNX IP INTERFACE

A

IP

B

E: Configuration button
I

Bus State

TP

H

Traffic

F: KNX TP Bus
G: Function button
H: Traffic TP LED

G

Function

12-24V
12-30V

C

I: Bus State TP LED

KNX

D E

F

Operation
The configuration of the device and its parameters takes place via the ETS software.
To start configuring the device and assigning its physical address, press the configuration button; the LED will be on steady throughout the operation.
LED indicators
• Bus State IP LED:
- off = error on LAN line
- on green = correct LAN line operation
- on red = manual overwrite on
• Bus State TP LED:
- off = error on BUS KNX or BUS off,
- on green = correct BUS operation
• Traffic IP LED:
- blinking green = data traffic on the LAN line
- off = no data traffic on the LAN line
- blinking red = transmission error on the LAN line
• Traffic TP LED:
- blinking green = data traffic on the BUS line
- off = no data traffic on the BUS line
- blinking red = transmission error on the BUS line
• Configuration LED: on red during the configuration phase (physical address assignment)
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1. Description
Following highlights are characterising IP interface:
• Support of long messages up to 250 byte.
• High internal amount of communication buffers capable smoothing peeks in communication load.
• UPnP available to discover the device in IP network. The ETS can discover the device as communication interface through KNXnet/IP Search Request.
• WEB interface: currently providing device settings and an opportunity to switch on to program mode.
• The firmware can be updated through the web interface.
• Wide power supply voltage.

1.1 Communication objects
IP interface 01547 has no KNX communication objects.

1.2 Programming interface
The IP interface 01547 can be used together with the ETS as a programming interface. The device provides an additional physical address for this purpose which
can be used for a tunnelling connection.

1.3 Tunnelling
The presence of the Internet Protocol (IP) has led to the definition of KNX and IP.
The IP interface 01547 provides the means for point-to-point connections KNX and IP system between a supervisory system and a KNX installation.

2. Rated voltage/Rated current
Supply (V)

Current typ (mA)

Power (W)

11

45

0,495

15

33

0,495

20

25,3

0,506

24

21,6

0,5184

31

18

0,558

3. State of delivery
Every IP interface 01547 is delivered with these default parameters.
Physical address

15.15.255

Physical address for tunnelling connections

15.15.255

IP address
IP address assignment
IP routing multicast address

DHCP
From DHCP service
224.0.23.12

IP subnet mask

DHCP

IP standard gateway

DHCP
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4. ETS Parameters
4.1 Properties

4.1.1 General

4.1.1.1 General parameter
ETS-Text

Nome Host

Range
[Default value]
ZYXW
[KNX IP Interface]

Comment
Field to enter the IP Interface name (30 signs max.). For an easy
search of the device with the ETS or with a KNXnet/IP visualisation
system.

4.2 IP Configuration
4.2.1 DHCP configuration

ETS-Text

DHCP

716

Range
[Default value]
use
do not use
[use]

Comment
If DHCP is used, no parameterisation needed.
If DHCP is not used, following parameters are to be set.

BUILDING AUTOMATIONS
KNX IP Interface
4.2.1 DHCP manual configuration

ETS-Text
DHCP configuration
[Byte1]. [Byte2]. [Byte3]. [Byte4].

Range
[Default value]
use
do not use
[use]

IP Address
IP Byte 1
IP Byte 2
IP Byte 3
IP Byte 4

0…255
0…255
0…255
0…255

Net mask
NM Byte 1
NM Byte 2
NM Byte 3
NM Byte 4

0…255
0…255
0…255
0…255

Gateway
GW Byte 1
GW Byte 2
GW Byte 3
GW Byte 4

0…255
0…255
0…255
0…255

Comment

If DHCP is not used, following parameters are to be set.

IP Byte 1 to 4: manual input.

Net mask Byte 1 to 4: manual input.

Gateway Byte 1 to 4: manual input.

NOTE:
The Multicast IP address 224.0.23.12 is the defined address for the IP interface from the KNX Association in conjunction with the IANA.
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5. WEB presentation
Through the IP connection on port 8080 http you can communicate with the IP interface 01547 to display information or execute commands.

5.1 Device Info
Through this screen displays the main characteristics of the device: addresses, hardware and software versions, status, etc.

5.2 Program
The Program function allows, remotely, to bring the device in its programming phase for ETS; this function is useful to avoid pressing the configuration button (E)
on the front of the IP interface.

5.3 Update
Selecting Update you upgrade the software interface IP.
To do this you must:
• bring the device in Program Mode by pressing the configuration button (E) or by using the Program procedure described in the previous paragraph;
• press the function button (G) and the software interface IP can then be updated.
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At this point, the interface IP waits for 10 min updating software.

Then select the file and update the software interface; the device enters at boot mode.
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After the update the device returns to normal mode.
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Well-contact Suite (WCS) Software

To meet the needs of the various types of systems used by its
customers, Vimar has created a family of software products for
managing and supervising the Well-contact Plus system. The
following table lists the six types of application.
Note.
From the download area of the website www.vimar.com
(Software  Product software
 Well-contact Plus 
Attachments), it is possible to download a number of sample
ETS projects divided up by type (hotels, offices), with and
without temperature control, with details for the various ETS
groups included in the projects and complete with explanations
of the functions. Some of these groups are necessary for correct
operation of Well-contact Suite.
Light (art. 01589): for managing a facility with a maximum
of 15 rooms created within ETS (rooms, common
areas, technical areas, customised rooms, etc.) from a
single station. Five levels of password-activated access
allow for customisable control. For example, the facility
manager can access the complete system to supervise,
edit parameters and program the functions, whereas the
receptionist has a different password and only has access
to some of these operations.
Basic (art. 1590): for managing a facility with a maximum
of 50 rooms created within ETS (rooms, common
areas, technical areas, customised rooms, etc.) from a
single station. Five levels of password-activated access
allow for customisable control. For example, the facility
manager can access the complete system to supervise,
edit parameters and program the functions, whereas the
receptionist has a different password and only has access
to some of these operations.
Top (art. 01591): for controlling large hotels with a
potentially unlimited number of rooms and stations. This
application has 7 password levels and can use the planner
for supervising arrivals and departures.
Client (art. 01592): application license that allows Basic
and Top systems to be managed from another station. The
Basic version allows for the use of just one Client while the
Top version can interface with an unlimited number of PCs
with Client licenses.
Office (art. 01593): dedicated to offices and business
structures, it enables the functions of a potentially unlimited
number of rooms to be managed from one station. With
7 password levels, control can be targeted and secure.
It can also interface with an unlimited number of stations
with Client Office license installed.

Client Office (art. 01594): Office application license that
allows access to the program from another station.
Management (art. 01595): for interfacing with
administrative management software. THIS is a user
license that interfaces WCS Basic or WCS Top with
management software through the use of a USB key
supplied with art. 01595.

Applications
The WCS software is used to carry out the following operations:
• management of bookings (hotel version);
• management of user records;
• management of the facility's staff records;
• management of user and staff accesses into the various

areas in the facility: creation of the cards for the access
control system, management of the transponder readers of
the part of the system that deals with access control, creation
of lists with access log;
• supervision of the automation system: climate control, activation of electric loads (lights on/off, dimmer lights, relays,…),
access control management, alarm management, creation of
scenes, scheduling activation of scenes, reaction of decision
logic elements, supervision of the E-way emergency lighting
system.
For the purposes of security, the Well-contact Suite software
adopts the following strategies:
• access to the software allowed only for users previously
configured in the software;
• seven levels of software access privileges to be associated
with the software users;
• encrypted data communication between the system file
server and client systems;
• “sensitive” data (e.g. software user passwords) encrypted;
• encrypted data communication between the system and the
card programmer;
• use of Mifare® Standard cards.
The main characteristic of the Well-contact Suite software is to
automatically create graphic windows in the supervision section.
These windows show all the areas in the hotel with graphic
symbols representing the main functions of the automation
system devices in the various areas. The areas are divided
up according to their use: bed rooms, common areas and
technical areas. For each type of room there are one or more of
the following “theme views.” A theme view is a representation
of the room highlighting a particular function of the devices in
the room.
The “theme views” used in the Well-contact Suite software are:
• “thermostats” view
• “Guest in room” view
• “Window opening status” view
• “Room cleaning status” view
Along with the theme views, a “summary view” showing the
room’s main data is created automatically.
The Light, Basic and Top versions of Well-contact Suite can
be interfaced with other management software by means of
the supplementary software for administrative management
programs (01595): the hotel's management software manages
the bookings planner, check-in/check-out and service cards,
while the Vimar 01595 software transfers these operations to
Well-contact Suite, which sends the data to the card readers
and pockets. The other supervision and transit/alarm notification
operations are management by Well-contact Suite Light, Basic
or Top.
Along with the above-mentioned views, the Well-contact Suite
software automatically creates a window with a "detailed" view
of the room featuring the graphic symbols for the room's main
functions. The types of functions presented automatically in
the detailed view of the room and their characteristics can be
customised according to the user's specific needs. In only case,
the supervision windows created automatically by the Wellcontact Suite software can be customized to satisfy the user’s
requirements.
The Well-contact Suite software enables alarm events created
by the Well-contact Plus system to be viewed, an alarm “reset”
command to be sent to the system and a log created for these
events. Lastly, different types of alarm can be defined together
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with the corresponding display priorities.
Well-contact Suite interfaces with the control units 02823 and
02826 of the E-way emergency lighting system and signals
alarms detected by the control units during periodic tests on
emergency lamps. The diagnostics and lamp test operations
are performed exclusively by the E-way control units.

with all non-restrictable configuration/management privileges):
from p. 30 to p. 44, User configuration/management
chapter.
3. Importing the 4 files created by ETS (different procedures for
ETS 3 and ETS 4), from the "Configuration/ETS Configuration"
menu. Click on "OK" in the warning popup window and
then on the "Import" icon. Select the 4 files created by ETS
(selecting "ETS 4" if this version is used), and finally clicking
on the "Exit" icon to confirm.
To create the files, refer to the "Guidelines and precautions"
Manual from p. 5 to p. 12 and from p. 123 to p. 131, ETS
Configuration/ Procedure for inserting KNX system data
chapter.
4. For details on how the "ETS configuration page" is structured
and to see how to remove group addresses, etc. refer to
pages from 79 to 123 (from pages 98 to 101 and on page
114 you will see how to create "New environments" and
associate with them devices already inserted in the ETS
program.
For small modifications that do not require the use of ETS
(without the ability to add groups), refer to pages from 80 to 83.

Zone supervision screen

Well-contact Suite 01589, 01590, 01591:
guide to system configuration with reference to the Installation Manual
Before beginning an ETS project it is advisable to refer
to the ETS-WCS guidelines and the suggestions on
the CD supplied with the software or downloadable from
the www.vimar.com website in the section Software
 Product software  Well-contact Plus  Annexes.
Sample ETS projects (Basic, Classic and Suite room projects
and Office project) complete with explanations on the groups
created are available for download from the same area of the
site. Some of these groups are necessary for correct operation
of Well-contact Suite and optimal operation of the system that
is created.
The logic sequence for start-up of a system with Well-contact
Suite TOP software vers. 1.4 (manual release July 2011),
complete with reference to the pages and chapters in the
Manual, is described below.
PDF versions of the Manuals are included on the installation
CD.
For specific and in depth details refer to the relevant chapters
in the Manual.
Note
For the WCS Basic version or WCS versions later than 1.4, the
chapter references are the same but the page numbers are
different from those indicated below.
1. Software installation: from page 17 to page 27 Installation
chapter (see p. 27 for updating WCS).
2. Launching WCS and creating users (the main user is
"Administrator" and the default password is "Administrator"
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5. If red dots with a question mark (instead of green dots with
Flags) appear in the "Addresses/Objects" box on the "ETS
Configuration" screen, this means that WCS has been
unable to determine the type of object from the ETS project,
so the objects must be set manually to bring up the green
dot (determine whether they are On/Off, Alarms, 1 bit/byte
objects, etc.). To do this select the object, then in the "Detail
addresses/selected object window" alter the settings using
"Change/Confirm Type": from page 115 to page 121, ETS
configuration chapter / Addresses/objects section.
6. Select which objects are to be read by WCS on start-up
and at given time intervals (overly frequent queries create
excessive traffic in the bus). Again in the "ETS configuration"
window, click on the "Addresses/Objects Configuration" icon
at the bottom right and set the desired flag and values; then
press "Exit" to save: page 122 onwards, ETS Configuration
/ The "Addresses/Objects Configuration" button chapter.
7. After connecting the PC to the bus system, configure the
access parameters to the bus with the USB/KNX interface
from the "Configuration/Bus access parameters" menu:
from page 189 to page 190 in Bus access parameters
configuration chapter.
8. Set which objects are to be displayed by default in all
the room details (the page for each room which you can
customise with photo, etc.), and what can be done on that
object by clicking with the mouse on the corresponding icon
(e.g. turning a room light on/off from the reception): pages
from 190 to 195, Addresses/object type configuration
chapter.
However, to make these settings effective you need to go
to the WCS Supervision page, expand each room and click
on the icon "Reload from ETS configuration": this operation
resets any previous room settings (loaded images, resized
icons, etc.) so these customised graphic settings are
described later on in this guide. From page 205 to page 206
and from 212 to page 218, chapter Customising the user
interface in the system supervision section, sections "The
reloading from ETS Configuration button" and "Changing
visibility, display mode and the action on left clicking the
graphic symbols used with the mouse".
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9. Likewise for the thermostats and the detailed views of
objects, refer to pages from 219 to 226.
10.Assign the parameters to the rooms to display in the lefthand column of the planner which rooms are double, single
or for smokers, etc. Only 2 of the 4 settable fields will be
visible in the planner: from page 196 to page 202, Room
parameters configuration chapter.
11.Customise the graphics for each individual room: to move,
customise or resize at will the icons that are displayed (lights,
thermostat, etc.), add/remove objects with respect to those
viewed by default, insert an image of the room, etc.: from
page 202 to page 226, Customising system supervision
user interface chapter. These customisations cannot be
copied/pasted on all rooms.
12.Creating/Modifying/Deleting scenes that can be called up
from WCS: from page 132 to page 142, Configuring scenes
chapter.
13.Scheduling of the desired scenes (for example to activate
a scene at given times of day): from page 143 to page 150,
Scene scheduling chapter.
14.Creating/Modifying/Deleting alarms, associations with
Windows sounds, etc.: from page 151 to page 171, Alarm
configuration chapter.

Well-contact Suite 01593: guide to system
configuration with reference to the Installation Manual
Before beginning an ETS project it is advisable to refer to the
ETS-WCS guidelines and the suggestions on the CD supplied
with the software or downloadable from the www.vimar.com
website in the section Software  Product software  Wellcontact Plus  Annexes.
Sample ETS projects (Basic, Classic and Suite room projects
and Office project) complete with explanations on the groups
created are available for download from the same area of the
site. Some of these groups are necessary for correct operation
of Well-contact Suite and optimal operation of the system that
is created.
The logic sequence for start-up of a system with Well-contact
Suite Office vers. 1.4 (manual release July 2011), complete with
reference to the pages and chapters in the Manual, is described
below. For later versions of the manuals the chapter references
are the same but the page numbers may change.
PDF versions of the manuals are included on the installation
CD.

15.Creating/Modifying/Eliminating WCS decision logics (they
are like logic modules, expect that they operate only if WCS
is active and connected to the bus): from page 172 to page
182, chapter Creating decision logics.

For specific aspects and details refer to the relevant chapters in
the Manual.

16.Creating Function MASTERS and Zone MASTERS: for
general information see pages from 13 to 15; to create
Function MASTERS see pages from 102 to 111, ETS
configuration / Configuration of "Function MASTERS"
chapter and to create Zone MASTERS see pages from
84 to 94, ETS Configuration/ Configuration of "Zone
MASTERS" chapter.

2. Launching WCS and creating users (the main user is
"Administrator" and the default password is "Administrator"
with
all
non-restrictable
configuration/management
privileges): from page 27 to page 42, chapter Configuration
/ User management.

The "Functions MASTER" is a "virtual" device for
simultaneous control of multiple "real" devices (for example,
on the "virtual" thermostat you can give the change season
command to automatically send the same command to all
"real" thermostats associated with that functions MASTER).
The "Zone MASTER" is a virtual room containing various
"Functions MASTERS".
17."Make up room" and "Minibar" management: to automate
management of cleaning and minibar in a room or a
common space by updating the status of a user-defined
address, select "Menu/Configuration/Cleaning and minibar
configuration" and for the various rooms/areas, set the
desired objects (also see the Technical Library in the FAQ
section for further information): from page 69 to page 76,
Cleaning and Minibar Configuration chapter.
Note.
The "Make up room", "Room service call", "Minibar" functions,
etc. are all associated with the same icon in the supervision
window.

1. Software installation: from page 15 to page 25 Installation
chapter (see p. 25 for updating WCS).

3. Importing the 4 files created by ETS (different procedures for
ETS 3 and ETS 4), from the "Configuration/ETS Configuration"
menu. Click on "OK" in the warning popup window and
then on the "Import" icon. Select the 4 files created by ETS
(selecting "ETS 4" if this version is used), and finally clicking
on the "Exit" icon to confirm.
To create the files, refer to the "GUIDELINES AND
PRECAUTIONS" Manual from page 5 to page 12 and
from page 113 to page 122, ETS CONFIGURATION/
PROCEDURE FOR INSERTING KNX SYSTEM DATA
chapter.
4. For details on how the "ETS configuration page" is structured
and to see how to remove group addresses, etc. refer to
pages from 72 to 113 (from pages 90 to 94 and on page
104 you will see how to create "New environments" and
associate with them devices already inserted in the ETS
program. For small modifications that do not require the use
of ETS (without the ability to add groups), refer to pages from
72 to 76.
5. If red dots with a question mark (instead of green dots with
Flags) appear in the "Addresses/Objects" box on the "ETS
Configuration" screen, this means that WCS has been
unable to determine the type of object from the ETS project,
so the objects must be set manually to bring up the green
dot (determine whether they are On/Off, Alarms, 1 bit/byte
objects, etc.). To do this select the object, then in the "Detail
addresses/selected object window" alter the settings using
"Change/Confirm Type": from page 105 to page 111, ETS
configuration chapter / Addresses/objects section.
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6. Select which objects are to be read by WCS on start-up and
at given time intervals (excessively frequent queries create
traffic in the bus). Again in the "ETS configuration" window,
click bottom right on the "Addresses/Objects Configuration"
icon and set the desired flag and values; then press "Exit"
to save: page 112 onwards, ETS Configuration / The
"Addresses/Objects Configuration" button chapter.
7. After connecting the PC to the system bus, configure the
access parameters to the bus with the USB/KNX interface
from the "Configuration/Bus access parameters" menu:
from page 184 to page 185 in Bus access parameters
configuration chapter.
8. Determine which objects are to be displayed by default in
all the room details (the page for each room which you can
customise with a photo, etc.), and what can be done on that
object by clicking with the mouse on the corresponding icon
(e.g. turning an office light on/off from the reception): from
page 185 to page 190, Configuring Address/Object types
chapter.
To make these settings effective, go to the "WCS supervision"
page, expand one room at a time and click on the "Reload
from ETS configuration" icon. This operation resets any
previous room settings (loaded images, resized icons, etc.),
so these custom settings are described later on in this guide.
From page 192 to page 193 and from page 202 to page
208, chapterCustomising user interface from the section
System supervision to the sections The "Reload from ETS
Configuration" button and "Changing visibility, display
mode and the action when left-clicking the graphic
symbols used".
9. Likewise for the thermostats and the detailed views of
objects, refer to pages from 208 to 215.
10.Customise the graphics for each individual environment/
office to remove or resize at will the icons that are displayed
(lights, thermostat, etc.), add/remove objects with respect
to those displayed by default, insert an image of the office,
etc.: from page 190 to page 217, Customising system
supervision user interface chapter. These customisations
cannot be copied/pasted on all rooms.
11.1Creating/Modifying/Deleting scenes that can be called up
from WCS: from page 124 to page 134, Scene configuration
chapter.
12.Scheduling of the desired scenes (for example to activate
a scene at given times of day): from page 135 to page 144,
Scene scheduling chapter.
13.Creating/Modifying/Deleting alarms, associations with
Windows sounds, etc.: from page 145 to page 166, Alarm
configuration chapter.
14.Creating/Modifying/Eliminating WCS Decision Logics (they
are logic modules that operate only if WCS is active and
connected to the bus): from page 166 to page 181, chapter
Creating decision logics.
15.Creating Function MASTERS and Zone MASTERS: for
general information see pages from 10 to 12; to create Zone
MASTERS see pages from 76 to 86, ETS Configuration
/ "Zone MASTERS Configuration" chapter, and for the
Functions MASTERS see pages from 94 to 103, ETS
Configuration / "Functions MASTERS Configuration"
chapter.
The "Functions MASTER" is a "virtual" device for
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simultaneous control of multiple "real" devices (for example,
on the "virtual" thermostat you can give the change season
command to automatically send the same command to all
"real" thermostats associated with that functions MASTER).
The "Zone MASTER" is a virtual room containing various
"Functions MASTERS".
Important notes.
Sending messages on the bus: it is also possible to read/write
KNX addresses on the bus directly from WCS (to perform
communication tests with devices ) from the "Utilities" menu:
from page 225 to page 227, Utilities menu / Actions on
Addresses/Object chapter.
Make a backup of the WCS project: this is obligatory if you
need to update the WCS and is in any case recommended after
completing work: from page 218 to page 223, Utilities menu/
Backup/Restore chapter.
From version 1.5 onwards, WCS automatically and constantly
records the telegrams circulating on the Konnex system
bus for a period of 10 days (from the eleventh day onwards
the new recordings will overwrite the previous ones). To save the
data recordings in an external file, simply go to the "Configuration
 General Settings Configuration" menu, choose the "Log"
palette and click on the "Export KNX telegrams" button.
Likewise, all the internal processes (launching services, card
programming, etc.) are recorded in the "Log" folder (C:\\
Programmi/Vimar/WCS/Log).
If you add new rooms or devices to an existing ETS project
without making changes to the system's initial settings, all you
need to do is reload in WCS the 4 files exported from ETS (see
point 3) and define/modify these new objects.
If on the other hand you want to load ETS files from another
system or you modify existing programming (eliminate/modify
devices already configured and associated with WCS in the
system), you will have to start from scratch by loading an empty
database into WCS and then import the ETS files as described
in point 3. The empty database "Original.wcs" is located at C:\\
Program Files/Vimar/WCS/Client: a restore operation must be
performed on this database from the WCS menu "Utilities 
BackUp&Restore".
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Questions on using Well-contact Suite

the "Restart" option with a right mouse click, as shown in
the image below.

This chapter describes solutions to the main problems that
may occur during configuration of the room functions using
Well-contact Suite supervision software (also see the FAQs on
pages 32, 33 and 34).
1. On software start-up, the following error message
appears after the login has been completed: "the
Server has been disconnected from the software. To
proceed a connection must be re-established". What
do I have to do?

Answer "No" and close the Well-contact Suite program.
THE same value must be set for access to both Windows
and Well-contact Suite. By default this value is 4321.
The image below shows the default value set on Wellcontact Suite. If this value has been changed in Windows,
then the value of 4321 will also have to be changed on
WCS.

The value of the Port should be compared with the corresponding Windows value. If it is different, change the value
in the window above and restart your PC.
To check the Windows value, from the Windows Start/Run
menu:
• type in the word "Regedit" and press enter;
• expand the item "Hkey_Local_Machine";
• select "Software/Vimar/WCS";
• choose "MASTER gateway port" and check the value
shown (if it is different from the value given by Wellcontact Suite, change the one in the Well-contact Suite
image above and then restart your PC).
2. IS it possible to configure room accesses in such a
way that service staff can enter only when the guest is
absent but the hotel manager can enter at any time?
Yes, for access control the Well-contact Plus system allows
for up to seven user levels.
In this case the ETS project must be designed using transponder reader datapoints that are specific for this kind of
use.
The datapoint "CO_accessType1 - Access guest access"
of the pocket transponder reader (inside the room) must
be connected to the datapoint "CO_disableAccessType2
- Disable access service staff" of the transponder reader
outside the room.
Likewise, the access rules can be assigned to the remaining
levels and customised according to the hotel management's needs.
In Well-contact Suite it is sufficient to create a service type
personal card for the room service staff and a different type
of service card for the manager. The cards for staff with the
correct user levels can again be created from the suite.
3. Are the room numbers imported automatically from the
ETS project?

For further details, refer to the Installation and Configuration
instructions in the chapter "Setting the port used for communicating with the server".
In other cases, Windows may not have correctly launched
the MASTER Gateway services, which can be restarted manually from the PC "Start/Run" menu by entering
"DCOMCNFG" and selecting from the "services (local computer)" field the item "MASTER Gateway". Select

The room number is not imported from the ETS project
due to problems relating to recognition of this data in the
files exported from ETS. The room number must therefore
be inserted manually in Well-contact Suite in the "ETS
Configuration" section (for full details, refer to the software
manual).
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4. How can "Make up room" and "Room service call" be
viewed in the supervision window?
To be able to view "Make up room", "Room service call",
etc. and display the icons in the supervision window, select
"Menu/Configuration/Cleaning and minibar configuration"
and set the desired objects for the various rooms/zones.
Notes.
If this is not done, no icons will be displayed in the supervision window.
The "Make up room", "Room service call", "Minibar" functions, etc. are all associated with the same icon.

5. Is it possible to enable transmission of a "1" or "0" bit
indicating MAKE UP ROOM or ROOM MADE UP to
Well-contact Suite software only if the room service
staff are present in the room?
Yes, it is possible to set a "0" or "1" bit to identify the "Make
up room" call or, considering both "0" and "1", to identify
"Make up" or "Made up" or vice versa (see figure below).

To do this, simply select "Management via bus enabled"
and add a flag to distinguish at the press of a button whether the guest card or the room service staff card is in the
pocket reader.
The same considerations apply for the Minibar.
So with "Include room service staff presence in room
control" the presence of room service staff is associated
with making up the room, etc.
6. Is it possible to delete from Well-contact Suite the
address of a group previously associated with management of "Room to be made up" (as seen in point 4)?
An inserted group cannot be deleted, but it can be
replaced with another.
However, if bus management "Include room service presence control" is disabled, it is not used.
In the following example, the address "3/3/1" is set to "1"
when the room service staff inserts the card in the pocket
reader. If the option "1 - Room clean" has been selected,
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the room is displayed as clean. In this case it is sufficient for
the room service staff to enter the room.
The idea is to oblige room service staff to press any button
(optionally with the card inserted) to indicate that the room
has been cleaned.

7. How can the descriptions associated with the various
rooms, offices, etc. be modified?
To modify the description of the rooms from Well-contact
Suite software, simply go to "ETS configuration". The room
descriptions are located here and can be modified at will.
The new name will be displayed in the supervision window.
At the top right there are 3 icons; click on the first from
the left to view both the number of the office/room and its
name. The same description will appear in the supervision
summary screen.

8. Can different profile cards be created for access to a
room (e.g. "husband", "wife" etc.)?
No, when multiple cards are cloned they all maintain the
same guest profile linked to the booking.
9. Is it possible to manage "time band accesses" for the
rooms?
Well-contact Suite software only filters the LAST NAME
field, so if 2 rooms are booked for two different guests WITH
THE SAME LAST NAME, the opportunity is provided by
default to create access cards for both of their rooms.
Cancelling room access for one guest will result in cancellation of the booking of the other guest with the same last
name.
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It is therefore advisable to distinguish the last names,
for example by inserting the initial of the first name in
the last name field.

13. Is it possible to control a timed monostable relay from
the supervision software (for example the electric lock
- timed to 1 second)?

10. Could problems arise if different bookings are made by
guests with the same last name?

This can be done by means of a two-command scene. The
first sets the electric lock to "1", while the second resets the
electric lock to "0" after the desired time (by means of the
timing present in the last scene column).

This type of function is provided only for common areas
(swimming pool, gym, etc.) and not for the rooms.
11. What is the Presence events list used for?
It displays the entry ("In") and exit ("Out") times in order to
establish how long the guest remained in the room. WCS
records all accesses in this list; it is possible to set the
number of days the records are retained before the list is
overwritten.
THE list can be exported into an .XLS format file. It automatically displays accesses of the last two days, although this
period can be extended.

14. Is it possible to configure the LED of the external reader
so that it blinks when someone other than the guest is
present in the room?
Yes, in the ETS project it is sufficient to insert all the presence objects (staff, emergency and maintenance staff, etc.)
in a single group.
15. When using Well-contact Suite software, how can I
delete the external reader TRANSIT LOGS? What is the
maximum number of transits that can be memorised by
a reader?
In the ETS project the reader parameter called "Transit list
overwrite" is selected.
The maximum number of transits that can be memorised
is 250. When this value is exceeded, the reader overwrites
the list, eliminating the oldest transits and replacing them
with the most recent ones.
16. What is the "Confirm server" reader object used for and
what is its function in Well-contact Suite?

As can be seen in the following image, the storage durations can be defined for various kinds of events:

Activation of this object forces the reader to wait for a
message from the software (sent automatically) confirming
reception of the transit by the supervision PC before saving
a transit in the internal list.
If it does not receive a reception confirmation message,
it reattempts to send the transit to Well-contact Suite the
number of times set in the reader parameters.
17. When replacing a reader (external or pocket reader),
how can I send the date/time to the new reader and
associate all the memorised cards with it?
To force the sending of date/time/system code (required
after replacing a reader), go to Menu --> Configuration -->
General settings and select the "Date - time - system code"
tab.
Then update the date, time and system code.
There are two ways of recognising the cards that were programmed on the previous reader:

12. How many Decision Logics can be performed with
Well-contact Suite?
There is no limit.

A. A room device has been replaced:
first perform an access block and then an access
unblock to the room where the reader has been replaced
(entering the details for the Guest checked into that
room). Then block/unblock accesses for all persons
registered as "Service/maintenance staff etc." from the
Administration staff menu on the right side of the monitor
(selecting one staff type at a time).
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B. The device for a hotel common access has been
replaced:
the procedure is the same as for point A except that
you have to access the details of all checked-in room
guests from the Reception-guests menu on the right
side of the monitor (selecting one guest at a time) and for
each of them Block/Unblock the accesses (in addition to
all the service staff).
Example.
THE external reader of room 102 has been replaced. To
send access data via Well-contact Suite, go to room 102
guest details.
For the room guest:

At this point all the access enabled cards on the replaced
device will be copied with their corresponding durations and
holder data onto the new external/pocket reader.

18. What do I have to do to perform a season change
"Thermostat by thermostat" and "all thermostats simultaneously" from the Well-contact Suite software?

and for the service staff, selecting them one at a time:

To avoid creating a group that contains all the thermostat
"season changes", which would preclude the possibility of
customised changes for each room, it is preferable to create a group for each thermostat in the ETS project. This
way the receptionist will be able to make the season change
from the Thermostat management window for each room.
Conversely, for general control create a thermostat
MASTER and associate with it all the thermostats on which
to perform the season change by setting the desired values.
The thermostat MASTERS can be created at will (refer to
the Well-contact Suite configuration manual).

19. What should be done if it is not possible to control a
thermostat from the functions MASTER?
As explained in the Well-contact Suite manual (page 145),
in order for the thermostats associated with a MASTER to
operate correctly, the field "Enable thermostat management
via associated MASTERS" must be enabled for all these
thermostats. If this has not been done, a thermostat may
not operate correctly even if it is associated with a MASTER.
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20. How can I prevent a thermostat from memorising the
temperatures forced manually by the guest after he has
left the room?
This function cannot be adopted on a thermostat because
the device is designed to maintain the settings made by the
guest. When the guest returns to the room, the thermostat
will restart with the last settings (made by the guest before
leaving).
The fan-coil speed will instead return to "Automatic" mode,
even if the guest had changed it.
The requested function may be achieved by creating a
scene that involves activating the thermostat by means of
a KNX Logic which will be called up when the guest inserts
his card in the pocket reader.
Note.
Using Well-contact Suite you can make the thermostat
return to the default settings when the guest checks out.
However, you have to create a functions MASTER and
associate it by default for checkout.
To set the functions MASTER as default for checkout, go
to ETS Configuration and select the desired MASTER, then
open the drop-down menu and right click on the thermostat
associated with the room and set "Set as default MASTER
for daughters".
For further details see the Installation and Configuration
Manual in the chapter "Associating a MASTER as default for
all associated elements".
21. How can I inhibit all operations performed by the guest
on the thermostat (modifying temperature and functions)?
The "Temperature: disable local operation " and "Fancoil:
disable local operation" objects (objects 47 and 48 for
thermostats 20451, or 53, 54 and 96, 97 for two-zone thermostats 20430) can be used to block changes to fan-coil
temperature and speed. It is not possible to block the operating mode because the guest cannot decide this himself.
For example, the guest can force the thermostat to Off only
by opening the window or can set it to standby only by leaving the room (removing the card from the pocket reader).
22. Is there a way of installing two different versions of
Well-contact Suite on the same PC without having to
uninstall one (WCS Top) to install the other (WCS Office)
each time?

It is not possible to install two different software versions on
the same PC because they both use the same resources
(database, services, etc.). We therefore suggest several
measures to avoid creating database and software conflicts. In any case you can work with one version (such as
WCS Top) and create the database for a system created
with a different version (such as WCS Office), although
this is recommended only if a second PC with WCS Office
installed on it is not available.
To be able to work on a protect created with the "Office"
version using the "Top" version, simply reset the database
and connect the "Office" version hardware key to the PC
(the database will be automatically updated to the latest
version).
To reset the database: Configuration menu -> Utilities ->
Back-up/restore -> Restore -> go to the directory of WCS
-> Client -> Original.wcs.
A restore of original.wcs must be carried out every time
before changing the hardware key, otherwise the program will freeze.
23. Can I set up a PC outside the hotel with WCS Client
installed on it along with the hardware for programming
the cards and for controlling the system, and use a
second PC without a WCS license inside the hotel, connected to the first by means of Team Viewer or Remote
Desktop, for monitoring the system?
Well-contact Suite software does not allow two PCs to be
connected using "Remote Desktop". However, this can be
done with Team Viewer, although the connection will be
extremely slow and office staff will be unable to use the PC
while the connection is in progress.
Furthermore, a card programmer (with the exception of the
"Office" license) will be unable to operate on the hotel PC if
Well-contact Suite is not installed and it will not be possible
to activate acoustic alarms deriving from bathroom alarms,
room service calls, etc.
You will therefore have to purchase Well-contact Suite (Top,
Basic or Office) for the hotel and the corresponding Client
for the remote office.
24. IS it possible to use an IP/KNX router (LAN connection)
and a PC in a remote office to program the cards and
manage/monitor the system without purchasing the
WCS Client license?
Yes, this is possible but obviously it will not be possible to
have any system interaction between Well-contact Suite
and the PC in the remote office.
You will have to have one IP/KNX router in the remote office
with the PC and one in the system, and they will have to be
suitably programmed to operate correctly in the system.
25. Is there a folder on the PC used to save logs of
everything that Well-contact Suite does to help solve
problems in using the software?
The Log folder can be found at the following location on
the PC:
C: \ Program Files \ Vimar \ WCS \ Log
If you experience problems, you may need to send the
"Log" folder (obviously zipped) to Vimar support - contact
the Vimar Service Provider that programmed the system or
the Vimar toll-free number 800 862 307.
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26. After a few minutes of inactivity, the PC stops communicating with the WCS card programmer. What should I
do?

32. I am unable to book a room that the planner shows as
free and the software indicates that it is temporarily
blocked. What should I do?

On Windows 7 operating systems, the USB ports are deactivated automatically after 10 minutes of inactivity. To solve
this problem, carry out the following operations in Windows:
a. "Control panel"
b. "Hardware and sound"
c. "Energy saving options"
d. "Change energy saving combinations"
e. select "Change advanced energy saving settings"
f. select "USB settings"
g. select " USB selective suspend settings"
under "Setting" select "Disable".

When using the planner and continuously moving bookings
(temporary, confirmed or maintenance), it may happen that
the room retains residual data that prevent it from being
booked even though the planner shows that it is free.
Additionally, a "Temp X" booking may have been initiated
but not confirmed during the previous days. To unblock the
room, simply perform the following operations:
• go to the menu Configurations -> Room Settings
Configuration;

27. Is it possible to move a scene icon from the WellContact Suite screen and place it at the top of the list
to view it more easily?
The scene list is displayed in alphabetical order, so it is sufficient to put a number (for example 01) in front of the desired
scene name to ensure that it is positioned at the top left of
the scene call-up page.
28. If I insert a card in the programmer during a software
page change, Well-contact Suite freezes.
Before performing a software page change, you have to
close the card recognition popup which remains hidden
behind the loading window, otherwise the hidden popup will
block subsequent operations. Click on "Exit" or on "OK" to
successfully complete loading.

• select "Room characteristics" and on the room number
associated with the "Unblock" column, double click to
unblock.

29. To update the status of the thermostats of a room, do
I have to activate cyclic sending of messages over the
bus?
No, this isn't necessary because the status of the object is
updated in real-time each time a message arrives from the
thermostat.
30. A guest has altered the thermostat temperature setpoint in the room and the "hand" symbol appears on
the room detail. How can I restore the default temperature?
If the guest increases the comfort setpoint in the room, for
example from 25°C to 27°C, a "hand" symbol appears in
the supervision window on the PC to indicate the custom
setting made by the guest.
To restore the default value, all you need to do is go to the
"thermostat popup", click on the "Setpoint-comfort" textbox and exit from the popup. This will send the "Comfort
default" message to the thermostat (in this case 25°C).
31. Is it possible to read/write KNX system objects directly
from the Well-contact Suite software, for example to
perform quick read or write tests?
Yes, you can do this from the "Utilities – Actions on
addresses/objects" menu, as described on the last pages
of the software configuration and installation manual in the
chapter "Actions on addresses/objects".
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33. On first start-up of Well-contact Suite, an error popup
may appear showing: "The software has been disconnected from the server. To proceed, a connection must
be re-established."
Answer "No" and close the Well-contact Suite program.
In this case, Windows may not have correctly launched the
Master Gateway services, which can be restarted manually
from the PC "Start/Run" menu by entering "DCOMCNFG"
and selecting from the "services (local computer)" field the
item "Master Gateway". Right click to select the "Restart"
option as shown in the following image.
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34. Can Well-Contact Suite software be installed with a
browser other than Internet Explorer (Firefox, Google
Chrome, Safari, Opera, etc.)?
No, it can only be installed with Internet Explorer.
35. Is there a way of using WCS on more than one PC at a
time and accessing the same database (so that a number of people can book rooms simultaneously)?
WCS Top can be installed on a high-quality server to create
an unlimited number of WCS Client stations where multiple
users can work at the same time (with WCS Basic there can
be at most one station with the Client version).
An example might be an agency where a number of people
are authorised to book apartments in a residence managed
using the Well-contact Plus system.
36. Is there a way of managing two different hotels from a
remote PC?
You could consider the two hotels as separate parts of
the same system (including in the ETS project), assign the
rooms different names and install a single version of WCS
(Basic or Top) on the PC of the external agency. Using a
LAN connection (with an IP/KNX Router), you could then
manage bookings, check-ins/check-outs, etc. for the two
hotels as if they were a single hotel. For example, for the
purposes of the ETS project it is important to consider 5
floors of the first hotel and 6 floors of the second hotel as if
they were 11 floors of the same building.
Alternatively, the agency could be set up with a PC server
with a WCS Top license and a number of stations running
WCS Client versions to simultaneously make bookings, perform check-ins, etc. for the two hotels. It is not possible to
operate the two systems independently from a remote PC
with two different versions of WCS installed. There must be
two PCs, each with a WCS devoted to one of the hotels.
37. Is it possible to block thermostat operation in the room
and enable it when guests pay for a "heating service"?
In each room you can set a scene (not a "function
MASTER") with the address/object "Disable fancoil speed"
set to "1" when the guest enters the room.
The guest can alter the temperature only if authorised by the
reception staff (who will unblock use of the thermostat in the
thermostat window under the room details, as shown in the
following image).
Let's see how to manually unblock/block the thermostat in
the room thermostat details:

38. I need to use Well-contact Suite to control a KNX gateway for a Daikin or Mitsubishi air-conditioning system.
Is it possible to send a customisable byte from the software to the gateway to perform a season change, start
the dehumidifier or the fan, etc.?
It is possible to send bytes, but the "Device_kinds" list is
currently predefined and cannot be changed. This means
that during the ETS configuration stage a generic address
must be selected as the address type (the preset types may
not adapt perfectly to the requirements of the KNX/Daikin or
KNX/Mitsubishi gateway, etc.).
So when you click on the graphic object representing this
1-byte address in the supervision window you will be asked
what numerical value you wish to enter (between 0 and
255).
ETS contains the complete list (with description) of the
"Device_kinds".
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39. After connecting a button to the reader/pocket to activate the "Do not disturb" function, it cannot be automatically reset from Well-contact Suite. The "padlock"
symbol remains on if it is not deactivated manually by
the guest in the room or from the PC.
And after reading the object in the supervision window,
it remains active even if it is inactive on the device. How
can this be resolved?
From Well-contact Suite you can create a logic with a scene
that sets "Do not disturb" to "0" when power is disabled.
It is important for the "Write" flag to be set on the input of
the reader/pocket in the ETS project so that the input is also
updated to the value "0" with the scene (the default LEDS
do not have a read flag, so it is not the LEDS that respond
when the object is read but the input connected to the button).
Note.
IT is also important to use a button and to set the device
input in "Toggle" mode. If a switch were used it would not
be possible to mechanically reclose a contact left open by
the guest.
40. IS it possible to control on/off operation of certain
groups of lights at given times of day?
Yes, all you have to do is create one scene to turn these
groups on and another to turn them off and then create the
respective scheduling of these scenes (as described in the
instruction manual) so that they can be activated by Wellcontact Suite at the set times.
41. I have created a functions MASTER for the thermostats
but I can't find it on the "ETS configurations" page.
The functions MASTERS are located under the
"Environments" menu, which should not be confused with
the "Areas" menu in "ETS Configurations".
42. How does Well-contact Suite software behave with
"Decision Logics" when the software restarts?
All the WCS logics are processed when the group addresses involved in the condition specified as "Inputs" to the
logics change.
When the condition determined by the logic inputs changes
from "untrue" to "true", a given output scene will be performed.
Similarly, a scene may be performed when the condition
determined by "true", becomes "untrue".
As a graphics application, if the WCS software (whether on
PC server or PC Client) is closed, nothing happens and the
logic is not modified (so if the scene was previously activated it remains active).
Likewise, if the PC is shut down nothing happens and no
scene is performed.
On restarting the PC, evaluation of the defined logic conditions will resume and the scenes performed in the cases
indicated above, if the WCS Logic is set so that it is automatically reprocessed when the software starts.
Note.
The first time a result is obtained for the defined logic condition, no scene is performed. The first result is used for
initialisation.
From now on the scenes will be performed, if defined, in the
cases described above. If on the other hand the decision
logic is of the "Alarm" type, the scene associated with the
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true status is always performed if the specified condition
is "true", both in the case of the first evaluation and in the
case of a subsequent evaluation with the previous evaluation already "true".
43. How can I make a remote connection over a LAN network between a PC with Well-contact Suite Basic/Top/
Office license and another PC with a Client license?
You must create rules on the router entering the server for
the MASTER gateway (4321), WCS Service (11200) and
the database (in this case use 1435 by default), and then
disable the Windows firewall.
Note.
The default port (1435) may be in use by another program,
so check first that the port is free. If the port is not free,
carry out the same procedure but using another port (again
checking that it is free).
Some additional settings must be made in order to be able
to use WCS Client/server side via a public network:
• on the PC-Server with WCS Basic/Top/Office, from
Windows:
a. menuStart -> Program Files -> Microsoft SQL server
2005-> Configuration tools -> SQL server configuration
manager
b. enter the "sql server configuration manager" tool
c. select "SQL Server 2005 Network Configuration"
d. select "Protocols for SQLVIMARWCS",
e. double click on "TCP/IP"
f. go to the "IP Addresses" menu;
g. delete the value "0" from all "TCP dynamic
ports" rows (also for IPAll)
h. set a free port (
		 "1435") on "IPALL:TCP Port" is used by default. If port
1435 is
		already being used by other software, see the end
note.
i. Restart the computer.
• on the PC-Client with WCS Client/OfficeClient, from
Windows:
a. menu Start -> Regedit -> HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE ->
SOFTWARE -> Vimar -> WCS -> DBConnectionstring
-> Edit;
b. in this string you only have to edit the "Data Source"
part. In the normal WCS installation the string is composed as follows: Data Source="Server name or server
IP"\SQLVIMARWCS: to use the remote connection via
a public network, the string must be composed as follows: Data Source = "Server name or server IP",1435
(port used by default). If port 1435 is already being used
by other software, see the end note.
c. Click "OK";
d. Restart the computer.
With this configuration (PC-Client connected to the server
via a public network), it is advisable to set encryption for
communication with the PC-Server (see WCS Installation
and configuration manual, chapter " Configuration - Server
WCS - Enabling encryption in communication with server").
With this configuration (PC-Client connected to the server
via the public network), the ETS configuration with WCS
Client must not be modified otherwise the program will not
work.
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It is therefore strictly forbidden to modify the ETS configuration (Menu -> ETS configuration) from WCS Client.
All the other parameters (scenes, scheduling, alarms, etc.)
can be modified.
44. Note on activating guest cards.
In order for a registered card to become automatically activated, there must be just one room booked and just one
card. Otherwise, you have to go to the "Card list" menu and
activate the registered card.
45. Is there a specific procedure that needs to be followed
if a database restore is performed to implement new
hotel rooms?

48. If I create two bookings in sequence in the planner
called "Temp 1" and "Temp 2" and enter the guest data
for both bookings, is it possible on the "Guest detail"
page to authorise both guests to enter both rooms
instead of just the assigned room?
Well-contact Suite software allows guests to make two
or more bookings simultaneously (they might for example
require one room for themselves and another for their children, or they might book two rooms in different periods).
In this case, for the sake of practicality, double click on the
two bookings in the planner and insert a single guest record
so as to save time. If you don't wish to book two rooms for
the guest, eliminate the booking "Temp 2" from the planner,
complete the booking for the first guest then start the booking for the second.

If a database from several days previously has been modified (for example to add Logics or MASTERS in the office),
when the modified database is restored all the bookings,
check-ins, customer details etc. from the last few days will
be lost.
In this case, before restoring the database you will have to
make a note of all the planner data, guest details, etc. (at
least for guests who have booked or checked in since the
last database update).
After restoring the database, you must then update the
planner with all the new bookings and new guests and
repeat the check-in for guests currently in the hotel (except
for those who had checked in prior to the database update
reprocessed in the office. These guests must be checked
out if they have left the hotel). All cards of guests who have
been re-checked in (whether or not they are in the room)
must be reprogrammed. On the day this is done, the reception staff must ask guests to leave their cards so they can
be reprogrammed.

49. If the guest is given a second card for the room, is it
possible to it a different name from the first?
(For example, to distinguish room tenants in a student
house to obtain a report on the people entering and
leaving the room).

46. If an ETS parameter of a device is modified (without
altering groups with additions or modifications), is it
necessary to reimport the 4 files from ETS to WellContact Suite as well as reprogramming the device
ETS?

51. Can Well-contact Suite manage devices (readers,
badge holder pockets and thermostats) not made by
Vimar?

No, it isn't.
47. What is the ETS 4 file export procedure for Well-Contact
Suite?
SIMPLY go to the Project folder on the initial page of ETS4,
select the relevant project and click on Export, as shown in
the image below:

No, this is not possible. The two cards are identical and
assigned to the person who booked the room. However,
from the events list you can see which card (1 or 2) has
been used to enter/exit and at what time. So it is sufficient
to indicate the correspondence between the card number
and the name of the customer it has been given to.
50. Is it possible to book a room for a period of more than
a year?
Yes, it is. The duration of the planner calendar is linked to
the calendar set in Windows.

No, the software can't control other makes of readers,
pockets and thermostats because it uses proprietary algorithms developed exclusively for appliances in the Vimar
Well-contact Plus system.
52. What should I do if the reception PC continuously displays the alarm signal for a room with the card inserted
in the pocket?
WCS reads the pocket every 3 minutes to check for the
presence of the guest in the room. If the guest presence is
associated with blinking of the external reader LED and the
blinking is associated with the bathroom alarm condition,
WCS may sometimes interpret the blinking of the LED as
an alarm in progress condition.
This is attributable to the flags of the objects associated with
the LEDs in the ETS project.
IT is a specific function implemented in WCS for LED control. In this case it is sufficient to use the LEDs in blinking
mode for the alarm and in steady light mode to indicate the
presence of the guest in the room.
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53. How can I view the complete description of the room or
common area from the Well-contact Suite supervision
page?
You can customise the name by going to the "Configuration
- ETS Configuration" menu and then selecting the room
in the "Environments" section, as shown in the following
image:

customer extended his stay in the room beyond the initial
check-in period, it was necessary to perform a "Block/
unblock accesses" from the "Guest details" page in order
to make WCS send the new stay data to all the readers and
pockets for which the card was enabled.
From software version 1.5 onwards, data transmission is
automatic.
57. Is it possible to use Well-contact Suite to reset the
"Comfort" and "Standby" thermostat setpoints made
by the guest or by reception staff?

From the supervision page, now click on the icon at the top
as shown in the following image and the room descriptions
will appear:

54. If I uninstall a recent version of WCS in order to install
an older one and configure the system, are there any
particular precautions I need to follow?
(For example, uninstalling WCS Top 1.4 from the PC of
a provider to install version WCS Office 1.3 of a client to
configure his system)
Firstly, you have to uninstall the "SQL Servers" and the software version present.
The "SQL Servers" must be restored with the subsequently
installed software version to ensure correct operation of
the suite, which has different characteristics from the new
versions.
55. Why does the first yellow LED flash when the card is
swiped over the external reader and the electrical lock
not open?
You need to resend the "system code" from Well-contact
Suite.
56. Why are the room accesses (reader/pocket) and common area accesses sometimes blocked for customers?
In WCS software versions up to and including 1.4, if the
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Although the thermostats save the custom settings of these
temperatures and bring them up after the customer has
entered/left the room and subsequent to a system power
failure, these changes can be reset when the customer
checks out in two ways:
a. by means of "Reset changes" when the guest checks
out;
b. by restoring the "Standby" setpoint the first time the guest
leaves the room.
Solution A using a WCS "functions MASTER":
you have to create a "functions MASTER" for the thermostat
to be able to restore the desired setpoints (temperatures,
forcing, etc.) and set it as default MASTER so that it is activated when the guest checks out.
To run the MASTER on check-out, it is sufficient to have one
MASTER to associate with all the room thermostats set as
default MASTERS. At the time of check-out, WCS will send
the default commands (setpoints, forcings, etc.) only for that
room's thermostat.
If on the other hand the MASTER is to be performed manually by staff, it is obligatory to create one per room, otherwise there is a risk of sending incorrect data (for example,
if there is a guest in room 202, running the MASTER might
change the mode to standby even when the guest is in the
room).
Solution B using WCS logics (to restore only the standby
setpoint):
if you need to automate the procedure, you can create a
scene with the default setpoint values and associate it with
a logic that is activated by a given command/action (for
example when the guest leaves the room, in which case
STBY=19°C is restored by means of a scene when the card
is removed from the pocket). The thermostat now saves the
value called up from the scene as a new value for standby
mode, losing the previous changes made by the guest or by
reception staff who had temporarily raised the value to turn
on heating prior to the guest's arrival at the hotel.
58. Is WCS able to display data originating from a KNX
measuring instrument with the following datapoints:
DPT 13.010, DPT 13.013, DPT 14.056, all 4 byte data?
Yes, the software is capable of managing these data. In
particular DPT 13.XXX are "4 byte datapoints with sign":
WCS manages them if they are defined as "EIS 11 - 32
bit counter"; likewise, the DPT 14.XXX are "4 byte floating
point" datapoints in accordance with IEEE 754 coding and
are defined as "EIS 9 - Float value".
The various DPT specialisations only add information such
as units of measurement, but WCS simply manages the
telegram on the bus (where it sends only the pure value,
without additional information).
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59. Is it possible to operate readers and pockets with a
Black List in the system with Well-contact Suite software?
Yes, this is a parameter that can be set on the devices in
ETS. If you set the device to "Black List", the cards that are
added and associated with guests by Well-contact Suite will
be blocked instead of being recognised by the device. The
"Black List" works with negative logic on the device. In practice, WCS reasons as if the devices were on a "Whitelist". In
detail, the card will not provide access to the rooms highlighted in green but will provide access to those highlighted
in white because the devices have the parameter activated
in ETS to make them work with reverse logic.
60. Is there a way of reducing the duration of the Log files
saved automatically by Well-contact Suite?

You then need to create a logic from WCS that calls up this
scene every time the customer card is inserted in the pocket
(which from ETS should not activate either climate control
nor TV):

Yes, simply go to the main "Configuration" menu, item
"General Settings – Logs".
61. IS it possible to set up the system in such a way that
the guest can enter the room and activate everything
except for climate control and the TV?
(For example, if these two services are to be paid for
separately by activating them from WCS when the card
is inserted in the vertical pocket reader).
This can be done by creating a scene for each room in WCS
and inserting TV and climate control deactivation as scene
commands.

Given that in ETS neither climate control nor the TV are
associated with the presence of the guest in the room,
when the card is removed the thermostat and the TV
remain in the state they were left in. It is therefore up to the
guest to set the thermostat to standby and turn off the TV.
Otherwise, it is possible to create a further room Logic that
activates another scene when the card is removed so as to
set the thermostat to standby and turn off the TV.
Note.
When the customer checks out, the reception staff must
restore the scene manually by setting both commands to
the value "0".

By default the scene will set the climate control and TV
relays to "0". The reception staff will then alter the associated scene by setting the climate control and TV relays to "1"
according to the service paid for.

62. In Well-contact Suite I have created "Or" Logics to
control the status of multiple groups and to keep one
of them active so long as at least one of the monitored
groups is active, but it isn't working (for example to use
a scene to activate the pump for a heating system of
a floor if at least one thermostat requires heat). What
should I do?
To interpret a logic expression (in this case a series of "Or"
logics), WCS needs to know the value of that address. It
must therefore know if the object "Heat request - room
x/y/z" is equal to "0" or "1".
If even just one of these values is not assigned, the scene
activating the main pump will not be activated.
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From the menu Configuration -> ETS Config -> Address/
Object Configuration it is necessary to read all the logic
objects when WCS starts. This way, WCS will compile a
database with a value for each field and when an object is
subsequently modified it will calculate whether or not the
expression is true.

2. find and select "Microsoft SQL Server 2005" amongst
the list of programs;
3. click on "Remove";
4. select the following two items one at a time:
"SQLBIGSTUDIO" and "SQLVIMARWCS";
5. now remove them (see image below):

63. IS it possible to delete the list of events and accesses?
Yes, it is, but only from version 1.7 onwards. The lists of
events are maintained for a period that can be set in the
"Configuration General Settings - Log" menu, after which
daily overwriting begins.
64. When resolving a bathroom alarm, a popup appears
saying that it has already been resolved by another
operator.
THIS is a popup issue that has been resolved in version 1.6
of the software. The popup appears only if WCS is not in
operation when the alarm is activated (so the group in alarm
remains at "1" and WCS interrogates it, starting up and
activating the alarm), or when the alarm activates and is not
resolved and WCS is started up again to resolve it at a later
time. In any case, if you ignore the popup the alarm will
be resolved.
65. The correct order of floors is not shown in the supervision window.
When extrapolating the files, ETS puts the created groups
in alphabetical order. So if I have named them "First floor",
"Second floor", "Third floor" and "Fourth floor" WCS imports
them in alphabetical order and sorts them as follows: "First
floor", "Fourth floor", "Second floor", "Third floor".
To reorder them, either you can place an increasing number before the description of the floors in ETS or you can
rename them as "Floor 1", "Floor 2", etc.
Alternatively, go to the "Configuration  ETS Configuration"
section in the Well-contact Suite software, eliminate the
areas present and recreate them with the desired name
assigning the corresponding rooms to the floors you
have created. The software will display the floors in the
Supervision window according to the chronological order
in which these areas (floors) were created, ignoring their
names.

c. Now restart the PC and reinstall WCS from scratch.
WCS will install the two applications you have just
removed.
67. IS it possible to rename the description of a common
area in WCS?
Yes, you can do this from the ETS Configuration menu.
You can choose whether the environment will be a room,
a common area, etc. and consequently also assign it a
DESCRIPTION (To allow this description to be viewed on
the supervision page, refer to the next question):

68. IS it possible to display a customised description of a
common area or a room on the WCS supervision page?

66. If the message "Connection to database not valid - Do
you want to set a new connection string to the database?" appears when WCS is started up, this is due to
a Microsoft related problem that has prevented the SQL
servers from being installed correctly:
a. uninstall WCS;
b. you have to uninstall the SQL servers involved manually
to enable WCS to subsequently reinstall them:
1. go to "Start-settings-control panel-Installing
Applications";
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69. IS it possible to enlarge a group icon on the supervision
page of a room or a common area because it is not possible to read the description given to that ETS group, as
described in the previous QUESTIONS?
Yes, the name can have a maximum length of 255 characters. Simply go for example to the details of the desired
room and click on the "Move" button to enlarge the window
for that group as required:

conditioning pump relays and deactivates the heating pump
relays when the season group is deactivated in summer
mode).
Two scenes must therefore be created in WCS for the two
cases.
Then from the "Configuration – ETS configuration" menu,
click on the "Addresses/objects configuration" button at
bottom right and set periodic reading every X minutes of the
group set as Input in the Decision logic.

70. I have installed Well-contact Suite on the server and on
the client, but to perform the test I had to completely
lower the server firewall to enable its applications to
communicate. What ports need to be opened on the
server firewall?
You have to open port 4321 and port 11200.
71. How can I ensure that the thermostat setpoints and
measured temperatures are updated on a supervisor
(e.g. Well-contact Suite)?
To determine the status of the new setpoint after it has been
set by the supervisor (independently of the mode currently
in use), go to the thermostat's "SETPOINTS" and "SENSOR
PARAMETERS" parameters and set the desired values of
"Send on difference/variation" and "Cyclical send time". If
the system is very large, it is advisable to set send on difference to 0.3 - 0.5 °C and not to set periodic sending every
X minutes to avoid overloading the bus with messages.
72. Is it possible to set Well-Contact Suite in such a way
that it periodically monitors a group and activates one
scene or another according to its status?
For example to control the status of the season in use
on a reference thermostat and on the basis of this activate a "Winter" or a "Summer" scene that uses relays
to activate the heating or air-conditioning pump.
This function can be obtained by directly setting the thermostat in "4-tube" mode, so there will be two separate
"Valve"objects for the season in use.
You can also create a Decision Logic in the software that
has as its Logic input the "Summer/winter" group of the
reference thermostat and as its output for a valid condition
a scene A (e.g. a WINTER scene that activates the heating
pump relays and deactivates the air conditioning pump
relays when the season group is activated in winter mode);
as its output for an invalid condition it has another scene
B (e.g. the SUMMER scene which instead activates the air
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